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k UNITED STATES
f.

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2056H001

\*****/-
,

July 10, 1996

MEMORANDUM T0: . Chairman Jackson-
Commissioner Rogers
Commissioner Dicus

'
FROM: ' James M. Taylor

Executive Direc for perations

SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO ST REQUIREMENTS MEMORANDUM M960612 - BRIEFING
ON PART 100 FINAL RULE ON REACTOR SITE CRITERIA

|

Following the Comission briefing on:the Part 100 final rule on reactor site
criteria on June 12, 1996, the Comission requested (SRM M960612, dated July
2, .1996) the staff to determine whether the proposed final rule would overrule
or conflict with the Commission's decision in Seabrook that emergency planning,

| 1s not site disqualifying. J

|

In SECY-96-118, the proposed final rule states that " site characteristics must J
be such that adequate plans to take protective actions for members of the
public in the event of emergency can be developed." Upon. reconsideration, the
staff believes that the draft final rule's language may be misinterpreted as ;

implicitly overruling or otherwise in conflict with the Seabrook decision.

The staff recomends that the Commission's decision in Seabrook on emergency |
| . planning, made in connection with an operating license review for a site

previously approved,~be extended in considering site suitability for future
reactor sites. The Commission, in its Seabrook decision, CLI-90-02, reiterated

,

| its earlier determination in the Shoreham decision,-CLI-86-13, that the
'

adequacy of an emergency ' plan _ is to be determined by the sixteen planning
standards of 10 CFR 50.47(b), and that these standards do not require that an
adequate plan achieve a preset minimum radiation dose saving or a minimum
evacuation time for the plume exposure pathway emergency planning zone in the
event of a serious accident. Rather, the Commission noted that emergency
planning is required as a matter of prudence and for defense-in-depth, and
that the adequacy of an emergency plan was to be judged on the basis of its
meeting the 16 planning standards given in 10 CFR 50.47(b). Hence, the

| characteristics of the site, which determine the evacuation time for the plume
| exposure pathway emergency planning zone, have not entered into the
" determination of the adequacy of an emergency plan. Emergency plans developed

according to the above planning standards will result in reasonable assurance
that adequate protective measures can be taken in the event of emergency. A
new concept of emergency planning " adequacy" would need to be developed in
order for emergency planning to be a factor in qualifying sites. The staff's
initial judgement is that any such concept would be difficult to define and
contentious, and in practice is not necessary.

!

! -The staff considers it sufficient that an applicant identify any physical site
|

characteristics: that could represent a significant impediment to the

1
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development of emergency plans, primarily to assure that "A range of
protective actions have been developed for the plume exposure pathway
emergency planning zone for emergency workers and the public", as stated in
the planning standards.

The staff proposes to modify appropriate portions of the rule to be consistent
with the language regarding emergency plans for early site reviews in 10 CFR
Part_52.17(b)(1). Modified language in 6100.21(g) would require that
" physical characteristics unique to the proposed site that could pose a

! significant impediment to the development of emergency plans must be
i identified." Except for deletion of the phrase "such as egress limitations
l from the area surrounding the site", this language is identical to that in i

152.17(b)(1). The staff proposes to delete this phrase from 1100.21(g) (but
; leave 152.17(b)(1) unchanged), to eliminate any confusion that might arise

regarding its scope.'

L The proposed modifications to the rule (draft final Part 100) and the proposed
[ revision to the Federal Register Notice are attached. Revision 2 to

Regulatory Guide 4.7, " General Site Suitability Criteria for Nuclear Power
Stations," will also be modified to conform to the modified rule language.

,
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Attachment 1

PROPOSED REVISIONS TO PART 100

.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
J

,

Modify Section V. A. to read as follows: ;

l

| -A. Reactor Siting Criteria (Honselsnic).

Since promulgation of the reactor site criteria in 1962, the Commission'has,

| -approved more than 75 sites for nuclear power reactors and has had an
, opportunity to review a number of others. In addition, light-water commercial
l' power reactors have accumulated about 2000 reactor-years of operating

experience in the United States. As a result of these site reviews and t

operational experience, a great deal of insight has been gained regarding the
design and operation of nuclear power plants as well as the site factors that

| influence -risk. In addition, an extensive research effort has been conducted
to understand accident phenomena, including fission product release and
transport. This extensive' operational experience together with the insights
gained from recent severe accident research as well as numerous risk studies

| on radioactive material releases to the environment under severe accident
'

conditions have all confirmed that present commercial power reactor design,
construction, operation and siting is expected to effectively limit risk to
the public to very low levels. These risk studies include the early " Reactor
Safety Study" (WASH-1400), published in 1975, many Probabilistic Risk
Assessment (PRA) studies conducted on individual plants as well as several
specialized studies, and the recent " Severe Accident Risks: An Assessment for
Five U.S. Nuclear Power Plants," (NUREG-1150), issued in 1990. Advanced
reactor designs currently under review are expected to result in even lower
risk and improved safety compared to existing plants. Hence, the substantial!

base of knowledge _ regarding power reactor. siting, design, construction and
operation reflects that the primary factors that determine public health and
safety are the re~ actor design, construction and operation.

Siting factors'and criteria, however, are important in assuring that-

radiological doses from normal operation and postulated accidents will be
. acceptably low, that natural phenomena and potential man-made hazards will be,

appropriately accounted for in the design of the plant, that site ~
characteristics are )~~%.00t t. : pithy:::rdlte t',: devel:p:: t :f adequate
;;;r;:--" :1::: t: pI "'li 03dsecurjtymeasuresto, protect,the

1_6 ped,W68YfEiWi

hi tos18 56ssiang@iFET6sW,6hiracte,MsMEsp_H!~ThTCBiiiiilssb@h^kUTIFhTd~- tm
| ant hn ; ~eR~ - nifinshi diinshthon

_ sl ong sfilidfi@
pol ~i.cy o ng reac ors away from densely populated centers, and is
continuing this policy in this rule.

'

. The Commission is incorporating basic reactor site criteria in this rule
to accomplish the-above purposes. The Commission is retaining source term and
dose calculations to verify the adequacy of a site for a specific plant, but
source term and dose calculations are relocated to Part 50, since experience
has shown that these calculations have tended to influence plant design

c aspects such as containment leak rate'or filter performance rather than
( siting. No specific source term is referenced in Part 50. Rather, the source
!
,
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!^ term is required to be one that is "... assumed to result in substantial
: meltdown of the core with subsequent release into the containment of
2 appreciable quantities of fission products." Hence, this guidance can be l
a utilized with the source term currently used for light-water reactors, or used '

: in conjunction with revised accident source terms.
. The relocation of source term and dose calculations to Part 50 represent
i a partial decoupling of siting from accident source term and dose |
: calculations. The siting criteria are envisioned to be utilized together with i

: standardized plant designs whose features will be certified in a separate
design certification rulemaking procedure. Each of the standardized designs<

will specify an atmospheric dilution factor that would be required to be met, i

in order to meet the dose criteria at the exclusion area boundary. For a
given standardized design, a site having relatively poor dispersion
characteristics would require a larger exclusion area distance than one having '

good dispersion characteristics. Additional design features would be
discouraged in a standardized design to compensate for otherwise poor site I
conditions.

Although individual plant tradeoffs will be discouraged for a given
standardized design, a different standardized design could require a different
atmospheric dilution factor. For custom plants that do not involve a ;

standardized design, the source term and dose criteria will continue to
provide assurance that the site is acceptable for the proposed design.

Modify Section V. A. G. to read as follows:

Y5^pisid rule e+se Eifid I
G. M :=cy of Emeraency P1InMiB Plees The )ih lhif adequate pliNi~Toreg:f rc: that the site characteristics should be su |

carry out protective measures for membei~s"6f[)shdifd sth'it]l3WilliiEQ_fil,
the public in the event of-- |

could be' dh.j) lop,ed,.MaMd)ihghstTiijfm sliifsFp?stil |emergenc eve

QiBCommisd
. Wit $r;gencylplann

emer s implicitlysover e
previ6us9C6dnisii.6nidsefi i?fCLI39040|2

.ipilg uliinaMeenJmodgtMtgb(sh%;istent@it[$j}hd)F[6fU W "$ d j@co.n.6
ct

MeAanguage it egcoM t
jss:16MrggujiQoAsitegandjangiearJjjj(11ejpeyn y]sect onx52:17do s

~ pie''C6is fii^f6EdiEiiliiIt'6~$iaWi6ii~on enie~riehEF~^p'lihii'6~g^',""inide^Tf6
connect 1on' with< an operating;11ce' se ' review'for< a site previously appioisd''Tin ,

heing'xextendedtin3considering site' suitability ^for' future reactor ' sites. Thi~~
in'its' eterinitiation'cin'16;Seabrook'sdecision','1 CLI-90-02L reiterated:its e'arlier~~~~^Commission;'t

e' Shorehsm> decision' e CLI-86-13;; that the ' adequacy of ~i'6d s*

50;47(b),''planis;to be determined'by' the sixteen planning standards'of'10rCFij
emergency

and;that:these' stahdards dolnottr' quire, that' an adequ' ate' p1an'^~^"'e
' achieve:^4 preset'minimus'' radiation' dose 'saving 'or a' min'imum' evacuation'tinie

. ~~

for(the^; plume' exp6sure~^p'athway''. emergency; planning zone in the event of ta
serious' accidsnt:iRather,'the Commisston noted that' emer~g' ncy p'lannin'gJ~ie
' required *as:a matter of,pr6dence' and ifor defehse'-in-depth, <and that the
' adequacy''oflan'energ' ncys plan wast to 'be| judged < on' the ba' sis;of'its"meetinjTth's

'

e
161 planning;standa'rdsfgiven in'10 CFR 50.47(b). 'Henc'e',- the: characteristics of
the siter which'determihe' the evacuation time for the plume exposure pathwa ~
kniergencyJ1anning; zone ^,' have not' entered;into^ th'e determination'of the"~"y'
ideguacy_oi23n/ emergency'planGEmergendy' plans _deve]op_ed a,ccording|,tojthi |

2
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ifieditoistate'that:' physical [ characteristics unique to;the proposed _ sit
hit,c' uld|poseJaYsignificant" impediment!to ,the development of emerg'ency' p1'aWio
'st:be identified.?; Exce

limitationsf fr6m;theiea'pt;for; the deletion of th'et ph' rase 'such as:'egresi"~~l surrounding;the> site"n this< language is 'identica1'~t6
h'atfini'l52'.'17(b)(1)'>. 'Thfs ' phrase' is > being; deleted from 1100:21(g)?(but

| 52,17(b)i1)' rema ns? unchanged),''_t'o' 'elimin, ate'|any, confusion _th_at ,si_ght,i(iis
garding its'scopef

* * * * *

PART 100 - REACTOR SITE CRITERIA

Modify i 100.1(c) to read as follows:

(c) Siting factors and criteria are important in assuring that
radiological doses from normal operation and postulated accidents will be
acceptably low, that natural phenomena and potential man-made hazards will be
upropriately accounted for in the design of the plant, and that ee site i

claracteristics are [G)gh]::::::ble t: the develep=ent Of d:g :t:
protect the plant 6$s[6(sid,issT6;public :nd adequate security measures toiid iiidithit!phyIEilfEhiFdtiiMitidi?UEi ~
:::rgency pl::: t: re 3 ...

Atitlop$@tisfaatmacylilas(ldjpp,ppsifi]injf[ipt3ppjd@itjyly,e^~'sdi -f6MR hedMtjj$at%b
s siatt31Mtiflish !

|

Modify 5100.20(a) to read as follows:

(a) Population density and use characteristics of the site environs,
including the exclusion area, the population distribution, and site-related
characteristics must be evaluated to determine whether individual as well as
societal risk of potential plant accidents is low, and that :it: rel:ted

i

physIEET characteristics Est^q~asiE5IfhsipF5'pTssd!IitsittiitTETETaipis'iifs |

fi6f=..ghif.m.. ..e. .l_@psdliiiiiE,T5EtheVdeVilsp~ibnfidfis55'Fy=shED..:c.liahM[w.~iktTfGd331
. . . r . . . c. . r. m. e. . r. m . .n. . m...=. . . t. .n. . ~re. . . .v. . m. _. . ., . . .=.. r. t.ifsfid~-

. . . r . . . . .a. r. m. . )
m. .. r r .

:: tier: f;r :::ber: Of the public in th event of :: rg ncy.

Modify 5100.21(g) to read as follows:

(g)_ &ne Ph7AWaT characteristics siiljie3E61EffiTFpisid7sTEf1HitFensra
. f.f..%:e.htdipedisihQ:fdIthi[diss{0pmsnt@L...c.eserg=entd..:lini"EUit b~s~"[Tosy $ sim w ==. . . . . . . .u. n. . w . . c.y . . . . .:v=. t.:. v.a. n =r . .= r. = . . n. . . . . . r. .=....u. .... c.oen lT1j .u .n
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DRAFT FINAL RULE ,

REVISION OF
10 CFR PARTS 50, 100 |

!
'
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i

OUTLINE |
;

!

e CHRONOLOGY AND OVERVIEW 0F CURRENT RULE |
:
i

e SEISMIC ASPECTS OF PROPOSED REVISION ;

SEISMIC AND GEOLOGIC SITING CRITERIA-

-!

USE OF PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC HAZARDS IN DETERMINING DESIGN BASIS !-

GROUND MOTION :

:

EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING CRITERIA :-

,

'
e NON-SEISMIC ASPECTS OF PROPOSED REVISION

!

MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS AND EXPERIENCE IN REACTOR SITING !-

!

PROPOSED REVISIONS |
-

;

ELEMENTS OF DRAFT FINAL RULE !
-

:
(

,

2 !
:

:
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CHRONOLOGY

e 10 CFR 100 ISSUED - APRIL 1962

e 10 CFR 100, APPENDIX A ISSUED - NOV. 1973

e ACRS BRIEFED ON FIRST PROPOSED REVISION - JAN. 1992

e FIRST PROPOSED REVISION ISSUED FOR COMMENT - OCT. 1992

e FIRST PROPOSED REVISION WITHDRAWN - MAR. 1994

e SECOND PROPOSED REVISION ISSUED FOR COMMENT - OCT. 1994

r

e ACRS BRIEFED ON SECOND PROPOSED REVISION - NOV. 1994

e COMMENT PERIOD ENDS ON SECOND PROPOSED REVISION - MAY 1995

3
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CURRENT RULE ]

CURRENT RULE - 10 CFR 100 (APRIL 1962). REQUIRES:=

EXCLUSION AREA - IMMEDIATE ZONE AROUND REACTOR. NO RESIDENTS. I-

LOW POPULATION ZONE (LPZ) - ZONE OUTSIDE EXCLUSION AREA. MAY-

CONTAIN RESIDENTS, BUT NOT DENSELY POPULATED CENTER.

POPULATION CENTER DISTANCE - MAY BE NO CLOSER THAN ONE AND ONE- .
-

THIR6 TIMES THE LPZ RADIUS. |

FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE WITHIN CONTAINMENT POSTULATED. CONTAINMENT !e
ASSUMED TO BE INTACT, BUT LEAKING. DOSES TO HYPOTHETICAL INDIVIDUALS !

MUST NOT EXCEED 25 REM WHOLE BODY AND 300 REM Ti!YROID AT- |!

| EXCLUSION AREA B0UNDARY (EAB) FOR 2 HRS AFTER ONSET OF REi. EASE, !-

| LPZ OUTER RADIUS FOR COURSE OF ACCIDENT (30 DAYS) . [-

! DOSE CRITERIA ALLOWS FLEXIBILITY. N0 NUMERIC CRITERIA FOR EAB, LPZe
; AND POP. CENTER DISTANCE. STAFF GUIDANCE ON DOSE CALCULATIONS AND i

POPULATION DENSITY ARE IN REGULATORY GUIDES (1.3, 1.4, 1.145, 4.7). |'

| !
e PRESENT APPENDIX A SPECIFIES SEISMIC AND GE0 LOGIC SITE CRITERIA.:

?
.

|

4 !

1
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I

REV!SION TO PART 100 APPENDIX A
P

'

SEISMIC AND GEOLOGIC SITING CRITERIA .

9

:
;

PRESENTED TO THE .

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS ;

EXTREME EXTERNAL PHENOiviENA SUBCOMMITTEE !
'

;

APRIL 3,1996
|

: :

!
'

i

:

!

ANDREW J. MURPHY
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION i

i

DIVISION OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY j

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REGULATORY RESEARCH ;

(301) 415-6010 |
!
!
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i

:
,

WHY REVISION OF APPENDIX A IS NECESSARY :
i
;

* APPENDIX A DOES NOT REFLECT THE ADVANCES IN EARTH SCIENCE AND
SEISMIC ENGINEERING SINCE 1973 !

!

* CONTAINS REQUIREMENTS AND VERY DETAILED & PRESCRIPTIVE GUIDANCE
|
i

e CONFLICTING INTERPRETATIONS OF APPENDIX A OFTEN LED TO TIME
'

CONSUMING DISCUSSIONS AND PROLONGED THE LICENSING PROCESS :

* THERE HAVE BEEN DIFFICULTIES IN THE APPLICATION ARISING FROM THE .

'

MULTIPLE DEFINITIONS OF OPERATING BASIS EARTHQUAKE

- OBE IS AT LEAST 1/2 SSE (SAFE SHUTDOWN EARTHQUAKE) - AS
APPLIED, POSSIBLE FOR OBE TO HAVE MORE DESIGN SIGNIFICANCE |,

'

THAN SSE !

!
;

- SHUTDOWN IF OBE IS EXCEEDED, BUT NO CRITERIA FOR EXCEEDANCE [
OR GUIDANCE FOR SHUTDOWN OR RESTART !

!
!
!
!

;

2 i
i

!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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!

!

!
;

OBJECTIVES OF PROPOSED REVISION |

'
.

t !

* DECOUPLE SITING REQUIREMENTS FROM DESIGN OR ENGINEERING |

REQUIREMENTS - FACILITATE PART 52 APPLICATIONS

* MOVE THE DETAILED GUIDANCE FROM THE REGULATION TO REGULATORY !

GUIDES j
:

* UPDATE THE TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS IN THE REGULATION TO REFLECT
CURRENT KNOWLEDGE

* REDEFINE OPERATING BASIS EARTHQUAKE (OBE) - (
|

* PROVIDE GUIDANCE ON RESTART FOLLOWING OBE TRIGGERED SHUTDOWN |
|

,

!

,

!

.
- - - . - - - - _ - - - - - - _
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!
1

1

i

REVISION TO APPENDIX A (10 CFR 100.23) |

, -GEOLOGICAL SITING CRITERIA i
-

:
|

NEW SECTION 100.23, ENTITLED " GEOLOGIC AND SEISMIC SITING FACTORS" i

HAS BEEN STREAMLINED AND CONTAINS BASIC SITING REQUIREMENTS. :

THESE ARE:

GEOLOGICAL, SEISMOLOGICAL & ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS OF SITE [
-

MUST BE INVESTIGATED. j
!

- SAFE SHUTDOWN EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTION MUST BE DETERMINED.
:

POTENTIAL FOR SURFACE DEFORMATION MUST BE DETERMINED. !-

!
DESIGN BASES FOR SEISMICALLY INDUCED FLOODS & WATER WAVES MUST !-

BE DETERMINED. !

:

REGOLATORY GUIDE 1.165, " GUIDANCE FOR DETERMINING THE SAFE SHUTDOWN |
EARTHQUAKE FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT," ALLOWS EITHER CONDUCTING A |
PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS OR A DETERMINISTIC ANALYSIS !

SUPPORTED BY AN UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS. |
i
!

4 |
;

;

I

!

!
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!

!

iREVISION OF APPENDIX A .

(EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING) (10 CFR 50 APPENDIX S)
!

i

* HIGHLIGHTS OF CHANGES IN EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING
!

APPLICANT SELECTS THE OBE VALUE i-
,

!

!

IF OBE IS 1/3 SSE, NO EXPLICIT RESPONSE OR DESIGN ANALYSIS IS*
,

REQUIRED i

!
,

IF OBE IS GREATER THAN 1/3 SSE, EXPLICIT RESPONSE AND DESIGN |
~*

| ANALYSIS ARE REQUIRED (CURRENT REQUIREMENTS) |
i

.

!
i

| - IF OBE IS EXCEEDED, ORDERLY SHUTDOWN IS REQUIRED !
;

DRAFT REGULATORY GUIDE CONTAINS EXCEEDANCE CRITERIA AND !*

SHUTDOWN GUIDANCE (R.G.1.166) |
!

DRAFT REGULATORY GUIDE CONTAINS RESTART GUIDANCE !*

(R.G.1.167) |

1

!

!
r

|
._ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____- ________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____- -
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;. .

!
!

!
:

REGULATORY GUIDANCE !

!
!

e REGULATORY GUIDE 1.165, GUIDANCE FOR DETERMINING THE SAFE
SHUTDOWN EARTHQUAKE FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS. THIS GUIDANCE
IS PRIMARILY PROBABILISTIC, COUPLED WITH STRONG RELIANCE ON SITE-
SPECIFIC INVESTIGATIONS

fe REVISION TO SRP 2.5.2 OUTLINES HOW THE STAFF WILL REVIEW AN
APPLICATION UNDER THE NEW REGULATION THAT USES THE PROBABILISTIC i

PROCEDURES '

e REVISION OF SRP 2.5.1 AND 2.5.3 TO MAKE CONFORMABLE CHANGES
BASED ON NEW REGULATION |

|
e REVISION TO REGULATORY GU1DE 1.12 ON SEISMIC INSTRUMENTATION |

r

e NEW REGULATORY GUIDES 1.166 AND 1.167 ON PLANT SHUTDOWN FOR !

OBE EXCEEDANCE AND FOR PLANT RESTART RESPECTIVELY
;

!

!

6 |

;

i

!
__
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:-

!

USE OF PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC HAZARD AliALYSIS IN |
DETERMINING DESIGN BASIS GROUND MOTION

,

,

!
!

!

i

!
;

!

PRESENTED TO THE |

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS !

EXTREME EXTERNAL PHENOMENA SUBCOMMITTEE i
1APRIL 3,1996

!

;

!
NILESH C. CHOKSHI :

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
DIVISION OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REGULATORY RESEARCH !

(301) 415-6013 I

i

!
!

!
_ _ _ - - _ _ - - .
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-
:

!

!
;

i

PROPOSED SEISMIC SITING - KEY ELEMENTS |
?.

.

o TARGET EXCEEDANCE PROBABILITY SET BY EXAMINING |
CURRENT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS:

:

o CONDUCT PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS !
.

I
o CONDUCT SITE SPECIFIC AND REGION SPECIFIC GEOSCIENCE t

|INVESTIGATIONS

j o CHECK TO DETERMINE IF GEOSCIENCE INVESTIGATION CHANGE
PROBABILISTIC RESULTS ,

!
to CALCULATE SITE SPECIFIC GROUND MOTION FOR PLANT

o STAFF REVIEW OF APPLICANTS' SUBMITTAL
,

o UPDATE OF DATA BASE AND PROBABILISTIC METHODOLOGY
EVERY TEN YEARS ;

i

z !
!
!

. _ _ _ _ .
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,
'

.

i

|

!

Procedure for Estimating Controlling Earthquakes -

.
.

| ,

'

|

Choose a Probability of Exceedance (Reference Probability) level. This reference ;
*

probability is selected using the cumulative distribution of exceeding the Safe }

Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion (SSE) of existing plants that used Regulatory |

| Guide 1.60 design response spectra or similar spectra as their design basis. |
,

'.

!

!

rLLNL Median Hozord Values For the SSE
f|Average of 5 ond 10 Hz S.

1.00 . . , , ,, ..,
, , , , ,

,....g

E O -

c - O
,o

O - t
0.80 - o

3"
- 8

-

o
o

8 ,

o
-$ O.60 - 8 -

|Medion - 9.2E-6 O '._ o
.o ___......__....____.--_g

.! o.40 - 8 - [
,

o :r,

8 -

o ; _ i
' 8 i

$ O.20 - O !
-

:

% 8 i
-

-2 - 8 :
O : ;E

.......i P . . . . . . :. . . . . . . . .. . . . .....
;a .

(> o og10-' 10 -' 10 -* 10 -' 10 -
Probability of Exceeding Design B asis

i

|

t

3 -

:
1

______-__ _ _-___________ - __-- ____________ _____________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
v
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1

.

.

'

KEY ELEMENTS OF THE PROPOSED REGULATORY GUIDE APPROACH

DEVELOPMENT OF TARGET EXCEEDANCE PROBABILITY

CONSIDERED PLANTS DESIGNED TO REGULATORY GUIDE 1.60 OR
SIMILAR SPECTRA

PLANT A

|
& 1

o 1
.

'

g 'k = 5E-5
' '

S., Plant A Design Basis
e

Spectral Acceleration, S

MEDIAN HAZARD CURVE FOR SITE A*

3

PLANT PROB. OF EXCEEDING DESIGN BASIS

A SE-5
B 4E-5
. .

. .

. .

. .

. +- MEDIAN 1E-5 (USING LLNL PSHA).

. .

. .

. .

.

. .

|

; ................................................................

* DEVELOPED BY LLNL FOR ALL EASTERN SITES;

1

h
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.

KEY ELEMENTS OF THE PROPOSED REGULATORY GUIDE APPROACH

CONDUCT PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS

'c
IM S ,ce> I

.

', Site

''-F ,

Area
**

Magnitude M

Step 1 Step 2

SOURCES RECURRENCE

o

Uncertainty ej,
in Attersation {

h \z
W |

{g ".,',*.,'M,agn!tude Mi

* "X .' ' b*
.. .

' '' '\ 75. .

j,,

,NDe. -

Distance O Acceleration

Step 3 Stop 4

GROUND MOTION P9tOSAS OF

Basic Steps of Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis

EXAMPLE SITE X
n

8
8
m
8
o
6
E /T et P ,1E-5
5 1
a
b
O

!
E / S,, Co tsponding levely

0 Acceleration
7

|
'

SITE X MEDIAN HAZARD CURVE

3
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.

KEY ELEMENTS OF THE PROPOSED REGULATORY GUIDE APPROACH :

|

DETERMINE IF GEOSCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS ARE
CONSISTENT WITH THE PROBABILISTIC MODEL )

l

P. ',

l

l

P.='s

o e sin

I

I. I

t.='.

|
'

A SOURCE MAP USED IN THE PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS
.

h ',
.

t / Sh Id boundary be revised?
\ f. '.

'' Should seismicity (rate of recurrence)o - --

be revised?
i?. ',

?.5". |

t +- Should a new source be included?

POSSIBLE IMPACT OF GEOSCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS

b
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:
. .

i

:
4

4 !

| KEY ELEMENTS OF THE PROPOSED REGULATORY GUIDE APPROACH

| CONDUCT PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS
| (CONT'D)
i
| DEAGGREGATION
!
4

J k

(D
O
C .

(O
T3
e
(D \
O

\X
L1J

\ Total Median Hazard
+
O \

N
's xO N

CU N
" ' ' " N

: x,
L x <s sm < s.s,1o s d < 2sg x

O_ ( ''" ) s. N
._

N /5.5 s m < 6, 25 s d < 50
- m

"
s

O Accele, rat. ion

CONTROLLING MAGNITUDE AND DISTANCE

EIl = I I mH a / I E H am m

md md

E E log (d)H,a / E E H,alog D =

md md
'

7
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. .

.

Procedure for Estimating Controlling Earthquakes at a Site (Ct'd) |
t

I
,

o Magnitude and distance of controlling earthquakes are determined using results of I

the seismic de-aggregation,

[ !

l i
i

i
- t

i

/ n ,

'iW?:; :.:~~ ~~ gg_
:_=

=s N i
. . . . ..Z r'.7. .. -s ;

- - - -

... . . . . .. ._ ._ ._

g y __g
a g |

-
.. ._ . ._ ._ ._

,=.=._ .. ._ __ ._
1= =. _ ._ .. ._ ._ ._

_ sex ;

. f. arm e
._ ._ ._ .. ._ ._

__ ._ ._ ._ ._ ._ ,

c. -._ ._ ._ ._ ._,

i

o as-e. "*

m
!

"* '" ~~ "=)NTROLLING MAGNITUDE AND DISTANCE a-'
. =.

!
~ ~'Ei= I EmHu/I EHu

md md i

i
-

i
i

!Iog D I E log (d)H / I E H,* =

md md ;

t
;

t

>

<
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:

Interpretation of Controlling Earthquakes
.

Consistency between determination of controlling earthquakes and past designo
|

| earthquakes i

1

Controlling Earthquakes Past Seismic Design |
,

i Site i

Magnitude Distance (km) Magnitude Distance (km) |

No.

1 5.4 18 5.0 15

2 5.6 24 5.8 15 ;

7.2 275 7 250

3 5.5 14 5.3 15 ',,

t

4 5.6 14 5.3 15 t

5 5.7 14 5.7 15 - )
6 5.5 16 5.3 15

7 5.3 18 4.8 15
7.3 340 7.3 370

..

8 5.7 14 6 15
'

9 5.6 14 5.8 15
!

.

i

f
'

- _ _ - - _ _ - - - - - --- _ -- _ _-- - _---- _---_-_--- .. _-_
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-

.

. .

4

. 4

j
KEY ELEMENTS OF THE PROPOSED REGULATORY GUIDE APPROACH _4

.
q

|
SITE-SPECIFIC SPECTRAL SHAPE AND DETERMINATION OF SSEl

| USE El AND D AND SRP 2.5.2 PROCEDURES, FOR EXAMPLE

j A SUITE OF TIME-HISTORIES TO REPRESENT El AM AND
-

D ADKM AND SITE CONDITIONS

] -

USE OF REPRESENTATIVE GROUND MOTION
j

ATTENUATION MODELS (FUNCTION OF M AND D)1

i

:

! g S. - - - _ . _ . _ _ ,

*c
&

$ . ground motion attenuation
'

8 I based spectrum< '

Natural Period of SDOF Systems
.

SCALE THIS SHAPE TO Sx
Sx _ _ _ _; , _

'

j S, -

-7 - - - g s
N

,
~ r , s
E '-

~* '

.

0
C
4 '

Natural Period of SDOF Systems

COMPARE WITH SPECTRA USED IN STANDARD DESIGN
_

Standard Design Spectrum
j .' ''''s (e.g., RG 1.60 @ 0.3g), ,

E ,' \
G *

\1 \
'

.

8 '

<
Natural Period of SDOF Systems

/o
__ - . _ -
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!

!
!

NRC STAFF REVIEW
!

I

FROM PROPOSED REVISION OF SRP SECTION 2.5.2 !

!
:

i

"The staff will review the controlling earthquakes and :

associated ground motions at the site derived from the |
applicant's probabilistic hazard analysis to be sure that they |
are either consistent with the controlhng !
earthquakes / ground motions used in licensing of (a) other !

licensed facilities at the site, (b) nearby plants, or (c? plants |
licensed in similar seismogenic regions, or the reasons they j
are not consistent are understood."

t

!

!

!
,

|!//
!

i
!
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;

!

!

i

:

: EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING CRITERIA
.

FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS |
'

.

!

!
i '

!

1!

PRESENTED TO THE '

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS !

EXTREME EXTERNAL PHENOMENA SUBCOMMITTEE |
APRIL 3,1996 i

!

!
?

i

!

t
i

NILESH C. CHOKSHI |
:

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION |

DIVISION OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY !
!

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REGULATORY RESEARCH '

(301) 415-6013 ;
i

i
i

_ - _ _ _ _ _ . - ___-_ _ ___ _-____ _ _ _ _ - - _ .. . _ _ . . _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - - .



| .

CURRENT EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING CRITERIA

(APPENDIX A TO 10 CFR PART 100)

.

IINCLUDES BOTH SITING AND ENGINEERING DESIGN CRITERIAc

| DEFINES THE SAFE SHUTDOWN EARTHQUAKE AND OVERLY CONSTRAINTS THE
j OPERATING BASIS EARTHQUAKE ;

i !

DEFINES SAFETY RELATED STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND COMPONENTS

:

DEFINES THE MINIMUM VALUE OF THE SSE ;

!

REQUIRES PLANT SHUTDOWN IF THE OBE IS EXCEEDED !

!
;

.

: IDENTIFIES ACCEPTABLE ANALYTICAL METHODS i

i
DESIGN FOR SURFACE FAULTIEG, SEISMICALLY INDUCED FLOODS AND WATER j

WAVES, AND SOIL CONSIDERATIONS |
9

:
i

{
2

|e

_ - - - - - - - _ - - -_ -- -- -
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___

. .

NEW EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING CRITERIA i

(APPENDIX S TO 10 CFR PART 50) !

t :

SEPARATE SITING FROM DESIGN

SITING REMAINS IN PART 100, DESIGN RELOCATED INTO PART 50

i

NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGES FROM OCTOBER 1992 PROPOSED RULE
!

|
!|

|
'

CRITERIA APPLIES TO PART 52 OR PART 50 APPLICANTS ON OR AFTER THE !

EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE FINAL RULE (CRITERIA WILL NOT BE APPLIED TO !

EXISTING PLANTS)
,

-

t

PART 52 APPLICANTS PART 50 APPLICANTS

i

CONSTRUCTION PERMIT |DESIGN CERTIFICATION* *
,

!

* COMBINED LICENSE * OPERATING LICENSE,

;

3 !
i

!
!
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O

SAFE SHUTDOWN EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTION (SSE)

'

!

THE CONTROL POINT MOTION HAS BEEN CHANGED FROM THE FOUNDATION-
'

LEVEL TO THE FREE-FIELD AT THE FREE GROUND SURFACE
!

'

:

THE MINIMUM SSE IS AT LEAST 0.1G (SAME AS APPENDIX A TO PART 100) |
|
:

I
;

i

,

:

I [

i

f

i

:

i

:

!

I.

4 !

i

[
. _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ ___ __



.

OPERATING BASIS EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTION (OBE)

THE APPLICANT CHOOSES THE VALUE OF THE OBE:'

IF ONE-THIRD OR LESS OF THE SSE, AN EXPLICIT OBE RESPONSE OR DESIGN'

ANALYSIS IS NOT REQUIRED

i IF GREATER THAN ONE-THIRD OF THE SSE, AN EXPLICIT OBE RESPONSE AND

DESIGN ANALYSIS IS REQUIRED

!

5

'

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._
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i . .
!

!

REQUIRED PLANT SHUTDOWN |
'

|
l !

I i

|

LICENSEE MUST SHUTDOWN THE PLANT IF VIBRATORY GROUND MOTION |
EXCEEDING THE OBE, OR SIGNIFICANT PLANT DAMAGE OCCURS ;

.

:

!

fLICENSEE TO CONSULT WITH THE COMMISSION AND PROPOSE A PLAN FOR A
TIMELY SAFE SHUTDOWN OF THE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT IF SYSTEMS,i

! STRUCTURES, OR COMPONENTS NECESSARY FOR A SAFE SHUTDOWN OR TO ;

'MAINTAIN A SAFE SHUTDOWN ARE NOT AVAILABLE
!

>

f

,

!

;

!
i

:

i

|
:

6 |
|
!

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - _____ _ _ - - _ - - _____ _____--_-____I
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. .

REGULATORY GUIDANCE !
!,

i

REGULATORY GUIDE 1.12, REVISION 2, NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ;

|NSTRUMENTATION FOR EARTHQUAKES l
I
:

t

REGULATORY GUIDE 1.166, PRE-EARTHQUAKE PLANNING AND IMMEDIATE !

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATOR POST-EARTHQUAKE ACTIONS [
i

REGULATORY GUIDE 1.167, RESTART OF A NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SHUT DOWN }

BY A SEISMIC EVENT !

!
:
t

!

!
!

>

b

'

!

i

:
- - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - _ _ - - - - - _ _ _ _ _

!
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. . ;

6

OVERVIEW OF EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE
i

l'

PRE-EARTHQUAKE f
i
!

OPERABLE SEISMIC INSTRUMENTATION i

- !
;

SELECT AND INSPECT STRUCTURES AND EQUIPMENT (BASE-LINE) |
!

!

.

POST-EARTHQUAKE !
I

WALKDOWN [
i

EVALUATION OF GROUND MOTION RECORDS TO DETERMINE IF OBE |
fEXCEEDED
i

!
!

:
0

i

!

8 l
i

I
1



__

i
!

|

REGULATORY GUIDE 1.12 |

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT INSTRUMENTATION
FOR EARTHQUAKES, REVISION 2

i

!4

SOLID STATE DIGITAL TIME-HISTORY ACCELEROGRAPHS THAT WILL ENABLE !
!

DATA PROCESSING AT THE PLANT SITE WITHIN 4 HOURS ;

!

INSTRUMENTATION SENSORS PLACED IN THE FREE-FIELD, BUILDING l

|FOUNDATIONS AND AT ELEVATION IN THE BUILDING

!
i

INSTRUMENTATION SENSORS ARE NOT LOCATED ON EQUIPMENT, PIPING, OR f
SUPPORTS f

!

!

!
i

!

!
l

9 !
;

!

D
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. .

REGULATORY GUIDE 1.166

PRE-EARTHQUAKE PLANNING AND IMMEDIATE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
{

OPERATOR POST-EARTHQUAKE ACTIONS

ENDORSES SPECIFIC SECTIONS OF EPRI NP-6695, " GUIDELINES FOR NUCLEAR

POWER PLANT RESPONSE TO AN EARTHQUAKE"

OBE EXCEEDANCE CRITERIA

PLANT SHUTDOWN

EMPHASIZES AN ORDERLY PLANT SHUTDOWN; ASSURE THAT PLANT

SHUTDOWN EQUIPMENT IS OPERATIONAL

ALTERNATIVE CRITERIA IF FREE-FIELD SEISMIC INSTRUMENTATION IS INOPERABLE

10

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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-
. .

REGULATORY GUICE 1.167 ;

RESTART OF A NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SHUT DOWN !

BY A SEISMIC EVENT !
!

!

!

ENbJRSES SPECIFIC SECTIONS OF EPRI NP-6695, " GUIDELINES FOR NUCLEAR [
POWER PLANT RESPONSE TO AN EARTHQUAKE" :

;

i

!

PROVIDES GUIDELINES FOR PERFORMING VISUAL INSPECTIONS AND TESTS OF l
|

EQUIPMENT AND STRUCTURES PRIOR TO PLANT RESTART !
i

h
!

!

PROVIDES GUIDELINES FOR PERFORMING LONG-TERM EVALUATIONS TO
DETERMINE THE EFFECTS OF AN EARTHQUAKE !

!

i
;

:

i

r

!11

l i
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.

;

I

i
i
.

i

i

DRAFT FINAL RULE ;

REVISION OF 10 CFR PARTS 50 AND 100 !
:NON-SEISMIC ASPECTS

!

!

:
,

PRESENTE0 TO
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS

EXTREME EXTERNAL EVENTS SUBCOMMITTEE ,

APRIL 3, 1996 |
t

I
!

i
?

LEONARD SOFFER !

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION !
,

!
Y

i

?

I

f
'
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- :

1

:

CURRENT RULE |

e CURRENT RULE - 10 CFR 100 (APRIL 1962). REQUIRES: ;

EXCLUSION AREA - IMMEDIATE ZONE AROUND REACTOR. NO RESIDENTS. :
-

LOW POPULATION ZONE (LPZ) - ZONE OUTSIDE EXCLUSION AREA. MAY- .

CONTAIN RESIDENTS, BUT NOT DENSELY POPULATED CENTER. {

POPULATION CENTER DISTANCE - MAY BE NO CLOSER THAN ONE AND ONE--

THIRD TIMES THE LPZ RADIUS. i

'

e FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE WITHIN CONTAINMENT POSTULATED. CONTAINMENT
ASSUMED TO BE INTACT, BUT LEAKING. DOSES TO HYPOTHETICAL INDIVIDUALS -

MUST NOT EXCEED 25 REM WHOLE BODY AND 300 REM THYROID AT: ;

I
EXCLUSION AREA B0UNDARY (EAB) FOR 2 HRS AFTER ONSET OF RELEASE, !-

LPZ OUTER RADIUS FOR COURSE OF ACCIDENT (30 DAYS). !-

e DOSE CRITERIA ALLOWS FLEXIBILITY. N0 NUMERIC CRITERIA FOR EAB, LPZ
AND POP. CENTER DISTANCE. STAFF GUIDANCE ON DOSE CALCULATIONS AND !
POPULATION DENSITY ARE IN REGULATORY GUIDES (1.3, 1.4, 1.145, 4.7). j

i e PRESENT APPENDIX A SPECIFIES SEISMIC AND GE0 LOGIC SITE CRITERIA. [
: !

| |
! 2
1

!
!

. _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - - - _ _ - _ - _ _ - - _ _ - _ _
?
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.-

Part 100 Distance Requirements
.

'

Nearest Population Center.

of .ibout 25,000 people . .

,

.

Low Population Zone

Exclusion
- Area

Plant
Property ',
Lines Ax

.

- Nuclear.

'f ',m Power
Reactor

.

At exclusion area boundary,2-hour dose from design basis accidents < 25 rem whole body
Timely evacuation of Low Population zone must be planned -

Population center distance at least 1.3 times low population zone boundary distance

3

. _ - - -_ . __
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i

!

U.S. EXPERIENCE AND THE ROLE OF REACTOR SITING |

e VIRTUALLY ALL POWER REACTORS IN U.S. HAVE BEEN SITED USING PART 100. !
PRESENTLY, 110 OPERATING REACTORS IN THE U.S. ON 69 SITES. ABOUT I

2000 REACTOR-YEARS OF U.S. OPERATING EXPERIENCE. ALSO: |
!

ABOUT 20 SITES REVIEWED AND APPROVED; BUT CURRENTLY NO OPERATING i-

REACTORS, t

ABOUT 10 SITES REVIEWED BUT NOT APPROVED. }-

i

e SUBSTANTIAL BASE OF SITING EXPERIENCE EXISTS. NUMEROUS RISK STUDIES |
,

INDICATES THAT THE PRIMARY REMAINING FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE PUBLIC !
'

HEALTH AND SAFETY ARE REACTOR DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION. j
e SITING FACTORS ARE IMPORTANT FOR: !

I

ASSURING (WITH DESIGN) THAT RADIOLOGICAL DOSES FROM NORMAL !-

OPERATION AND POSTULATED ACCIDENTS ARE ACCEPTABLY LOW, !

THAT NATURAL PHENOMENA AND MAN-RELATED HAZARDS IN THE SITE-

VICINITY ARE DESCRIBED AND ACCOUNTED FOR IN PLANT DESIGN, ;

i
THAT SITE CHARACTERISTICS ARE AMENABLE TO DEVELOPMENT OF !-

:

EMERGENCY PLANS AND SECURITY PLANS, !
!

MAINTAINING COMMISSION POLICY OF SITING AWAY FROM DENSELY !-

POPULATED CENTERS. |
i

|4
3

t

!
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!-

!

!

MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS IN REACTOR SITING PRACTICE
(1962-PRESENT) !

!
|

e DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF EFFECTIVE FISSION PRODUCT REMOVAL ;

SYSTEMS |

I

e STAFF GUIDANCE ON PR0XIMITY TO POPULATION CENTERS |
!

!
.

e RELATIONSHIP 0F SITING AND EMERGENCY PLANNING f
:
!

e INCLUSION OF HUMAN-RELATED HAZARDS {

e IMPROVED SEVERE ACCIDENT INSIGHTS AND REVISED ACCIDENT SOURCE TERMS !
!

!

i
.

5 |

:

1
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~

!

:

PURPOSE OF PART 100 |
i
j

DETERMINES SITE PARAMETERS (EAB, LPZ, POP.CTR. DIST.) PROVIDING |e
ACCEPTABLE SEPARATION DISTANCES BETWEEN PLANT AND MEMBERS OF PUBLIC. !

!
'

.

e PROVIDES A PERFORMANCE MEASURE OF THE ACCIDENT MITIGATION CAPABILITY
OF THE PLANT. SETS REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTAINMENT LEAK RATE, FISSION
PRODUCT CLEANUP SYSTEMS, ETC. .

!
:

e DEMONSTRATES THAT EXCESSIVE DOSES TO THE PUBLIC ARE UNLIKELY EVEN IN '

EVENT OF A DEGRADED CORE ACCIDENT AND FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE INTO !

| CONTAINMENT (AS LONG AS CONTAINMENT REMAINS INTACT). |
*

;

i TO NEAREST INDIVIDUAL AT EAB FOR EARLY PHASE OF ACCIDENT, ;-

TO INDIVIDUAL AT LPZ OUTER RADIUS OVER COURSE OF ACCIDENT.-

I

I e WHAT DOESN'T PART 100 D0? t

!

DOES NOT DETERMINE CONTAINMENT DESIGN (THIS IS DONE BY-

PRESSURE / TEMP CONDITIONS OF LOCA). |
!

DOES NOT CONTROL SEVERE ACCIDENT RISK. RISK IS DOMINATED BY !-

CORE-MELT ACCIDENTS WHERE CONTAINMENT FAILS OR IS BYPASSED.

!6
>
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!
!

REASONS FOR REVISING PART 100 (
! !

!'

I

e ISSUANCE OF PART 52 WITH USE OF EARLY SITE PERMITS i

e RECOGNITION THAT DOSE CALC. AFFECTING PLANT DESIGN MORE THAN SITING.
<

ALLOWABLE CONTAINMENT LEAK RATE, j; -

FISSION PRODUCT CLEANUP SYSTEM PERFORMANCE (SPRAYS, FILTERS), ;-

ISOLATION VALVE TIMING, DRAWDOWN TIME ON SECONDARY CONT. !-

ANNULUS. !

!e INCORPORATE CHANGES IN SITING PRACTICE AND ALLOW FOR UPDATED
ACCIDENT SOURCE TERMS

REQUIRE PLANTS TO BE "AWAY FROM" DENSELY POPULATED CENTERS, !-

REQUIRE MAN-RELATED HAZARDS TO BE EVALUATED, !-

SITES CHARACTERISTICS MUST BE AMENABLE TO DEVELOPMENT OF !-

! ADEQUATE SECURITY PLANS AND EMERGENCY PLANS,
REVISE DOSE CRITERION TO REFLECT REVISED ACCIDENT SOURCE TERMS. ;-

F

i e INCORPORATE ADVANCES IN SEISMIC ANALYSIS AND EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING i

:

e EFFORT INITIATED IN 1990 TO DEC00PLE SITING FROM DESIGN. !

!
; i

7
i

'
,

!
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t

I,

PROPOSED REVISIONS i

(NON-SEISMIC) j
:

* FIRST PROPOSED REVISION (OCT. 1992) - NO DOSE CALCULATIONS FOR ,

SITING. NUMERICAL CRITERIA FOR EAB SIZE AND POP. DENSITY IN RULE. ;

!PROPOSED RULE TO CONSIST OF TWO SUBPARTS; SUBPART A FOR CURRENT
PLANTS; SUBPART B FOR FUTURE PLANTS.

t

e MAJOR COMMENTS - DOSE CALCULATIONS SHOULD BE RETAINED. RULE T00 !
PRESCRIPTIVE, CONSERVATIVE, INCOMPATIBLE WITH CONCERNS OF 3

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY. RULE WITHDRAWN MARCH 28, 1994. ;

i

!
'e SECOND PROPOSED REVISION (0CT. 1994) - SOURCE TERM AND DOSE CRITERIA

RELOCATED TO PART 50.34, AND RETAINED FOR SITING.
i

A USS

NUMERICAL VALUES FOR P0P. DENSITY IN REVISED REG. GUIDE 4.7. {-

DOSE CRITERION OF 25 REM TEDE. DOSE EVALUATED OVER ANY TWO-HOUR-

PERIOD. |
:

h

8

:
!
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.
.

!

:

PUBLIC COMMENT HIGHLIGHTS - (NON-SEISMIC) !

!

e INDUSTRY (7 COMMENTS) - GENERALLY FAVORABLE; BUT SIGNIFICANT |
CONCERNS IN SOME AREAS |

:

USE OF TEDE IS AFFP,0PRIATE |-

|

DOSE CRITERION OF 25 REM IS MORE RESTRICTIVE THAN CURRENT :
-

CRITERIA (ONE INDUSTRY COMMENT THAT 25 REM IS APPROPRIATE).

NO NEED FOR AN ORGAN " CAPPING" DOSE.-

USE OF ANY 2 HOUR PERIOD TO EVALUATE DOSE IS CONFUSING, !-

ILLOGICAL. |

[
e PUBLIC INTEREST GROUP (1 COMMENT) - GENERALLY UNFAVORABLE. PROPOSED i

RULE IS AN UNDUE CONCESSION TO FOREIGN INTEP.ESTS. [
i
'

USE OF.TEDE ACCEPTABLE-

,

DOSE CRITERION OF 25 REM APPROPRIATE-

DOSE TO ANY SINGLE ORGAN SHOULD BE NO MORE THAN ONE-THIRD OF ,-

TOTAL !
!

NO COMMENT ON DOSE EVALUATION PERIOD |
-

9
:

!
;
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!

iELEMENTS OF DRAFT FINAL RULES

BASIC REACTOR SITE CRITERIA (10 CFR 100.21)

!

e SITE ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION CHARACTERISTICS MUST BE SUCH Ti!AT:

RADIOLOGICAL DOSES FOR NORMAL OPERATION WILL BE MET, AND-

RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF POSTULATED ACCIDENTS WILL MEET THE-

'

DOSE CRITERIA IN SECTION 50.34.

|
e POTENTIAL HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SITE 1

(E.G., GE0 LOGY, HYDROLOGY) AND HUMAN-RELATED ACTIVITIES NEARBY ,

(E.G., INDUSTRY, AIRPORTS) WILL POSE NO UNDUE RISK TO PLANT.
|

|

e SITE CHARACTERISTICS MUST BE SUCH THAT !

!
ADEQUATE SECURITY PLANS AND MEASURES CAN BE DEVELOPED, AND (-

ADEQUATE EMERGENCY PLANS CAN BE DEVELOPED. |
-

.

e REACTOR SITES SHOULD BE LOCATED AWAY FROM VERY DENSELY POPULATED I
CENTERS; LOW DENSITY AREAS PREFERRED; OTHER SITES MAY BE ACCEPTABLE. i

i
i

10

!

[
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,

,

|

;

| POPULATION CRITERIA ,

(PROPOSED RULE)
1

1

:

: * PROPOSED RULE ESTABLISHES THREE CATEGORIES OF SITES WITH REGARD TO >

POPULATION DENSITY OR PR0XIMITY, BUT WITHOUT NUMERICAL VALUES. i

REACTORS SHOULD BE LOCATED AWAY FROM VERY DENSELY POPULATED-

CENTERS; j

;

AREAS OF LOW POPULATION DENSITY ARE PREFERRED; [-

,

!
;

FOR SITES NOT IN EITHER OF AB0VE TWO CATEGORIES, CONSIDERATION :-

WILL BE GIVEN TO OTHER FACTORS, SUCH AS SAFETY, ENVIRONMENTAL OR
ECONOMICS, AND SITE MIGHT BE FOUND ACCEPTABLE.

,

i
i

s

t

L

i

11
'

.

!
:

!
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,

!

POPULATION CRITERIA
| (PROPOSED REVISION 2 REG. GUIDE 4.7) !

l :
i

!

* NUMERICAL VALUE OF POPULATION DENSITY REFLECTS CONSIDERATION OF i

SEVERE ACCIDENTS AND U.S. GEOGRAPHIC / DEMOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS. .

!
t

SITES WHERE POPULATION DENSITY DOES NOT EXCEED 500 PERSONS PER |-

SQ. MILE AT ANY DISTANCE OUT TO 20 MILES ARE PREFERRED.
'

i

! REACTORS SHOULD NOT BE LOCATED WHERE THE POPULATION DENSITY IS :-

WELL IN EXCESS OF AB0VE VALUE. !
;

I

POPULATION PROJECTIONS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR ABOUT 5 YEARS FROM !-

INITIAL SITE APPROVAL; TRANSIENT POPULATION ALSO FACTORED IN.

r

- POPULATION GROWTH AFTER SITE APPROVAL EXPECTED: CHANGES TO BE |
FACTORED INTO SITE EMERGENCY PLANS. !

I

e REFERENCE TO MINIMUM EXCLUSION AREA AND LPZ SIZES DELETED.
!
:

12 [
t

:

I
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-

.

:

RISK INSIGHTS ;

i

e STAFF INVESTIGATED MEETING SAFETY GOAL VS. SIZE OF EXCLUSION AREA. l
THIS BASED ON CURRENT PLANTS, USING RISK INSIGHTS FROM NUREG-1150. i

.

PROMPT FATALITY QHO OF THE SAFETY G0AL (5 X 10" PER YEAR) IS MET-

'FOR ALL EAB SIZES OF ABOUT 0.1 MILE OR GREATER.4

LATENT CANCER FATALITY QH0 (2 X 10-8 PER YEAR) EASILY MET.. -

THIS SIZE (0.1 MILE) ENCOMPASSES ALL CURRENT OPERATING PLANTS, !
'

-

AND ALL SITES REVIEWED AND APPROVED BY THE STAFF. |

1

e STAFF INVESTIGATED INDIVIDUAL RISK 0F PERMANENT RELOCATION AS A i

RESULT OF LAND CONTAMINATION. USING SEVERE ACCIDENT RELEASE BASED ON !
OPERATING PLANTS, RISK IS LOW (LESS THAN 10~S PER YEAR) AT ALL |>

DISTANCES, AND DECLINES SIGNIFICANTLY BEV0ND ABOUT 20 MILES.'

,

'

f

.

13 :

|
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,

!
-

|
|

ELEMENTS OF DRAFT FINAL RULES
(CONTINUED)

! -

SOURCE TERM AND DOSE CRITERIA (10 CFR 50.34)
'

|

(
e SOURCE TERM AND DOSE CRITERIA RELOCATED TO PART 50.34j
e DOSE CRITERIA REVISED FROM 25 REM WHOLE BODY AND 300 REM THYROID TO

25 REM TOTAL EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT (TEDE).

e DOSE TO AN INDIVIDUAL AT EXCLUSION AREA B0UNDARY NOT TO EXCEED 25 !

REM TEDE FOR ANY TWO HOUR PERIOD FOLLOWING FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE.

NO SPECIFIC SOURCE TERM REQUIRED; MAY BE USED WITH CURRENT OR*

REVISED SOURCE TERMS.
,

'

{

i

DIFFERING OPINION BY OFFICE OF RESEARCH i
t

e 0FFICE OF RESEARCH RECOMMENDS THAT DOSE BE EVALUATED FOR THE TWO
HOUR PERIOD BEGINNING WITH FUEL FAILURE, RATHER THAN ANY TWO-HOUR i

PERIOD. |

.

14

:
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!

DOSE EVALUATION PERIOD - STAFF RECOMMENDATION |
!

* STAFF RECOMMENDATION " ANY" 2 HOUR PERIOD OR WORST TWO HOUR PERIOD |
:

!

SOURCE TERM MAGNITUDE, TIMING OF RELEASE AND CHEMICAL FORM VARY !-

WITH DESIGN AND HAS SUBSTANTIAL UNCERTAINTY. NUREG-1465 !
tREDUCES, BUT DOES NOT ELIMINATE, UNCERTAINTY.

ANY 2 HOUR PERIOD IS, IN EFFECT, A SENSITIVITY STUDY TO ENSURE |-

NO CLIFFS IN DBA ANALYSIS RESULTS, WHICH WOULD CHANGE CONCLUSION !

ON ACCEPTABILITY OF " DESIGN FEATURES TO MITIGATE RELEASES." !

!
:

25 REM TEDE w/SPECIFIED SITE DILUTION PARAMETER (X/Q) RESULTS IN !-

CALCULATION TO EVALUATE CAPABILITY OF DESIGN TO LIMIT !

RADI0 ACTIVE MATERIAL RELEASED DURING 2 HOUR PERIOD. |
|
'

!

!!

|
:

i

!
!

15 |
i
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DOSE EVALUATION PERIOD - RES_ DIFFERING VIEW ,

e RES DIFFERING VIEW - FIRST 2 HOURS AFTER ONSET OF FUEL FAILURE
i

CONSISTENT WITH CURRENT PRACTICE - USED FOR CE SYSTEM 80+. |-

CONSISTENT WITH RISK INSIGHTS (RISK INSENSITIVE TO LEAK RATE).-

;

* PRA POLICY STATEMENT !

10 CFR 50, APP. J RULE CHANGE |*

!

FIRST 2 HOURS PROVIDES GOOD TEST OF CAPABILITY FOR EARLY PUBLIC !-

PROTECTION; TENDS NOT TO DUPLICATE LPZ DOSE. RELEASE CONSISTENT !

WITH " SUBSTANTIAL MELTDOWN" REQUIREMENT IN PART 100. ;

PROVIDES INCENTIVE TO DESIGNERS TO DELAY ONSET OF CORE DAMAGE, [-

WHILE ENSURING A SUBSTANTIAL CHALLENGE TO CONTAINMENT.

!
RES AGREES THAT, FOR THE AP-600 DESIGN, PRESENTLY THERE IS :e

INSUFFICIENT EXPERIENCE AND UNDERSTANDING 0F THE INTERACTION BETWEEN !

THE SOURCE TERM AND THE THERMAL / HYDRAULIC BEHAVIOR OF THE :

CONTAINMENT DURING AN ACCIDENT. UNTIL A BETTER UNDERSTANDING 0F .

THESE PHENOMENA BECOME AVAILABLE, RES BELIEVES THAT THE SOURCE TERM |

SHOULD BE APPLIED MORE CONSERVATIVELY (THAN THE RES PROPOSAL) FOR !

THE AP-600 DESIGN TO ACCOUNT FOR THIS LACK 0F EXPERIENCE. THIS ISSUE o

MERITS SPECIAL ATTENTION OUTSIDE THE FRAMEWORK OF THE RULE. |

!
16 i

!

!

!
>
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. .

DISTRIBUTION OF EXCLUSION AREA SIZES
(U.S. OPERATING REACTORS)

!

EXCLUSION AREA SIZE, METERS No. OF SITES

< 300 1

300 - 400 3 i

400 - 500 9

500 - 640 11

640 - 800 11 ;
> 800 34

TOTAL 69

,

B-1

;

i
.
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I

!
TOTAL EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT 'I

!

I
e TOTAL EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT EQUALS DEEP DOSE EQUIVALENT |

(EXTERNAL EXPOSURES) PLUS COMMITTED EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT |
(INTERNAL EXPOSURES). i

!
,

:

e DEEP DOSE EQUIVALENT IS THE SAME AS PRESENT WHOLE BODY DOSE.

1

i

e THE COMMITTED EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT IS OBTAINED BY MULTIPLYING ;

THE DOSE TO A GIVEN ORGAN BY A WEIGHTING FACTOR APPLICABLE TO THAT :

ORGAN AND SUMMING OVER ALL BODY ORGANS. ;

f

|
.

:
!

!
;

B-2 |

:
!
!
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i

!

f

RISK EQUIVALENCY OF CURRENT DOSE CRITERIA AND TEDE
'

s STAFF EXAMINED CURRENT DOSE CRITERIA TO SELECT A TEDE VALUE |
EQUIVALENT IN RISK. !

e RISK OF LATENT CANCER FATALITY VS. CANCER INCIDENCE NOT THE SAME.

* RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH CURRENT DOSE CRITERIA: !

-FOR 25 REM WHOLE BODY ,

RISK 0F LATENT CANCER FATALITY = 2.5 X 10 2 j
RISK OF LATENT CANCER INCIDENCE = 5 X 10 2 ;

i

-FOR 300 REM THYROID !

RISK 0F LATENT CANCER FATALITY = 2.1 X 10-3 !
'

RISK 0F LATENT CANCER INCIDENCE = 2.1 X 10 2 ;
:

i

e BASED ON RISK 0F LATENT CANCER FATALITY, CURRENT DOSE CRITERIA ARE i

EQUIVALENT TO 27 REM TEDE. ;

BASED ON RISK OF CANCER INCIDENCE, CURRENT DOSE CRITERIA ARE |e

EQUIVALENT TO ABOUT 35 REM TEDE. !
: !

LATENT CANCER FATALITY RISK USED IN SAFETY G0AL; THIS ALSO LEADS T0 je

SELECTION OF LOWER VALUE OF 27 REM TEDE. |
'

|

!
B-3 !

1

|
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Current Licensing Framework

The Current Licensing Framework (CLF) (TID-14844 and 25 Rem
Whole Body and 300 Rem to the Thyroid) assumes a major (but

j credible) fuel melt accident with a substantial release of
I fission products into containment available for release to ,

the environment.

Accounting for creditable features to remove, red';ce, or
delay fission products, the highly stylized dose c.s:culation
assumes that the containment is intact (but leaking). The
dose calculation is performed for the Exclusion Area
Boundary (EAB) and for the outer boundary of the Low
Population Zone (LPZ).

The CLF is inextricably linked to the TID assumption that
the in-containment source term is instantaneously available
and fully mixed. The maximum challenge for the accider.t
mitigation features under the CLF is assumed to begin at
the start of the release and, consequently, the dose rate at
the EAB and LPZ will decrease monotonically thereafter.
Therefore, the first two hours immediately following the -

onset of the postulated fie. mon product release reflects .

the highest two hour integrated dose.

..u ..,....

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Proposed Licensing Framework

The Proposed Licensing Framework (CLF) [ Updated Source Term
,

Insights (e.g., NUREG-1465) and 25 Rem TEDE] assumes a'

major (but credible) fuel melt accident with a substantial
'

release of fission products into containment available for i
'

release to the environment.

Accounting for creditable features to remove, reduce, and
delay fission products, the highly stylized dose calculation
assumes that the containment is intact (but leaking). The
dose calculation is performed for the Exclusion Area -

}
Boundary (EAB) and for the outer boundary of the Low :

Population Zone (LPZ). |

The PLF need not be linked to any specific design, and
considers the gradual growth of the in-containment source :

'

term. The maximum challenge for the accident mitigation
features under the PLF will be unique to the design features
and source term assumptions. The dose rate at the EAB and
LPZ will rise and fall during the accident scenario.
Therefore, the first two hours immediately following the !
onset of the postulated fission product release may not |
reflect the highest two hour integrated dose.

.u ..,....

i
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'

NUREG-1465
BWR Release Fractions into Containment

:

Gap Early in-Vessel Ex-Vessel Late in-Vessel

Duration (hr) 0.5 1.5 3.0 10.0

Noble Gases 0.05 0.95 O. O. .

Halogens 0.05 0.25 0.30 0.01

Alkali Metals 0.05 0.20 0.35 0.01

Te Group 0. 0.05 0.25 0.005

Ba/Sr Group 0. 0.02 0.1 0.

Noble Metals O. 0.0025 0.0025 O.

Ce Group 0. 0.0005 0.005 O.

La Group 0. 0.0002 0.005 O.

!

!

!
:

. o ..,..,..

+
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i

NUREG-1465 ;

PWR Release Fractions into Containment,

;
.

! Gap Early in-Vessel Ex-Vessel Late in-Vessel1

1

Duration (hr) 0.5 1.3 2.0 10.0

: :
I t

i Noble Gases 0.05 0.95 O. O. !

Halogens 0.05 0.35 0.25 0.1

Alkall Metals 0.05 0.25 0.35 0.1 (
Te Group 0. 0.05 0.25 0.005 :

Ba/Sr Group 0. 0.02 0.1 0. ;

Noble Metals 0. 0.0025 0.0025 O. ;

Ce Group 0. 0.0005 0.005 O. i
t

La Group 0. 0.0002 0.005 O. !

|
:

!
,

BEE 94fettes

!

|
,
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NUREG-1465 !
t-

Future Reactors |
|

!

: "This revised ' source term' is to be applied to the !
design of future Light Water Reactors (LWRs)."

'
"While ' passive' plants are generally similar to l

present LWRs, they are expected to have somewhat lower
1;

core power densities than those of current LWRs.
Hence, an accident for the passive plants similar to [
those used in this study would likely extend over a !;

longer time span." j

" Source terms for future reactors may differ from
those presented in this report which are based ,

upon insights derived from current generation
light-water reactors. An applicard may propose
changes in source term parameters (timing, *

release magnitude, and chemical form) from those |
contained in this report, based upon and justified ;

by design specific features." .

:
,

.

!
.nz . r. r..

o

i
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EAB Dose as a Function of Lambda
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EAB Dose Rate
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Part 100 Proposed Licensing Framework
NUREG-1465 and 25 Rem TEDE

^ NUREG-1465 .25/hr,

Dose Rate Normalized by LF (%/ Time Step)
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Part 100 Licensing Frameworks
,

NUREG-1465 and 25 Rem TEDE -

TID-14844 and 25 Rem WB/300 Rem Thyroid ;
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Part 100 Licensing Frameworks
NUREG-1465 and EPRI and 25 Rem TEDE
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Summary
.

i

I

This rule is much more than a siting rule; it is the=

regulatory pillar for reactor safety and public health ,

and safety - pedigree of those features that prevent or i
,
'

mitigate consequences of accidents !

;
'

Risk insights would be used with the PLF to reduce=

unnecessary conservatisms to the extent that it
complements the NRC's deterministic approach and defense-
in-depth philosophy

The EAB 2-hour dose standard, consistent with historic= -

precedent, should continue to be used as a surrogate to
evaluate the performance of accident mitigation
capability of the design !

Assessments must focus on the regulatory objective of a |=

safe design, not merely the calculational objective of ;
the meeting the dose criterion - analyses should be easy
to perform, be reproducible, and not be subject to
manipulation :

l

I

exz eeressee
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OUTLINE *

|

e CHRONOLOGY AND OVERVIEW 0F CURRENT RULE

i

e SEISMIC ASPECTS OF PROPOSED REVISION !

SEISMIC AND GEOLOGIC SITING CRITERIA-

i

USE OF PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC HAZARDS IN DETERMINING DESIGN BASIS-
,

GROUND MOTION :
!

EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING CRITERIA !-

i

e RADIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF PROPOSED REVISION
~

i

MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS AND EXPERIENCE IN REACTOR SITING |-

!

PROPOSED REVISIONS j-

ELEMENTS OF DRAFT FINAL RULE-

i

i

2 !

!

:
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!

|
iCHRONOLOGY
;

i
!

!

e 10 CFR 100 ISSUED - APRIL 1962 i
:

f

e 10 CFR 100, APPENDIX A ISSUED - NOV. 1973 |
!

!

e ACRS BRIEFED ON FIRST PROPOSED REVISION - JAN. 1992

l
!e FIRST PROPOSED REVISION ISSUED FOR COMMENT - OCT. 1992

!

e FIRST PROPOSED REVISION WITHDRAWN - MAR. 1994 ,

!

)

e SECOND PROPOSED REVISION ISSUED FOR COMMENT - OCT. 1994 1

i

!

!

e ACRS BRIEFED ON SECOND PROPOSED REVISION - NOV. 1994 !

!

!

e COMMENT PERIOD ENDS ON SECOND PROPOSED REVISION - MAY 1995 |

!
<

3 !
t

I
f

i'
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CURRENT RULE

.

e CURRENT RULE - 10 CFR 100 (APRIL 1962). REQUIRES: f

EXCLUSION AREA - IMMEDIATE ZONE AROUND REACTOR. NO RESIDENTS.-

'

LOW POPULATION ZONE (LPZ) - ZONE OUTSIDE EXCLUSION AREA. MAY-

; CONTAIN RESIDENTS, BUT NOT DENSELY POPULATED CENTER. :

| POPULATIO_N CENTER DISTANCE - MAY BE NO CLOSER THAN ONE AND ONE- |-

'

THIRD TIMES THE LPZ RADIUS. :

|

e FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE WITHIN CONTAINMENT POSTULATED. CONTAINMENT :
ASSUMED TO BE INTACT, BUT LEAKING. DOSES TO HYPOTHETICAL INDIVIDUALS (
MUST NOT EXCEED 25 REM WHOLE BODY AND 300 REM THYROID AT:

:

EXCLUSION AREA BOUNDARY (EAB) FOR 2 HRS AFTER ONSET OF RELEASE, !-

LPZ OUTER RADIUS FOR COURSE OF ACCIDENT (30 DAYS).-

e DOSE CRITERIA ALLOWS FLEXIBILITY. NO NUMERIC CRITERIA FOR EAB, LPZ ;

AND POP. CENTER DISTANCE. STAFF GUIDANCE ON DOSE CALCULATIONS AND !
POPULATION DENSITY ARE IN REGULATORY GUIDES (1.3, 1.4, 1.145, 4.7). {

i

e PRESENT APPENDIX A SPECIFIES SEISMIC AND GE0 LOGIC SITE CRITERIA. |

|
:

i

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ - - - _ - _ _ -
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1
:

:
!
I
?

! REVISION TO PART 100 APPENDIX A !
; !

!

SEISMIC AND GEOLOGIC SITING CRITERIA
:
1

FOR i
>
,

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS !
:

,

I
L

+

t

i

,

!

1 :

!

i#

i
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"
i i

i

WHY REVISION OF APPENDlX A IS NECESSARY !

;

,

* -APPENDIX A DOES NOT REFLECT THE ADVANCES IN EARTH SCIENCE AND !

SEISMIC ENGINEERING SINCE 1973 !

!

* CONTAINS REO.UIREMENTS AND VERY DETAILED & PRESCRIPTIVE GUIDANCE !

* CONFLICTING INTERPRETATIONS OF APPENDIX A OFTEN LED TO TIME !
'

: CONSUMING DISCUSSIONS AND PROLONGED THE LICENSING PROCESS !
\

* THERE HAVE BEEN DIFFICULTIES IN THE APPLICATION ARISlNG FROM THE |
MULTIPLE DEFINITIONS OF OPERATING BASIS EARTHQUAKE |

- OBE IS AT LEAST 1/2 SSE (SAFE SHUTDOWN EARTHQUAKE) - AS .

APPLIED, POSSIBLE FOR OBE TO HAVE MORE DESIGN SIGNIFICANCE !
THAN SSE |

!

- SHUTDOWN IF OBE IS EXCEEDED, BUT NO CRITERIA FOR EXCEEDANCE
,

OR GUIDANCE FOR SHUTDOWN OR RESTART [
i

|
1

2 !4

!

|

I

|
'
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t

4

}
;

i

i

OBJECTIVES OF PROPOSED REVISION ,

I

t
i

Ie DECOUPLE SITING REQUIREMENTS FROM DESIGN OR ENGINEERING
REQUIREMENTS - FACILITATE PART 52 APPLICATIONS i

i
'

e MOVE THE DETAILED GUIDANCE FROM THE REGULATION TO REGULATORY !

GUIDES

|
e UPDATE THE TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS IN THE REGULATION TO REFLECT |

CURRENT KNOWLEDGE !

!
e REDEFINE OPERATING BASIS EARTHQUAKE (OBE) {

-

!

e PROVIDE GUIDANCE ON RESTART FOLLOWING OBE TRIGGERED SHUTDOWN !
,

k

a

i
|.

3 i
:

|
!

I
i'
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_
.

h

,

,

:
I

. ,

REVISION TO APPENDIX A (10 CFR 100.23) f
'GEOLOGICAL SITING CRITERIA
!

!

i
*

NEW SECTION 100.23, ENTITLED " GEOLOGIC AND SEISMIC SITING FACTORS"
HAS BEEN STREAMLINED AND CONTAINS BASIC SITING REQUIREMENTS. THESE
ARE:

,

GEOLOGICAL, SEISMOLOGICAL & ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS OF SITE !
-

MUST BE INVESTIGATED. !;

!
- SAFE SHUTDOWN EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTION MUST BE DETERMINED. |

,

POTENTIAL FOR SURFACE DEFORMATION MUST BE DETERMINED. f-

DESIGN BASES FOR SEISMICALLY INDUCED FLOODS & WATER WAVES MUST BE f-

DETERMINED.
.

,

4 I

|

f4

i
~
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.

t

i

;

:

!
|

REVISION TO APPENDIX A (10 CFR 100.23)
GEOLOGICAL SITING CRITERIA

.

I'THE SIGNIFICANT CHANGES ARE:
!

DEFINITION OF OBE REMOVED FROM PART 100. ;
-

:

SSE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS IS REQUIRED - GUIDANCE IS PROVIDED i-

.

- GUIDANCE FOR GEOLOGICAL, SEISMOLOGICAL, AND GEOTECHNICAL i

INVESTIGATIONS IS PROVIDED. !

REGULATORY GUIDE 1.165, " GUIDANCE FOR DETERMINING THE SAFE SHUTDOWN
EARTHQUAKE FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT," ALLOWS EITHER CONDUCTING A !
PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS OR A DETERMINISTIC ANALYSIS !

SUPPORTED BY AN UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS.

1

!

!
5 |

r
;

!
.-_ -_ _

.
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,

,

;

!
,

LLNL AND EPRI SEISMIC HAZARD ESTIMATES :

i

!
THE INITIAL LLNL AND EPRI SEISMIC HAZARD ESTIMATES DIFFERED IN EXTREME i

CASES BY ALMOST TWO ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE.
.

BASED ON LLNL WORK FOR DOE IN 1990-1992, NRC SPONSORED LLNL TO-

CONDUCT A LIMITED RE-ELICITATION OF THE LLNL SEISMICITY AND GROUND
|

MOTION EXPERTS TO REFINE ESTIMATES OF UNCERTAINTY. *

!
IN 1992, SEISMICITY RECURRENCE RATES, INCLUDING UNCERTAINTY, WERE ;-

ELICITED BY FREQUENCY AT SPECIFIC MAGNITUDES. ;

!

UPDATING THE SEISMICITY INPUTS REDUCED THE MEAN HAZARD ESTIMATES :-

BY A FACTOR OF 5 AT 0.2G. !
!

IN 1992, GROUND MOTION EXPERTS WERE ELICITED FOR SPECIFIC !-

MAGNITUDES AND DISTANCES AND GROUND MOTION INPUTS WERE !

AGGREGATED INTO A COMPOSITE GROUND MOTION MODEL. |
|

- UPDATING THE GROUND MOTION INPUTS REDUCED THE MEAN HAZARD !

ESTIMATES BY A FACTOR OF 1 TO 10 AT 0.2G. |
;

6 |
!
r

I
,
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:

Choose a Probability of Exceedance (Reference Probability) level. This referenceo

probability is selected using the cumulative distribution of exceeding the Safe
Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion (SSE) of existing plants that used Regulatory
Guide 1.60 design response spectra or similar spectra as their design basis.

i

LLNL Median Hozord Votues For the SSE ,

Average of 5 ond 10 Hz S,
1.00 .6 I

. . , .., , ' '

-

O
-

*
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0
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'
i

,' ' KEY ELEMENTS OF THE PROPOSED REGULATORY GUIDE APPROACH |
i

] DEVELOPMENT OF TARGET EXCEEDANCE PROBABILITY
"

.

;

CONSIDERED PLANTS DESIGNED TO REGULATORY GUIDE 1.60 OR '

SIMILAR SPECTRA
i

PLANT A
,

;

%-

m -,

.! $
x

l

C
l

i b / .

| k Pc = SE-5
'

S , Plant A Design Bas.is
V.

.

,

: Spectral Acceleration, S
i

.

MEDIAN HAZARD CURVE FOR SITE A*.

1

4

PLANT PROB. OF EXCEEDING DESIGN BASIS
:
i

A SE-53

B 4E-5
. .

. .

. .

.

+- MEDIAN 1E-5 (USING LLNL PSHA)
: . .

. .

.
j. .

. .

! ................................................................

! * DEVELOPED BY LLNL FOR ALL EASTERN SITES

)

f

i
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!

!

|
REVISION OF APPENDIX A !

(EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING) (10 CFR 50 APPENDIX S) |
i

I

* HIGHLIGHTS OF CHANGES IN EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING

- APPLICANT SELECTS THE OBE VALUE

IF OBE IS 1/3 SSE, NO EXPLICIT RESPONSE OR DESIGN ANALYSIS IS |*

REQUIRED I

:

IF OBE IS GREATER THAN 1/3 SSE, EXPLICIT RESPONSE AND DESIGN L
*

ANALYSIS ARE REQUIRED (CURRENT REQUIREMENTS) !
|
>

i
- IF OBE IS EXCEEDED, ORDERLY SHUTDOWN IS REQUIRED i

DRAFT REGULATORY GUIDE CONTAINS EXCEEDANCE CRITERIA AND |
*

SHUTDOWN GUIDANCE (R.G.1.166)
|

* DRAFT REGULATORY GUIDE CONTAINS RESTART GUIDANCE .

(R.G.1.167) |

!
|

7 !
!
!

!
---_- _ -- _- - _ _ _
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!
,

REGULATORY GUIDANCE '

!

i
REGULATORY GUIDE 1.165, GUIDANCE FOR DETERMINING THE SAFE !

e

SHUTDOWN EARTHQUAKE FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS. THIS GUIDANCE :
; IS PRIMARILY PROBABILISTIC, COUPLED WITH STRONG RELIANCE ON SITE-

|'

SPECIFIC INVEST!GATIONS '

i

REVISION TO SRP 2.5.2 OUTLINES HOW THE STAFF WILL REVIEW AN*

APPLICATION UNDER THE NEW REGULATION THAT USES THE PROBABILISTIC :
PROCEDURES I

:
,

REVISION OF SRP 2.5.1 AND 2.5.3 TO MAKE CONFORMABLE CHANGES !
o

BASED ON NEW REGULATION '
.

t

REVISION TO REGULATORY GUIDE 1.12 ON SEISMIC INSTRUMENTATION*

:

NEW REGULATORY GUIDES 1.166 AND 1.167 ON PLANT SHUTDOWN FOR*
t

OBE EXCEEDANCE AND FOR PLANT RESTART RESPECTIVELY
'

!
!

-

i

h

8 .
,

I
:

f
'
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1

DRAFT FINAL RULE
,

REVISION OF 10 CFR PARTS 50 AND 100 |
-

RADIOLOGICAL ASPECTS

,

?

!

t

b

>

%

!

!

,

-

i

i
,
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i

!

U.S. EXPERIENCE AND THE ROLE OF REACTOR SITING _j
e VIRTUALLY ALL POWER REACTORS IN U.S. HAVE BEEN SITED USING PART 100. !

PRESENTLY, 110-0PERATING REACTORS IN THE U.S. ON 69 SITES. ABOUT |

2000 REACTOR-YEARS OF U.S. OPERATING EXPERIENCE. ALS0- i

!

ABOUT 20 SITES REVIEWED AND APPROVED; BUT CURRENTLY NO OPERATING |-

REACTORS,
ABOUT 10 SITES REVIEWED BUT NOT APPROVED.-

* SUBSTANTIAL BASE OF SITING EXPERIENCE EXISTS. NUMEROUS RISK STUDIES !

INDICATES THAT THE PRIMARY REMAINING FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE PUBLIC !

HEALTH AND SAFETY ARE REACTOR DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION. !

f| e SITING FACTORS ARE IMPORTANT FOR:

ASSURING (WITH DESIGN) THAT RADIOLOGICAL DOSES FROM NORMAL |-

OPERATION AND POSTULATED ACCIDENTS ARE ACCEPTABLY LOW, j

THAT NATURAL PHENOMENA AND MAN-RELATED HAZARDS IN THE SITE !-

VICINITY ARE DESCRIBED AND ACCOUNTED FOR IN PLANT DESIGN, |
i

THAT SITE CHARACTERISTICS ARE AMENABLE TO DEVELOPMENT OF !-

EMERGENCY PLANS AND SECURITY PLANS, !
i

MAINTAINING COMMISSION POLICY-0F SITING AWAY FROM DENSELY l-

POPULATED CENTERS. !
i !

2 |
.

f
r



. _ . _ _ _ _

!
PURPOSE OF PART 100

! DETERMINES SITE PARAMETERS (EAB, LPZ, POP.CTR. DIST.) PROVIDINGe
ACCEPTABLE SEPARATION DISTANCES BETWEEN PLANT AND MEMBERS OF PUBLIC.

e PROVIDES A PERFORMANCE MEASURE OF THE ACCIDENT MITIGATION CAPABILITY
0F THE PLANT. SETS REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTAINMENT LEAK RATE, FISSION;

| PRODUCT CLEANUP SYSTEMS, ETC.

* DEMONSTRATES THAT EXCESSIVE DOSES TO THE PUBLIC ARE UNLIKELY EVEN IN
EVENT OF A DEGRADED CORE ACCIDENT AND FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE INTO
CONTAINMENT (AS LONG AS CONTAINMENT REMAINS INTACT).

TO NEAREST INDIVIDUAL AT EAB FOR EARLY PHASE OF ACCIDENT,-

TO INDIVIDUAL AT LPZ OUTER RADIUS OVER COURSE OF ACCIDENT.-

* WHAT DOESN'T PART 100 D0?
,

!

DOES NOT DETERMINE CONTAINMENT DESIGN (THIS IS DONE BY !-

!

PRESSURE / TEMP CONDITIONS OF LOCA).
:

DOES NOT CONTROL SEVERE ACCIDENT RISK. RISK IS DOMINATED BY-

CORE-MELT ACCIDENTS WHERE CONTAINMENT FAILS OR IS BYPASSED.

3

i
|
|
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| i

;

REASONS FOR REVISING PART 100 ;

!

e ISSUANCE OF PART 52 WITH USE OF EARLY SITE PERMITS

e RECOGNITION THAT DOSE CALC. AFFECTING PLANT DESIGN MORE THAN SITING. I
j

ALLOWABLE CONTAINMENT LEAK RATE, !-

|
FISSION PRODUCT CLEANUP SYSTEM PERFORMANCE (SPRAYS, FILTERS), !-

ISOLATION VALVE TIMING, DRAWDOWN TIME ON SECONDARY CONT. !|
-

ANNULUS. |

e INCORPORATE CHANGES IN SITING PRACTICE AND ALLOW FOR UPDATED
ACCIDENT SOURCE TERMS |

REQUIRE PLANTS TO BE "AWAY FROM" DENSELY POPULATED CENTERS,-
-

REQUIRE MAN-RELATED HAZARDS TO BE EVALUATED,-

SITES CHARACTERISTICS MUST BE AMENABLE TO DEVELOPMENT OF-

ADEQUATE SECURITY PLANS AND EMERGENCY PLANS, !

REVISE DOSE CRITERION TO REFLECT REVISED ACCIDENT SOURCE TERMS.
{

-

e INCORPORATE ADVANCES IN SEISMIC ANALYSIS AND EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING

e EFFORT INITIATED IN 1990 TO DECOUPLE SITING FROM DESIGN. |
'

|

!
4

I

|
!
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!
1 L

!
'

PROPOSED REVISIONS |

(NON-SEISMIC) :'

!

:.

e FIRST PROPOSED REVISION (OCT.1992) - NO DOSE CALCULATIONS FOR f
SITING. NUMERICAL CRITERIA FOR EAB SIZE AND POP. DENSITY IN RULE. ,

PROPOSED RULE TO CONSIST OF TWO SUBPARTS; SUBPART A FOR CURRENT !
PLANTS; SUBPART B FOR FUTURE PLANTS. ;

!
:

* MAJOR COMMENTS - DOSE CALCULATIONS SHOULD BE RETAINED. RULE TOO |
PRESCRIPTIVE, CONSERVATIVE, INCOMPATIBLE WITH CONCERNS OF >

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY. RULE WITHDRAWN MARCH 28, 1994. |

i

e SECOND PROPOSED REVISION (OCT. 1994) - SOURCE TERM AND DOSE CRITERIA |
'

RELOCATED TO PART 50.34, AND RETAINED FOR SITING. '

i A d SS

NUMERICAL VALUES FOR POP. DENSITY IN REVISED REG. GUIDE 4.7. !-
:

!

DOSE CRITERION OF 25 REM TEDE. DOSE EVALUATED OVER ANY TWO-HOUR !-

PERIOD. !

5 |
|

>

_ -- . - -
i
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|
| :

ELEMENTS OF DRAFT FINAL RULES ,

BASIC REACTOR SITE CRITERIA (10 CFR 100.21) |

!
s SITE ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION CHARACTERISTICS MUST BE SUCH THAT:'

RADIOLOGICAL DOSES FOR NORMAL OPERATION WILL BE MET, AND !-

i

RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF POSTULATED ACCIDENTS WILL MEET THE! -

'
- DOSE CRITERIA IN SECTION 50.34.

!

e POTENTIAL HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SITE !
(E.G., GEOLOGY, HYDROLOGY) AND HUMAN-RELATED ACTIVITIES NEARBY !

(E.G., INDUSTRY, AIRPORTS) WILL POSE NO UNDUE RISK TO PLANT. |
|

e SITE CHARACTERISTICS MUST BE SUCH THAT ;.

i

ADEQUATE SECURITY PLANS AND MEASURES CAN BE DEVELOPED, AND !-
,

ADEQUATE EMERGENCY PLANS CAN BE DEVELOPED. i-

.

e REACTOR SITES SHOULD BE LOCATED AWAY FROM VERY DENSELY POPULATED :

CENTERS; LOW DENSITY AREAS PREFERRED; OTHER SITES MAY BE ACCEPTABLE. ,

;

,

6 !
'

!
!

!
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I

'

POPl5LATION CRITERIA
(PROPOSED REVISION 2 REG. GUIDE 4.7)

<

e NUMERICAL VALUE OF POPULATION DENSITY REFLECTS CONSIDERATION OF f
SEVERE ACCIDENTS AND U.S. GEOGRAPHIC / DEMOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS.

i
.

SITES WHERE POPULATION DENSITY DOES NOT EXCEED 500 PERSONS PER !-

SQ. MILE AT ANY DISTANCE OUT TO 20 MILES ARE PREFERRED. !

i !

REACTORS SHOULD NOT BE LOCATED WHERE THE POPULATION DENSITY IS |-

WELL IN EXCESS OF AB0VE VALUE. ;|

'

!

POPULATION PROJECTIONS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR ABOUT 5 YEARS FROM i-

INITIAL SITE APPROVAL; TRANSIENT POPULATION ALSO FACTORED IN. i

|
i

POPULATION GROWTH AFTER SITE APPROVAL EXPECTED; CHANGES TO BE i-

FACTORED INTO SITE EMERGENCY PLANS. i,

!i

e REFERENCE TO MINIMUM EXCLUSION AREA AND LPZ SIZES DELETED. !
;,4

!i

7 i-

<

;

!

I
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!
'

RISK INSIGHTS ;

:

e ST FF INVESTIGATED MEETING SAFETY GOAL VS. SIZE OF EXCLUSION AREA.
THIS BASED ON CURRENT PLANTS, USING RISK INSIGHTS FROM NUREG-1150. !

'

PROMPT FATALITY QHO OF THE SAFETY GOAL (5 X 10" PER YEAR) IS MET |-

FOR ALL EAB SIZES OF ABOUT 0.1 MILE OR GREATER.

LATENT CANCER FATALITY QHO (2 X 10-8 PER YEAR) EASILY MET.-

THIS SIZE (0.1 MILE) ENCOMPASSES ALL CURRENT OPERATING PLANTS, i-

AND ALL SITES REVIEWED AND APPROVED BY THE STAFF. |
2

,

e STAFF INVESTIGATED INDIVIDUAL RISK OF PERMANENT RELOCATION AS A t,

RESULT OF LAND CONTAMINATION. USING SEVERE ACCIDENT RELEASE BASED ON |
'

OPERATING PLANTS, RISK IS LOW (LESS THAN 10-8 PER YEAR) AT ALL i

DISTANCES, AND DECLINES SIGNIFICANTLY BEYOND ABOUT 20 MILES. |,

!
.

I!

;

i
! 8 |

|

I
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7...
.

.

;

i

| ELEMENTS OF DRAFT FINAL RULES
| (CONTINUED) i

i
| !

SOURCE TERM AND DOSE CRITERIA (10 CFR 50.34)
!
!

e SOURCE TERM AND DOSE CRITERIA RELOCATED TO PART 50.34 !

e DOSE CRITERIA REVISED FROM 25 REM WHOLE BODY AND 300 REM THYROID TO
25 REM TOTAL EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT (TEDE).

,

* DOSE TO AN INDIVIDUAL AT EXCLUSION AREA BOUNDARY NOT TO EXCEED 25 i

; REM TEDE FOR ANY TWO HOUR PERIOD FOLLOWING FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE. !
o a

e NO SPECIFIC SOURCE TERM REQUIRED; MAY BE USED WITH CURRENT OR |
REVISED SOURCE TERMS. ;

i

:

!
DIFFERING OPINION BY OFFICE OF RESEARCH j

i
! i

e OFFICE OF RESEARCH RECOMMENDS THAT DOSE BE EVALUATED FOR THE TWO !

HOUR PERIOD SEGINNING WITH FUEL FAILURE, RATHER THAN ANY TWO-HOUR !
i PERIOD. !

i

9 |
:
i

i

f
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:
!

t

DOSE EVALUATION PERIOD - RES DIFFERING VIEW

e RES DIFFERING VIEW - FIRST 2 HOURS AFTER ONSET OF FUEL FAILURE
'

CONSISTENT WITH CURRENT PRACTICE - USED FOR CE SYSTEM 80+.-

CONSISTENT WITH RISK INSIGHTS (RISK INSENSITIVE TO LEAK RATE). |-

i
'

* PRA POLICY STATEMENT !
10 CFR 50, APP. J RULE CHANGE |*

,

| FIRST 2 HOURS PROVIDES GOOD TEST OF CAPABILITY FOR EARLY PUBLIC-
,

PROTECTIOH; TENDS NOT TO DUPLICATE LPZ DOSE. RELEASE CONSISTENT :

WITH " SUBSTANTIAL MELTDOWN" REQUIREMENT IN PART 100. |
.

PROVIDES INCENTIVE TO DESIGNERS TO DELAY ONSET OF CORE DAMAGE, !-

WHILE ENSURING A SUBSTANTIAL CHALLENGE TO CONTAINMENT. ;
i

!
RES AGREES THAT, FOR PASSIVE DESIGNS, PRESENTLY THERE IS |e

INSUFFICIENT EXPERIENCE AND UNDERSTANDING 0F THE INTERACTION BETWEEN !!

THE SOURCE TERM AND THE THERMAL / HYDRAULIC BEHAVIOR OF THE i

CONTAINMENT DURING AN ACCIDENT. THIS ISSUE MERITS SPECIAL ATTENTION i
'

OUTSIDE THE FRAMEWORK OF THE RULE. |

!
!
|

!

|10
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1

!

RISK EQUIVALENCY OF CURRENT DOSE CRITERIA AND TEDE !

!

e STAFF EXAMINED CURRENT DOSE CRITERIA TO SELECT A TEDE VALUE !

EQUIVALENT IN RISK. !

e RISK OF LATENT CANCER FATALITY VS. CANCER INCIDENCE NOT THE SAME. .

i

e RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH CURRENT DOSE CRITERIA: |
1 t

! -FOR 25 REM WHOLE BODY !
'

RISK OF LATENT CANCER FATALITY = 2.5 X 10 2 j

RISK OF LATENT CANCER INCIDENCE = 5 X 10 2 j
i

-FOR 300 REM THYROID i

RISK OF LATENT CANCER FATALITY = 2.1 X 10- !

RISK OF LATENT CANCER INCIDENCE = 2.1'X 10 2

BASED ON RISK OF LATENT CANCER FATALITY, CURRENT DOSE CRITERIA ARE !e
,

EQUIVALENT TO 27 REM TEDE. |
'

!

; * BASED ON RISK 0F CANCER INCIDENCE, CURRENT DOSE CRITERIA ARE !

EQUIVALENT TO ABOUT 35 REM TEDE. i

e LATENT CANCER FATALITY RISK USED IN SAFETY G0AL; THIS ALSO LEADS TO |
SELECTION OF LOWER VALUE OF 27 REM TEDE. t

|
i

B-1 !
!
!

!
'

!
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! Staff Presentation on the

| Part 50 and Part 100

| Rulemaking
; ;

|
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;

|
.

! DBA Dose Calculations
i :

'

! Sensitivity Scaling Analyses
!
!

! by Barry Zalcman
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Licensing Framework Issues ,.

Licensing Basis and Design Basis Assessments o

;
i

Current Licensing Framework (CLF)
'

Substantial release into containment !Major accident* -

Maximum in-containment concentration at start time* ,

Dose calculation at ex-containment locations EAB and LPZ ;*
,

25 Rem Whole Body and 300 Rem Thyroid dose cr'iteria -|
'

*

Credit for pedigreed features to remove or reduce !*

fission products from release to environment ;

Proposed Licensing Framework (PLF) !

Substantial release into containment ;Major accident* -

Maximum in-containment concentration scenario dependent !*

Dose calculation at ex-containment locations EAB and LPZ*

25 Rem Total Effective Dose Equivalent dose criterion !*

Credit for pedigreed features to remove, reduce, or j*

delay fission products from release to environment ;
1

Use of Updated Source Term insights (NUREG-1465) !
!

DBA considers Coolant, Gap, and Early in-Vessel Phases j*

Tables 3.12 and 3.13 Release Fractions for BWR & PWR |*

To be used for the design of future LWRs, but departures i*

(timing, quantity and quality) from BWR and PWR recipes j
are permitted ;

.n ..,.,..

i

!

,
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|

Sensitivity Scaling Analyses
Part 100/Part 50 Dose Calculations

;

i
'

Sensitivity Calculations for a Fixed Set of Reactor Design ;

and Site Parameters Illustrate Performance Evaluation for '

Accident Mitigation Features .

!

Range of lambdas reflecting exponential reduction t
*

process indicative of any engineered feature that would :

reduce or remove fission products (e.g., gravitational !
settling, air filtration, spray removal) i

!

First-2 vs Worst-2 Comparison and Implications :*

Lambda
Gap Release Duration |
EIV Release Duration j

Leak Rate i
!

Licensing Framework Comparison and Implications*

TID-14844/CLF j
'

NUREG-1465/PLF
EPRl/PLF

|.. ..,.,..

:

!
1

!

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ - - -
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EAB Dose Rate
NUREG-1465 (w/ Lambdas)

Sensitivity Analysis

Lambda Value (hr-1)

-+- 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.25

0.50 + 2.50
^

5.00 12.07

.

Dose Rate (Rem / Time Step)
25

/ Dihe - ..

s
-

1.5 o,i sy

1
- o.2 s

O ,--_ g g : - : w i b = =_~ ; ; _ _ _ _ _ , ''
'

:
-

i i i i i i i i 2.s o

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4500
' * 'Time from Start of Gap Release (hr)

. a ........
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.

EAB Dose as a Function of Lambda
Integrated over Worst and First 2 Hours

Sensitivity Analysis

Dose (Rem)
50 i,

45
,

*
40

35 ,

30
25 y .,

20 \
15 .:~

.,
,

10
5 i 1 ; x ,,

0 , i i iiiii i i i iiiii i iiiiiii i

0.01 0.1 1 10 -

,

ILambda (hr-1)

^ Worst 2 7 First 2

. a ........
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b

Part 100 Licensing Frameworks
NUREG-1465 and EPRI and 25 Rem TEDE

TID-14844 and 25 Rem WB/300 Rem Thyroid

7 TID-14844 and CLF ^ NUREG-1465 and PLF EPRI and PLF^

,

Dose Rate Normalized by LF (%/ Time Step)
12 -

11 77~7~777~7- 7-- v ,e7 77tv7777c-.-. ___

10 -

9- '

8- %
7- %

^

6- -

, ..

5- -

.;
-
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%.

. .

3- > -*

'* - ' --

t2- -
-

..- -
1 ,

1- - - -

'i --
,

,

Oi i i i i i i i i

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 ;

Time from Start of Gap Release (hr) ,

.
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Summary of Staff Position

This rule is much more than a siting rule; it is the.

regulatory pillar for reactor safety and public health
and safety - pedigree of those features inherent in the :

design that prevent or mitigate consequences of accidents
,

Risk insights would be used with the PLF to reduce.

unnecessary conservatisms to the extent that it
complements the NRC's deterministic approach and
defense-in-depth philosophy

The EAB 2-hour dose standard, consistent with historic. ,

precedent, should continue to be used as a surrogate to
evaluate the performr.nce of the accident mitigation ;

capability of the design j

fAssessments must focus on the regulatory objective of a*

safe design, not merely the calculational objective of
the meeting the dose criterion - analyses should be easy |

to perform, be reproducible, and not be subject to ;
'

manipulation

>

SKI 94f19898

:
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1

i

!
!
:

We encourage NRC to use TEDE i
1

!

Reflects current scientific understanding of |
potential risks from radiation exposure |

.

| Supports use of more realistic source terms !
.

Follows ICRPNCRP recommendations and |
.

EPA guidance to Federal agencies |
Consistent with NRC basic radiation |
protection standards (10CFR 20) |

-

.

- - - - --
1
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I
-

i

NRC's stated intent is to " select a TEDE
numerical value equivalent to the risk implied |

by the current dose criteria". |
|

From 10 CFR 20: |
i

Effective dose equivalent equals the sum of the !
'

products of the dose equivalent to the organ and !
the organ weighting factor. |

The organ weighting factor is the proportion of the
risk of stochastic effects from irradiation of the !

organ to the total risk of stochastic effects when |
!the whole body is irradiated uniformly.

;

!

!

!



_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _

,

Stochastic effects include fatal and non- |

fatal cancers and severe hereditary effects '

.

;

!

!

The thyroid weighting factor is 0.03 |
i

The whole body weighting factor is 1. !,

:

300 rem (thyroid dose) x 0.03 9 rem (EDE) |

25 rem (whole body) x 1 25 rem (EDE) !
>

25 rem (EDE) + 9 rem (EDE) 34 rem (TEDE) |
:
!

[

f

i

,

I _ - _ -__________ ___ ___-- _ -____-__- ____-___ - -____ - - __ _ ______ _ - ___-__ _ _ ___ _
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.

,

;

i

!

Suggested Options for Final Rule |
|

I

!
;.

25 rem TEDE value based on latbnt cancer j
fatality risk as used in safety goal |

:

25 rem TEDE value selected as comparable |
to emergency worker dose limit

34 rem TEDE value equivalent to risk |
implied by current dose criteria |

:

i

i

i



. .

!

!

Assiinintions !
- ,

Containment leak rate 0.75% / Day !

Spray lambda 20 per hour
|

Containment recire filter lambda 1 per hour |
Elem and org iodine efficiency for |

containment recire filters 95%, !
;

particulate iodine - 99%

EAB X/Q 1E - 3 sec/m3 '

4000 Mw core !

|

Breathing rate 3.47E-4 m3/sec |

i-

__- __--_
- -
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OUTLINE -

:
-

CHRON0 LOGY AND OVERVIEW 0F CURRENT RULE*

SEISMIC' ASPECTS OF PROPOSED REVISION Ie

i
- SEISMIC AND GE0 LOGIC SITING CRITERIA .

- USE OF PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC HAZARDS IN DETERMINING DESIGN BASIS
GROUND MOTION :

- EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING CRITERIA
.

:RADIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF PROPOSED REVISIONe

- MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS AND EXPERIENCE IN REACTOR SITING ;

:
'

- PROPOSED REVISIONS

ELEMENTS OF DRAFT FINAL RULE :-
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CHRON0 LOGY
~

!

e 10 CFR 100 ISSUED - APRIL 1962 |
b

10 CFR 100, APPENDIX A ISSUED - NOV. 1973 .
e

1

!

STAFF PROPOSED PLAN FOR REVISION TO PARTS 50/100 - OCT. 1990 ia
;

FIRST PROPOSED REVISION ISSUED FOR COMMENT - OCT. 1992 i*
!
:

f* FIRST PROPOSED REVISION WITHDRAWN - MAR. 1994

e SECOND PROPOSED REVISION ISSUED FOR COMMENT - OCT. 1994 !
!

!
* COMMENT PERIOD ON SECOND PROPOSED REVISION ENDS - MAY 1995 -

.

!

3 !

!.
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OVERALL PLAN ~

1

i
. .

Step 1 Revise Part 50/100 to I

Final Rule ;support early site permit: Proposed Rule
_

(Summer 1996)(5/92)
- '

~ seismic (update tech- . a :
nology) !

I
. non-seismic (update

- site criteria and trans- I

fer dose criteria to Pt
50) ,

;
'

Supporting' Revise Source Term to
Step Reflect SA insights: Draft for Comment NUREG-1465z

(6/92) (2SS) .

- ' timing !

:
- composition i

- chemistry
;

!
e

P i
Step 2 Revise Part 50 to:

ANPR-SA Criteria Proposed Rufe: Final Rule !> - SA criteria > t. (9/92)- Incorporate SA insights (TBD) (TBD) i
!

!

!

Decision on whether or I
not to proceed following [,

ABWR and Sys 80+ Final i
! SERs ;

(9/14/93 SRM) !.

f<

i
I 4 i

!
,

-- ,. - . -~.
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CURRENT RULE
'

* CURRENT RULE - 10 CFR 100 (APRIL 1962) . REQUIRES:

- EXCLUSION AREA - IMMEDIATE ZONE AR0UND REACTOR. NO RESIDENTS.

LOW POPULATION ZONE (LPZ) - ZONE OUTSIDE EXCLUSION AREA. MAY-
-

CONTAIN RESIDENTS, BUT NOT DENSELY POPULATED CENTER.,

- POPULATION CENTER DISTANCE - MAY BE NO CLOSER THAN ONE AND ONE-
THIRD TIMES THE LPZ RADIUS.

FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE WITHIN CONTAINMENT POSTULATED. CONTAINMENT*
ASSUMED TO BE INTACT, BUT LEAKING. DOSES TO HYPOTHETICAL INDIVIDUALS
MUST NOT EXCEED 25 REM WHOLE BODY AND 300 REM THYROID AT:

- EXCLUSION AREA B0UNDARY (EAB) FOR 2 HRS AFTER ONSET OF RELEASE,
- LPZ OUTER RADIUS FOR COURSE OF ACCIDENT (30 DAYS).

N0 NUMERIC CRITERIA FOR EXCLUSION AREA SIZE, LPZ AND POP. CENTER*

DISTANCE. STAFF GUIDANCE ON DOSE CALCULATIONS AND POPULATION DENSITY
ARE IN REGULATORY GUIDES (1.3, 1.4, 1.145, 4.7).

PRESENT APPENDIX A SPECIFIES SEISMIC AND GE0 LOGIC SITE CRITERIA.*
,
,
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REVISION TO PART 100 APPENDIX A
!

'

SEISMIC AND GE0 LOGIC SITING CRITERIA |

FOR :
,

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
'

t

I

!

1

I

,

e
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,

,/WHY REVISION OF APPENDIX A IS NECESSARY j, b C f. '~ {%e" |,,

| , %d,">;.y7.Q , !

* APPENDIX A:D0ES NOT REFLECT THE ADVANCES IN EARTH SCIENCE AND :

SEISMIC ENGINEERING SINCE 1973 , , , , , . f.. r, . ,. m - .-f-r 14#"' |
'

y ; y .. ,,.. - ,

CONTAINS REQUIREMENTS AND VERY DETAILED & PRESCRIPTIVE GUIDANCE |*

,,...~.....e !.

CONFLICTING INTERPRETATIONS OF APPENDIX A 0FTEN LED TO TIME ":.,pr
,,

; a v '" i

CONSUMING DISCUSSIONS AND PROLONGED THE LICENSING PROCESS i>'m " f
e THERE HAVE BEEN DIFFICULTIES IN THE APPLICATION OF OPERATING BASIS *

EARTHQUAKE REQUIREMENTS
,

.

- AS APPLIED,[''*7[,a.r, !
""'OBE IS AT LEAST 1/2 SSE (SAFE SHUTDOWN EARTHQUAKE)-

.

POSSIBLE FOR OBE TO HAVE MORE DESIGH SIGNIFICANCE THAN SSE ,,
:

- SHUTDOWN IF OBE IS EXCEEDED,-BUT NO CRITERIA FOR EXCEEDANCE OR
GUIDANCE FOR SHUTDOWN OR RESTART - STAFF,NOT LICENSEE INITIATED
ACTION

' j :
.

,

!

,

I
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.

OBJECTIVES OF PROPOSED REVISION
..

DEC0UPLE SITING REQUIREMENTS FROM UESIGN OR ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS:
'

- FACILITATE PART 52 APPLICATIONS

MOVE THE DETAILED GUIDANCE FROM THE REGULATION TO REGULATORY GUIDES=

UPDATE THE TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS IN THE REGULATION TO REFLECTa

CURRENT KNOWLEDGE

REDEFINE OPERATING BASIS EARTHQUAKE (0BE)e

PROVIDE GUIDANCE ON RESTART FOLLOWING OBE TRIGGERED SHUTDOWN i*

!

'

8 |
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REVISION TO APPENDIX A (10 CFR 100.23)
GE0 LOGICAL SITING CRITERIA

NEW SECTION 100.23, ENTITLED "GE0 LOGIC AND SEISMIC SITING FACTORS" HAS
BEEN STREAMLINED AND CONTAINS BASIC SITING REQUIREMENTS.
THESE ARE:

GEOLOGICAL, SEISM 0 LOGICAL & ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS OF SITE MUST-

BE INVESTIGATED.

- 5AFE SHUTDOWN EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTION MUST BE DETERMINED. t A A + <I S
w e .t.u n.: J y

- POTENTIAL FOR SURFACE DEFORMATION MUST BE DETERMINED.

- DESIGN BASES FOR SEISMICALLY INDUCED FLOODS & WATER WAVES MUST BE
DETERMINED.

:

,

9
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REVISION OF APPENDIX A
(EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING) (10 CFR 50 APPENDIX S) |

t

HIGHLIGHTS OF CHANGES IN EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING: |
!

- APPLICANT SELECTS THE OBE VALUE
.

IF OBE IS 1/3 SSE, NO EXPLICIT RESPONSE OR DESIGN ANALYSIS IS :*
'

REQUIRED y ,, , , , , . . . . . . i ,t . c.. .' ~-

IF OBE IS GREATER THAN 1/3 SSE, EXPLICIT RESPONSE AND DESIGN*

ANALYSIS ARE REQUIRED (CURRENT REQUIREMENTS)
;

'

s''/e')v -
'

e
|-- IF OBE IS EXCEEDED, ORDERLY SHUTDOWN IS REQUIRED.

avqu<s

EXCEEDANCE CRITERIA AND SHUTDOWN / RESTART GUIDANCE PROVIDED , W ' ,p #*

EXCEEDANCE CRITERIA AND SHUTDOWN / RESTART GUIDANCE ARE PROVIDED !*

:
:

,

i

10 i
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REGULATORY GUIDANCE .

|
;

REGULATORY GUIDE 1.165, GUIDANCE FOR DETERMINING THE SAFE SHUTDOWN !*

EARTHQUAKE FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS. THIS GUIDANCE IS PRIMARILY i

PROBABILISTIC, COUPLED WITH STRONG RELIANCE ON SITE-SPECIFIC
INVESTIGATIONS

REVISION TO SRP 2.5.2 OUTLINES HOW THE STAFF WILL REVIEW ANe

APPLICATION UNDER THE NEW REGULATION THAT USES THE PROBABILISTIC
PROCEDURES !

:

REVISION OF SRP 2.5.1 AND 2.5.3 TO MAKE CONFORMABLE CHANGES BASED ON !*

NEW REGULATION

REVISION TO REGULATORY GUIDE 1.12 ON SEISMIC INSTRUMENTATION ie

:

NEW REGULATORY GUIDES 1.166 AND 1.167 ON PLANT SHUTDOWN FOR OBE
'

*

EXCEEDANCE AND FOR PLANT RESTART RESPECTIVELY

i

*
e

11
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DRAFT FINAL RULE
.

REVISION OF 10 CFR PARTS 50 AND 100

RADIOLOGICAL ASPECTS
.

b

.
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'

U.S. EXPERIENCE AND THE ROL$ 0F REACTOR SITING

i

e VIRTUALLY ALL POWER REACTORS IN U.S. HAVE BEEN SITED USING PART 100. .

'PRESENTLY, 110 OPERATING REACTORS IN THE U.S. ON 69 SITES. ABOUT
2000 REACTOR-YEARS OF U.S. OPERATING EXPERIENCE. ALSO: |

- ABOUT 20 SITES APPROVED; BUT PRESENTLY NO OPERATING REACTORS, !

ABOUT 10 SITES REVIEWED BUT NOT APPROVED. j-
.,

SUBSTANTIAL BASE OF SITING EXPERIENCE EXISTS. NUMEROUS RISK STUDIES |e

INDICATE THAT THE PRIMARY FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE PUBLIC HEALTH AND !

SAFETY ARE REACTOR DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION. |
i

SITING FACTORS ARE IMPORTANT FOR: :e
:

- ASSURINE (WITH DESIGN) THAT RADIOLOGICAL DOSES FROM NORMAL :
OPERATION AND POSTULATED ACCIDENTS ARE ACCEPTABLY LOW, !

!

THAT NATURAL PHENOMENA AND MAN-RELATED HAZARDS IN THE SITE |-

VICINITY ARE DESCRIBED AND ACCOUNTED FOR IN PLANT DESIGN, |
'

- THAT SITE CHARACTERISTICS ARE AMENABLE TO DEVELOPMENT OF
EMERGENCY PLANS AND SECURITY PLANS, |

MAINTAINING COMMISSION POLICY OF SITING AWAY FROM DENSELY-

!
.

POPULATED CENTERS.
!

13 |

!

; !
>
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'

.

.!
~

PURPOSE 0F PART 100

DETERMINES SITE PARAMETERS (EAB, LPZ, P0P.CTR. DIST.) PROVIDING !*

ACCEPTABLE SEPARATION DISTANCES BETWEEN PLANT AND MEMBERS OF PUBLIC. !

i

PROVIDES A PERFORMANCE MEASURE OF THE ACCIDENT MITIGATION CAPABILITY !e

0F THE PLANT. SETS REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTAINMENT LEAK RATE, FISSION t

PRODUCT CLEANUP SYSTEMS, ETC.-

!

SERVES AS ONE TEST OF ADEQUATE PROTECTION OF THE PUBLIC FOR Ae

POSTULATED DEGRADED CORE ACCIDENT AND FISSION PRODUCT-RELEASE INTO !

CONTAINMENT (AS LONG AS CONTAINMENT REMAINS INTACT). !
'

:
,

WHAT DOESN'T PART 100 D0? |a

- DOES NOT DETERMINE CONTAINMENT DESIGN (THIS IS DONE BY !

PRESSURE / TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS OF LOCA/ STEAM LINE BREAK). ;

:

- DOES NOT CONTROL SEVERE ACCIDENT RISK. RISK IS DOMINATED BY j

CORE-MELT ACCIDENTS WHERE CONTAINMENT FAILS OR IS BYPASSED. |

!

|
'

14 !
!

!
!

|

!
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'

.

..

REASONS FOR REVISING PART 100 f
~

;

[

'

ISSUANCE OF PART 52 WITH USE OF EARLY SITE PERMITS*,

RECOGNITION THAT DOSE CALC. AFFECTING PLANT DESIGN MORE THAN SITING.*

- ALLOWABLE CONTAINMENT LEAK RATE,
- FISSION PRODUCT CLEANUP SYSTEM PERFORMANCE (SPRAYS, FILTERS),
- ISOLATION VALVE TIMING, DRAWDOWN TIME ON SECONDARY CONT.

ANNULUS. ;

i

INCORPORATE CHANGES IN SITING PRACTICE AND ALLOW FOR UPDATED !e

ACCIDENT SOURCE TERMS

- REQUIRE PLANTS TO BE "AWAY FROM" DENSELY POPULATED CENTERS, .

- REQUIRE MAN-RELATED HAZARDS TO BE EVALUATED, |

- SITES CHARACTERISTICS MUST BE AMENABLE TO DEVELOPMENT OF !

ADEQUATE SECURITY PLANS AND EMERGENCY PLANS, !
- REVISE DOSE CRITERION TO REFLECT REVISED ACCIDENT SOURCE TERMS.

INCORPORATE ADVANCES IN SEISMIC ANALYSIS AND EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERINGa

EFFORT INITIATED IN 1990 TO DECOUPLE SITING FROM DESIGN.e

|
15
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..

.

PROPOSED REVISIONS
(NON-SEISMICl<

FIRST PROPOSED REVISION (0CT.1992) - NO DOSE CALCULATIONS FORa

SITING. NUMERICAL CRITERIA FOR EAB SIZE AND P0P. DENSITY IN RULE. :

PROPOSED RULE TO CONSIST OF TWO SUBPARTS: SUBPART A FOR CURRENT
PLANTS; SUBPART B FOR FUTURE PLANTS. ;

!

MAJOR COMMENTS - DOSE CALCULATIONS SHOULD BE RETAINED. RULE T00*

PRESCRIPTIVE, CONSERVATIVE, INCOMPATIBLE WITH CONCERNS OF :

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY. RULE WITHDRAWN MARCH 28, 1994. |

!

SECOND PROPOSED REVISION (0CT. 1994) - SOURCE TERM AND DOSE CRITERIA !*
RELOCATED TO PART 50.34, AND RETAINED FOR SITING. ;

- SECTION 100.21, CONTAINS BASIC NON-SEISMIC CRITERIA WITHOUT
NUMERICAL VALUES.

!

NUMERICAL VALUES FOR POP. DENSITY IN REVISED REG. GUIDE 4.7.-

:

- DOSE CRITERION OF 25 REM TEDE. DOSE EVALUATED OVER ANY TWO-HOUR |

PERIOD.

!
'

!
'

16
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~

.

.

. ,

PUBLIC COMMENT HIGHLIGHTS - (NON-SEISMIC) ,

:
1

* INDUSTRY (7 COMMENTS) - GENERALLY FAVORABLE; SIGNIFICANT CONCERNS IN
SOME AREAS

'

USE OF TEDE IS APPROPRIATE-

,

DOSE CRITERION OF 25 REM IS MORE RESTRICTIVE THAN CURRENT'
-

CRITERIA (0NE INDUSTRY COMMENT THAT 25 REM IS APPROPRIATE) . ;

|

- NO NEED FOR AN ORGAN " CAPPING" DOSE. ;

!
'

- USE OF ANY 2 HOUR PERIOD TO EVALUATE DOSE CONFUSING, ILLOGICAL.
.

PUBLIC INTEREST GROUP (1 COMMENT) - GENERALLY UNFAVORABLE. PROPOSED |4 *

RULE IS A RETREAT FROM DECOUPLING.
;

- USE OF TEDE ACCEPTABLE !

DOSE CRITERION OF 25 REM APPROPRIATE |-

DOSE TO ANY SINGLE ORGAN SHOULD BE NO MORE THAN ONE-THIRD OF ;!
-

TOTAL
i

. - NO COMMENT ON DOSE EVALUATION PERIOD j
:

!17

!
>
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>

ELEMENTS OF DRAFT FINAL RULES |-

BASIC REACTOR SITE CRITERIA (10 CFR 100.21) |
!

SITE ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION CHARACTERISTICS MUST BE SUCH THAT: |*

- RADIOLOGICAL DOSES FOR NORMAL OPERATION WILL BE MET, AND
f

- RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF POSTULATED ACCIDENTS WILL MEET THE
DOSE CRITERIA IN SECTION 50.34.

* P0TENTIAL HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SITE
(E.G., GE0 LOGY, HYDROLOGY) AND HUMAN-RELATED ACTIVITIES NEARBY ;

,

(E.G., INDUSTRY, AIRPORTS) WILL POSE N0 UNDUE RISK TO PLANT. j
,

SITE CHARACTERISTICS MUST BE SUCH THAT |*

!
- ADEQUATE SECURITY PLANS AND MEASURES CAN.BE DEVELOPED, AND :
- ADEQUATE EMERGENCY PLANS CAN BE DEVELOPED. !

!

!

E E ; DE E RE E ; E IT B CP BLE.
.

!.

18
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POPULATION CRITERIA
(PROPOSED REVISION 2 0F REG. GUIDE 4.7)

* NUMERICAL VALUES REFLECT CONSIDERATION OF SEVERE ACCIDENTS AND U.S.
GE0 GRAPHIC / DEMOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS.

SITES WHERE POPULATION DENSITY DOES NOT EXCEED 500 PERSONS PER-

SQ. MILE AT ANY DISTANCE OUT TO 20 MILES ARE PREFERRED.

- REACTORS SHOULD NOT BE LOCATED WHERE THE POPULATION DENSITY IS
WELL IN EXCESS OF AB0VE VALUE.

- POPULATION PROJECTIONS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR ABOUT 5 YEARS FROM
INITIAL SITE APPROVAL; TRANSIENT POPULATION ALSO FACTORED IN.

- POPULATION GROWTH AFTER SITE APPROVAL EXPECTED; CHANGES TO BE
FACTORED INTO SITE EMERGENCY PLANS.

REFERENCE TO MINIMUM EXCLUSION AREA AND LPZ SIZES DELETED.e-

19
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-
:

'

!

RISK INSIGHTS j

STAFF INVESTIGATED MEETING SAFETY G0AL VS. SIZE OF EXCLUSION AREA.=

THIS BASED ON CURRENT PLANTS, USING RISK INSIGHTS FROM NUREG-1150. j

PROMPT FATALITY QH0 0F THE SAFETY G0AL (5 X 10" PER YEAR) IS MET i-

FOR ALL EAB SIZES OF ABOUT 0.1 MILE OR GREATER. j

- LATENT CANCER FATALITY QH0 (2 X 10~6 PER YEAR) EASILY MET.
||

- THIS SIZE (0.1 MILE) ENCOMPASSES ALL CURRENT OPERATING PLANTS, !
AND ALL SITES REVIEWED AND APPROVED BY THE STAFF. !

.

.

STAFF INVESTIGATED INDIVIDUAL RISK 0F PERMANENT RELOCATION AS A !*
!

RESULT OF LAND CONTAMINATION. USING SEVERE ACCIDENT RELEASE BASED ON
OPERATING PLANTS, RISK IS LOW (LESS THAN 10-8 PER YEAR) AT ALL j

DISTANCES, AND DECLINES SIGNIFICANTLY BEYOND ABOUT 20 MILES. !

!
.

;!
'

!

!-

20
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1

ELEMENTS OF DRAFT FINAL RUL_ES
(CONTINUED).. t

SOURCE TERM AND DOSE CRITERIA (10 CFR 50.34)

* SOURCE TERM AND DOSE CRITERIA RELOCATED TO PART 50.34
:

DOSE CRITERIA REVISED FROM 25 REM WHOLE BODY AND-300 REM THYROID TO Ie

25 REM TOTAL EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT (TEDE) . !
,

'

e DOSE TO AN INDIVIDUAL AT EXCLUSION AREA B0UNDARY NOT TO EXCEED 25
REM TEDE FOR ANY TWO HOUR PERIOD FOLLOWING FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE
AND AT LPZ OUTER RADIUS FOR DURATION OF ACCIDENT.

MAY BE USED WITH CURRENT OR REVISED SOURCE TERMS.a

ACRS AND CRGR REVIEW ;

ACRS AND CRGR BRIEFED. ACRS RECOMMENDS ISSUANCE OF RULE. CRGR HAS N0 :e-

OBJECTION TO ISSUANCE.

|

ADDITIONAL VIEW BY OFFICE OF RESEARCH .

OFFICE OF RESEARCH RECOMMENDS THAT DOSE BE EVALUATED FOR TWO HOUR.
.

PERIOD BEGINNING WITH FUEL FAILURE, RATHER THAN ANY TWO-HOUR PERIOD.

21 ;
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Monday, October 17, m4 h ip.
0

This sectiori of the FEDERAL REGISTER Attention: Docketing and Service distances and population density limits
(ddcontains notees to the pthic of the proposed Branch. r

bsuance of rules and regulations. The into the regulations. On April 28,1977,
Deliver comments to 11555 Rockville Free Environment,Inc. et al., filed a ( )'d

Pike, Rockville, M land, between 7:45 petition for rulemaking (PRM-50-20).
f|

.ans ar unity to pa te in
rule making prior to the adoption of the final am and 4:15 pm, F eral workdays. The remaining issue of this petition i
rules. Copies of the regulatory analysis, the requests that the central towa nuclear

environmental assessment and finding Project and other reactors be sited at
.

3
-

of no significant impact, and comments least 40 miles from major population
{p; <HUCLEAR REGULATORY received may be examined at the NRC centers. In August 1978, the
iCOMMISSION Public Document Room at 2120 L Street Commission directed the NRC staff to i, j

10 CFR Parts 50,52 and 100 NW. (Lower Level), Washir:gton, DC. develop a general policy statement on

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Dr. ar pown a@ Mng. & ,

RIN 3t50-AD93 Andrew J. Murphy, Office of Nuclear Rep rt of the Siting Policy Task Force"
Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear (NUREG-0025) was issued n August

Reactor Site Criterla including Setsmic
,

and Earthquake Engineering Criteria Regulatory Commission, Washington, 1979 and provided recommendatwns
,, i

DC 20555, telephone (301) 415-6010, regardmg siting of future nuclear power jfor Nuclear Power Plants and
Proposed Denial of Petition From Free concerning the seismic and earthquake reactors. in the 1980 Authorization Act

,

Environment,Inc. et al. engineering aspects and Mr. Leonard f r the NRC, the Congress directed the q
t

Soffer, Office of Nuclear Regulatory NRC to decouple siting from design and
.

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Commission, Washington, DC 20555, ting n ul 2919 0 5 50 50),

'i

ACTION: Proposed rule and proposed telephone (301) 415-6574, concerning the NRC issued an Advance Notice of
iP ed Ruledq MPM qdenial of petition from Free ther siting aspects.

Environment, Inc. et al. regarding revision of the reactor site '

$UPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: criteria, which discussed the ,

SUMMARY:The Nuclear Regulatory 1. Back round-
* * E #Y

Commission (NRC)is proposing to II. Objectives. Task Force and sought pubhc
amend its regulations to update the 111. Genesis. comments. The proposed rulemaking
criteria used in decisions regarding IV. Airernatives. was deferred by the Commission in j
power reactor siting, including geologic, V. Major Changes. Deumber 1981 to await development of p
seismlC, and ea!1h uake engineering A. Reactor Siting Criteria (Nonseismic). a Safety Goal and improved research on
considerations forkuture nuclear powerD. Seismic and Earthquake Engineering accident source terms. On August 4, (

Critona. 1986 (51 FR 23044), the NRC issued itsplants. The pro sed rule would allow
V1. Related Regulatory Guides and Standard Policy Statement on Safety Goals thatNRC to benefit m experience gained Review Plan Section.

in the application of the procedures and VII. Future Regulatory Action. stated quantitative health objectives '

methods set forth in the current VIH. Referenced Documents. with regard to both prompt and latent .

regulation and to incorporate the rapid IX. Electronic Format. cancer fatality risks. On December 14,
cdvancements in the earth sciences and X. Questions. 1988 (53 FR 50232), the NRC denied
earthquake en i XI. Finding of No Significant Environmental PRM-100-2 on the basis that it would
PtoPo8ed rulebncering. IA addition, thisnefits from the Public Impact: Availability. unnocessarily restrict NRC,s regulatory ,

n
c:mments received on the first XII. Paperwork Reduction Act Statement. siting policies and would not result in p
ptoposed revision of the ations. XIn. Regulatory Analy:Is. a substantial increase in the overall i

XW. Regulatory Flexibility Certification.
protection of thefpossible renewedublic health and !This proposed rule priman y consists of XV.Backfit Analysis. safety. Because o

h]
two separate changes, namely, the ,

source term and dose considerations, L Background interest in power reactor siting, the NRC
and the seismic and earthquale is proceeding with a rulemaking in this i
engineering considerations of reactor The present regulation regarding area. The Commission proposes to i
siting.The Commission is als reactor site criteria (10 CFR part 100) address the remaining issue in PRM .
proposing to deny the remaining issue was promulgated April 12,1962 (27 FR 50-20 as part of this rulemaking action.

. I
(

in petition (PRM-50-20) filed by Free 3509). NRC staff guidance on exclusion Appendix A to 10 CFR part 100, |
Environment, Inc. et al. area and low population zone sizes as " Seismic and Geologic Siting Criteria |

well as population density was issued for Nuclear Power Plants," was
'

DATES: Comment period expires in Regulatory Guide 4.7," General Site originallyissued as a proposedFebruary 14,1995. Comments actived Suitability Criteria for Nuclear Power regulation on November 25,1971 (36 FRaft;r this date will be considered if it is Stations," published for comment in 22601), published as a final regulationpractical to do so, but the Commission September 1974. Revision 1 to this on November 13,1973 (38 FR 31279),is cble to assure consideration only for guide was issued in November 1975. On and became effective on December 13,comments received on or before this June 1,1976, the Public Interest 1973. There have been two amendmentsdate. Research Group (PIRG) filed a petition to 10 CFR part 100, appendix A. The
ADDRESSES: Mall written comments to: for rulemaking (PRM-100-2) requesting first amendment, issued November 27
Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory that the NRC incorporate minimum 1973 (38 FR 32575), corrected the final
Commission, Washington, DC 20555, exclusion area and low population zone regulation by adding the legend under
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the diagram. & second amendment applying the existing regulation and design requhements rather than ' siting.
resulted from a petition for rulemaking from research; (2) resolve interpretive It is desirable to state basic site criteria,

I (PRM-100-1) requesting that an opinion questions; (3) provide needed regulatory which, through importance to risk, have'

be issued that wouldinterpret and flexibility to incorporate state-of-the-art been shown to be key to assuring public
clarify Appendix A with respect to the improvements in the geosciences and health and safety. Further, significant
determination of the Safe Shutdown earthquake engineering; and (4) simplify advances in understanding severe
Earthquake. A notice of filing of the the language to e mom '' plain English" accident behavior, including fission

; petition was published on May 14,1975 text. In addition, theyroposed product release and transpott, as well as
(40 FR 20983). The substance of the regulatory action wiu benefit from in the earth scienms and in earthquahe

! petitioner's pmposal was accepted and public enmments received on the first engineering have taken place since the
| published as an immediately effective proposed revision of the regulations and promulgation of the present regulation
i final regulation on January 10,1977 (42 guidance documents. and deserve to be reflected in the
| FR 2052). The proposed regulatory acdon would regulations.

W first proposed revisian to these apply to applicants who apply for a ne second altemative considered
[j regulations was published for public construction rmit, operating license, was replacement of the existing
'j comtraent on October 20,1992 (57 FR Preliminary esign approval, final regulation with an entirely new

47802). The availability of the five draft design approval, manufacturing license, regulation. This is not an acceptable
regulatory Euldes and the standard early site permit, design certification, or altemauve because the pmvisions of the
review plan section that were developed combined Heense on or aRer the existing regulations form part of the
to provide guanm on meeting the effective date of the finalregulations. licensing bases for many of the '

. proposed regulations was published on Criteria not associated with the operating nuclear power plants and
/ November 25,1992 (57 FR 55601). The selection of the site or establishment of others that are in various stages of
] comrnent period for the proposed the Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground obtaining operating licenses. hrefore,

regulations was extended two times. Motion (SSE) have been placed into 10 these provisions should remain in fome
! First, the NRC staffinitiated an CFR part 50. This actiors is consistent and effect.

extension (58 FR 271) frotn February 17 with the location of other design ne approach of establishing the'

1993 to March 24,1993, to be consistent f*9.uirements in 10 CFR part 50. revised requirements in new sections to
with the comment period on the drah t$acause the revised entena presented to CFR part 100 and relocating plant,

i regulatory guides and standard review in the proposed regulation would not be design requimments 1010 CFR part 50
plan section. Second, in response to a applied to existing plants, the hoensmg while retaining the existing regulation
roquest from the public, the comment bases fw exisung nuclear power plants . was chosen as the best attemative.ne

f *" $t ternai P
,'7g"er9f 9 th.teria for current plants-aiQS" Public will benefit from a clearer, moreperiod was extended to June 1,1993 (58

al
i FR 16377). uniform, and more consistent lleensingreactor site cn| The proposed regulations published process that incorporates updated

on October 20,1992 (57 FR 47802) and w uld be retained as subpart A and information and is subject to fewer
draft guidanr= daenments cited in the appendix A to 10 CFR part 100, interpretations.De NRC staff will
evallability notice publi.shed on respectively. The proposed revised benefit imm improved regulatory

L November 25,1992157 FR 55601) are reactor site enteda would be added as implementation (both technical and
f withdrawn because of the substantive sub art B in 10 CFR part 100 and would legal), fewer interpretive debates, and
h nature of the changes to be made in 8Pp y to site applications received on or'

ahn 6e effecuve date of 6e nnal increased regulatory flexibility.
res onse to public crrnments and are Applicants will derive the same benefits-

| NP with the seced pmposed ]jfb in addition to avoiding licensing delays
*

ed as a 00.revision of the regulations presented in
this document. subpart B in 10 CFR part 100.& caused byunclear mgulatorye

requhements.
. criteria on seismic and geologic siting
j

'

II.Ob}ectives would be added as a new $100.23 to V. Major Changes

3" hobjedivesof thisproposed subpart B in to CFR part 100.The dose
regulatory action are to--- calculations and the earthquale A. Fleoctor Siting Criteria [Nonselsmk)

1 State basic site criteria for future engineering criteria wou'ld be located in Sinco promulgat2on of the reactor site
.

| | sites that, based upon rience and 10 CFR part 50($SC34(rj and criteria in 1962, the Cmunission has
i

b
importance tosisk,hav n shown as Appendix S, respectively).Because approved more than 75 sites for nucleari

key to pmtecting public healthand Appendix S is not self executmg, Power reactors andhashad an .

safetbde a stable regulatory basis for
applicable sections of part 50 ($ 50.34 Opportunity to review a number of

!

2. and S 50.54)are revised to reference others. In additia, light-water
seismicand cologicsitingand appendix S.The proposed regulation commercial er reactors haveE ,

applicable earthquake engineering would also make cohforming accumu about 1600 reador-years of
,

'

design of future nuclear power plants amendments to 10 CFRpast 52.Section Operating experience in the United '

'

that will update and clarify regulatory 52.17(a)(1) would be amended to reflect States. As a result of these site reviews
requirements and provide a flexible changes in 50.34(a)(1)and to CFR Part and operational experience, a great deal

,

f, structure to pennit consideration of new 100, ofinsight has been gained regardlag the i
~

technicalunderstandings; and design and operation of nuclear power
A ''** ** lP ants as wellas the site factors that3. Relocate source term and dose

| requirements that apply primarily to ne first attemative considered by the influence risk. In addition, an extensive.
plant design into 10 CFR part 50. Commission was to continue using research effort has been conducted to j

current regulations for site suitability understand accident phenomena, iIII. Genesis determinations. This is not considered including fission product release and |
*

h proposed regulatory action an acceptable alternative. Accident. transport. %is extensive operationalg

reflects changes that are intended to (1) source terms and dose calculations experience together with the insights
! benefit from the experience gained in currently pdmadly influence plant gained fmm recent severe accident j

l

l

.
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research as well as numerous risk accident source terms, currently under comments, the Commission is g
studies on radioactive material releases development within the NRC staff as proposing,in the present rule, to retain V< t

; ta the environment under severe well asin the industry. the use of source term and dose 4 !

accident conditions have all confirmed The pro d relocation of sourm calculations,in part 50, to verify that an M '

; thit present commercial power reactor term and calculations to part 50 applicant's proposed exclusion area N .

i design, construction, o tion and represent a partial decoupling of siting distance is adequate to assure that the S
'

i siting is expected to e vely limit from accident source term and dose radiological done to an individual will #
risk to the public to very low levels, calculations. The siting criteria are be acceptably low in the event of a 4

<

| These risk studies include the early envisioned to be utilized together with postulated accident. However, as noted *i| "Ratctor Safety Study" (WASH-1400), standardized plant desi ns whose above,if source term and dose !6
; published in 1975, many Probabilistic features will be certified in a separate calculations em used in conjunction
; Risk Assessment (PRA) studies design certification rulemaking with standardized designs, unlimited t:

,

; conducted on individual plar.ts as well procedure. Each of the standardized plant tradeoffs to compensate for poor ii es severalspecialized studies,and the designs would specify an atmospheric site conditions would not be permitted. M
recent" Severe Accident Risks: An dilution factor that would be required to For plants that do not involve ie

Assessment for Five U.S. Nuclear Power be met, in order to meet the dose criteria standardized designs, the source term " '

| Plants," (NUREG-1150), issued in 1990. at the exclusion area boundary.For a and does calculations would continue to; Advrnced readordesigns curnently given standardiand design, a site havin8 provide assurance that the site is-
; undir review are expeded to res it in relatively poor dispersion acceptable for the proposed design.

'

. svin lower risk ar.d improved safety characteristics would uire a larger
comparel to ex 4 ting plants. llence, the exclusion area dian=nna one having The present regulation requires that

i substantial ba se of knowled e regardin8 go d dispersion characteristics. the exclusion area be of such size that
'1 '

8

8 an individuallocated at an int on its *

| power reactrr siting, design, Additionaldesign features would be
bound *'Y ortwohoursim latelf

! construction and operation reflects that discouraged in a standardized design to gogg onset of the ulated fissi ''

i tha fadors that deterraine com ensate for otherwise poor site pmduct release would aceivea
'

hesi , con truc on aufd tl Ithough individual plant tradeoffs total radiation dose in excess of 25 rem
.

h(Siting factors and criteriaTowever, would be discouraged fora given t the whole body or 300 rpm to the

! radiological doses from normal standardized design could require a regulation notes that a whole body dose y[
- are impoitant in assudng that standardized design, a different thyrold gland. A footnote in the present

,

| operation and postulated accidents will different atmospheric dilution factor. of 25 rem has been stated to correspond f'4
be acceptably low,that natural For custom plants that do not involve a numerically to the oncein a lifetime'

i- phenomena and poleo'.ial man made standardiaed design, the source term accidental or emergency dose to j
,

i h:zards will be appropriately accounted and dose criteria willcontinue to radiation workers which could be
,

, <

| for in the design of the plant, and that pmvide assurance that the site is disregarded la the detarmt== tion of f
sits characteristia are ===nable to the acmptable for the proposed design. their radiation status (NBS

,

;
*

-
g<

i " '*
we t s e learly fflotionaleforindividualQiferiat rotect pubEc and uste

I . security measures to protect the nlant. A. Exclusion Area. An enclusion area states that the n==I==Imi's use of this ge
N Comminion has also had a fong surmunding the immadi=am vicinity of value does not imply that it maaidars it 9,

j
standing policy of siting readers away ', siting power reactors from the emergency dose to the publicunder I;;f

the plant has been a requirement for to be an acceptablelindt for an j
' imen densely r--" - centers, and is
I continuing this %la the pmposed beginning.This area providesa accident conditions, but only that it b
! rule. degime of pra*=dian to the public represents a reference value to be used d
; m commi== ton is proposing to a variety of pae-eial plant =netA--e= for evaluating plant features and site ri
! incorporate basic seactor site criteria in and also affords p wta= to the characteristics intended so mitigate the- j

|p:,' tha propneed rule to accomplish the - from posanetal man,related The radiological conesquences of ==4dansa i
chove en==l== Inn ===IAars an ==blan area in order to provide assurance of low risk

.

;;

; The insion proposes to retain to be an essentialiestme of a seeder site to the pahlic underpostulated ,;

source term and does calculations to andis proposing to retain this accidents.The amminalan based uponr '

verify the adequacy of a site for a requirement for futuse seactora, extensive experience in appl this.
i specific plant,but source term and dose The proposed rule t==nadIer criterion,and in secognition of

=alculations will be relocated to part 50, co== ant in icenhar 1992 proposed a ocose" vatismi of the assumptions in its t |
r

t' since experience has shown that these minimum distana= to the cunh=lan area ap,46 tion (a large Assion product ;

i calculations have tended to influence boundary of 0.4 smiles (see meters), release within na=*=w=ent ===~4=ted !
! plant design aspects such as based upon the suggested value given in with major caso damag . maxianun

containment leak rate or filter Regulatory Guide 4.7, without =*ilirinF allowable containspen% t rose,a#

! performana rather than siting.No sourm term and does miadaniana This - Alated skelo falle e / any of the '

-

specific source tenn would be . was based upon a conservative ion product cleanup systems,sudi
referenced in past 50. Rather, the source evaluation of the; '- = et a-san as the nantai====8 sprays, adverse site ;

term would be required tobe one that product cleanup systenes each as meteorologicaldispersion |
*

; is "* * * assumed to result in containment sprays or Alter systems, characteristics,anindividual - -
,'

.

i substantial meltdown of the core with Numerous =====*= wem seceived to be located at the boundary of the ;

;. subsequent release into the containment stating that source term and dose exclusion area at the centerline of the
'

! cfr preciable quantitles of fission calculations should be retained, and plume for two hours without protective. 4
I ucts"Hence, thisguidance could that the exclusion area Ald==a= should actions), believes that this criterion has !
i utilized with the source term alsobe based upon a more analistic clearly wie= din an adequate levelof t

! curr *ly used forlight-water reactors, evaluation of amual A==ian produd protection. As an illustration of the.

; or used in conjunction with revised cleanup sya*=== In response to these conservatism of this assessment, the

i !

!
i
4

6

~

.-- . _ . - - _ . . . - . - , - - . - , .
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; maximum whole body dose received by represent a risk of about 2.7x10-2 objective that the dose to an individual ~
'

en actual individual during the Three Using a risk coefficient of about 10-2 not be in excess of 25 rem TEDE for any
Mile Island accident in March 1979, per rem, the risk oflatent cancer fatality two-hour period after the appearance of,

; which involved major core damago, was implied by the current dose criteria is fission products within containment.
; estimated to be about 0.1 rem, equivalent to 27 rem TEDE. (BEIR V The Commission is proposing this

In the proposed rule, the Corumission estimates a latent cancer fatality risk change to reflect improved,

is pmposing two changes in this area. coefficient of about 5x10-4 per rem,if understanding of fission product release,

First, the Commission is proposing the dose is received over a period of into the containment undar severe
'

that the use of different doses for the days or more; however,if the exposure accident conditions. For an assumed
whole body and thyroid gland be period is shorter, such as 2 hours, the instantaneous release d'ission;

replaced by a single value of 25 rem, risk coefficient is approximately products, as contemplated by the
total effective dose equivalent (TEDE). double.) .' present rule, the two hour period that
The total effective dose equivalent if latent cancer incidence rather than commences with the onset of the fission4

concept is consistent with part 20 of the fatality were used, the current dose product release clearly results in the
Commission's regulations, and is criteria would correspond to'a value of highest dose to a hypothetical

: defined as the deep dose equivalent (for about 35 rem TEDE. individual offsite, improved
| extemal exposures) plus the committed The Commission is proposing to use understanding of severe accidents

effective dose equivalent (for internal the risk of latent canar fatality as the shows that fission product releases to
exposures). %e deep dose equivalent is appropriate risk measure since the containment do not occur
the same as the presont whole body quantitative health objectives (QllOs) instantaneously, and that the bulk of the '

dose, while the committed effective for it have been established in the releases may not take place for about an
'

dose equivalent is the sum of the Commission's Safety Goal policy. hour or more, tience, the two-hour
products of doses to selected body Although the current dose criteria are period commencing with the onset of i

.

organs times weighting factors for each equivalent in risk to 27 rem TEDE, as fission product release may not i

organ that are representative of the noted above, the Commission is represent the highest dose that an
*

r:diation risk associated with that proposing to use 25 rem TEDE as the individual could be exposed to over any
o an. dose criterion for plant evaluation two. hour period. As a result, the

|'he proposed use of the total effective purposes, since this value is essentially Commission is proposing that various
dose equivalent, or TEDE, is based upon the same level of risk as the current two-hour periods be examined to assure
two considerations. First, since it criteria. that the dose to a hypotheucal
utilizes a risk consistent methodology to Nevertheless, the Commission is individual at the exclusion area
essess the radiologicalimpact of all specifically requesting comments on the boundary will not be in excess of 25 rem
relevant nuclides upon all body organs, use of TEDE. Comments are requested TEDE over any two-hour period after the
use of TEDE promotes a unifonnity and on whether the current dose criteria onset of fission product release.
consistency in assessing radiation risk should be modified to udlize the total B. Site Dispersion Foctors. Site
that may not exist with the separate effective dose equivalent, or TEDE, dispersion factors have been utilized to>

| whole body and thymid organ dose concept.The Commission is also provide an assessment of dose to an
~

values in the present regulation. requesting comments on whether a individual as a result of a postulated
Second, use of TEDE lends itself readily TEDE value of 25 rem (consistent with accident. Since the Commission intends
to the applicadon of updated accident latent cancer fatality).or 34 rem to require that a verification be made
source terms, which can vary not only (consistent with latent cancer that the exclusion area distance is

j with plant design, but in which !ncidence), or some other value should adequate to assure that the guideline
cdditional nuclides besides the noble be wed. Finally, because the thyroid dose to a hypothetical individual will
g:ses and iodine are predicted to be weighting factor is equal to a value of not be exceeded under postulated3

released into containment. 0.03, there exists a theoretical accident conditions, as well as to assure
i The Commission has examined the poss!bility that an accidental release that radiological limits are met under' current dose criteria of 25 rem whole composed only oflodine could result in normaloperaung conditions, the

body and 300 rem thyroid with the a TEDE less than 25 rem, yet result in Commission is proposing that the
intent of selecting a TEDE numerical a thymid dose of over 800 rem. atmospheric dispersion characteristics
value equivalent to the risk implied by Although the C.ommission believes that of the site will be required to be -
the cunent dose criteria. These risks the likeliht.od that an actual accident evaluated, and that site dispersion
consist of the risk of developing cancer would release only iodine is highly factors based upon this evaluation be
some time after the exposure (latent unlikely, comments are also requested determined and used in assessing

i cancer incidence), as well as a delayed - as to whether the dose criterion should radiological consequences of normal I
'

risk of cancor fatality (latent canar also include a " capping" limitation, that operations as well as acx:Idents.
fatality). For a dose of 25 rem whole is, an additional requirement that the C. Iow Population Zone."Ite present
body, the individual risk oflatent dose to any individual organ not be in regulation requires that a low,

i cancer fatality is estimated to be about men of some fraction of the total. population zone {LPZ) be defined '

2.5x10-8; the risk oflatent cancer The second change being proposed in immediately beyond the exclusion area.
!ncidence is about twice that (using risk this area is in regard to the time period Residents are permitted in this area, but

*

coefilcients expressed by ICRP that a hypotheticalindividualis the number and density must be such
Publication 60 and in N11 REG /CR- assumed to be at the exclusion area that there is a reasonable probability
4214). For a dose of 300 :em thyroid, the boundary. While the duration of the that appropriate protective measures '

| risk of latent cancer fatality is about time period remains at a value of two could be taken in their behalfin the
2x10-2: the risk oflatent cancer hours, the Commission is proposing that event of a serious accident. In addition,
incidence is about a factor of ten higher, this time period not be fixed in regard the nearest densely populated center

i If the risk of latent cancer fatality is to the appearance of fission products containing more than about 25,000
selected as the appropriate risk measure within containment, but that various residents must be located no closer than
to be used, the current dose criteria two-hour periods be examined with the one and one-third times the outer
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boundary of the LPZ. Finally, the dose
smaller than that envisioned for theto e hypothetical individual located at exclusion area. whether a particular population density i

ths outer boundary of the LPZ over the C. AdequacyofEmergencyPlans.%e would meet the Safety Goal. L i

cntire course of the acddent must not be proposed rule would also requim that
risk studies, particularly those obtained !

liowever, results of severe accident I
in excess of the dose values given in the the site characteristics be such thatregulation.

adequate plans to carry out protective from NUREG-1150, can provide useful t
'

defined the distance over which public
measures for members of the public in insights for considering potential dBefore 1980, the LPZ generally
the event of emergency could be criteria for population density. Severe Y

protective actions were contemplated in developed. acddents having the Nghest $
ths event of a serious accident.The II. Siting AwayFrom Densely consequences are those where mre-melt ti
regulations in 10 CFR 50A7 now Populoted Centers. Population density together with early bypass of or (l
requires plume exposure Emergency considerations beyond the exclusim containment failure occurs. Such an 'L
Planning Zones (EPZ) of about 10 miles area have been required since issuanw event wodd hkelylead to a "large .i
for each plant. of part 100 in 1962.De current rule rdease"(without defining this "'

While the Commission considers that requires a f' low populatics a,one"(IfZ) precisely). Based upon NUREG-1150, s
th s siting functions intended for the beyond the immootato exclusion area. the probability of a core-melt accident
LPZ, namely, a low density of residents The LPZ boundary must be ofsuch a together with early containment failure
cnd the feasibility of taking protective size that an individual located at its or bypass for some current enerationE i

tctions,have been accomplished by outer boundary must not receive a dose LWRs is estimated to be between 10-8 '

oth:r regulations or can be in excess of the values given in part 100 and 10-6 per reactor year. For future
accomplished by otherguidance, the over the course of the accident. While plants, this value is expected to be less
Commission continues to believe that a numerical values of population or than 10-5 per reactor year. .f

;

requimment that 1.indts the radiological population density are not spedfled for lia reactor was located nearer to a |,

consequences over the course of the this region, the regulation also mquires large dry than current NRC practice <-
i

permitted the hkelihood ofexposing a Maccident provides a useful evaluation of that the nearest boundary of a densely
tha plant's long-term capability to populated center of about 25,000 or large num,ber of people to significant D
midgate postulated accidents. For this more persons be located no closer than releares of radioactive material would !-
reason, the Commission is proposing to one and one-third times the LPZ outer be about the same as the probability of I
retain the mquiranent that the dose. boundary. Part 100 has no population a core-melt and early containment Y
consoquences be evaluated at the outer cnteria other than the size of the LPZ failure,that is,less than 10-6 per 9

,

boundary of the LPZ over the course of and the proximity of the nearest reactor year for future reactor designs. It E
the postulated acddent and that these Population center, but notes that "where is worth noting that events having the '

>

not be in excess of 25 rem TEDE. very larEe cities are involved, a greater very low likelihood of about to-A

'.
per

D. Physical Chamderistics of the Site. distance may be necessary " reactor year or lower have been regarded ! '

It his been required that physical Whereas the exclusion area size is in past licensing actions to be
charactenstics of the site, such as the based upon limitation ofindividual risk, required to be inco.. incredible", and as such, have not been

-

h'
'

Sool0Ey, seismology, hydrology, P Puladon desity mquirements serve ted into the
meteorology characteristics be to set societal risk limitations and reflect design basis of the ant. IIence, based

s
considered in the design and consideration of accidents beyond the solely upon accid t likelihood,it '

onstruction of any plant proposed to be design basis, or severe accidents. Such might be ed that siting a reactor 1
nearer to a dty than current NRC ilocated there. The proposed rule would accidents were clearly a consideration -

require that these ch= =e*aristics be in the originalissuance ofpart 100, practicewoul posenounduerisk. 'E
evaluated and that site parameters, su'ch since the Statement of Considerations If, however, a reactor were sited away

[ias design basis flood conditions or (27 FR 3500; April 12,1962) noted that: from large cities, the likelihood of the lcity being affected would be reduced 9tornado wind loadings be established
Marther, since accidents of greater potentiel because of two factors. First,because the

}4
for use in evaluating anyplant to be hazard than those svwnmanly postulated as
located on that site in order to ensure representing an upper limit are conmivable, windis expected to blowin all,

directions with roughly the same'
th:t the occurrence of such physical $dh M- frequency,the likelihood that

f{
phenomena would pose no undue

- hazard. pmtecdon @sumssimxposure doses radioactive material would actually be
E. Nearby nunsportation Routes, to people in large centers, where effective carried towards the dtyis reduced

.-

pm. measures might not be feasible significantly because it is likely that the ('IndustrialandAfilitaryfacilities. As for * * * tience,the population center distance wind will blowin a direction away imm.

natural phenomena, it has been a long. was added as a site requirement.
standing NRCstaffpradice to review the city. Second, the radiological dose

Limitation of population density beyond consequences would alsobe mduced
man.related activities in the site vidnity the exclusion area has the followingwith distance because the radioactive 4in provideassurance that potential benefits:
hazards associated with such fad 11 ties material becomes increasingly diluted

(allt fadlitates emergency by the atmo ore and the inventory
s

or transportation routes will pose no preparedn- a and planning; and ' becomes d eted due to the naturalundue risk to any plant proposed to be (6) It redtwes potential doses to larEe processes o fallout and rainoutbefore alocated at the site.ne pmposed rule numbers of people and reduces property reaching the dty. Analyses indicate that 5would codify this practics. darnage in the event of severe accidents. If a reactor were located at distances f
4

F. Adequacyof SecurityPlans.%e Although the Commission's Safet
proposed rule would require that the Goal policy provides guidance on' y ranging from to to about 20 miles away 4

imm a city, depending upon its size, the 1characteristics of the site be such that individual risk limitations,in the form likelihood of exposure of large numbers j',adequate security plans and measures of the Quantitative Health Objectives of le within the city would befor th3 plant could be developod.The (QllO),it provides no guidance with aced by fadors of ten to one hundmd C|
9 )

Commission envisions that this would regard to societal risk limitations and or more compared with locating a Lientz.il a small secure ama considerably therefore cannot be used to ascertain reactor very close to a city,
i-

1

/
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in summary, next-generation reactors th ngs, that "the central lowa nuclear centers, including " major" population

are expected to have risk characteristics project and other reactors be sited at centers, depending upon their size, that,

,
sulMently low that the safety of the least 40 miles from major population would limit societal consequences,

|| public is reasonably assured by the centers." The petitioner also stated that significantly,in the event of a severe
reactor and plant design and operation " locating reactors in sparsely-populated accident.The Commission finds that

! itself, resulting in a very low likelihood areas * * * has been endorsed in non- granting of the petitioner's request toi.

of ocrurrence of a severe accident. Such 1,inding NRC guidelines for reactor specify population criteria out to 40

| a plant can satisfy the QllOs of the siting." The petitioner did not specify miles would not substantially reducei

Safety Goal with a very small exclusion what constituted a major population
the risks to the public. As noted, the

area distance (as low as 0.1 miles). The center. The only NRC guidelines Commission also believes that a higher

consequences of design basis accidents, concerning population density in regard population density site could be found
analyzed using revised source terms and to reactor siung are in Regulatory Guide to be acceptable, compared to a lower

j with a realisuc evaluation of engineered 4.7, issued in 1974, and revised in 1975, population density site, provided thereo

safety features, are likely to be found prior to the date of the petition.This were safety, environmental or economic

; acceptable at distances of 0.25 miles or guide states population density values advantages in the highn population site.;

q less. With regard to population density of 500 persons per square mile out to a Granting of the petitioner's request

J beyond the exclusion area, siting a distance of 30 miles f;om the reactor, would neglect this possibility and

?
reactor closer to a densely populated not 40 miles. would make population density the sole

city than is current NRC practice would Regulatory Guide 4.7 does provide criterion of site acceptability. For these

poso a very low risk to the populace. effective separation from population reasons, the Commission has decided

Nevertheless, the Commission centers of various sizes. Under this not to adopt the proposalby Free

considers that defense-in. depth guide, a population center of about Environment, Incorporated..

: considerations and the additional 25,000 or more residents should be no The Commission also notes thatr

| enhancement in safety to be gained by closer than 4 miles (6.4 km) from a future population growth around a
' siting reactors away from densely reactor bM:ause a density of 500 persons nuclear power plant site, as in other

populated centers should be per square mile within this distance areas of the region,is expected but

I maintained. .

would yield a total population of about cannot be predicted with great accuracy,

The Commission is proposing a two- 25,000 persons. Similarly, a city of particularly in the long-term. Since

tier approach with regard to popu% tion 100,000 or more residents should be no higher population density sites are not
density and reactor sites. The proposed closer than about to miles (to km); a unacceptable, per se, the Commission

rule states that reactor sites should be city of 500,000 or more persons should does not intend to consider license

located away from very densely be no closer than about 20 miles (32 conditions or restrictions upon an

populated centers, and that areas of low km), and a city of 1,000,000 or more operating reactor solely upon the basis

population density are, generally, persons should be no closer than about that the population density around it

preferred. The Commission believes that 30 miles (50 km) fmm the reactor. may reach or exceed levels that were not
a site not falling within these two The Commission has examined these expected at the time of site approval.

J categories, although not preferred, could guidelines with regard to the Safety Finally,the Commission wishes to

j be found acx:cptable under certain Coal.The Safety Goalquantitative emphasize that population

conditions. health objective in regard to latent considerations as well as other siting,

j The Commission is not establishing cancer fatality states that, within a requirements apply only for the initial
specific numerical criteria for distance of ten miles (16 km) from the siting for new plants and will not be

b evaluation of population density in reactor, the risk to the population of used in evaluating applications for the
! siting future reactor facilities because latent cancer fatality from nuclear renewal of existing nuclear power plant

the acceptability of a specific site from power plant operation, including licenses.
the standpoint of population density accidenta, should not exceed one" tenth

,

must be' considered in the overall of one percent of the likelihood oflatent Change to 10 CFR Part 50

j context of safety and environmental cancer fatalities from all other causes. In The proposed change to 10 CFR part

considerations.The Commission's addition to the risks of latent cancer 50 would relocate from 10 CFR Part 100

intent is to assure that a site that has fatalities, the Commission has also the dose requirements for each; ;

significant safety, environmental or investigated the likelihood and extent of applicant at specified distances.
economic advantages is not rejected land contamination arising from the Be.:ause these requirements affect'

! solely because it has a higher release of long lived radioactive species, reactor design rather than siting, they

|
population density than other available such as cesium 137,in the event of a are more appropriately located in to

: sites. Population density is but one - severe reactor accidant. - CFR part 50.
factor that must be balanced against the The results of these analyses indicate These requhements would apply to
other advantages and disadvantages of a that the latent cancer fatality future applicants for a construction

particular site in determining the site's quantitative health objective noted permit, design certification, or an

acceptability.'Itus,it must be above is met for current plant desi ns. operating license. The Commission w!!!6:

| recognized that sites with higher From analysis done in support of this consider after further experienm in the

|
population density, so long as they are proposed change in regulation,the review of certified designs whether

located away from very densely. hkelihood of permanent relocation of more specific uirements need to be

populated centers, can be approved by people located more than about 20 miles developed reg g revised accident

the Commission if they present (50 km) from the reactor as a result of source terms and severe accident

advantaEes in terms of other land contamination from a severe insights.
considerations applicable to the accident is very low. B. Selsmic and Earthquake EngineeringTherefore, the Commission concludesevaluation of proposed sites. .

that the current NRC staff guidance in Criterm
On April 28,1977. Free Environment,

,

Inc. et al., filed a petition for rulemaking Regulatory Guide 4.7 provide a means of The following ma}or changes in the

(PRM-50-20) requesting, among other locating reactors away from population proposed revision to Appendix A,'

,

' f
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*Scismic and Geologic Siting Criteria necessary when more complete single set of earthquake sources, I ,

for Nuclear Power Plants," to part 100, information becomes available. develops for each source a postulated
cre associated with the proposed llowever, having geoscience earthquake to be used as the source of i[*; >

seismic and earthquake engineering assessments detailed and cast in a ground motion that can affect the site, 2
a

criteria rule making. These changes regulation has created difficulty for locates the postulated earthquake I 1
reflect new information and research applicants and the staffin terms of according to prescribed rules, and then 4
results, and incorporate the intentions inhibiting the use of needed latitude in calculates ground motions at the site. %
of Ods regulatory action as defined in judgment. Also,it hasinhibited Although this approach has worked

'

.

Section !!! of this proposed rule flexibility in applying basic principles reasonably well for the past two L
including comments from the public on to new situations and the use of decades,in the sense that SSEs for ii

l

the first proposed revision of the evolving methods of analyses (for plants sited with this approach are [*

regulations. A specific document instance, probabilistic) in the licensing judged to be suitably conservative, the 1

,
approach has not explicitly recognized 1explaining the NRC staff's disposition of process.4

pertinent comments will be prepared The proposed regulation would be uncertainties in geosciences parameters. ;
"

coincident with the final rulemaking. stmamlined, becoming a new section in Because so little is known about 6'

Subpart B to 10 CFR part 100 rather earthquake phenomena (especially in I{,

1. Separate Siting From Design than a new appendix to part 100. Also, the eastern United States), there have |
,

Criteria not associated with site the level of detail presented in the often been differences of opinion and t
suitability or establishment of the Safe pr p sed regulation would be reduced differing interpretations among experts 1+

Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion considerably. This approach reflects the as to the largest earthquakes to be j
P ilosophy of the first proposed considered and ground-motion models ?hj (SSE) have been placed into 10 CFR part

50. This action is consistent with the revisi n that the regulation only to be used, thus often making the ''

location of other. design requirements in c ntams the basic requirements and that licensing process mlatively unstable.
10 CFR part 50. Because the revised the detailed gm, dance, which is Over the past decade, analysis :

criteria presented in the p sed c ntamed in the current regulation, methods for incorporadng these I (
'

Appendix A to 10 CFR part 100, be different inte retations have beenl regulation will not be app to
en 'ing plants,the licensing basis for rem ved to guidance documents.Thus, develo an used.These j5

j exisdng nuclear power plants must the pmposed regulation contains:(a) "proba ilistic" methods have been q
remain part of the regulations.The Re utred definidons,(b) A requirement designed to allow explicit incorporation

b.to etermine the geological, of different models for zonation,criteria on seismic and geologic siting
would be designated as a new $ 100.23 seismological, and engineeri earthquake size, ground motion, and
to sub art B in 10 CFR art 100. Criteria characteristics of the propos site, and other parameters.The advantage ofP P

4
on earthquake engineering would be (c) A requirement to determine the Safo using these probabilistic methods is '

designated as a new Appendix S. Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion their ability to not on1 incorporate

Earthquake Engineenng Criteria for (SSE) and its uncertainty, to determine different models and fferent data sets,
1

.

the potential for surface defonnehon, but also to weight them using judgments "

; Nuclear Power Plants, to to CFR part and to determine the design bases for as to the validity of the different models
'

50.j seismically induced floods and water and data sets, and thereby providing an
I 2. Remove Detailed Guidance From the waves.The guidance documents explicit expression for the uncertainty
; Regulation describe how to carry out these required in the ground motion estimates and'a

,

determinations.The key elements of the means of assessing sensitivity to various
J The current regulation contains both balanced approach to determine the SSE input parameters. Another advantage of

requirements and guidance on how to are presented in the following section. the probabilistic method is the target,

satisfy the requirements. For example. The elements are the guidance that will exceedana probability is set by4

j Section IV, "Requhid Investigations," be fully described in the guidance examining the design bases of more
cf Appendix A, states that investigations documents.The proposed tion is recently licensed nuclear power plants.
are required for vibratory ground . a new section in part 100 re er than an The proposed revision to the,

motion, surfacerfaulting, and seismically appendix to Part 100. %e proposed regulation now explicitly recognizesj
; induced floods and water waves. regulation would identify and establish that there are inherent uncertainties in

Appendix A then provides detaded basic requirements. Detailed guidance, establishing the seismic and geologic
guidance on what constitutes an that is, the procedures acceptable to the design parameters and allows for the i,

'
acceptable investigation. A similar NRC for meeting the requirements, option of using a probabilistic seismic
situation exists in Section V "Scisraic would be contained in a draft regulatory hazard methodology capable of -

and Geologic Design Bases," of guide to be issued for public comment Propagating uncertainties as a me ,s to
Appendix A. as Draft Regulatory Guide, DG-1032, . address these uncertainties. The rule

Geoscience assessments require "Identificadon and Characterization of further recognizes that the nature of
considerable latitude in judpnent. This Seismic Sources and Determination of uncertainty and the appropriate
latitude in judgment is needed because Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground approach to account for it depend
cflimitations in data and the state-of- Motions." greatly on the tectonic regime and
the-art of geologic and seismic analyses parameters, such as, the knowledge of

3. Uncertainties and Probabilisticand because of the rapid evolution seismic sources,the existence of
Wthodstaking place in the geosciences in terms historical and recorded data, and the

ciaccumulating knowledge and in . The existing approach for determining understanding t ' tectonics. Therefore,
modifying concepts.This need appears a Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground methods other than the probabilistic
to have been recognized when the Motica (SSE) for a nuclear reactor site, methods, such as sensitivity analyses,
existing regulation was developed. The embodied in appendix A to 10 CFR part ' may be adequate for some sites to

'

existing regulation states that it is based 100, reues on a " deterministic" account for uncertainties. -

on limited geophysical and geological approach. Using this deterministic The NRC staff has achieved an
information and willbe revised as approach.an applicant develops a appropriate balance between

'

a
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I deterministic and probabilistic seismic regulation are described in Drsft 5.Value of the Operating Basis

hazani evaluations to be used in the Regulatory Guide DG-1032, Earthquake Ground Motion (OBE) and

revision of the seismic and geologic " Identification and Characterization of Required OBE Analyses

f siting criteria for nuclear power plants. Seismic Sourws and Determination of The existing regulation (10 CFR,
The key elements of this balanced Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground appendix A. section V(a)(2)) states that
approach are: Motions." the maximum vibratory ground motion
-Conduct site-specific and regional The NRC staff's review approach to of the OBE is at least one half the

d geoscience investigations- evaluate an application is described in maximum vibratory ground motion of,

-Target exceedance probability is set Draft SRP Section 2.5.2. nis review the Safe Shutdown Earthquake ground
by examining the design bases of takes into account the information base motion. Also, the existing regulation (10

more recently licensed nuclear power developed in licensing more than 100 CFR, appendix A, section VI(a)(2)) states

P ants. This staff review is consistent
that the engineering method used tol'

I n lu'ct Probabilistic seismic hazard with the intent of a USGS insure that structures, systems, and
recommendation. Although the basic components are capable of withstandinganalysis and determine und

i

i motion level correspon ing to the premise in establishing the target the effects of the OBE shallinvolve the

i fYrfn exceedance probability is that the use of either a suitable dynamic analysis$ '

j
j h geoscience investigations chango

current design levels are adequate, a or a smtable qualification test. In somen Ie

staff review further assures that there is cases, for instance piping, these multi-
P

brobabilistic resultstermine site-specific spectral shaconsi<tency with previous licensing facets of the OBE in the existing

and scale this shape to the ground 'pedecisions and that the scientific basis regulation made it possible for the OBE

1 motion level determined above, for decisions are clearly understood. to have more design significance than.

-NRC staff review using all available This review approach will also assist in the SSE. A decoupling of the OBE and
i data including insights and assessing the fairly complex regional SSE has been suggested in several

documents. For instance, the NRC staff,
information from previous licensing probabilistic modeling which SECY-79-300, suggested that design for

'

experienm, and incorporates multiple hypotheses and a
-Update the data base and reassess multitude of parameters. Fmthermore, a single limiting event and inspection

probabilistic methods at least every' this process should provide a clear basis and evaluation for earthquakes in excess
ten years. for the staff's decisions and facilitate of some specified limit may be the most;

'

uus,the proposed approach requires communication with nonexperts. sound regulatory approach.NUREG-
1061," Report of the U.S. Nuclear

! thorough regional and site _ specific 4. Safe Shutdown Earthquake Regulatory Commission Piping Review
geo.clena investigations. The proposed Committee," Vol. 5. April 1985, (Table
approach reflects some of the comments The existinS lation (10 CFR Part 10.1) ranked a decoupling of the OBE .

of the U.S. utility industry, The U.S. I PPend on and SSE as third out of six high priority
Geological Survey provided a series of st s ',g 9 , y{ t changa In SEWm16,
comments and recommendations that accelerations of the Scie Shutdown Evolutionary Light Water Reactor

I led to and can be met by the above Earth uake at each of the various (LWR) Certification Issues and Their9
roach.

integrated a[tfie regional and site- f undation locations of the nuclear Relationship to Current Regulatory
.

Results o Powe plant structures at a given s:te Requirements," the NRC staff states that
'

specific investigations must be U d , , ,

it agrees that the OBE should not controle.

considered in application of the d is P of safety systems.
the desi fes equivalent to OBE-SSEActivftprobabilistic method.The cunent control point as stated in the existing

l
i

'
probabilistic methods,the NRC regulation has led to confrontations decoupling are also being done insponsored study conducted by with many appIlcants that believe this foreign countries. For instance,inLawrence Livermore National stipulation is Inconsistent with good Germany their new design standard
Laboratory (LLNL) or the Electric Power engineedng fundamentals. requires only one design basisResearth Institute (EPRI) seismichazard
study, are essentially regional studies The proposed regulation would move . earthquake (equivalent to the SSE).
without detailed information on any the location of the seismic input motion They. require an inspection level
specific location. The regional and site. control point from the foundation level earthquake (for' shutdown) of 0.4 SSE.
specific investigations provide detailed to the fme-field at the free ground This level was set so that the vibratory

information to update the database of surface.The 1975 version of the ground motion should not induce
the hazard methodology to make the Standard Review Plan placed the stresses exceeding the allowable stress

control motion in the free-Seld.The limits originally required for the OBEprobabilistic analysis site. specific.
It is also necessary toincorporate proposed regulation is also consistent design.-

i

local site geological factors such as with the resolution of Unresolved Safety The proposed segulation would allow
stratigraphy and topography and to Issue (USI) A-40." Seismic Design the value of the OBE to l'e set at (i) one-

|
account for site-specific geotechnical Cdteria" (August 1989), that resulted in third or less of the SSE,where OBEi

! properties in establishing the design the revision of Standard Review Plan requirements are satisfied without an
basis gmund motion. In order to Sections 2.5.2,3.7.1,3.7.2, and 3.7.3. explicit response or design analyses
incorporate local site factors and However, the proposed regulation being performed, or (ii) a value greater
advances in ground motion attenuation requires that the hodzontal component than one-third of the SSE, where

.

models, ground motion estimates are of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake analysis and design are required. There
| determined using the pro dures Ground Motion in the free-field at the are two issues the applicant should

outilned in the Draft Standard Review foundation level of the structures must consider in selecting the value of the
Plan Section 2.5.2, Second Proposed be an appropriate response spectrum OBE: first, plant shutdown is required if
Revision 3," Vibratory Ground Motion." mnsidedag the site geotechnical vibratory ground motion exceeding that

Methods aweptable to the NRC staff properties, with a peak ground of the OBE occurs (discussed below in
for implementing the proposed acceleration of at least 0.1g. Item 6. Required Plant Shutdown), and

i

f
I

|

|
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. . . f
second, the amount of analyses Reactor (ALWR) Designs, dated July 21, appendix A to 10 CFR part 100. This ' 7
associated with the OBE. An applicant 1993.

. limitation requires that if vibratory y
m:y determine that at one-third of the There are situations associated with ground modon exceeding that of the j
SSE level, the probability of exceeding current analyses where only OBE is OBE occurs, shutdown of the nuclear i
ths OBE vibratory ground motion is too associated with the design power plant will be required. Prior to $
high, and the cost ascociated with plant requirements, for example, the ultimate resuming operations, the licensee will E
shutdown for inspections and testing of heat sink (see Regulatory Guide 1.27, be required to demonstrate to the d
equipment and structures prior to " Ultimate Heat Sink for Nuclear Power Commission that no functional damage >

restarting the plant is unacceptable. Plants"), la these situations, a value has occurred to those features necessary I

Thtrefore, the applicant may voluntarily expressed as a fraction of the SSE for continued operation without undue i
select an OBE value at some higher resp nse w uld be used in the analyses, risk to the health and safety of the y
fraction of the SSE to avoid plant Sa-ti n Vlil f this proposed rule public." At that time,it was the i
shutdowns. Ilowever,if an applicant identifies existing guides that would be intention of the Commission to treat the ,

selsets an OBE value at a fraction of the mvised technically to maintam, the Operating Basis Earthquake as a limitmg ,

SSE higher than one-third, a suitaNe existing design philosophy, condition of operation. From the
In SECY-93-087," Policy, Technical, statement in the Supplementaryanalysis shall be performed to and Licensing issues Pertaining to information, the Commission directed ,

demone; ate that the requirements Evolutionary and Advance Light Water applicants to specifically review to CFRtssociated with the OBE are satisfied. Reactor (ALWR) Designs," the NRC staff Part 100 to be aware of this intention in
The design shall take mto account soil- requested Commission approval on 42 complying with the requirements of to
structure interaction effects and the technical and policy issues pertaining to CFR 50.36. Thus, the requirement to
expected duration of the vibratory either evolutionary LWRs, passive shut down if an OBE occurs was '

ground motion.The requirement LWRs, or both. The issue pertaining to expected to be implemented by being
tssociated with the OBE is that all the elimination of the OBE is designated included among the technical
structures, systems, and components of I.M. The NRC staffidentified actions specifications submitted by applicants !

tha nuclear power plant necessary for necessary for the design of structures, after the adoption of Appendix A. In
continued operation without undue risk systems, and components when the OBE fact, applicants did not include OBE
to the health and safety of the public design requirement is eliminated. The shutdown requirements in their R
shsil remain functional and within staff clarihed that guidelines should be technical specifications. ,

spplicable stress, strain and deformation maintained to ensure the functionality The proposed regulation would treat j ,

limits when subjected to the effects of of components, equipment, and their plant shutdown associated with
the OBE in combination with normal supports. In addition, the staff clarified vibratory ground motion exceeding the
operating loads. how certain design requirements are to OBE or significant plant damage as a

As stated above,it is determined that be considered for buildings and condition in every operating license. A
if en OBE of one-third of the SSE is structures that are currently designed new $ 50.54(ff) would be added to the

f r the OBE, but not the SSE. Also, the regulations to require a process leadingused, the requirements of the OBE can , ,

NRC staff has evaluated the effect on |be sausfied without the app cant to plant shutdown for h,censees of ,thli ,

safety of eliminatmg the OBE from the nuclear power plants that comply wi
design load combinadons for selected the earthquake engineering criteria lnen Y . th s E tves

tha function of an inspection and struct ures, systems, and components Paragra hIV(a)(3)of Proposed

shutdown earthquake. Some minimal and has developed proposed criteria for Appen tx S. " Earthquake Engineering
an analysis using on1 the SSE. Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants " to 10
Commission approvafis documented in CFR part 50 immediate shutdown could jdesign checks and the a licability of i

this position to seismic se isolation of the Chilk to Taylor memorandum dated be required until it is determined that
buildings are discussed below. There is July 21,1993, cited above. structures, systems, and components '

high confidence that, at this ground- More than one earthquake response needed for safe shutdown are still
motion level with other postulated analysis for a seismic base isolated functional.concurrent loads, most critical nuclear power plant design may be Draft Regulatory Cuide DG-1034,
structures, systems, and components necessary to ensure adequate '' Pre-Earthquake Plarming and
will not exceed currently used design performance at all earthquake levels. Immediate Nuclear Power Plant .

limits. %is is ensured,in part, because Decisions pertaining to the response Operator Post-Earthquake Actions,"is (PRA insights willbe used to support a analyses associated with base isolated being developed to provide guidance 3

mars ns-type assessment of seismic facilities will be handled on a case by acceptable to the NRC staff fori '
events. A PRA-based seismic margins case basis, determining whether or not vibratory . i
analysis will consider sequence-level ' Eround motion exceeding the OBE
111gh Confidence, Low Probability of 6. Required Plant Shutdow ground motion or significant plant.' .

Failures (flCLPFs) and fragilities for all The current regulation (Section damage had occurred and the timing of >

sequenas leading to core damage or V(a)(2)) s'ates that if vibratory ground nuclear power plant shutdown.The I
containment failures up to motion exceeding that of the OBE guidance is based on criteria developed |
cpproximately one and two-thirds the ocx:urs, shutdown of the nuclear power by the Electric Power Research Institute

'

ground motion acceleration of the plant is required.%e supplementary (EPRI).The decision to shut down the
design basis SSE (Reference: Item U.N. information to the final regulation plant should be made within eight
Site-Specific Probabilistic Risk (published November 13,1973; 38 FR hours after the earthquake.The data
Assessment and Analysis of External 31279, Item Ge) includes the following from the seismic instrumentation,
Events, memorandum from Samuel J. statement:"A footnote has'been added coupled with information obtained from
Chilk to James M. Taylor, Subject: to $ 50.36(c)(2) of to CFR part 50 to a plant walk down, are used to make the
SECY-93-087-Policy Technical,and assure that each power plant is aware of determination of when the plant should
Liansing Issues Pertaining to the limiting condition of operation be shut down,if it has not already been
Evolutionary and Advance Light. Water which is imposed under section V(2) of shut down by operational perturbations .
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resulting from the seismic event. The part 50 definitions with reference to 7. Draft Standard Review Plan Section
guidance being developed in Draft both the part 100 and part 50 dose 2.5.3, Proposed Revision 3," Surface
Regulatory Guide DG-1034 is based on guidelines. Faulting." The draft describes
two assumptions, first, that the nuclear VI. Related Regulatory Guides and Pmcedures to assess the adequacy of the

applicant's submittal related to thepower plant has operable seismic Standard Review Plan Sectioninstrumentation, including the * existenm of a potential for surfaco'

equipment and software required to The NRC is developing the following faulting Cecting the site.
pmcess the data within four hours after draft regulatory guides and standard 8. DG-4003, Second Proposed
an earthqugke, and second, that the review plan sections to provide Revision 2 to Regulatory Guide 4.7,
operator walk down inspections can be prospecuve licensees with the necessary " General Site Suitability Criteria for
performed in approximately four to guidance for implementing the Nuclear Power Plants." This guide
eight hours depending on the number of proposed regulation. The notice of discusses the major site characteristicsi

4 personnel conducting the inspection. availability for these materials will be related to public health and safety and
i The regulation also includes a provision published in a later issue of the Federal environmental issues that the NRC staff
I that requires the licensee to consult Register. considers in determining the suitability

with the Commission and to propose a 1. DG-1032," Identification and of sites.
,

'! plan for the timely, safe shutdown of the Characterizatian of Seismic Sources and
! nuclear power plant if systems, Determination of Shutdown Earthquake Vll. Future Regulatory Action

structures, or components necessary for Ground Motions." The draft guide Several existlng regulatory guides will

a safe shutdown or to maintain a safe provides general guidance and be revised to incorporate editorial

shutdown are nat available. (This recommendations, describes acceptable changes or rnaintain the existing design

! unavailability may be due to earthquake procedures and provides a list of or analysis philosophy. These guides

related damage.) references that present acceptable will be issued subsequent to the'

Draft Regulatory Guide DC-1035, methodologies to identify and publication of the final regulations that
" Restart of a Nuclear Power Plant Shut characterize capable tectonic sources would implement this proposed action.
Down by a Seismic Event,"is being and seismogenic sources. Section V.B.3 The folfowing regulatory guides will

.

developed to provide guidelines that are of this Proposed rule describes the key be revised to incorporate editorial

I acceptable to the NRC staff for elements, changes, for example to reference new

performing inspections and tests of 2. DG-1033, Third Proposed Revision sections to part 100 or appendix S to

j nuclear power plant equipment and 2 to Regulatory Guide 1.12. " Nuclear part 50. No technical changes will be

structures prior to plant restart. This Power Plant lastrumentation for made in these regulatory guides.

guidance is also based on EPRI reports. Earthquakes." The draft guide describes 1.1.57 " Design Limits and LoadingI

! Prior to resuming operations, the seismic instrumentation type and Combinations for Metal Primary Reactor j

licensee must demonstrate to the location, operability, characteristics, Containment System Components."'

Commission that no functional damage installation, actuation, and maintenance 2.1.59," Design Basis Floods for
NuclearI?ower Plants."has occurred to those features necessary that are acceptable to the NRC staff. 3.1.60 " Design Response Spectra for i

for continued o ration without undue 3.DG-1034 " Pre-Earthquake
risk to the healt and safety of the Planning and immediate Nuclear Power Selsnuc Design of Nuclear Power

Plants."
public. %e results of post-shutdown Plant Operator Post-Earthquake 4.1.83,"insavim Inspection of

.

inspections, operability checks, and Actions." The draft guide provides
surveillance tests must be documented guidelines that are acceptable to the Pressurized Wate,r, Reactor Steam

s

Genwatw Tubes.
in written reports and submitted to the NRC staff for a thnely evaluation of the 5.1.92,, Combining Modal Responses
Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor recorded seismic instrumentation data

,

Regulation.%e lloonsee shall not and to determine whether or not plant and Spatial Compon,ents in Seismic l1

I
resume operation until authorized to do shutdown is req' uired. $,$^"p*ghsPm on for
so by the Director, Office of Nuclear 4. DG-1035, Restart of a Nuclear

* Nuclear Power Plants' Plugging
"

Reactor Regulation. Power Plant Shut Down by a Seismic 7.1.121," Bases fw
Event."%e dran guide pmvides Degraded PWR Steam Generator Tubes."7. Clarify Interpretations guidelines that are ameptnble to the 8.1.122," Development of Floor

In S 100.23 to to CFR part 100, NRC staff for performing ins ons Design Response Spectra for Seismicg

; changes have been made to resolve and tests of nuclear power p ant Design of Floor Supported Equipment
! questions ofinterpretation. As an equipment and structures prior to restart

or Com[Ilowing regulatory guides will
nents."

example, definitions and required of a plant that has been shut down( ne
investigations stated in the proposed because of a seismic event. be revised to update the design or
regulation would be significantly 5. Draft Standard Review Plan Section analysis philosophy, for example, to
changed to eliminate or modify phrases 2.5.1, Proposed Revision 3. " Basic change OBE to a fraction of the SSE:
that were mom applicable to only the Geologic and Seismic Information." ne 1.1.27," Ultimate lleat Sink for

,

western part of the United States, draft descdbes promdures to assess the Nuclear Power Plants."
The institutional definition for adequacy of the geologic and seismic 2.1.100," Seismic Qualification of

" safety-related structures, systems, and information cited in support of the Electric and Mechanical Equipment for
components"is drawn from appendix A applicant's conclusions concerning the Nuclear Power Plants." -

to part 100 under Ill(c) and VI(a). With suitability of the plant site. 3.1.124," Service Limits and Loading
the proposed elocation of the 6. Draft Standard Review Plan Section Combinations for Class 1 Linear-Type
earthquake engineering criteria to 2.5.2, Second Proposed Revision 3 Component Supports." ,

appendix S to part 50 and the proposed " Vibratory Ground Motion."The draft 4.1.130," Service Limits and Loading '

relocation and modification to dose describes procedures to assess the Combinations for Class 1 Plate-and-
guidelines in 6 50.34(a)(1), the ground motion potential of seismic Shell Type Component Supports." i

definition of safety-related structures, sources at the site and to assess the 5.1.132," Site Investigations for |
systems, and components is included in adequacy of the SSE. Foundations of Nuclear Power Plants." |

|

' \

| |
,

-
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T
0.1.138," Laboratory Investigations of electronic format on 5.25 or 3.5 inch equipment, and piping, and with Y

Soils for Engineering Analysis and computer diskette; IBM PC/ DOS or MS/ maintenance of seismic
'

Design of Nuclear Power Plants." DOS format. Data files should be instrumentation. Base line inspections .'
7.1.142," Safety-Related Concrete provided in one of the following are needed to differentiate between pre- f"

Structures for Nuclear Power Plants formats: Wordperfect, IBM Document existing conditions at the nuclear power . v

(Other than Reactor Vessels and Content Architecture / Revisable-Form- plant and earthquake related damage.
Containments)." Text (DCA/RFT), or unformatted ASCII The structures, equipment and piping

8.1.143, *' Design Guidance for code. %e format and version should be selected for these inspections are those s

Radioactive Waste Management identified on the diskette's extemal routinely examined by plant operators J.
Systems, Structures, and Components label. during nonnal plant walkdowns and [
Installed in Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear inspections. Routine maintenance of a

.

Power Plants." X4uestions seismic instrumentation ensures its s
2Minor and conforming changes to In addition to soliciting comments on operability during earthquakes. The

other Regulatory Guides and standard all aspects of this rulemaking, the location of the seismic instrumentation i

review plan sections as a result of Commission specifically requests is similar to that in the existing nuclear
proposed changes in the nonseismic comments on the following questions. power plants. The proposed

lanned. If substantive amendments do not affect
criteria am also[e during the revisions,A.N nseismA:Criten.o
changes am me nonradiological plant effluents and have |
ths applicable Euides will be issued for 1. Should the dose acceptance alterla no other environmentalimpact.
public comment as draft guides. be modified from 25 rem whole body The environmental assessment and I

and 300 rem to the thyroid to utilize the findin8 of no significant impact on 't
Vill. Referenced Documents concept of total effective dose which this determination is based are ;I

An interested person m.y examine or equivalent flEDE), and if so, what TEDE available for inspection at the NRC |$
obtain copies of the documents value should be adopted? Public Document Room,2120 L Street
refarenced in this proposed rule es set 2. Assuming that a dose acceptance NW. (Lower level), Washington, DC. !.
out below, criterion of 25 rem total effective dose Single copics of the environmental 'I

Copies of NUREG-0625, NUREC- equivalent (TEDE) is adopted, should an assessment and finding of no significant f
1150, and NUREG/CR-2239 may be organ limitation or " capping" dose he impact are available from Mr. Leonard j

purchased from the Superintendent of included, and if so, what should such a Soffer, Office of Nuclear Regulatory ;

{j
Documenta, U.S. Government Printing limit be? Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory .

Office, Mail Stop SSOP, Washington * XL Finding of No S'8"ificant Commission, Washington, DC 20555,'
DC 20402-9328. Copies are also EnvironmentalImpact: Availability tele hone (301) 415-6574, or Dr.
tvailable from the National Technical An ew Murphy, Office of Nuclear
Information Service,5285 Port Royal The Commission has determined Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear
Road, Springfield, VA 22161, A copy is under the National Environmental Regulatory Commission Washington,
also available for inspection and Policy Act of 1969, as amended, and the DC 20555, telephone (301) 415-0010. #

copying for a fee in the NRC Public Commission's regulations in Subpart A
Document Room,2120 L Street, NW. of to CFR Part 51, that this proposed XIL Paperwork Reduction Act

Statement
(Iower level), Washington, DC. regulation,if adopted, would not be a

Copies ofissued regulatory guidos major Federal action significantly This proposed regulation amends
may be purchased from the Government affecting the quality of the human information collection requirements that i
Printing Offics (GPO) at the current GPO environment and therefore an are subject to the Paperwork Reduction
price.Information on current GPO environmental impad statement is not Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.).
prices may be obtained by contacting ulred' sions associated with the

his proposed regulation has been
the Superintendent of Docuruents, U.S. e revi submitted to the Office of Management
Govemment Printing Office, Mall Stop reactor siting criteria in to CIE part 100 and Budget for review and approvalof

'

SSOP, Washington, DC 20402-0328. and the relocation of the plant design the paperwork requirements.
lasued guides may also be purchased requirements from to CFR part 100 to There is no public reporting burden

from the National Technical Information to CFR Part 50 have been evaluated related to the nonseismic siting criteria.
Service on a standing order basis. . against the current rements.%e Public reporting burden for the
Details on this service may be obtained Commissian has co uded that collection of information related to the i
by writing NTIS,5826 Port Royal Road, relocating the requirement for a dose seismic and earthquake engineering

S ' old, VA 22161. calculation to Part sn r.nli cdding more criteria is estimated to average 800,000
79-300, SECY 90-016, SECY specific site criteria to part 100 does not hours per response, including the time

93-087, and WASH--1400 are avallable decrease the protection of the public for reviewing instructions, seamhing
for inspection and copying for a fee at health and safety over the current existing data sources, gathering and
the Commission's Public Document regulations. The proposed amendments maintaning the data needed, and ,
Room,2120 L Street, NW. (Lower do not alTect nonradiological plant completing and reviewing the collection
Level), Washington, DC. effluents and have no other ofinformation.

environmentalimpact. Send comments regarding this burden
IX. Submission ofComments in ne addition of S 100.23 to 10 CFR esti;nate or any other aspect of this
Electronic Format part 100, and the addition of appendix collection of information, including

The comment process willbe S to 10 CFR part 50, will not change the su88estions for reducing this burden, to
improved if each comment is identified radiological environmentalimpact the Information and Records -

with the document title, section offsite. Onsite occupational radiation Management Branch (T-6 F33), U.S>
heading, and paragraph number exposure associated with inspection and Nuclear Regulatory Commission. .

cddressed. Commenters are encouraged maintenance will not change.nese Washington, DC 20555; and to the Desk,
to submit,in addition to the original activities are principally associated with Officer, Office of Information and
paper copy, a copy of the letter in base line inspections of structures, Regulatory Affairs.NEOB-10202,



, ,
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(3150-0011 and 3150-0093), Office of List of Subjects U.S.C 2234). Appendix F also issued under

Management and Budget, Washington * 10 CFR Part 50
.

2. Section 50.2 is amended by addingDC 20503. Antitrust, Classified information, in alphabetical order the definitions for,

XIII, Regulatory Analysis Criminal penalty, Fire I;rotection, Committed dose equivalent, Committedi

Intergovernmental relations, Nuclear effective dose e' quivalent, Deep-doseThe Commission has prepared a draft p w" P ants and reactors Radiation equivalent, Exclusion area, Lowl
regulatory analysis on this proposed Protection, Reactor sitmg cntena, population zone, Safety-related.I regulation. The analysis examines the Rep rting and recordkeeping structures, systems, and componentscosts and benefits of the alternatives requirements. and Total effective dose equivalent toconsidered by the Commission.The
draft analysis is avallable for inspection 20 CFR Part 52 read as follows:

;

in the NRC Public Document Room. Administrative practice and $ 50.2 Definitions.j 2120 L Street NW. (Lower Level), procedure, Antitrust,Backfitting,i . . . . .

j Washington, DC. Single copies of the Combined license, Early site permit, Committed dose equivalent means the
analysis are available from Mr. Leonard Emergency planning, Fees, Inspection, dose equivalent to organs or tissues of<

.

Soffer. Office of Nuclear Regulatory Limited work authorization, Nuclear reference that will be received from an
j Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory power plants and reactors, Probabilistic intake of radioactive raaterial by an

Commission, Washington, DC 20555, risk assessment, Prototype, Reactor individual during the 50-year period
tele one (301) 415-6574, or Dr. siting criteria, Redress of site, Reporting following the intake.
An w J. Mmphy, Office of Nuclear and recordkeeping requirements, Committed effective dose equivalent,
Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Standard design, Standard design is the sum of the products of the3
Regulatory Commission, Washington, certification. weighting factors applicable to each of
DC 20555, telephone (301) 415-6010.

,

4 20 CFR Part 200 the body organs or tissues that are
p 'Ibe Commission requests pubhc irradiated and the committed dose
a comment on the draft regulatory Nuclear power plants and reactors, equivalent to these organs or tissues.

analysis. Comments on the draft Reactor sitmg criteria. , , , , ,i

! analysis may be submitted to the NRC For the reasons set out in the Deep-dose equivalent, which applies:

as indicated under the ADDRESSES prec nble and under the authority of the to external whole-body exposure, is the
heading. Atomic Energy Act of1954, as amended, dose equivalent at a tissue depth of I cm

the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, ( 000 mgfcm2).XIV. Regulatory Flexibility Certificat,on as amended, and 5 U.S.C 553, the NRC
, . . .

In accordance with the Regulatory is proposing to adopt the following ggj g
Flexibility Act of 1980 (5 U.S.C 605(b)), amendments to 10 CFR parts 50,52 and surrounding the reactor, in which the

100.the Commission certifies that this reactor licensee has the authority to
proposed regulation will not, if PART SG-DOMESTIC LICENSING OF determine all activities including
promulgated, have a signi!1 cant PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION exclusion or removal of personnel and'

economic impact on a substantial FACILITIES PmPerty from the area. This area may be
number of small entitles. This proposed traversed by a highway, railroad, or
regulation affects only the licensing and 1. The authority citation for part 50 waterway, provided theye are not so

; operation of nuclear power plants. continues to read as follows: close to the facility as to interfere with
Nuclear power plant site applicants do Authority: Secs. 102.103,104.105,1st, normal operations of the facility and'

not fall within the definition of small 182,183,186.189,68 Stat. 936,93?,938, provided appropriate and effective
businesses as defined in Section 3 of the 948,953. 954,955,956, as amended, sec. arrangements are made to control traffic
Small Business Act (15 U.S.C. 632), the 234,83 Stat 1244, as amended (42 U.S.C on the highway, railroad, or waterway.
Small Business Size Standards of the 2132.2133,2134,2135,2201,2232,2233 In case of emergency,to protect the.

| Small Business Administrator (13 CFR
2236,2239,2282); secs 201, as amended, public health and s .fety. Residence!

88 "'part 121), or the Commission's Size $2 within the exclusion area shall normally*

.S 5 15 846
Standards (56 FR 56671; November 6, Section 50.7 also issued under Pub. L 95 - be prohibited. In any event, residents
1991)' 601, sec.10,92 Stat. 2951 as amended by shall be subject to ready removal in case

XV,Backfit Analysis
~ Pub. L 102-486, sec. 2902,106 Stat. 3123, of necessity Activities unrelated to

:

(42 US.C 5851). Section 50.10 also issue I operation of the mactor may be
'|

The NRC has determined that the
under secs. 101,185,68 Stat. 936,955 as permitted in an exclusion area under
amended (42 US.C 2131,2235), sec.102, appropriate limitations, provided thatbackfit rule, to CFR 50.109, does not
Pub. L 91-190,83 Stat. 853 (42 U.S.C 4332). no si flcant hazards to the publicAPP y to this P mgulation, and Sections 50.13 so.54(dd) and 50.103 also heal and safety will result.

l
therefore, a be t analysis is not issued under sec.108,68 Stat. 939, as

* * * * *
required for this proposed regulation amended (42 US.C 2138). Sections 50.23.
because these amenaments do not 50.35. 50.55, and 50.56 also issued under sec. In population zone means the area
involve any provisions that would 18s,68 Stat. sss (42 U.S.C 2235). Sections immediately surrounding the exclusion
impose backfits as defined in to CFR so.33a, so.ssa and Appendix Q also issued area which contains residents, the total

50.109(a)(1). ' Die proposed regulation under sec.102, Pub. L 91-190,83 Stat. 853 number and density of which are suchI

(42 US.C 4332). Sections 50.34 and 50.54 that there is a reasonable probabilitywould apply only to applicants for * " t*(
| future nuclear power plant construction 3,({ sg204 88 St that appropriate protective measuresy a d 5o could be taken in their bebslfin the
| permits, preliminary design approval, also issued under Pub. L 97-415,96 Stat.

event of a serious accident.These -nnal design approval, manufacturing 2073 (42 U.S.C 2239). Section 50.78 aluI

: licenses, early site reviews, operatin8 issued under sec.122,68 Stat. 939 (42 US.C guides do not specify a permissible

| licenses, and combined operating ' 21s2). Sections 50.80-50.81 also issued population density or total population
i licenses, under sec.184,68 Stat. 954, as amended (42 within this zone because the situation

-

- - -
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f}release from the core into the Nmay very from case to c _se. Whether a permit pursuant to this part or e design s

rpecific number of people can, for certification or combined license cxmtainment assuming that the facility [
example, be evacuated from a specific pursuant to part 52 of this chapter, shall is operated at the ultimate power level I
crea, or instructed to take shelter, on a comply with paragraph (a)(1)(i) of this contemplated. The applicant shall D:
tim ly basis will depend ou many section. perform an evaluation and analysis of 4'
factors such as location, number and (i) A description and safety the postulated fission product release. [
size of highways, scope and extent of assessment of the site on which the using the expected demortstrable L;

adv nce planning, and actual facility is to be located, with appropriate containment leak rate and any fission
distribution of residents within the area. attention to features affecting facihty product cleanup systems intended to p

design. Special attention should be mitigate the consequences of the ..
. . . . .

directed to the site evaluation factors accidents, together with applicable site
'

Sofety-related structu es, systems, and
components means thor e structures, adentified in pan 100 of this chapter. characteristics, including site

The assessment must contain an meteorol , to evaluate the offsite
1systems, and componer .ts that are relied

on to remain functional during and analysis and evaluation of the major radiologi conrequences. Site
following design basis (petulated) structures, systems and components of characteristics must comply with part

.

,

. the facility which bear significantly on 100 of this chapter. The evaluation must !

(1) e in egrity of the reactor coolant the acceptability of the site under the determine that:
site evaluation factors identified in part (1) An individuallocated at any point

) e ab to shutdown the 100 of this chapter, assuming that the on the boundary of the exclusion area
reactor and maintain it in a safe facility will be operated at the ultimate for any 2 hour period following the
shutdown condition, and p wer level which is contemplated by onset of the postulated fission product -

I.gg the spplicant. With respect to operat2on release, would not receive a radiation
,

at the projected initial power level, the dose in excess of 25 7 rem total effectivemit ga th co u e ofa dents apphcant is required to submit dose equivalent (TEDE),which could result in P*tential oIIsite information rescribed in paragraphs (2) An individual located at any point
cxposures comparable to the applicable (a)(2) throug (a)(8) of this section, as on the outer boundary of the lowguideline exposures set fonh in well as the information required by this ulation zone, who is exposed to the I~<S 50.34(a)(1) or $ 100.11 of this chapter.

paragraph,in support of the application re osctive cloud resulting from the !
for a construction permit, or a design postulated fission product release 1-

Total effective dose equiwdent (TEDE) approval. (during the entire period ofits passage)means the sum of the deep-dose [ii) A description and safety would not receive a radiation dose inequivalent (for extemal exposures) and assessment of the site and a safety excess of 25 rem total effective dose
th3 committed effective dose equivalent assessment of the facility. It is expected equivalent (TEDE).
(for intemal exposures). that reactors will reflect through their (E) With respect to oporation at the

design , construction and operation an projected initial powerlevel, the
* * * = =

3. In S 50.8, paragraph fb) is revised to extremely low probability for accidents applicant is required to submit
read as follows: that could result in the release of information prescribed in paragraphs

significant quantities of radioactive (a)(2) through (a)(8) of this section, as
5 50.s informatbn cohetio". fission products. The following power well as the information required by thisrequirements: OMB approvat reactor design characteristics and

paragraph,in support of the ap[esign
lication '

* * * * * proposed operation will be taken into for a construction permit, or a(b)"nie approved information consideration by the Commission:- ,PP,,y,tcollection requirements contained in (A) Intended use of the reactor , , , , ,

this part appearin SS 50.30,50.33, including the pro sed maximum
50.33a,50.34,50.34a 50.35,50.36, ower level and nattue and (12) On or Mm m-- M-DAE
50.36a, 50.48, 50.49. 50.54, 50.55, nventory ofcontained radioactiva OF THE FINAL RULE), stationary power

' 50.55a. 50.59,50.60,50.61. 50.63,50.64, ' materials; reactor applicants who apply for a
,

50.65,50.71,50.72,50.80,50.82,50.90, (B) The extent to which geaarally c nstruction permit pursuant to this 4
50.91, and Appendims A, B, E. G, H, I, acx:e ed engineering standants are

*

C)The e ent o ch th clor f. e

4. In S 50.34, footnotes 6,7 and 8 are incorporatesuni ue,unusualor po.tuinted from considerations et
accademalwas4sd noddes gtbtegenUy d9 and 10 en enmd saMy eatures hadng a

redesignated as footnotes 8'ed andh a)(1)isrevis significant bearing on the probability or bue amand a meatt in setztmial nattdown of
and paraBrafa)((t 2), (b)(10), and (b)(11)consequenas of accidental nIease of *"on wie ub que uk.= ina me hp
paragmphs containmentorepprod blequantities of ti ion W
are added to read as follows: ra n

e s ety e that are to be A le body does of 25 rem haimen stated
3$50.34 Contentsof applications; technical engineered into the facility and those

to correspond numericallyom for radiation workers
d

to the ono in a tiratime r
information. (arriers that must be breached as a sandental or mergency

(a) * * * result of an accident before a release of $*gi '*htE rr*En *N* d'dts
(1) Stationary power reactor radioactive material to the environment their radiation expousre status (see NBS Handbook

applicants for a construction permit car. occur. Special attention must be 69 dated June 5,1959). However, its use is not

pursuant to this part, or a design directed to plant design features intended to impl

Q*,P,jj',{that this number mastitutu an(th*g',3certification orcombined license intended to mitigate the radiological y*,"*Q
pursuant to Part 52 of this chapter who consequenms of accidents. In hu been ut sorth to this section u a nrerence
cpply on or after (EFFECTIVE DATE OF performing this assessment, an value. which con be used in the evaluation of plant

THE FINAL RULE], shall comp Y with applicant shall assume a fission product design seerures with respect to postulated reactorI .ccidents,in order to are that such designsparagraph (a)(1){lf) of this section. All provide a urance of low risk of pubau exposun to
other applicants for a construction radiation. in the event of such ewidents.

-
- . _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ - - . -
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part, or e design certification or FINAL RUIElethe opertting license (2) N capability to shut down the reactor
combined license pursuant to part 52 of applicant shall cornply with the earthquake - and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition,

!

i

this chapter, as partial conformance to engineering criteria in Section miappendix or
General Design Criterion 2 of appendix A to 10 CFR part too. (3) The capability to prevent or 'iitigate theA to this part, shall comply with the I. lutrodudion mWe 2 e muh
carthquake engineering criten. in b potedaWmposums comparable toa

endix S of this part. Each applicant for a construction permit, the guideline exposures of 6 So.34;a)(1)(ii).a
}, operating license, design certification, or Surface deformotion is distortha of

(10) On or after (EFFECFIVE DATE
combined license is required by gelo e strata ei a near the grwnd surface

OF TifE FINAL RUII), stationary power $ 50.34(a)(12),(b)(10), and General Designy the pmcesus of folding or 'aulting as a.

reactor applicants who apply for an
criterion 2 of appendix A to this part to . result of various earth ic.es. Tectonic
design nuclear power p! ant structures, surface defonaation is associated withoperating license pursuant to this part, systems, and components important to safety canhquake pmceses.or a design celtification or combined to withstand the effects of natural

license pursuant to part 52 of this henomena, such as earthquakes, without IV. Application to Engineering Design

chapter, as partial conformance to f ss of capability to perfonn their safetyThe following ar
and geologic desigde ursuant to the seismicGeneral Design Criterion 2 of ap ndix fundi DS AIS . a8 8Pecified in $ So.54(ff), asts requirements of

A to this part, shall comply wi the nuclear power plants that have implemented $ 100.23 d this chapter-
(a) Vibrato Ground Motion. |earth uake engineerin8 criteria of * *arthquake engineering criteria described9

bere.m must shut down if the criteria lu (t) Safe Sh tdown Earthquake Ground
appendix S to this part. Ilowever, if the

paragraph IVla)(3) of this appendix are Motion. The Safe Shutdown Earthquake
construction permit was issued pnor to exceeded. Ground Motion must be characterized by
(EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE FINAL These criteria implement General Design

free. field ground motion response at
the free ground surface. In view ofi eRULEl, the stationary power reactor Criterion 2 insofar as it requires structures, limited data evallable on vibratory gmund

'

applicant shall comply with the
systems, and components important to safety motions of stmng earthquakes, it usually willearthquake engineering criteria in to withstand the effects of eanhquakes, be appropriate that the design responseSection VI of appendix A to part 100 of

this chapter gi, sc E' 8pectm he smoceed spectra. & horizontal
C mponent of the Safe Shutdown Eanbquake

(11) On or after [EFFIX'UVE DATE The evaluations described in this appendix Cround Motion in the free. field at the
OF Ti1E FINAL RULEl, statiorary power are within tl e scope of investigations foundetion level of the structures must be an
reactor op licants who apply for an permitted by 5 50.to(c)(1). appmpriate response spectrum with a peak

ground acceleradon of at least o.tg.operatin icense pursuant to this Part. III Definih.a8
m nuclear power plant must be designedined license pursuant to part As used in these criteria:

or a co
so that, if the Safe Shutdown Earthquake52 of this chapter, shall provide a Combinedlicensemeans a combined Ground Motion occurs, certain structures,

description and safety assessment of the construction permit and operating license systems, and components will remain
site and of the facility as in with conditions for a nuclear power facility functional and within applicable stress.
5 50.34(a)(1)(li) of this Part. Issued pursuant to subpart C of part 52 of this strain, and deformation limits. In addition to

chapter. seismic loeds, applicable concunent normal* * * * *

5. In 5 50.54, paragraph (ff) is added Design Certification means a Commission operating, functional, and accident-induced

to read as follows: approval, issued pursuant to subpart B of loads must be taken into account in the
part 52 of this chapter, cf a standard design design of these safety-related structures,

{ SW CadHions M Ncenses. for a nuclear power facility. A design so systems, and components. The design of the
approved may be referred to as a " certified nuclear power plant must also take into* * * * *
standard design." account the possible effects of the Safe .

(ff) For licensees of nuclear wer The Opemting Basis Earthquale Ground Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion on the
plants that have implemented Motion f0BE)is b vibratory smund motion facility foundadons by ad disruption,e
earthquake engineering criteria in for which those features of the nuclear power $*,8 6 [g8M*3"*yl',

n S of this Ian tdown ,7,8) onlNd ufety g]u in 5100.23 to part too of this{p
,

d w
IV(a)(3) of appendix S. Prior to resuming ' [" ],$"rth T$e requbed safety functions of structures,

{
'

,g C d' knoperations, the licensee shall
demonstrate to the Commission that no

is only associated with lant shutdown and synema, and ots must be assumd

' functional damage has occurred to those inspection unless speci lly selected by the during and aftervibret und motion
!

features necessary forcontinued applicant as a design input. $* 8',I* h

A mponse spectrum is a plot of the y don daigm
o tion without undue risk to the maximum rwponse (accelemtion. velocity, tudog, or quhSudon mobds.
b lth and safety-of the public and the or displacement) of ideelland single m evaluation must take into amount scil.'

nructum inwnction effects and the eed. limnsing basis is maintained. of-freedom oscillatom as a function of e ,.
duration of vibre modon. lt is permirsible6. Ap ndix S to Part 50is added to natural frequencies of the oscillatore for a '

' '

to design fa strain mits in excess of pla 'feed as llows: given dern ing value.m :=
spectrum strain in some of ha safety.mletedis calculat for a spec 16ed tory anodon structures, systems, and to during !

,

Appendix S to Part 50-Earthquake' input at the cecillators'suppotts.
& Safe Shutdown Earthq Cround .F= '- A Criteria for Nuclear Power b Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground

Pl[ tats Motion (SSE) is the vihrstory ground snotion Motion and under the postulated concurrent
loads, provided the necessary safety

Generallaformaties for which certain structures, systems, and funcdons am maintained.
'

components must be designed to remain (2) Operating Basis Earthquake GroundThis appendix applies to applicents for a functional. Motion.design certification or combined limose m structures, systems, and components ' (1) N ' perating Basis Earthquake GroundO
pursuant to part 52 of this chapter or a required to withstand the effects of the Safe Motion roust be characterised by raponseconstrudion permit or operating lleense Shutdown Earthquake GmundMotion or, spectra. m value of the Operating Basis

ant'to Part 60 of thls chapter on or after surface deformation am those necessary to Earthquake Ground Motion must be set to
.

*

EFITCnVE DA'IE OF UIE FINAL RULE]. assure: one of the follow cholas:However,if the construction permit was (1) The integrity of the reactor coolant (A)One-third or of the Safe Sbutdownissued prior to(EFFECHVE DATE OF THE pressure boundary, Earthquake Ground Motion design response
,

I
'

,

w. - - - .
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kspectrz. The requirem:nts asscciated with PART S2--EARLY SITE PERMITS operation. This base reflects that the (this Operating Basis Earthquake Gmund STANDARD DESIGN primary factors that determine public pMotion in paragraph (a)(2)ti)tB)(1) can be
CERTIFICATIONS: AND COMBINED health and safety are the reactor design, osrtisfied without the applicant performing

explicit response or design analyses, or LICENSES FOR NUCLEAR POWER construction and operation. l
(B) A value greater than one-third of the PLANTS (c) Siting factors and criteria are C

important in assuring that radiological '

Sife Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motien /

design response spectra. Analyus and design 7. The authority citation for part 52 doses from normal operation and i'

continues to read as follows:must be perforrned to demonstrate that the Postulated accidents will be acceptably i
.b;requirements associated with this Operating Authority: Secs. 103,104,161,182,183. Iow, that natural phenomena and

Basis Earthquake Ground Motion in 186,189,68 Stat. 936,948,953,954,955. potential man-made hazards will be ,;paragr ph (a)(2)(1)(B)(1) are satisfied. The 956. as amended, sec. 234. 83 Stat.1244, as appropriately accounted for in the
i. 3design must take into account soll-structure amended (42 U.S.C. 2133. 2201,2232,2233 design of the plant, and that the site -

"

intifiction effects and the duration of 2236, 2239, 2282). secs. 201, 202, 2o6, 88 '
characteristics are amenable to thevibr: tory ground motion. Stat.1242.1244.1246. as amended (42 U.S.C.

(1) When subjected to the effects of the 584t 5842.5846). development of adequate emergency -

plans to protect the public and adequateOperating Basis Earthquake Ground Motion 8. In 6 52.17, the introductory text of securitv measures to protect the plant.in combination with normal o

*I[,''*''"'' '[***[j,"perating loads.paragraph (a)(1) and paragraph (a)(1)(vil (d) This approach incorporates theI$"'8 are revised to read as follows:
,

appropriate standards and criteria for, ci,,, , p
.

continued operation without undue risk to $ 52.17 contents of applications. appr val of stationary power and testing
, zthe he:lth and safety of the public must reactor sites. The Commission intends

remain functional and within applicable (aW ne appkadon must contam. ,

stress, strain, and deformation hmits. the m, formation required by $50.33 (a) to carry out a traditional defense-in-
.

(31 Required Plant Shutdown. If vibratory through (d), the information required by depth approach with regard te reactor
ground motion exceeding that of the S 50.34 (a)(12) and (b)(10), and to the siting to ensure public safety. Siting

i

Oper: ting Basis Earthquake Ground Motion extent approval of emergency plans is ,,, , from densely populated centers !
has n and will continue to be en for if significant plant damage occurs, the sought under paragraph (b)(2)(ii) of this

licensee must shut down the nuclear power section, the information required by important factor in evaluating 8

".
plint. If systems, structures, or components 6 50.33 (g) and (j), and S 50.34 (b)(6)(v). applications for site approval.

12. Section 100.2 is revised to read asnecessuy for the safe shutdown of the The apphcation must also contain a
*

,

fo}} . rnuclear power plant are not available after
the cccurrence of the ODE, the licensee must description and safety assessment of the

d['site on which the facility is to be S 100.2 Scope.
to o a o h y, afe utdown located. The assessment must contain The siting requirements contained in

of the nuclear power plant. Prior to resuming an analysis and evaluation of the major this part apply to applications for site
, ! '<

,,

operations. the ilcensee must demonstrate to structures, systems, and components of approval for the purpose of constructing ..
thi Commission that no functional damage the facility that bear significantly on the and operating stationary power and %'his occurred to those features necessary for acceptability of the site under the testing reactors pursuant to the f;continued operation without undue risk to radiological consequence evaluation provisions of parts 50 or 52 of this ''

the heilth and safety of the public. factors identified in $ 50.34(a)(1) of this . chapter.(4) Required Seismic Instrurnentation. chapter. Site characteristics must 13. Section 100.3 is revised.to read as ],Sultabliinstrumentation must be provided
so thit the seismic response of nuclear power comply with part 100 of this chapter. In follows:
plant features important to safety can be addition, the a plication should E

svaluated promptly after an earthquake. describe the fo lowing: $ 100.3 Definitions. y

As use.d in this Eart'- T"(b) Surface Deformation. The potential for * * * * *

surfaca deformation must be taken into (vi) The seismic, meteorological, Combmedlicense means a combm.ed faccount in the design of the nuclear power hydrologic, and geologic characteristics construchon permit and operating
plant by providing reasonable assurance that of the proposed site; license with conditions for a nuclear ain the event of deformation, certain Power facility issued pursuant to d i

. . . . .
structures, systems, and components will - subpart'C of part 52 of this chapter. F 1

rrw functional. In addition to surface
defora ation induced loads, the design of PART 100-REACTOR SITE CRITERIA E fly 8ite Permit means a Commission

approval, issued pursuant to subpart A
,.

5safety featres must tala into account seismic 9. and 10. The authority citation for of part 52 of this cbapter, for a site or jloads, incluW aftershocks, and applicable part 100 continues to read as follows: sites for one or more nuclear power
'

<

bd 'I e s Authority: Secs. 103,104,161,182,68 facilities.
deformation mustbwisia s i

'

1esed on its postulated Stat. 936,937,948,953, as amended (42 Exclusion crea means that area
3

direction and azimuth and U.S.C. 2133,2134,2201,2232); sec. 201, as surrounding the reactor,in which the
oaurrence in anfthe nuclear power plant,under any o amended. 202,88 Stat.1242, as amended, reactor licensee has the euthority to

,

unless evi ce indicates this assumption is 1244 (42 U.S.C. 5841,5842). determine all activities ioluding ;}
not oppropriate, and inust take into account 11. Section 100.1 is revised to read as exclusion or n:moval of sersonnel and I

the estimated rate et which the surface hllows: property from the ares. Thk area may bedeformation may occur. traversed by a highny, ra!! road, or(c) Seismically Induced Floods and Water 's100.1 Purpose.
W:ves and Other Design Conditions. waterway, provided these aa not so
Seismically induced floods and water waves (a) The purpose of this part is to close to the facility as to inte rfere with :

establish approval requirements for normal operations of the facility and
Proposed sites for stationary power and provided appropriate and effecuve 'Ismi activi do e esign c ons

determined pursuant to $ 100.23 of this testing reactors subject to part 50 or part arrangements are made to control traffic j
chapter must be taken into account in the 52 of this chapter, on the highway, railror,d, or waterway,
design tf the nuclear power plant so as to (b) There exists a substantial base of in case of emergency, to protect the
prevent undue risk to the health and safety knowledge regarding power reactor public health and safoty. Residence 'of the public. siting, design, construction and within the exclusion a rea shall normally

y
,

I.

,
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be prohibited. In any event, residents communications submitted pursuant to determining the acx:eptability of a sitei

| shall be subject to ready removal in case to CFR part 100 should be addmssed to for a power or testing reactor:
of necessity. Activities unrelated to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory (a) Characteristics of reactor design
operation of the reactor may be Cc mmission, ATrN: Document Control and proposed operation including-

,

permitted in an exclusion area under Dssk, Washington, DC 20555, and (1) Intended use of the reactor'

appropriate limitations, pmvided that cipios sent to the appropriate Regional including the proposed maximum
no significant hazards to the public Ot! ice and Resident inspector. power level and the nature and

| health and safety will result. Con munications and reports may be inventory of contained radioactive,

lowpopulation zone means the area dchvered in person at the Commission's materials;,
,

immediately surroucding the exclusion offices at 2120 L Street, NW., (2) The extent to which generally
area which ce ntair residents, the total Washington, DC, or at 11555 Rockville accepted engineering standards am
number and d msly of which are such Pike, Rockville, Maryland. 8PP )ied to the design of the reactor;

l
that there is a m.sonable probability 15. Section 100.8 is revised to read as (3 The extent to which the reactor
that appropriate protective measures follows: incorporates unique or unusual features
could be taken in their behalfin the having a significant bearing on the

p event of a serious accident. These 5 tM 8 Intenauon conection probability or consequences of
mqukementsma appmvat. accidental release of radioactivej guides do not specify a permissible

population density or total population (a) The Nuclear Regulatory materials;

within this zone because the situation Conunission has submitted Ge (4) The safety features that are to be

may vary from case to case. Whether a information collection requirements engincend into the facility and those

'j specific number of people can, for contained in this part to the Office of barriers that must be breached as a

example, be evacuated from a specific Management and Budget (OMB) for result of an accident before a release of
area, or instructed to take shelter, on a approval as required by the Paperwork radioactive material to the environment
timely basis willdepend on many Reduction Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3501 can occur.

| factors such as location, number and et seq.). OMB has approved the (b) Population density and use,

size of highways, scope and extent of information collection requirements characteristics of the site envimns,'

advance planning, and actual contained in this part under control including the exclusion area, low'

I
- distribution of residents within the area. number 3150493, population zone, and the population

h Population center distance means the (b) The appmved information center distance.
' distance from the reactor to the nearest collection requirements contained in (c) Physical characteristics of the site,

boundary of a densely populated conter this part appear in $ 100.23 and including seismology, meteorology,

containing more than about 25,000 Appendix A. geology, and hydrology.

residents. 1G. A heading for Subpart A (1) ^Ppendix A to Part 100," Seismic
Power reactor means a nuclear reactor (consisting of G 100.10 and 100.11) is and Geologic Siting Criteria for Nuclear

of a type described in $$ 50.21(b) or added directly before $ 100.10 and Power Plants" describes the nature of

50.22 of this chapter designed to $$ 100.10 and 100.11 are revised to read investigations required to obtain the

produce electrimi or heat energy. as follows: Ecologic and seismic data necessary to

A Response spectrum is a plot of the determine site suitability and to provide
maximum responses (acreleration, Subpart A--Evaluation Factors for reasonable assurance that a nuclear

vek> city, or displacement) of idealized Stationary Power Reactor Site power plant can be constructed and
single-degree-of-freedom oscillators as a Applications Before [ EFFECTIVE DATE operated at a proposed site without
function of the natural frequencies of OF THE FINAL RULE] and for Testing undue risk to the health and safety of

Reactors the public. f t . describes procedures forthe oscillators for a given damping
determining the quantitative vibratoryvalue.The response spectrum is g ground m uon design basis at a site duecalculated for a specified vibratory 100.10 Factors to be considered when to earthquakes and describesmotion input at the oscillators' evaluating sites.

supports. 100.11 Determination of exclusion area, low information needed to determine
The Safe Shutdown Earthquake populatic: zone, and population center whetherand ta what extent a nuclear

Ground Modon is the vibratory ground disterr.e. Power plant need be designed to
motion for which certain structures, withstand the effects of surface faulting.

| systems,and components must be $ yal* Fedon h coneWems wha (2) Meteorological conditions at the
" as enes. site and in the surrounding area shoulddesigned pursuant to Appendix S to Factors considered in the evaluation be considered,

50 of this chapter to remain f sites include those relating both to (3)Geologicaland hydrological

uncuonal" deformation is distortion ofthe pmposed reactor design and the characteristics of the proposed site may'
Surface

geologic strata at or near the d characteristics peculiar to the site. It is have a bearing on the consequences of
expected that reactors will reflect an escape of radioactive material fromsurface by the processes of fo g or

faulting as a result of various earth thmugh their design, construction and the facility. Special precautions should

forces. Tectonic surface deformation is Operation an extremely low probability be planned if a reactor is to be located
f r accidents that could result in release at a site where a significant quantity of

{
assodated with earthquake processes.

Testing reactor means a testing facility of significant quantities of radioactive radioactive effluent might accidentally
I as defined in $ 50.2 of this chapter. fission products. In addition, the site flow into nearby streams or rivers or

! 14. Section 100.4 is added to read as location and the engineered, features might find ready access to undergrmmd
| follows: included as safeguards against the water tables.

hazardous consequences of an accident, (d) Where unfavorable physical
! 5100.4 Communications. should one occur, should insure a low characteristics of the site exist,the

Exmpt where otherwise specified in risk of pubile exposure, in particular, proposed site may nevertheless be
'

this part, all correspondence, reports, the Commission will take the following found to be acceptable if the design of
applicadons, and other written factors into consideration in the facility includes apmopriate and

|
i

!

|
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adequate compensating engineering upon consideration of popuhtion 17. through 19. Subpart B (SS 100.20- ." ,

safeguards. distribution. Political boundaries are not 100.23)is added to read as follows:
i
I

controlling in the application of this
.

i

Determination of exclusion area Subpart B-Evaluation Factors for
sow population zone, and population cente'r guide.Where very large cides areStationary Power Reactor Site ..$ 100.11

involved, a greater distance may be Applications on or After (EFFECTIVE
''

necessary because of totalintegrated
DATE OF THE FINAL RULE]

*"
(t) As an aid in evaluating a proposed

po{ulation dose consideration.site, an applicant should assume a g } For sites for m.uluple reactor . Sec.
fission product release 5 from the com, facilides consideration should be given 100.20 Factors to be considered when
the expected demonstrable leak rate t the followmg: evaluating sites. >

frora the containment and the (1)If the reactors are independent to 100.21 Non-seismic siting criteria. ,

m'.tiorological conditions pertinent to the extent that an accident in one 100.23 Geologic and seismic siting factors.
his site to derive an exclusion area, a rea o ! " id
low population zone and population , , c ei lisi g 100.20 Factors to be considered when j

* evaluating sites.conter distance. For the purpose of this I w Population zone and populadon The Commission will take theantivsis,which shall set forth the basis center distance shall be fulfilled with
,

,

houYd dote
respect to each reactor individually.The following factors into consideration inf "

folkowing:
envel pes of the plan overlay of the determining the acceptability of a sitein

,

p li
areas so calculated shall then be taken

for a stationary power reactor:
,

(1) An exclusion area of such size that as their respective boundaries. (a) Population density and use 3

an individual located at any point on its
(2)If the reactors are interconnected

characteristics of the site environs,
,qboundary for two hours immediately to the extent that an accident in one including the exclusion area, the

following onset of the postulated fission reactor could affect the safety of population distribution, and site-related

tott.1 radiation dose to tha whole body operation of any other, the size of the characteristics must be evaluated toproduct release would not receive a
exclusion area, low population zone and determine whether individual as well as |

in excess of 25 rem 8 or a total radiation Population center distance shall be societal risk of potential plant accidents ,

dose in excess of 300 rem to the thyroid based upon the assumption that all is low, and that site-related -

from iodine exposure. interconnected reactors emit their
characteristics would not prevent the ,

size that t individual located at a.,y postulated fission product releases development of a plan to carry out !(2) A low population zone of rich
i

simultaneously. This requirement may suitable protective actions for members
point on its outer boundary who is be reduced in relation to the degree of of the public in the event of emergency.
cxposed to the radioactive cloud coupling between reactors, the (b) The nature and proximity of man- J
reculting from the postulated fission
product release (during the entire period probability of concomitant accidents

related hazards (e.g., airports, dams, i

of its passage) would not receive a total and the probability that an individual transportation routes, rnilitary and

rediadon dose to the whole body in would not be exposed to the radiation chemical facilities) must be evaluated to

excess of 25 rem or a total radiation effects from simultaneous releases. The establish site parameters for use in

dose in excesa of 300 rem to the thyroid applicant would be expected to justify determining whether a plant design can

to the satisfaction of the Commission accommodate commonly occurring
from iodine exposure,

(3) A populadon center distance of at the basis for such a reduction in the
hazards, and whether the risk of other
hazards is very low,

least one and one" third times the source term.
distance from the reactor to the outer (3)The applicant is expected to show (c) Physical characteristics of the site,

boundary of the low population zone. In that the simultaneous operation of including seismology, meteorology,

cpplying this guide, the boundary of the multiple reactors at a site will not result geology, and hydrology.
population center shall be determined in total radioactive efflue.ut releases (1) $ 100.23." Geologic and seismic

beyond the allowable ihmts of siting factors," of this part describes the
-'m tLuton product nie = anu=d for ha applicable regulations. criteria and nature of investigations .

f e5 *Ey' Note: For further guidance in developing required to obtah. the geologic and .'

[*Nculated fran con 4deranons of poulble
*" * ." * *

the exclusion area, t'he low popstation zone, seismic data necessary to determine thetad for p or

accidential events. that would result in potential and the population center dista oce, reference suitability of the prcposed site and the '
po i

basards not en u by thou imm any accident is made to Technical Information Ducument lant design bases.
I

[*,**[ %* QQ"*'*p 14844, dated March 23,1962,which contains (2) Meteorological characteristics of"d
.the site that are for safety f

Nhh"d*"* '*PP"*I* * ca t result in dis roughly ana ys a or t y ve an impact i
ref' acting current siting practices of the

am whole bety do e of as rem nierredi, 'Lmmission. The calculations descibed in upon plant design (such as maximum 1.

Probable wind speed and precipitation) [above carmpond. numrically to b once in e Technical Information Document 14844 mayits. time accidental a emergency does br radi tion must be identified and characterized. ' p
workem which,eczording to f4CRP be used as a point of departure for
recommadstions eney b, disregarded to the consideration of particular site requirements (3) Factors important to hydrological -

dE'n ndbooko$"d .EYto ev r
which may result from evaluation of the radionuclide transport such as soil,* ' ' " * " *
characteristics of a particular reactor,its sediment, and rock characteristics,

nelbr its une nor 6: of h soo .wn value for Purpose and method of operation. adsorption and retention coefficients,
Cyroid exposure as set forth In thne dte criteria
guides are intended to imply that these numbers Copies of TechnicalInformation ground water velocity, and dista. aces to

d tiNath Ncument 14B44 may be obtained from the nearest surface body of v ter) must
the p bt cNa this

to Commission's Public Document be obtained from on-site mes surements.idem
25 rem whole body value and h soc seen thymid Room 2120 L Street NW.(Lower Level), "fhe maximum probable floo.l along
rl. Oave been set forth in hee suides u -

refence values, which can be used in b Washington, DC, or by writing the with the bnotential for seismically
[*["o*,", *d",','7,dMyN P,*d Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, induced oods discussed in

p, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, $ 100.23(d)(3) of this part must be
occurrence, and low risk of public exposure to
radiation. Washington, DC 20555. estimated using historical data.

;
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$ 100.21 Non-seismic siting crit rta. result in the site being found surface defonnation, nontectonic
. Applications for site approval for acceptable.3 defonnation, earthquake recurrenceI. commercial power reactors shall rates, fault geometry and slip rates, site3 Geologic ad selsmic sitingdemonstrate that the proposal site foundation material, and seismicallymeets the following criteria: .' induced floods and water waves must(a) Every site must have an exclusion This section sets forth the principal

area and a low population zone, as go logic and seismic considerations that be obtained by reviewing pertinent
defined in 5100.3; guide the Commission in its evaluation literature and carrying out field

investigations. Ilowever, each a
(b) The population center distance, as of the suitability of a proposed site and 6all investigate all geologic anfplicantseismicdefined in $ 100.3, must be at least one adequacy of the design bases established

and one-third times the distance from in consideration of the geologic and factors (for example, volcanic activity)

the reactor to the outer boundary of (the seismic characteristics of the pmposed that may affect the design and operation

i low population zone. In applying this site, such that, there is a reasonable of the proposed nuclear power plant
,

irrespective of whether such factors am
L guide, the boundary of the population assurance that a nuclear power plant exnlicitly included in this section.; } center shall be determined upon can be constructed and operated at the (d) Geologic and seismic siting

consideration of population proposed site without undue risk to the factors. The geologic and seismic siting
distribution. Political boundaries are not health and safety of the public, factors considered for design must

I controlling in the application of this Applications to engmeenng design include a determination of the Safeguide; are contained in appendix S to part 50 Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion
(c) Site atmospheric dispersion of this chapter,

characteristics must be evaluated and (a) Apphrability.He requirements in for the site, the potential for surface
dispersion parameters established such paragraphs (c) and (d) of this section tectonic and nontectonic deformations,

that: apply to apphcants for an early site the design bases for seismically induced
floods and water we ves, and other(1) Radiological effluent release limits Pennit or combined license pursuant t

associated with normal operation from part 52 of this chapter, or a construction design conditions as stated in paragraph
(d)N of this secum.

,

'-
the type of facility proposed to be pennst or operating license for a nuclear

(1) Determination of the Safe
j. located at the site can be met for any Power plant pwsuant to Part 50 of this

Individuallouted offsite; and chapter on or a fter (EFFECTIVE DATE Shutdown Eanhquake Ground Motion.

(2) Radiological dose consequences of OF Tile FINAL, RULEl. Ilowever,if the The Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground
Motion for the site is characterized bypostulated accidents shall meet the construction pernit was issued prior to both horizontal and vertical frefieldI criteria set forth in 6 50.34(a)(1) of this ! EFFECTIVE DATE OF TIIE FINAL ground motion response spectra at thechapter for the type of facility proposed RULE], the operating license apph, cant free ground surfam.%e Safe Shutdown

L to be located at the site; shall comply with the seismic and Earthquake Ground Motion for the site
(d) The physical characteristics of the gelogic siting criteria in appendix A to is determined considering the results of

"

site, including meteorology, geology, part 100 of this chapter.
seismology,and hydmlogy must be (b) Commencement of construction. the investigations required by paragraph

(c) of this section. Uncertainties areevaluated and site parameters The invosugations required in
, inhemnt in such estimates.ncseF established such that potential threats paragraph (c) of this section are within

unartainties must be addressed throughfrom such physical characteristics will the scope ofinvestigations permitted by an ap ropriate analysis,such as a
'

pose no undue risk to the type of facility S 50.10(c)(1) of this chapter. proba ih,suc seismic hazard analysis orproposed to be located at the site; (c) Geological, seismological, and
9 (e) Potential hazards associated with engineering charecteristics.no suitable sensitiv;ty analyses. Paragraph
I nearby transportation routes, industrial Eeolog2 cal, seismological, and IV(a)(1) of appendix S to part 50 of this

chapter defines the minimum Safe -and military facilldes must be evaluated engineering characteristics of a site and
and site parameters established such its environs must beinvestigated in Shutdown Earthquak'e Ground Mouon

for design.that potential hazards from such routes sufficient scope and detail to permit an (2) Determination of the potentialfor
,

E and facilities will pose no undue risk to adequate evaluation of the pmposed raies tectonic and nontectonicthe type of facility proposed to be site, to pmvide sufficient information to deformations. Sufficient geol cal,located at the site; support evaluations performed to arrive seismological,and geophysi data(f) Site characteristics must be such at estimates of the Saxe sistdown must be pmvided to clearly establishi! that adequate security plansand Earthquake Ground Motion,and to whether there is a potential for surfacemeasures can be developed; permit adequate engineering solutions deformation.
.

(g) Site characteristics must be such to actual orpotential geologic and (3) Determination of design bases for
'

that adequate plans to take p:otective seismic e!!e :ts at the proposed site. The seismically induced floods and water
acdons for members of the public in the size of the rtgion to be investigated and waves. ne size of seismically induced
event of sams-,cy can be developed: the type of data pertinent to the floods and water waves that could affect(h) Reactor sites should belocated investigations must be determined a site imm either locally or distantlyaway from very densely populated based on the nature of tsugion generated seismic activity must bei centers. Areas oflow population density surrounding the proposed site. Data on determined,
are, generally, preferred. Ilowever, in the vibratory ground motion, tectonic (4) Determination of siung factors fordetennining the acceptability of a other design conditions. Siting factors
particular site located sway from a very :Examph of the factm indude, but m not for other design conditions that must be

,

densely populated center but not in an limited to, such tactors as the hisher popolats " evaluated include soil and rockdj,Q Q'g"7 3,',','y stability, liquefaction potential, naturalarea of low density, consideration will c

be given to safety, envimnmentale ralt and bishway access. shorter trenunhion lina and artificial slope stability, coolingeconomic, or other factors, which may r.quir.menta, or im envimnn-nw imp.ct on water supply, and remote safety related
undev. loped areas, wetlands or endanged structure siting. Each applicant shall
$*p';Nhe o$*Iodt dNM ' evaluate all siting factors and potential |
*

a

.ection. causes of failure, such as, the physical
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h
properties of the materials underlying FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: that the flight crew may have attempted

||tha site, grotmd disruption, and the Stephen Slotte, Aerospace Engineer, to override the ntopilot while it was ,

effects of vibratory ground motion that Standardization Branch, ANM-113, engaged in ths COMMAND mode. If the '

may cffect the design and operation of FAA. Transport Airplane Dimctorate, airplane is in pitch axis, and the
the proposed nuclear power plant. 1601 Lind Avenue SW., Renton, autopilot is overridden for prolonged

Dated at Rodville. Maryland, this 11th day Washington 98055-4050; telephone periods by the flight crew via manual
of October. (206) 227-2797; fax (206) 227-1320. input from the control column, and if

autopht is sdssluendyFc- the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: disengaged, the resultant outef-tn,m
John C. Heyte* Comments Invited condition between the trimmable
Acting Secetaryof the Comrm.ssion.

.

horizontal stabilizer and the elevatoram invited to
(FR Doc. 94-25585 Filed 1o-14-% 8.45 ami participate in the making of the could reduce controllability of the

proposed rule by submitting such airylane. j
*sa m co m e "

written data, views, or arguments as r urther investigation indicates that
they may desire. Communications shall the design of Model A300400 series

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION identify the Rules Docket number and airplanes does not provide for
be submitted in triplicate to the address disengagement of the autopilot iri a

manner that would allow for manua! ;Federal Aviation Administration specified above. All communications
received on or before the closing date input from the control column without .

for comments, specified above, will be adversely affecting controllability of the {14 CFR Part 39

considemd before taking action on the airplane.The design of Model A310 |(Docket No. 94-NM-145-AD) proposed rule. The proposals contained series airplanes is identical in this
Airworthiness Directives; Airbus Model in this notice may be changed in light mspect to Model A300-600 series

of the comments received. air lanes.
A310 and.A300-600 Sedes Airplanes

Comments are specifically invited on ne French DGACissued French h

AGENCY: Federal Aviation the overall regulatory, economi::, Airworthiness Directive 94-185-165(D), i
Administration, DOT. environmental, and energy aspects of dated August 17,1994,in order to |
A0 DON: Notice of proposed rulemaking the proposed rule. All comments assme the continued airworthiness of

|
(NPRM)*

submitted will be available, both before these airplanes in France. The French
and after the closing date for comments, AD requires modification of FCC's

SUMMARY:%is document proposes the in the Rules Docket for examination by having pan numbers (P/N) B216ABM6,
adoption of a new airworthiness intorested persons. A report B350AAM1, B350AAM2, B350AAM3,

dimetive (AD) that is applicable to summarizing each FAA-public contact and B470ABM1 (for Model A310 series
certain Airbus Model A310 and A300- concerned with the substance of this airplanes); and P/N's B297AAM3,

600 series airplanes.This proposal proposal will be filed in the Rules B297AAM4, B297AAMS, and

would mquire that attain flight control Dociet. B470AAM1 (for Model A300-600 series
computers be modified so that the Commenters wishing the FAA to airplanes).

ne French AD mferences Airbus )acknowled o receipt of their commentstutopilot will disengage whenever the C
cirplane is in the "goeround" mode. submitted in response to this notice Service Bulletins A310.-22-2036, dated

* Ibis proposalis prompted by an must submit a self-addressed, stamped Dumber 14,1993 (for Model A310

accident in which the flight crew may Postcard on which the following series airplanes), and A300-22-6021,

have attempted a go-amund while the statement is made:" Comments to Revision 1, dated December 2,4,1993

airplane was in an out of-trim Docket Number 94-NMi-145-AD." The (for Model A300400 series arrplanes),

condition. %e actions specified by the postcard will be date stamped and as the appmpriate sources of service

proposed AD are intended to prevent returned to the commenter, information to a<x:omplish the
,

severely reduced controllability of the Availability of NPRMs $1 Iulle 31
airplane due to an out-of-trim condition dated December 14,1993, des. 2 2036*

s

between the trimmable horizontal Any person may obtain a copy of this cribes '

stabilizer and the elevator' NPRM by submitting a request to the procedures for modification of only one
FAA, Transport Airplane Directorate, of the FCC's,P/N B470ABM1,which is '

DATES: Comments must be received by ANM-103, Attention: Rules Docket No. Installed on Model A310 series
"

.;
November 28,1994. 94-NM-145-AD,1601 Lind Avenue, ahplanes; while Ahbus Service Bulletin

'

ADORESSES: Submit mmments in SW., Renton, Washington 98055-4056. A300-22-6021. Revision 1, dated
December 24,1993, describestriplicate to the Federal Aviation *

, ,

DiscussenAdmintstration (FAA), Transport procedures for modification of only one '

Airplane Directorate, ANM-103, The Direction Generale de l' Aviation of the FCC's, PIN B470AAM1,which !s -

Attention: Rules Docket No. 94-NM- Civile (DGAC), which is the installed on Model A300-600 series "

145--AD,1601 Lind Avenue,SW., airworthiness authority for Franm, airplanes. Upon accomplishment of ti.ia
Rent' n W 98055-4056. recently notified the FAA that an unsafe software modification, the autopilot wibo
Comments may inspected at this- condition may exist on certain Airbus disengage whenever the airplane is in
location between 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 Model A310 and A300-600 series the "go-around" mode above 400 feet

. p.m., Monday through Friday, except airplanes.The French DGAC advises radio altitude and whenever the pilot
Federalholidays. . that a Model A300-600 series airplane attempts to override the autopilot by

Information pertaining to this was recently involved in an acx:ident exerting a certain amount of manual
proposed rule may be obtained from or during which the flight crew may have form on the control column.
cxamined at the FAA. Transport attempted a go-around while the his airplane modelis manufactumd
Airplane Directorate, Rules Docket, airplane was in an out-of-trim in Frana and is type certificated for
1601 Lind Avenue, SW., Renton, condition. Investigation into the cause , operation in the United States under the
Wtshington. of this out-of trim condition revealed provisions of section 21.29 of the
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suspension. UDA projects that costly documents are not yet available and 1,1999. This proposal is another
,

'

and inefficient movements of milk may not be available before the present component of the OCC's Regulatloawould havn to be made to maintain pool comment period expires. Review Program, which is intended tostatus of producers who have
The Commission therefore intends to updato and streamlino OCC regulationshistorically supplied the market and to extend the comment period to allow a and to reduce unnecessary regulatoryprevent disorderly marketing in the 75 day period after the staff guidance costs and other burdens. This action isCentral Arizona marketing area. documents becomo available to allow needed to climinate the rule when itAccordingly,it may be appropriato to interested persons adequate time to becomes obsoleto.suspend the aforesaid provisions comment on the staff guidance

DATES: Comments must be received by ,

i
beginning March 1.1995. for an

documents as well as the proposed rule. April 10.1995.indefinito period. The comment period for this
'

ADDRESSES: Comments should beList of Subjects in 7 CFR Part 1131 pr p sed rule is being extended to
directed to: Communications Division.

Milk marketing orders. allow at least 75 days after the relevant
staff guidanco documents becomo Office of the Comptroller of the ;

The authority citation for 7 CFR Part
available. At this time no firm

Currency. 250 E Street. SW, |

1131 continues to read as follows: Washington, DC 20219. Attentiorn |
expiration dato is available. When the

Authority: Secs.1-19. 48 Stat 31. a, staff documents are available a notice Oocket No. 95-01. Comments will be
amended; 7 U.S C. 601-674. will be issued providing a firm available for public inspection and

photocopying at the same location.Dated: February 2.1995. expiration dato for comments.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:1.on itatamiya.

ADDRESSES: Mall written comments to: Andrew T. Cutlerrez, Attorney.
,Administmtor. Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Legislativo and Regulatory Activities IIFR Doc. 95-314G Filed 2-7-95: 8:45 aml Commission. Washington, DC 20555 Division. (202) 874-5000. !aauno coor m-c,w

nc De e c mme is 1 55 SNEMENTARY INFORMADON:
Rockville Pike. Rockvillo, Maryland. Background

NUCLEAR REGULATORY between 7:45 am and 4:15 pm. Federal
COMMISSION w rkdays. The OCC proposes to removo 12 CFR

|part 35 as a component ofits Regulation
FOR FURTHER tNFORMATION CONTACT: Dr. Re view Program. The goal of the .

10 CFR Parts 50,52 and 100 Andrew J. Murphy, Office of Nuclear Regulation Review Program is to review l
NN 315bAM3 Regulatory Research. U.S. Nuclear all of the OCC's rules to revise,~

Regulatory Cornmission. Washington, streamline, and simplify thern, and to
Reactor Site Criteria including Seismic DC 20555, telephone (301) 415-6010, climinate provisions that do not
and Earthquake Engineering Criteria concerning the scismic and carthquake contribute significantly to maintaining !for Nuclear Power Plants and engineering aspects and Mr. Leonard the safety and soundness of national

lProposed Denial of Petition From Free Soffer. Office of Nuclear Regulatory banks or to accomplishing the OCC'sEnvironment, Inc. et al. Research. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory other statutory responsibilities.
Commission. Washington, DC 20555, Title VI!! of the Competitivo EqualityAGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory
telephone (301) 415-6574, concerning Banking Act of 1987, Pub. L.100-80Commission.
other siting aspects. 101 Stat. 635 (1987), added 12 U.S.C.ACDON: Proposed rule: Extension of

comment period. Dated at Rockville, Maryland. this 3rd day 1823(D in an attempt to aUeviate smno
of February 1995. of the financial p:essures then facing

SUMMARY: On October 17,1994, the NRC For the Nuclear Regulatory ComrWon. agricultural banks. In particular.12
published (59 FR 52255) for public John C. Hoyle, U.S.C.1823(|) permits an agricultural .g ,g ggg g ;g g g )comment a proposed revision of 10 CFR Acting Secretary of the Commission.
Parts 50. 52, and 100 to update the (FR Doc. 95-3153 Filed 2-7-95 a:45 aml

cxeced seven years:(1) Any loss on a |
qualified agricultural loan that the bank .criteria used in decisions regarding eauNo coot 7sn.ci-e

power reactor siting, including geologic. would otherwise be required to show on I
scismic, and carthquake engineering Its annual financial statement for any |year between December 31,1983, andconsiderations for future nuclear power DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

January 1,1992: and (2) any loss
1

plants. The comment period for this '

proposed rule presently expires on Office of the Comptroller of the resulting from the reappraisal of
February 14.1995. Currency property that the bank owned or

|
The Commission has received acquired between January 1,1983, and

i
requests to extend the comment period 12 CFR Part 35 January 1.1992,in connection with a |

based on the fact that staff guidance qualified agricultural loan. The OCC
documents consisting of five draft (Docket No. 95-01) implemented this statutory provision by
regulatory guides and threo standard RN 1557-A044 promulgating 12 CFR part 35 with a
review plan sections that were to temporary rulo published on November
accompany the proposed rule were Agricultural Loan Loss Amortization 2,1987 (52 FR 41959), and a final rule
delayed in issuance, and that published on July 28,1988 (53 FR

AGENCY: Offico of the Comptroller of the 28373).availability of these documents were
Currency. Treasury. Because the statuto requires that a lossnecessary to provide meaningful
ACTION: Notico of proposed rulemaking. occur on or beforo December 31,1991,comments.

to qualify, and that the amortizationThe Commission agrees that
SUMMARY: The Office of the Comptroller'

chicaments is necessary to provido
of the Currency (OCC) proposes to

period may not execed seven years, theavailabihty of the staff guidance

adequato comments. The staff guidance
remove its rulo governing agricultural program becomes obsolete on January 1.

1999. Rollecting this fact, the OCC's rule
loan loss amortization, effectivo January requires that loans under the program

musumuuuus
VerDa e 31.JA4 95 t$ 56 Feb O7.1995 Jkt156997 PO00000 Frm 00003 rmt 4702 Sfmt 4702 E WRN.P08FE2.PT1 pfrm03
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plants The comment period was to
This section of the FEDERAL REGISTER

. (If gttm!'e); (301) 734-MM cxpire on February 14,1995.
conunt, notees to thn potmc of tree proposed (Pherdale). On Tchruary 8,1W5, the CommidoH
Muance et rules enct regulatons. The g., oPLEMENT AnY INFORMATION: On aated f6n pp 7.m7) that it intended to
purpose of these nota,es is to gwe mtete:, tea January 23,1995, we putilished in the extend the comment period to allow

$8 $"[ $ Federal Register (60 TR 4383-4389, in.: ested persons adequate time to*

Docket No. 93-076,2) a proposal to Provide comments on staff guidance
ndes. amend the Animal Welfare agulations documents consisting of five draft

to establish standards for " swim-with, regulatory guides and three standard

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUI.TURE
the. dolphin" interactive programs. review plan sections that were toComments regarding the proposed

Animal and Plant Health inspection rule were required to be received on or
accompany the proposed rule, but were
delayed in issuance.The Commissionbefore February 22,1995. During the
stated.that it would-extend the commentService comment period,we receised a request period 75 days after the staff guidance

9 CFR Parts 1 and 3 that we extend the comment period
documents became available.

boyand February 22. The requestor, a Availability of the above staff -
(Docket No.93-076-4) marine mammal industry association. guidance documents is beingstated that additional time is necessary announced in the Notices section of this

to allow its members to meet and to Issue of the Federal Register.The
Animal Welfare; Marine Mammals formulate comments. comment period for the proposed rule is
AGENCY: Animal and Plant Health

In. response to this request, we am hereby extended to May 12,1995.
inspection Service, USDA. extending the comment period for Com nent period now expires
ACTION: Notice of extension of comment Docket No. 93-076-2 through March 9,

DATES:

1995. This will allow time for 'he
May 12,1995. Comments received after

,

this date will be considered ifit is
.

period. requestor and other interested persons practical to do so, but the Commission
SUMMARY:We are extending the to develop comments on the proposed is able to assure consideration only for
comment period for our proposed rule rule,

comments received on or before this
Arthority: 7 U.S.C. 2131-2159,7 CFR 2.17, date...

o 's wi e- p t act e*

2.51, and 371.2(gl.
' ADORESSES: Mail wntters comments to:programs. This extension will provide Done in Washington, DC, this 22nd day of Secretary, U.S. NuclearRegulatory

interested persons with bdditional time February 1995. Commission, Washington, DC 20555,,

to pmpare comments on the proposed Terry L Medley, Attention: Docketing and Servim
rule Acting Administratx, AnimalandPlant Branch.DATES: Consideration will be given only Henith inspecuan Service. e e e S

"J 95-4881 Filed 2-27-95: 8:45 emi
ere iv or b fore Mar 9.

M CN HW between 7:45 am and 4:15 pm, Federal
1995.

'

ADOf. ESSES: Please send an original and - workdays. imay be submittedComment
three copies of your comments to Chief, NUCLEAR REGULATORY electronically,in either ASCII text or
Regulatory Analysis and Development, COMMISSION Wordperfect format (version 5.1 or
PPL', APHIS, USDA, P.O. Drawer 810, later), by calling the NRC Electronic
Riverdale, MD 20738. Please state that 10 CFR Parts 50,62 and 100 Bulletin Board (BBS) on FEDWORLD.

.

your comments refer to Docket No. 93- .The bulletin board may be accessed
076-2. Comments received may be RIN StSO- AD93

with s personal computer, a modem,
.

inspected at USDA, room 1141, South Reactor Site Criteria including Seismic and one of the commonly available
Building,14th Street and Independence and Earthquake Engir, sering criteria cx>mmunications software package.s, or :

Ave. SW., Washington, DC, between 8 for Nuclear Power Plants and directly via Internet. Certain background
a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Proposed Denial of Petition From F'ree documents on the rulemaking are also
Friday,exmpt holidays. Persons Environment,Inc., et al, available for downloading and viewing.
wishing to inspect comments are with a personal computer and
requested to call ahead on (7021690- AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory mndem, the NRC rulemaking subsystem J

2817 to facilhate entry into the Commission. can be acmssed on FEDWORLD, toll
comment reading room. ACTION: Proposed rule; extension of free, by directly dialing 1-.800-303-
FOR FURTHERINFORMATION CONTACT: Dr.comment period. 9672aCommunication software '
Barbara Kohn, Senior Staff Veterinarian, SUMMARY:On Octobe- 17,1994, the NRC parameters should be set as follows:

parity to none, data bits to 8. and stopAnimal Care Staff, Regulatory
published (59 FR 52255) for publiccomment a proposed revision of to CFR bits to 1(N,8,1). Using ANSI or VT-100Enforcement and Animal Care, APHIS,

' terminalemulation,the NRC |USDA, P.O. Drawer 810, Riverdale, MD
parts 50,52, and 100 to update the - rulemaking subsystem can be accessed20738.The telephone number for the criteria used in decisions regarding

by selecting the " Rules Menu" optionagency contact will change when agency power reactor siting, includmg geologic,
from the NRC Main Menu." For furtheroffices in Hyattsville, MD, move to seismic, and carthquake engineering information about options avanable for ,

"

Riverdale, MD, during February 1995, 'crations for future nuclear power JconTelephone: (301) 436-7833
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3 NRC at I"'DWORLD conwit the " linin / rmy ahn be vi+"xM and . ' n'4d l'% b N . m a aa a. gd ; 30
|' Infortnation Center" from the "NRC electrariically via the Electronic Ilulletin p.m., Monday throt dh P idav e vent !min Memt " Um may m! . ; Dd the Eu ad ..stuhladed 19 NKL foi tr i ederal nohdays.

"FEDWORLD Online User's Guides" rulemaking as indicated abov 3. The service informailon referenced in,

helpful. FoR FURTHER INFORMAT:ON CoriTACT: Dr the proposed rulo may be obtained from |The NRC subsystem on FEDWORLD Andrew J. Murphy, Office of Nuc!3ar AlliedSignal Engines,550 Main Street, l
also may be accessed directly by dialing Regulatory Research. U.S. Nuclear Stratford, CT 06497; telephone (203) i
703-321+8020 for the main fIDWORLD Regulatory Commission Washington, 185-1470. This information may be I,

IIBS. or by using Telnet via Internet: DC 20555, telephone (3011415-6010 examined at the FAA, New England |,t fedworld gov. If 703-321-a020 is concerning the seismic sad narthquake Region. Office of the Assistant Chief,
' |dialed the NRC subytem e im im teng epe, and Ms. Leonard Lounsel,12 New England Executnu '

# accessed from the main FEDWORLD garra. Off:ce of Nuc'cu m uLlo4 F.u k, Duilington. M A. Ismenu first by selecting "Regulatury, Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
FOR FURTHER INFO [tMATION CONTACT:

I a 1 ** euw1i 1y r s t ng aspe s.
' * I ND 'I 8 "" |I

'

an Propeller Directorate.12 New |an option ''U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission" that will lead to the NRC (5 U.S.C. 552(a)) England Executive Park, Burlington, MA |

.

f Online main meau.The NRC Online Dated at Rockville. Maryland. this 22nd 01803-5299; telephone (017) 238-7148, '

d area also may be accessed directly by day of February 1945. fax (617) 238-7199.
[ typing "/go nrc" at a FEDWORLD For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

SUPPt.EMENTARY INFORMATION:
command line. If NRC la ecessed from John C. Hoyle,
IHrWORLD's main m m, ons may Acting Sec etaryof the Come An. Conurents Invited

! return to FEDWORLD by selecttng the (FR Doc. 95-4872 Filed 2-; /- 45. 8:45 aml Interested persons are invited t'o
" Return to FEDWORLD" option from sumo cooE Psw-M participate in the making of the

j- the NRC Online Main Menu. If NRC a' proposed rule by subm!tting such
; FEDWORLD is accessed via NRC's toll-

~

written data, views, or arguinents as
free numbar. full access will be DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION they may desire. Communications
available to all NRC systems, but thero should identify the Rules Docket
will be no access to the main Federal Aviation Administration number and be submitted in tri licate toFEDWORLD system.

IfIIDWORLD is contacted using 14 CFR Part 39 the address specified above. Al
communications received on or before

F Telnet, the NRC area and manus will be ^

(Docket No. 94-ANE-66] the closing date for comments, specifiedavailable mcluding the Rules Menu.o
above, will be considered before takingb While documents may be downloaded Airworthiness Directives; Textron action on the proposed Atle. The

[ cad messages left, it is not possible to Lycoming ALF502L Series Turbofan proposals contained in this notice may
) write commentf or upload fil s Engines9 3 .
I (comments). If FhuWORLD is contacted be chanoed in light of the comments

-

[i using FTP, all files can be accessed and AGENCY: Federal Aviation
mcegv,g.

, , , , , .

.

Comn3ents are specifically larited o;t downloaded but uploads are not Administration, DOT. -

'possible; a list of flies without their ACTION: Notice of proposed rulemaking the overall regulatary, ecortomic,
descriptions (narmal Copher look) will (NPRM). environmental, and energy asp, cts of.

8 SUMMARY:This document roposes the , n ted il ab beforet a bI o wi ~ adoption of a new airworthiness and after the clostrig date for comments.
' ** ss a b s a 15 directive (AD) that is applicable to in the Rules Dooket for examination by

'

g tme
Although FEDWORLD also may be Textron Lycoming ALF502L series interested persons, A report -

~

b the World Wide Web ' turb fan engines. This proposal would summarizing eacit FAA public contact
accessed throukes access to download '

i
establish reduced retirement life limits concemed with the substance of this

'

this ont provi
files and does not display the NRC for stage 1 and stage 3-7 com r3ssor proposal will be filed in the Rules

I' Rules Memt ~ disks, and stage 2 turbine dis e, and Docket. - , -

Y For more informatloc on NRC bulletin pr vide a drawdown scheduk for disks Commentets. wishing ti;e FAAto

[[
already beyond the tc:'u' otfrement , ackno)viedge receipt _ooarls call.Mr.. Arthur Davis, Systems .
life limits. 'Ihis ptopysal is prorgpt' d,by; subminedje respons,,f their. commente. niegration and Development Branch, ,

U.S Nuclear Regulatory Commission; riew life analyses of tasse components, . must submit a self-addres.this notice ;
e to

eod, staniped*

Was'aington, DC 20555.lelephorieJ301) ,'AD are interided to preventthe actions specified by theosed~ postcard on whichthe(ollowing'i ,
16 sailure, statement is rnadeL** Comments to415 -5780; e-mail AXD30nrc. gov. ,

g Single copies of the proposed rule . whleb could 'resultln an inflight oogino DocketNumber 9MNFr46/*.The .
snay be obtained by written request or shu'tdown and eitensive engme,dema8e ,. postcard will be. datpfamped andt

telefax (301-504-22f4) from. DATES: Gomments must be received by 'eturned to the x:oinmenter. .w .,

| D'stribution Services, Priating and Mall May 1,199,5' - Availabill y of MPRNis ' ''
'

Services Branch, Office of . ADDRESSES: Submit comments in
| Administration U.S. Nuclear Regulatory, triplicate to the Federal Aviation ' ~ . Any person may obtain a copy of this

Commission, Washington, DC 20555. Administration (FAA), New England NPRM by. submitting a sequest to the( Documents related to this ruleniaking, ' Region, Office of the Assistant Chief. FAA, NewEngland Region, Office of the
incio ilng comments received, may be Counsel Attention: Rules Docket No, Assistant Chief Counsel, Attentiom
examlei at the NRC Public Document 94-ANE-56,12 New England Executive Rules Docket No.84+ANE-56,12 New,

Room,1120 L Street NW. (Lower level), Park, Burlington. MA 01803-5299. England Executive Park, Burlington: MA-

Washlegton.,DC.These same documents Comments may be inspected at this . 01803-5299.

, ,
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY in-1035 " Restart os huclear Power on tue cuiriuiuitiy asasioide

COMMISSION Plant Shut Down by a Seismic Event," communications software packages. or

is being developed to provide guidance directly via Internet Backgmund

Draft Regulatory Guldes and Standard acceptable to the NRC staff for
documents on the rulemaking are also

Review Plan Sections;1ssuance, performing inspections and tests of available for downloading and viewing

Availability miclear power plant equipment and on the bulletin board.
murtuns prior t rest,u t f a p1 nt that if using a personal computer and

The Nuclear Regulatory Commiwion
hs inued for pnMir embrm drafH of D b'"',a dat doyn by a seismic acnt

modem. the NRC subsystem on

five cuides planned for its Regulatorv Q +4 PMorM can lu nn nwed due4 h
MNNN *" l#*"

Guidu Soties along wiui diafi uf duuu . General Site Suitabdity Critena for 303-9672. Communications sof tware g
su(.tions of NUREG-0300," Standard Nuclear P wer Stations, as being parameters should be set as folion g
Review Plan for the Review of Safety developed to provide guidance on the Parity to none, data bits to 8, and stop
Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power maj r site characteristics related to the bits to 1 (N,8,1). Using ANSI or VT-100
Plants." The Regulatory Guide Series Public health and safety and terminal emulation, the NRC NURECs
has been developed to describe and envimnmental issues that the NRC staff and RegGuides for Comment subsystems
make available to the ublic such cesidus in detemining the sm,tability can then be accessed by selecting the
information as methods acceptable to *' '" P kt ndard " Rules Menu" pt on from the "NRCthe NRC staff for implementing specific oposed Re on3o ra "' # "
parts of the Commission's regulations, Review Plan Section 2.5.1, " Basic ,(1 g.a

..YP" "' '''lt the "lieIp/te.;hn!gies used by the staff in Geologic and Seismic Inform.. ;on," reu rld,consu
evaluating specific problems or being developed to describe he kinds of "*""",*"",I.*"

,

astulated accidents, and data needed basic geological, seismological and
y the staffiir ts review of applications g,...ohysical information and review U"e'd d On in is rs ti 1 ."

' '" '
#he raft gui$s nd da tandard powefstat

Particularly helpful. Many NRC
T s c n s te subsystems and databases also have n

review plans are in support of proposed The Second Proposed Revisian 3 d '""P ""?"'""*" ' inter option thatamendments to 10 CFR parts 50,52, and Draft Standard Review Plan Section
-

r subsystem.
100 (59 FR 52255) that were proposed 2.5.2. " Vibratory Ground Moaon," is The NRC subsystem on FedWorld can
to update the criteria used in decisions being developed to describe proceduces also be accessed by a direct dial phone
regarding power reactor siting, to assess the ground motion potential of number for the main FedWorld BBS-
Ltcluding geologic. seismic, and seismic sources at the site and to assess 703-321-8020: Telnet via Internet:
earthquake engineering considerations the safe shutdown earthquake. fedworld. gov (192.239.93.3); File
for futuro nuclear power plants. The The Proposed Revision 3 of Draft Transfer Protocol (FTP) via Internet
draft guides are intended for Division 1, Standard Review Plan Section 2.5.3. f! .fedworld. gov (192.239.92.205); andP' Power Reactors," and Division 4 " Surface Faulting."is being developed World Wide Web using: http:n
' Environmental and Siting " d

to describe the geosciences information www fedworld. gov (this is the Uniform
DG-1932 " Identification an and review procedures needed to assess Resource Locator (URL)).

Characterization of Seismic Sources and the significance of faults to the If using a method other than the toll
setermination of Safe Shutdown suitability of the site. free number to contact Fedworld, the
l'arthquake Ground Motion," is being These drafts are being issued to
developed to provide general guidance involve the public in the early stages of NRC subsystem will be addressed from

the main Fedworld menu l>y selecting
on procedures acceptable to the NRC the development of regulatory positions
staff on cond eting geological, in these areas.These drafts have not the "F-Regulatory, Government

geophysical, cismological,nd received complete staff review and do
Administration and State Systems /

geotechnical investigations; identify ing not represent official NRC staff
then selecting "A-Regulatory ,

Information Mall." At that point, a
and characterizing seismic sources; positions.
conducting probabilistic seismic hazard Public comments are being solicited , menu will be displayed that has an

analyses; and determining the safe on these drafts. Comments should be option "A-U S Nuclear Regulatory

shutdown earthquake ground motion for accompanied by supporting data.
Commission" that will take you to the

a nuclear power plant. Written comments may be submitted to NRC Online main menu You can also
DG-1033, the Third Proposed the Rules and Review and Directives go directly to the NRC Online area by

Revision 2 to Regulatory Guide 1.12. Uranch, Division of Freedot of typing "/co nic" at a FedWorld

" Nuclear Power Plant Instrumentation Information and Publicati. Services, wnm~.. line if you access NRC from

for Earthquakes," is being developed to Office of Administration, te.S. N,a 1
~ Ps main menu, you may return

drscribe seismic instrumention type, Regulatory Commission, Wasidngton, to FeoWorld by selecting the " Return to

location, operability, and characteristics DC 20555 Copies of comments received FedWorld" option from the NRC Online *
that is acceptable to the NRC staff for may be examined at the NRC Public Main Menu }Iowever,if you access

satisfying the toquirements of the Document Room,2120 L Street, NW., NRC at Fedworld by using NRC's toll- |

Commission's regulations. Washington, DC. Comments will be free number, y ou will have full access

DG-In34," Pre Earthquake Planning most helpfulif received by May 12, to all NRC systems but you will not
have access to the main FedWorldand immediate Nuclear Power Plant 1995

Operatur Postearthquake Actions,"is Comments may be submitted system. For more information on NRC

being developed to provide guidance electronically,in either ASCII text or bulletin boards call Mr. Arthur Davis,

tcceptable to the NRC staff for a timely Wordperfect format (versioa 5.1 or Systems Integration and Development

evaluation after an earthquake of the later), by calling the NRC Electrom'c Branch, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

recorded seismic instrumentation data Bulletin Board on FedWorld. The Commission, Washington, DC 20555,

and to determine whether plant bulletin board may be accessed using telephone (301) 415-5780; o-mail j
3

shutdown is required.
~

personal computer, a modem, and one AXD3@nrc. gov

I
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-
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Fed:r l Register / Vol. 60, No. 39 / Tuesday, February 28, 1995 / Notices 10881
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I

Although a time limit is given for Commission's rules aad reenhtions panelic randidates provided to, m
tummenta vu these drafts, comments I nc Comnussmn has made appropriate Article 8 of the Unders'anding on Rules '

dnd suggestjans in Connection with findings as required by the Act and the and Procedures Governing the
items for inclusion in guides or standard Commission's rules and regulations in settlement of Disputes (DSU) and in the
review plan sections or improvements 10 CFR Chapter 1, which are set forth in Decision on Certain Dispute Settlement

, i
in all published documents am the license amendment. Procedures for the General Agreement '

| encouraged at any time. Notice of Consideration of Issuance of on Trade in Services (GATS) of the |

Regulatory guides and the Standard Amendment imd Opportunity for World Trade Organization (WTO). '

Review Plan are availablo for inspection Hearing in colmettion with this ac fion -- |
~

at the Ca m .o.; 3 PA Dow ,mt , . A .k J ; ; the Icdcra! Ah gista SUMMARY: A ho UbU provides a
Ronm.'7170 L 9troot. NW ; Wr.hingte on A PHI 17. m% (" FP ".M I) em! m.xhani30! for th > ,ettlement of
DC. Requests for single copies of drait April 21,1994, (59 FR 19031). No disputo(amnng members of the WTO. A
documenh,(which may be reproduced) request for a hearmg or etition for , three-peratun panel conducts each
or for placemtmt on 'an autorbatic loaye to intervene was ed following ' dispute settlement promeding and

' -

, distributfori list for single copies of . this notico.
. . issues a report for consideration by the' future draft guides in specific division The Commission has prepared an Dispute Settlement Body (DSB)in |

should be made in writing to the U.S. E,nvironmental Assessment related to
which representatives of all WTO

j Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the action and has determined not t members participate,
q Washington, DC 20555, Attention: prepare an environmental impact

3
Di db i and Mail Services Soction. statement. Based upt the Section 123(b) of the Uruguay Round

Telephone requests cannot be environmental assessment, the Agreements Act (URAA), Public Law
'

accommodated. Regulatory uides and Commission has concluded that the 103-405, peovides that the Trade
;

standard review plans are n issuance of this amendment will not . Representative shall seek to enst..e thati

copyrighted, and Commission approval have a significant effect on the quality persons appointed to the WTO roster are
well- ualified and that the rosterM1 em e ape b d Mis not required to reprod'uce them. f the human environment (60 FR 8739.

Pdated Februar 15,1995)..

15 U.S C. 552(a)) For further etails with respect to the the sohinct matters covered by the
n,.. ,j .. u ~ t . "- %nd tW 13 day action see (1) the application for Uruguay Round Agreements. USTR

g of Feinuary 1995. amendment dated October 15,1993, and invites citizens of the United States wi'h
For the Nuclear Emulatory Gu supplemented by letters dated April 15, appropriate qualificdom to apply Gr

,
niismon.

c nsideration as a nommee to tne rosterthemis P. Speis, and November 10,1994, and Fe'oruary
Depu ty Unuctor, Office o/Nucimr Regula tory 10 and 14,1995,(2) Amendmerd No. ~ DATES: Eligible citizens are encouraged
Hesearch 120 to License No. NPF-29, (3) the to apply by April 10,1995 to b6
|FR Doc. 95-4873 Filed 2-27-95; 8.45 aml Commission's related Safety Eval natinn, considered for nomination to the roster

I su tseo coot nema and (4) the Commission's in 1995. j
:

Environmental Assessment. Allof ti:es' FO FURTHER INFORMADON CONTACT:
'

items are available for public inspect ou For information conceming the form of2

i (Docket No. 50-416] at the Commission,s Public Document
the application, contact Sybla Harrison.Room, the Gelman Building,212f -Energy Operations, Inc. et al.; Notice of

Street NW., Washington, DC 2rd;'.,, and Legal Assistant, Office of the Generallisuance of Amendment to Facility Counsel, (202) 395-3432. For
Operating License at the local public documeni ,oom information concerning WIU i

]. located at the Judge George W 1_rocedures or the duties involved,The L,,,,. Nuclear Regulatory Armstrong Library, P.O. Box 1406, S. contaciCatherine Field AssociateCommission (Commission) has issued Commerce at Washington, Natchez, General Counsel, (202) 395-3432, orAmendment No.120 to Facility Mississippi 39120 Mark Linscott, Office of GATThvTO
i

Operating License No. NPF-29 issued to Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 21st dav Affairs, (202) 395-3063 For information
Energy Operations, Inc. (the licensee), of February 1995 relating to the GATS, contact Vanessawhich redsed the Technical For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Sciarra, Assistant General Counsel,Specifications for operation of the William D. Beckner,
Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, Unit 1, (202) 395-7305 or Richard Self, r:eputy

Duretor, Project Dimctorn fe IV- 2, DM4fon Assistant USTR for Services, (202) 395-located in Claibome County, of Reactor Projects IIIN, Office of Nuclear 4510'
'

* '

'

Mississip i. The amendmont is effective Reactor segulation.
es of the te of issuance. ""

The amendment modified the [FR Doc. 95-4871 File.12-2715; 8 45 aml to Article 8 of the DSU,tht0VTO
""" C '" *

technical specifications by replacing the Secretariat is to maintain en indicative
existing technical specifications in their list of well-quallfed govemmental and i

entirety with a new set of to'chnical n n-g vernmentalindividuals,
OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATESspecifications based on NUREG-1434 - I " 8 P''' "" * " " ' " "
TRADE REPRESENTATIVE" improved BWR-6 Technical or resented a case to a panel, taught or

Specificat;ons," dated September 1992. Notice of Opportunity To Apply For Pu lished on intemational trade law or
This amendment was based on the Nomination to the World Trade Pohey, or served as a senior trade pohcy

, licensees submittal of October 15,1993, Orgartization Dispute Settlement oFicial,of a WTO member cosmtry The
as supplemented by letters dated April Rosters of Panel Candidates indicative list will be used to assist itt
15, and November 10,1994,and the selection of panelists for dispute i
February to and 14,1995 AGENCY: Office of thq United States settlement proceedings. Panel meinbers i

The application for the amendment Trado Representative. are to be selected with a view to
complies with the standards and. ACTION: Notice of opportunity to apply ensuring a sufficiently diverse
rcquirements of the Atomic Energy Act o for nomination by the United States to background and a wide spectmm of ,I

of 1954, as amended (the Act). and the indicative lists of non-governmental experience.

-
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j DOCKET NO. PR-050,052,100
; (59FR52255)
.

!

' In the Matter of
IREACTOR SITE CRITERIA INCLUDING SEISMIC AND

EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR ?0WER
.

| PLANTS AND PROPOSED DENIAL OF PET. OF FREE ENVIRON
:

i

DATE DATE OF TITLE OR
.

SS!__ET{_____{{?_E{____{_E}{_}_]}}_?__{{?}_E{_____________________________________
D R F

! _

| 10/11/94 10/11/94 FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE - PROPOSED RULE
e

12/16/94 12/13/94 COMMENT OF ADAMS ATOMIC ENGINES, INC.'

j (ROD ADAMS, PRESIDENT) ( 1)

12/27/94 12/22/94 LTR FM NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE (THOMAS E. TIPTON)

| REQUESTING THAT COMMENT PERIOD BE EXTENDED
:

| 01/06/95 01/04/95 LTR FM MORGAN, LEWIS & BOCKIUS (L. MANNING
MUNTZING), REPRESENTING VARIOUS INTERNATIONAL

| CLIENTS, & REQUESTING EXTENSION OF COMMENT PERIOD
!

02/06/95 02/03/95 FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE EXTENDING COMMENT PERIOD
! FOR 75 DAYS AFTER STAFF GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS BECOME
i AVAILABLE (PUBLISHED 2/8/95 AT 60FR7467)
:

| 02/10/95 02/14/95 COMMENT OF AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS
; (STAFFORD E. THORNTON, P.E., PRES.) ( 2)
L

i 02/13/95 02/07/95 COMMENT OF OHIO CITIZENS FOR RESPONSIBLE ENERGY

,i (SUSAN L. HIATT, DIRECTOR) ( 3)

|

02/13/95 02/09/95 LTR FM L. MANNING MUNTZING, COUNSEL FOR THE
INTERNATIONAL SITING GROUP, ADVISING OF ADDRESS

i
CHANGE'

.

02/14/95 02/13/95 COMMENT OF GERRY C. SLAGIS ( 4)

02/14/95 02/13/95 COMMENT OF WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION .I'

(N.J. LIPARULO) ( 5)'

:

02/21/95 02/14/95 COMMENT OF CONNECTICUT YANKEE & NORTHEAST NUCLEAR
(J.F. OPEKA, EXECUTIVE VP) ( 6)

,

h 02/22/95 02/22/95 FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE EXTENDING THE COMMENT |
:

PERIOD TO MAY 12, 1995

02/24/95 02/20/95 POSTCARD FROM MARVIN LEWIS REQUESTING EXTENSION
OF COMMENT PERIOD

j

. _ _ _ .- b
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f DOCKET NO. PR-050,052,100 (59FR52255)

DATE DATE OF TITLE OR

| DOCKETED DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - . . . . . - - . . . - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

04/13/95 04/04/95 COMMENT OF ROYCE M. REINECKE ( 7)

| 04/13/95 04/04/95 COMMENT OF ROYCE M. REINECK ( 6)
l

05/11/95 05/08/95 COMMENT OF COMBUSTION ENGINEERING, INC.
! (C. B. BRINKMAN) ( 9)
|

| 05/12/95 05/12/95 COMMENT OF ADVANCED LIGHT WATER REACTOR PROGRAM

(ALBERT MACHIELS) ( 10) ;

f 05/12/95 05/11/95 COMMENT OF DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (RONALD A. MILNER) ( 11)

05/15/95 05/12/95 COMMENT OF NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE

(WILLIAM H. RASIN) ( 12);

05/13/95 05/12/95 COMMENT OF INTERNATIONAL CLIENTS OF MORGAN, LEWIS

(L. MANNING MUNTZING) ( 13)

05/25/95 05/19/95 SUPPLEMENT TO COMMENT N0. 12, PROVIDED BY THE
NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE

05/23/95 05/19/95 COMMENT OF YANKEE ATOMIC ELECTRIC COMPANY
(DR. STEPHEN P. SCHULTZ, V. P.) ( 14)

06/02/95 05/11/95 COMMENT OF KINEMETRICS, INC. (BRIAN S. HERZOG) ( 15)

06/02/95 05/11/95 COMMENT OF TU ELECTRIC (J. S. MARSHALL) ( 16)

06/07/95 06/02/95 COMMENT OF WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATON

(N. J. LIPARULO) ( 17)
!

,

1
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' RESOLUTION OF PUBLIC COMMENTS
:

i ON THE PROPOSED
i

i

SEISMIC AND EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING CRITERIA
|

FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS |

Section 100.23, Geologic and Seismic Siting Factors
to 10 CFR Part 100

and

Appendix S, Earthquake Engineering Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants
to 10 CFR Part 50

October 17, 1994 Publication

. _ - _
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| COMMENT RESOLUTION

! Stection 100.23, Geologic and Seismic Siting Factors !
to 10 CFR Part 100

1
: and
j

. Appendix S, Earthquake Engineering Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants
; to 10 CFR Part 50
1

$

|
*

;

! BACKGROUND

f The first proposed revision of the Reactor Site Criteria Including Seismic and
i Earthquake Engineering Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants (10 CFR Parts 50,. 52

; and 100) was published for public comment on October 20, 1992, (57 FR 47802).

| The availability of the draft regulatory guides and standard review plan
j section that were developed to provide guidance on meeting the proposed

regulations was published on November 25, 1992, (57 FR 55601). Because of the

: substantive nature of the changes to be made in response to public comments

j the proposed regulations and draft guidance documents were withdrawn and

i replaced with the second proposed revision of the regulations published for
j public comment on October 17, 1994, (59 FR 52255). The availability of the

draft guidance documents was published on February 28, 1995, (60 FR 10810).

| Forty letters (References 1 through 40) contain comments on the October 1992
j publication of Proposed Appendix B, " Criteria for the Seismic and Geologic

! Siting of Nuclear Power. Plants on or After [ Effective Date of the Final

! Rule)," to 10 CFR Part 100, " Reactor Site Criteria," and/or the first Proposed i

j Appendix S, " Earthquake Engineering Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to 10

: CFR Part 50, " Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities."

; The Federal Register Notice published on October 17, 1994 (59 FR 52555)
containing Proposed Section 100.23, " Geologic and Seismic Siting Factors," to,

j 10 CFR Part 100 (replacement of Proposed Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 100) and

the second Proposed Appendix S, " Earthquake Engineering Criteria for Nuclear
4

[ Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50 reflect the only documentation pertaining to
; 'NRC staff evaluation and implementation of all comments provided in References

: 1 to 40.

3

1
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1

*
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f

:

|

The resolution of comments contained below relate to the October 17, 1994 ;

publication. |

| RESOLUTION OF COMENTS ON SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

i
' Acolicability

| la. "The proposed regulatory action would apply to applicants who apply for
a construction permit, operating license, preliminary design approval,
final design approval, manufacturing license, early site permit, design

L. certification, or combined license ..." This statement does not
; explicitly indicate whether or not the proposed revisions would apply to
L the Mined Geologic Disposal System (MGDS). (Reference 41)

! lb "The proposed regulatory action would apply to applicants who apply for
| a construction permit, operating license, preliminary design approval,

final design approval, manufacturing license, early site permit designI

certification, of combined license ..." This statement does not
explicitly indicate whether or not the proposed revisions would apply to
a Monitored Retrievable Storage (MRS) facility. (Reference 41)

Resoonse. Although Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100 is titled " Seismic and

j Geologic Siting Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," it is also
referenced in two other parts of the regulation. They are (1) Part 40,
" Domestic Licensing of Source Material," Appendix A, " Criteria Relating
to the Operation of Uranium Mills and the Disposition of Tailings or
Waste Produced by the Extraction or Concentration of Source Material
from Ores Processed Primarily for Their Source Material Content,"
Section I, Criterion 4(e), and (2) Part 72, " Licensing Requirements for !

the Independent Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High-Level Radioactive
Waste," Paragraphs (a)(2), (b) and (f)(1) of s72.102.

The referenced applicability of Section 100.23 to other than power
reactors, if considered appropriate by the NRC, would be a separate
rulemaking. That rulemaking would clearly state the applicability of
Section 100.23 to a MRS or other facility. In addition, NUREG-1451

will remain the NRC staff technical position on seismic siting issues
pertaining to a MGDS until it is superseded through a rulemaking,
revision of NUREG-1451, or other appropriate mechanism.

(

|
'

3
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Y

Section VfB)(3) " Uncertainties and Probabilistic Methods"'

1. It is stated that "Because so little is known about earthquake
phenomena..-" Use of the expression "so little is known" creates a
false impression of the current state of knowledge about earthquake

,

phenomena. Although our understanding of earthquake phenomena remains
uncertain, quantum advances in knowledge have been made during the past
25 years. With these very significant advances, geoscientists now have.

much more confidence than previously in expressions of uncertainty
regarding interpretations of inputs to a probabilistic seismic hazard
analyses; and these can be fully accounted for in the uncertainty in the
seismic hazard results. The language of the regulation should reflect'

these very positive developments. (Reference 41)

: Responsql The statement will be revised to put less emphasis on the
negative as follows: "Because of uncertainties about earthquake
phenomena (especially in the eastern United States), there have often>

been differences of opinion and differing....."-

2. The key elements of the NRC's proposed balanced approach are listed.
The wording of the fourth element should be revised to indicate that the

,

geoscience investigations refer to site-specific data, or new regional !
data, or a combination of the two. (Reference 41),

Resoonse: It refers to both regional and site investigations. The
,

1 element will be revised to: " Determine if information from the regional
and site geoscience investigations....."

Section VfB)(5). "Value of the Operatina Basis Earthauake Ground Motion (0 bel
and Reauired OBE Analysis."

,

Does not support the NRC staff's position to not require explicit design
analysis for the Operating Basis Earthquake Ground Motion (0BE). The
staff's position is not sound, not technically justified, and not
appropriate for the design of Section III pressure-retaining components.
It is not possible to inspect to verify that cyclic fatigue effects for
the OBE are insignificant. There is no technical basis to state that
OBE should not control the design of safety systems. It is not4

'

technically justified to assume that Section III components will remain
within applicable stress limits at one-third of the SSE. Equipment
necessary for continued operation, but not required for safe shutdown,
is not required to be designed for OBE nor SSE.

The following specific comments [1 through 7] pertain to the*

supplemental information to the proposed regulations, item V(B)(5),
"Value of the Operating Basis Earthquake Ground Motion (0BE) and
Required OBE Analysis." Comments are limited to the design of pressure-
retaining components to the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Section III,

' rules. (Referoce 42)

4



_

|

L

|

| 1. Regarding the soundness of SSE only design:

"For instance, the NRC staff, SECY-79-300, suggested that design
for a single limiting event and inspection and evaluation for
earthquakes in excess of some specified limit may be the most
sound regulatory approach."

| This is not a sound regulatory approach if it is not feasible to inspect
! for cyclic damage to all the pressure-retaining components. It is not
i feasible to inspect. Many components are not accessible. Even if
| accessible, the components may be covered with insulation. Even if

there is not insulation or the insulation is removed, it is not feasible
to inspect to determine the amount of the fatigue life used by the OBE
cyclic loads. It is not feasible to inspect for crack initiation on the

,

inside of the component in all critical areas. Even if it were feasible 1
'

L to inspect for cracks, it is possible to have an unacceptable amount of- |
L fatigue life used by the OBE without crack initiation. Visually i
; inspecting for permanent deformation, or leakage, or failed component ;

; supports is certainly not adequate to determine cyclic damage.

Response. SECY-79-300, " Identification of Issues Pertaining to Seismic
and Geologic Siting Regulation, Policy, and Practice for Nuclear Power |

Plarts," informed the Commission of the status of the staff's
roassessment of Appendix A, " Seismic and Geologic Siting Criteria for
Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part 100, " Reactor Site Criteria." The
cited statement appeared in an enclosure (Enclosure B, Section 2.4)
discussing issues arising from engineering requirements in Appendix A, !

procedures for providing an interface of these requirements with |
geologic and seismic input, and with matters involving scientific and |

engineering conservatism. In a related area (Enclosure A, Section 2.4),
the NRC staff informed the Commission about problems in applying the
Appendix A requirement that the plant must be shut down and inspected if
ground motion in excess of that corresponding to the OBE occurs because
there is no definitive shutdown guidance or inspection criteria.

!

The proposed regulations is similar to the statement in SECY-79-300 in
that it allowed plants to be designed for a single limiting event (the ;

SSE) and inspected and evaluated for earthquake in excess of some
specified limit (the OBE) when and if it occurred. Also, the proposed ;

- regulation allowed for the plant to be designed at both the SSE and OBE

| 1evels. Earlier concerns expressed in SECY-79-300 regarding OBE

| exceedance and shutdown / restart guidelines have been resolved. A

| criterion to determine OBE exceedance is described in Regulatory Guide

5
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i
;

j 1.166, " Pre-Earthquake Planning and Immediate Nuclear Power Plant

Operator Postearthquake Actions," (Draft was DG-1034). Postearthquake

inspection and evaluation guidance is described in Regulatory Guide
i 1.167, " Restart of a Nuclear Power Plant Shut Down by an Seismic Event,"
'

(Draft was DG-1035). The guidance is not limited to visual inspections, I
it includes inspections, tests, and analyses including fatigue analysis.

: t

2. Regarding OBE controlling design:
'

"In SECY-90-016, " Evolutionary Light Water Reactor (LWR)
. Certification Issues and Their Relationship to Current Regulatory
!' Requirements," the NRC staff states that it agrees that the OBE

should not control the design of safety systems."

There is no technical basis for stating that the OBE should not control i

3 the design of safety systems. Based on my knowledge of current plant
designs, I can state that if there are five OBE's of the magnitude of' ,one-half the SSE expected to occur in the life of the plant, then OBE i

will control the design of the piping systems. And in this case, OBE i

should control the design. The cyclic effects of the repeated
earthquakes have to be considered in the design of the component to
ensure pressure boundary integrity throughout the life, especially if
th9 SSE can occur after the lower level earthquakes. !

The appropriate action is to define the magnitude of the OBE that is
.

expected to occur, and to require the component manufacturer to design !

for the OBE. It appears that NRC is assuming the liability for the
proper design of a pressure-retaining component for a lower level ,i

earthquake. It should be the N certificate holder's responsibility to
provide a component that is structurally and functionally adequate for
both the OBE and the SSE.

Response. The hRC staff agrees that the cyclic effects of repeated
earthquakes have to be considered in the design of the components to
ensure' pressure boundary integrity. The NRC staff has identified
actions necessary for the design of structures, systems, and components
when the OBE design requirement is eliminated (these actions include
fatigue analysis). A discussion pertaining to these actions (provided
in SECY-93-087, Issue I.M), is included within supplemental information
item V(B)(5) of the proposed regulation. The guidelines in SECY-93-087
provide a level of fatigue design for the piping equivalent to that
currently provided in the Standard Review Plan Section 3.9.2.

" so, The NRC staff has concluded that design requirements based on an.

est mated OBE magnitude at the plant site and the number of events

6

-
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I

expected during the plant life will lead to low design values that will
not control the design thus resulting in unnecessary analyses.

3. Regarding explicit response or design analyses:

"The proposed regulation would allow the value of the OBE to be
set at (1) one-third or less of the SSE, where OBE requirements
are satisfied without an explicit response or design analysis.. "

| The OBE requirements are - ". . . components . . . . shall remain functional
' and within applicable stress, strain and deformation limits when

subjected to the effects of the OBE in combination with normal operating !

loads.";

It is not technically justified to assume that Section III components
will remain within applicable stress limits (Level B limits) at one-
third the SSE. The Section III acceptance criteria for Level D (for an
SSE) is completely different than that for Level B (for an OBE)'. The
Level D criteria is based on surviving the extremely-low probability SSE

.
load. Gross structural deformations are possible, and it is expected

| that the component will have to be replaced. Cyclic effects are not
considered. For Level B, the component must be designed to withstand
the cyclic effects of the earthquake load and all other cyclic Level A
and B loads without damage requiring repair.

In order for the assumption to be valid -- that at one-third SSE, the
Level B criteria is satisfied for a component designed for the SSE --
the cyclic fatigue damage from the OBE must be insignificant. It is
highly improbable that the fatigue damage from the OBE will be
insignificant unless the component is designed for the OBE.

Response. The following is extracted from SECY-93-087, " Policy,
Technical and Licensing Issues Pertaining to Evolutionary and Advanced
Light-Water Reactor (ALWR) Designs," Issue I.M, " Elimination of
Operating-Basis Earthquake."

"A designer of piping systems considers the effects of
primary and secondary stresses and evaluates fatigue caused
by repeated cycles of loading. Primary stresses are induced
by the inertial effects of vibratory motion. The relative

motion of anchor points induces secondary stresses. The
repeating seismic stress cycles induce cyclic effects
(fatigue).

l

( After reviewing these aspects, the staff concludes that, for
primary stresses, if the OBE is established at one-third the

7
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|

| SSE, the SSE load combinations control the piping design
; when the earthquake contribution dominates the load )
| combination. Therefore, the staff concludes that j
j eliminating the OBE piping stress load combination for I

1 primary stresses in piping systems will not significantly
reduce existing safety margins.,

:

Eliminating the OBE will, however, directly affect the
current methods used to evaluate the adequacy of cyclic and
secondary stress effects in the piping design. Eliminating
the OBE from the load combination could cause uncertainty in
evaluating the cyclic (fatigue) effects of earthquake-
induced motions in piping systems and the relative motion
effects of piping anchored to equipment and structures at
various~ elevations because both of these effects are
currently evaluated only for OBE loadings

Accordingly, to account for earthquake cycles in the fatigue
analysis of piping systems, the staff proposes to develop
guidelines for selecting a number of SSE cycles at a
fraction of the peak amplitude of the SSE. These guidelines
will provide a level of fatigue design for the piping
equivalent to that currently provided in the standard review
plan (SRP) (NUREG-0800)."

Positions pertaining to the elimination of the'0perating Basis
Earthquake were proposed in SECY-93-087. Commission approval is

documented in a memorandum from Samuel J. Chilk to James M. Taylor, i

Subject: SECY-93-087 - Policy, Technical and Licensing Issues Pertaining
to Evolutionary and Advanced Light-Water Reactor (ALWR) Designs, dated
July 21, 1993.

4. Regarding the.0BE and PRA insights:
i

"There is high confidence that, at this ground-motion level with
,

other postulated concurrent loads, most critical structures,
systems, and components will not. exceed currently used design
limits. This is ensured, in part, because PRA insights will be
used to support a margins-type assessment of seismic events."

8
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i

!.
This technical position is not valid for Section III pressure-retaining !
components. As stated under comment 3, cyclic effects are not

: considered for the SSE. There is no possible way to predetermine that
. the cyclic effects at o.ne-third SSE are insignificant without evaluating '

specific configurations. To say that PRA insights from a margins-type*

assessment will ensure that Level B design limits will be satisfied at
: one-third SSE is completely wrong.
,

Response. See response to comment 3.3
'

i

| 5. Regarding NRC proposed criteria:
4

! "Also, the NRC staff has evaluated the effect on safety of
: eliminating the OBE from the design load combinations for selected
I structures, systents, and components and has developed proposed ,

criteria for an analysis using only the SSE." '

i

!

The proposed criteria referred to is the proof that "SSE only".is not a l3
- prudent regulatory approach. In order to ensure that the OBE |
j requirements are satisfied at one-third SSE, the NRC staff is requiring I

a fatigue evaluation for two SSE's for the ABWR. This may be more I
; restrictive than designing for five OBE's at one-third SSE. Consider )' what has happened. The NRC staff realized that it is not sufficient for I

: Section III components to be designed only for the SSE. They are |
; requiring an explicit fatigue analysis so that the OBE requirements will '

be satisfied. The bottom line is that the NRC staff, in implementing4

"SSE only," have required an explicit for an equivalent OBE loading. A
better approach would be to design for the OBE.,

Response. The proposed criteria is a prudent regulatory approach. On
the basis of analysis, tests, and engineering judgement, the NRC staff
has determined the design produced using SSE load combinations, in
general, envelop the load combinations produced using the OBE. For

~

specific situations such as piping, where eliminating the OBE will
directly affect the current methods used to evaluate the adequacy of

,

cyclic and secondary stress effects in the piping design procedures have
! beendeveloped(seeresponsetocomment3). I

1

$ 6. Regarding required plant shutdown:

" Prior to resuming operations, the licensee will be required to ,

! demonstrate to the Commission that no functional damage has ;

occurred to those features necessary for continued operation )
without undue risk to the health and safety of the public." i,

4 1

| 'If the applicant does not do an analysis and design for one-third SSE,
f the applicant is required to shutdown and inspect if the one-third SSE

occurs. Obviously, the assumption is that the applicant can inspect to
determine if there is damage to the Section III components. It is not !

9
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i

i
.

possible to ins.pect to determine if there is cyclic damage to the,

Section III pressure-retaining components. The damage that has to be '

assessed is the effect of the cyclic loads on the life of the component.
, ,

You are not inspecting for permanent deformations, leaks, or bent or
failed supports. If these conditions occur at one-third SSE, then the,

; plant seismic design is obviously deficient. You need to determine that
the cyclic effects are not significant. This is impossible to determine

! by inspection. The question that has to be answered it whether the
i fatigue usage factor from the OBE is acceptable. The acceptability of

the fatigue usage factor for a specific component is dependant on the'

i severity of all the other cyclic loads on the component. The cyclic
! effects from the OBE for a component with high fatigue damage from

service conditions, a pressurizer surge line or a nozzle subject to flow-
.

stratification effects for example, would have to be insignificant. The.

fatigue " damage" from the OBE cannot be determined by inspection.-

; Analysis is the only method to verify that the OBE cyclic effects are
within acceptable limits. The only reasonable approach is to perform
the OBE fatigue analyses as part of the component design process. ;

Response. Postearthquake inspection and evaluation guidance is '

described in Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1035, " Restart of a Nuclear Power
Plant Shut Down by an Seismic Event." The guidance is not limited to
visual inspections, it includes inspections, tests, and analyses
including fatigue analysis. '

7. Regarding equipment seismic design:

"The Operating Basis Earthquake Ground Motion (0BE) is the
vibratory ground motion for which those features of the nuclear
power plant necessary for continued operation without undue risk '

to the health and safety of the public will remain functional."

"The Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion (SSE) is the vibratory
ground motion for which certain structures, systems, and
components must be designed to remain functional." [Three types of
equipment are described.]

There is one major flaw in the "SSE only" design approach. The
.

equipment designed for SSE is limited to the equipment necessary to
assure the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, to
shutdown the reactor, and to prevent or mitigate accident consequences.
The equipment designed for SSE is only part of the equipment "necessary
for continued operation without undue risk to the health and safety of
the public." Hence, by this rule, it is possible that some equipment
necessary for continued operation will not te designed for SSE or OBE
effects.

I am disappointed that a proposed rule would be published with flaws in
the technical logic. Perhaps the approach of designing for the SSE only
is adequate for building structures designed to AISC rules, but this
approach is certainly not adequate for Section III pressure-retaining

10
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!
a

i

I

,

; components. There appears to be a lack of understanding of the Section
III design requirements and the significance of seismic loads. To<

assume that the component stresses will be within the Section III Level
B code requirements at 1/3 the SSE if the component is designed for the |
SSE is not valid. To assume that an applicant can properly inspect the !'

safety related components after an OBE earthquake to determine that the i
abil"y of the components to function for the remaining life has not |

4

i beer. .mpaired is unreasonable. The potential problem is detrimental
1

impact on the fatigue life from the cyclic OBE loading. There is no 1

feasible way to inspect for detrimental impact on fatigue life.
.

! It is not prudent to design only for SSE, and to assume that there will
i be no cyclic damage from the OBE. I see no reason to compromise the

seismic design of the plant. It is inappropriate to assume that design
! for OBE is not required without even knowing the component

.

|j. configuration.
l

We do have a problem in the industry with the present requirements.
; Requiring design for five OBE events at 4 SSE is unrealistic for most
'

(all?) sites and requires an excessive and unnecessary number of seismic
supports. The solution is to properly define the OBE magnitude and the
number of events expected during the life of the plant. And to require
design for that loading. OBE may or may not control the design. But
you cannot assume, before you have the seismicity defined and before you
have a component design, that OBE will not govern the design.

The problem with not designing for OBE can be simply stated. The
pressure-retaining component may be designed to the fatigue limit for
other Level A and B loads (for example, thermal transients). In this
situation, OBE stresses above the endurance limit reduce the operational
life of the component. It is highly improbable that OBE stresses will
be below the endurance limit. The only way to accept the OBE stress
cycles is to accept lower margins of safety. This is compromising the
design of the plant, and is unnecessary. Design for OBE, if the OBE
magnitude is reasonably defined, will not result in an excessive number
of seismic supports.

The rule refers to "new information and research results." The newest !

information and research results is the Northridge earthquake and the j
Kobe earthquake. In the Northridge earthquake, steel building members

'

cracked and this behavior was unexpected. In the Kobe earthquake, a
seismically designed elevated highway toppled over, and this behavior
was unexpected. What I have learned from these events and earlier
earthquakes, is that our understanding of seismic response is limited.
Conventional wisdom is that ductile steel piping systems will not fail
in a single earthquake event. But in a recent NRC/EPRI program on ,

dynamic reliability, undegraded piping components failed in a single '

earthquake event. The loadings were extreme in most cases, but the j

failure in a single event was not expected, j

The intent of the rule making, to uncouple the OBE and the SSE, is a
necessary change in the seismic requirements.

11
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Response. It is not possible that some equipment necessary for I

continued afg operation will not be designed for SSE or OBE effects. I

General Design Criterion 2, " Design Bases for Protection Against Natural )
Phenomena," of Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that nuclear power plant structures, |

systems, and components important to safety be designed to withstand the
effects of earthquakes without loss of capability to perform their
safety functions. The criteria in Appendix S to 10 CFR Part 50

l

implement General Design Criterion 2 insofar as it requires structures,
systems, and components important to safety to withstand the effects of

,

earthquakes. Regulatory Guide 1.29, " Seismic Design Classification," i

describes a method acceptable to the NRC staff for identifying and |
classifying those features of light-water-cooled nuclear power plants
that should be designed to withstand the effects of the SSE.

|
|

Currently, components which are designed for OBE only include components '

such as waste holdup tanks. As noted in the Supplemental Information,
Section VII, Future Regulatory Actions, regulatory guides related to ;

these components will be revised to provide alternative design
requirements.

See response to comments 3 and 5 for discussions on stress limits and i

fatigue.

RESOLUTION OF COMMENTS ON SECTION 100.23

(a) Aeolicability.

1. The language relevant to an applicant under Part 50 appears to be
intended to avoid "backfitting" the new criteria in lieu of that used to
obtain the construction permit originally. Unfortunately, the words
shall comply unnecessarily imposes retention of the original Appendix A
criteria on such applicants. Although unlikely, an applicant already
holding a construction permit may elect to apply the new methodology and
criteria. Replace "shall comply" with "may elect to demonstrate
compliance with the seismic and geologic siting criteria in Subpart A or
B to Part 100 of this Chapter." (Reference 43)

Response. The NRC will address this request on a case-by-case basis
rather than through a generic change to the regulations. This situation

12
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i
,

1

| pertains to a limited number of facilities in various stages of
construction. Some of the issues that must be addressed by the

. applicant and NRC during the operating license review include
j differences between the design bases derived from the current and

amended regulations (Appendix A to Part 100 and Section 100.23,,

respectively), and earthquake engineering criteria such as, OBE design
requirements and OBE shutdown requirements.

| (d)(1) Determination of the Safe Shutdown Earthauake Ground Motion.

i 1. Determination of the SSE is based upon an evaluation that includes
! investigation of geological and seismological information and the

results of a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis. Addressing
; uncertainties is an inherent part of the process.
<

| Based upon prior licensing decisions and scientific evaluations
(Systematic Evaluation Program, Appendix A evaluations, LLNL, and EPRI)

; it seems reasonable to only perform detailed confirmatory site
investigations (Regulatory Guide 1.132) at existing sites. Standardized
0.3g advanced plant designs are sufficiently robust to bound the seismic.

!.

design attributes of all nuclear power plants at current sites.
Inclusion of these simplified requirements for existing sites represents I
a significant step toward predictable and cost-effective licensing.4

|

; Revise to read (substitution in italics): " Determination of the Safe
; Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion. The Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground
j Motion for the site is characterized by both horizontal spectra and
; vertical free-field ground motion response spectra at the free ground
: surface. The Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion for the site is

based upon the investigations required by paragraph (c) of this section4

and the results of a probabilistic selsnic hazard analysis.
Selsnological and geological uncertainties are inherent in these
determinations and are captured by the probabilistic analysis. Suitable
sensitivity analyses may also be used to evaluate uncertainties.
Paragraph IV (a)(1) of Appendix S to Part 50 of this Chapter defines the
minimum Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion for design. Based upon
prior scientific findings and ifcensing decisions at existing nuclear
power plant sites east of the Rocky Mountain Front (east of
approximately 105 west longitude), a 0.3g Standardized design level is
acceptable at these sites given confirmatory foundation evaluations."
(Reference 43)

Resoonse. (1) Determination of the Safe Shutdown Earth Ground Motion.
Your recommended rewording is another way of saying the same thing, but
places less emphasis on site-specific investigations relative to the
PSHA than the current wording. We regard the current wording as better
reflecting the proper priorities. Site specific investigations
(regional and site geological, seismological, geophysical, and

13
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geotechnical) are of prime importance in deriving the bases for the SSE.
It must not be forgotten that if all of the data that is needed about a :

site to determine the SSE could be obtained through site-specific |
investigations, a PSHA would not be' necessary. However, because of |

uncertainties, at the present time, more reliance must be placed on !
PSHA's than may be necessary in the future when more information is |
available. I

4

Paragraph IV(a)(1) of Appendix S to Part 50. Investigations at most of <

:

the existing sites will more than likely be confirmatory if the initial
.

Iinvestigations were thorough, and there has not been too much lag time
'

since the initial investigations were accomplished and the results
ireviewed by the NRC. However, in many cases it may be necessary to

carry out more extensive investigations than are usually considered as
" confirmatory" investigations because: (1) the state-of-the-science is
rapidly changing as new information is derived from every earthquake '

that occurs, and from ongoing research; (2) applicants may elect not to
use the standard design plant and justify an SSE different than 0.3g;
and (3) it will often be necessary, even for standard design sites, to ;

determine a site-specific SSE as the design basis for other, non- ;

standard design, safety-related structures, systems or components such j
as dams, reservoirs, intake and discharge facilities, etc. j

:

The current wording in the proposed regulation most accurately
,

represents the NRC staff's position on this issue. |

2. Proposes that at existing eastern U.S. sites (rock or soil), or at i

eastern U.S. rock sites not located in areas of high seismicity (for :
example, Charleston, South Carolina, New Madrid, Missouri, Attica, New |
York) a 0.3g standardized ALWR design is acceptable and only evaluations i
of foundation conditions at the site are required (Regulatory Guide '

1.132), but not geologic / geophysical seismological investigations. For
other sites a DG-1032 review is required. |

Proposes that 10 CFR Part 100 Section 100.23(d)(1) be modified to !
reflect this consideration as follows:

,

3

" Determination of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion. The Safe i

Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion for the site is characterized by both
horizontal and vertical free-field ground motion response spectra at the ;

free ground surface. The Safe shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion for the .

^1te is based upon the investigations required by paragraph (c) of this |

|
14 )
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|
! section and the results of a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis.
! Seismological and geologic uncertainties are inherent in these

determinations and are captured by the probabilistic analysis. Suitable
! sensitivity analyses may also be used to evaluate uncertainties.
' Paragraph IV(a) (1) of Appendix S to Part 50 of this Chapter defines the

minimum Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion for design. Based upon
prior scientific findings and licensing decisions at existing nuclear

| power plant sites east of the Rocky Mountain Front (east of
| approximately 105 west longitude) a 0.3g Standardized design level is
| acceptable at these sites given confirmatory foundation evaluations.
| For rock sites not in areas of known seismic activity including but not

limited to the regions around New Madrid, M0, Charleston, SC, and
, Attica, New York, a 0.3g Standardized design level is acceptable given
| confirmatory foundation evaluations at the site." (Reference 44)

Response. Although some of the suggested wording may improve the
readability of the text, the staff does not agree with the basic
philosophy of the recommended modification for the following reasons:

1. The suggested modification brings back a prescriptive element
which we have tried to eliminate in revising the siting document.
It is more appropriate to include such a modification in
Regulatory Guide 1.165 (Draft was DG-1032). The st6ff's position,

regarding the application of the 0.3g ALWR design is addressed in
the main body of the draft guide, and in Appendix D.

2. A standard design of 0.3g does not preclude the need to conduct a
thorough regional and site area investigation. The standard plant
is designed for 0.3 , but other safety related components aren't9

part of the standard design plan. Such components include

emergency cooling ponds and associated dams levees, spillways,
etc., and they will have to be designed to the appropriate level
based on regional and site geological, seismological, geophysical,

i

and geotechnical investigations.
|

3. The level of investigations for a standard design plant or any
| additional unit sited on a previously validated site depends on

when that site was previously validated, the complexity of the
geology and seismology of the region and site, the advent of new
information or hypotheses about regional tectonics, and the kinds
of methods used and the thoroughness applied in using those

|
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,

methods in the original investigations and analyses. The

investigations can range anywhere between a literature review to a
very extensive investigation program.

4. The discovery of the Meers Fault and the paleoseismic evidence for
a large prehistoric earthquake in the Wabash Valley are examples
in the central and eastern U.S. of the occurrences of events of
great significance to the seismic hazard to those regions that
were unknown until regional investigations were performed. Thus,
we expect that evidence for similar, currently unknown tectonic
structures or events is present in the CEUS.

'

Based on the above factors, the level of investigations could vary
considerably, therefore, it would be inappropriate to make the
modifications recommended.

:
l

RESOLUTION OF COMMENTS ON APPENDIX S TO PART 50

| General Information

1. Mandate the retrofit of existing nuclear power plants in extremely
,

| active seismic zones with the most recent ASCE seismic design and
'

engineering criteria. The requirements should be phased in a manner to
take effect at individual reactors at the time of relicensing to ease
the financial impact on the licensees. (Reference 45)

Response. This regulation is applicable to applicants for a design
certification, combined license, construction permit or operating'

license on or after the effective date of the final rule. Because the

|
requested change pertains to existing (operating) nuclear power plants
it is beyond the scope of this rulemaking. The regulations pertaining

'

to relicensing are contained in 10 CFR Part 54, " Requirements for

| Renewal of Operating Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants." Further, If

| the NRC staff were to change the licensing bases for operating plants
! the burden would be on the staff to ensure that the backfit requirements

stated in Section 50.109, "Backfitting," to 10 CFR Part 50, " Domestic
Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities," are met.

I

| 16
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2. Thera are several phrases that are used in the regulation that should be !3

| modified to make the regulation more stable from a licensing point of '

view. The following phrases and others that are similar in nature -

| should be modified: (Reference 46) :
:

2a. ... certain structures, systems, and components ..." should read:
.

"
;

' " ... certain structures, systems, and components as identified in
1

L Regulatory Guides XXX ..." By referencing the regulatory guides, i

the vagueness of the statement is eliminated from the rule and the
description of the structures, systems and components can be4

changed, if necessary, via changes to the regulatory guides."4

Response. Regulatory guides are issued to describe and make available
to the public such information as methods acceptable to the NRC staff

|

for implementing specific parts of the Commission's regulations, .!
t

techniques used by staff in evaluating specific problems or postulated
accidents, and guidance to applicants. The Introduction section of the
guide cites the applicable regulations pertaining to the guidance.
Regulatory guides are not cited in regulations. The regulation was not ;

changed.

2b. ... without loss of capability to perform their safety functions"" i

should read: ... without loss of capability to perform their"

intended functions." The components perform a function and not a '

" safety" function -- components may be part of a safety system or
a non-safety system. There are other sentences which have a
similar phraseology -- for example, item c below. These sentences
should be similarly modified. ;

Response. The term " safety function" is synonymous with terminology
codified in other regulations; for example, General Design Criterion 2,
" Design Bases for Protection Against Natural Phenomena," of Appendix A,
" General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50.
The regulation was not changed.

2c. "The required safety functions of structures, systems, and
components must be assured ..." should read: "The required
functions of structures, systems, and components must be assured
per the guidelines provided in Regulatory Guide XXX ..." The
change shows that the regulatory guide contains guidance as to how
a future license applicant can provide " assurance."

Response. See response to comments 2(a) and 2(b). The regulation was
not changed.

17
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|

Definitions |

| 1. The parenthetical phrase in the definition of response spectrum should '

be changed to (acceleration, velocity, and displacement) (not "or" '

displacement]. Displacement is also involved in a response spectrum.
(Reference 41) '

j Response. There are situations where it is only necessary for the ,

| response spectrum plot to show one of the three parameters depicted; for .

| example, a plot of .ecelerations and frequencies. The definition was
not changed.

I Safe Shutdown Earthouake Ground Motion
:

1. Incorporate the seismic design and engineering criteria of ASCE Standard !
,

! 4, " Seismic Analysis of Safety-Related Nuclear Structures and Commentary
on Standard for Seismic Analysis of Safety-Related Nuclear Structures," :
into Part 100 to strengthen the basis for the requirements. (Reference
45)

|

|
Response. The supplemental information to the proposed regulations, |
item VB(2), " Remove Detailed Guidance from the Regulation," cites that

; the current regulation (Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100) is too detailed,
containing both requirements and guidance to satisfy the requirements. .

It further notes that having detailed assessments cast in a regulation
has caused difficulty for applicants and the NRC staff in terms of
inhibiting the use of needed latitude in judgement. Also, it has

! inhibited flexibility in applying basic principals to new situations and
! the use of evolving methods of analysis (for instance, probabilistic) in

the licensing process. Therefore, the Commission has determined that
i new regulations will be more streamlined containing only basic

requirements with guidance being provided in regulatory guides and, to

i some extent, in standard review plan sections. Therefore, it is common
NRC practice not to reference publications such as ASCE Standard 4 (an
analysis, not design standard) in its regulations. Rather, publications
such as ASCE Standard 4 are cited in regulatory guides and standard

| review plan sections. ASCE Standard 4 is cited in the 1989 revision of
Standard Review Plan Sections 3.7.1, 3.7.2, and 3.7.3.

i

Operatina Basis Earthauake Ground Motion

i 1. Supports the NRC staff's position to not require explicit design
! analysis for the Operating Basis Earthquake Ground Motion (OBE) if its

| 18
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peak acceleration is less than one-third of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake
Ground Motion (SSE). The OBE for ABB-CE's System 80+" is less than

: one-third of the SSE. The supporting analysis has already been reviewed
| and approved by the NRC staff in NUREG-1462, " Final Safety Evaluation

Report Related to the Certification of the System 80, Design."
(Reference 47)

Surface Deformation i

1. There is no definite indication of the type of deformation that must be
considered. A clear distinction should be made between tectonic and ;

non-tectonic deformation; and the design actions appropriate for both 2

provided. (Reference 41)
,

1

Response. The definition of surface deformation in Appendix S to 10 CFR |

Part 50 addresses tectonic surface deformation as a subset of surface
deformation. Therefore, it is not necessary for the discussion in the
regulation (Paragraph IV(b)) to distinguish between surface tectonic and
nontectonic deformations. In addition, Section 100.23(d), " Geologic and
Seismic Siting Factors," to 10 CFR Part 100 requires, in part, that the
geologic and seismic siting factors considered for design include the i

potential for surface tectonic and nontectonic deformations. i

)
With regard to including a discussion on design actions appropriate for
both surface tectonic and nor, tectonic deformations, the Commission has i

determined that new regulations will be more stresmiined containing only
basic requirements; guidance will be provided in regulatory guides and,
to some extent, in standard review plan sections as appropriate.
Therefore, design actions will not be provided in the regulation. The
response to comment C1 contains additional discussion on the removal of
detailed guidance from the regulation.

2. The required consideration of aftershocks is confusing and not needed.
| It has been recognized from early in the NRC's implementation of seismic

design requirements that design for the SSE is more than adequate to
account for any vibratory ground motion due to aftershocks.
Alternatively, clarifying language should be added indicating
aftershocks are fully considered in SSE design. (Reference 41),

|
Response. The reference to aftershocks will be deleted. One of the

changes to the Appendix A to Part 100, Safe Shutdown Earthquake

requirements was the deletion of the phrase " including aftershocks."

19
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i :

|

The recommended change will make the aftershock requirements in.

j Paragraphs IV(b), " Surface Deformation, and IV(a)(1), " Safe Shutdown

| Earthquake Ground Motion," of Appendix S to 10 CFR Part 50 consistent.

!
'

3. When surface deformation is identified as a hazard at a site, the
determination of appropriate design parameters will specifically include,

j a determination of its spatial characteristics. The requirement to
; postulate the occurrence of the load in any direction and azimuth and
! under any part of the nuclear plant is inappropriate, and should be
; removed. (Reference 41)
:
.

; Resoonse. The regulation specifically states if and how spatial
,

characteristics for surface deformation must be considered in design..

The same requirements are contained in Paragraph VI(b)(3) of Appendix A

j to Part 100 (effective December 1973). A technical justification
' stating why it is inappropriate to require the postulated occurrence of i

the load in any direction and azimuth and under any part of the nuclear
,

plant was not provided. The regulation was not changed. |

;
.

I

l
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Foreword i

The first proposed revision of the Reactor Site Criteria Including Seismic and
Earthquake Engineering Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants (10 CFR Parts 50, 52
and 100) was published for public comment on October 20, 1992, (57 FR 47802).

| The availability of the draft regulatory guides and standard review plan
t section that were developed to provide guidance on meeting the proposed

regulations was published on November 25, 1992, (57 FR 55601). Because of the |
. substantive nature of the changes to be made in response to public comments ;
L the proposed regulations and draft guidance documents were withdrawn and '

|' replaced with the second proposed revision of the regulatione oublished for
i public comment on October 17, 1994, (59 FR 52255). The availability of the

draft guidance documents was published on February 28,1995, (6(, FR 10810).

The following draft regulatory guides and draft standard review plan sections
were published for public comment in February 1995:

! Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1032, " identification and Characterization of
Seismic Sources and Determination of Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion",

| (now identified as Regulatory Guide 1.165)

Standard Review Plan Section 2.5.1, Revision 3, " Basic Geologic and
Seismic Infcrmation"

! Standard Review Plan Section 2.5.2, Revision 3, " Vibratory Ground
Motion"

!

! Standard Review Plan Section 2.5.3, Revision 3, " Surface Faulting"

Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1033, " Nuclear Power Plant Instrumentation for
Earthquakes" (now identified as Regulatory Guide 1.12, Revision 2)_

! Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1034, " Pre-Earthquake Planning and Immediate
, Nuclear Power Plant Operator Post-Earthquake Actions" (now identified as ;
! Regulatory Guide 1.166)

Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1035, " Restart of a Nuclear Power Plant Shut
Down by a Seismic Event" (now identified as Regulatory Guide 1.167)

|

|
<

I

i
'

I

! i
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! 1 Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1032 and Standard Review Plan
Sections 2.5.1, 2.5.2, and 2.5.3

1.1 Background

Thirty one letters (References 1.1 - 1.31) contained comments on Draft
! Regulatory Guide DG-1015, " Identification and Characterization of Seismic

Sources and Determination of Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion," and Standard
| Review Plan Section 2.5.2, " Vibratory Ground Motion." Draft Regulatory Guide
! DG-1032, " Identification and Characterization of Seismic Sources and

Determination of Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion," and Standard Review Plan
Section 2.5.2, " Vibratory Ground Motion," reflect the only documentation
pertaining to NRC staff evaluation and implementation of all comments

! provided.

Six organizations provided comments on DG-1032, " Identification and
Characterization of Seismic Sources and Determination of Shutdown Earthquake'

Ground Motion," and Standard Review Plan Sections 2.5.1, " Basic Geologic and !
,

Seismic Information," 2.5.2, " Vibratory Ground Motion," and 2.5.3, " Surface
Faulting." A synopsis of the comments and the NRC staff response follows.

1.2 Comments and Responses

1.2.1 U.S. Deoartment of Enerav

Commentor: Ronald A. Milner, May 11, 1995

1

DRAFT REGULATORY GUIDE DG-1032 (now called Regulatory Guide 1.165)

1. Description of Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA) (in B. |
Discussion-Background, page 3, line 29)

COMMENT: Another important aspect of a PSHA, not mentioned, is its
explicit estimation of SSE likelihood during the " design lifetime" of a
facility.

i

Suggest adding a sentence after "... seismological parameters." such as: |

A PSHA also provides an evaluation of the likelihood of SSE recurrence
during the design lifetime of a given facility - given the recurrence j
interval and recurrence pattern on pertinent seismic sources. I

Response:

The aspect is implicit in the discussion but is not stated directly. We
agree that the statement improves the discussion and have included it as j

| suggested.
!

| 2. Areal Extent for Regional Studies and Seismic Source Identification (in
V. Regulatory Position, Section C.1.1., page 7, lines 15-17, and also
Appendix D, D. 2.1, page D-4, lines 27, 28)

, 1
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i

:
;

j COMMENT: The areal extent of regional seismic source investigations is
i defined as extending to 320 km (200 miles) from the site.
:

! The requirement to perform investigations within 320 km around a site is
'

excessive, and not generally needed to identify the seismic sources that i

could contribute to the seismic hazard at a site. Since the EPRI and4

i LLNL seismic sources are accepted (with confirmation) as the basis for
evaluating the seismic hazard at potential sites in the Eastern United

i States (EUS) the potential contributions of all sources in the EUS will
i be known. In the western United States, the very high rate of ,

; attenuation of ground motion precludes seismic sources beyond about 150
1 km contributing to the seismic hazard at a site. The applicant should
: be required to develop and justify its rationale for the area considered

and the size of seismic sources considered as function of distance from
j the site.
t

| While Section C.1.1 states that the level of detail for the regional
studies is data obtained from a literature survey and geologic
reconnaissance, one would assume that all these sources are to be

,

included in a probabilistic seismic hazard assessment (PSHA). This
could result in many insignificant seismic sources being characterized

j and included in the PSHA DG-1032 should be modified to require
; identification only of sources that may contribute significantly to the

seismic hazard at the site.
I

2 Response:

! The 320 km (200 mi) radius was established by the authors of Appendix A
.to 10 CFR Part 100. The reason for this distance in the CEUS is not
only to provide a broad enough area to allow for the identification of

j seismic sources close enough to affect the site, but also to allow for
I

i the incorporation of more earthquake data, which is diagnostic of

|
seismic sources, into the analysis. It also allows the incorporation of
a greater amount of technical information concerning previously a

4

!' identified, more distant potential seismic sources that could be
; analogous to sources near to, or underlying the site. I

An area defined by a radius of 200 miles has been very beneficial in l

I past licensing activities in the CEUS because it has often been
necessary to estimate the age of a potential capable fault Sy relating |

its time of last activity to that of a previously evaluated s'.ructure,
or a known tectonic episode, the evidence of which may be many tens or

^

hundreds of miles from a site. The converse 'has also occurred when it
became necessary to relate the age of last activity of a distant ;

] significant regional source to one investigated in detail near a site.
4

2 i

.
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.

;

i

f Because the CEUS is relatively aseismic and earthquake sources are ,
;

undefined, The staff believes the area should be as broad as reasonable

to expand the database. This database includes regional data such as
historic and instrumentally recorded seismicity, paleoseismic evidence,

f geological evidence, and geophysical anomalies that could be used to
1 identify or interpret potential seismic sources.
i
i

In most cases the types of investigations necessary within the 200 mile |

,

radius will not be extensive, but consist of a literature search, and |
| the study of existing maps, subsurface data, remote sensing data, and I

geophysical data, with some ground truth reconnaissances.
4

; As described in Appendix E of DG-1032 (Regulatory Guide 1.165), a
previously unknown, potentially significant seismic source that is4

supported by a strong technical basis, identified within 320 km (200 mi):

] of the site will be assessed by a sensitivity analysis. If the results
of that sensitivity test show that source has no impact on the SSE, then
no further work will have to be done regarding that source. Most newly-

,

identified sources will be small, or ancient, and can be dismissed !

| without sensitivity studies. Only if the sensitivity study indicates j

j that the source could result in a significant change in the hazard will |

that source have to be included in the PSHA.,.

1

: In the western U.S. (WUS) it is also often necessary to extend the !

) investigations to great distances (up to hundreds of kilometers) to
characterize a major tectonic structure, such as the San Gregorio-Hosgri

i Fault Zone, the Juan de Fuca Subduction Zone, etc. On the other hand,
in the WUS, it is not usually necessary to extend the regional

j investigations that far in all directions. For example, for a site such

j as Diablo Canyon, which is near the San Gregorio-Hosgri Fault Zone, it

| would not be necessary to extend the regional investigations to the east
beyond the dominant San Andreas Fault, which is about 75 km (45 mi) from;

the site; nor to the west beyond the Santa Lucia Banks Fault, which is,

| about 45 km (27 mi) from the site. In other words, in the WUS it is
,

" often possible to specifically define and justify closer-in (less than
1 200 mi) limits of regional investigations and facus investigations at

3
,

-
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,

L

i greater distances (greater than 200 mi) because the major sources are
i more often known than in the CEUS.
'

\

Also see the NRC staff's responses to Nuclear. Energy Institute, Comment

!_ No. 5, and Yankee Atomic Electric Company, Attachment 2, Comment No. 9. )
i

;

3. Implied Definition of Seismic Potential (in C. Regulatory Position !
Section C.2.2, page 9, lines 30, 31)

|

: COMMENT: The term " seismic potential" used in Section C.2.2, page 9.
The following parenthetical phrase " magnitude and recurrence rate"2

| implies that this is the definition of seismic potential.
:j

! This neglects the possibility that there is uncertainty in whether the
i source is active at all. The evaluation of the likelihood that a source

is active (seismogenic) is necessary, because not all sources have a
probability of 1.0 that they are active. Characterization of source's ,

seismic potential should include magnitude, recurrence rate, and i
probability of activity.

More broadly, there is a general lack of emphasis in this document on
the need to characterize the uncertainty in all inputs to the
probabilistic seismic hazard analysis.

Response:
.

The staff agrees and the text has been modified as follows:
" Typically, characterization of the seismic potential consists of four
equally important elements:
1. Selution of a model for the spatial distribution of earthquakes

in a source.
2. Selection of a model for the temporal distribution of earthquakes

in a source.
3. Selection of a model for relative frequency of earthquakes of

various magnitudes including an estimate for the largest
,

earthquake that could occur in the source under the current
tectonic regime.

4. A complete description of the uncertainty."

4. Use of the word " determined (in C. Regulatory Position, Section C.2.2,
page 9, line 32)

COMMENT: The use of the word " determined" in the phrase ..... seismic
potential should be determined... is too strong and unrealistic, given
the lack of precision that can reasonably be expected for this task.

4
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i

Suggest replacing " determined" with " evaluated".

Response:
,
E

The text has been rewritten and more appropriate terminology used.t

:

5. Steps 1 through 5 in PSHA Procedure (in C. Regulatory Position, Section
3, pages 11 and 12.

COMMENT: The applicability of each Step to either "CEUS sites" or "CEUS
j and/or western USA sites" needs clarification.
: -

Suggest adding the phrase " Fur any ite (CEUS or western USA)," at the-

beginning of the text of appropriate steps - such as Steps 1, 4, and 5. ;

Response:

Addition of the suggested phrase is not necessary. Step 1 concerns
regional and site investigations and refers to Appendix D. Appendix D !

'

| clearly states that these investigations are to be carried out regarding i

; all sites, even for those plants that are to be sited at existing |

j nuclear power plants. The description of Step 2 indicates that these

j are for CEUS sites. Step 3 specifically distinguishes between what is
]|j to be done at CEUS sites and sites in other parts of the country. Step

4 refers to Appendix B for guidance, which discusses the procedure in,.

terms of its application to CEUS and other sites. Step 5 gives Appendix-

C as a reference. Appendix C describes how to apply the procedure to )
'

1 i

i CEUS and WUS.

i 6. Use and definition of the term; " controlling ea.rthquake" (in Appendix A
'

- Definitions, page A - 1, lines 3 - 7

COMMENT: Use of this term is confusing. It is defined on page A - 1
!' (for the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis) as a mean magnitude and
I derived from a de-aggregation analysis of the PSHA.

L Within this framework, there may be several controlling earthquakes. In
Standard Review Plan 2.5.2 (page 2.5.2. - 9) " controlling earthquake" is'

used in a different (deterministic) sense (e.g., ".... controlling i

earthquakes for each source..."). The definition of controlling i

earthquake should be expanded in Appendix A of DG-1032 to include its ;

usage within both a probabilistic and deterministic framework. 1

Eg.sponse:

At some sites there may be one or more PSHA controlling earthquakes;
for example a nearby event that dominates the potentially damaging j

5
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'

!
d

'

ground motion at higher frequencies, and a more distance large event
'

that domicates the low frequency ground motions (e.g. the Vogtle site).
c.

; . A deterministic controlling earthquake (or earthquakes) is no longer -

{ used explicitly in SRP 2.5.2.

I

; 7. Rock varnish cation ratio age-dating method (in Appendix D. Section
D.2.4.5, page D-11, lines 8,9).

: COMMENT: The text states that rock varnish cation ratio dating is
controversial, and its use is not recommended pending further,

validation. ,

The rock varnish cation ratio method may prove to be no more ,

i. controversial than many of the other methods discussed in the text. All
: methods have uncertainties.. The applicant should employ a variety of

age-dating techniques to corroborate any given age data, and to address
;

uncertainties.

| Additional work on cosmogenic dating, pertinent to an independent
potential corroboration of rock varnish ages, is now underway at Los.

; Alamos National Laboratory.. It is recommended that the NRC reconsider
the subject statement on page D-11 in light of the above discussion,'

when results of the in-progress work on cosmogenic dating are available. I

,

Resnonsg. i

|During the past few years, most articles in scientific journals, which i

have addressed the rock varnish cation ratio method of dating, indicated I

that the use of this method is becoming progressively less acceptable,
based on theoretical, statistical, and practical considerations.
Therefore, reference to this method has been removed.

PROPOSED REVISION - STANDARD _ REVIEW PLAN SECTION 2.5.1 |
1

1. Areal Extent for Regional Studies and Seismic Source Identification (in
II. Acceptance Criteria Section 2.5.1.1, page 2.5.1-7, lines 20-23)

COMMENT: This section describes the requirement for an applicant to
discuss a site's regional geology within a distance of 320 km of the
site.

See Comment for DG-1032.

Standard Review Plan Section 2.5.1 (II.. Acceptance Criteria) should be
modified to require identification of only those seismic sources that i

may generate ~ earthquakes which provide strong seismic ground motions at
the site. ;

,

6
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i

Response:

See response to Comment 2 on DG-1032 (now called Regulatory Guide
1.165).

PROPOSED REVISION - STANDARD REVIEW PLAN SECTION 2.5.2

| 1. Areal Extent for Regional Studies and Seismic Source Identification (in
I. Areas of Review, page 2.5.2-2, lines 22, 23)

COMMENT: The statement is made that "all seismic sources that have any
part within 320 km (200 miles) of the site must be identified."'

See Comment 2 for DG-1032.

Standard Review Plan Section 2.5.2 should be modified to require
identification only of sources that may contribute significantly to the
seismic hazard at the site.

i Response:

See responses to Comment 2 for DG - 1032 (Regulatory Guide 1.165).

2. NRC's " Balanced Approach" and It's Deterministic Component (in II.
Acceptance Criteria, Section 2.5.2.4, page 2.5.2.9, lines 13, 14).

COMMENT: It would be useful if the NRC provided a flow diagram that
clearly indicated how the PSHA procedure would encompass an independent
evaluation. This would be helpful because it would clearly 'show where
independent evaluations will be used as input to the PSHA.

Response:

As stated in a previous comment response, explicit requirement for the
staff to perform a separate deterministic seismic hazard analysis has
been eliminated. The staff review of the FSHA will be conducted as
described in SRP Section 2.5.2.4. " Balanced approach" refers to: (1)
deterministic regional and site geological, seismological, geophysical,
and geotechnical investigations; and (2) probabilistic seismic hazard

i analyses.
.

3. Procedure for Developing Site-Specific Spectral Shapes (in II.
Acceptance Criteria, Section 2.5.2.6, pages 2.5.2-11, line 24 through
2.5.2-14, line 10)

COMMENT: This procedure does not take proper advantage of the current
state of knowledge in ground motion estimation, and (in general) could
be unnecessarily contentious and difficult to implement.

7
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!

!

Although the primary preferred procedure (No. 1) would be the most
desirable approach, data are rarely (if ever) available to permit this ;
procedure to be properly used. Accordingly, this procedure should be i
used only in those instances where. data are available. I

The second preferred (No. 2) procedure should not be used without
specific additional procedures for scaling source spectra such as those ;

contained in the random vibration modeling approaches used in Reference j
12 of the cited references.

The third of the preferred procedures, the random vibration method,
should be emphasized. The random vibration method has been extensively
validated against data during the past 10 years and can now be said to
be accepted state of practice. Moreover, it is simple to apply now for
any region of the United States.

Resoonse:

Procedure No. 1, page 2.5.2-12. It is true that data required for this

procedure is rarely available for a specific site, however, the staff is |
of the opinion that there is usually data available regarding analogous |
sites (similar sized earthquakes, similar subsurface conditions, etc.)
within the worldwide database. If not, greater reliance will have to be

.

placed on one or more of the other procedures.

i

Regarding your comment on the second procedure, the staff agrees. The
staff's intent has always been to use a multi-procedural approach. The
results should be confirmed by performing additional procedures for
scaling source spectra ~ such as one of those used in Reference 12.

The random vibration method, procedure 3, has been validated to a large
extent by data over the past decade, and may be used along with another
method or methods.

8
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1.2.2 Moraan. Lewis and Bockius

Commentor: L. Manning Muntzing, May 12, 1995

Comments on Draft Reaulatory Guide DG-1032

Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1032 reiterates the provision in Section
100.23(d)(1) of the proposed rule, which states that uncertainties in
the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) must be addressed through appropriate
analysis, such as a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis or suitable
sensitivity analysis.. However, the draft regulatory guide then goes on
to state that a probabilistic seismic hazards analysis should be

: performed. Additionally, almost all of the draft regulatory guide is
devoted to the methodology for performing a probabilistic seismic
hazards analysis, and it contains no discussion at all of other methods

'
for addressing uncertainties in the SSE, thereby implying that other
methods are not acceptable. However, there is no clear statement that"

if a probabilistic analysis is performed no further analysis is
necessary or if a suitable sensitivity analysis is performed a
probabilistic analysis is not necessary.

Furthermore, the draft regulatory guide states that the probability of
exceeding the SSE should not exceed the median probability of existing
plants exceeding their SSE's. The draft regulatory guide provides no
explanation or justification for this provision, and none is apparent.

Response:

The staff prefers that an acceptable probabilistic seismic hazard
analysis such as the LLNL or EPRI be performed for sites in the CEUS

4because the target probability of exceedance (1x10 ) is based on these
methodologies, but leaves open the option to perform sensitivity
studies. In Regulatory Guide 1.165 (formerly DG-1032), Section B.
Discussion, Backaround, the first paragraph reads "A probabilistic
seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) has been identified in 10 CFR 100.23 as a
means to determine the SSE and account for uncertainties in the
seismological and geological evaluations. The rule further recognizes
that the nature of uncertainty and the appropriate approach to account
for it depend on the tectonic regime and parameters such as the
knowledge of seismic sources, the existence of historical and recorded
data, and the level of understanding of the tectonics. Therefore,
methods other than probabilistic methods such as sensitivity analyses
may be adequate for some sites to account for uncertainties."

9
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i

i

Operating plants have gone through the licensing process and have been
subjected to the requirements of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100. In the

| Commission policy statement on severe accidents in nuclear power plants
!

| issued on August 2, 1985 (50 FR 32138), the Commission concluded, based 1

on available information, that existing plants pose no undue risk to the !
public health and safety. Based on that decision the staff decided to ;

require that new plants base their SSE on the median probability of l

exceeding the SSE of the more recently licensed operating plants (those i

designed to Regulatory Guide 1.60 response spectra or to a similarly
conservative response spectra). Appendix B addresses this comment. I

l

|

i

i

I,
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1.2.3 Nuclear Enerav Institute

Commentor: Will|n3 H. Rasin, May 12, 1995

Comment No. 4:
i

DG-1032, page 8, line 8. Item 4 stetes, " Very detailed geological,
'

geophysical, and geotechnical engineer |::9 investigations should be '

conducted within the site (radius of appro,:imately 1 Km)....." j
,

The guidance language shot.1d include English units consistent with NRC |
1staff policy.

Desired Chanae:
|

Revise to read:

"Very detailed geological, geophysical, and geotechnical engineering
investigations should be performed within the site [1 km (0.5
miles)]..."
Response:

We agree with this comment and the English units have been added.

Comment No. 5:

DG-1032, pages 7-8, Line 15 on P7 to 10 on P8, Paragraph 3. This
Section states:

"1. Regional geological and seismological investigations such as
geological reconnaissances and literature reviews should be conducted

iwithin a radius of 320 km (200 miles) of the site to identify seismic
sources (seismogenic .nd capable tectonic sources)."

|

2. Geological, seismological and geophysical investigations should be
carried out within a radius of 40 km (25 miles) in greater detail than
the regional investigations to identify and characterize the seismic and

,

surface deformation potential of any capable tectonic sources and the i

seismic potential of seismogenic sources...

3. Detailed geological, seismological geophysical and geotechnical
investigations should be conducted within 8 km (5 miles) of the sites as
appropriate...

4. Very detailed geological, geophysical, and geotechnical engineering
investigations should be conducted within the site (radius of
approximately 1 km) to assess specific soil and rock characteristics..."

The requirements to perform investigations within 320 Km (200 miles)
around a site is excessive and not generally needed to determine the
seismic sources that could contribute to the seismic hazard at a site.
The seismic hazard at a site in the Central and Eastern U.S. (EUS) is

11
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dominated by earthquakes that occur at distances less than 100 km in
most cases. Nonetheless, seismic sources beyond 100 km are considered
in the PSHA if appropriate (e.g., incorporation of the New Madrid
seismic zone).

Since the EPRI and LLNL seismic sources are accepted (with confirmation)
as the basis for determining the seismic hazard at potential sites in
the EUS, the potential contributions of all sources will be known. In
the WUS, the very high rate of attenuation of ground motion precludes
seismic sources beyond 150 Km contributing to the seismic hazard at a
site.

The IAEA Safety Guide No. 50-SG-S1 (Rev. 1), " Earthquakes and Associated
Topics in Relation to Nuclear Power Plant Siting,1991" provides the
justification for the proposed revisions regarding the distances , i. e,
320 Km to 200 Km and 40 Km to 25 Km.

Desired Chanae:

Revise Paragraph 1 to read:

... reviews should be conducted within a radius of 200 Km (125 miles) of
"

the site to identify seismic sources..."

Revise Paragraph 2 to read:

... carried out within a radius of 25 km (15 miles)..."
"

Note: This comment also applies to DG-1032, Appendix D, page D-4, line ,

28; SRP 2.5.2, Page 2.5.2.-5, line 17 and Page 2.5.2.-6, line 17.A. I

Response:
,

Paragraph 1. The 320 km (200 mi) radius was established by the authors
of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100. The reason for this distance in the
CEUS is not only to provide a broad enough area to allcw for the
identification of seismic sources close enough to affect the site, but
also to allow for the incorporation of more earthquake data, which is
diagnostic of seismic sources, into the analysis. It also allows the
incorporation of a greater amount of technical information concerning
previously identified, more distant potential seismic sources that could
be analogous to sources near to, or underlying the site.

An area defined by a radius of 200 miles around a site has been very
beneficial in past licensing activities in the CEUS because it has often
been necessary to estimate the age of a potential capable fault by
relating its time of last activity to that of a previously evaluated
structure, or a known tectonic episode, the evidence of which may be

;

12



many tens or hundreds of miles from a site. The converse has also

occurred when it became necessary to relate the age of last activity of |
a distant significant regional source to one investigated in detail near
a site.

|

Because the CEUS is relatively aseismic and earthquake sources are
undefined, the staff believes the area should be as broad as reasonable
to expand the database. This database includes regional data such as
historic and instrumentally recorded seismicity, paleoseismic evidence, '

geological evidence, and geophysical anomalies that could be used to
identify or interpret potential seismic sources.

I

In most cases the types of' investigations necessary within the 200 mile
radius will not be extensive, but consist of a literature search, and
the study of existing maps, subsurface data, remote sensing data, and-
geophy.sical data, with some ground truth reconnaissances.

In the western U.S. (WUS) it is also often necessary to extend the )
investigations to great distances (up to hundreds of kilometers) to j
characterize a major tectonic structure, such as the San Gregorio-Hosgri |

Fault Zone, the Juan de Fuca Subduction Zone, etc. On the other hand,
in the WUS, it is not usually necessary to extend the regional
investigations that- far in all directions. For example, for a site such
as Diablo Canyon, which is near the San Gregorio-Hosgri Fault Zone, it
would not be necessary to extend the regional investigations to the east
beyond the dominant San Andreas Fault, which is about.75 km (45 mi) from
the site; nor to the west beyond the Santa Lucia Banks Fault, which is

about 45 km (27 mi) from the site. In other words, in the WUS it is
often possible to specifically define and justify closer in (less than
200 mi) limits of regional investigations and focus investigations at -

greater distances (greater than 200 mi) because the major sources are
more often known than in the CEUS.

See the NRC staff's responses to the Department of Energy, Draft
Regulatory Guide, DG-1032, Comment No. 2, and Yankee Atomic Electric

Company, Attachment 2, Comment No. 9.

13
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,

1

'

\,

[ Paragraph 2. The purpose of the 25 mile (40 km)' radius is to ensure
that an investigation of sufficient detail will be carried out to

4

demonstrate that there is no potential significant seismic source within
the near field of the site, or to provide sufficient information to I

[ characterize the hazard of such a source if it exists. The near field ]
is considered to be within about 17 km, however, it is prudent to extend

'the area of investigations at this level of detail beyond that limit due
to-the difficulty of defining seismic sources in the CEUS. Areas of<

investigation within this zone will most likely be asymmetric and
focussed on limited locations that were identified during the regional
investigations.

1

Comment No. 6:

DG-1032, Page 13, line 23, Item 4. Last paragraph of item 4 states, "To
obtain an adequate design SSE based on the site specific response
spectrum or spectra, develop a smooth spectrum or spectra...."

As currently stated, this item confuses the design SSE (established by
the certified design of the given ALWR) with the site-specific SSE
response spectra associated with ensuring a certified design can be
placed on that site.

The design SSE is established by the DG-1032 process. Part 100
addresses the determination of the site-specific SSE response spectrum
that should be emphasized by the design. !

;
'

Desired Chanae:

Revise to read:

"To obtain an adequate comparison of the site-specific SSE response
spectrum or spectra with the ground motion spectra used for design,
devel op. . . . "

.

'

Response:

Comparison between the certified design and the site specific SSE
response spectra is addressed in the first paragraph of Item 4. The

second paragraph is referring to non standard design sites, or ALWR
sites that require safety category 1 facilities that aren't part of the
standard design package.

14
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:
4

'
.

:
Comment No. 7:

.

"

DG-1032, Page 10, lines 1 and 21, Sections.2.2.1 & 2.2.2.1. Section
2.2.1 states,."For sites located in the EUS, the seismic sources and
data that have been accepted by the NRC staff in past licensing
decisions may be used to estimate seismic potential."

Section 2.2.2.1 states, "For sites located in the CEUS, the seismic
sources and data that have been accepted by the NRC staff in past
licensing decisions may be used to estimate seismic potential."

The actual meaning or value of these statements are not clear in the
context of. a PSHA and in particular regarding the use of the EPRI and
LLNL seismic hazard methodologies. The text should also refer to
seismic sources and data used in the LLNL and EPRI seismic hazard ,

studies. Given that past licensing decisions have been made on the
basis of deterministic assessments, there is no clear method for
considering that information.

It would be useful to an applicant if the NRC staff could provide in
Appendix D a section that presents a complete description of the "NRC
accepted" source zones and their associated controlling earthquakes from
past licensing decisions.

Desired Chance:

Revise Section 2.2.1 and/or 2.2.2.1 to read:

"For sites located in the EUS and CEUS, the seismic sources and data
that have been accepted by the NRC staff in both past licensing |
decisions and in the LLNL and EPRI methodologies may be used to estimate
seismic potential. Appendix D contains a section that presents a
complete description of accepted source zones and their associated
controlling earthquakes."

Response:

Because we are recommending'that the LLNL and EPRI PSHA's be used, it is

understood that the seismic sources that form the bases of these
analyses will be considered. However, the wording has been changed to '

make the intent of the statement more clear as follows: "For sites in
the CEUS, when the EPRI and LLNL PSHA methodologies are used to

determine the SSE, it still may be necessary to investigate and
characterize potential seismic sources that were previously unknown or
uncharacterized and to perforn; sensitivity analyses to assess their
significance to the seismic hazard estimate. The results of ;
investigations discussed in Regulatory Position 1 should be used, in
accordance with Appendix E, to determine whether the LLNL or EPRI
seismic sources and their characterization should be updated. The

15
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|
|

guidance in Regulatory Positions 2.2 and 2.3 below and in Appendix D of
this guide may be used if additional seismic sources are to be developed
as a result of investigations."

Since the dual deterministic and probabilistic method described in
former DG 1015 was abandoned, the Regulatory Guide 1.165 (formerly DG4

1032 and before that DG 1015) describes accrpable deterministic
investigation procedures and probabilistic seismic hazard methodologies
in detail. The. staff review procedure is described in SRP 2.5.2. Table

1, which is a very general presentation based on technical Mformation |
developed over the past two decades of licensing nuclear power plants,
has been added to Subsection 2.5.2.4, for use by the NRC staff in [
reviewing the results of the applicants' PSHA.

,

!
'

Comment No. 8:
t

DG-1032, Page 10, lines 12-14, Sect 2.2.1. This Section states, "These ,

seismic sources and their parameters should be used to judge the :
adequacy of seismic sources and parameters used in the LLNL or EPRI |

PSHA." !

It is technically inappropriate to establish the seismic sources
developed as part of past licensing decisions as a criterion for !
acceptance of the LLNL and EPRI seismic source characterizations. The
determination of seismic sources used.in past licensing decisions was ,

'

made in the context of a deterministic analysis. Consequently, there is !,

no practical way to use these seismic sources and their parameters j

developed in past licensing decisions as a measure of the adequacy of a '

probabilistic assessment that considers the uncertainty in the seismic
source characterization. f

Section 2.2.1 is an apparent attempt to apply a deterministic acceptance .

criterion (i.e., measure of adequacy) to the PSHA seismic source !
characterization. .

Desired Chanae:

Delete this entire section, j

Resoonig: ;
;

Section 2.21 has been modified as' described in the responses to Comments !

6 and 7.

,

i
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Comment No. 9:
.

DG-1032, Page 2, lines 1-5, Sect A. The text states, "In the proposed
section 100.23, paragraph (d)(1)...would require that uncertainty
inherent in estimates of the SSE be addressed through an appropriate4

analysis such as a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis or suitable
sensitivity analysis."

The proposed revision makes the draft regulatory guide (DG-1032)
# consistent with the proposed rule Section 100.23.

! Sce also the rationale provided in Comment Number 3 above.

Desired Chanae:

; Revise to read: i

"In the proposed section 100.23, paragraph (d)(1), determination of the'

safe shutdown earthquake ground motion for the site is based upon the ;a

investigations required by paragraph (C) of this section and the results !
,

of the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis. Seismological and ,

geological uncertainties are inherent in these evaluations and are l

captured by the probabilistic analysis."
1

Response:

See Response No. 3. Section 100.23, paragraph (d)(1) was not modified
in the regulation, se thare is no need to alter the present wording fori

|

consistency.

|
Comment No. 10: !

. DG-1032, page 3, line 5, Sect B. The text states, "A probabilistic |
| seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) has been identified in the proposed |

: Section 100.23 as one of the means to address uncertainties in estimates
of the SSE."

;

: The proposed revision makes the draft regulatory guide (DG-1032)
! consistent with the proposed rule s 100.23. Also see the rationale

provided in Comment Number 3 above. Revise to read:

"A probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) has been identified in
the proposed s 100.23 as a means to determine the SSE and account for

,

inherent uncertainties in the seismological and geological evaluations."

Response:-

The text has been changed to include the recommended wording as follows:,

"A probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) has been identified in
10 CFR 100.23 as a means to determine the SSE and account for
uncertainties in the seismological and geological evaluations."

17
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i

Comment No. 11:

DG-1032, page 3, line 16, Sect B. The text states, "... incorporate
uncertainty in the..."

l

The proposed revision is more accurate and consistent.

Desired Chanae:

Revise to read:

"... incorporate uncertainty (i.e., alternative scientific
interpretations) in the ...."

Response:

The staff agrees. The comment has been adopted in the following manner:
"(including alternative scientific interpretations).

|

[omment No. 12:

DG-1032, page 4, line 16, Sect B. The text states, "The process to
determine the SSE at a site should include:"

The proposed revision makes the draft regulatory guide (DG-1032)
consistent with the proposed rule s 100.23. It is understood that
regional investigations are not needed at existing sites.

Desired Chanae:

Revise to read:

"The process to determine the SSE at a site in general include:

Response:

The sentence has been revised to "The general process to determine the
SSE at a site includes:". However, it will in most cases, be necessary
to conduct regional investigations at existing sites. The scope of
these regional studies will vary from site to site, however.

Comment No. 13:

DG-1032, page 5, lines 5-9, Sect B. The text states, "Thus, there is
greater uncertainty in making judgments about the CEUS than there is for;

| active plate margin regions, and it is important to account for this
uncertainty by the use of multiple alternative models."

'

This sentence should be deleted because it is likely to be incorrect
i both probabilistically and deterministically. Probabilistic analyses

have shown that the uncertainty at a given probability (say 10" median)

18
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;-

i :

I
j for WUS sites is comparable or larger than that found for EUS sites. If

: a LLNL analysis were performed for an existing WUS site it is likely
,

that the uncertainty would far exceed that shown for a typical EUS site.,

4 Furthermore, it would be prudent to exercise the LLNL methodology at a
WUS site to confirm the adequacy / suitability of the probabilistic !.

# approach for WUS sites. Deterministically, there is great uncertainty
i concerning blind faults and subduction zone sources. In addition, not

only is the process highly uncertain for the WUS, but it has yet to be
demonstrated at a hypothetical EUS site.

,

Desired Chanae:
i

' Delete this statement. !'

,

Response:
,

We agree with the comment and have deleted the statement. The last
j phrase has been made into a sentence that reads " Therefore, it is '

j' important to account for this uncertainty by the use of multiple i

! alternative models."
'

|
t
1 Comment No. 14:
1 ,

i DG-1032, page 10, line 12, Sect B. The text states, "These seismic )
sources and their parameters should be used to judge the adequacy of the*

seismic sources and parameters used in the LLNL or EPRI PSHA.."
,

'l
Considering the recommended changes in Comment 8, this statement becomes '

meaningless. Hence, it is proposed to delete it.

Desired Chanae:

Delete this statement.

Response:

This part of the Regulatory Guide has been rewritten and the statement
referenced in the comment has been deleted from the document.

I

Comment No.' 15:

DG-1032,. page 11, line 31, Sr.:t 3. The text states, "The PSHA should. I

only be updated if it will lead to higher hazard estimates."

More balance and discipline is needed in the process that determines if,
and when, the PSHA should be updated to reflect new data than is
indicated by this statecent. The PSHA should not be updated solely
based on new hazard data, rather based on sound technical basis.

,

i
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,

I
i

Desired Chanae:

Revise to read: "The PSHA should only be updated if there is a strong
technical basis supporting the validity of the new data."

{

|
' Response:

The statement has been revised to: "The PSHA should only be updated if
the new information indicates that the current version significantly j

underestimates the hazard and there is a strong technical basis that '

supports such a revision. It may b6 possible to justify a lower hazard
,

estimate with an exceptionally strong technical basis. However, it is I

expected that large uncertainties in estimating seismic hazard in the
,

CEUS will continue to exist in the future, and substantial delays in the i

licensing process will result in trying to justify a lower value with
respect to a specific site. For these reasons the staff discourages
efforts to justify a lower hazard estimate. In most cases, limited-
scope sensitivity studies should be sufficient to demonstrate that the
existing data base in the PSHA envelop', the findings from site-specific
investigations. In general, significant revisions to the LLNL and EPRI |

data base are to be undertaken only periodically (every ten years), or
1

when there is an important new finding or occurrence. An overall I
revision of the data base would also require a reexamination of the |
acceptability of the reference probability discussed in Appendix B and !

used in Step 4 below. Any significant update should follow the guidance.

.

of Reference 9."

Comment No. 16:

DG-1032, App A, page A-1, line 3, para 1. The text states, "In the
probabilistic seismic..."

The procedure to determine probabilistic controlling earthquakes is
described in detail and is clearly reproducible. On the other hand,
deterministic controlling earthquakes are implied (see regulatory |

Position 4, par (1) of DG-1032), yet there is no parallel definition for |

the deterministic controlling earthquake. There is a need to clearly I

define how the staff will determine deterministic earthquakes; also the
proposed process should be reproducible.

Desired Chanae:

| Revise to read:

"As a result of the probabilistic seismic..."

20
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Resoonse:

The suggested wording has been incorporated into the definition. There
is no longer a need to define deterministic controlling earthquake as ;

this term has been dropped.

I

Comment No. 17: )
1

DG-1032, App A, page A-1, line 19, para 5. Safe Shutdown Earthauake )Ground Motion is defined as "the vibratory ground motion for which I

certain structures, systems and components would be designed ...to
'

remain functional."

The ground motion should be noted to be in the free-field.

Desired Chanae:

Revise to read: 1

"The safe shutdown earthquake ground motion is the free-field ,

'vibratory..."

~

Resoonse:

The definition has been supplemented to state that the SSE is defined in j

terms of free-field spectra at the free ground surface.
:

Comment No. 18: |

DG-1032, App A, page A-2, lines 26-29, para 6. Seismoaenic Source is j
defined as "a portion of the earth that has uniform earthquake potential !

(same expected maximum earthquake and frequency of recurrence) distinct '

from other regions..." |

" Earthquake potential "can have a misleading connotation. Th'e proposed
change suggests a more precise definition.

Desired Chanae:

Revise to read:

"A "seismogenic source" is a portion of the earth that has assumed
uniform seismicity (same recurrence frequency) distinct from the
seismicity of the surrounding regions..."

Resconse:

The sentence has been partially revised to read: "A seismogenic source
is a portion of the earth that we assume has uniform earthquake

21



potential (same expected maximum earthquake and recurrence frequency),
distinct from the seismicity of the surrounding regions."

Comment No. 19:

DG-1032, App B, page B-2, line 18, Sect B.3.2. The text states, "Using
an accepted methodology, calculate..."

The proposed revision should offer applicants th'e flexibility to use
different methodologies, as long as they can be demonstrated to meet the
intent of the regulatory guidance.

Desired Chanoe:

Revise to read:
|

"Using LLNL, EPRI, or a comparable methodology, calcu1 ate.....".

Response' |

1

The phrase has been revised to read "Using LLNL, EPRI, or a comparable
methodology that is acceptable to the NRC staff, calculate "

Comment No. 20:

DG-1032, App B, page 2, line 24, Sect B.3.2. .The text states,
" Calculate the median composite annual probability...". !

!

The word " median" is deleted to be consistent with line 26 of DG-1032, !
Appendix B, page 2. Also it is prudent to de-emphasize the use of the |

word median. There is sufficient explanation to show that the composite
probability is based upon medians.

Desired Chanae:

Delete the word " median

Response:
i

The term " median" has been deleted.

Comment No. 21:

DG-1032, App C, page 1, line 16, Sect C.I. The text states, "A site
specific response spectrum shape is determined..."

Rationale for not determining a site-specific spectrum:
If'an ALWR is to be placed at an existing site, then the standardized
ALWR spectrum is good enough and no further work should be required.

22
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,

! Desired Chanae:
,

Revise to read:
.

"A site specific response spectrum may be determined...".

Responsg:

A site specific response spectrum should be determined, even when a
standard design plant is to be placed on a site, for the purpose of
comparing it with the standardized ALWR spectrum and possibly to provide
the basis for design of Seismic Category I structures that are not part

Iof the certified standard design.

Comment No. 22:

DG-1032, App C, page 1, line 20, Sect C.2. The text states, " Procedure I
to determine controlling earthquakes.."

The procedure _provided in this section is inconsistent with the example ;

given. In particular, the de-aggregation described in step 1 (page C-2) !

cannot take place before the de-aggregation ground motion level is
determined, which is step 2. 1

Desired Chanae:

The example needs further clarification.

Response:

Steps 1 and 2 have been rewritten to clarify the procedure.
i

Comment No. 23:

DG-1032, App C, page 2, line 23, Sect C.2. The text states, " Steps 3 to !

5 describe the procedure to develop the seismic hazard information base
for sach ground motion level determined in Step 2. This information
base will censist of:
* Fractional contribution of each magnitude-distance pair to the total
median seismic hazard. i

* Magnitudes and distances of the controlling earthquakes.
*The ground motion levels for the spectral accelerations at 1, 2.5, 5,
and 10 Hz defined in Step 2.
*The average of the ground motion levels listed above at the 1 and 2.5
Hz, S,i.,,,, and 5 and 10 Hz, S,..w, spectral accelerations corresponding
to the reference probability."
This explanation can be simplified, as indicated in the proposed change.

Desired Chanae:

Delete this whole paragraph. Replace it with Step 3 as follows:

23
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i
4

: " Sten 3
! Perform a complete PSHA, deaggregating in terms of magnitude and
i distance for each of the bins described in Table C.3."

) 'Resnonse:
1

[ As recommended, the referenced paragraph has been removed. The
; following statement has been labeled as Sten 3 " Perform a complete
! probabilistic seismic hazard analysis for each of the magnitude-distance
|~ bins described in Table C.I."
!

,

! Comment No.'24:-

;
DG-1032, App C, page 3, lines 13-14, Sect C.2. The text states, "Steo 3
Using the de-aggregated median hazard results from Step 1, at the ground,

i motion levels obtained from Step 2 calculate the fractional contribution
; to the total median hazard of earthquakes in a selected set of magnitude
;. and distance bins... The median annual probability of exceeding the
; ground motion levels calculated in Step 1 for each magnitude and
j distance bin and ground motion measure is denoted by H ,."
4

i The proposed revision, in conjunction with the changed recommended in
i- Comment 23, makes the process sequentially correct.

Desired Chanae:
i

F Revise to read:
:

; " Sten 4
F Using the de-aggregated median hazard results from Step 3,-at the ground
i' motion levels obtained from Step 2 calculate the fractional contribution

to the total median hazard of earthquakes in a selected set of magnitudei

. and distance bins... The median annual probability of exceeding the
' ground motion levels calculated in Step 2 for each magnitude and

distance bin and ground motion measure is denoted by H ,. 5 "
|

.

i
Response:

-The sequence is correct by changing " Step 1" to " Step 3" in the first
line of Step 4. The suggested modification has been made. .|

Comment No. 25:

DG-1032, App C, pages 4-5, lines 3 & 17 on Pages 4, 5, and 6, Sect C.
The text provides steps 4, 5, and 6 on pages 4 and 5 .

Steps 4, 5, and 6 are unnecessary for the rock sites. The basis for the
proposed revision is recent knowledge gained concerning attenuation of
ground motion in the EUS. Distant sources are only an issue at soil
sites where amplification at low frequencies can be significant.

24
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:
.

;

: Desired Chanae:--
4

| Delete steps 4, 5, and 6 for the rock sites.
!

| Responst:

; We do not agree with the recommended deletion.
t

|
1 Comment No. 26:
,

i DG-1032, App C, pages 7-8, All, Tables C.3 & C.4. It would be helpful '

'

to an applicant to show a table of actual hazard values for each bin and
,

i the total hazard. This would help in understanding the overall process '

: and the development of Table C.4.
,

Desired Chanae:

i Develop table suggested. ;
1 -

Response:
).

) Tables C.4-C.7, which show the hazard values corresponding to the ground
j motion levels defined in step 2 for the spectral acceleration at 1, 2.5,

5, and 10 Hz, have been added.

j Comment No. 27:

: DG-1032, App D, page 8, line 26, Sect. D.2.3.2.1. This item
j states,".....and provide assurance that there are no significant sources
; of earthquakes within the site vicinity."
'

<

: Although it is certainly an objective to demonstrate that there are no ;
' significant seismic sources within the site vicinity, the use of '

; seismographic records during a period from site selection to
i finalization of staff review for combined license is not sufficient time
| to base conclusions on the results of such records. !

; Desired Chanae: i
.

f Delete this statement.

Response:

Your comment is correct. The statement gives more weight to seismic
monitoring in accomplishing this objective than is warranted. Instead

of deleting the statement we have reworded it to place seismic
monitoring in its proper perspective as follows: "The data obtained by
monitoring current seismicity will be used, along with the much larger

|25
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i ,

'
data base acquired from site investigations, to evaluate site response
and to provide information about whether there are significant sources i,

{ of earthquakes within the site vicinity, or to provide data by which an j
j existing source can be characterized." '

|.

| Comment No. 28:
i :

DG-1032, App D, page 1, line 1,' Sect. D. Industry recommended changes |4

. .to the distance associated with various regional and site studies are !
! defined in earlier comments on the main body of DG-1032. See Comment
3 Number 5. !
. ,

Desired Chanae;_

As stated in Comment Number 5. j

I Response:

f Based on the reasons described in our response to Conenent Number 5,.we

haven't modified the distances specified for regional and site l

investigations. |
|
1

Comment No. 29:

DG-1032, App D, page 8, lines 20-33, Sect D.3.2.2. For sites in the !
CEUS, a single large dynamic range, broad-band seismograph may be !

'

adequate. For sites in the Western United States, a network of at least
five such seismographs would be deployed within 25 km (15 mi.)~ 1

'

surrounding the site.

The primary purposes of seismic monitoring are to obtain data from
distant earthquakes, to determine site response, and provide assurance
that there are no significant sources of earthquakes within the site
. vicinity. For sites in the Western United States seismic monitoring .

could help locate any ongoing seismicity that may indicate capable |
faulting within the site vicinity.

'

Monitoring should be initiated up to five years prior to construction of
a nuclear unit at a site and should continue for at least five years
following initiation of plant operation.

Comment - to expect data from distant earthquakes or to determine site
response for a EUS site based on putting in a seismic network is
unlikely.

.

Desired Chanae:

Revise to read:
"For sites in the Western United States, a network of at least five such
seismographs would be deployed within 25 km (15 mi.) surrounding the

26
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*

i
i

L site. For sites located in regions containing active seismographic
| networks, additional monitoring is not required. The primary purpose of
l seismic monitoring is to provide assurance that there are no significant

sources of earthquakes within the site vicinity. For sites in the
I Western United States seismic monitoring could help locate any ongoing

seismicity that may indicate capable faulting within_ the site vicinity.
)Monitoring should be initiated as soon as practicable at a site." -

Resnonse: :

|
Relying on existing seismographs is not enough, unless one of these j

happens to be located at the site. Instrumentation is particularly |

|important if water is to be impounded in a reservoir at the site. An
| effort should be made by an applicant to monitor seismicity at least 1

: |
! five years before construction. !

| Subsection D.2.3.2.2 has been revised in the following manner: " Seismic
monitoring in the site area should be established as soon as possible

| after site selection. For sites in both the CEUS and WUS, a single

| large dynamic range, broad-band seismograph, and a network of short
period instruments to locate events should be deployed around the site
area.

The data obtained by monitoring current seismicity will be used, along
with the much larger data base acquired from site investigations, to
evaluate site response and to provide information about whether there |

are significant sources of earthquakes within the site vicinity, or to
provide data by which an existing source can be characterized.

Monitorir,g should be initiated as soon as practicable at the site,
preferably at least five years prior to construction of a nuclear unit
at a site and should centinue at least until the free field seismic
monitoring strong grouW 'ation instrumentation described in Regulatory
Guide 1 12 (Ref. D.22) is operational."

Comment No. 30:

DG-1032, App E, page 1, lines 1-22, Sect E.1. Updating of the input
parameters to the seismic hazard analysis is inherently destabilizing to
the licensing process. The reference probability is based upon results;

( obtained from a consistent application of the LLNL methodology at all
| EUS sites. Application of the reference probability to an analysis that

27
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is inconsistent with the basis for the reference probability is
inconsistent with the use of relative probabilities. Therefore, all
source zones, attenuation models, and upper bound magnitudes should be
frozen until they are again determined in a consistent manner.
Seismicity parameters should be updated based upon use of a current
earthquake catalog. Only if there is consensus within the. scientific

.

community supporting the validity of the new data should the data be '

updated. -If the new data only has an impact on the site being evaluated
(source zones) then a new reference probability need not be calculated.
If the new data has a potential impact on all sites (new attenuation
model) then the seismic hazard at all Table B.1 sites needs to be
recalculated using the new attenuation model, and a new reference
probability calculated.

Desired Chanae:

This discussion should be modified to include the admonition that input
parameters are only subject to change after thorough review and
consensus within the scientific community.

Response:

The staff agrees that the PSHA database should be revised if there is a i

strong technical basis supporting it. The new data' will certainly be
made available to the scientific community for its opinions. However,
obtaining consensus of opinion from the scientific community is usually
a very lengthy and tedious process and a decision will more than likely
be needed before a consensus is reached. We will rely on discussions
with knowledgeable scientists, the appi.! cant and-its consultants, the
expertise of the staff and its consultants in evaluating the new
technical information, and advice from the US Geological Survey in
deciding whether the technical bases are strong enough to warrant a
modification of the PSHA.

Beginning on line 19 of page E-1, the text has been modified to read:
"If new information identified by the site-specific investigations would
result in a significant increase in the hazard estimate for a site, and
this new information is validated by a strong technical basis, the PSHA
may have to be modified to incorporate the new technical information.
Using sensitivity studies, it may be possible to justify a lower hazard
estimate with an exceptionally strong technical basis. However, it is
expected that large uncertainties in estimating seismic hazard in the
CEUS will continue to exist in the future, and substantial delays in the
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licensing process will result in trying to justify a lower value with
respect to a specific site.

In general, major recomputations of the LLNL and EPRI data base are
planned periodically (approximately every ten years), or when there is
an important new finding or occurrence. The overall revision of the
data base also requires a reexamination of the reference probability

'

discussed in Appendix B."
<

4

|

Also see the NRC staff's response to Yankee Atomic Electric Company,
Appendix E, Comment No. 1.

,

I4

[pmment No. 31:

DG-1032, App F, page 1, line 28, Sect F.2. The text states, "...the '

following three possible situations...."

The proposed revision provides consistency throughout DG-1032.
l

Desired Chanae:
,

Revise to read:
I . . .the following acceptable situations. . . .""

Resoonse:

We see no reason to revise this statement.

Comment No. 32:

DG-1032, App F, page 2, line 4, Sect F.2. The text states, ".... site
specific spectra."

The proposed addition provides consistency and coherency.

Desired Chanae:
Revise to add the following sentence at the end of the statement.
"In this case a site specific SSE is determined."

Response:

The addition is unnecessary because a site-specific spectra should be
determined for all sites.

29
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|

| Comment No. 33:

DG-1032, page 4, line 16, Sect B. The text states, "...that site should |

include:",

'

This proposed revision provides consistency.
i

| Desired Chanae:

|
Revise to read:...at a site in general include:"

]
Response- |

|
The text has been revised to: "The general process to determine the SSE
at a site includes:".

Comment No. 34: )
DG-1032, App D, page 8, line 32, Item D.E.3.2.2. This item
states,"....and should continue for at least five years following
initiation of the plant operation."

The staff assessment of information on which to base a final conclusion ;

of site suitability would have been completed before major plant !
construction is advanced and certainly before the start of plant
operation. Furthermore, the free field seismic monitoring*

& instrumentation required by DG-1034 would be operational by the time of
plant operation.

Desired Chanae:

Delete the last phrase in this statement. |
!

Response: 1

The last phrase has been deleted and replaced with "until the free field
seismic monitoring strong ground motion instrumentation described in
Regulatory Guide 1.12 (Ref. D.22) is operational."

Comment No. 53:

SRP 2.5.1, page 12, lines 8-9, Item IV. This item states, 'The
evaluation determinations are made by the staff after the early site,
construction permit, or operating license reviews. A similar
concl usion. . . ."

In the first sentence, it is unclear whether the phrase evaluation
I determinations refers to . If separate staff reviews are performed at

construction permit and operating license stages, the staff evaluation
based upon inspection of excavations would be performed during
construction and orior to the operating license review, not after it.

30
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:

i

! The phrase similar conclusion at line 9 is unclear in as much as a clear
-description of a conclusion does not precede this sentence.

Desired Chanaes:
,

These statements need clarify that a final staff determination is
essential to establish a regulatory position on site suitability and

,

| relieve the. applicant's exposure to regulatory uncertainty. The timely
documentation of the staff's final conclusions after their inspection of

,1site excavation for a combined license should be stressed.

Response:

Evaluation determinations refer to decisions by the staff regarding the )

| geological and seismological suitability of the site. The subject I

paragraph has been revised to read: " Determinations with respect to the
geological and seismological suitability of the site are made by the
staff after the early site, construction. permit, or operating license;

! reviews. A conclusion regarding an Operating License will include an
'

evaluation of the excavations for Seismic Category 1 structures. A

|
conclusion regarding the geological and seismological suitability of a

| site following a combined license review will be made when the applicant

| has committed to mapping excavations for Seismic Category 1. facilities
and notifying the staff of their availability for examination. The

''

staff will conduct this examination at the appropriate time after I

licensing to confirm that there are no previously unknown features, such I

as potentially active faults, evidence for strong ground motions such as j

late Quaternary seismically induced paleoliquefaction features, I

unsuitable soil zones, or cavities in the excavations."

Comment No 54: j
SRP 2.5.2, All pages, lines 7-23 of Pages 8-9, Sect 2.5.2.4. General
Comment: This SRP is the staff basis for a deterministic evaluation of
controlling earthquakes. It is unclear how the source zone model based
upon seismology-and geology is to be used, e.g., controlling earthquakes
based upon the probabilistic analysis or controlling earthquakes based
upon a staff deterministic evaluation. Historically, determination of
controlling earthquakes using deterministic methods has been extremely i

controversial. Also, the basis for determining the controlling
earthquake is interpretive and non-quantitative.

! More specifically, Section 2.5.2.4 states, "The staff will review the
! applicant's probabilistic seismic hazard analysis, including the
| underlying assumptions and how the results of the site investigations
L and findings of Sections 2.5.2.2 and 2.5.2.3 are used to, update the
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:

# existing sources in the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis. The .

: staff will perform an independent evaluation of the earthquake potential
associated with each seismic source that could affect the site. Thea

staff will evaluate the applicant's controlling earthquakes based on
historical and paleo-seismicity. In this evaluation, the controlling

i

earthquakes for each source are at least as large as the maximum
,

a historic earthquake. The staff will review the controlling earthquakes |

and associated ground motions at the. site derived from the applicant's :
i probabilistic hazard analysis to be sure that they are either consistent |

with the controlling earthquakes / ground motions used in licensing of (a) |
I other licensed facilities at the site, (b) nearby plants or (C) plants

licensed in similar seismogenic regions, or.the reasons they are not
,

consistent are understood."
C

This' paragraph describes the independent review the staff will conduct
with respect to the seismic sources that'are used in the PSHA and SSE

,

determination. The review will look at the controlling earthquake for
each. seismic source, yet once the controlling earthquake for each

: seismic source is reviewed, it is not clear how this section will be
j used. The DG-1032 process does not require, nor should it require, an

applicant to determine a controlling earthquake for individual seismic:

; sources.

} The controlling earthquake for each seismic source will be compared to
the maximum historical event to see if it is at least as large. This

' acceptance criterion for the source specific controlling earthquake is
inappropriate, because it is a criterion that has no relationship to the

i probabilistic assessment and the manner in which the controlling
earthquake is determined. Furthermore, it is an unnecessary*

conservatism that as a matter of routine NRC staff practice should not
be added to.the seismic siting process.

! This paragraph concludes by saying that the controlling earthquake and
the SSE determined from the PSHA will be compared to the SSE and ,,

! controlling earthquakes for units that have already been licensed at or l

i near the site being considered. The reasons for any inconsistencies
! will be considered. It is important to recognize, if the SSE were to be

evaluated using the procedure described in DG-1032 at each existing H

| plant site, a comparison would conclude that at approximately one-third
'

of the sites the existing SSEs are higher than the value determined'

using the proposed procedure. This is inherent to the process.<

t

The above being the case, the reason for comparison and the action that
might be taken by the staff (e.g., reject the DG-1032 result) is not
clear. The net result of this paragraph is open ended flexibility in.

i the NRC staff review with a process that is foreign to the PSHA approach
recommend in DG-1032.'

Conversely, the SRP provides no guidance relative to reviewing the PSHA
performed by the applicant in order to assess.its adequacy.,

) :

i

-
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|

Desired Chanae:

Suggest clarification of this Section such that the review process can !
be efficient and reproducible. For example, (1) when NRC staff performs |an independent evaluation of the earthquake potential associated with i

each seismic source, it is not clear if these'are the probabilistic
sources or the sources based upon the model, (2) can the staff provide
examples or description of how this evaluation is performed, and (3) can,

the staff define what a deterministic controlling earthquake is and how
it is determined,

e

Response:

The following text now comprises Subsection 2.5.2.4: !;

"For the CEUS sites relying on LLNL or EPRI methods and databases, the

staff will review the applicant's PSHA, including the underlying
assumptions and how the results of the site investigations are used to
update the existing sources in the PSHA, how they are used to develop

|
additional sources, or how they are used to develop a new data base.

1

The staff will review the controlling earthquakes and associated ground |

motions at the site derived from the applicant's PSHA to be sure that
they are consistent with the controlling earthquakes and ground motions
used in licensing (a) other licensed facilities at the site, (b) nearby

plants, or (c) plants licensed in similar seismogenic regions, or to be
sure the reasons they are not consistent are understood. For the CEUS, |
a comparison of the PSHA results can be made with the information
included as Table 1, which is a very general representation based on
technical information developed over the past two decades of licensing
nuclear power plants.

1

e
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Table 1 i

l

Magnitudes and Distances Within Seismogenic Source Regions |
of the CEUS'Used to Estimate the SSE I

SEISMIC SOURCES MAGNITUDE DISTANCE TO SITE
(KM)

Northern New England 5.8 mb 15 l

Piedmont - New England 5.6 mb 15 |
Southern Valley and Ridge 5.7 mb 15

Atlantic Coastal Plain 5.5 mb 15

Gulf Coast 5.4 mb 15-

Central Stable Region 5.5 mb 15

Charleston 7.5 Ms Site-specific

| New Madrid 8.5 Ms Site-specific

The applicant's probabilistic analysis, including the derivation of,

L controlling earthquakes, is considered acceptable if it follows the

| procedures in Regulatory Guide 1.165 and its Appendix C (Ref. 9).
Incorporating the results of site investigations into the probabilistic
analysis is considered acceptable if it follows the procedure outlined
in Appendix E of Regulatory Guide 1.165 and is consistent with the

|
review findings of Sections 2.5.2.2 and 2.5.2.3.

-In addition to the above reviews for CEUS sites where applicants did not
p use the LLNL or EPRI methods and data bases, the staff will further
i review the applicant's PSHA or other method used to derive controlling
I

earthquakes. The staff will particularly review the approaches used to
address uncertainties. The staff will perform an independent evaluation

L of the earthquake potential associated with each seismic source that
L could affect the_ site. The staff will evaluate the applicant's !
,

I! controlling earthquakes using historical seismicity (including maximum
historical earthquakes) and'paleoseismicity.

|
For sites not in the CEUS,-the staff will review the PSHA or other

! methods in detail. As in the reviews of CEUS sites, the staff will
!
o

| 34
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|

'particularly review the approaches used to address uncertainties. The
staff will assess the controlling earthquakes for the site derived from
the applicant's method to be sure that they are consistent with the
controlling earthquakes and ground motions used in licensing (a) other
licensed facilities at the site, (b) _ nearby plants, or (c) plants j
licensed in similar seismogenic regions, or to be sure the reasons they 1

are not consistent are understood.

| The determination of the controlling earthquakes and the seismic hazard

j information base for sites not in the CEUS is carried out using

| procedures similar to those used for CEUS. However, because of
! differences in seismicity rates and ground motion attenuation

characteristics at these sites, alternative magnitude-distance
parameters may have to be used. In addition, an alternative reference

,

i probability may also have to be developed, particularly for sites in the
active plate margin region and for sites at which a known tectonic
structure dominates the hazard. The staff will perform an independent |
evaluation of the earthquake potential associated with each seismic I

source that could affect the site. The staff will evaluate the
applicant's controlling earthquakes based on historical seismicity

i

(including maximum historical earthquakes) and paleoseismicity. )

For guidance in evaluating the earthquake potential and characterizing
the uncertainty fo'r sites that are assessed using methods other than the
LLNL or EPRI methods and data bases, or for sites outsic'e the CEUS,

refer to the Senior Seismic Hazard Analysis Committee (SSHAC) Report ,

(Ref. 12)."

Comment No. 55:

SRP 2.5.2, Page 7, line 14, Sect 2.5.2.3. The text states, "The
applicant's presentation is accepted when the earthquakes discussed in
Subsection 2.5.2.1 of the SAR are shown to be associated with seismic
sources."

.|
'

| It is not clear how an applicant knows that an earthquake is associated |
with a seismic source other than the fact that the earthquake occurred'

within the source.
|
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Desired Chanae:

Delete the statement.

Response:

The statement has not been deleted because this activity is still
considered an important aspect of the site evaluation procedure.

- |
,

Comment No. 56:
"

SRP 2.5.2, page 6, lines 6 & 9, Sect 2.5.2.2. The text states, "...This
subsection is accepted when all seismic sources that are significant..."

Also the text on line 9 states ".. reasonable assurance that all
signi fi cant. . . "

It is impossible to know all seismic sources.

Desired Chanae:

Replace the word "all" with "known". It would be helpful to clarify the
difference between a " seismic source" and a "seismotectonic province",
if any.

1

Resoonse: ]
i

The entire paragraph has been replaced, therefore "all" and " reasonable !
assurance" are no longer in the text. The definition of seismogenic j

source, which is a seismic source that is not expected to cause surface !

faulting, is given in Regulatory Guide 1.165, Appendix A. |
Seismotectonic province is defined as a seismogenic source that is a
large region of dif fusa seismicity thought to be characterized by the j
same earthquake recurrence model.

Comment No. 57:

SRP 2.5.2, page 10, line 1, Sect 2.5.2.5. The text states, "In the PSHA
procedure described in DG-1032 (Ref. 9), the controlling earthquakes are
determined for actual or hypothetical rock conditions. The site
amplification studies are performed in a distinct separate step as a
part of the determination of the SSE."

Desired Chanae:

Delete the phrase, "in a distinct separate step".
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Resoonse:

In DG 1032 (Regulatory Guide 1.165) and Appendix C the application
"

studies are presented as a distinct step, so the phrase has been left i

in. 1

!

Comment No. 58: |
'

I
SRP 2.5.2, page 11, lines 27-33, Sect 2.5.2.6. This Section states, "As I

part of the review to judge the adequacy of the SSE proposed by the |
applicant, the staff performs an independent evaluation of ground motion i

estimates, as required. In these independent estimates, the. staff may
consider effects on ground : notion from the controlling earthquakes
discussed in Subsection 2.5.2.4 by assuming the controlling earthquakes
for each seismic source (geological structures or seismotectonic l

provinces) to be at its closest approach to the site." '

This paragraph continues to overemphasize a deterministic process for:

assessing the adequacy of the SSE' derived from the PSHA procedure
described in DG-1032. In our opinion it is inappropriate to make an !
assessment of the SSE in this manner or to use this procedure as a means
to assess the adequacy of the SSE determined using the DG-1032 process. |

'

The text does not describe how the procedure will be implemented. For
example, for the host seismic source, where is the controlling

,

earthquake (which is at least as big as the maximum historic event) i

located?
|

Desired Chanae: '

This Section needs clarification for consistency and reproducability of
the process. As a minimum, the text should be expanded to clarify how ,

the procedure will be implemented.

! Response:

All of the text that referred to an independent deterministic seismic*

hazard analysis has been revised. Also see the response to Comment 54.

i
Comment No. 59:

SRP 2.5.2, page 15, line 8, Sect III. This item states, ".. borings,
geophysical data, trenches, and those geologic conditions exposed during
construction if the review is for an operating license."

The changa as suggested would indicate that staff site visits can be
performed to inspect trenches excavated prior to a combined license, or
to inspect the geologic conditions exposed during co'nstruction (after
the COL, at the option of the applicant). With the new combined license
process, either approach should be permitted in order for the staff to
reach a final conclusion. But, as indicated in the comment on SRP, page
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!

;

2.5.3-9 lines 29-32, a final staff conclusion should not be deferredt

| until the time of construction excavation if an inspection of trenches
i- is performed during the review preceding a combined license. :
i

Desired Chanae:

'Revise to read:

... borings, geophysical data, trenches, or those geologic conditions"
,

l exposed..."

Also delete the phrase, "if the review is for an operating license."

ReSDonse:

Examination of exploratory trenches by the staff during site
investigations does not preclude the necessity for the staff to examine
the final excavations for the plant. See Response to Comment 53. The
phrase, "if the review is for an operating license." has been deleted.

Comment No. 60:

SRP 2.5.2, page 2, line 4, para 1. The text states, "SSE represents the
potential for earthquake ground motion at the site and is the vibratory
ground motion for which certain structures, systems, and components are

.

'

designed to remain functional. j

The word potential typically is associated with maximum, maximum
credible, etc. This can be linked to the probabilistic upper bound. In
this context, the word design is a better choice.

Desired Chanae:

Revise to read:
"The SSE represents the design earthquake ground motion at the site and ,

is the vibratory ground motion for which certain structures, systems,
and components are designed to remain functional.

Response:

The words " potential for" have been deleted from the statement and
" design" added as suggested.

Comment.No. 61:

SRP 2.5.2, page 2, lines 16-26, para 3. The text states, " Guidance on
seismological and geological investigations is being developed in Draft
Regulatory Guide DG-1032, " Identification and Characterization of
Seismic Sources and Determination of Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground
Motion." These investigations describe the seismicity of the site

|
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E

region and the correlation of earthquake activity with seismic sources.
i Seismic sources are identified and characterized, including the rates of

occurrence associated with each seismic source. All seismic sources
that have any part within 320 km (200 miles) of the site must be
identified. More distant sources that have a potential for earthquakes
large enough to affect the site must also be identified. Seismic
sources can be capable tectonic sources or seismogenic sources; a
seismotectonic province is a type of seismogenic source.

The wording implies a rate of occurrence of seismic sources. It is more
correct to state the rate of occurrence of earthquakes. It is
impossible to know when one has identified all source zones and included
all seismic sources have been included.

i Desired Chance:

Revise to read the following "... including the rates of occurrence of
earthquakes associated with each seismic sources that have any part
within 200 km (125 miles) ..."

"

iResponse:
i
|

The distance of 320 km (200 mi) will not be changed. See response to
Comment 5.

The subject paragraph has been modified and appears in the SRP as
follows:

" Guidance on seismological and geological investigations is provided in )
Regulatory Guide 1.165, " Identification and Characterization of Seismic
Sources and Determination of Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion"

,

(Ref. 9). These investigations describe the seismicity of the site )
region and the correlation of earthquake activity with seismic sources.
Seismic sources are identified and characterized, including the rates of |

occurrence of earthqurkes associated with each seismic source. Seismic
,

sources that have any part within 320 km (200 miles) of the site must be
identified. Mora distant sources that have a potential for earthquakes
large enough to affect the site must also be identified. Seismic

sources can be capable tectonic sources or seismogenic sources; a
seismotectonic province is a type of seismogenic source."
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Comment No. 62:

SRP 2.5.3, page 9, line 3, Sect III. This item states, " This procedure
could create a problem for the staff in that the applicant could already
have a license .. . ."

As written, the statement illustrates the potential difficulty that may'

arise with a Combined Operating License approach. That is, site
excavation occurring preceding the staff's final suitability
determination.

Desired Chanae:

The statement should be reworded to more explicitly state how to
disposition the issue, e.g., by inspection of the foundation
excavation (s) followed by final determination of site suitability by the l
staff.

Response:
i

In response to this comment and Comment 64, the referenced ~ paragraph has

been rewritten as follows* I

l

"In 10 CFR Part 52, a licensing approach is described that may be used j

in lieu of the 10 CFR Part 50 two-step procedure of requiring applicants
to obtain a Construction Permit, followed several years later after the i

plant design bases have been approved by the staff,- by application fer,

an Operating License. This procedure, called combined licensing, could |
create a problem for the staff in that the SER will already have been I

written and the applicant will have a license before excavations are
started. Therefore, faults discovered for the first time in the

'excavations will not have been evaluated by the staff. To alleviate-

this potential problem, there must be a commitment in the site-specific
,

portion of the SAR for a facility to (1) notify the staff immediately if

previously unknown geologic features that could represent a hazard to |
the plant are encountered in the excavation; (2) geologically map all I

excavations for Seismic Category I structures, as a minimum; and (3)
notify the NRC staff when the excavations are open for examination."

Comment No. 63:

SRP 2.5.3, page 9, lines 29-32, Sect III. This item states, " applicants
usually excavate trenches....when the construction excavations are
made."
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Unless it is intended that such trenching would precede a COL permit and
supplant the need for any later staff inspection of construction
excavation to reach a final determination, it is inappropriate to
speculate on whether the applicants will or will not excavate trenches
in the areas where major facilities are to be located.

Desired Chanae:

$ Delete this whole sentence, lines 29 through 32.

ResDonse:

The main purpose of the SRP is to provide guidance to the regulatory I
l

staff in assessing information submitted in support of applications for j
4

licenses to construct or operate nuclear power plants. It is )
appropriate to make the staff aware of the kinds of investigations that
will be undertaken to obtain the information that appears in that
application, particularly when it may be important for the staff to go
to the site for first hand observations. However, the text has been !

'

reworded and the objectional part has been removed. As stated in
Response No. 59, examination by the staff of exploratory trenches does
not supplant the need for the staff to examination the excavations forI

: the plant. '

Comment No. 64:

2 SRP 2.5.3, page 9, line 7, Sect III. This item states, "It is
imperative that Section 2.5.3. of the SER..."

It is understood that the SRPs provide guidance to the staff and is
generally followed. Therefore, the word ' imperative' adds unnecessary
emphasis.

Desired Chanae:'

Delete.the word " imperative"

Response:
'

We agree. The sentence has been revised (without " imperative") as it
appears in the revised paragraph in Response No. 62.
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1.2.4 Wais and Associates. Inc.

Commentor: Royce M. Reinecke, April 4, 1995

Comments on Draft Reaulatory Guides. DG-1032. SRP P.5.1. 2.5.2. and 2.5.3.

1. Page 7, lines 15 to 19. Appendix A of Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1034 _ |

proposes an OBE criteria of a Richter 5 earthquake within 200 km of the
site. Rightly so, earthquakes farther than 200 km from the site are not
given a high importance. To ensure consistency between DG1034 and
DG1032, it is recommended that the outer bound of regional geological
and seismic investigations also be limited to 200 km, or 125 miles.
This can significantly reduce the cost of the investigation without
reducing the level of safety that is achieved.

Resoonse:

It is not appropriate for the OBE distance criteria specified in DG 1034
(Regulatory Guide 1.166) and the radius of the area to be investigated
for determining the SSE described in DG 1032 (now called Regulatory
Guide 1.165) to be the same. They are for different magnitude
earthquakes and levels of ground motions.

The reason for specifying a radius of 320 km (200 mi) for the regional
investigations is not only to ensure that the area of study be broad
enough to encompass those seismic sources close enough to affect the
site, but also, because the CEUS is relatively aseismic and sources are
at depth and largely undefined, the area should be as large as
reasonably possible to include a greater number of earthquakes for 'j
analysis, and to incorporata any more-distant sources identified that j

could be related to, or analogous to sources near to or underlying the j
site.

The 200 mile distance has been very beneficial in past licensing
activities because it has often been necessary to estimate the age of a ;

-potential seismic source, or potential capable fault in the site
vicinity by relating its time of last activity to that of a .similar,
previously evaluated structure, or a known tectonic episode the evidence
of which may have been many tens or hundreds of miles away.
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1.

|
,

Within this area (320 km), assessment should be made of existing
regional seismological, geological, geophysical, remote sensing,
physiographic, and other informatien that could be used to identify or
interpret potential seismic sources. It is not expected to be a
detailed investigation, and may consist of only literature study with
limited, focussed ground truth reconnaissances.

,

2. Page 11, lines 28 to 29. It is not clear why the PSHA should only be
updated if it leads to higher hazard estimate. If there is a sound

l basis for reducing the PSHA, this should not be precluded by regulation.

Responie:

The portion of DG 1032 (now Regulatory Guide 1.165) dealing with
upda. ting the PSHA data base has been rewritten. It is repeated herein I

as it now reads in response to your comment and similar comments by
others:

"For CEUS sites, perform and evaluation of LLNL or EPRI seismic sources
in accordance with Appendix E to determine whether they are consistent
with the site-specific data gathered in Step 1 or require updating. The '

PSHA should only be updated if the new information indicates that the
current version significantly underestimates the hazard and there is a
strong technical basis that supports such a revision. It may be
possible to justify a lower hazard estimate with an exceptionally strong
technical basis. However, it is expected that large uncertainties in
estimating seismic hazard in the CEUS will continue to' exist in the
future, and substantial delays in the licensing process will result in
trying to justify a lower value with respect to a specific site. For

these reasons the NRC staff discourages efforts to justify a lower
hazard estimate. In most cases, limited-scope sensitivity studies
should be sufficient to demonstrate that the existing data base in the
PSHA envelops the findings from site-specific investigations. In

general, significant revisions to the LLNL and EPRI data base are to be
undertaken only periodically (every 10 years), or when there is an
important new finding or occurrence. An overall revision of the data
base would also require a reexamination of the acceptability of the
reference probability discussed in Appendix B and used in Step 4 below.
Any significant update should follow the guidance of Reference 9." The
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guidance allows for reducing the PSHA during the periodic update if
there is a strong technical basis for it.

3. Page 13, line 28. A fifth step should be added to this procedure to
define an SSE level for which it is not r.ecessary to conduct a seismic
design. The process as now written results in an SSE, no matter how
small. It is conceivable for sites in the eastern United States that
the SSE that results from this process will be very small. There should
be some small SSE level for which it is not necessary to design for.
Note that in DG 1034, a criteria is provided in the appendix that states
that earthquakes of less than MMI VI do not require any shutdown for
inspection if there is no apparent damage. If this is the case, does a

site with and equivalent to a MMI of VI or less require seismic design?

Response:

Seismic hazard estimates are based to a large extent on hist'oric
'

seismicity, and because of this in certain regions such as Florida and
southeastern Texas the calculated Safe Shutdown Earthquake ground

motions (SSE) are lower than ground motions expected to be generated by
a magnitude 4.5 to 5 (MMI VI) earthquake. This may be because the
historical seismic record is not long enough to have experienced larger
earthquakes, and it is difficult to identify geological evidence of
prehistoric earthquakes 9 these regions. Additionally, the sources of
the earthquaker. are undefined. 9 ause of such uncertainties the staff
requires a minimum seismic design [ Appendix S to 10 CFR Part 50

IV(a)(1)) even in those regions that indicate lower hazards.

ADDendiX A:

1. The definition of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion in this
draft Regulatory Guide is almost indistinguishable from the definition
of the Operating Basis Earthquake Ground Motion in DG-1033. Given the
adoption of PSHA methods, a likelihood should be assigned to the SSE,
such ar, 1 in ten-thousand in any given year; or it should be defined as
the largest earthquake that has been felt at the site in the last 50,000
years (see the definition of a capable tectonic source).

Ib21011t:

The definitions of the SSE and OBE are essentially unchanged in the
revised regulations and guides from those in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part
100. The SSE (Safe Shutdown Earthquake ground motion) target

probability, which is acceptable to the staff to be used in conjunction
with the LLNL and EPRI PSHA, is IE-5/yr as described in Step 3 of
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I.
1

|8

Appendix B to Regulatory Guide 1.165 (formerly DG 1032). It is not

I appropriate to put that value in the definition of SSE because some |
| applicants may elect to use other acceptable hazard techniques to which !

| that criterion would not apply, including a deterministic seismic hazard ]
| analysis. Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100, Section 100.23 of Part 100, ]
| and Appendix S to 10 CFR Part 50 all establish a minimum seismic design

! level. It has long been a part of the licensing process.
!

Anoendix B4

t
'

1. The logic for arriving at the reference probability is flawed. Although |
;

1 it is descriptive of how the NRC arrived at a reference probability of |

j IE-5 for the SSE, it does not add significantly to the Regulatory Guide. I

i It is clear that the NRC has licensed plants in the CEUS with SSE I
3 ranging in likelihood from 1E-6 to IE-4 and that a value of IE-5 is
i consistent with past practices. The question that is not answered is

whether the use of IE-5 imposes an unreasonable and imprudent burden on
the construction of nuclear plants. Note that many of the plants in the
IE-6 range were forced to assume an SSE of 0.lg by 10 CFR Part 100 1
A.ppendix A even though the geology of the region dictated that the value !

was very conservative. If these plants had selected a lower SSE, their |
probability would have been higher and the median value would have been |

'greater than IE-5. Are plants in the Western United States also-
licensed for an SSE likelihood of IE-57 Snould there be a different
standard for eastern US versus the western US?

Average past practice does not appear to be a reasonable basis for
selecting a design earthquake. What is reasonable is to select a level
of risk that is acceptable to the public r.nd'is consistent with other
risks the public accepts. If that level of risk is 1E-5 then so be it.
However, if we consider that ice agu occur every ten thousand years,
then IE-4 appears to be a more prude.t level of risk than IE-5.

Suggest deleting this appendix once a level of risk is established. The
acceptable level of risk should not be revised based on changes
individual plants implement, as is stated on page B-1, lines 19 to 20.

Response:

See the response to a similar comment by Morgan, Lewis, and Bockius, i

The IE-5- (based on median hazard, corresponding value based on mean |
hazard ir, approximately 1E-4) is based on the likelihood of exceedance
of the SSE's of operating plants built later on (those designed to RG
1.60 or to a similar-spectrum). We do not regard IE-5 as being
unreasonable or imprudent based on the uncertainties in seismicity,
seismic sources and ground motion parameters; nor do we regard that it
is placing an unreasonable burden on future builders of nuclear power
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i

1plants. It is true that several plants had to be designed for an SSE '

exceedance probability of IE-6 even though there was no seismic or
geologic evidence supporting it. As explained in the response to an
earlier comment, the minimum value of 0.1g is a conservatism based on
the seismic and geologic uncertainties. The need for minimum design was
extensively debated in the sixties (0krent,1901)' and was established
after much deliberation.

This reference probability is also to be used in conjunction with sites
not in the Central and Eastern United States and for sites for which
LLNL and EPRI methods and data have not been used or are not available.
However, the final SSE at a higher reference probability may be more
appropriate and acceptable (the use of a higher reference probability

'will be reviewed and accepted on a case-by-case basis) for some sites
considering the slope characteristics of the site hazard curves, the
overall uncertainty in calculations (i.e., differences between mean and
median hazard estimates), and the knowledge of the seismic sources that
contribute to the hazard.

It is a common approach to calibrate the probabilistic standards to j
- acceptable determining engineering practice. These approaches have been
used to develop ACI ultimate strength design requirements as well as
ASCI LRFE requirements. I

|

The commenter has misunderstood the referenced discussion in Appendix B. i

This discussion refers to alternate reference probability for exceeding
the SSE for some non-CEUS sites.

1

I

Anoendix D |
i

1. Page D-8, lines 31 to 33. It is unreasonable to assume that seismic
monitoring should be initiated five years prior to construction and
should continue for five years following. initiation of plant operation.
Note that DG1033, DG1034, and DG1035 talk about seismic monitoring over
the life of the plant.~ It is unlikely that a licensee will be
interested in updating the seismic design bases following issuance of
the construction permit.

1

'Okrent, David, 1981, Nuclear Reactor Safety: On the History of the )
Regulatory Process: University of Wisconsin Press, 370 p.

;
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1

d

;

: Response:
:
'

Section D.2.3.2.2 has been modified to: " Seismic monitoring in the site
area should be established as soon as possible after site selection.

,

; For sites in both the CEUS and WUS, a single large dynamic range, broad-
band seismograph, and a network of short period instruments to locate1-

I events should be deployed around the site area.

,

' The data obtained by monitoring current seismicity will be used, along

j with the much larger data base acquired from site investigations, to

|- evaluate site response and to provide information about whether there

| are significant sources of earthquakes within the vicinity, or to
provide data by which an existing source can be characterized.

,

,

Monitoring should be initiated as soon as practicable at the site,'

i preferably at least five years prior to construction of a nuclear unit

i at a site, and should continue at least until the free field seismic

I monitoring strong ground motion instrumentation described in Regulatory
Guide 1.12 (Ref. D.22) is operational."

i

} Monitaring seismicity for five years before construction is not
considered to be unreasonable by the staff if the site is instrumented
shortly after it is selected. We regard seismic monitoring to be an
important part of the site investigations. It is expected to provide
information on background seismicity, seismic sources, the
characteristics of ground motions from nearby small to moderate
earthquakes, more distant large events, and those generated by other
mechanisms such as nearby quarry blasts, and provide important data on
the ground motion transmission characteristics of site area soils and
rocks. Preconstruction monitoring is especially important in the
western U.S., where, because of the relatively high seismicity, there is
a good chance of recording ground motions from a significant earthquake.
It is also important in the central and eastern U.S. where there are
numerous uncertainties about ground motion characteristics and little is
known about the nature of seismic sources. The analysis of locally
recorded earthquakes may help to reduce these uncertainties and provide

clues to the nature of seismic sources.
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,

1
i

I

Pre-construction seismic information would have been valuable in past
,

'

licensing activities (for example: Diablo Canyon, San Onofre, Indian
Point, Brunswick, Summer, Oconee, WNP-2, etc.), and is expected to be

,

important in the licensing of future nuclear sites.

These responses also apply to the appropriate SRP Sections.

|

|

I
:

I

I
!

,
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1.2.5 Westinahouse Electric Corooration

Commentor: N.J. Liparulo, June 2,1995

Seismic

COMMENT No. 1:

Westinghouse supports NRC's decision to move guidance material from the
proposed rule to the proposed regulatory guides. We also support NRC's
decision to eliminate the " dual deterministic and probabilistic analyses
from the proposed rule. We, however, are concerned that retaining
deterministic evaluations in SRP 2.5.2 will lead to confusion as to
whether future licenses will also need to perform a deterministic
analysis even though such an analysis is only recommended for NRC to
perform as a " sanity" check. This additional deterministic analysis
will add to instability in the licensing process and increase a future
license applicant's seismic analysis costs (in defending its
probabilistic analyses) without any additional benefit to public health
and safety. We recommend that references to deterministic analyses be
removed from all documentation associated with the proposed rule
revision.

Response:

SRP 2.5.2 has been revised and the requirement for the staff to perform
a deterministic seismic hazard analysis has been removed.

1

COMMENT No. 2:

Westinghouse shares NEI's concern with respect to the type of analyses |
needed to construct a new plant on an existing approved site, using the
proposed rule and associated proposed regulatory guides. We also

,

believe that site characterization analysis for existing sites should be |

confirmatory in nature and of " limited scope," rather than " full scope"
as required for new sites.

Response:

It is possible that site characterization investigations and analyses at
some previously validated sites will be confirmatory. Reliance on the
previous characterization depends on its thoroughness, the kinds of
investigative techniques used as compared to the current state-of-the-
art, the geological and seismological complexity of the site and region,
and the quantity and quality of new information and hypotheses that have
been advanced since the site was last studied. The previous information
should be used as part of the database, along with other available
technical information, to plan the extent and level of detail of the new
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investigations for the new plant site. Based on consideration of all
available information the new investigations could range from
confirmatory to a very extensive investigation.

An example is the Indian Point 1, 2, and 3 site. Indian Point I was
investigated in the 1960's when investigative methods were less advanced
than in the mid 1970's when units 2 and 3 came in for operating
licenses. Because of the complexity of the site and region, the
occurrences of several earthquakes, new theories about the tectonics of
the region, and new investigative techniques, site character.ization with
respect to estimating the seismic hazard at this previously evaluated
site was similer to that of a new site.

On the other hand, if a new unit is planned at an existing nuclear power
plant site located in a region of relatively simple geology and
seismology, and it had been recently thoroughly investigated using
modern techniques, the geosciences investigations for the additional
unit would most likely be less comprehensive than investigations for a
new site or for an additional unit at an existing site in a geologically
complex region. j

1

|

l

:

l
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1.2.6 Yankee Atomic Electric Corocration

Commentor: Stepen P. Schultz, May 19, 1995

Responses to Attachment 2. (DG-1032 and Accendices)

1. Page 1, lines 27-31.* YAEC suggests that they be replaced by page 2,
lines 1-6 to be consistent with Section 100.23. Since the staff doesn't
agree with the recommended change in Section 100.23, there is no need to
alter this text.

2. Page 2, lines 15 and 16. YAEC recommends adding the phrase, " level that
,

is acceptable to the staff.", to the first sentence in the paragraph, i

and replacing the word "information" with " data" in the next sentence.
We agree that the first suggested revision improves the text and have
made the recommended changes. In regard to the second part of this !

comment we don't agree. Many times the broader term, information, is
more appropriate, such as when it includes reference to interpretations |

or hypotheses, etc. The word " data" in this case is too restrictive.

3. Page 3, lines 6-9. Recommends changing the text to be consistent with
Section 100.23. The staff has made the suggested changes in the text.

!

4. Page 3, lines 19 and 20. We did not delete " uncertainty" but added the
suggested phrase "(including alternative scientific interpretations)" in ;

parentheses.

5. Page 4, lines 14 and 15. The comment has to do with the basic
difference in philosophies between the YAEC and the staff. We don't
agree with the comment, however, we have modified the text to read: "The

general, process to determine the SSE at a site includes:"

6. Page 4, lines 37-40 and page 5, lines 1-10. We agree with the comment,

and have deleted the sentence beginning with "Thus.....", and have added

"The stated page and line numbers refer to those in the comparative text
provided by the commentor and not those in the draft regulatory guide or
standard review plan sections published for public comment.
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1

1

the statement "Therefore, it is important to account for this
uncertainty by the use of multiple alternative models.",

1

1
7. Page 5, l'ine 24. We regard "information" as being more appropriate than>

" data." See the response to 2.;

8. Page 6, lines 29-41, and page 7, lines 1 and 2. The coment involves
the differences in philosophies between the YAEC and the NRC, and the |

recomended change was not adopted regarding Section 100.23 to 10 CFR i
'

Part 100. Therefore, there is no need to make this change. See NRC

.' staff resolution of public coments on the proposed regulations in the |
document " Resolution of Public Coments on the Proposed Seismic and |
Earthquake Engineering Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," page 14.

9. Page 7, lines 16, 17, 20, 24, and 31. The NRC staff does not agree with
the radius of investigations for the region and the site area prescribed j

*
1

by the IAEA, and therefore is not obligated to make those specified in '

Regulatory Guide 1.165 consistent with those of the international );

j organization. ;

Although recent evidence indicates that a site at distances greater than
;

200 km from a major earthquake are not likely to experience damaging
ground motions, and seismic sources beyond 40 km are not likely to )
generate near-field ground motions or cause surface deformation at the

'
site, there are other reasons for specifying the greater distances (320
km and 40 km as opposed to 200 km and 25 km of IAEA).

.

The reasons that we do not plan to reduce the larger radii include:

,

1. In the CEUS where earthquakes are relatively rare and usually '

small, the larger area of consideration allows that more of them |

be included in the applicant's catalogue for consideration, and
thus provides a broader data base with which to study the regional

' seismicity and to characterize regional and local seismic sources.

\
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:

I i

2. In past licensing activities, particularly in the CEUS, it has
,

,

i often been impossible to determine the absolute age of the most
recent displacements on faults identified at sites and thus

; difficult to show whether those faults met the criteria of being
j noncapable. To compensate for this lack of evidence, it has been *

necessary to assess the relationship between the structural
,

! geology and tectonics of the site and the regional structural

| geology and tectonics, often requiring the investigation to extend
j out many tens to hundreds of kilometers distant. In these cases, '

associating the faults identified at the site with documented
ancient faults or tectonic events in the region served as a basis
for concluding that the site faults were not capable faults. The

converse has also occurred when it became necessary to relate the
age of last activity of a distant significant source to one -

investigated in detail near a site,

3. Because the CEUS is relatively aseismic and earthquake sources are
undefined, the staff believes the area should be as broad as
reasonable to expand the data base. This data includes regional
data such as historic and instrumentally recorded seismicity,
paleoseismic evidence, geological evidence, and geophysical .

anomalies that could be used to identify or interpret. potential
seismic sources.

4. In most cases the types of investigations necessary within the 200 j

mile radius will not be extensive, but consist of a literature i

search, and the study of existing maps, subsurface dita, remote
sensing data, and geophysical data, with some ground truth
reconnaissances. The difference in the level of effort in these
studies for sites, particularly in the CEUS, between a radius of
200 km and 320 km is not expected to be significant. Most

terconic structures can likely be ruled out as potential seismic
sources without going to the field. Ground truth reconnaissances
can be made on a very selective basis.

,

5. In the WUS it has sometimes been necessary to extend

investigations hundreds of kilometers along major tectonic
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i
.

structures that pass near a site to properly characterize the '

; seismic hazard of those structures (i.e. the San Gregorio-Hosgri

j fault zone relative to the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant; the
; Rattlesnake-Wallula Lineament with respect to Washington Nuclear

; 2; the Cascadia Subduction Zone relative to Washington Nuclear 3;
etc.). Conversely, with respect to Diablo Canyon, a case was made

3

for not extending the regional investigations more than 75 km (45
3

mi) to the east and 45 km (27 mi) to the west because of the
presence of the San Andreas and San Luis Banks faults, i

respectively.

!

Also see the NRC staff's responses to Department of Energy, Draft :

Regulatory Guide, DG 1032, Comment No. 2, and Nuclear Energy Institute,
;

Comment No. 5. )

|

10. Page 9, lines 20-26, and 35-38. The section within which these
references are found has been revised. We assume that the main
objection to the text was the reference to a deterministic seismic
hazard analysis by the staff. The requirement for a deterministic
analysis has been removed.

11. Page 10, lines 31-35. In response to your comments and those of others,
we have modified the referenced text to: " Alternative hypotheses can |

also be used to evaluate the sensitivity of the hazard to the |
1

uncertainties in the significant parameters and to identify the relative
;

contribution of each seismic source to the hazard. Reference 9.provides -|
|guidance for conducting a PSHA."

12. Page 11, lines 11-41. The referenced text has been rewritten as
follows: "The PSHA should only be updated if the new information
' indicates that the current version significantly underestimates the
hazard and there is a strong technical basis that supports such a
revision. It may be possible to justify a lower hazard estimate with an
exceptionally strong technical basis. However, it is expected that
large uncertainties in estimating seismic hazard in the CEUS will
continue to exist-in the future, and substantial delays in the licensing
process will result in trying to justify a lower value with respect to a
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i
|
,

-specific site. For these reasons the NRC staff discourages efforts to ,

justify a lower hazard estimate. In most cases, limited-scope )
sensitivity studies should be sufficient to demonstrate that the l

~

existing data base in the PSHA envelops the findings from site-specific ;

investigations. In general, the significant revisions to the LLNL and ]
EPRI data base are to be undertaken only periodically (every ten years), ,

| or when there is an important new finding or occurrence. An overall |.

revision of the data base will also require a reexamination of the

| acceptability of the reference probability discussed in Appendix B and |
used in Step 4 below. Any significant update should follow the guidance j

of Reference 9."

" Strong technical basis" is used instead of " consensus of opinion by the )
scientific community." A decision regarding this issue will more than
likely be needed long before consensus among the scientific community
can be obtained. The staff will make the decision based on the strength I

!

of the available data and advice from the scientific community, I

including the USGS.

l
13. Page 12, lines 7-11, and 24. The broader term "information" is |

preferred in both contexts, so the suggested change has not been made.
We do not consider it useful to add the sentence, "For soil sites, the
rock hazard results will be amplified based upon. site-specific
amplification factors" to this paragraph. I

!

14. Page 12, lines, 35-39, and page 13, lines 1-9. The suggested addition

to the text was not included because Appendix F discusses options to
develop the SSE.

!15. Page 13, lines 20-42, page 14, lines 1-7, lines 11-12, and lines 16-18.
All of the changes recommended in these references are based on
previously recommended changes that were not adopted, or on a basic
philosophy that differs from that of the NRC staff, and therefore were
not made. !

,
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,

l-
1

Appendix A

1. Page A-1, line 4, and lines 9-11. As suggested, "In" has been struck
and "As a result of"'added on line 4. Explicit reference to
deterministic controlling earthquakes has been removed.

.i

2. ~ Page A-1, line 23. The definition has been supplemented to state that ,

the SSE is defined in terms of free-field spectra at the free ground
surface.

.

! 3. -Page A-2, lines 22-28. The first sentence in the definition of

; Seismogenic Source has been revised to read, "A seismogenic source is a
portion of the earth that we assume has uniform earthquake potential
(same expected maximum earthquake and recurrence frequency) distinct ;

; from the seismicity of the surrounding regions."
,

i

l

Appendix B

1. -Page B-1, lines 17-19. It is inappropriate to refer to the SSHAC program
! here, because " median" as used in that program was for a different

intent. !

2. Page B-2, lines 17-18. The statement has been modified as suggested to ;

read: "Using LLNL, EPRI, or a comparable methodology that is acceptable i

to the NRC staff, calculate |
"

|

Appendix C

1. General statement - Appendix C has been modified with careful
consideration of your comments.

2. General comment by YAEC - Change all seismic hazard information base to

seismic hazard data base. Response - As stated earlier, we consider it
j to be more appropriate to use "information" because it includes
!. alternate hypotheses as well as data.

:
.

'
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|

3. Page 1, lines 22-24. The phrase "and the results from the PSHA." has
been added to the paragraph as recommended.;

!-

4. The text on pages C-1 through C-6, which describes the procedure to
determine controlling earthquakes, has been modified in consideration of
your comments, and the steps (Steps 1-8) have been arranged in their

Iproper sequence.

5. Page C-7, lines 29-30. We agree'with this comment and Tables C.4 - C.7 |

have been included to show actual values for each bin and the total
hazard.

,

|

Appendix D |

|

1. Page D-1, Lines 4 and 5. The staff does not agree with the
investigation distance radii recommended by YAEC for the reasons given
in the response to Comment No. 9 above.

j
i

l

2. Page D-1, lines 31-35. Regional and site specific investigations are
performed and the acquired data are analyzed to ovaluate the seismic and
geologic conditions of the site and surrounding region, to determine
whether significant seismic sources are present in.the region that may |

not be sueloped by the PSHA database, and to assure that the correct |

attenuation values have been used. We assume that your concern is
related to the way in which this data will be utilized in a

deterministic hazard analysis. As stated in an earlier response, the
'previous requirement in SRP 2.5.2 for the staff to perform a

deterministic seismic hazard analysis to compare with the applicant's
PSHA results has been removed.

3. Page D-7, lines 22 and 23. The existence of an active seismographic
network in the site region may suffice in some cases, but generally not.
It is important, particularly in the CEUS, to be able to record small
events, including microearthquakes, to obtain data that might provide

| clues to the nature of the local source and ground motion attenuation |

characteristics. Regional networks, unless they are nearby and
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specifically designed for it, are not adequate to accomplish this. For

this reason we did not add the reco6 amended sentence.

4. Page D-7, lines 25-31. The subject paragraph has been revised to read:
"The data obtained by monitoring current seismicity will be used, along ,

l

with the much larger data base acquired from site investigations, to 1

evaluate site response and to provide information about whether there
i

are significant sources of earthquakes within the site vicinity, or to i

provide data by which an existing source can be characterized."

5. Page D-7, lines 34-38. The paragraph has been reworded as follows:
| " Monitoring should be initiated as soon as practicable at the site,

,

preferably at least five years prior to construction of a nuclear unit |
at a site, and should continue at least until the free field seismic j

,

monitoring strong ground motion instrumentation described in Regulatory |
1

Guide 5 .12 (Ref. D.22) is operational." |

:

Appendix E |
|

1. Page E-1, lines 5-27. Updating the input parameters to the PSHA's could 1
Ibe destabilizing to the licensing process, and it is intended that all

source zones, attenuation models, and upper bound magnitudes be frozen
until they are again determined in a consistent manner in ten years.

l

If, however, new data indicate that there is a potential for a
significant change in the hazard estimate, such as the discovery of a
previously unknown capable tectonic source at the site, then sensitivity
studies will be carried out to estimate the impact of the new data on j
the seismic hazard. If tne resulting value is approximately enveloped
by the PSHA database, no further analysis is necessary.

Analyses along these lines were performed by NUMARC (now NEI) and EPRI

in regard to the effect on the seismic hazard in the Wabash Valley as
defined by the LLNL and EPRI PSHA's of the discovery of paleoseismic
evidence for a prehistoric earthquake of an estimated magnitude of 7.5.

! They demonstrated that the occurrence of such an event centered at
Vincennes, Indiana, was enveloped by the PSHA input, and a new PSHA was
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1
J

not necessary. It is expected that the results of this analysis of the
new information about he Wabash Valley will be typical of most
assessments of new data that initially imply that there might be a
change in the seismic hazard.

i
A similar exercise was accomplished regarding new information and its
impact on the seismic hazard of a site on the Savannah River

|-
Reservation. In this case the seismic design was impacted by the new
information because of the significance of new data.

Although advice from the scientific community will be sought, obtaining
its consensus regarding the significance of new data is difficult and
time-consuming. Licensing activities should not be delayed for a

'

substantial amount of time waiting for this to come about. The staff
will make a judgement on the significance of new data based on strong
technical evidence, and communication with, but not necessarily on a
consensus of,.the scientific community.

In most cases, if it can be shown that the new data only has an impact
on the site being evaluated (source zones only applicable to that site),
then a new reference probability need not be calculated. When more than
one site is affected, then it may be necessary to recalculate the
seismic hazard at all sites. An overall revision of the data base would j
also require a reexamination of the acceptability of the reference j
probability.

The procedure described in lines 21-23 is similar to the staff's " sanity
check" for the PSHA described in DG 1032. The staff is no longer
explicitly required to perform a deterministic seismic hazard analysis.

1
:

Also see the NRC staff's response to Nuclear Energy Institute, Comment
-

No. 30.
,

|
.

2. Page E-2, lines 2-4. These referenced lines have been modified to read:
"If new information identified by the site-specific investigations would
result-in a significant increase in the hazard estimate for a site, and
this new information is validated by a strong technical basis, the PSHA
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I
!

may have to be modified to incorporate the new technical information.
Using sensitivity studies, it may also be possible to justify a lower
hazard estimate with an exceptionally strong technical basis. However,
it is expected that large uncertainties in estimating seismic hazard in
the CEUS will continue to exist in the future, and substantial delays in
the licensing process will result in trying to justify a lower value
with respect to a specific site. )

i

; In general, major recomputations of the LLNL and EPRI data base are i

planned periodically (approximately every ten years), or when there is
' an important new finding or occurrence. The overall revision of the i

data base will also require a reexamination of the reference probability |
discussed in Appendix B." |

| 3. Page E-2, line 13. The word "effect" has been replaced with " affect".

I 1

4. Page E-2, line 20. The phrase "will probably" has been replaced with )
"may".

Appendix F .]
! 1

1. Page F-1, lines 11-27, and page F-2, lines 5-9, 16-21, 24-28, and 33-38.
The referenced text has been revised to: "The SSE response spectrum can
be determined by scaling a site-specific spectral shape determined for
the controlling earthquakes or by scaling a standard broad-band spectral
shape to envelop the average of the ground motion levels for 5 and 10 Hz ]
(S.,. 3 ), and I and 2.5 (S., .,,5) as determined in Step C.2 of Appendix C l

to this guide."
4

The recommended sentence on lines 18-21 (also page F-2, lines 5-9) were
considered to be unnecessary and not added.

2. ~Page F-2, lines 10 and 11. Changing the phrase "three possible" to
" acceptable" does not improve the text, therefore this was not done.
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3. Page F-3, lines 4-7, and 33-38. We do not agree with the suggested
changes of Position 4, therefore, the recommended modifications were not
made.

SRP 2.5.2

1. Page 2.5.2-1, lines 8-11. The comment concerns deterministic seismic
hazard analysis. The explicit requirement for a deterministic seismic
hazard analysis by the staff has been eliminated.

2. Page 2.5.2-2, line 7. The word " design" has been inserted between
" represents the" and " earthquake".

3. Page 2.5.2-2, line 28. The phrase has been revised to: " including rates
of occurrence of earthquakes "

.

4. Page 2.5.2-2, line 30, and page 2.5.2-3 11nes 6 and 7. "All" has been
deleted and the "s" in " seismic" has been capitalized.

>

5. Page 2.5.2-6, line 3 and 7. This part of the text has been rewritten
and the word "all" is no longer included. )

6. Page 2.5.2-6, lines 16-18. The word " assumed" has been inserted between
" regions of" and " uniform" in this statement.

I

7. Page 2.5.2-6, lines 23 and 24. The relationship between seismic source
and seismotectonic province is defined in Regulatory Guide 1.165,
Appendix A, Page A-2, in the definition of seismogenic source, which is
-a seisniic source that does not rupture ground surface. Seismotectonic

province is defined as a seismogenic source that is a large region of
diffused seismicity. The entire paragraph, lines 1-24, has been
rewritten and reorganized based on these and other comments.

8. Page 2.5.2-6, lines 38-42, and page 2.5.2-7, lines 1 and 2. The

referenced text has been revised. However, in reviewing the resuits of ,

the applicant's regional and site investigations and assessing the
seismic sources identified by those investigations, it still may be
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necessary to develop realistic models based on this information in order
to determine whether those models have been enveloped by the PSHA used

in the estimation of the SSE. The evaluation guidance described in the
referenced paragraph has been rewritten with that purpose in mind. Some

revision of Sections III, REVIEW PROCEDURES, and Section IV, EVALUATION

FINDINGS has also been accomplished to more clearly define the staff's
responsibilities.

9. Page 2.5.2-7, lines 15-21. The following statements have been added to
the referenced sentence for clarification: "For the CEUS sites, when the

' SSE is determined using LLNL or EPRI PSHA methodology and Regulatory

Guide 1.165 (Ref. 9) in meeting the requirements of Reference 1, this
subsection is acceptable when adequate information is provided to
demonstrate (1) that a thorough investigation has been conducted to
assess the seismicity and identify seismic sourcer thct could be,

significant in estimating the seismic hazard of the region if they

| exist, (2) that existing sources (in the PSHA) are consistent with the
results of site and regional investigations or the sources have been

d

updated in accordance with the Appendix E of regulatory Guide 1.165.

For sites where LLNL or EPRI methods have not been used and~it is
necessary to identify and characterize seismic sources in meeting the

5 requirements of Reference 1, adequate information must be provided in
this subsection to demonstrate that all seismic sources that are

) significant in determining the earthquake potential of the region have
been identified, or that an adequate investigation has been carried out
to provide reasonable assurance that there are no unidentified
significant seismic sources."

10. Page 2.5.2-7, lines 36-39. The phrase "(those identified by the
investigations)" has been inserted between " seismic sources" and "is
based on" in parentheses for clarification.

Comments 11 through 16.

Page 2.5.2-9, lines 4, 5, 10, 11, 13-15, 16, 17, 24-27, 30-32, 39, and
40. These comments pertain to the deterministic seismic hazard " sanity
check" of the applicant's PSHA. This proposed procedure has been
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i

i

i
'

I : abolished. The description of that procedure has been deleted and

| replaced by the following text: !

l
1: '"For the CEUS sites relying on LLNL or EPRI methods and databases, the 1

*

staff will_ review the applicant's PSHA, including the underlying
I assumptions and how the results of the site investigations are used to
j update the existing sources in the PSHA, how they are used to develop

j additional sources, or how they are used to develop a new data base.
!
.

j' The staff will review the controlling earthquakes and associated ground
j motions at the site derived from the applicant's PSHA to be sure that
j; they are consistent with the controlling earthquakes and ground motions
;, used in licensing (a) other licensed facilities at the site, (b) nearby
} plants, or (c) plants licensed in similar seismogenic regions, or to be
'
i sure the reasons they are not consistent are understood. For the CEUS,

a comparison of the PSHA results can be made with the information
included as'. Table 1, which is a very general representation based on
technical information developed over the past two decades of licensing
nucl a r power plants.

Table 1

Magnitudes and Distances Within Seismogenic Source Regions
of the CEUS Used to Estimate the SSE

SEISMIC SOURCES MAGNITUDE DISTANCE TO SITE
(KM)

Northern New England 5.8 mb 15

Piedmont - New England 5.6 mb 15

Southern Valley and Ridge 5.7 mb 15

Atlantic Coastal Plain 5.5 mb 15

Gulf Coast 5.4 mb 15

Central Stable Region 5.5 mb 15

Charleston 7.5 Ms Site-specific

New Madrid 8.5 Ms Site-specific
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,

;

The applicant's probabilistic analysis, including the derivation of
controlling earthquakes, is considered acceptable if it follows the .

. procedures in Regulatory Guide 1.165 and its Appendix C (Ref. 9). 3

Incorporating the results of site investigations into the probabilistic )
analysis is considered acceptable if it follows the procedure outlined
in Appendix E of Regulatory Guide 1.165 and is consistent with the
review findings of Sections 2.5.2.2 and 2.5.2.3. .j

i
.

In addition to the above reviews for CEUS sites where applicants did not )
| use the LLNL or EPRI methods and data bases, the staff will further |

review the applicant's PSHA or other method'used to derive controlling
earthquakes. The staff will particularly review the approaches used to

'

address uncertainties. The staff will perform an independent evaluation I

of the earthquake potential associated with each seismic source that

| could affect the site. The staff will evaluate the applicant's

| controlling earthquakes using historical seismicity (including maximum

L historical earthquakes) and paleoseismicity. '

| For sites not in the CEUS, the staff will review the PSHA or other f
| methods in' detail. As in the reviews of CEUS sites, the staff will '

particularly review the approaches used to address uncertainties. The ;

staff will assess the controlling earthquakes for the site derived from;

I the applicant's method to be sure that they are consistent with the
controlling earthquakes and ground motions used in licensing (a) other
licensed facilities at the site, (b) nearby plants, or (c) plants

|
licensed in similar seismogenic regions, or to be sure the reasons they

: are not consistent are understood.

The determination of the controlling earthquakes and the seismic hazard
information base for sites not in the CEUS is carried out using

| procedures similar to those used for CEUS. However, because of
differences in seismicity rates and ground motion attenuation
characteristics at these sites, alternative magnitude-distance

! parameters may have to be used. In addition, an alternative reference
|
| probability may also have to be developed, particularly for sites in the

active plate margin region and for sites at which a known tectonic
structure dominates the hazard. The staff will perform an independent
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.

|- .

evaluation of the earthquake potential associated with each seismic

| socrce that could affect the site, The staff will evaluate the |
; applicant's controlling earthquakes based on historical seismicity

;

j' (including maximum historical earthquakes) and paleoseismicity. ;
:

For guidance in evaluating the earthquake potential and characterizing
; the uncertainty for sites that are assessed using methods other than the
$ LLNL or EPRI methods and data bases, or for sites outside the CEUS,

,

, refer to the Senior Seismic Hazard Analysis Committee (SSHAC) Report )
! (Ref. 12)."
!

,

:

! 17. Page 2.5.2-11, lines 16-18. The sentence is appropriate because, as
explained in response to an earlier comment, even at ALWR sites, I3

regional evaluations are still required.p

|
| 18. Page 2.5.2-11, lines 25-27. The referenced sentence has been deleted |

! from the SRP Subsection. |
i

;

.

; 19. Page 2.5.2-12, lines 1 and 2. The referenced sentence has been modified |
'

| to: "These procedures are also used to make ground motion es'timates when
! the probabilistic methods are not used. In the following' procedures, j
' 84th percentile response spectra are used for both spectral shape and |

!

| ground motion estimates.
4 i
, -
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2 Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1033

2.1 Background

Nine letters (References 2.1 - 2.9) contained coments on Draft Regulatory
Guide DG-1016, " Seismic Instrumentation for Nuclear Power Plants," November
1992. Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1033, " Seismic Instrumentation for Nuclear
Power Plants," February 1995 reflects the only documentation pertaining to NRC
staff evaluation and implementation of all comments.

Three letters (References 2.10 - 2.12) contained coments on Draft Regulatory
Guide DG-1033, " Seismic Instrumentation for Nuclear Power Plants." A synopsis ;

of the comments and the NRC staff response follows.

2.2 Comments and Responses

2.2.1 Section A. Introduction

A1. It is not evident why it is necessary to require (1) that nuclear sites
have seismic instrumentation, or (2) that nuclear power plants be
shutdown if the Operating Basis Earthquake Ground Motion (0BE) is i

exceeded, if no damage is apparent. It appears that the USGS has I
adequate instrumentation for detecting and reporting earthquakes
anywhere in the United States. Also, if a plant is designed to j

withstand an SSE it is more than reasonable that if it survives an OBE l
(1/2 SSE or an MMI VI) without damage and without tripping, it should be
permitted to continue to operate without interruption. (Reference 2.10)

Response to (1):

The USGS may have adequate instrumentation for detecting and reporting
earthquakes anywhere in the United States; however, their
instrumentation will not satisfy the Commission's requirements that
suitable instrumentation must be provided so that the seismic response
of nuclear power plant features important to safety can be evaluated
promptly. These requirements will be contained in Appendix S,
" Earthquake Engineering Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR
Part 50, " Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities,"
for applications received after the effective date of the final rule.
They are currently contained in Appendix A, " Seismic and Geologic Siting
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part 100, " Reactor Site
Criteria," for existing plants.

Regulatory guides are issued to describe and make available to the
public such information as methods acceptable to the NRC staff for
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,

|

implementing specific parts of the Commission's regulations. Regulatory*

guides are not substitutes for regulations, and compliance with-

;

regulatory guides is not required.

;. Should an earthquake occur, the instrumentation described in Draft
i Regulatory Guide DG-1033 satisfies the Commission's regulations by

j providing information on the vibratory ground motion and resultant
vibratory responses of representative Seismic Category I structures.'

I The instrumentation will provide data so that an evaluation can be made
as to (1) whether or not the design response spectra have been exceeded, '

(2) whether or not the calculated vibratory responses used in the design j
,

| of the representative seismic Category I structures have been exceeded

; at instrumented locations, and (3) the degree of applicability of the
: mathematical models used in the seisiric analysis of the buildings.
i

:
'

Response to (2):

1 The Commission's regulations cited above also require shut down of the ]
j nuclear power plant if vibratory ground motion exceeding that of the I

! Operating Basis Earthquake Ground Motion (GBE) occurs. Appendix S to
Part 50 will also require plant shutdown if significant plant damage ;,

occurs. .!
i

| Small, nondamaging earthquakes may exceed the OBE spectrum in the high-

I frequency range without causing damage. The January 31, 1986 magnitude

[ 5.0 earthquake near the Perry nuclear power plant is a good example. To I

; avoid unnecessary plant shutdowns the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) developed guidelines that will enable licensees to quickly-

identify and assess earthquake effects on nuclear power plants. These

; guidelines are in EPRI NP-5930, "A Criterion for Determining Exceedance
of the Operating Basis Earthquake," EPRI NP-6695, " Guidelines for

1 Nuclear Plant Response to an Earthquake," and EPRI TR-100082,

,

Standardization of Cumulative Absolute Velocity." The regulatory"

position on OBE exceedance in Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1034, " Pre-
,

3 Earthquake Planning and Immediate Nuclear Power Plant Operator

[ Postearthquake Actions," is based on EPRI.NP-5930 and EPRI TR-100082

reports. The following, extracted from EPRI NP-5930, is a statement
i-

<
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i
.

j about the conservatism deliberately placed in the OBE exceedance
criterion:

i

i

| " Note that the recommended criterion for determining OBE
exceedance is purposely conservative. Based on direct' correlation

| of the criterion parameters with damage data, ground motions which
I cause damage to buildings of good design and construction (which

in general have lesser seismic resistant provisions than nuclear2

l facilities) are a factor of at least 1.5 larger than the
: recommended threshold values. This means that when the criterion

is used in the future, and if the OBE is moderately exceeded, it
,

,

| is very likely that no significant damage will have occurred." |
,' \

|

| Thus, the criterion stated in DG-1034 is high enough to avoid needless i

; shutdowns yet low enough so that plant safety is not compromised.
i

The post-shutdown inspections and tests are described in EPRI NP-6695 l

| and endorsed in Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1034. Section 5.3.2(1)

} addresses the situation where the plant was shut down because of OBE

j exceedance-and the detailed visual inspections of the equipment and j

structures discover no physical or functional damage. !,

<

j The guide was not changed.
i

| A2. Guide should be' focused on describing the seismic instrumentation a i

' licensee must have in place if it does not wish to follow guideline
number 2 of Appendix A of DG-1034. Since the likelihood of an;

earthquake in the eastern United States is so low, it is more prudent
,

j for plants in this region not to install the seismic instrumentation and
i shutdown for an inspection if the USGS determines that an earthquake

that exceeds the guidelines occurs. West Coast or Alaska facilities may
find it more prudent to install the instrumentation in order to have an
alternative to guideline number 2 of Appendix A to DG-1034. However, it

: is likely that they too will choose to shutdown and conduct an
! inspection if the criteria of guideline number 2 in the Appendix are
i exceeded. If that is the case, the seismic instrumentaticn is not of

; benefit too them either. (Reference 2.10)

|
Response:

j The regulatory guide describes the type, locations, operability,
characteristics, installation, actuation, remote indication, and

;

.
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|
|
:

maintenance of seismic instrumentation that are acceptable to the NRC ,

staff for satisfying the req.41rements in the Commission's regulations ;
for ensuring the safety of nuclear power. plants. The instrumentation !

system should be operable and operated at all times; however, an i

evaluation of seismic instrumentation noted that instruments have been
out of service during plant shutdown and sometimes during plant f

Ioperation. Therefore, the staff developed the guidelines in. Appendix A
to Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1034 to be used if the seismic ;
instrumentation or data processing hardware and software necessary to
determine whether the OBE has been exceeded is inoperable. As an {
incentive to have operable instrumentation, the guidelines on OBE |
exceedance in Appendix A to DG-1034 are more :onservative than those in !

,

the regulatory position. j

The regulatory position was not changed.
.

2.2.2 Section B. Discussion
:

Bl. Page 2, lines 27-30. The sentence " Foundation-level instrumentation !
n uld provide data on the actual seismic input to the containment and
other buildings and would quantify differences between the vibratory
ground motion at the free-field and at the foundation level." should be !

deleted or placed after the next sentence. The current location implies !
that the differences between the foundation motion and motions in the :

buildings are used in the determination of OBE exceedance, which is !
incorrect. (Reference 2.11) |

'

,,

Response:
'

The sentence wks inoved. j
1

B2. Page 2, line 28. Foundation level seismic instrumentation should not be !

required at buildings other than seismic category I structures. Revise i
to read ".. to the containment and other seismic category I buildings |

' and would quantify . . ." (Reference 2.11)

Response:

Agreed. |

|
B3. Page 3, lines 3-6. Revise to state that Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1034

addresses cases when the installed seismic instrumentation is and is not
operable. (Reference ? 11) .

!
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!

Response:
!

Page 3, lines 3-6 discusses a critical assumption about seismic
instrumentation operability and data processing capability pertaining to
the development of the regulatory positions in DG-1034. Lines 16-19

1discusses the NRC staff's position if the seismic instrumentation or i

data processing hardware and software is inoperable.

!
The discussion was not changed. |

B4. Page 3, lines 10-12. Supports the discussion about instrumentation at
multi-unit sites in so far as the same or higher levels of quality are ]implemented during the construction phase of the follow-on plants. |There should be an established means to verify, from a structural
perspective, that the reactors are built to the same quality levels. In
those cases where this cannot be demonstrated, separate seismic - ,

instrumentation should be installed in subsequent units.
(Reference 2.12)

Response:

The design and construction methods proposed by an applicant are
described in a safety analysis report that is submitted to the NRC staff
for review and approval. In its review the NRC staff ensures that the

|
proposed design and construction methods are commensurate with current I

practices.

i
2.2.3 Section C. Reaulatory Position-

!

Cl. Page 5, lines 1-3. The phrase "certain features" should be defined or
more specific language used in its place. (Reference 2.11)

Response:

A portion of the statement provided in References 2.1 and 2.2 was'

inadvertently omitted. The regulatory position was revised.
.

C2a. Page 5, lines 24-25. Supports the regulatory position about
annunciation in separate control rooms, if applicable, for new
licensees. . Recommends an exemption for licensees of existing plants ,

that may want to voluntarily upgrade their systems and implement the new 1

standards. (Reference 2.12) i

C2b. Page 5, lines 24-25. This implies that annunciation is required in the
control room. EPRI TR-104239 allows a minimum system where the data is
retrieved by hand and processed at a different site. As long as the

-determination of OBE exceedance can be performed within 4 hours this
should be acceptable to the NRC. Running cables from the instrumentation
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1

I
to the control room is expensive and may not be cost beneficial to some I
utilities. Note that if the operators in the control have not felt an '

earthquake then for practical considerations an earthquake has not '

occurred. 1

Revise the section not to require control room annunciation.
(Reference 2.11)

Response:

Support for the NRC staff's regulatory position for control room
annunciation is contained in several peer reviewed national standards,
most notably, ANSI N18.5, " Earthquake Instrumentation Criteria for
Nuclear Power Plants," (endorsed with exception in Regulatory Guide I

1.12, Revision 1), and ANSI /ANS-2.2-1978 and 1988, " Earthquake

Instrumentation Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants." The regulatory
1

position because it pertains to new plants was not changed. However,

the implementation section of the regulatory guide was revised to
include a voluntary implementatica by licensees of operating plants.

:

The implementation section states that partial compliance with the
regulatory positions will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis
recognizing that it may not be cost beneficial for licensees to
implement all aspects of the regulatory positions.

C3. Page 6, lines 13-14. State that the instrumentation should record, at
I

minimum, 3 seconds of low amplitude motion prior to seismic trigger -|
'

actuation. Setting for the pre-event memory should be correlated with
the maximum distance to any potential epicenter that can effect a
specific site. The "P" wave may not be recorded at a 3 second setting.
Also, when an event occurs at some distance and the trigger threshold |

limit is not exceeded until 15 or 20 seconds into the event, a part of I
the record, albeit for a low event, is lost. A 30 second value may be i
more appropriate and is within the capabilities of current digital time- ;

history accelerographs. (Reference 2.12)
'

Response:

Agreed. The regulatory position was changed. In addition, a new
paragraph was added to the Discussion section addressing the pre-event
memory setting.

i

C4. Page 6, lines 21-24. Can not comply with the stated regulatory
position. It would require equipment to have the capability to record
for 30 days without power. Current capability is for equipment to sense
and record for no less than 24 hours in the absence of power. Loss of
AC and DC power alarms are optionally available that would notify
personnel if there is a problem with the power system. (Reference 2.12)
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;

!

I

j Response:

The regulatory position was revised to recommend enough battery capacity
for a minimum of 25 minutes of system operation at any time over a 24

-hour period, without recharging, in combination with a battery charger
4

[ whose line power is connected to an uninteruptable power supply or a
live source with an alarm that is checked, at least every 24 hours. It

,

is also stated that other combinations of larger battery capacity and
alarm intervals may be used.

!
C5. Page 7, lines 10-11. The lower range of the seismic trigger actuation,

level should be 0.005g (not 0.00lg). Our instrumentation is capable ofi

having a trigger actuation level of 0.001g, however, an actuation level
of 0.005g would avoid spurious triggering of the system.,

(Reference 2.12).

Response: t

What is stated is a range of seismic trigger operability not a specific
setting. If necessary, the actuation level of the seismic trigger could

| be set to 0.005g to avoid spurious triggering of the system. Therefore,
in response to References 2.1 and 2.2, and because the stated range is'

available the regulatory position was not changed. 1

: 1
I,

'

C6. Page 8, lines 4-7. Supports control room annunciation of the free-field
or any foundation level time history accelerograph for new plants.
Recommends an exemption for licensees of existing plants that may want
to voluntarily upgrade-their systems and implement the new standards.
(Reference 2.12) !

! ;

: Response:
i

+ ;

See response to C2.
:

i.
C7. Reinstate Regulatory Position 4.3 of DG-1016, "The instrumentation of

the foundation and at elevations within the same building or structure
should'be interconnected for common starting and common timing, and the ;

instrumentation should contain provisions for an external remote alarm
to indicate actuation." In the absence of a common time base for
instruments in the same building or structure, comprehensive post-
earthquake (off-line) dynamic analysis, is not possible.
(Reference 2.12)

'
Response:

; The regulatory guide recommend 2 the minimum instrumentation requirements

necessary to neeet the Comission's regulations. As noted in
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1

Reference 2.5, the proposed instrumentation is not sufficient to I

identify some of the major vibratory modes of the structure, such as !
rocking and torsion. However, the instrumentation described in the |
regulatory guide will provide data so that an evaluation can be made as !

to (1) whether or not the design response spectra have been exceeded,
(2) whether or not the calculated vibratory responses used in the design
of the representative seismic Category I structures have been exceeded
at instrumented locations, and (3) the degree of applicability of the l

' mathematical models used in the seismic analysis of the buildings.

I
The regulatory position was not changed.

' 2.2.4 Anoendix
,

AA1. Improve the definition of the Operating Basis Earthquake. First, it is ;

not necessarily true that all features necessary for continued operation ~

of the plant are seismically designed (circulating water system, sewage
treatment, turbine, reactor coolant pumps, etc.). Systems necessary for
safe shutdown are seismically designed. Second, why require shutdown at
the OBE if the plant is designed for it? Third, as written, all i

earthquakes less than the OBE meet the definition of the OBE. Fourth, !

DG-1034 page 8 appears to define the OBE as either an OBE spectra, as i

1/3 the SSE, or as .2g. Fifth, Appendix A of DG-1034, guideline number )
2 appears to define an OBE as an MMI earthquake within 5 km of the i

plant, a Richter 6 felt at the plant, or a Richter 5 within 200 km of
the plant.

A better definition for the OBE is: "An earthquake occurring in the
vicinity of a plant after which the plant is shutdown for detailed
review and evaluations, even if no damage is apparent. The earthquake
must result in an MMI VI or greater within 5 km of the plant. For ;

plants with calibrated, operable and installed seismic instr,umentation,
the OBE must also exceed 1/2 of the SSE spectrum." (Reference 2.10)

Response:

With regard to the other OBE related statements, the proposed
regulations and information pertaining to NRC staff positions on the
value of the OBE ground motion, required OBE analysis, and required
plant shutdown are contained in the Federal Reaister notice cited above
and briefly summarized below. '

The requirement associated with the 082 is that all structures, systems,
and components of the nuclear power plant necessary for continued
operation without undue risk to the health and safety of the public must
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! remain functional and within applicable stress, strain, and ' deformation
i

limits when subjected to the effects of the OBE in combination with
normal operating loads (Paragraph IV(a)(2) of Appendix S to 10 CFR Part

50). The value of the OBE can be set at (1) one-third or less of the
SSE, where OBE requirements are satisfied without an explicit response |
or design analyses being performed, or (ii) a value greater than one-
third of the SSE, where analysis and design are required. In selecting
the value of the OBE the applicant should consider two items: first, the
regulations require plant shutdown if vibratory ground motion exceeding
that of the OBE occurs (Paragraph IV(a)(3) of Appendix S to 10 CFR Part |

50), and second, the amount of analyses associated with the OBE. (Refer
to Paragraphs V(B)(5) and V(B)(6) of 59 FR 52255 for more discussion.)

Since December 1973 (the effective date of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part
100) the Commission's regulations have required that a nuclear power .j

|plant shut down if vibratory ground motion exceeding that of the OBE
-occurred. Exceedance is not clearly defined in the regulation or in any
other regulatory guidance. Interim guidelines as to what constitutes an
OBE exceedance warranting shutdown were published in Reference 2.13.

The cited pages in DG-1034 contain OBE exceedance guidelines for plants |

with and without operable seismic instrumentation and data processing
equipment, not additional OBE definitions. Note that the OBE exceedance
criteria has been developed to reflect damage potential of the
earthquake ground motion at a site and, as such, relates to the MMI
measures. EPRI NP-5930 and EPRI TR-100082 contain details of the
development of the OBE exceedance criteria. J

2.3- References

2.1 Yankee Atomic Electric Company, D.W. Edwards, March 23, 1993
i

2.2 Nuclear Management and Resources Council (now Nuclear Energy
Institute), William H. Rasin, March 24, 1993

2.3 Department of Energy, Dwight E. Shelor, March 24, 1993

2.4 South Carolina Electric and Gas Company, John L. Skolds,
March 24, 1993 '

2.5 United States Department of the Interior, Geological Survey,
Dallas L. Peck, June 2,1993
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2.6 Sargent and Lundy Engineers, B.A. Erler, March 23, 1993

2.7 State of Vermont, Laurence R. Becker, March 23, 1993 |

2.8 TU Electric, William J. Cahill, March 30, 1993

2.9 Northern States Power Company, Roger 0. Anderson, April 21, 1993

2.10 Wais and Associates, Inc., Royce M. Reinecke, April 4, 1995, ;

(Comments on Draft Regulatory Guides DG-1033, DG-1034, and i

DG-1035)

2.11 Nuclear Energy Institute, William H. Raisin, May 12, 1995

2.12 Kinemetrics, Inc., Brian S. Herzog, May 11, 1995

2.13 Proceedings of the Third Symposium on Current Issues Related to
Nuclear Power Plant Structures, Equipment and Piping, December*

1990, Paper XII/3;
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3 Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1034

3.1 Background

Seven letters (References 3.1 - 3.7) contained comments on Draft Regulatory
Guide DG-1017, " Pre-Earthquake Planning and Immediate Nuclear Power Plant
Operator Postearthquake Actions," November 1992. Draft Regulatory Guida
DG-1034, " Pre-Earthquake Planning and Immediate Nuclear Power Plant Operator
Postearthquake Actions," February 1995 reflects the only documentation
pertaining to NRC staff evaluation and implementation of all comments.

Two letters (References 3.8 and 3.9) contained comments on Draft Regulatory
Guide DG-1034, " Pre-Earthquake Planning and Immediate Nuclear Power Plant
Operator Postearthquake Actions." A synopsis of the comments and the NRC
staff response follows.

3.2 Comments and Responses

3.2.1 Section B. Discussion

Bl. Page 2, lines 23-27. Clarification is needed. First, only the free-
field instrument (or possibly the containment foundation accelerograph,
if the utility elects to only use the response spectrum check) are used
to determine if the plant must be shut down. Second, shutdown by
" operational perturbations" does not necessarily mean that OBE
exceedance has occurred and that the plant must go through analytical
steps before the plant can be restarted. (Reference 3.9)

Response:

The sentence starting on line 23 was changed to read: "The data from the
nuclear power plant's free-field seismic instrumentation, coupled with
information ..."

The following was added after the words " shut down" on line 30: "(or
could restart following a post-trip review, if it tripped off-line

''because of the earthquake)."

B2. Page 3, lines 6-15. It is not clear why the seismic instrumentation
must process the data within four hours when plant walkdowns need not be
completed for eight hours. Suggest changing the data processing
requirements to eight hours. It is also not clear why if the plant has
operated without problems for eight hours following the earthquake, and
no damage is apparent, why the plant is automatically forced to
shutdown. (Reference 3.8)
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i

! ;

Response:
i

j The recommended times for the processing of data from the seismic

! instrumentation and the completion of the operator walkdown inspections

j was extracted from guidelines published by the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI). These guidelines are contained in EPRI NP-6695,
" Guidelines for Nuclear Plant Response to an Earthquake," Sections

J 4.3.2, Operator Walkdown Inspections, and 4.3.3, Evaluation of Ground
; Motion Records. The following is extracted from the Report Summary
1 (Approach Section):

1

'
.i

"The guidelines were developed by a team with expertise in i
1

system performance, plant operations, and seismic structural
J

a engineering disciplines. Based on the knowledge that

| operating and emergency procedures to respond to plant. j

systems are already in place at nuclear power plants, the |
team formulated comprehensive guidelines for utilities to ),

! develop plant-specific procedures for response to an
i earthquake. Throughout guideline development, a panel of |

utility and industry experts oc plant operation and |;

! earthquake engineering provided a comprehensive peer |
review." |

|

I The Commission's regulation (Appendix S, " Earthquake Engineering
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50, " Domestic j
Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities") require shut down
of the nuclear power plant if vibratory ground motion exceeding that of
the Operating Basis Earthquake Ground Motion (0BE) or significant plant

i

damage occurs. If no damage is apparent shutdown would only be required |,

if the OBE were exceeded. _j
.

The discussion was not changed.;

IB3. Page 3, lines 12 to 15. Suggest rewording to "If the seismic
instrumentation or data processing equipment is inoperable, or the i
licensee has chosen not to install seismic monitoring instrumentation, '

the guidelines in Appendix A to this guide will be used to determine
,

whether the OBE has been exceeded." (Reference 3.8)

-
-

"
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i

i
Response:

The installation of seismic monitoring instrumentation is not optional,
but is required by the Commission's regulations (Appendix S, " Earthquake !

Engineering Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50,4 ,

" Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities"). The -

discussion was not expanded to include the phrase "or the licensee has
chosen not to install seismic monitoring instrumentation."

: B4. Page 3, lines 20-23. EPRI NP-5930 refers to a single " criterion" with |
two checks (i.e., response spectrum and CAV). The NRC should adhere to ;

Ithis convention to avoid misunderstandings. (Reference 3.9)-

i
Response:

;

[ Agreed.

; B5, Page 4, lines 1-3. Delete this statement. We are not aware of any
plants where containment isolation valves have malfunctioned during an,

earthquake. It is not believed that it is necessary that these valves i

4 be checked by the plant operators during a post-earthquake walkdown.
This would be an appropriate component to review during the restart
phase, if a plant is shutdown due to OBE exceedance or discovery of
significant damage. (Reference 3.9)

.

Responig: |
The comment on page 4, lines 1-3 discusses why the NRC staff took
exception to Section 4.3.4 of EPRI NP-6695 and added Regulatory Position ),

6.2. Section 4.3.4 of EPRI NP-6695 describes pre-shutdown inspections |
that are only performed if it has been determined that the plant must

>
!

shut down because the OBE was exceeded or the operator walkdown |

| inspections discovered damage. For the selected equipment it is
important to perform a visual inspection focusing on functional damage |

that may impair the capability of the damaged item to perform its safety
function. Physical damage which does not affect equipment operability

' is not a major concern in these inspections. Because it is essential to
maintain containment integrity a check of the containment isolation
system was added to the minimum list of equipment to be checked.

B6, Page 4, lines 4-10. The NRC position that nuclear power plants be
,

automatically shutdown following an 00E, even if the plant is stable and
no damage is observed, precludes prudent operators in earthquake prone
zones such as the West Coast and Ala',ka from building nuclear power
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plants. This decision will limit nuclear power facilities to low
seismic zones such as the eastern United States, where the likelihood of
an earthquake .is so low that shutdown of the power plant for a post OBE
inspection is moot anyway. (Reference 3.8)

Resoonse:

The requirement associated with the OBE is that all structures, systems,
and components of the nuclear power plant necessary for continued
operation without undue risk to the health and safety of the public must
remain functional and within applicable stress, strain, and deformation
limits when subjected to the effects of the OBE in combination with |
normal operating loads (Paragraph IV(a)(2) of Appendix S to 10 CFR Part

50). The value of the OBE can be set at (1) one-third or less of the '

'

SSE, where OBE requirements are satisfied without an explicit response
or design analyses being performed, or (ii) a value greater than one-
third of the SSE, where analysis and design are required. In selecting
the value of the OBE the applicant should consider two items: first, the
regulations require plant shutdown if vibratory ground motion exceeding
that of the OBE occurs (Paragraph IV(a)(3) of Appendix S to 10 CFR Part |

50), and second, the amount of analyses associeted with the OBE. (Refer
to Paragraphs V(B)(5) and V(B)(6) of 59 FR 5?255 for more discussion.)
The regulations do not preclude prudent operators in earthquake prone
zones such as the West Coast and Alaska from building nuclear power
plants.

Shutdown of the power plant for a post OBE inspection is not a moot
point for eastern United States power pir.nts. Small, nondamaging

earthquakes have exceeded the OBE spectrum in the high-frequency range
without causing damage. In 1978 and 1979 a series of earthquakes

occurred near the Virgil,C. Summer plant in South Carolina, in 1986 an
earthquake occurred near the Perry plant in Ohio, in 1987 an earthquake
that occurred in southern Illinois was either felt of triggered

instruments at six plants. To avoid unnecessary plant shutdowns the
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) developed guidelines that will
enable licensees to quickly identify and assess earthquake effects on
nuclear power plants. These guidelines are in EPRI NP-5930, "A
Criterion for Determining Exceedance of the Operating Basis Earthquake,"
EPRI NP-6695, " Guidelines for Nuclear Plant Response to an Earthquake,"
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|

i
*

|
|

and EPRI TR-100082, " Standardization of Cumulative Absolute Velocity."

| The regulatory position on OBE exceedance in Draft Regulatory Guide DG- 1

1034, " Pre-Earthquake Planning and Immediate Nuclear Power Plant
Operator Postearthquake Actions," is based on EPRI NP-5930 and EPRI TR- i

100082 reports.

|
3.2.2 Section C. Reaulatory Position

!

! C1. Page 5, line 4. Add a statement that the requirements for service
,

history of seismic instrumentation should not be more restrictive than ;

requirements for other plant equipment. (Reference 3.9) |
1

Response.

Agreed.

C2.- Page 5, lines 8-11. It should be made clear that the same earthquake
time-history used for the calibration check should be used for all
accelerometers. This will avoid someone thinking that the response of
the structure from a dynamic analysis should be used to check
accelerometers high up in the building.

The request in lines 11,12 and 13 (listed above) seems inconsistent.
It would be more appropriate if each accelerometer were treated
independently. A calibration check should be performed for an

.

'

instrument after servicing, but there is no need to require a check (of
all instruments) after Anly the free-field instrument is serviced.
(Reference 3.9)

<

Response:

The intent of this Position is to have sufficient information available
at the plant so that the licensee can ascertain that the time-history

'

analysis hardware and software were functioning properly. Regulatory
Positions 1.1(4) and 4.3 were modified to clarify _this point. The
following was added to the Discussion section of the guide:

,

"Because' free-field seismic instrumentation data are used in the
' '

plant shutdown determination, it is important to ascertain that
'

the time-history analysis hardware and software were functioning
properly. _Therefore, the response spectrum and CAV should be
calculated using a suitable earthquake time-history or
manufacturers calibration standard after the initial installation
and each servicing of the free-field instrumentation. After an
earthquake at the plant site, the response spectrum and CAV should
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be calculated using the time-history or calibration standard that
was used during the last servicing (or initial instrumentation
installation if no servicing has been performed) and the results
compared with the latest data on file at the plant."

This Position is not addressing seismic instrumentation maintenance.. .i
The ' maintenance of the accelerometers is described in Regulatory Guide
1.12, " Nuclear Power Plant Instrumentation for Earthquakes," Revision 2

| (Draft was DG-1033).

C3. Page.5, lines 15-18. Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2.1 of EPRI NP-6695 are for '

i " post-shutdown inspections and tests" assuming that_the plant has been
! shut down due to OBE exceedance or discovery of significant damage ,

L during the operator walkdown. This section should be revised to refer
to Section 4.3.2.of EPRI NP-6695. This latter section refers to Tection

: 5.3.2.1, but it says: "In performing these inspections, consideration
i (underline added for emphasis) should be given to the specific list of '

equipment selected for focused inspections described in Section 5.3.2.1
,

|
of this report.

The key word here is " consideration." Section 5.3.2.1 guidance relies
on a very major inspection procedure that is beyond the scope of post
earthquake inspection guidance of Section 4 of EPRI NP-6695. The post
earthquake walkdown is performed by plant operators, while the post-,

shutdown review in Section 5~is performed by engineers. 'The operator
walkdown after a felt earthquake should be kept simple. (Reference 3.9)

Response:

Regulatory Position 1.2 discusses pre-earthquake actions, that is, the
upfront planning that is needed to perform the postearthquake
inspections. Section 5 of EPRI NP-6695 is titled, " Guidelines for Post-
Shutdown Inspections and Tests," however, Section 5.3.1 is titled, " Pre- i

Event Actions," and describes the selection of equipment and structures
for inspections and the base line inspections.

Section 5.3.2.1 of EPRI NP-6695 was cited because it is mentioned in
Section 5.3.1 and the NRC staff wanted to make it clear that it was also

'

accepted. In retrospect this is not necessary, exceptions to a section,

L if any, are noted (see Regulatory Position 2). The text was modified to
| state'that the Position pertains to pre-earthquake actions, and the

reference to Section 5.3.2.1.was removed.
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C4. Page 5, lines 22-24. See comment C3 above. There should not be a
direct reference to Section 5 in EPRI NP-6695 since this refers to post-

; shutdown actions. Revise this Section so it does not refer to Section 5
in EPRI NP-6695, which refers to post-shutdown earthquake actions.4

(Reference 3.9)

Response:

Agreed, the parenthetical statement was removed. See response to
Comment C3 for the rational as to why the parenthetical statement was
made,;

i

C5. Page 7, lines 7-10. The option should be permitted to allow the.

containment basemat location to be used in the same manner as a free-
field station for plants founded on rock sites. This is specifically
allowed for this in the EPRI NP-5930 report, because flexibility was4

conservatively included in the OBE exceedance criterion to account for
variability between free field and containment basemat responses at rock
sites. (Reference 3.9)

Response:

I NRC staff approval of an applicants standard design certification
| submittal pursuant to 10 CFR Part 52 means that the design is usable for
'' a multiple number of units or at a multiple number of sites without J

reopening or repeating the review. In the design certification
applications that have been reviewed and approved by the NRC staff j

(System 80+, NUREG-1462 and Advanced Boiling Water Reactor, NUREG-1503),

the applicants have committed to the location and characteristics of the
seismic instrumentation, OBE exceedance criterion (using data from free-
field seismic instrumentation), and plant shutdown and restart
procedures. Deviations from these commitments can not be made after
site selection and still have the design characterized as a certified ;

standard design. In addition, an application for a construction permit |

or operating license pursuant to Appendix S of Part 50 has the SSE
characterized by free-field ground motion response spectra at the free ;

ground surface. Thus, the free-field seismic instrumentation data would
be used to compare measured response to the engineering evaluations used j

1

to determine the design input motions to the structures.

In a 10 CFR Part 50 application the characteristics of the design and.
site are reviewed simultaneously. The applicant's commitments to the
location and characteristics of the seismic instrumentation,. OBE

;
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!
i exceedance criterion, and plant shutdown and restart procedures are made

j with explicit siting conditions known. However, an application fo'r a
j construction permit or operating license pursuant to Appendix S of Part

,

50 has the SSE characterized by free-field ground motion responsei

spectra at the free ground surface. The free-field seismic

[ instrumentation data would be used to compare measured response to the
; engineering evaluations used to determine the design input e.otions to
j the structures.
i
i

In addition, there is a publication on recent Lucerne Valley, California
: data (Reference 3.10) which questions the criteria for classifying a

| site as rock. Reference 3.10 concludes that the use of rock outcrop
! motion to develop base rock motion needs further evaluation. The NRC

'

staff is aware of other unpublished studies with similar conclusions
that were conducted after recent California earthquakes. This will be
addressed in a new NRC sponsored research program to develop revised
regulatory guidance to characterize the vibratory ground motion used for

,

nuclear power plant design. Results will provide the technical basis to '

support a revision to Regulatory Guide 1.60, " Design Response Spectra '

for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants," and associated standard
,

review plan sections.'

1

The final regulatory guide will be used in the evaluation of
applications for construction permits, operating licenses, combined
licenses, or design certifications submitted after the effective date of i

Appendix S to 10 CFR Part 50 (the regulatory positions will not be
backfit). Therefore, for the reasons cited above a general option that
would allow that the containment basemat location could be used in-the"

same manner as a free-field station for plants founded on rock sites9

will not be included. However, applicants have proposed alternative'

methods for complying with specific portions of the Commission's ,

regulations that were accepted by the NRC staff. Recognizing the NRC
'

staff's concerns about criteria for classifying a site as rock, an
application submitted pursuant to Part 50 could propose the stated

j' option with their submittal.

'
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C6. Page 8, lines 1-8. EPRI NP-5930 recommends a confirmatory check when I
only a single spike exceeds one of the three earthquake component
response spectra. In order to minimize of the likelihood of a spurious
signal indicating falsely that the OBE has been exceeded a confirmation
check should also be allowed consistent with the provisions in EPRI NP-

,

|
5930. (Reference 3.9) )

|'

|
Response:

The recommendations in EPRI NP-5930 were developed in part, based on the l

data that would be available from the seismic instrumentation in the |
currently operating nuclear power plants. For the response spectrum |
check EPRI NP-5930 recommends that spectral ordinates, computed at a l

minimum of 8 frequency points approximately evenly spaced on a
logarithmic scale, are compared to the criterion values. The response

,

spectrum check is considered to have been exceeded if one spectral 1

ordinate from any of the three directions exceeds the criterion valve I

and one additional spectral ordinate, from a different frequency o' the
same direction or any frequency of a different direction, exceeds two-
thirds of the criterion value. For instruments such as Engdahl
recorders which rely on light indicators (i.e., amber and red) one red
light with at least one additional indicator (red or amber) from a ,

different oscillator must light for the response spectrum check to have
i

been exceeded. ;

The recommendations stated above were intended to minimize the
likelihood of a spurious signal (a single narrow frequency spectral
acceleration spike) as being interpreted as a damaging earthquake |

motion. The solid-state digital instrumentation recommended in <

Regulatory Guide 1.12, " Nuclear Power Plant Instrumentation for
Earthquakes," Revision 2 (Draft was DG-1033) will provide spectra data
as a continuum, and not be limited to a preselected number of :

frequencies. All frequencies between 1 and 10 hertz should be used to
determine if the response spectrum check was exceeded. Upon evaluation
of the data the appearance of a spurious signal would be evident.

.
The regulatory position was not changed.

C7. Page 8, lines 1-8. Item 4.1.2 in this section provides three criteria
for exceeding the OBE spectra: first, the OBE spectra; second, 1/3 of
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| the SSE; and third, .2g or 6 inches per second as appropriate.
1 Historically, the criteria for the OBE is 1/2 the SSE. Why the change?
| Does the definition of the OBE as 1/3 of the SSE preclude the need for
; any OBE design analysis? Also, does the .2g or 6 inches per second
; criteria correlate in any way to an MMI VI within 5 km of the plant?
~

The number of options available in this section is confusing. Why is
the criteria not limited to exceeding 1/2 the SSE spectra? From a4

'

design perspective, it seems prudent for licensees to design only for
the SSE spectra. Then the OBE (either 1/3 or 1/2 the SSE spectra)

: becomes simply a trigger for a shutdown and inspection. (Reference 3.8)
i

i Resnonse:

| Historically, the criteria for the OBE was 1/2 the'SSE. Appendix S to

| 10 CFR Part 50 now states that the value of the OBE can be set at (1)
*

one-third or less of the SSE, where OBE requirements are satisfied*

without an explicit response or design analyses being performed, or (ii)

[ a value greater than one-third of the SSE, where analysis and design are
' required.

The 0.2g spectral acceleration was recommended in the EPRI NP-5930, "A

Criterion for Determining Exceedance of the Operating Basis Earthquake."
| The 6 inches per second spectral velocity threshold was also recommended
'

by EPRI since some structures have fundamental frequencies below the

] range specified in EPRI NP-5930. However, the NRC staff recommends 1.0 |
to 2.0 Hz for the range of the spectral velocity limit (EPRI recommended
1.5 to 2.0 Hz) since some structures have fundamental frequencies below
1.5 Hz. The 0.29 and 6 inches per second criteria were established from :

the real earthquakes used to establish the OBE exceedance criteria as
discussed in EPRI NP-5930.

C8. Page 9, line 2. Define significant plant damage. Isn't it better
defined and actually already addressed by the Plant Technical
Specifications action statements? (Reference 3.8)

Response:

Significant damage is defined in EPRI NP-6695, " Guidelines for Nuclear
Plant Response to an Earthquake."

C9. Page 9, lines 6-8. Regulatory Position 4.4 which addresses inoperable
instrumentation should be referenced in this Section. (Reference 3.9)
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Response:

Agreed. The sentence that started at the end of line 9 was expanded to: |'
"If only one check can be performed, the other check is assumed to be )
exceeded; if 'neither check can be performed see Regulatory Position |

i 4.4."

! C10. Page 9, line 14. What triggers the walkdown inspection? The criteria
for these inspections should be as explicitly defined as the criteria
for OBE exceedance. (Reference 3.8) l

4

|
t Response: I

Actions are triggered by a felt earthquake at a nuclear power plant.
EPRI NP-6695 defines a felt earthquake as: "An earthquake of sufficient
intensity such that: (a) the vibratory ground motion is felt at the

' '

nuclear power plant site and is recognized as an earthquake based on a

| consensus of the control room operators on duty at the time, and (b) for
plants with operable seismic instrumentation, the seismic switches !

<

installed at the plant are activated. For most plants with seismic
instrumentation, the seismic switches are set at an acceleration of
about 0.01g.

!

l
4

Cll. Page 9, line 15. Define damage. Does this include papers on the floor,
overturned coffee cups, easily repairable items? Isn't this better
addressed through compliance with Technical Specification action
statements? (Reference 3.8)

Response:

Damage (functional, physical, and significant) is defined in EPRI NP-
6695, " Guidelines for Nuclear Plant Response to an Earthquake."

3.2.3 Anoendix A

AA1. Page A-1, lines 8-20. For plants on rock sites the OBE exceedance
instrumentation should be allowed to be located at either a free-field
site or at the top of the containment basemat. The limits of 0.2g or 6
inches per second should not be eliminated from the response spectrum
check. Significant additional conservatism is provided by eliminating
the CAV check. (Reference 3.9)

Response:

The criteria in the Appendix are used to determine if the OBE has been
exceeded because the free-field seismic instrumentation is inoperable,
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data from the seismic instrumentation are destroyed, or the data
processing hardware or software is inoperable. Also, see response to |

Comment C5. I
|

AA2. Page A-1, lines 29-30. Criteria 2 appears to apply to earthquakes of
Richter magnitude 6.0 or greater that occur more than 200 km from the
plant and are " felt" at.the plant. Define " felt" since it is
subjective. Better yet, delete this criteria. Also suggest deleting
criteria 3 since it is not directly related to any damage at the plant.
(Reference 3.8)

|

Response:

Refer to the response to Comment C10. The NRC staff would use the "(a)"
portion of the definition in EPRI NP-6695; the "(b)" portion is not

,

applicable because the seismic instrumentation is inoperable

I

Criteria 2 and 3 will be retained, they are based on information that
would be readily available to the NRC staff and would require shutdowns
when they are consistent with the intent of the regulations, and avoid
shutdowns when they are not. Reference 3.11 has additional information
pertaining to these criteria.

AA3. Page A-2, lines 3-4. Delete this paragraph since they are better
addressed in DG-1035. (Reference 3.8)

Response:

This postearthquake walkdown is recommended after any felt earthquake
ground motion as an added assurance that no damage has' occurred. |

3.3 References

3.1 Yankee Atomic Electric Company, D.W. Edwards, March 23, 1993
]

3.2 Nuclear Management and Resources Council, (now Nuclear Energy |
Institute), William H. Rasin, March 24, 1993 1

,

3.3 South Carolina Electric and Gas Company, John L. Skolds,
March 24, 1993

!
-3.4 Delaware Geological Survey, Thomas E. Pickett, March 10, 1993 |

3.5 Illinois State Geological Survey, Morris W. Leighton,
March 23, 1993
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3.6 Sargent and Lundy Engineers, B.A. Erler, March 23, 1993

3.7 State of Vermont, Laurence R. Becker, March 23, 1993

3.8 Wais and Associates, Inc., Royce M. Reinecke, April 4, 1995,
(Comments on Draft Regulatory Guides DG-1033, DG-1034, and
DG-1035)

3.9 Nuclear Energy Institute, William H. Raisin, May 12, 1995

3.10 Tsai, Y.B. et al., "A Study of Local Ground Motion Site Response
at the Lucerne Valley Acceleration Site," Presented at 1995 EERI

,

Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CA, February 10, 1995. i

!

3.11 Proceedings of the Third Symposium on Current Issues Related to
Nuclear Power Plant Structures, Equipment and Piping, December ;

1990, Paper XII/3 |
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4 Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1035
,

.

1 4.1 Background

Three letters (References 4.1 - 4.3) contained comments on Draft Regulatory .

Guide DG-1018, " Restart of a Nuclear Power Plant Shut Down by an Earthquake,"
November 1992. Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1035, " Restart of a Nuclear Power
Plant Shut Down by an Earthquake," February 1995 reflects the only
documentation pertaining to NRC staff evaluation and implementation of all

'

comments.

Three letters (References 4.4 - 4.6) contained comments on Draft Regulatory i

Guide DG-1035, " Restart of a Nuclear Power Plant Shut Down by an Earthquake." |

A synopsis of the comments and the NRC staff response follows.

4.2 Comments and Responses ,

4.2.1 Section A. Introduction
1

A1. DG-1034 does not provide guidance on what is significant plant damage. |

Suggest defining significant plant damage as requiring entry into a-

Plant Technical Specification action statement. (Reference 4.4)
1 1

|Response:
'Significant damage is defined in EPRI NP-6695, " Guidelines for Nuclear

Plant Response to an Earthquake." '

4.2.2 Section C. Reculatory Position

C1. The statement in Regulatory Position 1.1 is vague relative to its
applicability. The limitation does not apply to piping, because ;

Regulatory Position 1.3 states that reanalysis of safety-related piping |
is unnecessary. Reanalysis of components designed to ASME Section II

i

(Section III] Class MC or ASME Division II should be unnecessary 1

following an OBE exceedance, because they are designed within ASME
stress limitations for an SSE and demonstrated to have functionality at
seismic margin levels above the OBE. It appears that the evaluations
for potential fatigue considerations should be limited in this paragraph
to ASME vessels and components. Revise to clarify to what vessels and.

components the evaluation of limitations of ASME Code Service Level C
apply. (Reference 4.5).

Response:

Regulatory Position 1.3 is withdrawn. The NRC staff does not take
exception to the last paragraph in Section 6.3.4.1 of EPRI NP-6695,

' which states "For piping, seismic reanalysis should be limited to ASME
Code Class 1 piping and/or piping which shows evidence of large
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;

i

displacement or distress. Complete seismic reanalysis of all piping is
.not considered necessary. Experience has shown ...."

C2. Given that the earthquake has occurred and restart deliberations are in i

progress, a more liberal acceptance criterion in Regulatory Position 1.2
would be appropriate. More specific guidance is needed as to what
constitutes an acceptance criterion. (Reference 4.5) ;

!
Response:

In general, restart deliberations are not in progress because Regulatory
Position 1.2 pertains to the long-term evaluation that are performed
after the nuclear power plant has restarted (EPRI Damage Intensity 3 is
the exception), see Figure 3-2 of EPRI NP-6695. Also, more liberal

i

acceptance criteria are not warranted because the acceptability |
consideration noted in the regulatory guide and the others noted in

_|

Section 6.3.4.1, Item (3), of EPRI NP-6695 are used only if the I

calculated stresses are greater than allowables for faulted conditions.

C3. This is in reference to calculated stresses from a seismic event if j

these exceed the allowables used for the faulted condition (e.g., ASME '

Code Level D service limits). The draft guide DG-1035 adds.a sentence !
in Regulatory Position 1.2 for functionality: "This evaluation should i

address all locations where stresses exceed faulted allowables and
should include fatigue analysis."

(a) Historically, seismic events have not produced enough strong
motion cycles to make fatigue an issue for structures, systems and
components. This is especially true for low amplitude, high-
cycle, fatigue evaluations. The computed peak stress would have
to be a significant fraction of the ultimate tensile strain to
initiate a high-amplitude, low-cycle, fatigue failure. For
engineered systems, structures and components to be susceptible to
low-cycle fatigue effects, the recorded seismic event would have
to exceed the Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion (SSE)
spectrum by a significant margin.

(b) The ASME Code currently only requires Code Class 1 components to
perform fatigue analyses that account for thermal and pressure
cycles. The plant computer system is monitoring these systems to
more accurately assess the effect of operating cycles on the
fatigue life of piping components. To do a fatigue analysis for
ASME Code Class 2 and 3 piping systems, it would be necessary to
use estimated values for thermal and pressure cycles._ The amount
of conservatism or error introduced by using estimated operating
cycles would be more significant than the computed seismic
stresses.
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Based on the above discussion, the requirement for fatigue analysis
should be limited to ASME Code Class I components and systems.
(Reference 4.6)

l

Response: i

Agreed.

C4. In Regulatory Position 1.3, if reanalysis of piping systems is not ,

considered necessary unless there is observed damage, then why is I

reanalysis to be conducted on a sampling basis? A better position is to j

require reanalysis of damaged piping and a generic implications study to i

determine if other, non-damaged lines, also need to be evaluated. |
(Reference 4.4) |

Resoonse: l
Regulatory Position 1.3 is withdrawn (see response to Comment C1). l
However, it should be noted that Section 6.3.3, Seismic Re-Evaluations, I

of EPRI NP-6695, describes considerations that should be used in the j

selection of items for seismic re-evaluation. |

1

C5. The exception in Regulatory Position 1.3 infers that all piping showing
evidence of distress be evaluated, since the draft regulatory guide did
not identify that evaluation be limited to only ASME Code Class 1 piping
and/or structures that show evidence of large displacements or distress.

The draft regulatory guide suggests that piping should be evaluated
based on a sampling program. However, the parameters for the design of
a sampling program are not depicted anywhere.

It appears that the draft guideline is requiring also an analytical
evaluation of non-nuclear safety related components that exhibit signs
of damage. Most non-nuclear safety components do not have deterministic
evaluations to the level of detail of nuclear safety related components,
which is particularly true for systems in the turbine buildings. As a
result, generating analysis for the non-nuclear safety related systems
and components would be very time consuming and expensive with no
benefit with respect to nuclear safety.

Based on the above, we suggest to clarify in the Regulatory Guide
exclusion of the analysis requirement for non-nuclear safety related
systems and components. (Reference 4.6)

Response:

Regulatory Position 1.3 is withdrawn. See response to Comments C1, C2

and C4.
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4.3 References
,

4.1 Nuclear Management and Resources Council (now Nuclear Energy
Institute), William H. Rasin, March 24, 1993

4.2 Sargent and Lundy Engineers, B.A. Erler, March 23, 1993

4.3 Letter from G. Slagis to N. Chokshi (NRC), dated October 26, 1993,
j Subject: Comments on EPRI NP-6695.

4.4 Wais and Associates, Inc., Royce M. Reinecke, April 4, 1995,
(Comments on Draft Regulatory Guides DG-1033, DG-1034, and
DG-1035)

t
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' Acti_on: Morrison, RES/
_ Mo ,[# eUNITED STATES LAki 8 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION Cys: Taylor

g j
AM9[3-7-

WASHINGTON, O C. 20555-0001 Mi1hoan,

Pj) (~ -%
* Thompson

8
%, * * * * * ,o

October 11, 1996 IN RESPONSE, PLEASE
REFER TO: M961002'

OFFICE OF THE Olaha
SECRETARY Miraglia, NRR

Lieberman, OE
; MEMORANDUM FOR: M mes M. Taylor Bangart, SP

Executive Director for Operations Scroggins, OC
*

Jordan, AE0D
3 John F. Cordes, Acting Director Meyer, ADM
4 Offic Co mission Appellate Adjudication Shelton, IRh

. /' a - AMurphy,RES
FROM: John Hoyl Secretary Schneider,RES. ,

McGuire,RES
! SUBJECT: STAFF REQUIREMENTS - AFFIRMATION SESSION, CTrottier,RES

11:00 A.M., WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1996, Weller,NMSS
COMMISSIONERS' CONFERENCE ROOM, ONE WHITE

i FLINT NORTH, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND (OPEN TO
! PUBLIC ATTENDANCE)

L.. SECY-96-100 - FINAL AMENDMENTS TO 10 CFR PARTS 20 AND 35 ON
CRITERIA FOR THE RELEASE OF INDIVIDUALS ADMINISTERED
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

The Commission approved a final rule which clarifies the
applicability of 10 CFR Part 20 and 10 CFR Part 35 concerning
patient release criteria. These amendments: (1) provide a
significant expansion of the discussion on breast-feeding, (2)

. clarify that 10 CFR 35.75 governs patient release, and (3) revise
i the criteria for release of patients administered radioactive

material for medical use under 10 CFR 35.75 to permit a maximum
likely total effective dose equivalent of 5 millisieverts (0.5
rem).

The staff should revise the Statements of Consideration and other
supporting documents, where appropriate,-to be consistent with
the dose limit as specified in the final rule. Also, the
guidance should be published at the same time as the rule.

In a related matter, the staff should address the Petition for
Rulemaking filed by the University of Cincinnati (PRM-020-024) on
an expedited basis. (RES) 9600154

.(EDG).(RES) (SECY Suspense: 11/22/96) 9200203/-

|

.I.L. SECY-96-118 - AMENDMENTS TO 10 CFR PARTS 50, 52, AND 100,

AND ISSUANCE OF A NEW APPENDIX S TO PART 50 j
l

The Commission approved a revision to the basic reactor siting !
criteria to reflect advances in the earth sciences and earthquake ;

engineering. The change revises 10 CFR Part 100 to contain a new |
section on nonseismic siting criteria as well as the geologic and

'

seismic siting criteria. A new Appendix S to Part 50 provides

i

i
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|

earthquake engineering criteria.,

i

The Commission has approved the use of the " worst" (or "any") two
hours for the period used to evaluate dose to the public at the '

exclusion area boundary. I

The staff should pub'ish the final rule in the Federal Registerl

with the modifications contained in the EDO's memorandum to the ,

Commission dated July 10, 1996 and incorporating the comments and I
|editorial changes provided in Attachment 1.

(EDGk (RES) (SECY Suspense: 11/22/96) 9000200

JII. SECY-96-136 - AMENDMENTS TO 10 CFR PART 60 ON DISPOSAL OF
HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES IN GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES --

i

DESIGN BASIS EVENTS FOR THE GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY OPERATIONS '

AREA -- FINAL RULEMAKING

The Commission approved amendments to 10 CFR Part 60 to address
measures necessary to protect public health and safety for a
broad range of normal and accident conditions during the
operational period of a geologic repository. The final rule
addresses measures that are required to provide defense in depth
against the consequences of " design basis events."

The staff should publish the final rule in the Federal Reaister
and include the Senate Energy Committee (Murkowski, Johnston) and
the Nevada delegation in the Congressional notifications.

tEDO-)- (NMSS) (SECY Suspense: 11/22/96) 9200054

Commissioner Diaz, although approving thie item, would have
preferred to wait until after the receipt of public comments on
the HLW strategic assessment paper.

IV. SECY-96-152 - FINAL RULEMAKING - REVISION TO 10 CFR PART 34,

LICENSES FOR INDUSTRIAL RADIOGRAPHY AND RADIATION SAFETY
REOUIREMENTS FOR INDUSTRIAL RADIOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS AND
REVISION TO THE NRC ENFORCEMENT POLICY

The Commission approved amendments to 10 CFR Part 34 to make NRC
regulations more compatible with the Agreement States that have
already upgraded radiography requirements. The primary changes
involve requirements for: 1) use of two qualified individuals
whenever radiographic operations occur outside a permanent
facility; 2) mandatory certification of radiographers; 3) a
radiation safety officer; and 4) additional training for
radiographer's assistants.

The staff should publish the final rule in the Federal Reaister
with the changes provided in Attachment 2.

4EDOk (RES) (SECY Suspense: 11/22/96) 9100033

Additionally, the staff should explore a mechanism for improving
its capability to conduct cost-benefit analyses as required in
NUREG/BR-0058 for regulations like Part 34. (RES) 9000155
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, V. SECY-96-185 - LOUISIANA ENERGY SERVICES (CLAIBORNE
ENRICHMENT CENTER); ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
PARTIAL INITIAL DECISION (RESOLVING CONTENTIONS H. L, AND
M), LBP-96-7

The Commission approved an order responding to the Citizens
Against Nuclear Trash's petition for Commission review of an l

April 26, 1996, Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Partial Initial
Decision (LBP-96-7). The order denies in part and grants in part )
the petition for review, and directs that the emergency plan, the jt

Safety Analysis Report (SAR), and the Safety Evaluation Report be l

amended to reflect the clarified role for the on-site fire I

brigade.

1 (Subsequently, on October 2, 1996, the Secretary signed the
Order.)

VI. SECY-96-209 - YANKEE ATOMIC ELECTRIC COMPANY (YANKEE NUCLEAR
POWER STATION) DOCKET NO. 50-029-DCOM, MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
_(Grantina Motion for Summary Disposition), LBP-96-18

The Commission approved an order to (1) establish a filing !

schedule for any petition for review and responses thereto I

regarding the Licensing Board's order granting Yankee Atomic I
Electric Company's motion for summary disposition; and (2) extend |
~the Board's 12-day " housekeeping stay" of the effectiveness of
LBP-96-18, pending further order of the Commission.

The Commission approved the proposed order with the changes in I
John Cordes memorandum to the Commission dated October 1, 1996. |

I
(Subsequently, on October 2, 1996, the Secretary signed the
Order.)

Attachments:
As stated

cc: Chairman Jackson
Commissioner Rogers
Commissioner Dicus
Commissioner Diaz
Commissioner McGaffigan
OGC
OCAA
OCA
OIG
Office Directors, Regions, ACRS, ACNW, ASLBP (via E-Mail)
PDR - Advance
DCS - P1-24
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Comments and editorial changes to the Federal Reaister Notice
(SECY-96-118 - Amendments to 10 CFR Parts 50, 52, and 100, and
Issuance of a New Appendix S to Part 50)

1. The last two sentences on the bottom of page 20 regarding
plant shutdown in the event of an operating basis earthquake
(OBE) need to be revised in that they are worded in a manner
that implies that structures, systems and components that
are designed to withstand a safe shutdown earthquake (SSE)

be able to withstand an OBE. This appears contrary
may notto the stated purpose of SSE design requirements.

2. On page 30, line 6, delete the word "the" just prior to the

word "public."

3. On page 37, line 4, delete the redundant "the."

4. On page 38, item (3), delete the " (ii) " at the end of the
sentence.

5. On page 39, at the end of item (3), add "and the licensing
basis is maintained." See also 50.54 (f f) .

6. On page 43, in item 16, move the word "follows" up on to the
preceding line.

The staff should ensure that conforming changes are made to the
regulations, where necessary, e.g., 10 CFR 21.3, to refer to

either Part 100 for current reactors or Part 50 for future
reactors.

The staff should review the proposed rule changes and the
of Consideration and make any modifications that are

Statementnecessary to make it clear that existing requirements apply to
all facilities that were licensed prior to the effective date of
these new rules, including those previously-licensed facilities
that seek renewed licenses under 10 CFR Part 64.
The staff should continue to study the use of organ dose
weighting factors, as used in Part 20, and evaluate, in future
rule changes, whether their use may be warranted for greater
consistency.

Dose criteria have been placed in Part 50 for future applicants,
but the staff has not addressed this for operating plants. The

staff has been using the Part 100 dose criteria as a surrogate
for estimating the consequences of design basis accidents.
Although cot incorporated in this rulemaking, the staff should
continue tt -ori on appropriate guidance to accommodate
applications -serating reactors, where appropriate.

Attachment 1
I
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| Changes to the Federal Reaister Notice (SECY-96-152 - Final

Rulemaking - Revision to 10 CFR Part 34, Licenses for
Industrial Radiography and Radiation Safety Requirements for
Industrial Radiographic Operations and Revision to the NRC
Enforcement Policy)
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| 1. Example C.4 is being amended to add a reference to uncertifiN

persons. Conduct of licensed activities by an uncertified person is
|

| significant because the certification demonstrates that the person has

! received training in accordance with 10 CFR Part 34 or equivalent Agreement

State regulation. has satisfactorily completed a minimum period of an on-the-

job training. and has received verification by an Agreement State or an NRC

licensee that the person has demonstrated the capability of independently I
|

working as a radiographer.

2. Example C.8 is being amended to add a reference to have present at
i

least two qualified individuals emergency notices. A failure, during
]

radiographic operation, to have present at:1 east two qualified individu' lsa

emergency notices as required by 10 CFR Part 34 when only one radiographer is j
'

present is significant because the requirement provides assurance that

operational safety measures and emergency- procedures will be effectively

implemented there needs to be notice to the public if a radiographer is

disabled.

3. Example C.12 is being added to address a failure, during

radiographic operation, to stop work after a pocket dosimeter is found to be

off-scale, or after an electronic dosimeter reads greater than 200 mrem, and

before a determination of the individual's actual radiation exposure has been 1

made. This example is significant because of the need to evaluate the |
potential to exceed regulatory limits and the need to take corrective action.

Conforming changes-have:been made.to.the. sections affected:by these

i revisions. ;

The existing examples for Severity Level Ill violations presently
address other significant violations of the amendments to 10 CFR Part 34 such

| as a failure to perform surveys to determine that the sealed source has been
!

returned to its shielded position, to properly monitoring site boundaries for

access control. and to utilize qualified RS0s.

3

,
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;-| Therefore. the following revision is made to Supplement VI and will be

reflected in the next publication of NUREG 1600: |
|

SUPPLEMENT VI--FUEL CYCLE AND MATERIALS OPERATIONS
.!

l

I
* * * * *

C. Severity Level Ill - Violations involving for example:
* * * * *

4. Conduct of licensed activities by a technically unqualified or
uncertified person ee: !

* * * * *

8. A failure during radiographic operations, to have present at

least two qualified individuals or to use radiographic equipment, radiation
survey instruments and/or personnel monitoring devices a required by 10 CFR

.Part 34:
* * * * *

10_ L[ insert text-]';

11. A significant failure to meet decommissioning requirements

including a failure.to notify the NRC as required by regulation or license

condition, substantial failure to meet decommissioning standards failure to

conduct and/or complete decommissioning activities in accordance with

regulation or license condition. or failure to meet required schedules without
adequate justification or

! 4

i
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/ Docenber 3, 1996 IN
S

|

| The rionorable Lauch Faircloth, Chairman
| Subcommittee on Clean Air, Wetlands, Private
! Property and Nuclear Safety

i
| Committee on Environment and Public Works

'

United States Senate
| Washington, DC 20510 j
l

Dear Mr. Chairman: 1'

Enclosed for the information of the Subcommittee are copi'es of a public
announcement and a revision to Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations

| which is to be published in the Federal Register.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is amending its regulations to update the
criteria used in decisions regarding power reactor siting, including geologic, !

seismic, and earthquake engineering considerations for future nuclear power I

plants. This rule would allow the NRC to benefit from experience gained in
application of the procedures and methods contained in the current regulation
and to incorp rate the rapid advancements in the earth sciences and earthquake
engineering. In addition, this rule benefits from public comments received. j

This ruie pH marily consists of two separace changes, namely, the source term
and dose considerations, and the seismic and earthquake engineering

i

considerations of reactor siting. Basic reactor site criteria that have been |

shown to be important to protecting public health and safety would be
incorporated into the regulations, while source term and dose calculations
that apply primarily to plant design would be relocated.

In the seismic area, the rule would require thorough regional and site-
specific geoscience investigations. The Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) would
be employed in plant design, whereas the Operating Basis Earthquake (0BE) !

Iwould require a plant shutdown and inspection, were it to occur.

Sincerely,
Original signed by/

Dennis K. Rathbun, Director
Office of Congressional Affairs

Enclosures:
1. Public Announcement 2. Federal Register Notice
cc: Senator Bob Graham

, Distribution: SGEB r/f, RES-20-2
! DOCUMENT NAME: a:\fairclot.let

To receive a copy of this document. indicate in the boa: "C" = Copy without ettechment/ enclosure *E" = Copy with ettschn3ent/, enclosure "N" = No copy

| OFFICE RES/DET/SGEB |E RES/DET/SG(B | RES/ DST /AEB C RES/DFjf// | RES/ DST |

| NAME RKenneally c,,,f AMurphy TCAV CAderrt// LSha F WHodgesN/u/l

| DATE 11/ M /96 M HI- 11/tq/96 ll/to /96 ll/ m /96 ll/2fo /96

0FFICE RES/0D //g OCA /g | | | |

NAME DMorrison j0/f DRathbun
DATE 11/4 / /96 ' 12/ 3 /96

0FFICIAL RECORD COPY

,
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Deccrnber 3,1996
.

,

1

The Honorable Dan Schaefer, Chairman
i

| Subcommittee on Energy and Power
Committee on Commerce i
United States House of Representatives i

Washington, DC 20515 )
Dear Mr. Chairman:

| Enclosed for the information of the Subcommittee are copies of a public |
announcement and a revision to Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations
which is to be published in the Federal Register.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is amending its regulations to update the |
criteria used in decisions regarding power reactor siting, including geologic, l
seismic, and earthquake engineering considerations for future nuclear power l
plants. This rule would allow the NRC to benefit from experience gained in j
application of the procedures and methods contained in the current regulation i
and to incorporate the rapid advancements in the earth sciences and earthquake |

engineering. In addition, this rule benefits from public comments received.

This rule primarily consists of two separate changes, namely, the source term
and dose considerations, and the seismic and earthquake engineering
considerations of reactor siting. Basic reactor site criteria that have been
shown to be important to protecting public health and safety would be
incorporated into the regulations, while source term and dose calculations
that apply primarily to plant design would be relocated.

In the seismic area, the rule would require thorough regional and site-
specific geoscience investigations. The Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) would
be employed in plant design, whereas the Operating Basis Earthquake (0BE)
would require a plant shutdown and inspection, were it to occur.

Sincerely,
Original signed by/

Dennis K. Rathbun, Director
Office of Congressional Affairs

Enclosures:
1. Public Announcemant
2. Federal Registe. Notice
cc: Representative Frank Pallone

Distribution: SGEB r/f, RES-20-2
DOCUMENT NAME: a:\schaefer.ltr
T3 resolve C espy of thee document,lnd6cate in the bon: 'C' = Copy without attachment! enclosure *E' - Copy with attachrgentjpnclosure *N* = No copy

0FFICE RES/DET/SGEB |E RES/DET/SGE_B RES/ DST /AEB c RES/Dg f] | RES/ DST |
NAME RKenneally ,,,,,j AMurphy 07(f./ CAderG F LSha6 WHodges M
DATE 11/ M /96 FO)F- 11/\4/56 ll/ w /96 11/ p /96 11/L0 /96

Jh OCA fGf | | |0FFICE RES/0D
,

| NAME DMorrison F ( DRathbun' I

i DATE 11/ ,I/96 11./ 3 /96
'

j 0FFICIAL RECORD COPY
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSlON March 1997[ meg

Q*g%,)REGULATORY GUIDE
'

**** OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REGULATORY RESEARCH

REGULATORY GUIDE 1.165
(Draft was DG 1032)

IDENTIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF SEISMIC SOURCES AND
DETERMINATION OF SAFE SHUTDOWN EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTION

A. INTRODUCTION sign bases for seismically induced floods and water
waves, and other design conditions.

In 10 CFR Part 100, " Reactor Site Criteria," Sec-
In 10 CFR 100.23, paragraph (d)(1), "Determina.

tion 100.23, " Geologic and Seismic Siting Factors," tion of the Safe -Shutdown Earthquake Ground Mo-
paragraph (c), " Geological, Seismological, and Engi- tion," requires that uncertainty inhetent in estimates of
neering Characteristics," requires that the geological, the SSE be addressed through an appropriate analysis,
seismological, and engineering characteristics of a site

such as a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis or suit-
and its environs be investigated in sufficient scope and able sensitivity analyses.
detail to permit an adequate evaluation of the proposed ..

site, te provide sufficient information to support evalu. This guide has been developed to provide. general

ations performed to arrive at estimates of the Safe Shut- guidance on procedures acceptable to the NRC staff for

} down Earthquake Ground Motion (SSE), and to permit (1) e nductmg geological, geophys, cal, seismological,i

adequate engineering solutions to actual or potential and geotechnical mvestigations, (2) identifying and

geologic and seismic effects at the proposed site. Data characterizing seismic sources, (3) conducting proba-

on the vibratory ground motion, tectonic surface de- bilistic seismic hazard analyses, and (4) determimng

formation, nontectonic deformation, earth uake recur- the SSE for satisfying the requirements of 10 CFR
9 100'23'rence rates, fault geometry and slip rates, site founda-

tion material, and seismically induced floods, water This guide contains several appendices that ad-
waves, and other siting factors will be obtained by re. dress the objectives stated above. Appendix A con-
viewing pertinent literature and carrying out field tains a list of definitions of pertinent terms. Appendix
investigations. B describes the procedure used to determine the refer-

er.ce probability for the SSE exceedance level that is
In 10 CFR 100.23, paragraph (d), " Geologic and acceptable to the staff. Appendix C discusses the de.

Seismic Siting Factors," requires that the geologic and velopment of a seismic hazard information base and
seismic siting factors considered for design include a the determination of the probabilistic ground motion
determination of the SSE for the site, the potential for level and controlling earthquakes. Appendix D dis-
surface tectonic and nontectonic deformations, the de- cusses site-specific geological, seismological, and

USNRC REGULATORY GUIDES The guides are saued wi the fceowing tari twoad diwmons
Regulatory Guedes are issued to describe and make evelable to the pubhc such informa-
tion as memods acceptable to the NHC stalt for ampeemanhng specific parts of the Com- 1. Power Reactors 6 Products
k andd its enow apphcahone or per Fues at s Health
"J 0,%"*d"."e'%"ndla'n"s""#" To'm"A's"."s'a%Pg*. | O c=e""" a t',$ c , coon a Gen 3 ""'""" "~~

"
^"*e

=ay,; eg=ngs , mte to ihe- o, oon.

5CI25'M $ N N*Ey"" @ ,0" o.em M E c Q $ fa*nd,g ""

D Wntten comments may be submitted to the Rules Review and Derectwes Branch, DFIPS.
lasued guedes may eso be purchased frorn the National Technical information Senrice on
a standing order bases Detals on this service may be obtened by wnting NTIS. 5285 Port

! ADNI. US Nuclear Regulatory Commession Washingtorg DC 205550001, Royal load. Spnngheid, VA 22161.
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geophysicalinvestigations. Appendix E describes a cal parameters. A PSilA also provides an evaluation
method to confirm the adequacy of existing seismic of the likelihood of SSE recurrence during the design
sources and source parameters as the basis for deter- lifetime of a given facility, given the recurrence inter-
mining the SSE for a site. Appendix F describes pro- val and recurrence pattern of earthquakes in pertinent
cedures to determine the SSE. seismic sources. Within the framework of a probabil-

. . . . istic analysis, uncertainties in the characterization of
,The information collections contamed in this regu- seismic sources and ground motions are identified

latory guide are covered by the requirements of 10 CFR
and incorporated in the procedure at each step of the

Part 50, which were approved by the Office of Manage-
process for estimating the SSE. The role of geologi-

.

ment and Budget, approval number 3150-0011. T.he cal, seismological, and geophysical investigations is
. . .

NRC may not conduct or sponsor, and a person .is not
to develop geosciences information about the site for

required to respond to, a collection of information un- use in the detailed design analysis of the facility, as
less it displays a currently valid OMB control number. well as to ensure that the seismic hazard analysis is

H. DISCUSSION based on up-to-date information.

BACKGROUND Experience in performing seismic hazard evalua-
tions in active plate-margin regions in the Western

A probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) United States (for example, the San Gregorio-Hosgri
has been identified in 10 CFR 100.23 as a means to de- fault zone and the Cascadia Subduction Zone) has
termine the SSE and account for uncertainties in the also identified uncertainties associated with the char-
seismological and geological evaluations. The rule fur- acterization of seismic sources (Refs.1-3). Sources
ther recognizes that the nature of uncertainty and the ap- of uncertainty include fault geometry, rupture seg-
propriate approach to account for it depend on the tec- mentation, rupture extent, seismic-activity rate,
tonic regime and parameters such as the knowledge of ground motion, and earthquake occurrence model-
seismic sources, the existence of historical and re- ing. As is the case for sites in the CEUS, alternative
corded data, and the level of understanding of the tec- hypotheses and parameters must be considered to ac-
tonics. Therefore, methods other than probabilistic count for these uncertainties.

,

methods such as sensitivity analyses may be adequate . . . .
1

Uncertainties associated with the identificationfor some sites to account for uncertainties.
and characterization of seismic sources in tectonic en-

Appendix A," Seismic and Geologic Siting Crite- vironments in both the CEUS and the Western United
ria for Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part 100 is States should be evaluated. Therefore, the same basic l

primarily based on a deterministic methodology. Past approach can be applied to determine the SSE.
licensing experience in applying Appendix A has dem-
onstrated the need to formulate procedures that quanti- APPROACll
tatively incorporate uncertainty (including alternative The general process to determine the SSE at a site
scientific interpretations) in the evaluation of seismic neludes- I

hazards. A single deterministic representation of seis- i

mic sources and ground motions at a site may not 1. Site- and region-specific geological, seismo-
explicitly provide a quantitative representation of the logical, geophysical, and geotechnical inves- I

uncertainties in geological, seismological, and geo- tigations and j

physical data and alternative scientific interpretations.
2. A probabilistic seismic hazard assessment.

Probabilistic procedures were developed during ;

the past 10 to 15 years specifically for nuclear power CENTRAL AND EASTERN UNITED STATES
plant seismic hazard assessments in the Central and

Eastern United States (CEUS)(the area east of the The CEUS is considered to be that part of the |
Rocky Mountains), also referred to as the Stable Con- United States east of the Rocky Mountain front, or j

tinent Region (SCR). These procedures provide a cast of Longitude 105 West (Refs. 4, 5). To deter- |

structured approach for decisionmaking with respect mine the SSEin the CEUS, an accepted PSilA meth-
.

to the SSE when performed together with site-specif- odology with a range of credible alternative input in- )
ic investigations. A PSHA provides a framework to terpretations should be used. For sites in the CEUS,
address the uncertainties associated with the identifi- the seismic hazard methods, the data developed, and
cation and characterization of seismic sources by in- seismic sources identified by Lawrence Livermore
corporating multiple interpretations of seismologi- National Laboratory (LLNL) (Refs. 4-6) and the 1

1.165 - 2 |
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Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) (Ref. 7) that are known to be at or near the surface, (2) buried
have been reviewed and accepted by the staff. The (blind) sources that may often be manifested as folds at
LLNL and EPRI studies developed data bases and the earth's surface, and (3) 3ubduction zone sources,

I scientific interpretations of available information such as those in the Pacific Northwest. The nature of
and determined seismic sources and source charac- surface faults can be evaluated by conventional surface
terizations for the CEUS (e.g., earthquake occur- and near-surface investigation techniques to assess ori-
rence rates, estimates of maximum magnitude). entation, geometry, sense of displacements, length of

in the CEUS, characterization of seismic sources mpture, ternary tory, etc.

is more problematic than in the active nlate-margin Buried (blind) faults are often associated with
region because there is generally no clear association surficial de formation such as folding, uplift, or subsi-
between seismicity and known tectonic structures or dence. The surface expression of blind faulting can
near-surface geology. In general, the observed geo. be detected by mapping the uplifted or down-dropped
logic structures were generated in response to tecton- geomorphological features or stratigraphy, survey
ic forces that no longer exist and have little or no cor- leveling, and geodetic methods. The nature of the
relation with current tectonic forces. Therefore, it is structure at depth can often be evaluated by core bor-
important to account for this uncertainty by the use of ings and geophysical techniques.
multiple alternative models.

Continental United States subduction zones are 10-
The identification of seismic sources and reason- cated in the Pacific Northwest and Alaska. Seismic

able alternatives in the CEUS considers hypotheses sources associated with subduction zones are sources
presently advocated for the occurrence of earth. within the overriding plate, on the interface between the
quakes in the CEUS (for example, the reactivation of subducting and overriding lithospheric plates, and in
favorably oriented zones of weakness or the local am. the interior of the downgoing oceanic slab. The charac-
plification and release of stresses concentrated terization of subduction zone seismic sources includes
around a geologic structure). In tectonically active consideration of the three-dimensional geometry of the
areas of the CEUS, such as the New Madrid Seismic subducting plate, rupture segmentation of subduction

) Zone, where geological, seismological, and geo. zones, geometry of historical ruptures, constraints on
physical evidence suggest the nature of the sources the up-dir ano down-dip extent of rupture, and compar-
that generate the earthquakes, it may be more ap. iso = with other subduction zones worldwide.
propriate to evaluate those seismic sources by using The Basin and Range region of the Western
procedures similar to those normally applied in the United States, and to a lesser extent the Pacific North-
Western United States.

west and the Central United States, exhibit temporal
clustering of earthquakes. Temporal clustering is

WESTERN UNITED STATES
best exemplified by the rupture histories within the
Wasatch fault zone in Utah and the Meers fault in cen-

The Western United States is considered to be that tral Oklahoma, where several large late Holocene co-
part of the United States that lies west of the Rocky seismic faulting events occurred at relatively close
Mountain front, or west of approximately 105 West

ntervals (hundreds to thousands of years) that were
1;ongitude. For the Western United States, an informa- preceded by long periods of quiescence that lasted
tion base of earth science data and scientific interpreta-
tions of seismic sources and source characterizations

thousands to tens of thousand years. Temporal clus-
tering should be considered in these regions or wher-

(e.g., geometry, seismicity parameters) comparable t ever paleaseismic evidence indicates that it has oc-
the CEUS as documented in the LLNL and EPRI stud- curred.
ies (Refs. 4-7) does not exist. For this region, specific
interpretations on a site-by-site basis should be applied
(Ref.1). C. REGULATORY POSITION

The active plate-margin region includes, for exam-
1. GEOLOGICAL, GEOPHYSICAL,ple, coastal Califorma, Oregon, Washington, and Alas-

ka. For the active plate-margin region, where earth- SEISMOLOGICAL, AND GEOTECilNICAL
INVESTIGATIONSquakes can often be correlated with known tectome

structures, those structures should be assessed for their 1.1 Comprehensive geological, seismological,
earthquake an.1 surface deformation potential. In this geophysical, and geotechnicalinvestigations of the
region, at least three types of sources exist: (1) faults site and regions around the site should be performed.

1.165 - 3
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For existing nuclear power plant sites where addi- acterize the seismic and surface deformation
tional units are planned, the geosciences technicat in- potential of any capable tectonic sources and
formation originally used to validate those sites may the seismic pote ntial of seismogenic sources, or
be inadequate, depending on how much new or addi- to demonstrate that such structures are not pres-
tional information has become available since the ini- ent. Sites with capable tectonic or seismogenic
tial investigations and analyses were performed, the sources within a radius of 40 km (25 miles) may
quality of the investigations performed at the time, require more extensive geological and seismo-
and the complexity of the site and regional geology logical investigations and analyses (similar in
and seismology. This technical information should detail to investigations and analysis usually
be utilized along with all other available information preferred within an 8-km (5-mile) radius),
to plan and determine the scope of additionalinves-
tigations.The investigations deset % in this regula. 3. Detailed geological, seismological, geophysical,

tory guide are performed primarily _ gatherinforma. and geotechnical investigations should be con-

tion needed to confirm the suitability of the site and to ducted within a radius of 8 km (5 miles) of the ,

gather data pertinent to the safe design and construc- site, as appropriate, to evaluate the potential for
'

tion of the nuclear power plant. Appropriate geologi. tectonic deformation at or near the ground surface

cal, seismological, and geophysical investigations and to assess the ground motion transmission

are describedin Appendix D tothis guide. Geotech. characteristics of soils and rocks in the site vicin-

nical investigations are described in Regulatory ity. Investigations should include monitoring by

Guide 1.132," Site Investigations for Foundations of a network of seismic stations.

Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 8). Another important
ery detailed geological, geophys.ical, and geo-purpose for the site-specific investigations is to de-

techmcal engineering investigations should be ltermine whether there are new data orinterpretations
c nducted within the site [ radius of approximate-that are not adequately incorporated in the existing

PSilA data bases. Appendix E describes a method for ly 1 km (0.5 miles)] to assess specific soil and
r ek characteristics as described in Regulatoryevaluating new information derived from the site-

specific investigations in the context of the PSHA. Guide 1.132 (Ref. 8).

. 1.2 The areas ofinvestigations may be expanded
These investigations should be performed at foe beyond those specified above in regions that include ca-

levels, with the degree of their detail based on distance pable tectonic sources, relatively high seismicity, or
from the site, the nature of the Quaternary tectome

complex geology, or in regions that have experienced a
regime, the geological complexity of the site and re-

large, geologically recent earthquake.
gion, the existence of potential seismic sources, the po-
tential for surface deformations, etc. A more detailed 1.3 It should be demonstrated that deformation
discussion of the areas and levels of investigations and features discovered during construction, particularly
the bases for them is presented in Appendix D to this faults, do not have the potential to compromise the
regulatory guide. The levels ofinvestigation are char- safety of the plant. The two-step licensing practice,
acterized as follows. which required applicants to acquire a Construction

Permit (CP), and then during construction apply for
1. Regional geological and seismological inves- an Operating License (OL), has been modified to al-

tigations are not expected to be extensive nor in low for an alternative procedure. The requirements
great detail, but should include literature re- and procedures applicable to NRC's issuance of com-
views, the study of maps and remote sensing bined licenses for nuclear power facilities are in Sub-
data, and,if necessary, ground truth reconnais- part C of 10 CFR Part 52. Applying the combined li-
sances conducted within a radius of 320 km censing procedure to a site could result in the award of
(200 miles) of the site to identify seismic a license prior to the start of construction. During the
sources (seismogenic and capable tectonic construction of nuclear power plants licensed in the
sources). past two decades, previously unknown faults were

often discovered in site excavations. Before issuance
2. Geological, seismological, and geophysical in- of the OL, it was necessary to demonstrate that the

vestigations should be carried out within a ra- faults in the excavation posed no hazard to the facili-
dius of 40 km (25 miles)in greater detail than ty. Under the combined license procedure, these
the regionalinvestigations to identify and char- kinds of features should be mapped and assessed as to
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their rupture and ground motion generating potential characterization of seismic sources should be ad- I
while the excavations' walls and bases are exposed. dressed as appropriate. Seismic source is a general term
Therefore, a commitment should be made, in docu- referring to both seismogenic sources and capable tec-

I ments (Safety Analysis Reports) supporting the li- tonic sources. The main distinction between these two
cense application, to geologically map all excava- types of seismic sources is that a seismogenic source
tions and to notify the NRC staff when excavations would not cause surface displacement, but a capable
are open for inspection. tectonic source causes surface or near-surface displace-

ment.1.4 Data sufficient to clearly justify all conclu-
sions should be presented. Because engineering solu. Identification and characterization of seismic
tions cannot always be satisfactorily demonstrated for sources should be based on regional and site geological
the effects of permanent ground displacement, it is pru- and geophysical data, historical and instrumental seis-
dent to avoid a site that has a potential for surface or micity data, the regional stress field, and geological ev-
near-surface deformation. Such sites normally will re- idence of prehistoric earthquakes. Investigations to
quire extensive additional investigations. identify seismic sources are described in Appendix D.

1.5 For the site and for the area surrounding the The bases for the identification of seismic sources
site, the lithologic, stratigraphic, hydrologic, and should be documented. A general list of characteristics

structural geologic conditions should be character- to be evaluated for a seismic source is presented in Ap-
ized. The investigations should include the measure- pendix D.

ment of the static and dynamic engineering proper. 2.3 As part of the seismic source characteriza-
ties of the materials underlying the site and an tion, the seismic potential for each source should be
evaluation of physical evidence concerning the be- evaluated. Typically, characterizat. ion of the seismic
havior during prior earthquakes of the surficial mate- potential consists of four equally important elements:
rials and the substrata underlying the site. The prop-

1. Selection of a model for the spatial distribution oferties needed to assess the behavior of the underlying
material during earthquakes, including the potential earthquakes in a source.

I for liquefaction, and the characteristics of the under-
2.

lying materialin transmitting earthquake ground mo- Selection of a model for the temporal distribution
of earthquakes in a source.

tions to the foundations of the plant (such as seismic
wave velocities, density, water content, porosity, 3. Selection of a model for the relative frequency of
elastic moduli, and strength) shoold be measured, earthquakes of various magnitudes, including an

2. SEISMIC SOURCES SIGNIFICANT TO
estimate for the largest earthquake that could oc-

THE SITE SEISMIC IIAZARD cur in the source under the current tectonic
regime.

2.1 For sites in the CEUS, when the EPRI or
LLNL PSHA methodologies and data bases are used to 4. A complete description of the uncertainty.
determine the SSE, it sdll may be necessary to investi. For example, in the LLNL study a truncated expo-
gate and characterize potential seismic sources that nential model was used for the distribution of magni-
were previously unknown or uncharacterized and to tudes given that an earthquake has occurred in a source.
perform sensitivity analyses to assess their significance A stationary Poisson process is used to model the spa-
to the seismic hazard estimate. The results ofinvestiga- tial and temporal occurrences of earthquakes in a
tions discussed in Regulatory Position 1 should be source.
used, in accordance with Appendix E, to determine
whether the LLNL or EPRI seismic sources and their

For a general discussion of evaluating the earth-

characterization should be updated. The guidance in
quake potential and characterizing the uncertainty, re-
fer to the Senior Seismic Hazard Analysis Committee

Regulatory Positions 2.2 and 2.3 below and in Appen- Report (Ref. 9).
dix D of this guide may be used if additional seismic
sources are to be developed as a result ofinvestigations. 2.3.1 For sites in the CEUS, when the LLNL or

EPRI method is not used or not applicable (such as in
2.2 When the LLNL and EPRI methods are not the New Madrid Seismic Zone), it is necessary to evalu-

used or are not applicable, the guidance in Regulatory ate the seismic potential for each source. The seismic
Position 2.3 should be used for identification and char- sources and data that have been accepted by the NRCin
acterization of seismic sources. Th e uncertainties in the past licensing decisions may be used, along with the
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Surface rupture length versus magnitude (Refs.data gathered from the investigations carried out as de- o

scribed in Regulatory Position 1. 10-13),

Subsurface rupture length versus magnitudee

Generally, the seismic sources for the CEUS are (Ref.14),
area sources because there is uncertainty about the

Rupture area versus magnitude (Ref.15),*
underlying causes of earthquakes.This uncertainty is

Maximum and average displacement versusdue to a lack of active surface faulting, a low rate of e

seismic activity, and a short historical record. The as. magnitude (Ref.14),

sessment of earthquake recurrence for CEUS area Slip rate versus magnitude (Ref.16).e

sources commonly relies heavily on catalogs of ob- When such correlations as References 10-16 are
served seismicity. Because these catalogs are incom- used, the earthquake potential is often evaluated as the
plete and cover a relatively short period of time,it is *ean f the distribution. The difficult issue is the evalu-
difficult to obtain reliable estimates of the rate of ac-

" *?". f the appropriate rupture dimension to be used.
.

tivity. Considerable care must be taken to correct for This is a judgmental process based on geological data
incompleteness and to model the uncertainty in the f r the fault m question and the behavior of other re-
rate of earthquake recurrence.To completely charac- gi n I fault systems of the same type.
terize the seismic potential for a source it is also nec-

The other elements of the recurrence model areessary to estimate the largest earthquake magnitude
that a seismic source is capable of generating under generally obtained using catalogs of seismicity, fault

the current tectonic regime. This estimated magni. slip rate, and other data. In some cases, it may be ap-

tude defines the upper bound of the earthquake recur. propriate to use recurrence models with memory. All
the sources of uncertainty must be appropriately mod-rence relationship.
eled. Additionally, the phenomenon of temporal clus-

The assessment of earthquake potential for area tering should be considered when there is geological

sources is particularly difficult because the physical evidence of its past occurrence.

constraint most important to the assessa .nt, the di- 2.3.3 For sites near subduction zones, such as in

mensions of the fault rupture,is not known. As a re- the Pacific Northwest and Alaska, the maximum mag-

sult, the primary methods for assessing maximum nitude must be assessed for subduction zone seismic
earthquakes for area sources usually include a con- sources. Worldwide observations indicate that the larg-
sideration of the historical seismicity record, the pat- est known earthquakes are associated with the plate in-
tern and rate of seismic activity, the Quaternary (2 terface, although intraslab earthquakes may also have !

million years and younger), characteristics of the large magnitudes. The assessment of plate interface
source, the current stress regime (and how it aligns earthquakes can be based on estimates of the expected
with known tectonic structures), paleoseismic data, dimensions of rupture or analogies to other subduction
and analogues to sources in other regions considered zones worldwide.
tectonically similar to the CEUS. Because of the

3. PROB.ABILISTIC SEISMIC IIAZARDshortness of the historical catalog and low rate of
ANALYSIS PROCEDURESseismic activity, considerable judgment is needed. It

is important to characterize the large uncertainties in A PSHA should be performed for the site as it al-

the assessment of the earthquake potential. lows the use of multiple models to estimate the likeli-
hood of earthquake ground motions occurring at a site,

2.3.2 For sites located within the Western United and a PSHA systematically takes into account uncer-

States, earthquakes can often be associated with known tainties that exist in various parameters (such at seismic

tectonic structures. For faults, the earthquake potential sources, maximum earthquakes, and ground

is related to the characteristics of the estimated future motion attenuation). Alternative hypotheses are con-

| rupture, such as the total rupture area, the length, or the sidered in a quantitative fashion in a PSHA. Alterna-

amount of fault displacement. The following empirical tive hypotheses can also be used to evaluate the sensi-

relations can be used to estimate the earthquake poten. tivity of the hazard to the uncertainties in the significant

tial from fault behavior data and also to estimate the parameters and to identify the relative contribution of
each seismic source to the hazard. Reference 9 provides,

} amount of displacement that might be expected for a
I given magnitude. It is prudent to use several of these guidance for conducting a PSHA.

different relations to obtain an estimate of the earth- The following steps describe a procedure that is ac- |

quake magnitude. ceptable to the NRC staff for performing a PSHA. The (
1
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details of the calculational aspects of deriving contml- critically damped median spectral ground mo-
<

ling carthquakes from the PSHA are included in Ap- tion levels for the average of 5 and 10 Hz, !pendix C.
| Sa.510, and for the average of 1 and 2.5 Hz, l

1. Perform regional and site geological, seismologi-
S,,i.2.5. Appendix B discusses situations in

cal, and geophysical investigations in accordance which an alternative reference probability may

with Regulatory Position 1 and Appendix D.
be more appropriate. The alternative reference
probability is reviewed and accepted on a case-

2. For CEUS sites, perform an evaluation of by-case basis. Appendix B also describes a pro-

LLNL or EPRI seismic sources in accordance cedure that should be used when a general revi-

with Appendix E to determine whether they are sion to the reference probab!!ity is needed.

consistent with the site-specific data gathered 5. Deaggregate the median probabilistic hazard
in Step 1 or require updating. The PSIIA should

characterization in accordance with Appendix Conly be updated if the new information indi-
to determine the controlling earthquakes (i.e.,

cates that the current version significantly un- magnitudes and distances). Document the hazard
derestimates the hazard and there is a strong information base as discussed in Appendix C.
technical basis that supports such a revision. It
may be possible tojustify a lower hazard esti- 4.

hROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING THEmate with an exceptionally strong technical ba-
sis. However, it is expected that large uncertain. After completing the PSHA (See Regulatory Posi-
ties in estimating seismic hazard in the CEUS tion 3) and determining the controlling earthquakes, the
will continue to exist in the future, and substan. following procedure should be used to determine the
tial delays in the licensing process will result in SSE. Appendix F contains an additional discussion of
trying tojustify a lower value with respect to a some of the characteristics of the SSE.
specific site. For these reasons the NRC staff

1. With the controlling earthquakes determined asdiscourages efforts tojustify a lower hazard es-
) timate, in most cases, limited-scope sensitivity described in Regulatory Position 3 and by using

studies should be sufficient to demonstrate that the procedures in Revision 3 of Standard Re-

the existing data base in the PSHA envelops the view Plan (SRP) Section 2.5.2 (which may in-

findings from site-specific investigations. In clude the use of ground motion models not in-

general, significant revisions to the LLNL and cluded in the PSHA but that are more
EPRI data base are to be undertaken only peri- appropriate for the source, region, and site un-

odically (every 10 years), or when there is an der consideration or that represent the latest
important new finding or occurrence. An over- scientific development), develop 5% of critical

all revision of the data base would also require a damping response spectral shapes for the actual

reexamination of the acceptability of the refer- or assumed rock conditions. The same control-

ence probability discussed in Appendix B and ling earthquakes are also used to derive vertical

used in Step 4 below. Any significant update response spectral shapes,

should follow the guidance of Reference 9. 2. Use Sa,5-10 o scale the response spectrum shapet

3. For CEUS sites only, perform the LLNL or corresponding to the controlling earthquake. If,

EPRI probabilistic seismic hazard analysis us-
as described in Appendix C, there is a control-

ing original or updated sources as determined in ling earthquake for Sa.1-2.5, determine that the

Step 2. For sites in other parts of the country, Sa.5-10 scaled response spectrum also envelopes

perform a site-specific PSHA (Reference 9). the ground motion spectrum for the controlling

The ground motion estimates should be made earthquake for Sa,t-2.5. Otherwise, modify the

for rock conditions in the free-field or by as- shape to envelope the low-frequency spectrum

suming hypothetical rock conditions for a non- or use two spectra in the following steps. See

rock site to develop the seismic hazard in forma- additional discussion in Appendix F. For a rock

I tion base discussed in Appendix C. site go to Step 4.

3. For nonrock sites, perform a site-specific soil am-4. Using the reference probability (IE-5 per year) plification analysis considering uncertainties in
) described in Appendix B, determine the 5% of

site-specific geotechnical properties and parame-
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ters to determine response spectra at the free Additional discussion of this step is provided in

ground surface in the freefield for the actual site Appendix E

conditions. D. IMPLEMENTATION

The purpose of this section is to provide guidance
4. C,ompare the smooth SSE spectrum or spectra to applicants and licensees regarding the NRC staff's

used in design (e.g., 0.3g, broad-band spectra plans for using this regulatory guide,
used ,n advanced light water reactor designs)i

with the spectrum or spectra determined in Step 2 Except in those cases in which the applicant pro-

for rock sites or determined in Step 3 for the non- poses an acceptable alternative method for comply-
ing with the specified portions of the Commission's

rock sites to assess the adequacy of the SSE spec-
regulations, this guide will be used in the evaluation

trum or spectra. of applications for construction permits, operatingli-
To obtain an adequate design SSE based on the censes, early site permits, or combined licenses sub-

site-specific response spectrum or spectra, develop a mitted after January 10,1997. This guide will not be

smooth spectrum or spectra or use a standard broad used in the evaluation of an application for an operat-

band shape that envelopes the spectra of Step 2 or ing license submitted after January 10,1997, if the

Step 3. construction permit was issued prior to that date.

O

O
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APPENDIX A
DEFINITIONS

Controlling Earthquakes - Controlling carthquakes is the use of a truncated exponential model for the mag-
are the earthquakes used to determine spectral shapes or nitude distribution and a stationary Poisson process for
to estimate ground motions at the site. There may be the temporal and spatial occurrence of earthquakes.
several controlling earthquakes for a site. As a result of Seismic Source - Seismic source is a general term re-
the probabalistic seismic hazard analysis (PSIIA), con- ferring to both seismogenic sources and capable tecton-
trolling earthquakes are characterized as mean magni- ic sources,
tudes and distances derived from a deaggregation anal-
ysis of the median estimate of the PSHA. Capable Tectonic Source - A capable tectonic

Earthquake Recurrence - Earthquake recurrence is s urce is a tectonic structure that can generate both
v r tory ground motion and tectonic surface de-the frequency of occurrence of earthquakes havingvari-

ous magnitudes. Recurrence relationships or curves are f rmation such as faulting or folding at or near the
.

developed for each seismic source, and they reflect the eaWs surface m the present seismotectonk m

frequency of occurrence (usually expressed on an gime. It is described by at least one of the following
characteristics:annual basis) of magnitudes up to the maximum, in-

cluding measures of uncertainty. a. Presence of surface or near-surface deforma-

Intensity -The intensity of an earthquake is a meas. tion oflandforms or geologic deposits of a re-
ute of vibratory ground motion effects on humans, on curring nature within the last approximately
human-built structures, and on the earth's surface at a 500,000 years or at least once in the last
particular location. Intensity is described by a numeri. approximately 50,000 years.
cal value on the Modified Mercalli scale.

b. A reasonable association with one or more
Magnitude - An earthquake's magnitude is a meas- moderate to large earthquakes or sustained
ure of the strength of the earthquake as determined from earthquake activity that are usually accompa-
seismographic observations. nied by significant surface deformation.

Maximum Magnitude -The maximum magnitude is c. A structural association with a capable tectonic
the upper bound to recurrence curves.

source having characteristics of either section
Nontectonic Deformation - Nontectonic deforma- a or b in this paragraph such that movement on
tion is distortion of surface or near surface soils or one could be reasonably expected to be accom-
rocks that is not directly attributable to tectonic activity. panied by movement on the other.
Such deformation includes features associated with
subsidence, karst terrane, glaciation or deglaciation, in smne cases, the geological evidence of past

and growth faulting. activity at or near the ground surface along a poten-
tial capable tectonic source may be obscured at a

Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion (SSE) particular site. This rnight occur, for example, at a
- The SSE is the vibratory ground motion for which site having a deep overburden. For these cases, evi-
certain structures, systems, and components are de- dence may exist elsewhere along the structure from
signed, pursuant to Appendix S to 10 CFR Part 50, to which an evaluation ofits characteristics in the vi-
remain functional. cinity of the site can be reasonably based. Such evi-

The SSE for the site is characterized by both horizon. dence is to be used in determining whether the
tal and vertical free-field ground motion response spec. structure is a capable tectonic source within this
tra at the free ground surface. definition.

Seismic Potential- A model giving a complete de. Notwithstanding the foregoing paragraphs, the
scription of the future earthquake activity in a seismic association of a structure with geological structures
source zone. The modelincludes a relation giving the that are at least pre-Quaternary, such as many of
frequency (rate) of earthquakes of any magnitude, an those found in the Central and Eastern regions of
estimate of the largest earthquake that could occur un- the United States, in the absence of conflicting evi-
der the current tectonic regime, and a complete descrip- dence will demonstrate that the structure is not a ca-
tion of the uncertainty. A typical model used for PSHA pable tectonic source within this definition.
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Seismogenic Source - A seismogenic source is a
portion of the earth that we assume has uniform

crust, and excludes active plate boundaries and zones of

currently active tectonics directly influenced by plate
I

earthquake potential (same expected maximum
margin processes. It exhibits no significant deforma-

earthquake and recurrence frequency), distinct tion associated with the major Mesozoic-to-Cenozoic
from the seismicity of the surrounding regions. A (last 240 million years) orogenic belts. It excludes ma-
seismogenic source will generate vibratory ground

motion but is assumed not to cause surface dis-
jor zones of Neogene (last 25 million years) rifting, vol-
canism, or suturing.

placement. Seismogenic sources cover a wide
range of possibilities from a well-defined tectonic Stationary Poisson Pmeess - A probabilistic model
structure to simply a large region of diffuse seis- f the occurrence of an event over time (space) that is
micity (seismotectonic province) thought to be characterized by (1) the occurrence of the event in small
characterized by the same earthquake recurrence intervals is constant over time (space), (2) the occur-
model. A seismogenic source is also characterized rence of two (or more) events in a small interval is neg-
by its involvement in the current tectonic regime ligible, and (3) the occurrence of the event in non-over.
(the Quaternary, or approximately the last 2 million lapping intervals is independent.
years).

Stable Continental Region - A stable continental re- Tectonic Structure - A tectonic structure is a large.

gion (SCR) is composed of continental crust, including
scale dislocation or distortion, usually within the

continental shelves, slopes, and attenuated continental
earth's crust. Its extent may be on the order of tens of

meters (yards) to hundreds of kilometers (miles).

}

.
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APPENDIX B
REFERENCE PROBABILITY FOR THE EXCEEDANCE LEVEL OF THE

SAFE SHUTDOWN EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTION

on the rish-based considerations; its application will
B.1 INTRODUCTION also be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.

This appendix describes the procedure that is ac-
ceptable to the NRC staff to determine the reference B.3.1 Selection of Current Plants for Reference
probability, an annual probability of exceeding the Safe Probability Calculations
Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion (SSE), at future Table B.1 identifies plants, along with their site
nuclear power plant sites. The reference probability is characteristics, used in calculating the reference proba-
used in Appendix C in conjunction with the probabilis. bility. These plants represent relatively recent designs
tic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA). that used Regulatory Guide 1.60, " Design Response

B.2 EFERENCE PROBABILITY FORTHE Spectra for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants"
(Ref. B.5), or similar spectra as their design bases. The

The reference probability is the annual probability use of these plants should ensure an adequate level of

level such that 50% of a set of currently operating plants conservatism in determining an SSE consistent with re-

(selected by the NRC, see Table B.1) has an annual me- cent licensing decisions.

dian probability of exceeding the SSE that is below this
B.3.2 Procedure To Establish Referencelevel. The reference probability is determined for the Probability

annual probability of exceeding the average of the 5 and
10 Hz SSE response spectrum ordinates associated Step I
with 5% of critical damping. Using LLNL, EPRI, or a comparable methodology

B.3 PROCEDURE TO DETERMINE THE that is acceptable to the NRC staff, calculate the seismic
REFERENCE PROBABILITY hazard results for the site for spectral responses at 5 and

The following procedure was used to determine the 10 Hz (as stated earlier, the staff used the LLNL meth-

reference probability and should be used in the future if odology and associated results as documented in Refs.

general revisions to PSHA methods or data bases result B.1 and B.2).
in significant changes in hazard predictions for the se- 2
lected plant sites in Table B.1.

Calculate the composite annual probability of ex-
The reference probability is calculated using the ceeding the SSE for spectral responses at 5 and 10 Hz

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) using median hazard estimates. The composite annual
methodology and results (Refs. B.1 and B.2) but is also pr bability is determined as:
considered applicable for the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) study (Refs. B.3 and B.4). This refer- Composite probability = 1/2(al) + 1/2(a2)
ence probability is also to be used in conjunction with where al and a2 represent median annual probabil-
sites not in the Central and Eastern United States ities of exceeding SSE spectral ordinates at 5 and 10
(CEUS) and for sites for which LLNL and EPRI meth.Hz, respectively. The procedure is illustrated in Figure
ods and data have not been used or are not available.

B-1.However, the final SSE at a higher reference probabili.

ty may be more appropriate and acceptable 1 for some Step 3
sites considering the slope characteristics of the site Figure B-2 illustrates the distribution of median
hazard curves, the overall uncertainty in calculations

Probabilities of exceeding the SSEs for the plants in
(i.e., differences between mean and median hazard esti- Table B.1 based on the LLNL methodology (Refs. B.1
mates), and the knowledge of the seismic sources that and B.2). The reference probability is simply the me-
contribute to the hazard. Reference B.4 includes a pro-

dian probability of this distribution.
cedure to determine an altemative reference probability

For the LLNL methodology, this reference proba-

bility is 1E-5/yr and, as stated earlier,is also to be used (
in conjunction with the current EPRI methodology )

IThe use of a higher reference probability will be reviewed and accepted on '

. cm-by-case buis. (Ref. B.3) or for sites not in the CEUS.

1.165 - 12
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Tchl; B.1

Plants / Sites Used in Determining Reference Probability

I Soil ConditionSoll Condition
Plant / Site Name Primary / Secondary * Plant / Site Name Primary / Secondary *

Limerick Rock Byron Rock

Shearon liarris Sand - S1 Clinton Till - T3

Braidwood Rock Davis Besse Rock

River Bend Deep Soil LaSalle Till -T2

Wolf Creek Rock Perry Rock

Watts Bar Rock Bellefonte Rock

Vogtle Deep Soil Callaway Rock / Sand - S1

Seabrook Rock Comanche Peak Rock

Three Mile Is. Rock / Sand -S1 Grand Gulf Deep Soil

Catawba Rock / Sand - S1 South Texas Deep Soil

llope Creek Deep Soil Waterford Deep Soil

McGuire Rock Millstone 3 Rock

North Anna Rock / Sand - S1 Nine Mile Point Rock / Sand -S1

Summer Rock / Sand - S1 Brunswick Sand - S1

Beaver Valley Sand - S1

'If two soil conditions are listed, the first is the primary and the second is the secondary soil condition. See Ref. B.1 for a discussion of soil conditions.

|
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APPENDIX C

DETERMINATION OF CONTROLLING EARTHQUAKES AND DEVELOPMENTOF SEISMIC HAZARD INFORMATION BASE
{

C,1 INTRODUCTION

mined according to the procedure described in Appen-
This appendix elaborates on the steps described indix F to this regulatory guide.

Regulatory Position 3 of this regulatory guide to deter-Step 1

mine the controlling earthquakes used to define the
Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion (SSE) atPerform a site-specific PSilA using the Lawrence

the site and to develop a seismic hazard informationLivermore National Laboratory (LLNL) or Electric

base. The information base summarizes the contribu-Power Research Institute (EPRI) methodologies for
tion ofindividual magnitude and distance ranges to theCentral and Eastern United States (CEUS) sites or per-
seismic hazard and the magnitude and distance valuesform a site-specific PSIIA for sites not in the CEUS or
of the controlling earthquakes at the average of 1 andfor sites for which LLNL or EPRI methods and data are
2.5 llz and the average of 5 and 10 Hz. They are devel-not applicable, for actual or assumed rock conditions.

oped for the ground motion level corresponding to theThe hazard assessment (mean, median,85th percentile,
reference probability as defined in Appendix B to thisand 15th percentile) should be performed for spectral

accelerations atregulatory guide. 1,2.5,5,10, and 25 Hz. and the peak
ground acceleration. A lower-bound magnitude of 5.0

The spectral ground motion levels, as determinedis recommended.

from a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA),Step 2
are used to scale a response spectrum shape. A site-
specific response spectrum shape is determined for the (a) Using the reference probability (I E-5/yr) as de-
controlling earthquakes and local site conditions. Reg-fined in Appendix B to this regulatory guide, determine

I ulatory Position 4 and Appendix F to this regulatorythe ground motion levels for the spectral accelerations
guide describe a procedure to determine the SSE usingat 1,2.5,5, and 10 Hz from the total median hazard ob-
the controlling earthquakes and results from the PSIIA.tained in Step 1.

C.2 PROCEDURE TO DETERMINE (b) Calculate the average of the ground motionlev-

CONTROLLING EARTHQUAKES el for the 1 and 2.5 Hz and the 5 and 10 Hz spectral ac-
celeration pairs.

The following is an approach acceptable to the EteP 3
NRC staff for determining the controlling earthquakes
and developing a seismic hazard information base. This Perform a complete probabilistic seismic hazard

procedure is based on a de-aggregation of the probabi-analysis for each of the magnitude-distance bins
listic seismic hazard in terms ofearthquake magnitudesillustrated in Table C.1. (These magnitude-distance
and distances. Once the controlling earthquakes havebins are to be used in conjunction with the LLNL or
been obtained, the SSE response spectrum can be deter-EPRI methods. For other situations, other binning

schemes may be necessary.)

Table C.I
Recommended Magnitude and Distance Bins

Magnitude Range of Bin
Distance Range

of Bin (km) 5 - 5.5 5.5 - 6 6 - 6.5 6.5 - 7 >70 - 15

15 - 25

25 - 50

50 - 100

100 -200

200 - 300

> 300

1.165 -17
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The purpose of this calculation is to identify a dis-
Step 4 tant, larger event that may control low-frequency con-

From the de-aggregated results of Step 3, the me- tent of a response spectrum.

dian annual probability of exceeding the ground mo- The distance of 100 km is chosen for CEUS sites.

f
tionlevels of Step 2(a)(spectral accelerations at 1,2.5, 11 wever, for all sites the results of full magnitude-
5, and 10 liz) are determined for each magnitude- Maxe MMon sM be caMuh exanned mI

distance bin.These values are denoted by limat. ensure that proper controlling earthquakes are clearly

Using limdr values, the fractional contribution of identified.

each magnitude and distance bin to the total hazard forStep 6
the average of 1 and 2.5 IIz, P(m,d)i, is computed ac- Calculate the mean magnitude and distance of the

cording to: controlling earthquake associated with the ground
motions determined in Step 2 for the average of 5 and
10 Hz. The following relation is used to calculate the

(,,,, h av ) mean magnitude using results of the entire magnitude-

2 Equation (1) distance bins matrix:
--.

P(m,d), = N
( ad/) M,(5 - 10 Hz) = m P (m,d) 2'

Equation (4)

where f = 1 and b ; iepresent the ground motion where m is the central magnitude value for each
measure at I and 2 5 liz, respectively, magnitude bin.

The fractical contribution of each magnitude and The mean distance of the controlling earthquake is

distance bin f ,the total hazard for the average of 5 and determined using results of the entire magnitude-

10 liz, PMs,d)2, is computed according to: distance bins matrix:

Ln (D,(5 - 10 Hz)} = Ln(d) P(m,d)2

( Nw)
Equation (5)

2 Equation (2)

( ""d/ ) where d is the centroid distance value for each dis.P(m,d): =

[[
f tance bin.

2 Step 7~ #

If the contribution to the hazard calculated in Step 5
where f = 1 and f = 2 represent the ground motion for distances of 100 km or greater exceeds 5% for the

measure at 5 and 10 Hz, respectively. average of 1 and 2.5 liz, calculate the mean magnitude
and distance of the controlling earthquakes associatedStep 5
with the ground motions determined in Step 2 for the

Review the magnitude-distance distribution for the average of 1 and 2.5 Hz. The following relation is used
average of 1 and 2.5 Hz to determine whether the con- to calculate the mean magnitude using calculations
tribution to the hazard for distances of 100 km or great- based on magnitude-distance bins greater than dis-
er is substantial (on the order of 5% or greater). tances of 100 km as discussed in Step 4:

If the contribut. ion to the hazard for distances of
100 km or greater exceeds 5%, additional calculations

M,(1 - 2.5 Hz) = [m [ P > 100 (m,d),
e>im-

are needed to determine the controlling earthquakes us- Equation (6)
ing the magnitude distance distribution for distances
greater than 100 km (63 mi). This distribution, *here m is the central magnitude value for each

P>ioo(m,d)i, is defined by: magmtude bm.
.

stance Me connoHbg ea@ake hmea
Equation (3) based on magnitude-distance bm, s greater than

.

"' '

P > 100 (m,d), = [ [ P(m,d), distances of 100 km as discussed in Step 4 and deter-
s>im

mined according to:

1.165 - 18
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St:p 3
Ln (D,(1 - 2.5 Hz)) = [ Ln(d)[ P > 100(m,d)2 . . .

The median seismic hazard is de-aggregated for them ,,

. matrix of magnitude and distance bins as given in
} Fauation (7) Table C.1.

where d is the centroid distance value for each dis. A complete probabilistic hazard analysis was per-
tance bin. formed for each bin to determine the contribution to the

hazard from all earthquakes within the bin, e.g., all
Step 8

earthquakes with magnitudes 6 to 6.5 and distance 25 to

Determine the SSE response spectrum using the 50 km from the site. See Figure C.2 where the median 1

procedure described in Appendix F of this regulatory llz hazard curve is plotted for distance bin 25 -50 km

guide. and magnitude bin 6 - 6.5.

C.3 EXAMPLE FOR A CEUS SITE The hazard values corresponding to the ground
motion levels found in step 2, and listed in Table C.2,

To illustrate the procedure in Section C.2, calcula- are then determined from the hazard curve for each bin
tions are shown here for a CEUS site using the 1993 f r spectral accelerations at 1,2.5,5, and 10 Hz. This

LLNL hazard results (Refs. C.1 and C.2). It must be process is illustrated in Figure C.2. The vertical line
emphasized that the recommended magnitude and dis- c rresponds to the value 88 cm/s/s listed in Table C.2

tance bins and procedure used to establish controlling f r the 1 Hz hazard curve and intersects the hazard
earthquakes were developed for application in the curve for the 25 -50 bin,6 - 6.5 bin at a hazard value

CEUS where the nearby earthquakes generally control (pr bability of exceedance) of 2.14E-08 per year.
the response in the 5 to 10 Hz frequency range, and larg- Tables C.4 to C.7 list the appropriate hazard value for

er but distant events can control the lower frequency each bin for 1,2.5,5, and 10 Hz respectively.
range. For other situations, alternative binning schemes It should be noted that if the median hazard in
is well as a study of contributions from various bins each of the 35 bins is added up it does not equal
will be necessary to identify controlling earthquakes 1.0E-05. That is because the sum of the median of

| consistent with the distribution of the seismicity. each of the bins does not equal the overall median.
Step 1 "****''"**8"" **#*" "** ' "' "

would add up to the overall mean hazard curve.
The 1993 LLNL seismic hazard methodology Step 4

(Refs. C.1 and C.2) was used to determine the hazard at
the site. A lower bound magnitude of 5.0 was used in Using de-aggregated median hazaru results, the

this analysis. The analysis was performed for spectral fractional contribution of each magnitude-distance pair
acceleration at 1,2.5,5, and 10 Hz. The resultant hazard to the total hazard is determmed.
curves are plotted in Figure C.1. Tables C.8 and C.9 show P(m,d) and P(m,d)2 orf

Step 2 **'"8* * " * * * "*'
respectively.

The hazard curves at 1,2.5,5, and 10 Hz obtained Step 5
in Step 1 are assessed at the reference probability value

.

of 1E-5/yr, as defined in Appendix B to this regulatory Because the contribution of the distance bm.s
guide. The corresponding ground motion level values greater than 100 km in Table C.8 contains more than

are given in Table C.2. See Figure C.I. 5% of the total hazard for the average of I and 2.5 Hz,
the controlling earthquake for the spectral average of 1

The average of the ground motion levels at the 1 and 2.5 Hz will be calculated using magnitude-distance
and 2.5 Hz, Sai.2.5, and 5 and 10 Hz, Sas.io, are given bins for distance greater than 100 km. Table C.10
in Table C.3. shows P> oo (m,d)1 for the average of 1 to 2.5 Hz.

I
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T;ble C.2
Ground Motion Levels

Frequency (liz) 1 2.5 5 10 '

Spectral Acc. (cm/s/s) 88 258 351 551 ;

Table C.3
Average Ground Motion Values

|

Sal-2.5 (cm/s/s) 173

Sa5-10(cm/s/s) 451

Table C.4
Median Exceeding Probability Values for Spectral Accelerations

at 1 IIz (88 cm/s/s)

Magnitude Range of Bin

Distance
Range of

Bin (km) 5 - 5.5 5.5 - 6 6 - 6.5 6.5 - 7 >7

0 - 15 1.98E-08 9.44E-08 1.14E-08 0 0

15 - 25 4.03E-09 2.58E-08 2.40E-09 0 0

25 - 50 1.72E--09 3.03E-08 2.14E-08 0 0
'

50 - 100 2.35E-10 1.53E-08 7.45E-08 2.50E-08 0

100 - 200 1.00E-11 2.36E-09 8.53E-08 6.10E-07 0

200 - 300 0 1.90E-11 1.60E-09 1.84E-08 0

> 300 0 0 8.99E-12 1.03E-11 1.69E-10

Table C.5
Median Exceeding Probability Values for Spectral Accelerations

at 2.5 IIz (258 cm/s/s)

Magnitude Range of Bin

Distance
Range of

Bin (km) 5 - 5.5 5.5 - 6 6 - 6.5 6.5 - 7 >7

0 - 15 2.24E-07 3.33E-07 4.12E- 08 0 0

15 - 25 5.39E-08 1.20E-07 1.08E-08 0 0

f 25 - 50 2.60E-08 1.68E-07 6.39E-08 0 0

50 - 100 3.91E-09 6.27E-08 1.46E-07 4.09E-08 0

100 - 200 1.50E-10 7.80E-09 1.07E-07 4.75E-07 0

i 200 - 300 7.16E-14 2.07E-11 7.47E-10 5.02E-09 0

> 300 0 1.52E-14 4.94E-13 9.05E-15 2.36E-15

1.165 -20
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E ble C.6 -

Median Exceeding Probability WIues for Spectral Accelerations
at 5 IIz (351 un/s/s)

I l
Magnitude Range of Bin

Distance
Range of

Bin (km) 5 - 5.5 5.5 - 6 6 - 6.5 6.5 - 7 >7

0 - 15 4.96E-07 5.85 E-07 5.16E-08 0 0

15 - 25 9.39E-08 2.02E-07 1.36E-08 0 0

25 - 50 2.76E-08 1.84 E-07 7.56E-08 0 0

50 - 100 1.23E-08 3.34E-08 9.98E-08 2.85E-08 0

100 - 200 8.06 E-12 1.14 E-09 2.54E-08 1.55E-07 0

200 - 300 0 2.39E-13 2.72E-11 4.02E-10 0

> 300 0 0 0 0 0

Table C.7
Median Exceeding Probability Values for Spectral Accelerations

at 10 llz (551 cm/s/s)

Magnitude Range of Bin

| Distance
Range of

Bin (km) 5 - 5.5 5.5 - 6 6 - 6.5 6.5 - 7 >7

0 - 15 1.11E-06 1.12E-06 8.30E-08 0 0

15 - 25 2.07E-07 3.77E-07 3.12E-08 0 0

25 - 50 4.12E-08 2.35E-07 1.03E-07 0 0

50 - 100 5.92E-10 2.30E-08 6.89E-08 2.71E-08 0

100 - 200 1.26E-12 1.69E-10 6.66E-09 5.43E-08 0

200 - 300 0 3.90E-15 6.16E-13 2.34E-11 0

> 300 0 0 0 0 0

,
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"Itble C.8
P(m,d): for Average Spectral Accelerations I and 2.5 liz

Corresponding to the Reference Probability

Magnitude Range of Bin

Distance
Range of

Bin (km) 5 - 5.5 5.5 - 6 6 - 6.5 6.5 - 7 >7

0 - 15 0.083 0.146 0.018 0.000 0.000

15 - 25 0.020 0.050 0.005 0.000 0.000

25 - 50 0.009 0.067 0.029 0.000 0.000

50 - 100 0.001 0.027 0.075 0.022 0.000

100 - 200 0.000 0.003 0.066 0.370 0.000

200 - 300 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.008 0.000

> 300 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Table C.9
P(m,d)2 or Average Spectral Accelerations 5 and 10 lizf

Corresponding to the Reference Probability

Magnitude Range of Bin

Distance
Range of

Bin (km) 5 - 5.5 5.5 - 6 6 - 6.5 6.5 - 7 >7

0 - 15 0.289 0.306 0.024 0.000 0.000

15 - 25 0.054 0.104 0.008 0.000 0.000

25 - 50 0.012 0.075 0.032 0.000 0.000

50 - 100 0.001 0.010 0.030 0.010 0.000

100 - 200 0.000 0.001 0.006 0.038 0.000

200 - 300 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

> 300 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Table C.10
P>ioo (m,d) for Average Spectral Accelerations 1 and 2.5 liz

Corresponding to the Reference Probability

Magnitude Range of Bin
Distance
Range of

Bin (km) 5 - 5.5 5.5 - 6 6 - 6.5 6.5 - 7 >7

100 - 200 0.000 0.007 0.147 0.826 0.000

200 - 300 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.018 0.000

! >300 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

'
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Figures C.3 to C.5 show the above information in Step 8
terms of the relative percentage contribution. The SSE response spectrum is determined by the

'

Procedures described in Appendix F.
}

Steps 6 and 7
C.4 SITES NOT IN THE CEUS

To compute the controlling magnitudes and The determination of the controlling earthquakes
distances at 1 to 2.5 Hz and 5 to 10 Hz for the example and the seismic hazard information base for sites not in s

site, the values of P>ioo (m,d) and P(m,d)2 are used the CEUS is also carried out using the procedure
with m and d values corresponding to the mid-point of described in Section C.2 of this appendix. However,
the magnitude of the bin (5.25,5.75,6.25,6.75,7.3) because of differences in seismicity rates and ground
and centroid of the ring area (10, 20.4, 38.9, 77.8, motion attenuation at these sites, alternative
155.6,253.3, and somewhat arbitrarily 350 km). Note magnitude-distance bins may have to be used. In addi-
that the mid-point of the last magnitude bin may change tion, as discussed in Appendix B, an alternative refer-
because this value is dependent on the maximum mag- ence probability may also have to be developed, par-
nitudes used in the hazard analysis. For this example ticularly for sites in the active plate margin region and
site, the controlling earthquake characteristics (magni- for sites at which a known tectonic structure dominates .

tudes and distances) are given in Table C.11. the hazard. -

Table C.11
Magnitudes and Distances of Controlling Earthquakes

from the LLNL Probabilistic Analysis

1 - 2.5 Hz 5 - 10 Hz

Me and De > 100 km Me and De

6.7 and 157 km 5.7 and 17 km

I

C

,
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APPENDIX D !
GEOLOGICAL, SEISMOLOGICAL, AND GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS j

TO CHARACTERIZE SEISMIC SOURCES

D.1 INTRODUCTION roles. If, on the other hand, strong correlations and

As characterized for use in probabilistic seismic data exist suggesting a relationship between seismic-

hazard analyses (PSHA), seismic sources are zones ty and seismic sources, approaches used for more ac-

within which future earthquakes are likely to occur at t ve tectonic regions can be applied.

the same recurrence rates. Geological, seismological, The primary objective of geological, seismologi-
and geophysical investigations provide the information cal, and geophysical investigations is to develop an up-
needed to identify and characterize source parameters, to-date, site-specific earth science data base that sup-
such as size and geometry, and to estimate earthquake plements existing information (Ref. D.1). In the CEUS
recurrence rates and maximum magnitudes. The the results of these investigations will also be used to
amount of data available about earthquakes and their assess whether new data and their interpretation are
causative sources varies substantially between the consistent with the information used as the basis for ac-
Western United States (west of the Rocky Mountain CePted probabilistic seismic hazard studies, if the new

front) and the Central and Eastern United States data are consistent with the existing earth science data
(CEUS), or stable continental region (SCR)(east of the base, modification of the hazard analysis is not
Rocky Mountain front). Furthermore, there are varia. required. For sites in the CEUS where there is signifi-
tions in the amount and quality of data within these cant newinformation (see Appendix E) provided by the
regions. site investigation, and for sites in the Western United

States, site-specific seismic sources are to be de-
In active tectonic regions there are both capable termined. It is anticipated that for most sites in the

tectonic sources and seismogenic sources, and be-
CEUS, new information will have been adequately

cause of their relatively high activity rate they may be
bounded by existing seismic source interpretations. ,

more readily identified. In the CEUS, identifying i
seismic sources is less certain because of the difficul- The following is a general list of characteristics to
ty in correlating earthquake activity with known tec- be evaluated for a scismic source for site-specific
tonic structures, the lack of adequate knowledge source interpretations:

about earthquake causes, and the relatively lower ac- Source zone geometry (location and extent, both*

tivity rate. Ilowever, several significant tectonic surface and subsurface),
structures exist and some of these have been inter-
preted as potential seismogenic sources (e.g., the 11 storical and instrumental seismicity associatede

New Madrid fault zone, Nemaha Ridge, and Meers with each source'

fault). Paleoseismicity,*

in the CEUS there is no single recommended pro- Relationship of the potential seismic source to*

cedure to follow to characterize maximum magni- ther potential seismic sources in the region,

tudes associated with such candidate seismogenic Seismic potential of the seismic source, based on*

sources; therefore, it is most likely that the deter- the source's known characteristics, including
mination of the properties of the seismogenic source, seismicity,
whether it is a tectonic structure or a seismotectonic
province, will be inferred rather than demonstrated Recurrence model(frequency of earthquake oc-e

by strong correlations with seismicity or geologic currence scrsus magnitude),

Other factors that will be evaluated, depending ondata. Moreover, it is not generally known what rela- e

tionships exist between observed tectonic structures the geologic setting of a site, such as:

in a seismic source within the CEUS and the current Quaternary (last 2 million years) displace-*

earthquake activity that may be associated with that ments (sense of slip on faults, fault length and
source. Generally, the observed tectonic structure re- width, area of the fault plane, age of displace-
sulted from ancient tectonic forces that are no longer ments, estimated displacement per event, es-|

I present. The historical seismicity record, the results timated magnitude per offset, segmentatmn,
of regional and site studies, and judgment play key orientations of regional tectonic stresses with
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respect to faults, and displacement history or strated by the buried (blind) reverse causative faults of
uplift rates of seismogenic folds), the 1983 Coalinga,1988 Whittier Narrows,1989 Loma
The late Quaternary interaction between Prieta, and 1994 Northridge earthquakes. These factors*

I faults that compose a fault system and the emphasize the need to conduct thorough investigations
interaction between fault systems. not only at the ground surface but also in the subsurface

* Effects of human activities such as withdraw- t identify structures at seismogenic depths.

al of fluid from or addition of fluid to the The level of detail for investigations should be
subsurface, extraction of minerals, or the governed by knowledge of the current and late Quater-
construction of dams and reservoirs, nary tectonic regime and the geological complexity of

e Volcanism. Volcanic hazard is not addressed the site and region. The investigations should be based

in this regulatory guide. It will be considered n incrnsing the amount of detailed information as

on a case-by-case basis in regions where a they proceed from the regional level down to the site
potential for this hazard exists. area (e.g., 320 km to 8 km distance from the site).

Whenever faults or other structures are encountered at a
D.2. INVESTIGATIONS TO EVALUATE site (including sites in the CEUS) in either outcrop or

SEISMIC SOURCES
excavations, it is necessary to perform many of the in-

D.2.1 General vestigations described below to determine whether or
not they are capable tectonic sources.

Investigations of the site and region around the site
are necessary toidentify both seismogenic sources and The investigations for determining seismic sources

should be carried out at three levels, with areas de-
capable tectonic sources and to determine their poten-
tial for generating earthquakes and caucing surface de- scribed by radii of 320 km (200 mi),40 km (25 mi), and

formation. If it is determined that surface deformation 8 km (5 mi) from the site. The level of detail increases

need not be taken into account at the site, sufficient data closer to the site. The specific site, to a distance of at

to clearly justify the determination should be presented least 1 km (0.6 mi), should be investigated in more de-
tail than the other levels.in the application for an early site permit, construction

) permit, operating license, or combined license. Gener. The regional investigations [within a radius of 320
ally, any tectonic deformation at the earth's surface km (200 mi) of the sitej should be planned to identify
within 40 km (25 miles) of the site will require detailed seismic sources and describe the Quaternary tectonic
examination to determine its significance. Potentially regime. The data should be presented at a scale of
active tectonic deformation within the seismogenic 1:500,000 or smaller. The investigations are not ex-
zone beneath a site will have to be assessed using geo. pected to be extensive or in detail, but should include a

physical and seismological methods to determine its comprehensive literature review supplemented by fo-
significance. cused geological reconnaissances based on the results

of the literature study (including topographic, geologic,
Engineering solutions are generally available to

aeromagnetic, and gravity maps, and airphotos). Some
mitigate the potential vibratory effects of earthquakes detailed investigations at specific locations within the
through design. However, engineering solutions can-

region may be necessary if potential capable tectonic
not always be demonstrated to be adequate for mitiga- sources, or seismogenic sources that may be significant
tion of the effects of permanent ground displacement for determining the safe shutdown earthquake ground
phenomena such as surface faulting or folding, subsi- motion, are identified.
dence, or ground collapse. For this reason, it is prudent
to select an alternative site when the potential for per- The large size of the area for the regional investiga-

".
.

manent ground displacement exists at the proposed site . ns is recommended because of the possibility that all

(Ref. D.2)* sigmficant seismic sources, or alternative configura-
tions, may not have been enveloped by the LLNUEPRI

In most of the CEUS, instrumentally located earth- data base. Thus, it willincrease the chances of(1)iden-
quakes seldom bear any relationship to geologic struc- tifying evidence for unknown seismic sources that
tures exposed at the ground surface. Possible geologi- might extend close enough for earthquake ground mo-
cally young fault displacements either do not extend to tions generated by that source to affect the site and (2)

} the ground surface or there is insufficient geologic ma- confirming the PSHA's data base. Furthermore, be-
terial of the appropriate age available to date the faults. cause of the relatively aseismic nature of the CEUS, the
Capable tectonic sources are not always exposed at the area should be large enough to include as many
ground surface in the Western United States as demon- historical and instrumentally recorded earthquanc f~
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analysis as reasonably possible. The specified area of rates of historical seismic activity (felt or instrumen-
study is expected to be large enough to incorporate any tally recorded data), or sites that are located near a capa-

previously identified sources that could be analogous ble tectonic source such as a fault zone,

to sources that may underlie or be relatively close to the Data from investigations at the site (approximately i

site. In past licensing activities for sites in the CEUS, it 1 square kilometer) should be presented at a scale of
has often been necessary, because of the absence of dat- 1:500 or smaller. Important aspects of the site inves-
able horizons overlying bedrock, to extend investiga- tigations are the excavation and logging of exploratory
tions out many tens or hundreds of kilometers from the trenches and the mapping of the excavations for the
site along a structure or to an outlying analogous struc- plant structures, particularly plant structures that are
ture in order to locate overlying datable strata or uncon- characterized as Seismic Category 1. In addition to geo-
formities so that geochronological methods could be logical, geophysical, and seismological investigations,
applied. This procedure has also been used to estimate detailed geotechnical engineering investigations as de-
the age of an undatable seismic source in the site vicin- scribed in Regulatory Guide 1.132 (Ref. D.3) should be
ity by relating its time oflast activity to that of a similar, conducted at the site.
previously evaluated structure, or a known tectonic epi-

The investigations needed to assess the suitabil-
.

sode, the evidence of which may be many tens or
ity of the site with respect to effects of potential

hundreds of miles away.
ground motions and surface deformation should in-

In the Western United States it is often necessary to clude determination of(1) the lithologic, stratigraph-
extend the investigations to great distances (up to ic, geomorphic, hydrologic, geotechnical, and struc-
hundreds of kilometers) to characterize a major tectonic tural geologic characteristics of the site and the area
structure, such as the San Gregorio-Hosgri Fault Zone surrounding the site, including its seismicity and
and the Juan de Fuca Subduction Zone. On the other geological history, (2) geological evidence of fault
hand,in the Western United States it is not usually nec- offset or other distortion such as folding at or near
essary to extend the regional investigations that far in ground surface within the site area (8 km radius), and
all directions. For example, for a site such as Diablo (3) whether or not any faults or other tectonic struc-
Canyon, which is near the San Gregorio-Hosgri Fault, tures, any part of which are within a radius of 8 km (5

,

it would not be necessary to extend the regional inves- mi) from the site, are capable tectonic sources. This }

tigations farther east than the dominant San Andreas information will be used to evaluate tectonic struc-
Fault, which is about 75 km (45 mi) from the site; nor tures underlying the site area, whether buried or ex-
west beyond the Santa Lucia Banks Fault, which is pressed at the surface, with regard to their potential

!
about 45 km (27 mi). Justification for using lesser dis- for generating earthquakes and for causing surface
tances should be provided. deformation at or near the site.This part of the evalua-

;

. tion should also consider the possible effects causedI

Reconnaissance-level investigations, which may by human activities such as withdrawal of fluid from
need to be supplemented at specific locations by more or addition of fluid to the subsurface, extraction of |
detailed explorations such as geologic mapping, geo- minerals, or the loading effects of dams and reser- |
physical surveying, corings, and trenching, should be y9; *

conducted to a distance of 40 km (25 mi) from the site; !

the data should be presented at a scale of 1:50,000 or D.2.2 Reconnaissance Investigations, Literature |
Review, and Other Sources of

smaller. Preliminary Information
Detailed investigations should be carried out with- Regional literature and reconnaissance-level in-

in a radius of 8 km (5 mi) from the site, and the resulting vestigations can be planned based on reviews of avail-
data should be presented at a scale of 1:5,000 or smaller. able documents and the results of previous investiga-
The level ofinvestigations should be in sufficient detail tions. Possible sources of information may include
to delineate the geology and the potential for tectonic universities, consulting firms, and government agen-
deformation at or near the grourJ surface. The inves- cies. A detailed list of possible sources ofinformation
tigations should use the methods described in subsec- is given in Regulatory Guide 1.132 (Ref. D.3).
tions D.2.2 and D.2.3 that are appropriate for the tec- D.2.3 Detailed Site Vicinity and Site Area
tonic regime to characterize seismic sources. Investigations

The areas of investigations may be asymmetrical The following methods are suggested but they are

and may cover larger areas than those described above not all-inclusive and investigations should not be limit-

|
in regions of late Quaternary activity, regions with high ed to them. Some procedures will not be applicable to

!
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every site, and situations will occur that require inves- D.23.1.5. Analysis of Ouaternary sedimentary
tigations that are not included in the following discus- deposits within or near tectonic zones, such as fault

S sion. It is anticipated that new technologies will be zones, including (l) fault-related or fault-controlled de-
available in the future that will be applicable to these posits such as sag ponds, graben fill deposits, and collu-
investigations.

vial wedges formed by the erosion of a fault paleoscarp
and (2) non-fault-related, but offset, deposits such as al-

D.2.3.1 Surface Investigations luvial fans, debris cones, fluvial terrace, and lake shore-
line deposits.

Surface exploration needed to assess the neotec-
tonic regime and the geology of the area around the site D.23.1.6. Identification and analysis of de-
is dependent on the site location and may be carried out f rmation features caused by vibratory ground mo-
with the use of any appropriate combination of the geo. tions, including seismically induced liquefaction fea-
logical, geophysical, seismological, and geotechnical tures (sand boils, explosion craters, lateral spreads,
engineering techniques summarized in the following settlement, soil flows), mud volcanoes, landslides,
paragraphs and Ref. D3. However, not all of these rockfalls, deformed lake deposits or soil horizons,
methods must be carried out at a given site. shear zones, cracks or fissures (Refs. D.13 and D.14).

D.2.3.1.1. Geological interpretations of aerial D.23.1.7. Analysis of fault displacements, such
photographs and other remote-sensing imagery, as ap- s by the interpretion of the morphology of topographic
propriate for the particular site conditions, to a.ssist in f ult scarps associated with or produced by surface rup-

| identifying rock outcrops, faults and other tectonic fea- ture. Fault scarp morphology is usefulin estimating the
tures, fracture traces, geologic contacts, lineaments, age of last displacement (in conjunction with the ap-
soil conditions, and evidence of landslides or soil pr priate geochronological methods described in Sub-
liquefaction. section D.2.4, approximate size of the earthquake, re-

currence intervals, slip rate, and the nature of the
D.23.1.2. Mapping of topographic, geologic, causative fault at depth (Refs. D.15 through D.18).

D (geomorphic, and hydrologic features at scales and withcontour intervals suitable for analysis, stratigtrhy D.2.3.2 Seismological Investigntions
particularly Ouaternary), surface tectonic structures

such as fault zones, and Quaternary geomorphic fea- D.2.3.2.1. Listing of all historically reported
tures. For offshore sites, coastal sites, or sites located e rthquakes having Modified Mercalli Intensity
near lakes or rivers, this includes topography, geo. (MMI) greater than or equal to IV or magnitude greater
morphology (particularly mapping marine and fluvial than or equal to 3.0 that can reasonably be associated
terraces), bathymetry, geophysics (such as seismic re- with seismic sources, any part of which is within a ra-_

flection), and hydrographic surveys to the extent need- dius of 320 km (200 miles) of the site (the site region).
ed for evaluation. The earthquake descriptions should include the date of

occurrence and measured or estimated data on the high-D.23.13. Identification and evaluation of verti- est intensity, magnitude, epicenter, depth, focal mecha-
cal crustal movements by (1) geodetic land surveying nism, and stress drop. Historical seismicity includes
to identify and measure short-term crustal movements both historically reported and instrumentally recorded
(Refs. D.4 and D.5) and (2) geological analyses such as data. For earthquakes without instrumentally recorded
analysis of regional dissection and degradation pat- data or calculated magnitudes, intensity should be con-
terns, marine and lacustrine terraces and shorelines, verted to magnitude, the procedure used to convert it to
fluvial adjustments such as changes in stream longitu- magnitude should be clearly documented, and epicen-
dinal profiles or terraces, and other long-term changes ters should be determined based on intensity distribu-
such as elevation changes across lava flows (Ref. D.6). tions. Methods to convert intensity values to magni-

tudes in the CEUS are described in References D.1 andD.23.1.4. Analysis of offset, displaced, or
anomalous landforms such as displaced stream chan- D.19 through D.21.

nels or changes in stream profiles or the upstream D.2.3.2.2. Seismic monitoring in the site area
migration of knickpoints (Refs. D.7 through D.12); should be established as soon as possible after siteD abrupt changes in fluvial deposits or terraces; changes selection. For sites in both the CEUS and WUS, a

| in paleochannels across a fault (Refs. D.11 and D.12); single large dynamic range, broad-band seismograph,
or uplifted. downdropped, orlaterally displaced marine and a network of short period instruments to locate
terraces (Ref. D.12). events should be deployed around the site area.
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The data obtained by monitoring current seismic- tailed discussion of each of these methods and their
ity will be used, along with the much larger data base application to nuclear power plant siting is presented in

< acquired from site investigations, to evaluate site re- a document that is currently under preparation and will

sponse and to provide information about whether there be published as a NUREG.1

are significant sources of earthquakes within the site
D.2.4.1 Sidereal Dating Methods

vicinity, or to provide data by which an existing source
can be characterized. * Dendrochronology

Varve chronology*Monitoring should be initiated as soon as practica.
Schlerochronologyble at the site, preferably at least five years prior to *

construction of a nuclear unit at a site, and should con-
D.2.4.2 Isotopic Dating Methods

tinue at least until the free field seismic monitoring
* Radiocarbonstrong ground motion instrumentation described in

Cosmogenic nuclides 36Cl,10Be, 21Pb,Regulatory Guide 1.12 (Ref. D.22) ir operational. *

and 26Al
D.23J Subsurface Investigations Potassium argon and algon-39-argon-40*

Ref. D.3 describes geological, geotechnical, and * Uranium series _ 2340 230Th and 235U-
geophysical investigation techniques that can be ap- 231Pa
plied to explore the subsurface beneath the site and in 210 Lead.
the region around the site, therefore, only a brief sum- * Uranium-lead, thorium-lead
mary is provided in this section. Subsurface investiga-
tions in the site area and vicinity to identify and define D.2.4.4 Radiogenic Dating Methods
seismogenic sources and capable tectonic sources may * Fission track
include the following.

Luminescence (TL and OSL)*
D.233,1. Geophysical investigations that have

Electron spin resonance (ESR)*
been useful in the past include, for example, magnetic
and gravity surveys, seismic reflection and seismic re- D.2.4.5 Chemical and Biological Dating
fraction surveys, borehole geophysics, electrical sur- Methods
veys, and ground-penetrating rader surveys. * Amino acid racemization

D.233.2. Core borings to map subsurface geol- Obsidian and tephra hydration*

ogy and obtain samples for testing such as determining Lichenometry*

the properties of the subsurface soils and rocks and geo-
chronological analysis. D.2.4.6 Geomorphic Dating Methods

Soil profile development*D.2.3.33. Excavating and logging of trenches
Rock and mineral weatheringacross geological features as part of the neotectonic in- *

vestigation and to obtain samples for the geochrono- Scarp morphology*

logical analysis of those features.
D.2.4.7 Correlation Dating Methods

At some sites, deep unconsolidated material / soil,
Paleomagnetism (secular variation and re-*

bodies of water, or other material may obscure geologic
versal stratigraphy)

evidence of past activity along a tectonic structure. In
Tephrochronology*such cases, the analysis of evidence elsewhere along the
Paleontology (marine and terrestrial)structure can be used to evaluate its characteristics in *

the vicinity of the site (Refs. D.12 and D.23). Global climatic correlations - Quaternary*

deposits and landforms, marine stable iso-
D.2.4 Geochronology tope records, etc.

An important part of the geologic investigations to
identify and define potential seismic sources is the geo-
chronology of geologic materials. An acceptable clas- 1NUREG/CR 5562," Quaternary Geochronology: Applications in Qua.

sification of dating methods is based on the rationale ternary Ge ogy and Palcoseismology," Editors H.s. Noller, J.M,. sow-
ers, and W.R. Isttis, will be published in the spnng of 1997. Copies will

described in Reference D.24. The following tech- be available for inspection or copying for a fee frorn the NRC Public

niques, which are presented according to that classifi- M,"j'1Rcon|,a 21,2 "50 'h,fpon'
S e NW w i" R

,e , , pt w n. t

cation, are useful in dating Quaternary deposits. A de- (20236n32n; fem w
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In the CEUS, it may not be possible to reasonably in karst terrain; and growth faulting, such as occurs in
demonstrate the age oflast activity of a tectonic struc- the Gulf Coastal Plain or in other deep soil regions sub-
ture. In such cases the NRC staff will accept association ject to extensive subsurface fluid withdrawal.
of such structures with geologic structural features or
tectonic processes that are geologically old (at least pre- Glacially induced faults generally da not represent

Quaternary) as an age indicator in the absence of con- a deep-seated seismic or fault displacement hazard be-

flicting evidence. cause the conditions that created them are no longer
present. liowever, residual stresses from Pleistocene

These investigative procedures should also be ap. glaciation may still be present in glaciated regions, al-
plied, where possible, to characterize offshore struc. though they are ofless concern than active tectonically
tures (faults or fault zones, and folds, uplift, or subsi. induced stresses. These features should be investigated
dence related to faulting at depth) for coastal sites or with respect to their relationship to current in situ
those sites located adjacent to landlocked bodies of stresses.

water. Investigations of offshore structures will rely The nature of faults related to collapse features can
heavily on seismicity, geophysics, and bathymetry

usually be defined through geotechnical investigations
rather than conventional geologic mapping methods
that normally can be used effectively onshore. Ilowev-

and can either be avoided or, if feasible, adequate engi-
neering fixes can be provided.

er, it is often useful to investigate similar features on-
shore to learn more about the significant offshore fea- Large, naturally occurring growth faults as found
tures. in the coastal plain of Texas and Louisiana can pose a

surface displacement hazard, even though offset most
D.2.5 Distinction Between Tectonic and likely occurs at a much less rapid rate than that of tec-

Nontectonic Deformation
tonic faults. They are not regarded as having the capac-

At a site, both nontectonic deformation and tecton- ity to generate damaging vibratory ground motion, can
ic deformation can pose a substantial hazard to nuclear hen be identified and avoided in siting, and their dis-

lP acements can be monitored. Some growth faults andpower plants, but there are likely to be differences in the

} approaches used to resolve the issues raised by the two antithetic faults related to growth faults are not easily
types of phenomena. Therefore, nontectonic deforena- identified; therefore, investigations described above
tion should be distinguished from tectonic deformation with respect to capable faults and fault zones should be

at a site. In past nuclear power plant licensing activities, applied in regions where growth faults are known to be

surface displacements caused by phenomena other than Present. Local human-induced growth faulting can be
tectonic phenomena have been confused with tectoni- m nitored and controlled or avoided.
cally induced faulting. Su;h features include faults on If questionable features cannot be demonstrated to
which the last displacemer.t was induced by glaciation be of nontectonic origin, they should be treated as tec-
or deglaciation; collapse structures, such as found tonic deformation.
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APPENDlX E
PROCEDURE FOR THE EVALUATION OF NEW GEOSCIENCES INFORMATION

OBTAINED FROM THE SITE-SPECIFIC INVESTIGATIONS

E.1 INTRODUCTION E.2.1 Seismic Sources

This appendix provides methods acceptable to the There are sevent possible sources of newinforma-

NRC staff for assessing the impact of new information tion from the site-specific investigations that could af- |

obtained during site-specific investigations on the data feet the seismic hazard. Continued recording of small |
base used for the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis earthquakes, including microearthquakes, may indi-

(PSIIA). cate the presence of a localized seismic source. Paleo-

. . .
seismic evidence, such as paleoliquefaction features or

Regulatory Position 4 in this guide describes ac- displaced Quaternary strata, may indicate the presence
ceptable PSIIAs that were developed by Lawrence Liv- of a previously unknown tectonic structure or a larger
ermore National Laboratories (LLNL) and the Electric amount of activity on a known structure than was pre-
Power Research Institute (EPRI) to characterize the viously considered. Geophysical studies (aeromagnet-
seismic hazard for nuclear power plants and to develop ic, gravity, and seismic reflection / refraction) may iden- i

the Safe Shutdown Earthquake ground motion (SSE). t fy crustal structures that suggest the presence of
,

|

The procedure to determine the SSE outlined in this previously unknown seismic sources. In situ stress
guide relies primarily on either the LLNL or EPRI measurements and the mapping of tectonic structures in I

the future may indicate potential seismic sources. IPS11A results for the Central and Eastern United States

(CEUS). Detailed local site investigations often reveal faults
It is necessary to evaluate the geological, seism - or other tectonic structures that were unknown, or re-

logical, and geophysical data obtained from the site- veal additional characteristics of known tectonic struc-
specific investigations to demonstrate that these data tures. Generally, based on past licensing experience in
are consistent with the PSIIA data bases of these tw the CEUS, the discovery of such features will not re-
methodologies. If new information identified by the quire a modification of the seismic sources provided in
site-specific investigations would result in a significant the LLNL and EPRI studies. However, initial evidence
increase in the hazard estimate for a site, and this new regarding a newly discovered tectonic structure in the
information is validated by a strong technical basis, the CEUS is often equivocal with respect to activity, and
PSilA may have to be modified to incorporate the new additional detailed investigations are required. By
technical information. Using sensitivity studies, it may means of these detailed investigations, and based on
also be possible tojustify a lower hazard estimate with past licensing activities, previously unid'entified tec-

|
an exceptionally strong technical basis. However, it is tonic structures can usually be shown to be inactive or
expected that large uncertainties in estimating seismic otherwise insignificant to the seismic design basis of
hazard in the CEUS will continue to exist in the future, the facility, and a modification of the seismic sources
and substantial delays in the licensing process will re- provided by the LLNL and EPRI studies will not be re-
sult from trying to justify a lower value with respect t quired. On the other hand, if the newly discovered fea-
a specific site. tures are relatively young, possibly associated with

In general, major recomputations of the LLNLand earthquakes that were large and could impact the haz-

EPRI data base are planned periodically (approximate- ard for the proposed facility, a modification may be
ly every ten years), or when there is an important new required.

findies. or occurrence. The overall revision of the data Of particular concern is the possible existence of
base will also require a reexamination of the reference previously unknown, potentially active tectonic struc-
probability discussed in Appendix B. tures that could have moderately sized, but potentially

E.2 POSSIBLE SOURCES OF NEW damaging, near-field earthquakes or could cause sur-
INFORMATION THAT COULD AFFECT face displacement. Also of concern is the presence of

|
structures that could generate larger earthquakes withinTHE SSE

I Types of new data that could affect the PSHA re, the region than previously estimated.

sults can be put in three general categories: seismic Investigations to determine whether there is a pos-
sources, earthquake recurrence models or rates of de- sibility for permanent ground displacement are espe-
formation, and ground motion models. cially important in view of the provision to allow for a
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combined licensing procedure under 10 CFR Part 52 as EPRI or LLNL PSHA. Any of these cases could have
an alternative to the two-step procedure of the past an impact on the estimated maximum earthquake if the
(Construction Permit and Operating License). In the result is larger than the values provided by LLNL and

I past at numerous nuclear power plant sites, potentially EPRI.
significant faults were identified when excavations E.2.3 Ground Motion Attenuation Models
were made during the construction phase prior to the is-
suance of an operating license, and extensive additional Alternative ground motion models may be used to

investigations of those faults had to be carried out to determine the site-specific spectral shape as discussed

properly characterize them. in Regulatory Position 4 and Appendix Fof this regula-
tory guide. If the ground motion models used are a ma-

E.2.2 Earthquake Recurrence Models jor departure from the original models used in the haz-

There are three elements of the source zone's recur- ard analysis and are likely to have impacts on the hazard

rence models that could be affected by new site-specific results of many sites, a reevaluation of the reference

data: (1) the rate of occurrence of earthquakes, (2) their probability may be needed using the procedure dis-

maximum magnitude, and (3) the form of the recur- cussed in Appendix B. Otherwise, a periodic (e.g.,

rence model, for example, a change from truncated ex- every ten years} reexamination of PSHA and the associ-

ponential to a characteristic earthquake model. Among ated data base is considered appropriate to incorporate

the new site-specific information that is most likely to new understanding regarding ground motion models,

have a significant impact on the hazard is the discovery E.3 PROCEDURE AND EVALUATION
of paleoseismic evidence such as extensive soillique- The EPRI and LLNL studies provide a wide range
faction features, which would indicate with reasonable

of interpretations of the possible seismic sources for
confidence that much larger estimates of the maximum most regions of the CEUS, as well as a wide range of
earthquake than those predicted by the previous studies interpretations for all the key parameters of the seismic
would ensue. The paleoseismic data could also be sig- hazard model. The first step in comparing the new in-
nificant even if the maximum magnitudes of the pre- formation with those interpretations is determining
vious studies are consistent with the paleo-earthquakes whether the new information is consistent with the fol-
if there are sufficient data to develop return period esti- lowing LLNL and EPRI parameters: (1) the range of
mates significantly shorter than those previously used seismogenic sources as interpreted by the seismicity
in the probabilistic analysis. The paleoseismic data experts or teams involved in the study, (2) the range of
could also indicate that a characteristic earthquake seismicity rates for the region around the site as inter-
model would be more applicable than a truncated expo- preted by the seismicity experts or teams involved in
nential model.

the studies, and (3) the range of maximum magnitudes

In the future, expanded earthquake catalogs will determined by the seismicity experts or teams. The new

become available that will differ from the catalogs used information is considered not significant and no further

by the previous studies. Generally, these new cata. evaluation is needed if it is consistent with the assump-

logues have been shown to have only minor impacts on tions used in the PSHA, no additional alternative seis-

estimates of the parameters of the recurrence models. mic sources or seismic parameters are needed, or it sup-

Cases that might be significant include the discovery of ports maintaining or decreasing the site median seismic

records that indicate earthquakes in a region that had no hazard.

seismic activity in the previous catalogs, the occur- An example is an additional nuclear unit sited near
rence of an earthquake larger than the largest historic an existing nuclear power plant site that was recently
earthquakes, re-evaluating the largest historic earth- investigated by state-of-the-art geosciences techniques
quake to a significantly larger magnitude, or the occur- and evaluated by current hazard methodologies. De-
rence of one or more moderate to large earthquakes tailed geological, seismological, and geophysical site-
(magnitude 5.0 or greater) in the CEUS. specific investigations would be required to update ex-

Geodetic measurements, particularly satellite- isting information regarding the new site, but it is very

based networks, may provide data and interpretations unlikely that significant new information would be

of rates and styles of deformation in the CEUS that can f und that would invalidate the previous PSHA.

I have implications for earthquake recurrence. New hy- On the other hand, after evaluating the results of the
potheses regarding present-day tectonics based on new site-specific investigations, if there is still uncertainty
data or reinterpretation of old data may be developed about whether the new information will affect the esti-
that were not considered or given high weight in the mated hazard, it will be necessary to evaluate the
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potential impact of the new data and interpretations on into the Wabash Valley. Several experts had given
the median of the range of the input parameters. Such strong weight to the relatively high seismicity of the
new information may indicate the addition of a new area, including the number of magnitude 5 historic
seismic source, a change in the rate of activity, a change canhquakes that have occurred, and thus had assumed |

in the spatial patterns of seismicity, an increase in the the larger event. This analysis of the source character- |

rate of deformation, or the observation of a relationship izations of the experts and teams resulted in the conclu-
between tectonic structures and current seismicity. The sion by the analysts that a new PSilA would not be nec-
new findings should be assessed by comparing them essary for this region because an event similar to the
with the specific input of each expert or team that par- prehistoric earthquake had been considered in the exist- I

'
ticipated in the PSif A. Regarding a new source, for ex- ing PSHAs.
ample, the specific seismic source characterizations for A third step would be required if the site-specific
each expert or team (such as tectonic feature being geosciences investigations revealed significant new in-
modeled, source geometry, probability of being active, formation that would substantially affect the estimated
maximum earthquake magnitude, or occurrence rates) hazard. Modification of the seismic sources would
should be assessed in the context of the significant new more than likely be required if the results of the detailed
data and interpretations.

local and regional site investigations indicate that a pre- j

It is expected that the new information will be with- vi usly unknown seismic source is identified in the vi- I

in the range ofinterpretations in the existing data base, cinity of the site. A hypothetical example would be the

and the data will not result in an increase in overall seis- recognition of geological evidence of recent activity on

micity rate or increase in the range of maximum earth- a fault near a nuclear power plant site in the stable conti-

quakes to be used in the probabilistic analysis. It can nental region (SCR) similar to the evidence found on

then be concluded that the current LLNL or EPRI re- the Meers Fault in Oklahoma (Ref. E.2). If such a
suits apply. It is possible that the new data may necessi- source is identified, the same approach used in the ac-

tate a change in some parameter. In this case, appropri- tive tectonic regions of the Western United States

ate sensitivity analyses should be performed to should be used to assess the largest earthquake ex-

determine whether the new site-specific data could pected and the rate of activity. If the resulting maximum <

affect the ground motion estimates at the reference earthquake and the rate of activity are higher thai. those
,

probability level, pr vided by the LLNL or EPRI experts or teams regard-
ing seismic sources within the region in which this

An example is a consideration of the seismic haz- newly discovered tectonic source is located, it may be
ard near the Wabash River Valley (Ref. E.1). Geologi- necessary to modify the existing interpretations by
cal evidence found recently within the Wabash River introducing the new seismic source and developing
Valley and several of its tributaries indicated that an modified seismic hazard estimates for the site. The
earthquake much larger than any historic event had oc- same would be true if the current ground motion mod- ,

curred several thousand years ago in the vicinity of Vin- els are a major departure from the original models. !
lcennes, Indiana. A review of the inputs by the experts These occurrences would likely require performing a

and teams involved in the LLNL and EPRI PSilAs re- new PSliA using the updated data base, and may re-
vealed that many of them had made allowance for this quire determining the appropriate reference probability
possibility in their tectonic models by assuming the ex- in accordance with the procedure described in
tension of the New Madrid Seismic Zone northward Appendix B.

!

|

@
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APPENDIX F
PROCEDURE TO DETERMINE THE

SAFE SHUTDOWN EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTION
,

F.1 INTRODUCTION scale it by a peak ground motion parameter (usually

This appendix elaborates on Step 4 of Regulatory Peak ground acceleration (PGA)), which is derived |
Position 4 of this guide, which describes an acceptable based on the size of the controlling earthquake. During i

procedure to determine the Safe Shutdown Earthquake the licensing review this spectrum was checked against

Ground Motion (SSE). The SSE is defined in terms of
site-specific spectral estimates derived using Standard

the horizontal and vertical free-field ground motion re- Review Plan Section 2.5.2 procedures to be sure that i

sponse spectra at the free ground surface. It is devel- the SSE design spectrum adequately enveloped the j

oped with consideration of local site effects and site site-specific spectrum. These past practices to define |
the SSE are still valid and, based on this consideration,

seismic wave transmission effects. The SSE response
spectrum can be determined by scaling a site-specific the following three possible situations are depicted in |

spectral shape determined for the controlling earth- Figures F.1 to F.3. I

quakes or by scaling a standard broad-band spectral Figure F.1 depicts a situation in which a site is to be i

shape to envelope the average of the ground motionlev- used for a certified design with an established SSE (for |
els for 5 and 10 Hz (Sa.510), and 1 and 2.5 Hz (Sa,12.5) instance, an A:lvanced Light Water Reactor with 0.3g !

as determined in Step C.2 of Appendix C to this guide. PGA SSE). In this example, the certified design SSE

It is anticipated that a regulatory guide will be de. spectrum compares favorably with the site-specific re- ;

veloped that provides guidance on assessing site. sponse spectra determined in Step 2 or 3 cf Regulatory |
Position 4.specific effects and determining smooth design re.

|
sponse spectra, taking into account recent develop- Figure F.2 depicts a situation in which a standard )

'

ments in ground motion modeling and site amplifica- broad-band shape is selected and its amplitude is scaled |
tion studies (e.g., Ref. F.1). so that the design SSE envelopes the site-specific spec-

F.2 DISCUSSION tra. f

For engineering purposes, it is essential that the de- Figure F.3 depicts a situation in which a specific
sign ground motion response spectrum be a broad-band smooth shape for the design SSE spectrum is developed
smooth response spectrum with adequate energy in the to envelope the site-specific spectra. In this case, it is j
frequencies ofinterest. In the past,it was general prac- particularly important to be sure that the SSE contains

|
tice to select a standard broad-band spectrum, such as adequate energy in the frequency range of engineering
the spectrum in Regulatory Guide 1.60 (Ref. F.2), and interest and is sufficiently broad-band.

I

|
|

| |

1

|

|

|
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(Note: the above figures illustrate situations for a rock site. For other site conditions,h the SSE spectra are compared at free-field after performing site amplification studiesy as discussed in Step 4 of Regulatory Position 4.)
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December 3, 1996

The Honorable Newt Gingrich
Speaker of the United States

House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Speaker:

Pursuant to Subtitle E of the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness
Act of 1996, 5 U.S.C. 801, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is
submitting a final rule that will update the criteria used in decisions
regarding power reactor siting, including geologic, seismic, and earthquake
engineering considerations for future nuclear power plants. This rule would
allow the NRC to benefit from experience gained in application of the
procedures and methods contained in the current regulation and to incorporate
the rapid advancements in the earth sciences and earthquake engineering. In
addition, this rule benefits from public comments received.

This rule primarily consists of two separate changes, namely, the source term
and dose considerations, and the seismic and earthquake engineering
considerations of reactor siting. Basic reactor site criteria that have been
shown to be impcetant to protecting public health and safety would be
incorporated into the regulations, while source term and dose calculations
that apply primarily to plant design would be relocated. In the seismic area,
the rule would require thorough regional and site-specific geoscience
investigations. The Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) would be employed in plant
design, whereas the Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) would require a plant
shutdown and inspection, were it to occur.

We have determined that this rule is not a " major rule" as defined in 5 U.S.C.
804(2). We have confirmed this determination with the Office of Management
and Budget.

Enclosed is a copy of the final rule, which is being transmitted to the
Federal Register for publication. The Regulatory Flexibility Certification is
included in the fir.el rule. Also enclosed is a copy of the Regulatory
Analysis for this final rule that contains the NRC's cost-benefit
determinations. This final rule is scheduled to become effective 30 days
after publication in the Federal Register.

Sincerely, original signed by/.

Dennis K. Rathbun, Director
Office of Congressional Affairs

Enclosures: Final Rule, Regulatory Analysis
Distribution: SGEB r/f, RES-2D-2

:UMENT NAME: a:\gingrich.ltr
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Decmber 3, 1996
i

The Honorable Al Gore
President of the United

States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

-Dear Mr. President:
i

Pursuant to Subtitle E of the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness !
Act of 1996, 5 U.S.C. 801, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is
submitting a final rule that will update the criteria used in decisions
-regarding power reactor siting, including geologic, seismic, and earthquake
engineering considerations for future nuclear power plants. This rule would
allow the NRC to benefit from experience gained in application.of the
procedures and methods contained in the current regulation and to incorporate
the rapid advancements'in the earth sciences and earthquake engineering. In |
addition, this rule benefits from public comments received.

This rule primarily consists of two separate changes, namely, the source term )
and dose considerations, and the seismic and earthquake engineering |

considerations of reactor siting. Basic-reactor site criteria that have been
shown to be 5portant to protecting _ public Fealth and safety would be
incor,..: rated into the regulations, while source term and dose calculations <

that apply primarily to plant design would be relocated. In the seismic area,
the rule would require thorough regional and site-specific geoscience
investigations. The Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) would be employed in plant

L design, whereas the Operating Basis Earthquake (0BE) would require a plant
shutdown and inspection, were it to occur.'

:

We have determined that this rule is not a " major rule" as defined in 5 U.S.C. l
804(2). We have confirmed this determination with the Office of Management j
and Budget.

~

'

|

Enclosed is a copy of the final rule, which is being transmitted to the
Federal Register for publication. The Regulatory Flexibility Certification is
included in the final rule. Also enclosed is a copy of the Regulatoryj.

: Analysis for this final rule that contains the NRC's cost-benefit
L determinations. This final rule is scheduled to become effective 30 days
| after publication in the Federal Register.

Sincerely, original signed by/'

L Dennis K. Rathbun, Director
Office of Congressional Affairs!

Enclosures: Final Rule, Regulatory Analysis
Distribution: .SGEB r/f,.RES-2D-2
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December 3,19%
Mr. Robert P. Murphy
General Counsel
General Accounting Office
Room 7175
441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Murphy:

Pursuant to Subtitle E of the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness
Act of 1996, 5 U.S.C. 801, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is
submitting a final rule that will update the criteria used in decisions
regarding power reactor siting, including geologic, seismic, and earthquake
engineering considerations for future nuclear power plants. This rule would
allow the NRC to benefit from experience gained in application of the
procedures and methods contained in the current regulation and to incorporate
the rapid advancements in the earth sciences and earthquake engineering. In
addition, this rule benefits from public comments received.

This rule primarily consists of two separate changes, namely, the source term
and dose considerations, and the seismic and earthquake enoineering
considerations of reactor siting. Basic reactor si+e criteria that have been
shown to be important to protecting public health and safety would be
incorporated into the regulations, while source term and dose calculations
that apply primarily to plant design would be relocated. In the seismic area,
the rule would require thorough regional and site-specific geoscience
investigations. The Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) would be employed in plant
design, whereas the Operating Basis Earthquake (0BE) would require a plant
shutdown and inspection, were it to occur.

We have determined that this rule is not a " major rule" as defined in 5 U.S.C.
804(2). We have confirmed this determination with the Office of Management
and Budget.

Enclosed is a copy of the final rule, which is being transmitted to the
Federal Register for publication. The Regulatory Flexibility Certification is
included in the final rule. Also enclosed is a copy of the Regulatory
Analysis for this final rule that contains the NRC's cost-benefit

determinations. This final rule is scheduled to become effective 30 days
after publication in the Federal Register.

Sincerely, original signed by/
Dennis K. Rathbun, Director
Office of Congressional Affairs

Enclosures: Final Rule, Regulatory Analysis
Distribution: SGEB r/f, RES-2D-2 DOCUMENT NAME: a:\ murphy.ltr
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B. Seismic and Earthquake Engineering' n
Authority: 5 U.S.C. MI: 7 U.S.C.1989. 7 NUCLEAR REGULATORY Criteria- ,

U.S C. 4201 noir 1. U.S.C.1480 COtHMSSION X. Small Business Regulatory Enforcement
Faimess Act

Subpart Ah 10 CFR Parts 21,50,52,54 and 100 XI. Finding of No Significant Environmental
impact: Availability.

XII. Paperwork Reduction Act Statement.
8. Section 1980.48 is added to read as RIN 3150-AD93 XIII. Regulatory Analysis.! roljo,,;

Reactor Site Criteria including Seismic XIV. Regulatory Flexibihty Certification.
XV. Backfit Analysis.

| 51981L48 So6amic safety of new buildir.g and Earthquake Engineering Criteria
,,.u r =

for Nuclear Power Plants I. Background
_

i (a) The guaranteed loan programs are The present regulation regarding
subject to the provisions of Executive AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory reactor site criteria (10 CFR Part 100)
Order 12699 which requires each Commission. was promulgated April 12,1962 (27 FR
Federal agency assisting in the ACTION: Final rule.

3509). NRC staff guidance on exclusion
financing, through Federal grants or area and low population zone sizes as

well as population density was issuedloans, or guaranteeing the financing, SUtstiARY:The Nuclear Regulatory
in Regulstory Guide 4.7, " General Sitethrough loan or mortgage insurance Commission (NRC)is amending its Suitability Criteria for Nuclear Powerprograms, of newly constructed mguled as t u date the criteria used in

buildings to assure appropriate decisions regar[ing power reactor siting, Stations," published for comment in
consideration of seismic safety' including geologic, seismic, and September 1974. Revision 1 to this

l

(b) All new buildings shall be earthquake engineering cmsiderations
guide was issued in November 1975. On

designed and constructed in accordance for future nuclear power plants. The
June 1,1976, the Public Interest
Research Group (PIRG) filed a petition

with the seismic provisions of one of *he rule allows NRC to benefit from for rulemaking (PRM-100-2) requesting
following e ~i l building codes or the experience gained in the application of that uw NRC incorporate minimume
latest r^lon of that cch providing an the procedures and methods set forth in exclusion area and low population zone
equivalent level of safety to that

the current regulati sa and to distances and population density limits
contained in the latest edition of the

incorporate the rapid advancements in into the regulations. On April 28,1977,the earth sciences and earthquake Free Environment,Inc. et al., filed aNational Earthquake Hazard Reduction

f Program's (NEHRP) Recommended engineering. This rule primarily consists Petition for rulemaking (PRM-50-20).
of two separate changes, namely, the The remaining issue of this petitionProvisions for the Development of
source term and dose considerations. requests that the central lowa nuclearSeismic Regulations for New Building and the seismic and earthquake

Protect and other reactors be sited at(NEHRP Provisions) engineering considerations of reactor least 40 miles from major population
(1) 1991 International Conference of siting. The Corrunission also is denying centers. In August 1978, the

Building Officials (ICBO) Uniform the remaining issue in petition (PRM-. Commission directed the NRC staff to
Building Code: 50-20) filed by Free Environment, Inc. develop a general polky statement on

(2)1993 Building Officials and Code et al. nuclear power reactor siting. The
Administrators International, Inc. EFFECME DATE: January 10,1997. " Report of the Siting Policy Task Force"

(NUREG-0625) was issued in August(BOCA) National Building Code; or
FOR FURTHER INFORe8ATION CONTACT Dr. 1979 and provided recommendations

| (3)1992 Amendments to the Southem Andrew J. Murphy, Office of Nuclear regarding siting of future nuclea,r power
Building Code Congress International Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear reactors. In the 1980 Authorizat2on Act

1 (SBCCI) Standard Buildin8 ode * Regulatory Commission, Washington, f r the NRC, the Congress directed theC

1 (c) The date, signature, and seal of a DC 20555-0001, telephone (301) 415- NRC to decouple siting from design and
registered architect or engineer and the 6010, concerning the seismic and to specify demographic criteria for
identification and date of the model earthquake engineering aspects and Mr. siting. On July 29,1980 (45 FR 50350),
building code on the plans and Charles E. Ader, Office of Nuclear the NRC issued an Advance Notice of
specifications will be evidence of Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Pmposed Rulemaking (ANPRM)

Regulatory Commission, W'shington, regarding revision of the reactor site
.

.
compliance with the seismic DC 20555-0001, telephone 301) 415- criteria, which discussed therequirements of the appropriate 5622, concerning other siting aspects. recommendations of the Sitmg Policy

'

building code. Task Force and sought public
Dated: October 21.1996. SUPPLEIAENTARY INFORt4ATON: c mments. The proposed rulemaking

lill Long Napeon, 1. Background' was deferred by the Commission in
UnderSectrfory, RumlDe&clopment. 11. Objectives. December 1981 to await development of

, Dated: October 15.1996. Hl. Genesis. a Safety Goal and improved research on
IV. Alternatives. accident source terms. On August 4

Eugene Moes' VM Cha 1986 (51 FR 23044),the NRC issued its
"" A. ctor ting Criteria (Nonseismic). o S e ent on Sai y s at

A e /t m B. is c and Earthquake Engineenng
Doc. 96-31 26 F led 12-10-%; 8:45 aml with mgard to both prompt and latent,

"" CC'' * * VI. Related Regulatory Guides and Standard cancer fatality risks. On December 14,
Review Plan Sections, 1988 (53 FR 50232), the NRC denied

VII Future Regulatory Action. PRM-100-2 on the basis that it wou'd
VIII. Referenced Documents. unnecessarily restrict NRC's regulatoryj IX. Summary of Comments on the Proposed siting policies and would not result in

g ReguMons.
a substantial increase in the overallA. Reactc. : fing Cnteria (Nonseismic).

I

I
I |

J
o
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protection of the public health and II. Objectives to 10 CFR Part 100, respectively. The
safety. The Commission is addressing
the remaining issue in PRM-50-20 as The objectives of this regulatory revised reactor site criteria is added as

action are to-- Subpart B in 10 CFR Part 100 and
part of this rulemaking action.

1. State basic site criteria for future applies to site applications received on
Appendix A. " Set nic and Geologic

Siting Criteria for Nuclear Power sites that, based upon e erience and r after the effective date of the final

Plants." to 10 CFR Part 100 was
importance to risk, have n shown as regulations. Non-seismic site criteria is

to protecting public health and added as a new $ 100.21,teria on seismicto Subpart B in
originally Isaued as a proposed kefety. 10 CFR Part 100. The cnsa
regulation on November 25,1971 (36 FR 2. P' ovide a stable regulatory basis fc and geologic siting is added as a newr
22601), published as a final regulation
on November 13,1973 (38 FR 312/ 9),

seismic and geologic siting and y 23 to Subpart B in 10 CFR Part

rnd became effective on December 13
applicable earthquake engineering 100. The dose comulations and the

, |

1973. There have been two amendments design of future nuclear power plants
earthquake engineering critena is

that will update and clarify regulatory I cated in 10 CFR Part 50 (6 50.34(a) and
to 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A. The requirements and provide a flexible Appendix S, respectively). Because
firzt amendment, issued November 27 Appendix S is not self executing,structure to permit consideration of new1973 (38 FR 32575), corrected the final technical understandings: and li8PP cable sections of Part 50 ($ 50.34
regulation by adding the le8end under ,3. Relocate source term and dose and 5 50.54) are revised to reference
ths diagram.The second amendment requirements that apply primarily to Appendix S. ,ne regulation also makes
resulted from a petition for rulemaking plant design into 10 CFR Part 50. con orming amendments to 10 CFR
(PRM 100-1) requesting that an opinion Parts 21,50,52, and 54. Sections 21.3,
be issued that would interpret and III, Genesis 50.49(b)(1), 50.65(b)(1), 52.17(a)N 1, and
citrify Appendix A with respect to the The regulatory action reflects changes 54.4(a)(1)(iii) are amended to reflect
determination of the Safe Shutdown that are intended to (1) benefit from the changes m 5 50.34(a)(1) and 10 CFR Part
Earthquake. A notice of filing of the experience gained in applying the 10a

petition was published on May 14,1975 existing regulation and from research; IV. Alternatives
(40 FR 20983). The substance of the (2) resolve interpretive questions: (3) Tha fir. '.temative considered by the, eWoner s proposal was accepted .,~, provide needed regulatory fic obility to Dmr....sion was to continue usinput,lished as an immediately effective incorporate state-of the art current regulations for site suitabifity
final regulation on January 10,1977 (42 improvements in the geosciences and

determinations. This is not consideredFR 2052). earthquake engineering; and (4) simplify an acceptable alternative. AccidentThe first proposed revision to these the language to a more " plain English" source terms and dose calculationsregulations was published for public text. currently primarily influence plantcomment on October 20,1992,(57 FR The new requirements in this design requirements rather than siting.47802). The availability of the five draft rulemaking apply to applicants who It is desirable to state basic site criteriaregulatory guides and the standard apply for a construction permit, which, through importance to risk, have
review plan section that were developed operating license, preliminary design been shown to be key to assuring publicto provide guidance on meeting the approval, final design approval- health and safety. Further, significantproposed regulations was published on manufacturing license, early site permit, advances in understanding severe
November 25,1992,(57 FR 55601). The design certification, or combined license accident behavior, including fission
comment period for the proposed on or after the effective date of the final product release and transport, as well asregulations was extended two times. regulations. However, for those in the earth sciences and in earthquakeFirst, the NRC staff initiated an

operating license applicants and nolders engineering have taken place since the
extension (58 FR 271: January 5,1993) whose construction permits were issued promulgation of the present regulation
from February 17,1993 to March 24, prior to the effective date of this final and deserve to be reflected in the
1993, to be cwsistent with the comment regulation, the reactor site criteria in 10 regulations.
psriod on the draft regulatory guides CFR Part 100, and the seismic and The second alternative considered
and standard review plan section. geologic siting criteria and the was replacement of the existing
Second,in response to a request from earthquake engineering criteria in regulation with an entirely new
the public, the comment period was Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100 would regulation. This is not an acceptable
extended to June 1,1993 (58 FR 16377; continue to apply in all subsequent alternative because the provisions of the
M:rch 26,1993). proceedings, including license existing regulations form part of the

The second proposed revision to these amendments and renewal of operating licensing bases for many of the
regulations was published for public licenses pursuant to 10 CFR Part 54. operating nuclear power plants and
comment on October 17,1994 (59 FR Criteria not associated with the others that are in various stages of
52255). The NRC stated on February 8, selection of the site or establishment of obtaining operating licenses. Therefore,
1995, (60 FR 7467) that it intended to the Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground these provisions should remain in force
exten't the comment period to allow Motion (SSE) have been placed in 10 and effect. -

interested persons adequate time to CFR Part 50. This action is consistent The approach of establishing the
provide comments on staff guidance with the location of other design revised requirements in new sections to
documents. On February 28,1995, the requirements in 10 CFR Part 50. 10 CFR Part 100 and relocating plant
availability of the five draft regulatory Because the revised criteria presented design requiremen'.s to 10 CFR Part 50

~

guides and three standard review plan in this final regulation does not apply to while retaining the existing regulation j
sections that were developed to provide existing plants, the licensing bases for was chosen as the best alternative. The I
guidance on meeting the proposed existing nuclear power plants must public will benefit from a clearer, more
regulations was pub!;shed (60 FR remain a part of the regulations. uniform, and n. ore consistent bcensing '

10880) and the cnmment period for the Therefore. the non-seismic and seismic process that incorporates updated
propcsed rule was extmded to May 12, reactor site cnteria for current plants is information and is subiect to fewer
6 9% !60 FR 100191.

~

retamed as Subpart A and Appendix A interpretations. The NRC staff will

|

-- J
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benefit from improved regulatory security measures to protect the plant Rationale for individual Criteria

implementation (both technical and can be developed, and that physical (A) Exclusion Area. An exclusion area
legal), fewer mterpretive debates, and characteristics unique to the proposed surrounding the immediate vicinity of

; increased regulatory flexibility. site that could pose a significant the plant h;s been a requirement for
Applicants will derive the same benefits impediment to the development of siting power reactors from the s e
in addition to avoiding licensing delays emergency plans are identified. The beginning. This area provides a h7gh
caused by unclear regulatory Commission has also had a long degree of protection to the public from
requirements. standing policy of siting reactors away a vanety of potential plant accidents

fr m densely populated centers, and is and also affords protection to the plant
V. Major Changes continuing this policy in tnis rule. from potential man related hazards. The
A. Reoctor Sitmg Cnteria (Nonseismic) The Commission is incorporating Commission considers an exclusion area

,

'

basic reactor site criteria in this rule to to be an essential feature of a reactor siteSince promulgation of the reactor site
criteria in 1962, the Commission has accomplish the above purposes. The and is retaining this requirement, in Part

i approved more than 75 sites for nuclear Commission is retaining source term 50, to verify that an applicant's

| |
power reactors and has had an

and dose calculations to verify the proposed exclusion area distance is
adequacy of a site for a specific plant. adequate to assure that the radiologicalopportunity to review a number of
but source term and dose calculations dose to an individual will be acceptably

-

,

others. In addition, light-water
commercial power reactors have are relocated to Part 50, since low in the event of a postulated
accumulated about 2000 reactor-years of experience has shown that these accident. However, as noted above, if

calculations have tended to influence somte term and dose calculations areoperating experience in the United
P ant design aspects such as used in conjunction with standardizedlStates. As a rest 't of these site reviews
containment leak rate or filter designs, unlimited plant tradeoffs toand operational experience, a great deal

of insight has been gained regarding the Performance rather than siting. No compensate for poor site conditions will

design and operation of nuclear power specific somte term is referenced in not be peimitted. For plants that do not
Part 50. Rather, the source term is involve standardized designs, the source

plants as well as th"ite factors that
influence risk. In addition, an extensive required to be one that 1) "* term amd dose calculations will provide**

'

f research ettort has been conducted to
assumed to result m sub;tantial assurance that the site is acceptable for

understand accide 'enomena, meltdown of the core with subsequent the proposed design. ,

release into the containment of The present regulation requires that j
including fienon 1 < ' t release and
transport. This ext uve operational appreciable quantities of fission the exclusion area be of such size that ;

experience together with the insights Products." Hence, this guidance can be an individual located at any point on its
utilized with the source term currently boundary for two hours immediately j

gained from recent severe recident
used for light-water reactors, or used in following onset of the postulated fission i

research as well as nu - r.,us risk
studies on radioactive material releases conjunction with revised accident product release would not receive a

to the environment under severe
source terms, total radiation dose in excess of 25 rem

accident conditions have all confirmed The relocation of source term and to the whole body or 300 rem to the

that present commerc al power reactor dose calculations to Part 50 represent a thyroid gland. A foomote in the presenti

design, construction, operation and partial decoupling of siting from regulation notes that a whole body dose

siting is expected to effectively limit accident source term and dose of 25 rem has been stated to correspond

risk to the public to very low levels, calculations. The siting criteria are numerically to the once in a lifetime

These risk studies include the early envisioned to be utilized together with accidental or emergency dose to

" Reactor Safety Study" (WASH-1400), standardized plant designs whose radiation workers which could be

pubhshed in 1975, many Probabilistic features will be certified in a separate disregarded in the determination of

Risk Assessment (PRA) studies design certification rulemaking their radiation exposure status (NBS

conducted on individual plants as well procedure. Each of the standardized Handbook 69 dated June 5,1959).

as several specialized studies, and the designs will specify an atmospheric However, the same footnote also clearly

recent " Severe Accident Risks: An
dilution factor that would be required to states that the Commission's use of this

Assessment for Five U.S. Nuclear Power be met,in order to meet the dose critena value does not imply that it considers it
Plants " (NUREG-1150), issued in 1990 at the exclusion area boundary. For a to be an acceptable limit for an

Advanced reactor designs currently given standardized design, a site having emergency dose to the public under

under review are expected to result in relatively poor dispersan accident conditions, but only that it

even lower risk and improved safety characteristics would require a larger represents a reference value to be used

compared to existing plants. Hence, the exclusion area distance than one having for evaluating plant features and site
substantial base of knowledge regarding good dispersion characteristics.

characteristics intended to mitigate the

power reactor siting, design, Additional design features would be radiological consequences of accidents

construction and ope /ation reflects that discouraged in a standardized design to in order to provide assurance of low risk

the primary factors that determine compensate for otherwise poor site to the public under postultted;

public health and safety are the reactor conditions. accidents. The Commission, based upon

design, construction and operation. Although individual plant tradeoffs extensive experience in applying this

Siting factors and criteria, however, will be discouraged for a given criterion, and in recognition of the

', are important in assuring that standardized design, a different conservatism of the assumptions in its

f radiological doses from normal standardized design could require a application (a large fission product

operation and postulated accidents will different atmospheric dilution factor. release within containment associated

t be acceptably low, that natural For custom plants that do not involve a with major core damage, maximum

phenomena and potential man.made candardized design, the source term allowable containment leak rate, a

hazards will be appropriately accounted and dose criteria will continue to postulated single failure of any of the

for in the design of the plant, that site provide assurance that the site is fission product cleanup systems, such,

characteristics are such that adequate acceptable for the proposed design. as the containment sprays, adverse site

i

:

?
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. . meteorological dispersion incidence), or some other value should shown that the thyroid dose limit of 300
'

characteristics, an individual presumed be used, and whether the dose criterion rem has been the limiting dose criterion i
to be located at the boundary of the should also include a " capping" in licensing reviews, and that all ;
exclusion area at the centerline of the limitation, that is, an additional operating plants would be able to meet

Iplume for two hours without protective requirement that the dose to any a dose criterion of 25 rem TEDE. Hence,
actions), believes that this criterion has individual organ not be in excess of the Commission concludes that,in !

clearly resulted in an adequate level of some fraction of the total. practice. use of the organ weighting i

protection. As an illustration of the Based on the couanents received, factors of Part 20 together with a doso
conservatism of this assessment,the there was a general consensus that the cnterion of 25 rem TEDE, represents a j
maximum whole body dose received by use of the TEDE concept was relaxation rather than a tightening of the ,

an actual individual during the Three appropriate, and a nearly unanimous dose criterion. In adopting this value, a

Mile Island accident in March 1979, opinion that no organ " capping" dose the Commission also rejects the view,
which involved major core damage, was was required, since the TEDE concept advanced by some, that the dose ! l

estimated to be about 0.1 rem. provided the appropriate risk weighting calculation is merely a " reference" , |

The proposed rule considered two for all body organs. value that bears no relation to what :

changes in this area. With regard to the value to be used as might be experienced by an actual | ,

First, the Commission proposed that the dose criterion, a number of person in an accident. Although the I
4

the use of different doses for the whole conunents were received that the Commission considers it highly unlikely
body and thyroid gland be replaced by proposed value of 25 rem TEDE that an actual person would receive
a single value of 25 rem, total effective mpresented a more restrictive criterion such a dose, because of the conservative

'

dose equivalent (TEDE). than the current values of 25 rem whole and stylized assumptions employed in
The proposed use of the total effective body and 300 rem to the thyroid gland. Its calculation, it is conceivable.'

dose equivalent, or TEDE, was noted as These commenters noted that the use of The second change proposed in this
,

being consistent with Part 20 of the organ weighting factors of 1 for the area was in regard to the time period -

Commission's regulations and was also whole body and 0.03 for the thyroid as that a hypotheticalindividualis4

based upon two considerations. First, given in 10 CFR Part 20, would yield a assumed to be at the exclusion area l.

. since it utilizes a risk consistent value of "" rem TEDE for whole body boundary. While the duration of the
'

1 methodology m assess the radiological and thyroid doses of 25 and 300 rem. time penod remains at a value of two
; impact of all relevant nuclides upon all respectively. This is because the organ hours, the proposed rule stated that this

body organs, use of TEDE promotes a weighting factors in 10 CFR Part 20 time period not be fixed in regard to the !

uniformity and consistency in assessing include other effects (e g., genetic) in appearance of fission products within
r-diation risk that may not exist with addition to latent cancer fatality, containment, but that various two-hour

j the separate whole body and thyroid After careful consideration, the periods be examined with the objective
organ dose values in the present Commission has decided to adopt a that the dose to an individual not be in
regulation. Second, use of TEDE lends value of 25 :er, TEDE as the dose excess of 25 rem TEDE for any two-hour
itself readily to the application of acceptance criterion for the final rule. period after the appearance of fission

: updated accident source terms, which The bases for this decision follows. products within containment. The
2 c:n vary not only with plant design, but First, the Commission has generally Commission proposed this change to
! in which additional nuclides, besides based its regulations on the risk of latent reflect improved understanding of
i the noble gases and iodine are pmdicted cancer fatality. Although a numerical fission product release into the I

to be released into containment. calculation would lead to a value of 27 containment under severe accident
The Commission cons.idered the rem TEDE, as net: ' 5 the dhcu sion conditions. For an assumed

current dose criteria of 25 rem whole that accompanir ! the proposed rule, the instantaneous release of fission
body and 300 rem thyroid with the Commission concludes that a value of products, as contemplated by the4

intent of selecting a TEDE numerical 25 rem is sufficiently close, and that the present rule, the two hour period that -
a

value equivalent to the risk implied by use of 27 rather than 25 implies ,m commences with the onset of the fission-

the current dose criteria. The unwarranted numerical precision. In product release clearly results in the
Commission proposed to use the risk of addition, in terms of occupational dose, highest dose to an individual offsite,
1: tent cancer fatality as the appropriate Part 20 also permits a once-in a lifetime improved understanding of severe

) risk raeasure since quantitative health planned special dose of 25 rem TEDE. accidents shows that fission product
objectives (QHOs) for it have been in addition EPA guidance sets a limit releases to the containment do not occur
established in the Commission's Safety of 25 rem TEDE for workers performing instantaneously, and that the bulk of the
Goal policy. Although the emergency service such as lifesaving or releases may not take place for about an

, supplementary information in the protection of large populations. While hour or more. Hence, the two-hour

proposed rule noted that the current the Commission does not, as 'noted period commencing with the onset of
dose criteria are equivalent in risk to 27 above, regard this dose value as one that fission product release may not
rem TEDE, the Commission proposed to is acceptable for members of the public represent the highest dose that an
use 25 rem TEDE as the dose criterion under accident conditions,it provides a individual could be exposed to over any
for plant evaluation purposes, since this useful perspective with regard to doses two hour period. As a result, the
vilue is essentially the same level of that ought not to be exceeded, even for Commission proposed that various two-
risk as the current criteria. radiation workers under emergency hour periods be examined to assure that

However, the Commission specifically conditions. the dose to a hypothetical individual at
requested comments on whether the The argument that a criterion of 25 the exclusion area boundary would not
current dose criteria should be modified rem TEDE in conjunction with the organ be in excess of 25 rem TEDE over any
to utilize the total effective dose weighting 4 actors of 10 CFR Part 20 for two-hour period after the onset of
equivalent or TEDE concept, whether a its calculation represents a tightening of fission product release.
TEDE value of 25 rem (consistent with the dose criterion, while true in theory, A number of comments received in
11 tent cancer fatality). or 34 rem is not true in practice. A review of the regard to this proposed criterion stated

(consistent with latent cancer dose analyses for operating plants has that so-called " sliding" two-hour
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window for dose evaluation at the assessing radiological consequences of (F) Adequc.cy of Security Plans The
exclusion area boundary was confusing, normal operations as well as accidents. rule requires that the characteristics of
illogical, and inappropriate. Several (C) Im Population Zone. The present the site be such that adequate secunty

b commenters felt it was difficult to regulation requires that a low plans and measures for the plant could
ascertain which two hour period population zone (LPZ) be defined be developed. The Commission
represented the maximum. Others immediately beyond the exclusion area. envisions that this will entail a small
expressed the view that the significance Residents are permitted in this area, but secure area considerably smaller than
of such a calculation was not clearly the number and density must be such that envisioned for the exclusion area
stated nor understood. For example', one that there is a reasonable probabilitv (G) Emergency Planning. The

comment expressed the view that a dose that appropriate protective measure's Pmposed rule stated that the site
evaluated for a " sliding" two-hour could be taken in their behalf in the characteristics should be such that !

'

period was logically inconsistent since event of a serious accident. In addition, adequate plans to carry out protective

it implied either that an individual was the nearest denselv populated center measures for members of the pubhc m,

not at the exclusion area boundary prior containing more than about 25,000 the event of emergency could be
to the accident, and approached close to residents must be located no closer than developed. To avoid any
the plant after initiation of the accident, one and one-third times the outer misinterpretation that the Commission
contrary to what might be expected, or boundary of the LP2,.1%ially, the dose is adopting emergency planning
that the individual was, in fact, located to a hypothetical individual located at standards that implicitly overrule or

at the exclusion area boundary all along, the outer boundary of the LPZ over the may be in conflict with previous
in which case the dose contribution entire course of the accident must not be Commission decisions (e g., CLI-90-021,
received prior to the " maximum" two- in excess of the dose values given in the the language in the final ule has been

m dified to be consistent with that ofhour value was being ignored. regulation. section 52.17 of the Commission'sAlthough the Commission recognizes While the Commission considers that 8 d e permits.! $
misb ,1gthat evaluation of the dose to a the siting functions intended for the '%"he ,o

hypothetical individual over any two- LPZ, namely, a low density of residents Seabrook on emergency planning, made
| hour penod may not be entirely and the feasibility of taking protective in cc .ection with an ' operating license

consistent with the actions of an actual actions, have been accomplished by review for a site previously approved,is,
individual in an accident, the intent is other regulations or can be being extended in considering utej
to assure that the short term dose to an accomplished by other guidance, the suitability for future reactor sites. The,

{ individual will not be in excess of the Commission continues to believe that a Commission, in its Seabrook decision,
acceptable value, even where there is requirement that limits the radiological CLI-90-02, reiterated its earlier I
some variability m the time that an consequences over the course of the determination in the Shoreham

'

individual might be located at the accident provides a useful evaluation of decision, CLI-86-13, that the adequacy
exclusion area boundary. In addition, the plant's long-term capability t

. of an emergency plan is to be
~

,
- the dose calculation should not be taken mitigate postulated accidents. For this determined by the sixteen lanning

too literally with regard to the actions of reason, the Commission is retaimng the standards of to CFR 50.47 ), and that,

i a real individual, but rather is intended requirement that the dose consequences these standards do not require that an |

|
pnmanly as a means to evaluate the be evaluated at the outer boundary of adequate plan achieve a preset |effectiveness of the plant design and site the LPZ over the course of the minimum radiation dose saving or a |
characteristics in mitigating postulated postulated accident and that these not minimum evacuation time for the plur,e

,

accidents. be in excess of 25 rem TEDE' exposure pathway emergency planning
For these reasons, the Commission is (D) Physical Characteristics of the zone in the event of a serious accident.

retaining the requirement, in the final Site. It has been required that physical Rather, the Commission noted that
rule, that the dose to an individual characteristics of the site, such as the emergency planning is required as a
located at the nearest exclusion area geology, seismology, hydrology- matter of prudence and for defense-in. I
boundary ovcr any two-hour period meteorology characteristics be depth, and that the adequacy of an

'

after the appearance of fission products considered in the design and emergency plan was to be judged on the ;

in containment, should not be in excess construction of any plant proposed to be basis of its meeting the 16 planning i

of 25 rem total effective dose equivalent located there. The final rule requires standards given in 10 CFR 50.47(b).
(TEDE). that these characteristics t ' evaluated Flence, the charactuistics of the site,

(B) Site Dispersion factors. Site and that site parameters, s .h as design, which determine the evacuation time
dispersion factors have been utilized to basis flood conditions or tornado wind for the plume exposure pathway
provide an assessment of dose to an loadings be established for use in emergency planning zone, have not
individual as a result of a postulated evaluating any plant to be located on entered into the determination of the
accident. Since the Commission is that site in order to ensure that the adequacy of an emergency plan.
requiring that a verification be made occurrence of such physical phenomena Emergency plans developed according
that the exclusion area distance is would pose no undue hazard. to the above planning standards will
adequate to assure that the guideline (E) Nearby Transportation Routes, result in reasonable assurance that
dose to a hypothetical individual will Industnaland AfihtaryFacihties. As for adequate protective measures can be
not be exceeded under postulated natural phenomena, it has been a long- taken in the event of emergency.
accident conditions, as well as to assure standing NRC staff practice to review It is sufficient that an applicant
that radiological limits are met under man-related activities in the site vicinity identify any physical site characteristics
normal operating conditions, the to provide assurance th at patential that could represent a significant
Commission is requiring that the hazards associated with such facilities impediment to the development of
atmospheric dispersion characteristics or transportation routes will pose no emergency plans, primarily to assure
of the site be evaluated, and that site undue risk to any plant proposed to be that "A range of protective actions have
dispersion facters based upon this located at the site. The final rule been developed for the plume exposure

; evaluation be determined and used in codifies this practice. pathway emergency planning zone for

n
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j emergency workers and the public", as (b) It reduces pote ,tial doses to large about 20 miles away from a city,
stated in the planning standards. numbers of people and reduces property depending upon its size, the likelihood

Accordingly, appropriate sections of dama e in the ever.t of severe accidents. of exposure of large numbers of people4

Al ugh the Commissico's Safety within the city would be reduced byi the rule (e g.,5100.21(g)) have been
C al olicy provides guidance on factors of ten to one hundred or moreP- modified to state that " physical individual risk limitations, in the form compared with locating a reactor very! characteristics unique to the proposed

I site that could pose a significant f the Quantitative Health Objectives close to a city.

impediment to the development of (QHO),it provides no guidance with in summary, next generation reactors

emergency plans must be identified." regard to societal risk limitations and are expected to have nsk charactenstics
therefom cannot be used to ascertem sufficiently low that the safety of thei Except for the deletion of the phrase

- "such as egress limitations from the area whether a particular population density pubhc is reasonably assured by the
,

w uld meet the Safet Goal. reactor and plant design and operationi surrounding the site", this language is However, results o severe accident itself, resulting in a very low likelihood
I identical to that in $ 52.17(b)(1). This
d phrase is being deleted from S 100.21(g) nsk studies, particularly those obtamed of occurrence of a severe accident. Such

.
,

fan NUREG-1150, can provide useful a plant can satisfy the QHOs of the1 (but $ 52.17(b)(1) remains unchanged)' insights for considerip,, notential Safety Goal with a very small exclusionto eliminate any confusion that rnight
i criteria for population density. Severe area distance (as low as 0.1 miles). The
i trise regarding its scope. accidents having the highest consequences of design basis accidents.

(H) Siting AwoyFmm Densely consequences are those where core melt analyzed using revised source terms and
Populoted Centers. Population density together with early bypass of or with a realistic evaluation of engineered4

considerations beyond the exclusion containment failure occurs. Such an safety features, are likely to be found
1 area have been required since issuance event would likely lead to a "large acceptable at distances of 0.25 miles or
i of Part 100 in 1962. The current rule release" (without defining this less. With regard to population density
i requires a " low population zone"(LPZ) precisely). Based upon NUREG-1150, beyond the exclusion area, siting a

beyond the immediate exclusion area. the probability of a core melt accident reactor closer to a densely populated ,

The LPZ boundary must be of such a together with early containment failure city than is current NRC practice would,

1 size that an individual located at its or bypass for some cur:ent pneration nose a very low risk to the populace
outer boundary must not receive a dose LWRs is estimated to be between iWS ' Nevertheless, the Commission

4 in excess of the values given in Part 100 and 104 per reactor year. For future concludes that defense in-depth
over the course of the accident. While plan' , this value is expected to be less considerations and the additional
numerical values of population or than 104 per reactor year, enhancement in safety to be gained by
population density are not specified for If a reactor was located nearer to a siting reactors away from densely
this region, the regulation also requires large city than current NRC practice populated cer.ters should be
that the nearest boundary of a densely permitted, the likelihood of exposing a maintained.
populated center of about 25,000 or large number of people to significant The Commission is incorporating a
more persons be located no closer than releases of radioactive material would two-tier approach with regard to ,
one and one-third times the LPZ outer M about the same as the probability of population density and reactor sites.
boundary..Part 100 has no population a wre-melt and early containment The rule requires that reactor sites be
criteria other than the size of the LPZ f hure, that is, less than 104 per reactor located away from very densely
and the proximity of the nearest s ear for future reactor designs. It is populated centers, and that areas of low
population center, but notes tim "wtere worth noting that events having the very population density are, generally,
very large cities are involved, a greater low likelihood of about 104 nm ceactor preferred. The Commission believes that
dist'ance may be necessary." year or lower bave been ~garned in past a site not falling within these two

licensing actions to be " incredible", and categories, although not preferred, canWhereas the exclusion area size is
based uPon limitation of individual risk, as such, have not been required to be be found acceptable under certam,

. incorporated into the design basis of the conditions.population density requirements serve plant. Hence, based solely upon The Commission is not establishing
to set societal risk limitations and reflect accident likelihood, it might be argued specific nun.erical criteria for
consideration of accidents beyond the that siting a reactor nearer to a large city evaluation of population density in
design basis, or severe accidents. Such than current NRC practice would pose siting future reactor facilities because
accidents were clearly a consideration no undue risk. the acceptability of a specific site from
m the original issuance of Part 100, , if, however, a reactor were sited away the standpoint of population density
since the Statement of Considerations from large cities, the likelihood of the must be considered in the overall
(27 FR 3509; April 12,1962) noted that: city being affected would be reduced context of safety and environmental

Further, since accidents of greater potential because of two factors. First, the considerations. The Commission's
hazard than those commonly postulated as likelihood that radioactive material intent is to assure that a site that has
representing an upper limit are conceiv able, would actually be carried towards the significant safety, environmental or
although highly improbable, it was city is reduced because it is likely that economic advantages is not rejected
considered desirable to provide for the wind will blow in a direction away solely because it has a higher
protection against excessive exposure doses from the city. Second, the radiological population density than other available

'
dose consequences would also be sites. Population density is blit onepro ive ures t no be f a e

* ' * Hence, the population center distance reduced with distance because the factor that must be balanced against the
was added as a site requirement. radioactive material becomes other advantages and disadvantages of a

increasingly diluted by the atmosphere particular site in determining the site's
Limitation of population density and the inventory becomes depleted dut acceptability. Thus,it must be

beyond the exclusion area has the to the natural processes of fallout and recognized that sites with higher
following benefits: rainout before reaching the city. population density, so long as they are

(a) It facilitates emergency Analyses indicate that if a reactor were located away from very densely
preparedness and planning; and located at distances ranging from to to populated centers, can be approved by
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the Commission if they present proposed change in regulation, the requirements for each applicant at
advantages in terms of other likelihood of permanent relocation of specified distances. Because these
considerations applicable to the people located more than about 20 miles requirements affect reactor design rather
evaluation of proposed sites. (32 km) from the reactor as a result of than siting, they are more appropriatelya

land contamination from a severe located in 10 CFR Part 50.
Petition Filed By Free Environment,Inc, accident is very low. A revision of These requimments apply to future1

et al* Regulatory Guide 4.7 which applicants for a construction permit,
| On April 28,1977 Free Environment, incorporated this finding that design certification, or an operating

Inc. et al., filed a petition for rulemaking population density guidance beyond 20 license. The Commission will consider |
,

- (PRM-50-20) requesting, among other miles was not needed in the evaluation after further experience in the review of
things, that "the central iowa nuclear of potential reactor sites was issued for certified designs whether more specific4

: project and other reactors be sited at comment at the time of the proposed requirements need to be developed
| least 40 miles from major population rule. No comments were received on regarding revised accident source terms

centers." The petitioner also stated that ide and severe accident insights.'

this aspect of thebmm." locating reactors in sparsely opulated B. Seismic and Earth uale Engineering |Therefore, the ission concludes
91 areas has been endorse in non- that the NRC staff guidance in )Cnlen*abinding NRC guidelines for reactor Regulatory Guide 4.7 provide a means of

j siting." The petitioner did not specify locating reactors away from population The following major changes to
A Pendix A," Seismic and Geologicwhat constituted a major population centers, including " major" population P

center. The only NRC guidelines centers, depending upon their size, that Siting Criteria for Nuclear Power,

concerning population density in regard would limit societal consequences Plants," to 10 CFR Part 100, are
! to reactor siting are in Regulatory Guide significantly,in the event of a severe associated with the seismic and

4.7, issued in 1974, and revised in 1975, accident. The Commission finds that earthquake engineering criteria,

prior to the date of the petition. This granting of the pet.tioner's request to rulemaking. These changes reflect new1

i guide states population density values specify population criteria out to 40 information and research results, and
i of 500 persons per square mile out to a miles would not substantially reduce incorporate the intentions of this

distance of 30 milas from the reactor, the risks to the ublic. As noted, the ragulatory action as defined in Section
not 40 miles. Commission also be!ieves that a 1 Ser 11! of this rule. Much of the following

~

Regulatory Guide 4.7 does provide population density site could be found discussion remains unchanged from that
. effective separation from population to be acceptable, compared to a lower issued for public comment (59 FR
I centers of various sizes. Under this population density site, provided there 52255) because there were no comments

guide, a population center of about were safety, environmental, or economic which necessitated a major change to
25,000 or more residents should be no advantages to the higher population site. the regulations and supporting
closer than 4 miles (6 4 km) from a Granting of the petitioner's request documentation.'

reactor because a density of 500 persons would neglect this possibility and 1 Separate Siting From Design i
,

per square mile within this distance would make population density the sole,

would yield a total population of about criterion of site acceptability. For these Criteria not associated with site,

25,000 persons. Similarly, a city of reasons, the Commission has decided suitability or establishment of the Safe'

[ 100.000 or more residents should be no not to adopt the proposal by Free Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motionn

( closer than about 10 miles (16 km); a Environment, Incorporated. (SSE) have been placed into 10 CFR Part
city of 500,000 or more persons should The Commission also notes that 50. This action is consistent with the
be no closer than about 20 miles (32 futum p-ulation ernwth around a location of other design requirements in
km), and a city of 1,000,000 or more nuclear power plant site, as in other 10 CFR Part 50. Because the revised

I persons should be no closer than about mas of the region,is expected but criteria presented in the regulation will
30 miles (50 kml from the reactor. cannot be predicted with great accuracy, not be applied to existing plants, the

The Commission has examined these particularly in the long-term. Population licensing basis for existing nuclear
guidelines with regard to the Safety growth in the site vicimty will be power plants must remain part of the
Goal. The Safety Goal quantitative periodically factored into the emergency regulations. The criteria on seismic and,

health objective in regard to latent plan for the site, but since higher geologic siting would be designated as'.
cancer fatality states that, within a population density sites are not a new 5100.23 to Subpart B in 10 CFR
distance of ten miles (16 km) from the unacceptable. per se, the Commission Part 100. Criteria on earthquake'

reactor,the risk to the population of does not int < d to consider license engineering would be designated as a
latent cancer fatality from nuclear conditions or restrictions upon an new Appendix S " Earthquake
power plant operation, includmg operating reactor solely upon the basis Engineering Criteria for Nuclear Power
accidents, should not exceed one-tenth that the population density around it Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50.
of one percent of the likehhood of latent may reach or exceed levels that were not 2. Remove Detailed Guidance From the
cancer fatalities from alf other causes. In expected at the time of site a proval. . Regugation

,

addition to the risks of latent cancer Finally the Commission wis es to
fatalities, the Commission has also emphasize that population Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100
investigated the likelihood and extent of considerations as well as other siting contains both requirements and
land contamination arising from the requirements apply only for the initial guidance on how to satisfy the
release of long lived radioactive species, siting for new plants and will not be requirements. For example, Section IV,
such as cesium 137,in the event of a used in evaluating applications for the " Required Investigations," of Appendix
severe reactor accident, renewal of existing nuclear power plant A, states that investigations are required i

The results of these analyses indicate licenses, for vibratory ground motion, surface'

that the latent cancer fatahty faulting, and seismically induced floods
quantitative health objective noted is Change to 10 CFR Part 50 and water waves. Appendix A then

,

met for current p! ant designs. From The change to 10 CFR Part 50 provides detailed guidance on what'

| analysis done in support of this relocates from to CFR Part 100 the dose constitutes an acceptable investigation. ;

I ,

!
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A similar situation exists in Section V, earthquake to be used as the source of Seismic Sources and Determination of
.

" Seismic snd Geologic Design Bases," of ground motion that can affect the site, Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground
Appendix A. locates the postulated earthquake Motion." The key elements of this

Geoscience assessments require according to prescribed rules, and then approach are;
considerable latitude in judgment. This calculates ground motions at the site. --Conduct site-specific and regionalIztitude in judgment is needed because Although this approach has worked geoscience investigations,

,

1

of limitations in data and the state-of- reasonably well for the past tw -Target exceedance probability is set lthe-art of geologic and seismic analyses decades, in the sense that SSEs for
,

by examining the design bases of I
and because of the rapid evolution plants sited with this approach are I

tzking place in the geosciences in terms judged to be suitably conservative, the more recently licensed nu, clear power
plants )of accumulating knowledge and in approach has not explicitly recognized --Condu'ct probabilisde seismic hazard

|modifying concepts. This need appears uncertainties in geosc.ences parameters. analysis and determine groundto have been recognized when the Because of uncertainties about motion level corresponding to theexisting regulation was developed. The earthquake phenomena (especially in
existing regulation states that it is based the eastern United States), there have target exceedance probability

h -Determine ifinformation from theon lirmted geoP ysical and gelogical often been differences of opinion and regional and site geosciencemformation and will be revised as differing interpretations among experts investigations change probabilisticnecessary when more complete as to the largest earthquakes to be resultsinformation becomes available. considered and ground-motion models -Deterrr[ine site-specific spectral shapeHowever, having coscience to be used, thus often making the
tssessments detalle and cast in a hcensing process relatively unstable. and scale this shape to the ground I

'

motion level determined aboveregulation has created difficulty for Over the past decade, analysis -NRC staff review using all avail'ablecpphcants and the staffin terms of methods for incorporating these
inhibiting the use of needed latitude in different inte retations have been data including insights and
judgment. Also,it has inhibited develo d an used. These inf rmation from previous licensing
flsxibility in applyin basic principles "proba listic" methods have been * Pe en e
to new situaticas anf the use of

.

designed to allow explicit incorporation _UP ),

evoldng ~ hods of analyses (for of different models for zunation, Probabilistic methods at least every
insta-a, probabilistic) in the licensing earthquake size, grot nd motion, and '*"Y**"'

proceis. other parameters. The advantage of Thus. the approach requires thorough
Ths Snal regulation is streamlined, using these probabilistic methods is regional and site-specific geoscience

becoming a new section in Subpart B to their ability not only to incorporate investigations. Results of the regional
to CFR Part 100 rather than a new different models and different data sets, and site-specific investigations must be
appendix to Part 100. Also, the level of but also to weight them using judgments c nsidered in applications of the
detail presented in the final regulation as to the validity of the different models probabilistic method. The current
is reduced considerably. Thus, the final and data sets, and thereby providing an probabilistic methods, the NRC i

regulation contains: (a) required explicit expression for the uncertainty sponsored study conducted by
definitions (b)a requirement to in the ground motion estimates and a Lawrence Livermore National
determine the geological, seismological, meanAf assessing sensitivity to various Laboratory (LLNL) or the Electric Power
and engineering characteristics of the input parameters. Another advantage of Research Institute (EPRI) seismic hazard
proposed site, and (c) requirements to the probabilistic method is the target study, are regional studies without
determine the Safe Shutdown exceedance probabilit is set by detailed information on any specific I

Earthquake Ground Motion (SSE), to examining the design ases of more location. The regional and site-specific I

determine the potential for surface recently licensed nuclear power plu.ts. investigations provide detailed
deformation, and to determine the The rmal regulation explicitly information to update the database of
design bases for seismically induced recognizes that there are inherent the hazard methodology as necessary.
floods and water waves. The guidance uncertainties in establishing the seismic It is also necessary to incorporate
documents describe how to carry out and geologic design parameters and local site geological factors such as
these required determinations. The key allows for the option of using a structural geology, stratigraphy, and
elsments of the approach to determine , probabilistic seismic hazard topography and to account for site-
the SSE are presented in the following methodology capable of propagating specific geotechnical properties in
section. The elements are the guidance uncertainties as a means to address establishing the design basis ground
that is described in Regulatorv Guide these uncertainties. The rule further motion. In order to incorporate local site
1.165," Identification and

~

recognizes that the nature of uncertainty factors and advances in ground motion
Characterization of Seismic Sources and and the appropriate approach to account attenuation models, ground motion
Determinatior of Safe Shutdown for it depend greatly on the tectonic characteristics are determined using the
Earthquake Ground Motions." regime and parameters, such as, the procedures outlined in Standard Review i

knowledge of seismic sources, the Plan Section 2.5.2 " Vibratory Ground3. Uncertainties and Probabilistic existence of historical and recorde d Motion " Revision 3.Methods data, and the understanding of The NRC staff's review approach to
The existing approach for determining tectonics. Therefore, methods other than evaluate ground motion estimates is i

a Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground the probabilistic methods, such as described in SRP Section 2.5.2, Revision
Motion (SSE) for a nuclear reactor site. sensitivity analyses, may be adequate 3. This review takes into account the I

embodied in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part for some sites to account for information base developed in licensing
100, relies on a " deterministic" uncertainties. more than 100 plants. Although the
approach. Using this deterministic Methods acceptable to the NRC staff basic premise in establishing the target
approach, an applicant develops a for implementing the regulation are exceedance probability is that the
single set of earthquake sources, described in Regulatory Guide 1.165, current design levels are adequate, a
develops for each source a postulated " Identification and Characterization of staff review further assures that there is

i

th
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consistency with previous licensing OBE in the existing regulation made it restarting the plant is unacceptable.
decisions and that the scientific bases possible for the OBE to have more Therefore, the applicant may vohmtarily,

for decisions are clearly understood. design significance than the SSE. A select an OBE value at some higher
i This review approach will also assess decoupling of the OBE and SSE has fraction of the SSE to avoid plant

the fairly complex regional probabilistic been suggested in several documents. shutdowns. However,if an applicant,

b modeling, which incorporates multiple For instance, the NRC staff, SECY-79- selects an OBE value at a fraction of the

i hypotheses and a multitude of 300, suggested that a compromise is SSE higher than one-third, a suitable
! parameters. Furthermore, the NRC required between design for a broad analysis shall be performed to '

3 staff's Safety Evaluation Report should spectrum of unlikely events and demonstrate that the requirements
a provide a clear basis for the staffs optimum design for normel operation. associated with the OBE are satisfied.

decisions and facilitate communimtion Design for a single limiting event (the The design shall take into account soil-'

with nonexperts. SSE) and inspection and evaluation for structure interaction effects and the

4. Safe Shutdown Earthquake earthquakes in excess of some specified expected duration of the vibratory i

limit (the OBE), when and if they occur, ground motion. The requirement
The existing regulation (10 CFR Part rnay be the most sound regulatory associated with the OBE is that all ,

100, Appendix A, Section V(a)(1)(iv)) approach. NUREG-1061, " Report of the structures, systems, and components of |,

states "The maximum vibratory U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission the nuclear power plant necessary for
accelerations of the Safe Shutdown Piping Review Committee," Vol.5, April continued operation without undue risk j

'

Earthquake at each of the various 1985, (Table 10.1) ranked a decoupling to the health and safety of the public i

foundation locations of the nuclear of the OBE and SSE as third out of six shall remain functional and within
power plant structures at a given site high priority changes. In SECY-90-016, applicable stress, strain and deformation I

shall be determined * * *" The " Evolutionary Light Water Reactor limits when subjected to the effects of |
location of the seismic input motion (LWR) Certification issues and Their the OBE in combination with normal
control point as stated in the existing Relationship to Current Regulatory operating loads.
regulation has led to confrontations Requirements," the NRC staff states that As stated, it is determined that if an
with many applicants that believe this it agrees that the OBE should not control OBE of one-third or less of the SSE is

the desi n of safety systems, usea, we requirements of the OBE canstipulation a int.onsistent with gwd F
tmtineerin2 fundamentals. Furthermore, the final safety evaluation oe satisfied without the applicant

the final regulation moves the, reports related to the certification of the performing any explicit response
location of the seismic input motion System 80+ and the Advanced Boiling analyses. In this case, the OBE serves
control point from the foundation level Water Reactor design (NUREG-1462 and the function of an inspection and.

to the free-field at the free ground NUREG-1503, respectively) have shutdown eanhquake. Some minimal,

| surface.The 1975 version of the already adopted the single earthquake design checks and the applicability of*

control motion in the free. field. The design philosophy, lent to OBE-SSE
this position to seismic base isolation ofStandard Review Plan placed the

Activities equiva buildings are discussed below. There is4

; final regulation is also consistent with decoupling are also being done in high confidence that, at this ground.
the resolution of Unresolved Safety foreign countries. For instance,in motion level with other postulated'

!ssue (US1) A-40, " Seismic Design Germany their new design standard concurrent loads, most critical'

Criteria" (August 1989), that resulted in requires only one design basis structures, systems, and components
the revision of Standard Review Plan earthouake (equivalent to the SSE). will not exceed currently used design

i I Sections 2.5.2,3.7.1,3.7.2, and 3.7.3. They require an inspection-level limits. This is ensured, in part, because

. | The final regulation also requires that earthquake (for sLmdown) u! 3.4 SSE. PRA insighu will be used to support a j

the horizontal component of the Safe This level .vas set so that the vibratory margins-t: * assessment of seismic'
-

Shu'down Earthquake Ground Motion ground motion should not induce events. A I 4A-based seismic margins*

in the free. field at the foundation level stresses exceeding the allowable stress analysis will consider sequence-level
of the structures must be an appropriate limits originally required for the OBE High Confidence, Low Probability of
response spectrum considering the site design. Failures (HCLPFs) and fragilities for all
geotechnical properties, with a peak The final regulation allows the value sequences leading to core damage or

| i ground acceleration of at least 0.1g. of the OBE to t>e set at (i) one-third or containment failures up to
.

less of the SSE, where OBE approximately one and two-thirds thei
4

1 5. Value of the Operating Basis requirements are satisfied without an ground motion acceleration of the
Earthquake Ground Motion (OBE) and explicit response or desigi malyses design basis SSE (Reference: Item II.N.,

! Required OBE Analyses being performed, or (ii) a value greater Site-Specific Probabilistic Risk
The existing regulation (10 CFR Part than one. third of the SSE, where Assessment and Analysis of External

100, Appendix A. Section V(a)(2)) states analysis and design are required. There Events, memorandum from Samuel J.
that the maximum vibratory ground are two issues the applicant should Chilk to James M. Taylor, Subject:-

motion of the OBE is at least one half consider in selecting the value of the SECY-93-087-Policy, Technical, and-

the maximum vibratory ground motion OBE: first, plant shutdown is required if Licensing issues Pertaining to
cf the Safe Shutdown Earthquake vibratory ground motion exceeding that Evolutionary and Advance Light-Water
ground motion. Also,the existing of the OBE occurs (discussed below in Reactor (ALWR) Designs, dated July 21.

>

regulation (10 CFR Part 100, Appendix Item 6. Required Plant Shutdown), and 1993)."

A. Section VI(a)(2)) states that the- second, the amount of analyses There are situations associated with
engineering method used to insure tha't asscciated with the OBE. An applicant current analyses where only the OBE is

structures, systems, and components are may determine that at one-third of the associated with the design

capable of withstanding the effects of SSE level, the probability of exceeding requirements, for example, the ultimate
p

the OBE shall involve the use of either the OBE vibratory ground motion is too heat sink (see Regulatory Guide 1.27,

a suitable dynamic analysis or a suitable high, and the cost associated with plant " Ultimate Heat Sink for Nuclear Power
qualification test. In some cases, for shutdown for inspections and testing of Plants"). In these situations, a value

,
. instance piping, these multi facets of the equipmem and structures prior to expressed as a fraction of the SSE

I"
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response would be used in the analyses. necessary for continued operation personnel conducting the inspection. j

Section Vil of this final rule identifies without undue risk to the health and The regulation also includes a provision i

existing guides that would be revised safety of the public." At that time,it was that requires the licensee to consult
'

technically to me5tain the existing the intention of the Commission to treat with the Commission and to propose a
design philosophy, the OBE as a limiting condition of plan for the timely, safe shutdown of the

in SECY-93-087, " Policy. Technical. operation. From the statement in the nuclear power plant if systems,
and Licensing Issues Pertaining to Supplementary Information, the stru::tures, or components necessary for
Evolutionary and Advance Light Water Commission directed applicants to a safe shutdown or to maintain a safe
Reactor (ALWR) Designs," ths NRC staff specifically review 10 CFR Part 100 to shutdown are not available. ,

requested Commission approval on 42 be aware of this intention in complying Regulatory Guide 1.167," Restart of a ;

technical and policy issues peitaining to with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.36. Nuclear Power Plant Shut Down by a
either evolutionary LWRs, passive Thus, the requirement to shut down if Seistnic Event " provides guidelines
LWRs, or both. The issue pertaining to an OBE occurs was expected to be that are acceptable to the NRC staff for j
the elimination of the OBE is designated implemented by being included among perfonning inspections and tests of i

I.M. The NRC staff identified actions the technical specifications submitted nuclear power plant equipment and I

; necessary for the design of structures, by applicants after the adoption of structures prior to plant restart. This
; systems, and components when the OBE Appendix A,In fact, applicants did not guidance is also based on EPRI reports.

design requirement is eliminated. The include OBE shutdown requirements in Prior to resuming operations, the
NRC staff clarified that guidelines their technical specifications, licensee must demonstrate to the
should be maintained to ensure the The final regulation treats plant Commission that no functional damage
functionality of components, shutdown associated with vibratory has occurred to those features necessary
equipment, and their supports. In ground motion exceeding the OBE or for continued operation without undue
addition, the NRC staff clarified how significant plant damage as a condition risk to the health and safety of the

! certain design requirements are to be in every operating license. A new public. The results of post-shutdown {
<

considered for buildings and structures 5 50.54(ff)is added to the regulations to inspections, operability checks, and i'

that are currently de gned for the OBE, require a process leading to plant surveillance tests must be documented |e
.eut not the SSE Also, the NRC statt has shutdown fcr licensees of auclear power m wntten reportr end submitted tc Se
evaluated the effect on safety of plants that comply with the earthquake Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor
eliminating the OBE from the design engineering criteria in Paragraph Regulation. The licensee shall not
load combinations for selected IV(a)(3) of Appendix S," Earthquake resume operation until authorized to do
structures, systems, and components Engineering Criteria for Nuclear Power so by the Director Office of Nuclear
and has developed proposed enteria for Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50. Immediate Reactor Regulation. )
e.n analysis using only the SSE. shutdown could be required untilit is j

C'ommission approval is documented in determined that structures, systems, and 7. Clanfy Inte.rpretations

the Chilk to Taylor memorandum dated components needed for safe shutdown Section 100.23 resolves questions of
July 21,1993, cited above. are still functional. interpretation. As an example,

More than one earthquake response Regulatory Guide 1.166," Pre- definitions and required investigations
analysis for a seismic base isolated Earthquake Planning and immediate stated in the final regulation do not i

i

nuclear power plant design may be Nuclear Power Plant Operator Post- contain the phrases in Appendix A to
necessary to ensure adequate Earthquake Actions " provides guidance Part 100 that were more applicable to
performance at all earthquake levels. acceptable to the NRC staff for only the western part of the United
Decisions pertaining to the response determining whether or not 6,bratory States.
analyses associated with base isolated ground motion exceeding the OBE The institutional definition for
facilities will be handled on a case by ground motion or significant plant " safety related structures, systems, and
case basis. damage had occurred and the timing of components"is drawn from Appendix

nuclear P?wer plant shutdown. The A to Part 100 under Ill(c) and VI(a).
6. Re9uired Plant Shutdown guidance is based on criteria developed With the relocation of the earthquake

,

The current regulation (Section by the Electric Power Research Institute engineering criteria to Appendix S to
V(a)(2)) states that if vibratory ground (EPRI) The decision to shut down the Part 50 and the relocation and
motion exceeding that of the OBE plant should be made by the licensee modification to dose guidelines in
occurs, shutdown of the nuclear power within eight hours after the earthquake. S 50.34(a)(1), the definition of safety-
plant will be required. The The data from the seismic related structures, systems, and
supplementary information to the fi8al instrumentation, coupled with components is included in Part 50
regulation (published November 13, infonnation obtained from a plant walk definitions with references to both the
1973; 38 FR 31279, item 6e) includes down, are used to make the Part 100 and Part 50 dose guidelines.
the following statement:"A footnote has determination of when the plant should
been added to $ 50.36(c)(2) of to CFR be shut down, if it has not already been VI. Related Regulatory Guides and

Standard Review Plan Sections
Part 50 to assure that each power plant shut down by operational perturbations
is aware of the limiting condition of resulting from the seismic event. The The NRC is developing the following
operation which is imposed under guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.166 is regulatory guides and standard review

|
Section V(2) of Appendix A to 10 CFR based on two assumptions, first, that the plan sections to provide prospective !

|
P:.rt 100. This limitation requires that if nuclear power plant has operable licensees with the necessary guidance

, vibratory ground motion exceeding that seismic instrumentation, including the for implementing the final regulation.
of the OBE occurs, shutdown of the equipment and software required to The notice of availability for these

.

nuclear power plant will be required. process the data within four hours after materials will be published in a later

| Prior to resuming operations, the an earthquake, and second, that the issue of the Federal Register. t

| licensee will be required to demonstrate operator walk down inspections can be 1. Regulatory Guide 1.165, ,

| to the Commission that no functional performed in approx.imately four to " Identification and Characterization of
damage has occurred to those features eight hours dependi:.g on the number of Seismic Sources and Determination of |

|

|
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f Shutdown Earthquake Ground or analysis philosophy. These guides Minor and conforming changes to
Motions." The guide provides general will be issued as final guides without other Regulatory Guides and standard'

, guidance and recommendations, public comment subsequent to the review plan sections as a result of
I descnbes acceptable procedures and publication of the final regulations. changes ;u the nonseismic criteria are

provides a list of references that present The following regulatory guides will also planned. If substantive changes are'

acceptable methodologies to identify be revised to incorporate editorial made during the revisions, the
,

b and characterize capable tectonic changes, for example to reference new applicable guides will be issued for
sources and seismogenic sources. sections to Part 100 or Appendix S to public comment as draft guides.
Section V.B.3 of this rule describes the Part 50. No technical changes will be

Vill. Referenced Documents
key elements. made in these regulatory guides.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.12, Revision 2, 1.1.57," Design Limits and Loading An interested person may examine or
" Nuclear Power Plant instrumentation Combinations for Metal Primary Reactor obtain copies of the documents
for Earthquakes." The guide describes Containment System Components." referenced in this rule as set out below.
seismic instrumentation type and 2.1.59," Design Basis Ffoods for Copies of NUREG-0625, NUREG-

Nuclear Power Plants." 1061, NUREG-1150, NUREG-1451,location, operability, characteristics,
installation, actuation, and maintenance 3.1.60," Design Response Spectra for NUREG-1462, NUREG-1503, and

I that are acceptable to the NRC staff. Seismic Design of Nuclear Power NUREG/CR-2239 may be purchased
Plants."

.
from the Superintendent of Documents,'

3. Regulatory Guide 1.166," Pre.
Earthquake Planning and immediate 4.1.83," Inservice Inspection of U.S. Government Printing Office, Mail

Pressurized WaterNuclear Power Plant Operator Post. Generator Tubes. , Reactor Steam Stop SSOP, Washington, DC 20402-
9328. Copies also are available from theEarthquake Actions." The guide

5.1.92, " Combining Modal Responses National Technical Information Service,provides guidelines that are acceptable
to the NRC staff for a timely evaluation and Spatial Components in Seismic 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA

Re Pf$2 * F1 ~ Protection for
^$ 22161. A copy also is available forof the recorded seismic instrumentation 6

data and to determine whether or not in$Pection and copying for a fee in the
plant shutduwn is required. Nuclear Power Plants'Hu NRC Nblic Document Room,212n L

-

7.1.121 " Bares for ing Street, NW, (Lower Level) Washington,4. Re ..atory Guide 1.167," Restart of Degraded PWR Steam Gen rator Tubes "s
a Nuclear Power Plant Shut Down by a 8.1.122," Development of Floor DC.
Seismic Event." The guide provides Design Response Spectra for Seismic Copies ofissued regulatory guides
guidelines that are acceptable to the Design of Floor-Supported Equipment may be purchased from the Government

Printing Office (GPO) at the current GPONRC staff for performing inspections
The f$onents."11owing regulatory guides willPrice. Information on current GPO

or Co
and tests of nuclear power plant

g
equipment and structures prior to restart be revised to update the design or Prices may be obtained by contacting,

} 'of a plant that has been shut down analysis philosophy, for example, to the Superintendent of Documents. U.S.

. change OBE to a fraction of the SSE: Government Printing Office, P.O. BoxI because of a seismic event.
5. Standard Review Plan Section 1.1.3," Assumptions Used for 37082, Washington, DC 20402-9328.

2.5.1, Revision 3, " Basic Geologic and Evaluating the Potential Radiological Issued guides also may be purchased
Seismic Information." This SRP Section Consequences of a Loss of Coolant from the National Technical Information
describes procedures to assess the Accident for Boiling Water Reactors." Service on a standing order basis.
adequacy of the geologic and seismic 2.1.4," Assumptions Used for Details on this service may be obtained
information cited U1 support of the Evaluating the Potential Radiological by writing NTIS,5826 Port Royal Road,
applicant's conclusions concerning the Consequences of a Loss of Coolant Springfield, VA 22161,
suitability of the plant site. Accident for Pressurized Water SECY 79-300, SECY 90-016 SECY

6. Standard Review Plan Section Reactors." 93-087, and W ASH-1400 are available
2.5.2, Revision 3 " Vibratory Ground 3.1.27. " Ultimate Heat Sink for for inspection and copying for a fee at
Motion." This SRP Section describes Nuclear Power Plants." the NRC Public Document Room,2120

|
procedures to assess the ground motion 4.1.100, " Seismic Qualification of L Street, NW, (Lower level),
potential of seismic sources at the site Electnc and Mechanical Equipment for Washington, DC.-

and to assess the adequacy of the SSE. Nuclear Power Plants."
7. Standard Review Plan Section 5.1.124," Service Limits and Loading IX, Summary of Comments on the

2.5.3, P.evision 3, " Surface Faulting." Combinations for Claa 1 L.nua -Type Proposed Regulations

This SRP Section describes procedures Component Supports." A. Reactor Siting Criteria (Nonseismic)
to assess the adequacy of the applicant's 6.1.130 " Service Limits and Loading
submittal related to the existence of a Combinations for Class 1 Plate-and. Eight organizations or individuals

c mmented on the nonseismic aspects
potential for surface faulting affecting Shell Type Component Supports " of the second proposed revision.The7.1.132," Site Investigstions forthe site. -

8. Regulatory Guide 4.7, Revision 2, Foundations of Nuclear Power Plants." first proposed revision issued for

" General Site Suitability Criteria for 8.1.138," Laboratory Investigations of comment in October 20,1992,(57 FR
Nuclear Power Plants." This guide Soils for Engineering Analysis and 47802) elicited strong comments in

discusses the major site characteristics Design of Nuclear Power Plants." regard to proposed numerical values of

related to public health and safety and 9.1.142," Safety Related Concrete population density and a minimum

environmental issues that the NRC staff Structures for Nuclear Power Plants
distance to the exclusion area boundary

considers in determining the suitability (Other than Reactor Vessels and (EAB) in the rule. The second proposed
>

of sites. Containments)." revision (October 17,1994; 59 FR'

10.1.143," Design Guidance for 52255) would delete these from the ruler

VII. Future Regulatory Action Radioactive Waste Management by providing guidance on populationi

Several existing regulatory guides will Systems, Structures, and Components density in a Regulatory Guide and
be revised to incorporate editorial Installed in Light-Water Cooled Nuclear determining the distance to the EAB and (

changes or maintain the existing design Power Plants." LPZ by use of source term and dose

(
i
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calculations. The rule would contain DC. Single copies are available from Dr. applicability of $ 100.23 to an MRS or
basic site criteria, without uly Andrew J. Murphy, Office of Nuclear other facility. In addition, NUREG--1451
numerical values. Regulatory Research U.S. Nuclear will remain the NRC staff technicali Several commentors representing the Regulatory Commission, Washington, position on seismic siting issuesnuclear industry and international DC 20555--0001, telephone (301) 415- pertaining to an MGDS untilit is
nuclear organizations stated that the 6010. A second document," Resolution superseded through a rulemaking.'

second proposed revision was a of Public Comments on Draft Regulatory revision of NUREG-1451, or other
significant improvement over the first Guides and Standard Review Plan appropriate mechanism.proposed revision, while the onl Sections Pertaining to the Proposed
public interest group comment that Seismic and Earthquake Engineering Section V(B)(5),"Value of the Operating

. the NRC had retreated from decoupling Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," will Bas. Earthquake Ground Motion (OBE)is .

'

siting and design in response to the explain the NRC's disposition of the and Required OBE Analysis.
comments of foreign entities. comments received on the guidance Comment:One commenter, ABB

Most comments on the second documents. The Federal Register notice Combustion Engineering Nuclear
proposed revision centered on the use of announcing the avaliability of the Systems, specifically stated that they
total effective dose equivalent (TEDE), guidance documents will also discuss agree with the NRC's proposal to not
the proposed single numerical dose how to obtain copies of the comment require explicit design analysis of the
acceptance criterion of 25 rem TEDE, resolution document. OBE if its peak acceleration is less than

1 the evaluation of the maximum dose in A summary of the major comments on one-third of the Stie Shutdown
[ cny two-hour period, and the question the proposed regulations follows: Earthquake Ground Motion (SSE). The

of whether an org'an capping dose
.

should be adopted. Section IIL Genesis (Application) only negative comments. Pom G.C.?

Slagis Associates, stated that the
; Vinually aP commenters supported Comment:The Department of Energy proposed rule in the area of required
: the concept m TEDE and its use. (Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste OBE analysis is not sound, not

However, there were differing views on Management), requests an explicit technically justified, and not ithe proposed numerical dose of 25 rem statement on whether or not S 100.23 appropriate for the design of pressure- !
cad the proposed use of the maximum applies to the Mined Geologic Disposal retaining components. The following aretwo-hour perivd to evaluate the dosa. Systea., (MGDS) and a Moaitored specific comments (limited to the design

.!Virtually eu industry commenters felt Retrievable Storage (MRS) facility. The of pressure-retaining components to the
that the proposed numerical value of 25 NRC has noted in NUREG-1451," Staff ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel I
rem TEDE was too low and that it Technical Position on Investigations to Section III rules) that pertain to the
represented a " ratchet" since the use of Identify Fault Displacement Hazards supplementalinformation to the

ithe current dose criteria plus organ and Seismic Hazards at a Geologic proposed regulations, item V(B)(5), )weighting factors would suggest a value Respository,"that Appendix A to 10 "Value of the Operating Basisof 34 rem TEDE. In addition, all CFR Part 100 does not apply to a Earthquake Ground Motion (OBEl and
industry commenters believed the geologic repository. NUREG-1451 also Required OBE Analysis."" sliding" two-hour window for dose notes that the contemplated revisions to (1) Comment: Disagrees with the j

evaluation to be confusing, illogical and Part 100 would also not be applicable to statement in SECY-79-300 that design
;

inappropriate. They favored a rule that a geologic repository. Section 72.102(b) for a single limiting event and
was based upon a two hour period after requires that, for an MRS located west inspection and evaluation for
the onset of fission product release, of the Rocky Mountain front or in areas earthquakes in excess of some specified
similar in concept to the existing rule. of known potential seismic activity in limit may be the most sound regulatory
All industry commenters opposed the the east, the seauncity be evaluated by i

approach. It is not feasible to ins
!use of an organ capping dose. The only the techniques of Appendix A to 10 CFR cyclic damage to all the pressurepect for

public interest group that commented Part 100. retaining components. Visually
did not object to the use of TEDE, Response:Although Appendix A to inspecting for permanent deformation,

,favored the proposed dose value of 25 to CFR Part 100 is titled " Seismic and or leakage, or failed component
|rem, and supported an organ capping Geologic Siting Criteria for Nuclear supports is certainly not adequate to

dose. Power Plants," it is also referenced in determine cyclic damage. ,

!

B. Seismic and Eadhquake Engineering two other pans of the regulation. They Response: The NRC agrees. |

Cnterio are (1) Part 40, " Domestic Licensing of Postearthquake inspection and
Source MMerial," Appendix A,"Cntena evaluation guidance is described in

Seven letters were received Relating to the Operation of Uranium Regulatory Guide 1.167 (Draft was DG-
addressing either the regulations or both Mills and the Disposition of Tailings or 1035) " Restart of a Nuclear Power Plant !

)

the regulations and the draft guidance Waste Produced by the Extraction or Shut Down by an Seismic Event." The
documents identified in Section VI Concentration of Source Material from guidance is not limited to visual

l(except DG-4003). An additional five Ores Processed Primarily for Their inspections; it includes inspections, !
|1stters were received addressing only Source Material Content," Section I, tests, and analyses including fatigue h

the guidance documents, for a total of Criterion 4(e), and (2) Part 72, analvsis.
twelve comment letters. A document. " Licensing Requirements for the (2) Comment: Disagrees with the NRC
" Resolution of Public Comments on the Independent Storage of Spent Nuclear statement in SECY-090-Ol6 that the
Proposed Seismic and Earthquake Fuel and High Level Radioactive OBE should not control design. There is
Engineering Criteria for Nuclear Power waste," Paragraphs (a)(2), (b) and (f)(1) a problem with the present
Plants " is available explaining the of 5 72.102. requirements. Requiring design for five
NRC's disposition of the comments The referenced applicabilly of OBE events at one-half SSE is

,

received on the regulations. A copy of $ 100.23 to other than power reactors if unrealistic for most (all?) sites and '

this document has been placed in the corisidered appropriate by the NRC, requires an excessive and unnecessary iNRC Public Document Room,2120 L would be a separate rulemaking. That number of seismic supports. The
Street NW. (Lower Level), Washington, rulemaking would clearly state the solution is to properly define the OBE

__
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magnitude and the number of events (fatigue) effects of earthquake. induced components which are designed ford

expec:ed during the life of the plant and motions in piping systems and the OBE only include components such as

3 to require design for that loading. OBE relative motion effects of piping waste holdup tanks. As noted in Section'

may or may not control the design. But anchored to equipment and structures at Vll. Future Regulatory Actions,i

you cannot assume, before you have the various elevations because both of these regulatory guides related to these4

seismicity defined and before you have effects are currently evaluated only for components will be revised to provide
a component design, that OBE will not OBE loadings. Accordingly, to account alternative design requirements.
govern the design. for earthquake cycles in the fatigue 10 CFR 100.23

Response:The NRC has concluded analysis of piping systems, the staff
t that design requirements based on an proposes to develop guidelines for The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI)

estimated OBE magnitude at the plant selecting a number of SSE cycles at a congratulated the NRC staff for carefully
site and the number of events expected fraction of the peak amplitude of the considering and responding to the !

during the plant life will lead to low SSE. These guidelines will provide a voluminous and complex comments |
design values that will not control the level of fatigue design for the piping that were provided on the earlier

'

1

design, thus resulting in unnecessary equivalent to that currently provided in Proposed rulemaking package (October
analyses. Standard Review Plan Section 3.9.2. 20,1992; 57 FR 47802) and considered

(3) Comment:It is not technically Positions pertaining to the that the seismic portion of the proposed
justified to assume that Section Ill elimination o' the obr . vere proposed rulemaking package is nearing maturity
components will remain within in SECY-93487. Commission approval and with the inclusion of industry's
applicable stress limits (Level B limits) is documented in a memorandum from comments (which were principally on

i at one-third the SSE. The Section 111 Samuel J. Chilk to James M. Taylor, the guidance documents), has the

acceptance criteria for Level D (for an Subject: SECY-93-087-Policy, potential to satisfy the objectives of
SSE) is completely different than that Technical and Licensing Issues predictable licensing and stable'

for Level B (for an OBE). The level D Pertaining to Evolutionary and regulations.
criteria is based on surviving the Advanced Light Water Reactor (ALWR) Both NEI and Westinghouse Electric

extremely-low probability SSE load. Designs, dated July 21,1993, Corporation support the regulation
; Gross structural deformations are (4) Comment:There is one major flaw fonnat, that is, prescriptive guidance is

possible, and it is expected that the in the "SSE only" design approach. The loceed in regulatory guides or standard
component will have to be replaced. equipment designed for SSE is limited review plan sections and not the,

-

Cyclic effects are not considered. The to the equipment necessary to assure the regulation.
,

cyclic effects of the repeated integnty of the reactor coolant pressure NEI and Westinghouse Electric,

earthquakes have to be considered in boundary, to shutdown the reactor, and Corporation support the removal of the
the design of the component to ensure to prevent or mitigate accident requirement from the first proposed ,

pressure boundary integrity throughout consequences. The equipment designed rulemaking (57 FR 47802) that both j

the life of the component especially if for SSE is only part of the equipment deterministic and probabilistic j

| the SSE can occur after the lower level "necessary for continued operation evaluations must be conducted to
'

1 earthquakes. without u'ndue risk to the health and determine site suitability and seismic

Response:In SECY-93-087, Issue I.M. safety of the public." Hence, by this design requirements for the site. [ Note:

" Elimination of Operating. Basis rule, it is possible that some equipment the commenters do not agree with the;

Earthquake," the NRC recognizes that a necessary for continued operation will NRC staff's deterministic check of the
designer of piping systems considers the not be designed for SSE or OBE effects. seismic sources and parameters used in4

; effects of primary and secondary Response:The NRC does not agree the LLNL and EPRI probabilistic seismic
stresses and evaluates fatigue caused by that the design approacn is flawed. It is hazard analyses (Regulatory Guide

4

repeated cycles of loading. Primary not possible that some equipment 1,165, draft was DG-1032). Also, they

stresses are induced by the inertial neces for continued safe operation do not support the NRC staff'si

effects of vibratory motion. The relative will not designed for SSE or OBE deterministic check of the applicants

motion of anchor points induces - effects. General Design Criterion 2, submittal (SRP Section 2.5.2). These'

secondary stresses. The repeating " Design Bases for Protection Against items are addressed in the document

j seismic stress cycles induce cyclic Natural Phenomena," of Appendix A, pertaining to comment resolution of the
effects (fatigue). However, after " General Design Criteria for Nuclear draft regulatory guides and standard

reviewing these aspects, the NRC Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50 review plan sections.1
concludes that, for primary stresses, if requires that nuclear po ver plant Comment: NEl. Westinghouse Electric

y- the OBE is established at one-third the structures, systems, and . 2mponents Corporation, and Yankee Atomic,

I, SSE, the SSE load combinations control important to safety be designed to Electric Corporation recommend that

the piping design when the earthquake withstand the effects of earthquakes the regulation should state that for#

contribution dominates the load without loss of capability to perform existing sites east of the Rocky

combinatien. Thereforet the NRC their safety functions. The criteria in Mountain Front (east of approximately

concludes that eliminating the OBE Appendix S to 10 CFR Part 50 105' west longitude), a 0.3g

piping stress load combination for implement General Design Criterion 2 standardized design level is acceptable

primary stresses in piping systems will insofar as it requires structures, systems, at these sites given confirmatory

not significantly reduce existing safety and components important to safety to foundations evaluations (Regulatory

margins. withstand the effects of earthquakes. Guide 1.132, but not the geologic,i

4

Eftminating the OBE will, however, Regulatory Guide 1.29, " Seismic Design geophysical, seismological''

:
' directly affect the current methods used Classification," describes a method investigations in Regulatory Guide

to evaluate the adequacy of cyclic and acceptable to the NRr for identifying 1.1651

secondary stress effects in the piping and classifying those features of light- Response:The NRC has determined'

design. Eliminating the OBE from the water-cooled nuclear power plants that that the use of a spectral shape anchored,

load combination could cause should be designed to withstand the to 0.3g peak ground acceleration as a
standardized design level would be

L uncertainty in evaluating the cyclic effects of the SSE. Currently, ,
,

l'
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appropriate for existing centrcl and some extent,in standard rov'ew plan calculation to Part 50 and adding more
eastern U.S. sites based on the current sections. Both the NRC and industry specific site criteria to Part 100 does not
state of knowledge. However, as new have experienced difficulties in decrease the protection of public health
information becomes available it may applying prescriptive regulations such and safety over the current regulations.
not be appropriate for future licensing as Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100 The amendments do not affect -

decisions. Pertinent information such as because they inhibit the use of needed nonradiological plant effluents and have
that described in Regulatory Guide latitude in judgment. Therefore,it is n6 other environmentalimpact.
1.165 (Draft was DG-1032) is needed to common NRC practice not to reference The addition of $ 100.23 to 10 CFR |
make that assessment. Therefore, it is publications such as ASCE Standard 4 Part 100, and the addition of Appendix
not appropriate to codify the request. (an analysis, not design standard)in its S to 10 CFR Part 50, will not change the

Cornment: NEI recommended a regulations. Rather, publications such as radiological environmentalimpact
rewording of Paragraph (a), ASCE Standard 4 are cited in regulatory offsite. Onsite occupational radiation |

Applicability. Although unlikely,an guides and standard review plan exposure associated with inspection and
'

applicant for an operating license sections. ASCE Standard 4 is cited in maintenance will not change. These
already holding a construction permit the 1989 revision of Standard Review activities are principally associated with
may elect to apply the amended Plan Sections 3.7.1,3.7.2, and 3.7.3. baseline inspections of structures,
methodology and criteria in Subpart B Comment:The Department of Energy equipment, and piping, and with
to Part 100. stated that the required consideration of maintenance of seismic

Response:The NRC will address this aftershocks in Paragraph IV(B), Surface instrumentation. Baseline inspections
request on a case-by-case basis rather Deformation,is confusing and are needed to differentiate between pre-
than through a generic change to the recommended that it be deleted. existing conditions at the nuclear power
regulations. This situation pertains to a Response: The NRC agrees. The plant and earthquake related damage.
limited number of facilities in various reference to aftershocks in Paragraph The structures, equipment and piping
stages of construction. Some of the IV(b) has been deleted. Paragraphs VI(a), selected for these inspections are those
issues that must be addressed by the Safe Shutdown Earthquake, and Vl(B)(3) routinely examined by plant operators
applicant and NRC during the operaung of Appendix A to Part 100 contain the during normal plant walkdowns and
license review include differences phrase " including aftershocks." The inspections. Routine maintenance of
between the design bases derived from " including aftershocks" }hase n seismic instrumentation ensures its
the current and amended regulations removed from the Safe shutdown operability during earthquakes. The
(Appendix A to Part 100 and S 100.23. Earthquake Ground Motion location of tbe seismic instrumentation
respectively), and earthquake requirements in the proposed is similar to that in the existing nuclear
eng,ineering criteria such as. OBE design regulation. The recommended change power plants. The amendments do not
requirements and OBE shutdown will make Paragraphs IVla)(1). " Safe affect nonradiological plant effluents
requirements Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion," and have no other environmental
Appendix S to 10 CFR Part 50 and IV(b), " Surface Deformation, of im act.

Appendix S to 10 CFR Part 50 he environmental assessment and
Support for the NRC position consistent. finding of no significant impact on

pertaining to the elimination of the which this determination is based are
Operating Basis Earthquake Ground X, Small Business Regulatory available for inspection at the NRC
Motion (OBE) response analyses has Enforcement Fairness Act Public Document Room,2120 L Street
been documented in various NRC In accordance with the Small NW. (Lower Level), Washington, DC.
publications such as SECY-79-300, Business Regulatory Enforcement Single copies of the environmental
SECY-90-016, SECY-93-087, and Fairness Act of 1996 the nC has assessment and finding of no significant
NUREG-1061. The final safety determined that this .ction is not a impact are available from Dr. Andre '

evaluation reports related to the major rule and has verified this Murphy, Office of Nuclear Regulatory
certification of the System 80+ and the determination with the Office of Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Advanced Boiling Water Reactor design Information and Regulatory Affairs of Commission, Washington, DC 20555-
(NUREG-1462 and NUREG-1503, OMB. 0001, telephone (301) 415-6010.

XL Finding of No Significant XII, Paperwork Reduction Acten e de p to h a
cddition, similar activides are being EnvironmentalImpact: Availability Statement

done in foreign countries, for instance, The Commission has determined This final rule amends information
Germany. (Additional discussion is under the National Environmental collecuan requirements that are subject
provided in Section V(B)(5) of this rule). Policy Act of 1969, as amended, and the to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995

Comment:The American Society of Commission's regulations in Subpart A (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.). These
Civil Engineers (ASCE) recommended of to CFR Part 51, that this regulation requirements were approved by the
that the seismic design and engineering is not a major Federal action Office of Management and Budget,
critena of ASCE Standard 4. " Seismic significantly affecting the quality of the approval numbers 3150-0011 and 3150-
Analysis of Safety Related Nuclear human environment and therefore an 0093.
Structures and Commentary on environmental impact statement is not The public reporting burden for this
Standard for Seismic Analysis of Safety- required, collection of information is estimated to
Related Nuclear Structures," be The revisions associated with the average 800,000 hours per response,
incorporated by reference into reactor siting criteria in 10 CFR Part 100 including the time for reviewing !

Appendix S to 10 CFR Part 50. and the relocation of the plant design instructions, searching existing data |

Response:The Commission has requirements from 10 CFR Part 100 to sources, gathering and maintaining the
determined that new regulations will be 10 CFR Part 50 have been evaluated data needed, and completing and
more streamlined and contain only against the current requirements. The reviewing the collection of information.
basic requirements with guidance being Commission has concluded that Send comments on any aspect of this
provided in regulatory guides and, to relocating the requirement for a dose collection of information, including

_
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suggestions for reducing the burden, to List of Subjects $ 21.3 Defireons.'

the Information and Records a * * * *

10 CFR Part 21
b Management Branch (T-6 F33), U.S. Basic component. (1)(i) * * *

Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Nuclear power plants and reactors, (C) The capability to prevent or'

Washington, DC 20555-0001, or by Penalties, Radiation protection, mitigate the consequences of accidents
Internet electronic mail to Reporting and recordkeeping which could result in potential offsite
BJS10NRCGOV; and to the Desk requirements. exposures comparable to those referred
Officer. Office of Information and to in S 50.34(a)(1) or 5100.11 of this

10 CFR Pan 50Regulatory Affairs. NEOB-10202 (3150- chapter, as applicable.
0011 and 3150-0093), Office of Antitrust, Classified infonnation. * * * * *

Management and Budget. Washington. Criminal penalties, Fire protection,
DC 20503- Intergovernmental relations, Nuclear PART 50.-DOMESTIC LICENSING OF

Public Protection Notification Power plants and reactors, Radiation PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION
FACILITIESprotection, Reactor siting criteria,

The NRC may not conduct or sponsor, Reporting and recordkeeping 3. The authority citation for Part 50
and a person is not required to respond requirements. continues to read as follows:
to. a collection of information unless it

10 CFR Part 52 Authority: Secs. 102,103,104,105,161,displays a currently valid OMB control
,

182,183,186,189. 68 Stat. 936,937,938.numg,r. Administrative practice and 948,953,954,955,956,as amended, sec.
XIII. Regulatory Analysis Procedure, Antitrust, Backfitting, 234,83 Stat.1244, as amended (42 U.S C

Combined license Early site permit, 2132,2133,2134,2135,2201,2232,2233.
The Commission has prepared a EmerEency planning. Fees, Inspection, 2236,2239,2282); secs. 201, as amended.

,

I

regulatory analysis on this regulation. Limited work authorization, Nuclear 202. 206,88 Stat.1242, as amended.1244. |
1246,(42 ESC 5841,5842,5846LThe analysis examines the costs and power plants and reactors. Probabilistic

benefits of the alternatives considered risk assessmect Prototyp3, Reactor 60 .1 92 t 2951(42 S C 85 )by the Commission. Interested persons siting criteria, Redress of site, Re . ting Section 50.10 also issued under secs.101,r
may examine a copy of the regulatory and recordkeeping requirements, 185,68 Stat. 955 as amended (42 U.S C 2131,
analysis at the NRC Public Document Standard design, Standard design 2235), sec.102, Pub. L 91-190,83 Stat. 853i

i Room,2120 L Street NW. (Lower Level), certification, (42 U.S C 4332). Sections 50.13, 50.54(dd)
'

Washington, DC. Single copies of the and 50.103 also issued under sec.108. 68
10 CFR Part 54 Stat. 939, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2138).analysis are available from Dr. Andrew

Secti ns 50.23,50.35,50.55, and 50.56 alsoJ. Murphy, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Administrative tactice and
'''" ' ' *Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory procedure. Age-re ated degradation, 2235 t on 5o 33E,50 5 en App n,

Commission, Washington, DC 20555- Backfitting. ClassiSed information, Q also issued under sec.102, Pub. L 91-190,
'

0001, telephone (301) 415-6010. Criminal penalties, Environmental, 83 Stat. 853 (42 U.S.C 4332). Sections 50.34

| XIV. Regulatory Flexibility Certification Nuclear power plants and reactors, and 50.54 also issued under sec. 204,88 Stat.

Reporting ad v ordkeeping 1245 (42 U.S.C 5844). Sections 50.58,50.91
l As required by the Regulatory requirements. and 50.92 also issued under Pub. L 97-415.
: Flexibility Act of 1980,5 U.S.C. 605(b), 96 Stat. 2073 (42 U.S.C 2239). Section 50.78
I the Commission certifies that this to CFR oart too also issued under sec.122. 68 Stat. 939 (42
' U.S.C 2152). Sections 50.80-50.81 alsoregulation does not have a significant Nuclear power plants and reactors, issued under sec.184,68 Stat. 95a, asi

I economic impact on a substantial Reactor siting criteria, amended (42 U.S.C 2234). Appendix F also
number of small entities. This For the reasons set out in the issued under sec.187,68 Stat. 955 (42 U.S C

regulation affects only the licensing and preamble and under the authority of the 2237). ;

operation of nuclear power plants. T1,e Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. 4. Section 50.2 is amended by adding
companies that own these plants do not the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, in alphabetical order the definitions for
fall within the definition of "small as amended, and 5 U.S C. 552 and 553, Committed dose equivalent, Committed
e s se e a

i the NRC is adopting the following effective dose uivalent, Deep-dosey
#9" #"' " " ""** * * " * "# *

established by the NRC (April 11,1995' 54, and 100: population' zone, Safety-rel'ated
' * *

60 FR 18344)' structures, systems, and components
XV. Backfit Analyais PART 21--REPORTING OF DEFECTS and Total effective dose equivalent, and

AND NONCOMPLIANCE revising the definition for Basic
The NRC has determined that the

, component (1)(111) to read as follows:
backfit rule,10 CFR 50.109, does not 1. The authority citation for Part 21

~

apply to this regulation, and, therefore, continues to read as follows: 3 50.2 Deanttions.
-

| a backfit analysis is not required for this Authority: Sec.161,68 Stat. 948, as
* * * * *

regulation because these amendments amended, sec. 234,83 Stat. 444, as amended, Basic component * * *
do not involve any provisions that sec.1701,106 Stat. 2951,2953 (42 U.S.C (1) * * *'

|. would impose backfits as defined in 10 2201,2282,2297fh secs. 201, as amended. (iii)'lhe capability to prevent or
CFR 50.109(a)(1). The regulation would 206, a8 Stat.1242, as amended 1246 (42 mitigate the consequences of accidents
apply only to applicants for future U.S C 5841,5s48). which could result in potential offsite

Section 21.2 also bsued under secs.135. exposures comparable to those referrednuclear power plant construction ' 96 Stat. 2232,2241 (42
to in S 50.34(a)(1) or 5100.11 of thisI Permits, preliminary design approval, hP o 1 61)-final design approval, manufacturing chapter, as applicable.

11 nses, early site reviews, operating 2. In S 21.3, the definition for Basic * * * * *

i- licenses, and combined operating component (1)N)(C) is revised to read as Committed dose equivalent means the
licenses. follows: dose equivalent to organs or tissues
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reference that will be received from an (1) The integrity of the reactor coolant the facility which bear significantly on
'

,

intale of radioactive material by an
pressure boundary; to shut down thethe acceptability of the site under the

] individual during the 50. year period (2) The capabihty site evaluation factors identified in part
following the intake. reactor and maintain it in a safe 100 of this chapter, assuming that the

Committed effective dose equivalent shutdown condition; and facility will be operated at the ultimate
is the sum of the products of the (3) The capability to prevent or power level which is contemplated by

1 weighting factors applicable to each of mitigate the consequences of accidents the applicant. With respect to operation
the body organs or tissues that are which could result in potential offsite at the projected initial power level, the

; irradiated and the committed dose exposures comparable to the applicable applicant is required to submit
; equivalent to those organs or tissues. guideline exposures set forth in information prescribed in paragraphs

5 50.34(a)(1) or S 100.11 of this chapter, (a)(2) through (a)(8) of this section, asi e * * * *

Deep-dose equivalent, which applies as applicable. well as the information required by this
to external whole-body exposure, is the * * * * * paragraph,in support of the application
dose equivalent at a tissue depth of I cm Total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) for a construction permit, or a design

'

! (1000mg/cm2). means the sum of the deep-dose approval.
equivalent (for external exposures) and (ii) A description and safety* * * * *

Exclusion area means that area the committed effective dose equivalent assessment of the site and a safety
j surrounding the reactor, in which the (for internal exposures). assessment of the facility. It is expected ,

reactor licensee has the authority to that reactors will reflect through theira * * * *
4

determine all activities including 5. In 5 50.8, paragraph (b) is revised to design, construction and operation an'

exclusion or removal of personnel and read as follows: extremely low probability for accidents
property from the area. This area may be that could result in the release of<

I traversed by a highway, railroad, or 5 50.8 information collection significant quantities of radioactive
"""*'"*"**"*PP'"*'waterway, provided these are not so fission products. The following power
* * * * *

close to t a facility as to interfere with reactor design characteristics andh

normat operations of the facility and (b) The appru ed information .
consideration by the Commission:
proposed operation will be taken into

provided appropriate and effective C llection requirernents contamed in
arran ements are made to control traffic this part appear in $$ 50.30,50.33- (A) Intended use of the reactor

.

on th highway, railroad, or waterway, 50.3 3 a, 50.34, 50.34a , 50.3 5, 50.36, including the proposed maximum
in case of emergency, to protect the 50.36a, 50.36b, 50.44, 50.46, 50.4 7, power level and the natum and
public health and safety. Residence 50.4 8, 50.49, 50.54, 50.5 5, 50.5 5a. 50.59, inventory of contained radioactive
within the exclusion area shall normally 50.60,50.61,50.62,50.63,50.64,50.65- materials;
be prohibited. In any event, residents 50.66,50.71,50.72,50.74,50.75,50.80, (B) The extent to which generally
shall be subject to ready removal in case 50.82, 50.90, 50.91, 50.120, and accepted engineering standards are

Appendices A, B, E G, H,1, J. K, M N, applied to the design of the reactor;of necessity. Activities unrelated to
operation of the reactor may be 0, Q, R, and S to this part. (C) The extent to which the reactor
permitted in an exclusion area under incorporates unique, unusual or* * * * *

appropriate limitations, provided that 6. In 5 50.34, footnotes 6,7, and 8 are enhanced safety features having a
no significant hazards to the public redesignated as footnotes 8,9 and 10 significant bearing on the probability or
health and safety will result. and paragraph (a)(1)is revised and consequences of accidental release of

Paragraphs (a)(12), (bn10), and (b)(11) radioactive materials;. . . . .

are added to read as follows: (D) The safety features that are to below population zone means the area
'Y" I*CN *immediately surrounding the exclusion 5 50.34 contents of appl 6 cations; technical barriers that must be breached as a

**
area which contains residents, the total information.
number and density of which are such (a) * * * resp of an accMenMom a release of

radioactive material to the environmentthat there is a reasonable probability (1) Stationary power reactor can ccur S ecial attenuon rnust bePthat appropriate protective measures applicants for a construction permit
could be taken in their behalf in the pursuant to this part, or a design directed to plant design features
avent of a serious accident. These certification or combined license intended to mitigate the radiological

,

guidos do not specify a permissible pursuant to part 52 of this chapter who consequences of accidents. In

population density or total population apply on or after January 10,1997, shall Performing this assessment, an
within this zone because the situation comply with paragraph (a)(1)(ii) of this ap ts a sume

9 g9 e , int emay vary from case to case. Whether a section All other applicants for a
specific number of people can, for construction permit oursuant to this containment assuming that the facility

example, be evacuated from a specific part or a design certi.1 cation or is oPersted at the ultimate Power level
lC niemP ated. The apph. cant shallarea, or instructed to take shelter, on a combined license pursuant to part 52 of

timely basis will depend on many this chapter, shall comply with Perform an evaluation and analysis of
factors such as location, number and gra b the postulated fission product release,

size of highways, scope and extent of pYi) A bes(a)(1)(i) of th;s section. "SI"8.the expected demonstrablecription and rafety
advance planning, and actual assessment of the site on which the c ntamment leak rate and any fission

distribution of residents within the area. facility is to be located, with appropriate
*ne ti ion product rei. .. umed for thisattention to features affecting facility ev.luauon boutd be b.ned upon e m.ior .ccident.

* * * * *

Safety.related structures, systems, and design. Special attention should be hypotbesized for purposes or.ite en.iysis or
Components Ineans those struClures, directed to the site evaluation factors postulated from considerations or possible

. cgderjl. is s7 cc ngrjyh nts esystems, and components that are relied identified in part 100 of this chapter. y g_ , ,

on to remain functional during and The assessment must contain an the core with subsequent re! into the
following design basis (postulated) analysis and evaluation of the major coninnment or appreciabi qu.ntitie. or ti ion

9?*a'us and Components of productsevents to assure; structurt

-
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product cleanup systems intended to earthquake engineering criteria of (ff) For licensees of nuclear power
mitigate the consequences of the Appendix S to this part. Ilowever, for plants that have implemented the
accidents, together with applicable site those operating license applicants and earthquake engineering criteria in
characteristics, including site holders whose construction permit was Appendix S to this part, plant shutdown
meteorology, to evaluate the offsite issued prior to January 10,1997, the is required as provided in Paragraph
radiological consequences. Site earthquake engineering criteria in IVfa)(3) of Appendix S to this part. Pnor
characteristics must comply with part Section VI of Appendix A to part 100 of to resuming operations, the licensee
100 of this chapter. The evaluation must this chapter continues to cpply. shall demonstrate to the Commission
determine that: (M) On or after January 10,1997, that no functional damage has occurred

(2) An individual located at any point stationary power reactor applicants who to those features necessary for
on the boundary of the exclusion area apply for an operating license pursuant continued operation with'out undue risi
for any 2 hour period following the to th'is part, or a combined license to the health and safety of the public
onset of the postulated fission product pursuant to part 52 of this chapter, shall and the licensing basis is maintained.
rdesse, would not receive a radiation provide a description and safety 9. In 5 50.65. paragraph (b)(1) is
dose in excess of 25 rem 7 total effective assessment of the site and of the facility revised to read as follows:
dose equivalent (TEDE). as in 5 50.34(a)(1)(li) of this part.

(2) An individual located at any point Ifowever, for either an operating licenso 55a65 nequkements for monitoring the
on the outer boundary of the low applicant or holder whose construction eneewoness of maintenance at nuclear

P **' P'*" **populatior. zone. who is exposed to the permit was issued prior to January 10radioactive chud resulting from the 1997, the reactor site criteria in part 100
* * * '

postulated fission product release of this chapter and the seismic and (b) * * *
(during the entire period of its pssage) geologic siting criteria in Appendix A to (1) Safety related structures, systems,
would not receive a radiation dose in part 100 of this chapter continues to or components that are relied upon to
excess of 'M rem total effectise dose apply. re"n functional during and following
equ% lent iTEDE); '. lesign basis events to ensure the. . . .

(E) With respect to operation at the
. integrity of the reactor coolant pressure

projecter' initial power level, the ., In 5 50 49, paragraph (b)(1)is boundary, the capability to shut downrevised to read as follows:applicant is required to submit the reactor and maintain it in a safe
'

information prestnbed in paragraphs 5 50.49 Environreental quahfication of shutdown condition, and the capabihts
(a)(2) through (a)(8) of this section, as electric equipment important to safety for to prevent or mitigate the consequence's
well as the mformation required by this nuclear power plants. of accidents that could result in
paragraph (a)(1)(i),in support of the potential offsite exposure comparable to. . . . .

application for a construction permit, or (b) * the guidelines in 5 50.34(a)(1) or**

a-design approval (1) Safetv related electric equipment.) 5 100.11 of this chapter, as applicable.
* * * * *

| (i) This equipment is that relied upon * * * * *

(12) On or after January 10,1997, to remain functional during and 10. Appendix S to Part 50 is added to
stationary power reactor applicants wh following design basis events to read as follows.
apply for a construction permit ens ure-

A pendix S to Part 50-Earthquakepursuant to this part, or a design ( A) The integ- of the mctor coolant P

pressure boundary; Engineering Criteria for Nuclear Powercertification or combined license
pursuant to part 52 of this chapter, as (B) The capability to shut down the Plants
partial conformance to General Design reactor and maintain it in a safe General Information
Criterion 2 of Appendix A to this part, 5hutd *n C ndill' m add This appendix appbes to apphcants for ashall comply with he earthquake (C) The capability to prevent or design certification or combmed hcenseen8ineenng criteria in Appendix S to mitigate the consequences of accidents pursuant to part 52 of this chapter or athis

art. that could result in potential offsite construction permit or operating hcense

f.10) On or after January exposures comparable to the guidelines Pursuant to part 50 of this chapter on or after
.

10,1997,
in 5 50.34(a)(1) or 5100.11 of this January to,1997. However, for either an

stationary power reactor applicants wh
apply for an operating license pursuant chapter, as APP cable- perating license applicant or holder whoseli

, construction permit was issued prior to
to this part, or a design certification or (ii) Design basis events are defined as January 10,1997, the earthquake engmeering
combined license pursuant to part 52 of conditions of normal operation, criteria in Section VI of Appendix A to 10
this chapter, as partial conformance to mcluding anticipated operational CFR part 100 continues to apply.

General Design Criterion 2 of Appendix ccurrences, design basis accidents,
I Introduction

A to this pan, shall comply with the external events, and natural phenomena
for which the plant must be designed to (a) Each apphcant for a construction

, A whole body dose of 2s tem has been stated ensure functions (b)(1)(i) ( A) through (C) Pemut, operatmg license, design
to correspond numerically to the once in a hfetime of this section. certification, or combined license is required-

by $ 50.34 (a)(12),(b)(10), and General Design
accidental or emergency dose for radiation workers . . e e e

which, according to NCRP recorrunendations at the d APPMk A M M W M
time could be disregarded in the determination of 8. In 5 50.54, paragraph (ff) is added design nuclear power plant structures.
their radiation exposure status (see NBS Handbook to read as follows: systems, and components important to safety
69 dated fune 5.19s9). However, its use is nos to withstand the effects of natural
intended to imply that this number constitutes on 5 50.54 Conditions of licenses- phenomena, such as earthquakes, without
acceptable limit for an emergency done to the puohc loss of capabihty to perform their safety. . . . .

under accident conditions. Rather, this dose value functions. Also, as specified in 5 50 54(ff),
bas been set forth in this section as a reference nuclear power plants that have implementedvalue which can be used in the evaluation of plant ' Safety.related electric equipment is referred t

the earth uake enE neerinE criteria descnbed9 idesign features with respect to postulated reactor as "Clas, T equipment in tEEE 323-1974 Copies
- accidents. in order to assure that such designa of this stand # may ba obtained from the institute here.in must shut down if the cnteria in

provide assurance of low nsk of pubhc exposure to of Elecincas a a Electronics Engineers,Inc. 34s Paragraph IV(a)(3) of this appendix are'

r tadiation,in the event of such accidents. Last 47th Street. New York, NY 10017. exceeded.

F
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(b) These criteria implement General ground motion response tra at the free the health and safety of the public must

Design Criterion 2 insofar as it requires ground surface. In view o e limited data remain functional and withi.o applicable
structures, systems, and components available on vibratory ground motions of stress, strain, and deformation limits.
ireportant to safety to withstand the effects of strong earthquakes, it usually will be (3) Required Plant Shutdown. If vibrutory
earthquakes. appropriate that the design response spectra ground motion exceeding that of the

be smoothed spectra. The horizontal Operating Basis Earthquake Ground Motion
D. Scope component of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake or if significant plant damage occurs, the

The evaluations described in this appendix Ground Motion in the free-field at the licensee must shut down the nuclear power
,

are thin the of vestigations foundation level of the structures must be an plant. If systems, structures, or components
Y - appropriate response spectrum with a peak necessary for the safe shutdown of the

ground acceleration of at least 0.1g. naclear power plant are not available afterB C:Anitions
the occurrence of the Operating Basis

As used in these criteria: des ed so i the hu w . Earthquake Ground Motion, the licenseeCombined license means a combined Earthquake Ground Motion occurs, certain must c nsult with the Commission and must j
,

construction permit and operating license structures, systems, and components will Propose a plan for the timely, safe shutdown '

with conditions for a nuclear power facility remain functional and within applicable
lasued pursuant to Subpart C of Part 52 of stress, strain, and deformation limits. In of the nuclear power plant. Prior to resuming

'

this c%pter, addition to seismic loads, applicable operations, the licensee must demonstrate to
Design Certification means a Commission concurrent normal operating, functional, and the Comminion that no functional damage

8

approval, issued pursuant to Subpart B of accident induced loads must be taken into has occurred a thou featums noussary for
Part 52 of this chapter, of a standard design account in the design of these safety-related mntinued operation without undue risk to
for a nuclear power facility. A design so structures, systems, and components. The the health and safety of the public and the
(PProved may be referred to as a " certified design of the nuclear power plant must also licensing basis is maintained.

.

take into account the poulble effects of the (4) Required Seismic Instrumentation.standard design. '
The Operoting Basis Earthquale Ground Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion Suitable instrumentation must be provided

(' " '','g {8"jd modon on the facility foundations by ground so that the seismic response of nuclear power
disruption, such as fissuring, lateral spreads, plant features important to safety can be. P ,,

plant necesssry for continued operation differential settlement, liquefaction, and evaluated promptly after an earthquake.

5 landsliding, as required in $ 100.23 of this (b) Su&e Deformation. The potential for" " 8 *

pub c re n chapter. surm deformation wist be taken into
Operating Basis Eanh umke Ground Motion 8 M9u Md 88 8tY u 8 I account in the design of the nuclear power
is only associated with lant shutdown and structures, systems, and components must be plant by providing reasonable assurance that
inspection unless specibcally selected by the assured during and after the vibratory ground in the event of deformation, certain
r licant as a des in ut m ti o ass ciated with the Safe Shutdown structures, systems, and components will

response s s a plot of the Earthquake Ground Motion through design, remain functional. In addition to surface
maximum responses (acceleration, velocity, testma, or qualification methods. deformation induced loads, the design of
or displacement) of idealized single-d (iv) The evaluation must take into account safety features must take into account seismic
of. freedom oscillators as a function of e il structure mteraction effects and the loads and applicable concurnot functionaln;tural frequencies of the oscillators for a expected duration of vibratory motion. It is and accident-induced loads. The design
ginn damping value. The response spectrum

Provisions for surface deformation must be
to 8 "

is calculated for a speciSed vibratory motion , Perm as, g d of sW based on its postulated occurrence in any
input at the oscillators' supports. ed as e an com cents direction and ar.imuth and under any part ofThe Safe Shutdown Earthquale Ground

.

9 the nuclear power plant, unless evidence
Motion (SSE) is the vibratory ground motion Gr und Motion and under the postulated indicates this assumption is not appropriate,for which certain structures, systems, and ds m d he necessary
components must be designed to remain dn and must take into account the estimated rateco

, , at which the surface deformation may occur.functional. (2) Operating lias's Edqueke Ground (c) Seismically Induced Floods and Wateri
The structums, systerns, and component, Modon. IWaves and Other Design Conditions.required to withstand the effects of the Sofe

III.The Operating Bas's Earthquake Groundi

Shutdown Earthquale Ground Motion or ch cten y po
surf;ce deformation are those necessary to ym fmm either locally or distantly generatedt}n gas

seismic activity and other design conditions"'$) ty og the reactor cooiant Earthquake Ground Motion must be set to determined punuant to $ 100.23 of this(1 e choicer
one of the followinfess of the Safe Shutdown chapter must be taken into accour' to the(A) One-third or

cad maintain it in a safe shutdown condition: Earthquake Ground Motion design response
design of the nuclear power plant su as to) e capab ty to shut down the reactor

spectra. The requirements associated with prevent undue risk to the health and safety

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigste the this Operating Basis Earthquake Ground
of the public.og

Part 52--Early Site Permits; Standard
."n ogsite ute m e ti dwth t appl rf rm g

li Design Certtftcations; and CombinedexP cit response or design ana ses, orthe guideline exposures of 5 50.34 1).

Surface deformation is distortion of
(B) A value greater than one third of the Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants

geologic strata at or near the ground surface
Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion [

by the processes of folding or faulting as a design respense spectra. Analysis and design. 11 The authority citation for Part 52 |
result of various earth forces. Tectonic must be performed to demonstrate that the continues to read as follows:
surface deformation is associated with requirements associated with this Operating

earthquake processes. Basis Earthquake Ground Motion in Authority: Secs. 103,104,161,182,183, ,

186,189,68 Stat. 936,948,953,954,955, g.

Paragraph (a)(2)(i)(B)(l) are satisfied. The 956, as amended, sec. 234,83 Stat.1244, as ,IV, Application To Engineering Design design must take into account soil structure
The following are pursuant to the seismic interaction effects and the duration of

amended (42 U.S.C. 2133,2201,2232,2233, I

2236, 2239, 2282); secs. 201, 202, 206, 88 g
rad geologic design basis requirements of vibratory ground motion. Stat.1242,1244,1246. as amended (42 U.S C. g$ 100.23 of this chapter- (1) When subjected to the effects of the

(a) Vibratory Ground Motion. Operating Basis Ea:thquake Ground Motion 5841,5842,5846).

(1) Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground in combination with normal operating loads, ,

Motion. all structures, systems, and components of 12, in S 52.17, the introductory text of >

li)The Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground the nuclear power plant necessary for paragraph (a)(1) and paragraph (a)(1)(vi) ,

Motion must be characterized by fne-field continued operation wit out undue risk to are revised to read as follows: ch
i
6

|

- _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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| 652.17 Contents of applications. PART 100-REACTOR SITE CRITERIA 18. Section 100.2 is revised to read as
(a)(1) The application must contain follows:*

the information required by $ 50.33 (a) $
'

,
through (d), the information required by*

100.2 Scope.
$ 50.34 (a)(12) and (b)(10), and to the 100.3 Definitions. The siting requirements contained in

3

extent approval of emergency plans is 100.4 Communications. this part apply to applications for sitei

j sought under paragraph (b)(2)(ii) of this 100.8 Information coIIection requirements: approval for the purpose of construcung i
i section, the information required by OMB approval. and operating stationary power and |,

$ 50.33 (g) and (1), and $ 50.34 (b)(6)(v) Subpert A-Evaluation Factors for testing reactors pursuant to the
; of this chapter. The application must Stettonary Power Reactor Site Applicatione Pmvisions of part 50 or part 52 of this
j also contain a description and safety Before January 10,1997 and for Testing chapter.

assessment of the site on which the Reactors 19. Section 100.3 is revised to read asa

faciMty is to be located. The adessment 100.10 Factors to be considered when follows:
must contain an analysis and evaluation evaluating sites.e.

1 of the major structures, systems, and 100.11 Determinatmn of exclusion arn, low $ 100.3 Definitions.'

components of the facility that bear Population zone, and population center As used in this part:
'

| significantly on the acceptability of the Combinedlicense means a combineddi''*"C'-
; site under the radiological consequence Subpart B-Evolustion Factors for construction permit and operating

evaluation factors identified in Stettonery Power Reactor Site Applicatione license with conditions for a nuclear
$ 50.34(a)(1) of this chapter. Site on or After January 10,19e7 power facility issued pursuant to3

] characteristics must comply with part 100.20 Factors to be considered when subpart C of part 52 of this chapter.
100 of this chapter, in addition, the evaluating sites. Early Site Perrnit means ai
application should describe the 100.21 Non-seismic site criteria. Commission approval, issued pursuant

'

'
100.23 Geologic and seismic siting criteria. to subpart A of part 52 of this chapter,following:

) Appendix A to Part too.-Seismic and for a site or sites for one or more nucleara * * * *

i (v" The seismic, meteorological, Geologic Siting Criteria for Nuclear Power power facilities.
Plants1 hydrologic, and geologic characteristics Exclusion area means that area

of the proposed site; 17. Section 100.1 is revised tc read as surrounding the reactor,in which the |
''

follows: reactor licensee has the authority to
'

4 . . . . .

0 00.1 Purpo n. determine all activities including
PART 54-REQUIREMENTS FOR exclusion or removal of personnel and i

esta 1 sh appr7 val req ire Property from the area. This area may be jRENEWAL OF OPERATING LICENSES nts for #""* W* * * Y' '' * 'j FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS proposed sites for stationary power and waterway, provided these are not so
13. The authority citation for Part 54 testing reactors subject to part 50 or part

continues to read as follows: 52 1s at . close to the facility as to interfere with.

, a substantial base of n rmal operations of the facility and
Authority: Secs. 102.103.104,161,181, knowledge regarding power reactor Provided appropriate and effective

,

siting, design, construction and arrangements are made to control traffic1 s2,183,186,189,68 Stat. 936. 937. 938-
,

9 operation. This base reflects that the n the highway, railroad, or waterway,948,953.954,955,as amended, sec. 234,83
Stat.1244, as amended (42 U.S C. 2132,2133,
2134.2135,2201,2232,2233,2236,2239, nmary factors that dearmine public in case of emergency, to protect the'

j 2282); secs. 201,202,206,88 Stat.1242, ealth and safety are the reactor design, public health and safety. Residenceggg ,;, ,gj ggy
1244, as amended (42 U.S.C. 5841,5842). construction and operation.

(c) Siting factors and criteria are be prohibited. In any event, residents
14. In S 54.4, paragraph (a)(1)(iii) is important in assuring that radiological shall be subject to ready removal in case

|' revised to read as follows: doses from normal operation and of necessity. Activities unrelated to
ost operation of the reactor may be

fow,ulated accidents will be acceptablyPermitted in an exclusion area underI $4^ * that natural phenomena and
(a) * * * potential man made haards will be appropriate limitations, provided that
III * * * appropriately accounted for in the no significant hazards to the public
(iii) The capability to prevent or design of the plant, that site health and safety will result.

mitigate the consequences of accidents characteristics are such that adequate IM Population zone means the area
that could result in potential offsite security measures to protect the plant immediately surrounding the exclusion
exposure comparable to the guidelines can be developed, and that physical area which contains residents, the total
in S 50.34(a)(1) or $ 100.11 of this characteristics unique to the proposed number and density of which are such
chapter, as applicable. site that could pose a significant that there is a reasonable probability

impediment to the development of that appropriate protective measures* * * * *

emergency plans are identified. could be taken in their behalfin the
PART 100-REACTOR SITE CRffERIA (d)This approach incorporates the event of a serious accident. These

, appropriate standards and criteria for guides do not specify a permissible
15. The authority citation for Part 100 approval of stationary power and testing population density or total population

continues to read rs follows: reactor sites. The Commission intends within this zone because the situation
Authority: Secs. 103.104,161,182,68 to carry out a traditional defense-in. may vary from case to case. Whether a

Stat. 936,937,948,953, as amended (42 depth approach with regard to reactor speci6c number of people can, for
U.S C. 2133,2134,2201,2232); sec. 201, as siting to ensure public safety. Siting example, be evacuated fmm a specificamended. 202,88 Stat.1242, as amended, away from densely populated centers area, or instructed to take shelter, on a
1244 (42 U.S C. 5841,5842).

has been and will continue to be an timely basis will depend on many
16. The table of contents for Part 100 important factor in evaluating factors such as location, number and

is revised to read as follows: applications i ., site approval. size of highways, scope and extent of
r

t
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I
cdvance planning, and actual (b) The approved information adsorption and retention coefficients, I*

distribuuon of residents within the area. collection requirements contained in ground water velocity, and distances toPopulatlon center distance means the this part appear in $ 100.23 and the nearest surface body of water) mustdistance from the reactor to the nearest appendix A to this part. be obtained from on-site measurements.boundary of a densely populated center 22. The undesignated centerheading The n.aximum probable ficad along
,

containing more than about 25,000 preceding $ 100.10 is removed, with the potential for seismically
'

residents.
Power reactor means a nuclear reactor $$ 100.10 and 100.11 are designated asinduced floods discussed in $ 100.23

subpart A, and the subpart A heading is (d)(3) must be estimated using historicalof a type described in S 50.21(b) or
added to read as follows: data.6 50.22 of this chapter designed to

produce electrical or heat energy. Subpart A--Evaluation Factors for $ 100.21 Non seismic siting crtteria.Response spectrum is a plot of the Stadonary Power Reactor Site Applications for site approval formaximum responses (acceleration. Applications Before January 10,1997 commercial power reactors shallvelocity, or dispir. cement) of idealized and for Testing Reactors demonstrate that the proposed sitesingle-degree-of-freedom oscillators as a
function of the natural frequencies of 23. Sub art B consisting of $$ 100.20. meets the following criteria:

(a) Every site must have an exclusionthe oscillators for a given damping 100.21 an 100.23 is add to part 100
value. The response spectrum is to read as follows: area and a low population zone, as

c lculated for a speci5ed vibratory defined in $ 100.3: '

motion input at the oscillators Subpert 8-Evaluation Factors for (b) The population center distance, as
SWonary Pm Reecer Sim defined in $ 100.3, must be at least one

sugpons.
fe Shutdown Earthquale Ground Applications on or After January 10' and one-third times the distance from

Motion is the vibratory ground motion $9g7 the reactor to the outer boundary of the
low population zone. In applying thisfor which certain structures, systems,

$ 100.20 Factors to be considered when guide, the boundary of the populationand components must be designed evasuating ettes.
center shall be determined uponpursuant to appandix ^, ,o ,) art 50 of this The C.,mmission will take the consideration of populationchapter to r .ah. fanctional.

Surface deformation is distortion of
following factors into consideration in distribution. Political boundaries are not |determining the acceptability of a site controlling in the application of thisgeologic strata at or near the ground
for a stationary power reactor: guide;surface by the processes of folding or (a) Population density and use (c) Site atmospheric dispersion

|
faulting as a result of various eanh
forces. Tectonic surface deformation is

characteristics of the site environs, characteristics must be evaluated and iincluding the exclusion area, the dispersion parameters established suchrasociated with earthquake processes. '

population distribution, and site related that:
Testing reactor means a testingfacility characteristics must be evaluated to (1) Radiological effluent release limitsas defined in $ 50.2 of this chapter.
20. Section 100.4 is added to read as determine whether individual as well as associated with normal operation from

foH ws: societal risk of potential plant accidents the type of facility proposed to be
is low, and that physical characteristics located at the site can be met for any

$ 100.4 Communications. unique to the proposed site that could individuallocated offsite: and
Except where otherwise specified in Pose a significant impediment to the (2) Radiological dose consequences of

this part, all correspondence, reports, development of emergency plans are postulated accidents shall meet the
applications, and other written identified. criteria set forth in $ 50.34(a)(1) of this

,

communications submitted pursuant to (b) The natme and proximity of man- chapter for the type of facility proposed
this part 100 should be addressed to the related hazards (e.g., airports, dams, to be located at the site;
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, transportation routes, military and (d) The physical characteristics of the
ATTN: Document Control Desk, chemical facilities) must be evaluated to site, including meteorology, geology,
Washington, DC 20555-0001, and establish site parameters for use in scismology, and hydrology must be ,

'

copies sent to the appropriate Regional determining whether a plant design can evaluated and site parameters
Office and Resident inspector, accommodate commonly occurring established such that potential threats
Communications and reports may be hazards, and whether the risk of other from such physical characteristics will i

'

d livered in person at the Commission's ha ards is very low, pose no undue risk to the type of facility
offices at 2120 L Street, NW., (c) Physical characteristics of the site, proposed to be located at the site:
Washington, DC, or at 11555 Rockville including seismology, meteorology, (e) Potential hazards associated with

land. geology, and hydrology. nearby transportation routes", industrialPike'.Rockville' M21 Section l00.8 s revised to read as (1)'$ection 100.23, " Geologic and and military facilities must be evaluated
follow,: seismic siting factors." describes the and site parameters established such

criteria and nature of investigations that potential hazards from such routes$ 100.8 information conection required to obtain the geologic and and facilities will pose no undue risk torequirements: ous approval.
seismic data necessary to determine the the type of facility proposed to be(a) The Nuclear Regulatory suitability of the proposed site and the located at the site; ,

Commission has submitted the plant design bases. (f) Site characteristics must be such
'

information collection requirements - (2) Meteorological characteristics of that adequate security plans and '
contained in this part to the Office of the site that are necessary for safety
Management and Budget (OMB) for analysis or that may have an iripact measures can be developed;

(g) Physical charactenstics unique toapproval as required by the Paperwork upon plant design (such as maximum the proposed site that could pose aReduction Act of 1995 (44 U.S.C. 3501 probable wind speed and precipitation) significant impediment to theat seg ). OMB has approved the must be identified and characterized. development of emergency plans mustinformation collection requirements (3) Factors important to hydrological be identified;
contrined in this part under control radionuclide transport (such as soil. [h) Reactor sites should be locatedn unber 3150-0093. sediment, and rock characteristics, away from very densely populated
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centers. Areas oflow popul41on density seismic effects at the propcsed site. The evaluated include soil and rock )>

are, generally, preferred. liowever, in size of the region to be investigated and stability, liquefaction potential, natural
,

- determining the acceptability of a the type of data pertinent to the and artificial slope stability, cooling )'

particular site located away from a very investigations must be determined water supply, and remote safety-related l

densely populated center but not in an based on the nature of the region structure siting. Each applicant shall l

area of low density, consideration will surrounding the proposed site. Data on evaluate all siting factors and potential
be given to safety, environmental, ,the vib atory ground motion, tectonic causes of failure, such as, the physicalf
economic, or other factors, which may surface deformation, nontectonic properties of the materials underlying
result in the site being found deformation, earthquake recurrence the site, ground disruption, and the
acceptable 2 rates, fault geometry and slip rates, site effects of vibratory ground motion that

foundation material, and seismically may affect the design and operation of
Q23 Ge&gic mi setemte ening induced floods and water waves must the proposed nuclear power plant.

be obtained by reviewing pertinent
This section sets forth the principal Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 2nd day

8T8tuf8 8 CAIT 8U f December, im
geologic and seismic considerations that investigations. However, each applicant For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.guide the Commission in its evaluau.on

shall investigate all geologic and seismic Ma C, ik te*of the suitability of a proposed site and factors (for exampie, volcanic activity) I

adequacy of the design bases established that may affect the design and operation ###""'T **#'*I "'

in consideration of the geologic and of tha proposed nuclear power plant WR DocM1075 Mled 12M 8E aml
seismic characteristics of the proposed irres tive of whether such fac+ ors are 85*2 CC'8 "*"

eh)i7tl included in this scetion.
site, such that, there is a reasonable l
assurance that a nuclear power plant Ge logic and seismic siting
can be constructed and operated at the factors. The geologic and seismic siting DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
proposed site without undue risk to the factors considered for design must
health and safety of the public. include a determination of the Safe Omco of Thrm Suponision
Applications to engineering design are Sbutdown Earthqueke Ground Motion # "' E #' # *contained in appendix S to part 50 of for the site, the potential for surface '

this chapter, tectonic and nontectonic deformations, (No. 96-118]
(a) Applicability. The requirements in the design bases for seismically induced,

paragraphs (c) and (d) of this section floods and water waves, and other Technical Amendmentsi

apply to apphcants for an early site
design conditions as stated in paragraph AGENCY: Office of Thrift Supervision'permit er combined license pursuant t (d)(4) of this section. T'* **"*Part 52 of this chapter, or a construction (1) Determination of the Safe

'

ACTices: Final rule.permit or operating license for a nuclear Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion.
power plant pursuant to Part 50 of this The Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground SunetARY: The Office of Thrift
chapter on or after January 10,1997. Motion for the site is characterized by Supervision (OTS)is amending itsHowever, for either an operating license both horizontal and vertical free field.

regulations to incorporate a number of
applicant or holder whose construction ground motion response spectra at the technical and confornung amendments.permit was issued prior to January 10- free ground surface. The Safe Shutdown The amendments include a correction to
1997, the seismic and geologic siting Earthquake Ground Motion for the site the paragraph designations used in thecriteria in Appendix A to Part 100 of is determined considermg the results of transactions with affiliates regulation,this chapter continues to apply.

. the investigations requhed by paragraph removal or cc~ tion of erroneous
(b) Commencement of construction. (c) of this section. Uncertamties are cross-referene. and an amendment toThe mvestigations required in inherent in such estimates. These specify where securities filings are to beparagraph (c) of this section are within uncertainties must be addressed through **d*

'

the sco of investigations permitted by an ap repriate analysis, such as a MEN dam December 11,1M$ 50.10 )(1) of this chapter, proba ilistic seismic hazard analysis or
(c) Geological, seismological, and suitable sensitivity analyses. Paragraph FOR FURTHER INFORGAATION CONTACT:

engineering charactenstics. The IV(a)(1) of appendix S to part 50 of this Mary Gottlieb, Senior Paralegal, (202)
geological, seismological, and chapter defines the minimum Safe 906-7135, or Deborah Dakin, Assistant
engineering characteristics of a site and Shutdown Earthquak 3round Motion Chief Counsel, (202) 906-6445,
its environs must be investigated in for design. Regulations and Legislation Division,

,

,

sufficient scope and detail to permit an (2) Determination of the potential for Chief Counsel's Office, Office of Thrift
adequate evaluation of the proposed surface tectonic and nontectonic Supervision,1700 G Street, NW.,
site, to provide sufficient information to deformations. Sufficient geological, Washington DC 20552.
support evaluations performed to arrive seismological, and geophysical data sUPPt.ERIENTARY INFORsAATION: OTS is
at estimates of the Safe Shutdown must be provided to clearly establish today adopting everal technical
Earthquake Ground Motion, and to whether there is a potential for surface amendments to its regulatioris to correct
permit adequate engineering solutions deformation. cross-references and codification errors,
to actual or potential geologic and (3) Determination of design bases for and to add a reference to CrrS's

seismically induced floods and water Securities Filing Desk to its securities
'Emnples of these factors include. but are not waves. The size of seismically induced regulations.

h""'*d '* Such la''''' ** th' hish*' Population floods and water waves that could affectdensity site having superior as.amic characteristics. . Transactions With Affiliates
[ bener access to sbiled labor for construction. better a site from either locally or distantly

r il and highway ecce . shorter trinamission une generated seismic activity must be Current S 563.41(e)(2), as originally
requirements. or ie.s envimamentaump ct on determined, adopted in July,1991,5 specifes that
undeveloped areas, wetlands or endangered (4) Determination of siting factors for prior notification of transactions with
oIN.tb o 1 e c$r ieriNc "a other design conditions. Siting factors

' * '* ''
s

secuan. for other design conditions that must be 'se ru4o13 Ouly 25.1991).

,
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NUCLEAR POWER PLANT INSTRUMENTATION FOR EARTHQUAKES |

I
A. INTRODUCTION NRC may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not i

required to respond to, a collection of information un- |
in 10 CFR Part 20, " Standards for Protection Iless it displays a currently valid OMB control number.

Against Radiation," licensees are required to make
every reasonable effort to maintain radiation expo- B. DISCUSSION
sures as low as is reasonably achievable. Paragraph When an earthquake occurs, it is important to take
IV(a)(4) of Appendix S, " Earthquake Engineering prompt action to assess the effects of the earthquake at
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part the nuclear power plant. This assessment includes both
50," Domestic Licensing of Production and Utiliza- an evaluation of the seismic instrumentation data and a
tion Facilities," requires that suitable instrumenta- plant walkdown. Solid-state digital time-history accel-
tion must be provided so that the seismic response of erographs installed at appropriate locations will pro-

m nuclear power plant features important to safety can vide time-history data on the seismic response of the
j be evaluated promptly after an earthquake. Paragraph free-field, containment structure, and other Seismic

v IV(a)(3) of Appendix S to 10 CFR Part 50 requires Category I structures. The instrumentation should be
shutdown of the nuclear power plant if vibratory located so that the response may be compared and
ground motion exceeding that of the operating basis evaluated with the design basis and so that occupational
earthquake ground motion (OBE) occurs.1 radiation exposures associated with their location, in- |

This guide describes seismic instrumentation that stallation, and maintenance al maintained as low as
,

is acceptable to the NRC staff for satisfying the require- reasonably achievable (ALARA). |
.

ments of Part 20 and Appendix S to Part 50. Instrumentation is provided in the free field and
The information collections contained in this regu- at foundation level and at elevation in Seismic Cate-

latory guide are covered by the requirements of 10 CFR gory I st ru ctu res. Free-field instrutne ntation dat a will

Part 50, which were approved by the Office of Manage- be used to compare measured response to the engi-

ment and Budget, approval number 3150-0011. The neering evaluations used to determine the design in-
put motion to the structures and to determine whether

3 Regulatory Guide 1.166. " Pre-Earthquake Planning and Irnmediate Nu- the OBE has been exceeded (see ReSulator} Guideclear Power Plant Operator Postcarthquake Actions,' provides enteria for
plant shutdown after an carthquake. 1.166). The instruments located at the foundation

USNRC REGULATORY Gl'lDES The guides are issued in the Icikunng ten broad dnmuons

Regulatory Guides are issued to oesenbe and make avalable to the public such informa.
tion as methods acceptable to the NAC staff for amptementing speofic parts of the Com- 1 Power Reactors 6 Products
fmemort a regulations. techniques used by the staff in evaluating speQflC protNems or pos- 2 Research and Test Reactors 7 Transportanon
tutated accedents, and data needed by the NRC staff m its review of apphcanons for per. 3 Fuets and Matenais Factities 8 Occupational Health
rnits and hcensee Reguietary guides we not subsatutes for regusanons. and comphence 4 Enwonmental and Siting g Anotrust and Financial Review
with them is not requered. Methods and solutions difterent from those set outin the guides 5 Matenas and Plant Protecton 10 General
will be acceptable if they provide a basis for the Andings requeste to the issuance or con-
unuance of a permit or heense by the Commismort

This guide was issued after consderation of comments receeved from the pubhc Com- Administratiort Attennon Distnbuhon and Mal Services Section, U S Nuclear Reguietory
ments and suggeshons for prnprovements in these guideo are encouraged at all Dmes and Comm'ssion. Waarungtort DC 20555-0001, or by tan at (301)415-2260
guedes will be revised. as appropnate to accommC late comments and to renect new in-

lasued guides may also be purchased from the National Tochtscal Informahon Service onr
Wntten comments may be submitted to the Rules Review and Directives Branch, DFIPS, a standing order bases Detals on this service may be obtened by wnting NTIS. 5285 Port
ADM U S Nuclear Regulatory Commussion, Waarungton. DC 20555-0001. Royal Road. Spongfield. VA 22161.
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level and at elevation in the structures measure re- memory should be correlated with the maximum dis-
sponses that are the input to the equipment or piping tance to any potential epicenter that could affect a spe-
and will be used in long-term evaluations (see Regu- cific site. The "P" wave may not be recorded with only a
latory Guide 1.167," Restart of a Nuclear Power Plant 3-second memory setting. Also, when an event occurs
Shut Down by a Seismic Event"). Foundation-level at some distance and the trigger threshold limit is not
instrumentation will provide data on the actual seis- exceeded until 15 or 20 seconds into the event, a part of
mic input to the containment and other Seismic Cate- the record, although at low amplitude, is lost. A 30-sec-
gory I structures and will be used to quantify differ- ond value may be more appropriate and is within the ca-
ences between the vibratory ground motion at the pabilities of current digital time-history accelerographs
free-field and at the foundation level. Instrumenta- at no additional cost.
tion is not located on equipment, piping, or supports
since experience has shown that data obtained at The appendix to this guide provides definitions to

be med with this guidance.
these locations are obscured by the vibratory motion
associated with normal plant operation. C. REGULATORY POSITION

The guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.166 is based The type, locations, operability, characteristics, in-

on the assumption that the nuclear power plant has op- stallation, actuation, remote indication, and mainte-

etable seismic instrumentation, including the equip- n nce of seismic instrumentation described below are

ment and software needed to process the data within acceptable to the NRC staff for satisfying the require-

4 hours after an earthquake. This is necessary to deter _ ments in 10 CFR Part 20 and Paragraph IV(a)(4) of Ap-

mir whether plant shutdown is required. This determi, pendix S to 10 CFR Part 50 for ensuring the safety of

nation will be made by comparing the recorded data nuclear p wer pl nts.

against OBE exceedance criteria and by evaluating the
1. SEISMIC INSTRUMENTATION TYPE ANDresults of the plant walkdown inspections that take LOCATION

place within 8 hours of the event.
1.1 Solid-state digital instrumentation that will

It may not be necessary for identical nuclear power enable the processing of data at the plant site within
units on a given site to each be provided with seismic 4 hours of the seismic event should be used.
instrumentation if essentially the same seismic re-

1.2 A triaxial time-history accelerograph should
sponse at each of the units is expected from a given be provided at the following locations:
earthquake.

1. Free-field.
An NRC staff evaluation of seismic instrumenta-

2. Containment foundation.tion noted that instruments have been out of service
during plant shutdown and sometimes during plant op- 3. Two elevations (excluding the foun-
eration. The instrumentation system should be oper_ dation) on a structure inside the containment.
able and operated at all times. If the seismic instrumen- 4. An independent Seismic Category I
tation or data processing hardware and software structure foundation where the response is different
necessary to determine whether the OBE has been ex- from that of the containment structure,
ceeded is inoperable, the guidelines in Appendix A to

5. An elevation (excluding the foundation)Regulatory Guide 1.166 should be used.
on the independent Seismic Category I structure

The characteristics, installation, activation, remote selected in 4 above.
indication, and maintenance of the seismic instrumen- 6. If seismic isolators are used,instrumen-
tation are described in this guide to help ensure (1) that tation should be placed on both the rigid and
the data provided are comparable with the data used in isolated portions of the same or an adjacent struc-
the design of the nuclear power plant, (2) that excee- ture, as appropriate, at approximately the same
dance of the OBE can be determined, and (3) that the elevations.
equipment will perform as required.

1.3 The specific locations for instrumentation
| It is important that all the significant ground mo- should be determined by the nuclear plant designer to

tion associated with an earthquake is recorded. This is obtain the most pertinent information consistent with
accomplished by specifying how long before and after maintaining occupational radiation exposures ALARA;

the actuation of the seismic trigger the data should be for the location, installation, and maintenance of seis-
recorded. Settings for the instrumentation's pre-event mic instrumentation. In general:

1.12 - 2

1
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1.3.1 The free-field sensors should be 10- 4. INSTRUMENTATION
cated and installed so that they record the motion of the CIIARACTERISTICS
ground surface and so that the effects associated with 4.1 The design should include provisions for ,

surface features, buildings, and components on the re- in-service testing. The instruments should be capable |corded ground motion will be insignificant. of periodic channel checks during normal plant '

per tion.l.3.2 The in-structure instrumentation
should be placed at locations that have been modeled as 4.2 The instruments should have the capability
mass points in the building dynamic analysis so that the for in-place functional testing.

measured motion can be directly compared with the de- 4.3 Instrumentation that has sensors located in
sign spectra. The instrumentation should not be located inaccessible areas should contain provisions for data
on a secondary structural frame member that is not recording in an accessible location, and the instrumen-
modeled as a mass point in the building dynamic tation should provide an external remote alarm to indi-
model. cate actuation.

. .
4.4 The instrumentation should record, at a mmi- 11.3.3 A design review of the location, mstal-

mum,3 seconds oflow-amplitude motion prior to seis- !
lation, and mam, tenance of proposed instrumentation mic trigger actuation, continue to record the motion Ifor maintaining exposures ALARA should be during the period in which the earthquake motion ex- Iperformed by the facility m the planning stage in accor-

, ceeds the seismic trigger threshold, and continue to i
dance with Regulatory Guide 8.8,"Information Rele- record low-amplitude motion for a minimum of 5 sec-
vant to Ensuring that Occupational Radiation Expo-

onds beyond the last exceedance of the seismic trigger
sures at Nuclear Power Stations Will Be As Low As Is threshold.
Reasonably Achievable."

4.5 The instrumentation should be capable of re-

1.3.4 Instrumentation should be placed in a cording 25 minutes of sensed motion.

location with as low a dose rate as is practical, consis- 4.6 The battery should be of sufficient capacity to
tent with other requirements. power the instrumentation to sense and record (see

Regulatory Position 4.5) 25 minutes of motion over a
1.3.5 Instruments should be selected to re- period of not less than the channel check test interval

quire minimal maintenance and in-service inspection, (Regulatory Position 8.2). This can be accomplished by
as well as minimal time and numbers of personnel to providing enough battery capacity for a minimum of 25
conduct installation and maintenance. minutes of system operation at any time over a 24-hour

period, without recharging, in combination with a bat-
tery charger whose line power is connected to an unin-

2. INSTRUMENTATION AT MULTI-UNIT terruptable power supply or a line source with an alarm
SITES that is checked at least every 24 hours. Other combina-

tions of larger battery capacity and alarm intervals may
Instrumentation in addition to that installed for a be used.

single unit will not be required if essentially the same 4.7 Acceleration Sensors
seismic response is expected at the other umts based on
the seismic analysis used in the seismic design of the 4.7.1 The dynamic range should be 1000:1

plant. However,if there are separate control rooms, an. zero to peak, or greater; for example,0.00lg to 1.0g.

nunciation should be provided to both control rooms as 4.7.2 The frequency range should be 0.20
specified in Regulatory Position 7. Hz to 50 Hz or an equivalent demonstrated to be ade-

quate by computational techniques applied to the resul-
tant accelerogram.

3. SEISMIC INSTRUMENTATION 4.8 Recorder
OPERABILITY

4.8.1 The sample rate should be at least 200

The seismic instrumentation should operate during samples per second in each of the three directions.

all modes of plant operation, including periods of plant 4.8.2 The bandwidth should be at least from

| shutdown. The maintenance and repair procedures 0.20 Hz to 50 Hz.

should provide for keeping the maximum number of 4.8.3 The dynamic range should be 1000:1
instruments in service during plant operation and or greater, and the instrumentation should be able to re-
shutdown. cord at least 1.0g zero to peak.
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4.9 Seismic Trigger maximum number of instruments in service during

The actuating level should be adjustable and pl nt operation and shutdown.

within the range of 0.00lg to 0.02g. 8.2 Systems are to be given channel checks every |

2 weeks for the first 3 months of service after startup. |
S. INSTRUSIENTATION INSTALLATION Failures of devices normally occur during initial opera-

.

The instrumentation should be designed and tion. After the initial 3-month period and 3 consecutive5.1

mstalled so that the mounting is ngid. successful checks, monthly channel checks are sufft-. . ..

cient. The monthly channel check is to include check-
5.2 The instrumentation should be oriented so ing the batteries. The channel functional test should be

,

that the horizontal components are parallel to the performed every 6 months Channel calibration should |
orthogonal horizontal axes assumed in the seismic be performed during each refueling outage at a
anhlysis, minimum. 1

5.3 Protection against accidental impacts should D. Ih1PLEh1ENTATION |

be provided.
The purpose of this section is to provide guidance

6. INSTRUh1ENTATION ACTUATION to applicants and licensees regarding the NRC staff's
plans for using this regulatory guide.

6.1 Both vertical and horizontal input vibratory I

ground motion should actuate the same time-history Except in those cases m. which the apph. cant pro-

accelerograph. One or more seismic triggers may be poses an acceptable alternative method for complying
|

used to accomplish this. with the specified portions of the Commission's regula- )
tions, this guide will be used in the evaluation of appli- <

6.2 Spurious triggering should be avoided. cations for construction permits, operating licenses,
6.3 The seismic trigger mechanisms of the time- combined licenses, or design certification submitted af-

history accelerograph should be set for a threshold ter January 10,1997. This guide will not be used in the
ground acceleration of not more than 0.02g. evaluation of an application for an operating license ;

submitted after January 10,1997, if the construction '

7. REh10TE INDICATION permit was issued prior to that date.

Triggering of the free-field or any foundation-level }{olders of an operating license or construction per-
time-history accelerograph should be annunciated in mit issued prior to January 10,1997, may voluntarily
the control room. If there is more than one control room implement the methods described in this guide in com-
at the site, annunciation should be provided to each bination with the methods in Regulatory Guides 1.166,
control room. " Pre-Earthquake Planning and Immediate Nuclear

Power Plant Operator Postearthquake Actions," and
8. 51AINTENANCE 1.167," Restart of a Nuclear Power Plant Shut Down by

8.1 The purpose of the maintenance program is a Seismic Event." Other implementation strategies,
to ensure that the equipment will perform as required, such as voluntary implementation of portions of the
As stated in Regulatory Position 3, the maintenance cited regulatory guides, will be evaluated by the NRC
and repair procedures should provide for keeping the staff on a case-by-case basis.

9
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APPENDIX

DEFINITIONS

Acceleration Sensor. An instrument capable of safety of the public will remain functional.The value of

sensing absolute acceleration and transmitting the data the OBE is set by the applicant.

to a recorder. Primary Containment. Fhe pn.ncipal structure of
.

Accessible Instruments. Instruments or sensors a unit that acts as the barrier, after the fuel cladding and

whose locations permit ready access during plant oper- reactor pressure boundary, to control the release of ra-
ation without violation of applicable safety regulations, dioactive material. The primary containment includes
such as those of the Occupational Safety and Health (1) the containment structure and its access openings,
Administration (OSilA) or regulations dealing with penetrations, and appurtenances, (2) the valves, pipes,
plant security or radiation protection safety. closed systems, and other components used to isolate

Channel Calibration (Primary Calibration). The the containment atmosphere from the environment, and

determination and,if required, adjustment of an instru. (3) those systems or portions of systems that, by their

ment, sensor, or system such that it responds within a system functions, extend the containment structure

specifie range and accuracy to an acceleration, velocity, boundary (e.g., the connecting steam and feedwater

or displacement input, as applicable, or responds to an piping) and provide effective isolation.

acceptable physical constant. Recorder. An instrument capable of simulta.

Channel Check. The qualitative verification of reously recording the data versus time from an acceler-

the functional status of the instrument sensor. This ation sensor or sensors.

check is an "in-situ" test and may be the same as a chan- Secondary Containment. The structure sur-
nel functional test. rounding the primary containment that acts as a further

Channel Functional Test (Secondary Calibra- berrier to control the release of radioactive material.fm
tion). The determination without adjustment that an in- Seismic Isolator. A device (for m. stance, lami-

'
.

strument, sensor, or system responds to a known input
n ted elastomer and steel) installed between the struc-of such character that it will verify the instrument, sen-
jure and its foundation to reduce the acceleration of thesor, or system is functioning in a manner that can be isolated structure, as well as the attached equipment

calibrated.
and components.

, ~ Containment andContainment-See Primacy
Seismic Trigger. A device that starts the time-

Secondary Containment.
history accelerograph.

Nonaccess,ible Instruments Instruments or sen-
,

sors in locations that do not permit ready access during Time Ilistory Accelerograph. An instrument ca-I

plant operation because of a risk of violating applicable pable of sensing and permanently recording the abso-

plant operating safety regulations, such as OSHA, or lute acceleration versus time. The components of the

regulations dealing with plant security or radiation pro. time-history accelerograph (acceleration sensor, re-

j tection safety. corder, seismic trigger) may be assembled in a self-
contained unit or may be separately located.

t Operat.ing llas.is Earthquake Ground Mot. iont

| (OBE). The vibratory ground motion for which those Triaxial. Describes the function of an instrument
i features of the nuclear power plant necessary for con- or group of instruments oriented in three mutually

tinued operation without undue risk to the health and orthogonal directions, one of which is vertical.

!

q
\

,
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REGULATORY ANALYSIS

A separate regulatory analysis was not prepared for benefits of the rule as implemented by the guide. A
this regulatory guide. The regulatory analysis, "Revi- copy of the regulatory analysis is available for inspec-

|sion of 10 CFR Part 100 and 10 CFR Part 50," was pre- tion and copying for a fee at the NRC Public Document
pared for these amendments, and it provides the regula- Room,2120 L Street NW. (Lower Level), Washington,
tory basis for this guide and examines the costs and DC, as Attachment 7 to SECY-96-118. I

i

|
|

O

O
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REGULATORY GU DE
***** OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REGULATORY RESEARCH

REGULATORY GUIDE 1.166
(Draft was DG-1034)

PRE-EARTHQUAKE PLANNING AND IMMEDIATri NUCLEAR POWEF. PLANT OPERATOR
POSTEARTHGUAKE ACTIONS

A. INTRODUCTION This guide provides guidance acceptable to the
NRC staff for a timely evaluation after an earthquake of

Paragraph IV(a)(4) of Appendix S, " Earthquake
the recorded mstrumentation data and for determimng

Engineering Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to
whether plant shutdown is required by 10 CFR Part 50.10 CFR Part 50, " Domestic Licensing of Production

and Utilization Facilities," requires that suitable instru- The inform ation collections contained in this regu-

mentation be provided so that the seismic response of htory guide are covered by the requirements of 10 CFRi

nuclear power plant features important to safety can be Part 50, +.th were approved by the Office of Manage-
evaluated promptly. Paragraph IV(a)(3) of Appendix S ment ant. iwJget, approval nu:nber 3150-0011. The
to 10 CFR Part 50 requires shutdown of the nuclear NRC rr ay act conduct or spo.isor, and a person is not

power plant if vibratory ground motion exceeding that requhed to respond to, a col'ection of information un-

i of the operating basis earthquake ground motion (OBE) less it disp'ays a currently vilid OMB control number..

_) or significant plant damage occurs. If systems, struc- B. DISCUSSION
tures, or components necessary for the safe shutdown
of the nuclear power plant are not available after occur- \Vhen an earthquake occurs, ground motion data

re recorded by the seismic instrumentation.1 Theserence of the OBE, the licensee must consult with the
data are used to make a rapid determination of the de-

NRC and must propose a plan for the timely, safe shut-
down of the nuclear power plant. Licensees of nuclear gree of severity of the seismic event. The data from the

nuclear power plant's free-field seismic instrumenta-
power plants that are subject to the earthquake engi-

tion, coupled with information obtained from a plant
neering criteria in Appendix S to 10 CFR Part 50 are re-

w lkdown, are used to make the initial determination of
quired by 10 CFR 50.54(ff) to shut down the plant if

whether the plant must be shut down, if it has not al-
the criteria in Paragraph IV(a)(3) of Appendix S are ex-

ready been shut down by operational perturbations
ceeded.

resulting from the seismic event. If on the basis of
these initial evaluations (instrumentation data and

3 Regulatory Guide 1.12, Rension 2," Nuclear Power Plant Instrumen- walkdown)it is concluded that the P ant shutdown cri-l
tation for Earthquakes,, describes seismic instrumentation that is ac-
ceptable to the NRC staff. teria have not been exceeded, it is presumed that the

USNRC REGl'LATORY Gt' IDES The gudos are mswad m the fotiowmg ten broad divisions

Regulatory Guides are asued to desenbe and make s<aalable to the pubhc sur>unforma-
hon as methods acceptable to the NRC staff for impmenhng specific parts of the Com- 1 Power Aeactors 6 Products
rmsseon a regulations tecntugues used by the staff in evaluating specific problems or pos- 2 Research and Test Reactors 7 Transportataan
tulated accidents. and oata needed by the NRC staff in its review of apptecations for per. 3 Fuels and Matonals Fechties 6 Occupational Health
mrts and itCenses Regulatory gutdes are not substitutes for reQuiations. and comphance 4 Ermronmental and Sat ng 9 Ant trust and Financial Review
with them e not fequired Metnods and solut ons different from those set out in the gudes 5 Matenals and Plant Protectron 10 General
will be acceptable if they provide a basis for the And<ngs requisite to the usuance or con-
tsnuance of a permit or hcense by the Commmston

TNs gwde was issued after conssderanon of comments recoved from the pubuc Com- Admnstration. Artention Distnbubon and Ma#1 Services Section. U S Nuclear Regulatory
ments and suggestions for improvements in these guades are enCoursged at all time 5 and Comrnission. WasNngtort DC 20555-0001 or by fax et po1)415-2260
gudes wlR be revistd. as appropnate. to accommodate Comments and to reflect new n

lasued gudes may also be purchased from the Naronal Technical information Sonnce on
Wntion commerits may be submitted to the Rules Review and Ovectives Branch. DFIPS. a standing order basis Detels on this service may be obtened by wnting NTIS. 5265 Port
ADM U S Nuclear Regulatory Commassean. Washington DC 20555-0001 Royal Road, Spnngfield, VA 22161
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plant will not be shut down(or could restart following a mends 1.0 to 2.0 Hz for the range of the spectral veloc-
post-trip review, if it tripped off-line because of the ity limit since some structures have fundamental
earthquake). Guidance on postshutdown inspections frequencies below 1.5 liz. This is instead of the 1.5 to
and plant restart is contained in Regulatory Guide 2.0 Hz range proposed by EPRI. I

1.167," Restart of a Nuclear Power Plant Shut Down by
Because free-field sei.smic instrumentation data

a Seismic Event."
are used in the plant shutdown determination, it is im-

The Electric Power Research Institute has devel. portant to ascertain that the time-history analysis hard-
oped guidelines that will enable licensees to quickly ware and software were functioning properly. There-
identify and assess earthquake effects on nuclear power fore, the response spectrum and CAV should be

.

plants. These guidelines are in EPRI NP-5930, "A Cri- calculated using a suitable earthquake time-history or |
terion for Determining Exceedance of the Operating manufacturer's calibration standard after the initial in- |

2Basis Earthquake," July 1988 ; EPRI NP-6695, stallation and each servicing of the free-field instru-
" Guidelines for Nuclear Plant Response to an Earth- mentation. After an earthquake at the plant site, the re- ;

2quake," December 1989 ; and EPRI TR-100082, sponse spectrum and CAV should be calculated using |

" Standardization of the Cumulative Absolute Veloc. the time-history or calibration standard that was used ;
ity," December 1991.2 during the last servicing (or initial instrumentation in- |

This regulatory guide is based on the assumption stallation if no servicing has been performed) and the

that the nuclear power plant has operable seismic in- results compared with the latest data on file at the plant.

strumentation, including the computer equipment and The NRC staff does not endorse the philosophy )
software required to process the data within 4 hours af- discussed in EPRI NP-6695, Section 4.3.4 (first para-
ter an earthquake. This is necessary because the deci- graph, last sentence), pertaining to plant shutdown con-
sion to shut down the plant will be made, in part, by siderations following an earthquake based on the need
comparing the recorded data against OBE exceedance for continued power generation in the region. If a li- !

criteria. The decision to shut down the plant is also censee determines that plant shutdown is required by ;

based on the results of the plant walkdown inspections the NRC's regulations, but the licensee does not con-
that take place within 8 hours of the event. If the seist-ic sider it prudent to do so, the licensee would be required
instrumentation or data processing equipment is inop- to consult with the NRC and propose a plan for the
etable, the guidelines in Appendix A to this guide timely, safe shutdown of the nuclear power plant.
should be used to determine whether the OBE has been Because earthquake-induced vibration of the reac-
exceeded. tor vessel could lead to changes in neutron fluxes, a

Shutdown of the nuclear power plant is required if prompt check of the neutron flux monitoring sensors
the vibratory ground motion experienced exceeds that would provide an indication that the reactor is stable.
of the OBE. A criterion for determining exceedance of Since the containment isolatmn valves may have
the OBE (based on data recorded in the free-field) is malfunctioned during an earthquake, inspection of the
provided in EPRI NP-5930: a threshold response spec- containment isolation system is necessary to ensure
trum ordinate check and a cumulative absolute velocity continued containment integrity.
(CAV) check. Seismic Category I structures at a nuclear
power plant site may be designed using different Appendix B to this guide provides definitions to be

ground motion response spectra; for example, one used
used with this gu dance.

,

for the certified standard design and another for site- C. REGULATORY POSITION
specific applications. The spectrum ordinate criterion
is based on the lowest spectrum used in the design of the 1. BASE-LINE DATA
Seismic Category I structures. A procedure to standard-
ize the calculation of the CAV is provided in EPRI 1.1 Inkmadon paw to Samk

Instrumentatmn
TR-100082. A spectral velocity threshold has also
been recommended by EPRI since some structures A file containing information on all the seismic in-

have fundamental frequencies below the range speci- strumentation should be kept at the plant. The file

fied in EPRI NP-5930. The NRC staff now recom. should include:

1. Information on each instrument type such as
2 EPRI reports rnay be obtained from the Electric Power Research Insti. make, model, and serial number; manufacturers' datatute. EPRI Distribution Center, 207 Coggins Dr., PO. Box 23205,
Pleasant Ell, CA 94523. sheet; list of special features or options; performance
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characteristics; examples of typical instrumentation 3. EVALUNflON OF GROUND MOTION
readings and interpretations; operations and mainte- RECORDS

' '

nance manuals; repair procedures (manufacturers' rec-
3.1 Data identificationommendations for repairing common problems); and a

list of any special requirements, e.g., for maintenance, A record collection log should be maintained at the
operation, or installation, plant, and all data should be identifiable and traceable

with respect to:
2. Plan views and vertical sections showing the 10-

cation of each seismic instrument and the orientation of 1. The date and time of collection,

the instrument components with respect to plant refer- 2. The make, model, serial number, location, and
ence axes. orientation of the instrument (sensor) from

. . . which the record was collected.3. A complete service history of each seismic m-
strument. The service history should include informa- 3.2 Data Collection
tion such as dates of servicing, description of 3.2.1 Only personnel trained in the operation ofcompleted work, and calibration records and data

the instrument should collect the -lata.
(where applicable). The documentation and retention
of these data should be commensurate with the 3.2.2 The steps for removing and storing records

recordkeeping for other plant equipment. from each seismic instrument should be planned and 1

performed in accordance with established procedures. j
4. A suitable earthquake time-history (e.g., the Oc-

3.2.3 Extreme caution should be exercised to
.

tober 1987 Whittier, California, earthquake) or man-
ufacturer's calibration standard and the corresponding prevent accidental damage to the recording media and

response spectrum and cumulative absolute velocity instruments during data collection and subsequent han-
dling.(CAV)(see Regulatory Positions 4.1 an64.2). After the

initial installation and each servicing of the free-field 3.2.4 As data are collected and the instrumenta-

'q instrumentation, the response spectrum and CAV tion is inspected, notes should be made regarding the
should be calculated and filed (see Regulatory Position condition of the instrument and its installation, for ex-

4.3). ample, instrument flooded, mounting surface tilted, or
objects that fell and struck the instrument or the instru-

1.2 Planning for Postearthquake Inspections ment mounting surface.

Sections 4.3.4.1 and 5.3.1 of EPRI NP4695, 3.2.5 For validation of the collected data, the in-

" Guidelines for Nuclear Plant Response to an Earth. formation described in Regulatory Position 1.1(4)

quake," describe actians, such as selecting equipment should be provided.

and structures for inspections and the content of the 3.2.6 If the instrument's operation appears to
baseline inspections, that are to be taken before an have been normal, the instrument should remain in
earthquake and that are acceptable to the NRC staff for service without readjustment or change that would de-
satisfying the requirements in Paragraph IV(a)(3) of feat attempts to obtain postevent calibration.
Appendix S to 10 CFR Part 50 for ensuring the safety
of nuclear power plants. 3.3 Record Evaluation

Records should be analyzed according to the man-
2. ACTIONS IMMEDIATELY AITER AN ufacturer's specifications and the results of the analysis

EARTIIQUAKE should be evaluated. Any record anomalies, invalid
data, and nonpertinent signals should be noted, along

The guidelines for actions immediately after an
with any known causes.

earthquake that are specified in Sections 4.3.1 (with the
exception specified below) and 4.3.2 0f EPRI NP4695 4. DETERMINING OllE EXCEEDANCE
are acceptable to the NRC staff for satisfying the re-

The evaluation to determine whether the OBE was
. .

quirements in Paragraph IV(a)(3) of Appendix S to 10
exceeded should be performed using data obtained

CFR Part 50.
| from the three components of the free-field ground mo-

In Section 4.3.1, a check of the neutron flux moni- tion (i.e., two horizontal and one vertical). The evalua-

toring sensors for changes should be added to the spe- tion may be performed on uncorrected earthquake
cific control room board checks. records, it was found in a study of uncorrected versus

1.166 -3
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corrected earthquake records (see EPRI NP-5930) that and software were functioning properly. The results of
the use of uncorrected records is conservative. The this comparison should be reported to the NRC.
evaluation should consist of a check of the response
spectrum and CAV and a check on the operability of the I""P"".ble Instrumentation or Data*

Processmg Ilardware or Software
instrumentation. This evaluation should take place
within 4 hours of the earthquake. If the response spectrum and the CAV(Regulatory

Positions 4.1 and 4.2) cannot be obtained because the
4.1 Response Spectrum Check seismic instrumentation is inoperable, data from the

4.1.1 The OBE response spectrum check is per- instrumentation are destroyed, or the data processing

formed using the lower of: hardware or software is inoperable, the criteria in Ap-
pendix A to this guide should be used to determine

1. The spectrum used in the certified standard whether the OBE has been exceeded.
design, or

. 5. CRITERIA FOR PLANT SIlUTDOWN
2. A spectrum other than (1) used in the design of

any Seismic Category I structure. If the OBE is exceeded or significant plant damage
occurs, the plant must be shut down unless a plan for the

4.1.2 The OBE response spectrum is exceeded if
timely, safe shutdown of the nuclear power plant has

any one of the three components (two horizontal and
been proposed by the licensee and accepted by the NRC

one vertical) of the 5 percent of entical damping re- gg
sponse spectra generated using the free-field ground
motion is larger than: 5.1 OBE Exceedance

1. The corresponding design response spectral If the response spectrum check and the CAV check

acceleration (OBE spectrum if used in the de. (performed or calculated in accordance with Regulato-
sign,otherwi<e 1/3 of the safe shutdown earth- ry Positions 4.1 and 4.2) were exceeded, the OBE was

quake ground motion (SSE) spectrum) or exceeded and plant shutdown is required. If either
0.2g, whichever is greater, for frequencies be- check does not exceed the criterion, the earthquake mo-

,

tween 2 to 10 IIz, or tion did not exceed the OBE. If only one check can be
performed, the other check is assumed to be exceeded;., The corresponding design response spectral . ne e e e n e pe rn ,see e atory Pos.e

-

velocity (OBE spectrum if used in the design,
tion 4.4.The determmation of whether or not the OBE

otherwise 1/3 of the SSE spectrum) or a spec-
. has been exceeded should be performed even .f thei

tral velocity of 6 inches per second (15.24 cen-
. . plant automatically shuts down as a result of the earth-

timeters per second), whichever is greater, for
quake.

frequencies between 1 and 2 Hz.

5.2 Damage
4.2 Cumulative Absolute Velocity Check

The plant should be shut down if the walkdown
For each component of the free-field ground mo- inspections performed in accordance with Regulatory

tion, the CAV should be calculated as follows: (1) the Position 2 discover damage. This evaluation should
absolute acceleration (g units) time-history is divided take place within 8 hours of the earthquake occurrence.
into 1-second intervals,(2) each 1-second interval that
has at least 1 exceedance of 0.025g is integrated over 5.3 Continued Operation
time,(3) all the irtegrated values are summed together if the OBE was not exceeded and the walkdown in-
to arrive at the CAV. The CAV check is exceeded if any spection indicates no damage to the nuclear power
CAV calculation is greater than 0.16 g-second. Addi- plant, shutdown of the plant is not required. The plant
tional information on how to determine the CAV is pro- may continue to operate (or may restart following a
vided in EPRI TR-100082. post-trip review, if it automatically shut down because

4.3 Instrument Operability Check
6. PRE-SilUTDOWN INSPECTIONSAfter an earthquake at the plant site, the response

spectrum and CAV should be calculated using the same The pre-shutdown inspections described in Sec-
input as that used in Regulatory Position 1.l(4), and the tion 4.3.4 of EPRI NP-6695, " Guidelines for Nuclear |
results should be compared with the latest filed data to Plant Response to an Earthquake," with the exceptions
demoi. strate that the time-history analysis hardware specified below, are acceptable to the NRC staff for

1.166 - 4 I
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satisfying the requirements in Paragraph IV(a)(3) of shutdown activities. In order to ascertam possi-

Appendix S to 10 CFR Part 53 for ensuring the safety of ble fuel and reactor internal damage, the fol-%
nuclear power plants. lowing checks should be made, if possible, be-

fore plant shutdown is initiated . |
"

.

6.1 Shutdown Timing i

.
D. IS1PLEN1ENTATION I

Delete the last sentence in the first paragraph of l

Section 4.3.4 of EPRI NP4695. The purpose of this section is to provide guidance
to applicants and licensees regarding the NRC staff's

6.2 Safe Shutdown Equipment plans for using this regulatory guide.
In Section 4.3.4.1 of EPRI NP4695, a check of the Except in those cases in which the applicant pro-

containment isolation system should be added to the poses an acceptable alternative method for complying
minimum list of equipment to be inspected. with the specified portions of the Commission's regula-

tions, the method described in this guide will be used in6.3 Orderly Plant Shutdown
the evaluation of applications for construction permits,

The following paragraph in Section 4.3.4 of EPRI operating licenses, combined licenses, or design certi-
NP4695 is printed here to emphasize that the plant fication submitted after January 10,1997. This guide
should shut down in an orderly manner. will not be used in the evaluation of an application for

n per ting license submitted after January 10,1997," Prior to initiating plant shutdown following
if the construction permit was issued prior to that date.

an earthquake, visual inspections and control
board checks of safe shutdown systems should IIolders of an operating license or construction per-
be performed by plant operations personnel, mit issued prior to January 10,1997, may voluntarily
and the availability of off-site and emergency implement the methods described in this guide in com-
on-site power sources should be determined. bination with the methods in Revision 2 to Regulatory
The purpose of these inspections is to deter- Guide 1.12," Nuclear Power Plant Instrumentation for

O mine the effect of the earthquake on essential Earthquakes," and ir, Regulatory Guide 1.167, " Restart
safe shutdown equipment which is not normal- of a Nuclear Power Plant Shut Down by a Seismic
ly in use during power operation so that any re- Event." Other implementation strategies, such as vol-
sets or repairs required as a result of the earth- untary implementation of portions of the cited regula-
quake can be performed, or alternate tory guides, will be evaluated by the NRC staff on a
equipment can be readied, prior to initiating case-by-case basis.

I
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APPENDIX A

INTERIM OPEllATING BASIS EAllTIIQUAKE EXCEEDANCE GUIDELINES

This regulatory guide is based on the assumption be determined (Regulatory Positions 4.1 and 4.2),
that the nuclear power plant has operable seismic in- the OBE will be considered to have been exceeded
strumentation and equipment (hardware and software) and the plant must be shut down if one of the fol-
to process the data. If the seismic instrumentation or lowing applies:
data processing equipment is inoperable, the following

1. The earthquake resulted in Modified Mercalli
should be used to determine whether the operating
basis earthquake ground motion (OBE) has been Intensity (MMI) VI or greater within 5 km of

exceeded: the plant,

2. The earthquake was felt within the plant and
1. For plants at which instrumentally determined data was of magnitude 6.0 or greater, or

are available only from an instrument installed on a
3. The earthquake was of m .gnitude 5.0 or great-foundation, the cumulative absolute velocity

(CAV) check (see Regulatory Position 4.2 of this er and occurred within :00 km of the plant.

guide) is not cpplicable. In this case, the determina- A p stearthquake plant walkdown should be con-

tion of OBE exceedance is based on a response ducted after the earthquake (see Regulatory Position 2

spectrum check similar to that described in Regula- of this guide).

tory Position 4.1 of this regulatory guide. A com- If plant shutdown is warranted under the above
parison is made between the foundation-level de- guidelines, the plant should be shut down in an orderly
sign response spectra and data obtained from the manner (see Regulatory Position 6 of this guide).
foundation-level instruments. If the response spec-
trum check at any foundation is exceeded, the OBE Note: The determinations of epicentral loca-
is exceeded and the plant must be shut down. At tion, magnitude, and intensity by the U.S. Geo-
this instrument location it is inappropriate to use logical Survey, National Earthquake Informa-
the 0.2g spectral acceleration limit or the 6 inches tion Center, will usually take precedence over
per second (15.24 centimeters per second) spectral other estimates; however, regional and local
velocity limit stated in Regulatory Position 4.1.2. determinations v.ill be used if they are consid-

ered to be more accurn.te. Also, higher quality
2. For plants at which no free-field or foundation- damage reports or a lack of damage reports

level instrumental data are available, or the data from the nuclear power plant site or its imme-
processing equipment is inoperable and the re- diate vicinity will take precedence over more
sponse spectrum check and the CAV check can not distant reports.

e
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APPENDIX 11,

DEFINITIONS

Certified Standard Design. A Commission ap- tinued operation without undue risk to the health and
proval, issued pursuant to Subpart B of 10 CFR Part 52, safety of the public will remain functional. The value of
of a standard design for a nuclear power facility. the OBE is set by the applicant.

Design Response Spectra. Response spectra used
to design Seismic Category I structures, systems, and Spectral Accelerat. ion. The acceleration response. .

. ;f er se t r with prescrWed frecluen(y and ;components,
damping.

Operating Itasis Earthquake Ground Motion
|

(OBE). The vibratory ground motion for which those Spectral Velocity. The velocity response of a lin- |
features of the nuclear power plant necessary for con- ear oscillator with prescribed frequency and damping.

|

|

|
|

|

REGULATORY ANALYSIS

A separate regulatory analysis was not prepared for benefits of the rule as implemented by the guide. A
this regulatory guide. The regulatory analysis, "Revi- copy of the regulatory analysis is available for inspec-
sions of 10 CFR Part 100 and 10 CFR Part 50," was pre- tion and copying for a fee at the NRC Public Document
pared for these amendments, and it provides the regula- Room,2120 L Street NW. (Lower Level), Washington,
tory basis for this guide and examines the costs and DC, as Attachment 7 to SECY-96-Il8.

i
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION March 1997

J Q[eag%,,nOREGULATORY GUIDE
m # .

%**v4}*** OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REGULATORY RESEARCH

REGULATORY GUIDE 1.167
(Draft was DG-1035)

RESTART OF A NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SHUT DOWN BY A SEISMIC EVENT |
|

A. INTRODUCTION NRC may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not |

Paragraph IV(a)(3) of Appendix S, " Earthquake required to respond to, a collection of information un-
'

Engineering Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to less it displays a currently valid OMB control number.

10 CFR Part 50," Domestic Licensing of Production B. DISCUSSION
,

and Utilization Facilities," requires shutdown of the Data from seismic instrumentation 2 and a
nuclear power plant if vibratory ground motion exceed- walkdown of the nuclear power plant are used to makei
ing that of the operating basis earthquake ground mo- the initial determination of whether the plant must be
tion (OBE) occurs or if significant plant damage oc- shut down after an earthquake, if the plant has not al-
curs.1 Prior to resuming operations, the licensee mest ready shut down from operational perturbations result-
demonstrate to the NRC that no functional damage has ing from the seismic event.
occurred to those features necessary for continued op-

The Electric Power Research Institute has devel-eration without undue risk to the health and safety of them

) public. oped guidelines that will enable licensees to quickly
d identify and assess earthquake effects on nuclear power

Tlu.s guide provides guidance acceptable to the plants in EPRI NP-6695, " Guidelines for Nuclear
. .

NRC staff for performing inspections and tests of nu- Plant Response to an Earthquake," December 1989.3
clear power plant equipment and structures prior to re- This regulatory guide addresses sections of EPRI
start of a plant that has been shut down by a seismic NP-6695 that relate to postshutdown inspection and
event. tests, inspection criteria, inspection personnel, docu-

The information collections contained in this regu- mentation, and long-term evaluations.
latory guide are covered by the requirements of 10 CFR
Part 50, which were approved by the Office of Manage- 2 Regulatory Guide 1.12, Revision 2," Nuclear Power Plant Instrumen-
ment and Budget, approval number 3150-0011. The tation for Earthquakes," describes seismic instrumentation acceptable

to the NRC staff.

IRegulatory Guide 1.166," Pre-Earthquake Planning and immediate 3 E PRI reports may be obtained from the Electric Power Research Insti-
Nuclear Power Plant Operator Postcarthquake Actions," provides cri- tute, EPRI Distribution Center,207 Coggins Dr., P.O. Box 23205,
teria for plant shutdown. Pleasant Hill, CA 94523.
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EPRI NP-6695 has been supplemented to add in- cations where stresses exceed faulted allow-
spections and tests as a basis for acceptance of stresses ables and should include fatigue analysis for
in excess of Service Level C and to recommend that en- ASME Code Class 1 components and systems,
gineering evaluations of components with calculated
stresses in excess of service Level D focus on areas of 2. LONG-TERN 1 EVALUATIONS

high stress and include fatigue analyses. Coincident with the long-term evaluations, the
plant should be restored to its current licensing basis.

C. REGULATORY POSITION Exceptions to this must be approved by the Director,
After a plant has been shut down by an earthquake, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

the guidelines for inspections and tests of nuclear pow- D. IMPLEMENTATION
er plant equipment and structures that are in EPRI I

NP-6695, depicted in Figure 3-2 and specified in Sec. The purpose of this section is to provide guidance I

tions 5.3.2,5.3.3, and 5.3.4; the documentation speci. to applicants and licensees regarding the NRC staff's
f ed in Section in 5.3.5 to be submitted to the NRC; and plans for using this regulatory guide.

the long-term evaluations that are specified in Section Except in those cases in which the applicant pro-
6.3, with the exceptions specified below, are acceptable poses an acceptable alternative method for complying
to the NRC staff for satisfying the requirements in Para- with the specified portions of the Commission's regula-
graph IV(a)(3) of Appendix S to 10 CFR Part 50. tions, the method described in this guide will be used in

the evaluation of applications for construction permits,
1. EXCEPTIONS TO SECTION 6.3.4.1 OF

operating licenses, combined licenses, or design certi-
fication submitted after January 10,1997. This guide

1.1 Item (1) should read: will not be used in the evaluation of an application for

If the calculated stresses from the actual seis. an operating license submitted after January 10,1997,

mic loading conditions are less than the allow, if the construction permit was issued prior to that date.

ables for emergency conditions (e.g., ASME IIolders af an operating license or construction per-
Code Level C Service Limits or equivalent) or mit issued prior to January 10,1997, may voluntarily
original design bases, the item is considered implement the methods described in this guide in com-
acceptable. provided the results ofinspections bination with the methods in Regulatory Guides 1.12,
and tests (Section 5.3.2) show no damage. Revision 2," Nuclear Power Plant Instrumentation for

1.2 The second dashed statement of Item (3) Earthquakes," and 1.166, " Pre-Earthquake Planning
!

should read: and immediate Nuclear Power Plant Operator Post-
'

earthquake Actions." Other implementation strategies,
-An engineering evaluation of the effects of such as voluntary implementation of portions of the
the calculated stresses on the functionality of cited regulatory guides, will be evaluated by the NRC
the item. This evaluation should address all lo- staff on a case-by-case basis.

O
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REGULATORY ANALYSIS

. A separate regulatory analysis was not prepared for benefits of the rule as implemented by the guide. A
this regulatory guide. The regulatory analysis, "Revi- copy of the regulatory analysis is available for inspec-
sion of 10 CFR Part 100 and 10 CFR Part 50," was pre- tion and copying for a fee at the NRC Public Document
pared for these amendments, and it provides the regula- Room,2120 L Street NW. (Lower Level), Washington,
tory basis for this guide and examines the costs and DC, as Attachment 7 to SECY-96-118.
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NUREG-0800-3 (Formerly NUREG-75/087)
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#

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
e ane

[3 r.3 STANDARD REVIEW PLAN
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

*

..a..

2.5.1
BASIC GE0 LOGIC AND SEISHIC INFORMATION

REVIEW RESPONSIBILITIES

Primary - Civil Engineering and Geosciences Branch (ECGB)
Secondary - None

I. AREAS OF REVIEW

ECGB reviews the geological, seismological, and geophysical information
submitted in the applicant's early site evaluation report (ESR) or safetyanalysis report (SAR), Sections 2.5.1, 2.5.2, and 2.5.3. The technical
information presented in these sections of the SAR or ESR results largely from
surface and subsurface geological, seismological, geophysical, and
geotechnical investigations performed in progressively greater detail closerD 40 km (25 mi), 8 km (5 mi), and 1 km (0.6 mi) around the site.to the site, within each of the areas described by radii of 320 km (200 mi),The following
specific subjects are addressed: tectonic and seismic information, nontectonic
deformation information, and conditions caused by human activities, with
respect to regional geology (Subsection 2.5.1.1) and site geology (Subsection
2.5.1.2).

Because there is a strong overlap among these areas of review and those of
geotechnical engineering and geohydrology, the reviewers of these sections of
the SARs should also carefully review Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 2.5.4
and Section 2.4.12 and closely coordinate their reviews and findings with
those of the geotechnical engineering and the geohydrology reviewers. For
example, coordination with geotechnical engineers is required when
verification of geological processes affecting the site, such as the
preloading history of the plant's soil foundations by means of glacial and

Rev. 3 - March 1997

USNRC STANDARD REVIEW PLAN
Standard review plane are prepared for the guidance of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation staff responsible for the

or 's p$cy to in m the nu$e rNuo eneralpu$lc oYreg laa ot om d r proced es e of les* d
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for Nuclear Power Plante. Not all sections of the Standard Format have a corresponding review plan.

Published standard review plane will be revised periodically, as appropriate, to accommodate commente and to reflect now
information and experience.

Comments and suggestione for improvement will be conaldered and should be sent to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
,

Commiselon, Office of Nucker Reactor Regulation, Washington, D.C. 20555.
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other geologic pr acesses, can be determined through various geotechnical
testing methodologies.

'

References 1 through 8 (regulations and regulatory guides) provide guidance toThe
the ECGB reviewers in evaluating potential nuclear power plant sites.
principal regulation that will be used by ECGB to determine the scope and
adequacy of the submitted geological, seismological, and geophysicalinformation for nuclear power plant sites is 10 CFR Part 100, Section 100.23,
" Seismic and Geologic Siting factors" (Ref. 2). Specific guidance for
implementing this regulation can be found in Regulatory Guide 1.165,
" Identification and Characterization of Seismic Sources and Determination ofGuidance regarding the
Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion" (Ref. 3). 1.132, " Site i

geotechnical engineering aspects is found in Regulatory Guide Additional
Investigations for Foundations of Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 4).
information is available to the ECGB reviewers through published andAs the state of the art in the geosciencesunpublished scientific literature.
is advancing rapidly, it is the responsibility of the reviewers to stay
abreast of changes by reviewing the current scientific literature on a regular
basis, attending professional meetings, etc.

Using the knowledge derived from these activities and the geosciencesf reviewers' own aggregate academic backgrounds and experience, ECGB judges the
adequacy of the geological, seismological, and geophysical information cited

'

in support of the applicant's conclusions concerning the suitability of the
|

| plant site.

The geological, seismological, and geophysical information that must be -

provided by applicants for the site review to proceed is divided into the
following three basic categories:

Tectonic or Seismic Information. Information regarding tectonics,
1.

(particularly Quaternary tectonics), seismicity, correlation of
seismicity with tectonic structure, characterization of seismic sources,
and ground motion. Seismicity and vibotory ground motions are primary
review responsibilities addressed in SRP Section 2.5.2. However, the
review and acceptance of the applicant's basic data-gathering processes
and findings that are presented in support of these topics, and their
completeness, are also integral parts of the review responsibilities
covered in this section. There must be close coordination among
geologists, geophysicists, and seismologists in reviewing these
sections.

Sufficient information must be provided to estimate the potential for
strong earthquake ground motions or surface deformation at the site,
such as the proximity and nature of potential seismic sources,
Quaternary geological evidence for faulting, folding, prehistoric
earthquakes (i.e., paleoliquefaction features), and other seismically
induced features. A complete presentation, including supporting basic
data, of the characteristics of the subsurface materials beneath the
site must be provided (or cross-referenced with SRP Section 2.5.4) and
reviewed by the staff so that an assessment of the potential for
amplification of vibratory ground motion or ground failure under dynamic
loading can be made. Potential ground failure modes may include
liquefaction, excessive settlement, differential settlement, and those
caused by high tectonic stresses. Additionally, for sites adjacent to

2.5.1-2 Rev. 3 - March 1997
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|

| large bodies of water, information pertinent to estimating tsunami and
'm seiche hazards must be provided or cross-referenced to SRP Section.

) 2.4.12.
w)

2. Nontectonic Deformation Information. Adequate information must be
provided for an assessment of other nontectonic geological hazards, such
as landsliding and other mass-wasting phenomena, subsidence (including

i differential subsidence), growth faulting, glacially induced
| deformation, chemical weathering, the potential for collapse or

subsidence in areas underlain by carbonate rocks, evidence of
i

,

l preconsolidation, etc. |

3. Conditions Caused by Human Activities. Information on changes in
.

,

I groundwater conditions caused by the withdrawal or injection of fluids, I

subsidence or collapse caused by withdrawal of fluids, mineral
extraction, induced seismicity and fault movement caused by reservoir
impoundment, fluid injection or withdrawal must be included in the SAR
or ESR and evaluated by the ECGB staff.

Acceptance criteria related to the above conditions are presented in SRP |
Subsections 2.5.1.1, " Regional Geology," and 2.5.1.2, " Site Geology." |
Information provided by the applicant in the SAR or ESR in support of its j
application for a license should be reviewed in terms of the regional and site
tectonics, with emphasis on the Quaternary period, structural geology,
physiography, geomorphology, stratigraphy, and lithology. In addition, with
specific reference to site geology, the following subjects should be reviewed
as they relate to the above-mentioned conditions: topography, slope stability,

q fluid injection or withdrawal, mineral extraction, faulting, solutioning,
%/) jointing, seismicity, and fracturing.

;

|
IThe information provided should be documented by appropriate references to all

relevant published and unpublished materials. Illustrations such as maps and
cross sections should include but should not be limited to structural,
tectonic, physiographic, topographic, geologic, gravity, and magnetic maps;
structural and stratigraphic sections; boring logs; and aerial photographs.
Some sites may require maps of subsidence, irregular weathering conditions,
landslide potential, hydrocarbon extraction (oil or gas wells), faults,
joints, and karst features. Some site characteristics must be documented by
reference to seismic reflection or refraction profiles or to maps produced by
various remote sensing techniques.

Maps should include superimposed. plot plans of the plant facilities. Other
documentation should show the relationship of all Seismic Category I
facilities (clearly identified) to subsurface geology. Core boring logs, logs
and maps of trenches, aerial photographs, satellite imagery, and geophysical
data should be presented for evaluation. In addition, plot plans showing the
locations of all plant structures, borings, trenches, profiles, etc., should
be included.

The review can be brought to an earlier conclusion if the ESR or SAR contains
| sufficient data to allow the reviewers to make an independent assessment of

the applicant's conclusions. The reviewers should be led in a logical manner'

x from the data and premises given to the conclusions that are drawn without
s having to make an extensive independent literature search. A literaturej search will be conducted by the staff at the appropriate level of detail,

2.5.1-3 Rev. 3 - March 1997



depending on the completeness of the SAR or ESR. All pertinent data,
including that which is controversial, should be presented and evaluated. The
geologic terminology uced should conform to standard reference works (Refs. 9

'

and 10).

The primary purposes for conducting the site and regional investigations are
to determine the geological and seismological suitability of the site, provide
the bases for the design of the plant, and determine whether there is
significant new tectonic or ground motion information that could impact the
seismic design bases as determined by a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis
(PSHA) (Refs. 11 - 13). The objective of Section 2.5.1 of the SAR is to
present the results of these investigations and to describe geologic and
seismic features as they affect the site under review; all data, information,
discussions, interpretations, and conclusions should be directed to this
objective. |

II. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The applicable regulations (Refs. I and 2) and regulatory guides (Refs. 3 - 5)
and basic acceptance criteria pertinent to the areas of this section of the
Standard Review Plan are:

1. General Desian Criterion (GDC) 2. "Desian Bases for Protection Aaainst
Natural Phenomena." in Accendix A. " General Desian Criteria for Nuclear
Power Plants." to 10 CFR Part 50. This criterion requires that the
structures, systems, and components important to safety be designed to |
withstand the effects of earthquakes, tsunami, and seiche without loss I
of capability to perform their safety functions (Ref. 1). !

2. Section 100.23. "Geoloaic and Seismic Sitina Factors." of 10 CFR Part
1 03 This section of Part 100 requires the applicant to determine the
SSE and its uncertainty, the potential for surface tectonic and
nontectonic deformations, the design bases for seismically induced
floods and water waves, and other design conditions (Ref. 2).

3. Reaulatory Guide 1.165. " Identification and Characterization of Seismic

Sources and Determination of Safe Shutdown Earthauake Ground Motion"
(Ref. 3). This guide describes acceptable methods to: (1) conduct
geological, seismological, and geophysical investigations of the site
and region around the site, (2) identify and characterize seismic
sources, (3) perform PSHA, and (4) determine the SSE for the site (see
SRP Section~2.5.2.6 and Ref. 14).

4. Reaulatorv Guide 1.132. " Site Investiaations for Foundations of Nuclear
fower Plants." This guide describes programs of site investigations
related to geotechnical aspects that would normally meet the needs for
evaluating the safety of the site from the standpoint of the performance
of foundations and earthworks under anticipated loading conditions,

! including earthquakes. It provides general guidance and recommendations
for developing site-specific investigation programs as well as specific'

guidance for conducting subsurface investigations, such as borings and
sampling (Ref. 4).

5. Reaulatory Guide 4.7. " General Site Suitability Criteria for Nuclear

Power Stations." This guide discusses the major site characteristics

2.5.1-4 Rev. 3 - March 1997
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determining the suitability of sites for nuclear power stationsrelated to public health and safety that the NRC staff considers inO (Ref. 5).

and it must be consistent with the requirements of Reference 2 and shouldThe information in the SAR or ESR must be complete and thoroughly docume t dne,
conform to the format suggested in Reference 6.
sources, including the United States Geological SurveyInformation from varied
Federal or State agencies' published and open file paper (sUSGS) and other

covering the region in which the site is located, are used by the staff inphotographs, geophysical data, and similar data from nongo,vernme,ntal sources
maps aerial

evaluating the completeness and acceptability of the SAR or ESR.

Guide 1.165 (Ref. 3) and Regulatory Guide 1.132 (Ref. 4), are conductedThe ECGB reviewers must ensure that investigations, as described in Regulatory
the appropriate level of thoroughness within the 4 areas designated inwith
Regulatory Guide 1.165, based on distances from the site:
km (25 mi), 8 km (5 mi), and 1 km (0.6 mi). 320 km (200 mi), 40

the new data derived from the regional and site investigations and that uinformation presented in the ESR or SAR on which to base a comparison bet
There must be sufficient

ween

in the tectonic and ground motion models of the PSHA (Ref. 3)sed
.

Design Criterion 2, Part 50, and 10 CFR 100.23 are as follows: Specific criteria necessary to meet the relevant requirements of General
Subsection 2.5.1.1. "Reoional Geoloov."_In meeting the requirements of

and documented discussion is presented of all geological, seismologicalReferences 1 and 2, the subsection will be considered acceptable if a compl tI ee
geophysical features, as well as conditions caused by human activities, and

subsection should contain a review of the regional tectonics, with emphasis onThis

the Quaternary period, structural geology, seismology, paleoseismology
.

physiography, geomorphology, stratigraphy, and geologic history within a
distance of 320 km (200 mi) from the site (site region), to provide a

,

framework within which the safety significance can be evaluated for the
geology, seismology, and conditions brought about by human activities
Subsection 2.5.1.2. " Site Geoloav."

.

1 and 2, and the regulatory positions of References 4 and 5 and certainIn meeting the requirements of References
recommendations of Reference 7, the subsection will be judged acceptable if it
contains a description and evaluation of site-related geologic features

levels of detail within areas approximately defined by radii of 40 km (25 mi) seismic conditions, and conditions caused by human activities, at appropriate
,

8 km (5 mi), and I km 0.6 mi) around the site.
This subsection shouldcontain the following g(eneral site information:

,

1.

characterization of local seismic sources and their relationship to theThe structural geology of the site, specifically the identification and
regional structural geology and seismic sources.

2.
The seismicity of the site, including historical and instrumentally
recorded earthquakes, and whether there is a relationship to tectonicstructure.

) 3.

and its relationship to the regional history.The geological history, particularly the Quaternary period, of the site
2.5.1-5
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Evidence of paleoseismicity or lack of it.4.

The site stratigraphy and lithology and their relationship to those of
I 5.

the region,
f

The engineering significance of geological features underlying the sitel

l
6.

as they relate to:
I

Dynamic behavior during prior earthquakes,a.

Zones of alteration, irregular weathering, or zones of structuralb.
weakness.

Unrelieved residual stresses in bedrock.c.

Materials that could be unstable because of their mineralogy ord. unstable physical properties.

Effects of human activities in the area.e.

7. The site groundwater conditions.

III. REVIEW PROCEDURES
The first phase is the

The staff review is conducted in three phases.
acceptance review, a brief review of the SAR or ESR to evaluate its
completeness and to identify obvious safety issues that could result in delaysThe judgments on acceptance or rejection
at subsequent stages of the review. (1) adherence to
of the SAR or ESR for review are governed by two criteria:the Standard Format (Ref. 6) in identifying and describing the geological,
seismological, and geophysical features and the conditions resulting from
human activities that affect safety of the site, and (2) provision of adequate
information and documentation as described in Regulatory Guide 1.165 (Ref 3)
to allow for an independent staff review of the conclusions made therein.

After an SAR or ESR is docketed, the staff conducts a thorough review of the
In this second phase of the review an effort is made to identify

The reviewer carefully examines the SAR or ESR to see thatmaterial .

all interpretations are founded on sound geological and seismological practice
all safety issues.

and do not exceed the limits of validity of the applicant's data or of other

data, such as that published in the scientific literature.The SAR or ESR is also reviewed for any significant new information derived by
the site-specific geological, seismological, and geophysical investigations
that had not been applied to the tectonic and ground motion models used in the

Appendix E of Regulatory Guide 1.165 (Ref. 3) discusses an acceptablePSHA.
method to address significant new information in the PSHA.

At the beginning of this phase of the review, the staff usually seeksassistance from the USGS and decides to what extent consultants should be
The necessary information is then made available to the USGSAdvisors from the USGS and consultants are asked toinvolved.

advisors and consultants.
perform such varied tasks as reviewing the tectonic setting of plants inregions of complex geology, evaluating the potential for surface displacement,
verifying an applicant's mineral identifications and geochronology, or

!
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providing advice on the proper level of earthquake ground motion in the
seismic evaluation of selected sites.

,

) A review of relevant references is conducted by the staff, USGS advisors, and
consultants. Pertinent references, such as published geological reports,''

professional papers, open-file material, university theses, physiographic and
geological maps, and aeromagnetic and gravity maps, are ordered from the
appropriate sources and reviewed. Several basic general references used in
the past by the staff are References 9, 15, and 16. The GeoRef data base
(American Geological Institute, Falls Church, Virginia) and other data bases,
such as the American Petroleum Institute Data Base (accessible through RECON
system) and the Department of Energy's RECON / Energy Data Base, are used to
identify specific references.

As publication usually lags behind the completion of research or construction
investigation projects by months or years, the reviewers should not rely
entirely on information submitted by the applicant or in the published
literature. The reviewers should make an effort to identify any pertinent
studies that may be under way in the site region and any preliminary findings
of these studies. This may be accomplished by contacting the USGS or other
Federal agencies, State geological surveys, universities, and industry, to
obtain current information about the site. Some pertinent information may be
of a proprietary nature, and special provisions may be required to examine the
data.

The staff members will conduct a geological reconnaissance of the site and
region around the site as part of the second phase of the review to examine
geological features, soil and rock samples from core borings or test pits,m j trenches excavated across the site, and actual excavations for the plant

,

j facilities, if present at this stage. This site reconnai:sance is especially
important in view of the requirement of 10 CFR Part 52 (Ref. 8), which allows
for a combined license as an alternative to the previous two-step requirement ;

of a construction permit followed by an operating license. In the previous I

procedure, many geologic features, such as faults (as at North Anna, Summer,
Byron, Catawba, Seabrook, Watts Bar) that had the potential to impact the |

safety of the plant were not identified until the actual construction I

excavations for the plant were made. Additionally, unanticipated engineering
problems have occurred during and after construction (as at North Anna, WNP-2,
Nine Mile Point 2). For example, larger-than-expected settlements have

.

'

frequently occurred in engineered backfill, even though the design had been
approved by the staff during the construction permit review. Under 10 CFR
Part 52, the construction excavations for a plant will not be made until after i
the staff has prepared the site safety evaluation report (SER). I

During the second phase of the review, questions and comments are developed
from items that have not been adequately addressed by the applicant, those
which become apparent during the detailed review, or those which develop from
the additional information provided as a result of the acceptance review.
These first-round questions usually require the applicant to conduct
additional investigations or to supply clarifying information. Questions may
result from the reviewer's discovery of references not cited by the applicant
that contain conclusions that are in conflict with those made by the
applicant. When the applicant provides insufficient data to support its
interpretations and conclusions and there are reasonable, technically

I supported, more conservative alternative interpretations in the literature,
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the staff will request additional investigations, or require that the
applicant adopt the more conservative interpretation. This phase of the
review will usually involve public meetings with the applicant to clarify

i

questions and allow the applicant to present new data to justify its position. i

The applicant's responses to questions are reviewed and any remaining issues
are settled either by a second round of questions or by staff positions.

The third review phase is the staff evaluation of the applicant's responses to
questions raised in the second phase. At the end of the third phase, the

i

staff takes positions on all safety-related issues, either concurring with the
applicant's positions or taking more conservative positions as may be
necessary in the staff's view to assure the required degree of safety.

A staff position is usually in the form of a requirement to provide
confirmatory information or to design for a specific condition in a way that
the staff considers to be sufficiently conservative and consistent with the
requisites of Reference 2. When all safety issues have been resolved, the
staff provides its input to the safety evaluation report (SER).

A staff position that has characterized licensing during the past two decades
is that all Seismic Category I excavations are required to be geologically
mapped by the applicant and examined by the staff before backfill is placed or
concrete poured. These activities were usually accomplished before the SER
was made final. This procedure should continue in the future regarding sites
that are licensed under the 10 CFR Part 50 two-phase construction permit and
operating license procedure.

However, under the 10 CFR Part 52 combined licensing procedure.(COL), as
described above, geological features such as faults that are not discovered
until after the construction excavations are made and therefore after the
license has been issued, will not have been assessed by the staff. Likewise,
unanticipated engineering problems such as the presence of liquefiable
materials, excessive settlement, heave, or groundwater flow that occur during
or following construction will not have been evaluated by the staff. For
these reasons, there must be a commitment in the site-specific portion of the
SAR for a facility to (1) notify the staff immediately if previously unknown
geologic features that could represent a hazard to the plant are encountered
during excavation; (2) geologically map all excavations for Seismic Category I
structures, as a minimum; and (3) notify the NRC staff when the excavations
are open for examination and evaluation. The staff should conduct a followup
site review when the excavations for the Seismic Category I structures are
open to confirm the conclusions that the site parameters are within the
envelope of the certified design.

IV. EVALVATION FINDINGS

On completion of the review of the geological and seismological aspects of the
plant site and region, if the evaluation by the staff confirms that the
applicant has met the requirements of applicable portions of References 1 and
2, and the guidance contained in References 3, 4, 5, and 6, the conclusion in
the SER states that the information provided and investigations performed
support the applicant's conclusions regarding the geological and seismological
integrity of the proposed nuclear power plant site. Licensing conditions
instituted by the staff to resolve any significant deficiency identified in

i 2.5.1-8 Rev. 3 - March 1997
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precise nature of concern and required resolution.the applicant's SAR or ESR are stated in sufficient detail to make clear the

the site are made by the staff after the early siteDeterminations with respect to the geological and seismologicalsuitability ofoperating license reviews. , construction permit
include an evaluation of the excavations for Seismic Category IA conclusion regarding an operating license w,ill

or

conclusion regarding the geological and seismological suitabilitystructures. A
following a combined license review will be made when the appliof a site
committed to mapping excavations for Seismic Category I facilitiescant has
notifying the staff of their availability for examination and

conduct this examination at the appropriate time after licensing toThe staff will
that there are no previously unknown features such as pot

.

faults, evidence for strong ground motions such as late Quate
confirm

entially active
induced paleoliquefaction features, unsuitable soil zonesrnary seismicallyexcavations. , or cavities in the

This final staff visit, in addition to determining whether theinformation'since the combined licensing review re is any new

licensing review have been implemented. recommendations or conditions formulated by the staff during the, ensures that the staff
combined

A typical staff finding at the conclusion of the licensing r
eview follows.

the staff has considered pertinent information gathered inIn its review of the geological and seismological aspects of the plant,the application for a license. support of

from site and near-site investigations, as well as a geolo iThe information reviewed includes data
reconnaissance of the site and region, an independent review of rg cal

published literature, and discussions with knowledgeable scienti tecently
the USGS and other Federal agencies, the State Geological Ss s withuniversities, consulting firms, etc. urvey, local

Based on its review:

(1)
The geological, geophysical, and seismological investigations and
other information provided by the applicant and required by 10 CFR
100.23 have been combined with the staff's independent review
the data and other sources of information, including a geol} of

reconnaissance of the site and region and examination of( ogical
excavations for Seismic Category I structures at the site

tectonic sources or seismogenic sources exist in the plant sitresults provide an adequate basis to establish that no capable
These.

area that have the potential of causing near-surface displacemente
or earthquakes to be centered there.

(2)
geological, seismological, andBased on the results of the applicant's regional and site
staff's independent evaluation, geophysical investigations and the

the staff concludes that all
have been identified and appropriately characterized by theseismic sources significant to determining the SSE for the site
applicant in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.165 and SRPSection 2.5.2.

2.5.1-9
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Based on the applicant's geological, geophysical, and geotechnical
investigations of the site vicinity and site area, the staff(3)

concludes that the site lithology, stratigraphy, geologicalhistory, structural geology, and characteristics of the subsurface
soils and rocks have been properly characterized.

There is no potential for the occurrence of other geologicalevents (such as landsliding, collapse or subsidence caused by(4)
carbonate solutioning, differential settlement) that could
compromise the safety of the site; or the applicant has mitigated|

such occurrences and has adequately supported the engineering
solutions in the SAR.

There is no potential for the effects of human activity, such assubsidence caused by withdrawal or injection of fluids or collapse(5)

due to mineral extraction, that compromises the safety of thesite; or the applicant has taken steps to prevent such occurrences
and has adequately supported these actions in the SAR.

If this is a combined license review, the staff states that the
conclusions stated under (1) above will be confirmed based on a(6)

detailed examination of the walls and floors of the excavationsfor the Seismic Category I facilities, the applicant's geological
map of these exposures, and an examination by the staff of the
applicant's engineering solutions to mitigate any nontectonic
geological hazard.

The staff's evaluation of the geological and seismological informationAR or
pertaining to this site, which is presented by the applicant in the S2.5.1, 2.5.2, and 2.5.3.
ESR, is discussed in SER sections

The staff concluded that the site is acceptable from a geological andseismological standpoint and meets the requirements of (1) Appendix A (GeneralThis conclusion
Design Criterion 2) to 10 CFR Part 50 and (2) 10 CFR 100.23.
is based on the following:

The applicant has met the requirements of:1.

Apoendix A (General Desian Criterion 2) to 10 CFR Part 50with respect to protection against natural phenomena such asa.

earthquakes, faulting, and collapse.

10 CFR 100.23. "Geoloaic and Seismic Sitino Factors."_ with respect
to obtaining the geologic and seismic information necessary tob.

determine (1) site suitability and (2) the appropriate design ofIn complying with this regulation the applicant also
meets the staff's guidance described in Regulatory Guide 1.165,the plant.

" Identification and Characterization of Seismic Sources andDetermination of Safe. Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion" (Ref. 3);
i

Regulatory Guide 1.132, " Site Investigations for Foundations ofNuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 4); and Regulatory Guide 4.7, " General
Site Suability Criteria for Nuclear Power Stations" (Ref. 5).

S
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V. IMPLEMENTATION

4 The following is intended to provide guidance to applicants and licensees
regarding the NRC staff's plans for using this SRP section.

Except in those cases in which the applicant proposes an acceptable
alternative method for complying with specified portions of the Commission's
regulations, the method described herein will be used by the staff in its
evaluation of conformance with Commission regulations.

Implementation schedules for conformance to parts of the method discussed
herein are contained in the referenced regulatory guides.

The provisions of this SRP section apply to reviews of construction-permits,
operating licenses, early site permits, and combined license applications
docketed pursuant to 10 CFR 100.23.

VI. REFERENCES

1. General Design Criterion 2, " Design Bases for Protection Against Natural
Phenomena," in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50, " Domestic Licensing of
Production and Utilization Facilities."

2. Section 100.23, " Geologic and Seismic Siting Factors," in 10 CFR Part
100, " Reactor Site Criteria."

3. US NRC, " Identification and Characterization of Seismic Sources and
Determination of Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion," Regulatory
Guide 1.165.'

4. US NRC, " Site Investigations for Foundations of Nuclear Power Plants,"
Regulatory Guide 1.132.*

5. US NRC, " General Site Suitability Criteria for Nuclear Power Stations,"
Regulatory Guide 4.7.2

1

6. US NRC, " Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for
Nuclear Power Plants (LWR Edition)," Regulatory Guide 1.70.2

|

' Single copies of the regulatory guides, both active and draft, may be
obtained free of charge by writing the Office of Administration, Attn:
Distribution and Services Section, USNRC, Washington, DC 20555 or by fax at
(301)415-2260. Copies are available for inspection or copying for a fee from
the NRC Public Document Room at 2120 L Street NW., Washington, DC; the PDR's
mailing address is Mail Stop LL-6, Washington, DC 20555; telephone (202)634-
3273; fax (202)634-3343.
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7. US NRC, " Report of the Siting Policy Task Force," NUREG-0625, August
1979.'

8. 10 CFR Part 52, "Early Site Permits; Standard Design Certifications; and
Combined Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants,"

4 9. R.L. Bates and J. Jackson, editors, " Glossary of Geology," Second
Edition, American Geological Institute, Falls Church, Virginia,1980.

10. S.M. Colman, K. L. Pierce, and P. W. Birkeland, " Suggested Terminology.

for Quaternary Dating Methods," Ouaternary Research, Volume 288, pp.
314-319, 1987.

11. J.B. Savy et al., " Eastern Seismic Hazard Characterization Update,"
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, UCRL-ID-115111, June 1993.

12. P. Sobel, " Revised Livermore Seismic Hazard Estimates for Sixty-Nine
Nuclear Power Plant Sites East of the Rocky Mountains," US NRC,
NUREG-1488, April 1994.*

13. Electric Power Research Institute, "Probabilistic Seismic Hazard
Evaluation of Nuclear Power Plant Sites in the Central and Eastern
United States," Volumes I through 10, NP-4726A, 1989.

14. Electric Power Research Institute, " Guidelines for Determining Design
'

Basis Ground Motions," EPRI Report TR-102293, Vols. 1-4, May 1993.

15. A.L. Odom and R. D. Hatcher, Jr., "A Characterization of Faults in the-

Appalachian Foldbelt," US NRC, NUREG/CR-1621, September 1980.

16. G.V. Cohee (Chairman) et al., " Tectonic Map of the United States," U.S.
Geological Survey and American Association of Petroleum Geologists,
1962.

.

2Copies are available for inspection or copying for a fee from the NRC
Public Document Room at 2120 L Street NW., Washington, DC; the PDR's mailing
address is Mail Stop LL-6, Washington, DC 20555; telephone (202)634-3273; fax
(202)634-3343. Copies may be purchased at current rates from the U.S.
Government Printing Office, P.O. Box 37082, Washington, DC 20402-9328
(telephone (202)512-2249); or from the National Technical Information Service
by writing NTIS at 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161.
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2.5.2 VIBRATORY GROUND HOTION

REVIEW RESPONSIBILITIES

Primary - Civil Engineering and Geosciences Branch (ECGB)

Secondary - None

I. AREAS OF REVIEW

The Civil Engineering and Geosciences Branch review covers the seismological, ;

geological, geophysical, and geotechnical investigations carried out to j
determine the Safe Shutdown Earthquake ground motion (SSE) for the site.
The SSE represents the design earthquake ground motion at the site and is the
vibratory ground motion for which certain structures, systems, and components

C
1 are designed to remain functional. The SSE is based upon a detailed
) evaluation of earthquake potential, taking into account regional and local

" geology, Quaternary tectonics, seismicity, and specific geotechnical
characteristics of the site's subsurface material. The SSE is defined as the
free-field horizontal and vertical grounJ response spectra at the plant site.

The principal regulation used by the staff in determining the scope and
adequacy of the submitted seismologic and geologic information and attendant
procedures and analyses is 10 CFR 100.23 (Ref.1). Additional information
(regulations, regulatory guides, and reports) is provided in References 2
through 9.

Guidance on seismological and geological investigations is provided in
Regulatory Guide 1.165, " Identification and Characterization of Seismic
Sources and Determination of Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion" (Ref. 9).
These investigations describe the seismicity of the site region and the
correlation of earthquake activity with seismic sources. Seismic sources are

Rev. 3 - March 1997
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identified and characterized, including the rates of occurrence of earthquakes
associated with each seismic source. Seismic sources that have any part
within 320 km (200 miles) of the site must be identified. More distant
sources that have a potential for earthquakes large enough to affect the site
must also be identified. Seismic sources can be capable tectonic sources or
seismogenic sources; a seismotectonic province is a type of seismogenic
source.

Specific areas of review include seismicity (Subsection 2.5.2.1), geologic and
tectonic characteristics of the site and region (Subsection 2.5.2.2), correla-
tion of earthquake activity with seismic sources (Subsection 2.5.2.3),
probabilistic seismic hazard analysis and controlling earthauakes (Subsection
2.5.2.4), seismic wave transmission characteristics of the site (Subsection
2.5.2.5), and safe shutdown earthquake ground motion (Subsection 2.5.2.6).

The geotechnical engineering aspects of the site and the models and metheds
employed in the analysis of soil and foundation response to the ground motdon
environment are reviewed under Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 2.5.4. The
results of the geosciences review are used in SRP Sections 3.7.1 and 3.7.2.

II. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The applicable regulations (Refs.1, 2, and 3) and regulatory guides (Refs. 4,
5, 6, and 9) and basic acceptance criteria pertinent to the areas of this
section of the Standard Review Plan are:

1. E CFR Part 100. " Reactor Site Criteria." This part of the NRC's
regulations describes general criteria that guide the evaluation of the
suitability of proposed sites for nuclear power and test reactors
(Ref. 3).

Section 100.23. "Geoloaic and Seismic Sitina Factors." of 10 CFR Pa_rt
100. This section of Part 100 requires the applicant to determine the
SSE and its uncertainty, the potential for surface tectonic and
nontectonic deformations, the design bases for seismically induced
floods and water waves, and cther design conditions (Ref.1).

2. General Desian Criterion (GDC) 2. "Desian Bases for Protection Aaainst
Natural Phenomena." in Appendix A. " General Desian Criteria for Nuclear

Power Plants." to 10 CFR Part 50. This criterion requires that the
structures, systems, and components important to safety be designed to
withstand the effects of earthquakes, tsunamis, and seiches without loss
of capability to perfcrm their safety functions (Ref. 2).

3. Reaulatory Guide 1.132. " Site Investiaations for Foundations of.Nclear
Power Plants." This guide describes programs of site investigat.,ns
related to geotechnical aspects that would normally meet the needs for
evaluating the safcty of the site from the standpoint of the performance
of foundations and eirthworks under anticipated loading conditions,
including earthquakes It provides general guidase and recommendations !
for developing site-specific investigation programs as well as specific ,

guidance for conducting subsurface invest'gations, such as borings and |
sampling (Ref. 4).
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4. Reaulatory Guide 4.7. " General Site Suitability Criteria for Nuclear

? Power Stations." This guide discusses the major site characteristics
related to public health and safety that the staff considers in-

k determining the suitability of sites for nuclear power stations
(Ref. 5).

5. Reaulatory Guide 1.60. "Desian Response Spectra for Seismic Desian of
|Nuclear Power Plants (Ref. 6)." Smoothed response spectra are generally j

used for design purposes -- for example, a standard spectral shape that '

has been used in the past is presented in Regulatory Guide 1.60. These i

smoothed spectra are still acceptable when the smoothed design spectra l

compare favorably with site-specific response spectra derived from the
ground motion estin'41on procedures discussed in Subsection 2.5.2.6.

6. Reaulatory Guide 1.165. " Identification and Characterization of Seismic
i

Sources and Determination of Safe Shutdown Earthauake Ground Motion" |(Ref. 9). This guide describes acceptable methods to: (1) conduct '

geological, seismological, and geophysical investigations of the site
and region around the site, (2) identify and characterize seismic ;

sources, (3) perform PSHA, and (4) determine the SSE for the site (see |
SRP Section 2.5.2.6). i

The principal geologic and seismic consideration for site suitability and
geologic and seismic design bases are given in 10 CFR 100.23. Regulatory
Guide 1.165 (Ref. 9) provides more detailed guidance on investigations and
application of probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA). The seismic )
design bases are predicated on a reasonable. conservative determination of the '

) SSE. The SSE is based on consideration of me regional and local geology and
u/ seitt;M igy and on the characteristics of the subsurface materials at the site.

No comprehensive definitive rules can be promulgated regarding the
i

investigations needed to establish the seismic design bases; the requirements !
vary from site to site. !

!

2.5.2.1 Seismicity. To meet the requirements in Reference 1, this
subsection is accepted when the complete historical record of earthquakes in
the region is listed and when all available parameters are given for each

thquake in the historical record. The listing should include all
arthquakes having Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) greater than or equal to
IV or magnitude greater than or equal to 3.0 that have been reported within
320 km (200 miles) of the site. Large earthquakes outside of this area that
would impact the SSE, should be reported. A regional-scale map should be
presented showing all listed earthquake epicenters and should be supplemented
by a larger-scale map showing earthquake epicenters of events within 80 km (50
miles) of the site. The following information concerning each earthquake is
required whenever it is available: epicenter coordinates, depth of focus,
date, origin time, highest intensity, magnitude, seismic moment, source
mechanism, source dimensions, distance from the site, and any strong-motion
recordings (sources from which the information was obtained should be identi-

,

fied). All magnitude designations such as m,, M , M , M,, should be identified. |t

| In the Central and Eastern United ?tates (CEUS), relatively little information !
: is available on magnitudes for historic earthquakes which are reported but for |
| which there are no instrumental recordings; hence, it may be appropriate to
q rely on intensity observations (descriptions of earthquake effects) or the

i dimensions of the area in which the event was felt to estimate magnitudes of
M historic events (e.g., Refs. 10 and 11). In addition, any reported
!
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earthquake-induced geologic failure, such as liquefaction (including
paleoseismic evidence of large prehistoric earthquakes), landsliding,
landspreading, and lurching, should be described completely, including the
estimated level of strong motion that in6ced failure and the physical
properties of the materials. The completeness of the earthquake history of
the region is determined by comparison to published sources of information.
When conflicting descriptions of individual earthquakes are found in the
published references, the staff should determine which is appropriate for
licensing decisions.

2.5.2.2 Geoloaic and Tectonic Characteristics of Site and Reaion. For the
CEUS sites. ~ hen the SSE is determined using the results of the Lawrence
Livermore .ational Laboratory (LLNL) or Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) crobabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) methodology and data base,
and Regulatory Guide 1.165 (Ref. 9) in meeting the requirements of References
1 - 3, this subsection is acceptable when adequate information is provided to
demonstrate: (1) that a thorough investigation has been conducted to identify
seismic sources that could be significant in estimating the seismic hazards of
the region if they exist; and (2) that existing sources (in the PSHA) are
consistent with the results of site and regional investigations or the sources
have been updated in accordance with Appendix E of Regulatory Guide 1.165.

For sites where LLNL or EPRI methods and data base have not been used, and it
is necessary to identify and characterize seismic sources in meeting the
requirements of References 1 through 3, adequate information must be provided
in this subsection to demonstrate that all seismic sources that are
significant in determining the earthquake potential of the region have been
identified, or that an adequate investigation has been carried out to provide
reasonable assurance that there are no unidentified significant seismic
sources.

Information presented in Section 2.5.1 of the applicant's safety aaalysis
report (SAR) or early site evaluation report (ESR) and information from other
sources dealing with the current tectonic regime should be developed into a
coherent, well-documented discussion to be used as the basis for
characterizing the earthquake-generating potential of seismic sources.
Specifically, each seismic source, any part of which is within 320 km (200
miles) of the site, must be identified. In the CEUS, the seismic sources will
most likely be seismogenic sources with large regions of diffuse seismicity,
each characterized by its own recurrence model (more specifically referred to
as seismotectonic provinces). The staff interprets seismotectonic provinces
to be regions of assumed uniform seismicity (same frequency of occurrence)
distinct from the seismicity of the surrounding area. The proposed
seismotectonic provinces may be based on seismicity studies, differences in
geologic history, differences in the current tectonic regime, or other
tectonic considerations.

The staff considers that the most important factors for the determination of
seismic sources include both (1) development and charactaristics of the
current tectonic regime of the region that is most likely reflected in the
Quaternary period (approximately the last 2 million years and younger geologic
history) and (2) the pattern and level of historical seismicity. Those
characteristics of geologic structure, tectonic history, present and past
stress regimes, and seismicity that distinguish the various seismic sources q
and the particular areas within those sources where historical earthquakes
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have occurred should be described. Alternative regional tectonic models
p derived from available literature should be discussed. The model that best

conforms to the observed data is accepted. In addition, in those areas where
L there are capable tectonic sources, the results of the additional

investigative requirements described in SRP Section 2.5.1 must be presented.
The discussion should be augmented by a regional-scale map showing the
seismic sources, earthquake epicenters, locations of geologic structures, and
other features that characterize the seismic sources.

2.5.2.3 Correlation of Earthauake Activity with Seismic Sources. To meet
the requirements in Reference 1, acceptance of this subsection is based on the
development of the relationship between the history of earthquake activity and
seismic sources of a region. For the CEUS sites,.when the SSE is determined
using LLNL or EPRI PSHA methodology and data base, and Regulatory Guide 1.165
(Ref. 9) in meeting the requirements of Reference 1, this subsection is
acceptable when adequate information is provided to demonstrate (1) that a
thorough investigation has been conducted to assess the seismicity and
identify seismic sources that could be significant in estimating the seismic

,

hazards of the region if they exist, and (2) that existing sources (in the !
PSHA) are consistent with the results of site and regional investigations or j
the sources have been updated in accordance with the Appendix E of Regulatory -

Guide 1.165.
1

For sites where LLNL or EPRI methods and data bases are not used and it is I
Jnecessary to identify and characterize seismic sources in meeting the

requirements of Reference 1, adequate information must be provided in this
subsection to demonstrate that all seismic sources that are, significant in' determining the earthquake potential of the region have been identified, or
that an adequate investigation has been carried out to provide reasonable,

assurance that there are no unidentified significant seismic sources.

The applicant's presentation is accepted when the earthquakes discussed in
Subsection 2.5.2.1 of the SAR are shown to be associated with seismic sources.
Whenever an earthquake hypocenter or concentration of earthquake hypocenters
can be reasonably correlated with geologic structures. the rationale for the
association should be developed considering the characteristics of the
geologic structure (including geologic and geophysical data, seismicity, and
the tectonic history) and the regional tectonic model. The dise.ussion should
include identification af the methods used to locate the earthquake
hypocenters, an estimation of their accuracy, and a detailed account that
compares and contrasts the geologic structure involved in the earthquake
activity with other areas within the seismotectonic province. Particular
attention should be given to determining the recency and level of activity of
faults with which instrumentally located earthquake hypocenters may be
associated. Acceptance of the proposed seismic sources (those identified by
the investigations) is based on the staff's independent review of the geologic
and seismic information presented by the applicant and available in the
scientific literature.

2.5.2.4 Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis and Controllina Earthauakes.

For the CEUS situ relying on LLNL or EPRI methods and data bases, the staff
will review the applicant's PSHA, including the underlying assumptions and how:

| the results of the site investigations are used to update the existing sources
in the PSHA, how they are used to develop additional sources, or how they are

[ used to develop a new data base.
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The staff will review the controlling earthquakes and associated ground
motions at the site derived from the applicant's PSHA to be sure that they are
consistent with the controlling earthquakes and ground motions used in
licensing (a) other licensed facilities at the site, (b) nearby plants, or (c)
plants licensed in similar seismogenic regions, or to be sure the reasons they
are not consistent are understood. For the CEUS, a comparison of the PSHA
results can be made with the information included as Table 1, which is a very
general representation based on technical information developed over the past
two decades of licensing nuclear power plants.

Table 1

Magnitudes and Distances Within Seismogenic Source Regions I

of the CEUS Used to Estimate the SSE
|

|

SEISMIC SOURCES MAGNITUDE DISTANCE TO SITE .

(KM) |
Northern New England 5.8 mb 15

Piedmont - New England 5.6 mb 15

Southern Valley and Ridge 5.7 mb 15

Atlantic Coastal Plain 5.5 mb 15

Gulf Coast 5.4 mb 15

Central Stable Region 5.5 mb 15

Charleston 7.5 Ms Site-specific

New Madrid 8.5 Ms Site-specific i

The applicant's probabilistic analysis, including the derivation of
controlling earthquakes, is considered acceptable if it follows the procedures
in Regulatory Guide 1.165 and its Appendix C (Ref. 9). Incorporating the
results of site investigations into the probabilistic analysis is considered
acceptable if it follows the procedure outlined in Appendix E of Regulatory
Guide 1.165 and is consistent with the review findings of Sections 2.5.2.2 and
2.5.2.3. l

i

In addition to the above reviews for CEUS sites where applicants did not use
the LLNL or EPRI methods and data bases, the staff will further review the
applicant's PSHA or other method used to derive controlling earthquakes. The i

staff will particularly review the approaches used to address uncertainties.
The staff will perform an independent evaluation of the earthquake potential
associated with each seismic source that could affect the site. The staff
will evaluate the applicant's controlling earthquakes using historical
seismicity (including maximum historical earthquakes) and paleoseismicity.

For sites not in the CEUS, the staff will review the PSHA or other methods in
detail. As in the reviews of CEUS sites, the staff will particularly review
the approaches used to address uncertainties. The staff will assess the
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|

|

controlling earthquakes for the site derived from the applicant's method to be
sure that they are consistent with the controlling earthquakes and ground j

,'
) motions used in licensing (a) other licensed facilities at the site, (b) i

v nearby plants, or (c) plants licensed in similar seismogenic regions, or to be
sure the reasons they are not consistent are understood.

The determination of the controlling earthquakes and the seismic hazard I

information base for sites not in the CEUS is carried out using procedures I

similar to those used for CEUS. However, because of differences in seismicity
rates and ground motion attenuation characteristics at these sites,
alternative magnitude-distance parameters may havj! to be used. In addition,

an alternative reference probability may also hav:! to be developed,
particularly for sites in the active plate margin region and for sites at

Iwhich a known tectonic structure dominates the hazard. The staff will perform
an independent evaluation of the earthquake potential associated with each I

seismic source that could affect the site. The staff will evaluate the I

applicant's controlling earthquakes based on historical seismicity (including
maximum historical earthquakes) and paleaseismicity.

For guidance in evaluating the earthquake potential and characterizing the
uncertainty for sites that are assessed using methods other than the LLNL or
EPRI methods and data bases, or for sites outside the CEUS, refer to the
Senior Seismic Hazard Analysis Committee (SSHAC) Report (Ref.12).

2.5.2.5 Seismic Wave Transmission Characteristics of the Site. In the PSHA
procedure described in Regulatory Guide 1.165 (Ref. 9), the controlling
earthquakes are determined for actual or hypothetical rock conditions. The
site amplification studies are performed in a distinct separate step as a parto

1 of the determination of the SSE. In this section, the applicant's site
d amplification studies are reviewed in conjunction with the geotechnical and

structural engineering reviews. Particular emphasis is placed on how the
uncertainties inherent in this process are addressed.

To be acceptable, the seismic wave transmission characteristics (amplification
or deamplification) of the materials overlying bedrock at the site are
described as a function of the significant frequencies (Ref.13). The
following material properties should be determined for each stratum under the
site: thickness, seismic compressional and shear wave velocities, bulk
densities, soil index properties and classification, shear modulus and damping
variations with strain level, and the water table elevation and its variations
(Ref. 14). In each case, methods used to determine the properties should be
described in Subsection 2.5.4 of the SAR and cross-referenced in this
subsection.

Where vertically propagating shear waves may produce the maximum ground
motion, a one-dimensional equivalent-linear analysis (e.g., Ref.15 or 16) or
nonlinear analysis (e.g., Refs.17,18, or 19) may be appropriate and is
reviewed in conjunction with geotechnical and structural engineering. Where
horizontally propagating shear waves, compressional waves, or surface waves
may produce the maximum ground motion, other methods of analysis (e.g., Refs.
20 and 21) may be more appropriate. However, since some of the variables are

l not well defined and the techniques are still in the developmental stage, no
generally agreed-upon procedures can be promulgated at this time. Hence, the

'N staff must use discretion in reviewing any method of analysis. To ensure

) appropriateness, site response characteristics determined from analytical
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procedures should be compared with historical and instrumental earthquake
data, when available.

2.5.2.6 Safe Shutdown Earthauake Ground Motion. In this subsection, the
staff reviews the applicant's procedure to determine the SSE, including the
procedure used t i derive spectral shape from the controlling earthquakes as
described in Reference 9.

,

As a part of the review of the adequacy of the SSE proposed by the applicant,
the staff performs an independent evaluation of ground motion estimates, ss
required.

The following procedures (in descending order of preference) should be used to
develop the site-specific spectral shapes for controlling earthquakes. These
procedures are also used to make ground motion estimates when the |

probabilistic methods are not used. In the following procedures, 84th !

percentile response spectra are used for both spectral shape and ground motion
amplitude estimates. |

,

1

I1. Both horizontal and vertical component site-specific response spectra
should be developed statistically from response spectra of recorded
strong motion records that are selected because they have similar
sources, propagation paths, and recording site properties as the

,

controlling earthquakes. It must be ensured that the recorderi motions 1

represent free-field conditions and are free of or corrected for any
soil-structure interaction effects that may be present because of
locations or housing of recording instruments. Important source
properties include magnitude and, if possible, fault type and tectonic
environment. Propagation path properties include distance, depth, and
attenuation. Relevant site properties include shear wave valocity
profile and other factors that affect the amplitude of wave.; at
different frequencies. A sufficiently large number of site-specific
time-histories or response spectra or both should be used to outain an
adequate broadband spectrum to encompass the uncertainties in these
parameters. An 84th percentile response spectrum for the records should |

be presented for each damping value of interest (e.g., Refs. 22--25).
The staff considers direct estimates of spectral ordinates preferable to
scaling of spectra to peak accelerations. If the data for site-specific i

response spectra were not obtained under geologic conditions similar to I

those at the site, corrections for site effects should be included in i
the development of the site-specific spectra.

2. Where a large enough ensemble of strong-motion records is not available,
response spectra may be approximated by scaling that ensemble of strong-
motion data that represent the best estimate of source, propagation
path, and site properties (e.g., Ref. 26). Sensitivity studies should
show the effects of scaling.

3. If strong-motion records are not available, site-specific peak ground
acceleration, velocity, and displacement (if necessary) should be deter-
mined for appropriate magnitude, distance, and foundation conditions.
Then response spectra may be determined by scaling the acceleration,
velocity, and displacement values by appropriate amplification factors
(e.g., Ref. 27). For each controlling earthquake, the peak ground
motions should be determined using current relations between
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acceleration, velncity, and, if necessary, displacement, earthquake size(magnitude or intensity), and source distance.
should be determined from state-of-the-art relationships. Peak ground motion
between magnitude and ground motion are found, for example, inRelationships

i

References 13 and 28.
Because of the limited data for high intensities

greater than HMI VIII, the available empirical relationships between
intensity and peak ground motion may not be suitable for determining th
appropriate reference acceleration for seismic design. e

4.

be used to supplement site-specific spectra if the input parameters andSpectra developed by theoretical-empirical modeling of ground motion may
the appropriateness of the model are thoroughly documented (e g13, 28, and 29 .

seismic sources) that may experience ground motion that is different inModeling is particularly useful for sites near, Refs.
..

terms of freque tcy content and wave type from ground motion caused bymore distant ea thquakes.

The SSE response spectra proposed by the applicant are considered acceptableif they meet Regulatory Position 4 and Appendix F of Reference 9
independent staff estimates of ground motion are significantly differIf the
those proposed by the applicant

.

ent from
differences and resolve them as, appropriate.the staff will review the reasons for

The time duration and number of cycles of strong ground motion are requiredfor analysis and design of many plant components.
history for structural analysis is reviewed under SRP Section 3 71The adequacy of the time
history is reviewed in this SRP section to confirm that it is compatible withThe time
the seismological and geological conditions in the site vicinity and with th

...

I accepted SSE model.

strong ground motion from a given source-site configuration are limitedAt present, models for computing the time history of
e

Total duration of the motion is acceptable when it is as conservative a
values determined using current studies such as References 30 - 33

.

s

and number of cycles of strong ground motion are critical parameters andFor evaluation of the liquefaction potential at the site, the time duratio
.

n
require additional consideration.

have magnitudes of less than 6, the time history selected for the evaluationIf the controlling earthquakes for the site
of liquefaction potential must have duration and number of strong motion
cycles corresponding to at least an event of magnitude 6.
III.

REVIEW PROCEDURES _

to determine compliance with the investigative requirements of 10 CFR SectiUpon receiving the applicant's SAR or ESR, an acceptance review is conduct de
100.23 (Ref. 1).
resolution of which could result in extended delays in completing the reviewThe reviewer also identifies any site-specific problems, the

on

After SAR or ESR acceptance and docketing, the reviewer identifies areas that
.

need additional information to support the review of the applicant's seismicdesign.
These are transmitted to the applicant as requests for additionalinformation.

conditions at the site and the region around the site as shown in outcropsA site visit may be conducted, during which the reviewer inspects the geolo i)
gc

borings, geophysical data, trenches, and those geologic conditions exposed,

2.5.2-9
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The reviewer also discusses the questions with the
applicant and his consultants so that it is clearly understood what additional
during construction.

information is required by the staff to continue the review.
I

The reviewer evaluates the applicant's response to the questions, prepares
requests for any additional information, and formulates positions that mayThese are formally transmitted
agree or disagree with those of the applicant.
to the applicant.

The SAR or ESR and amendments responding to the requests for additional
information are reviewed to determine that the information presented by the
applicant is acceptable according to the criteria described in Section IIBased on information supplied by the applicant
(Acceptance Criteria) above.and information obtained from site visits, staff consultants, or literature
sources, the reviewer independently identifies and evaluates the relevant
seismic sources, including their capability, and determines the earthquake
potential for each using procedures noted in Section II, Acceptance Criteria,

The reviewer evaluates the vibratory ground motion that the
controlling earthquakes could produce at the site and compares that groundabove.

motion to the SSE used for design.

IV. EVALUATION FINDINGS

On completion of the review of the geologic and seismologic aspects of the
plant site, if the evaluation by the staff confirms that the applicant has met
the requirements or guidance of applicable portions of References 1 through 6
and 9, the conclusion in the Safety Evaluation Report (SER) states that the
information provided and investigations performed support the applicant's
conclusions regarding the seismic characterization of the subject nuclearIn addition to the conclusion, this section of the SER
power plant site. includes an evaluation of (1) seismic sources, (2) the capability of geologic
structures in the region, (3) controlling earthquakes and associated free-
field response spectra, (4) the SSE, and (5) the time history of strong ground

Staff reservations about any significant deficiency presented in the
applicant's SAR are stated in sufficient detail to make clear the preciseIn addition, the staff will also note the results of
motion.

nature of the concern.its independent analyses, if performed, and discuss how these results were
used in the safety evaluation. The above evaluations are made by the staff
during the construction permit (CP), operating license (OL), combined license
(COL), or early site permit phases of review as appropriate.

OL and COL applications are reviewed for any new information developedThe review will also
subsequent to the CP SER or the early site evaluation.
determine whether the recommendations made following the CP or early site
review have been implemented.

|

A typical COL or OL-stage summary finding for this section of the SER follows:
In our review of the seismologic aspects of the plant site, we have
considered pertinent information gathered since our initial seismologic
review that was made in conjunction with an early site review or theThis new information includes data gained from both
issuance of the CP. site and near-site investigations as well as from a review of recently
published literature.

Rev. 3 - March 1997 j
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As a result of our recent review of the seismologic infcrmation, we have
determined that our earlier conclusion regarding the safety of the plant

1 from a seismological standpoint remains valid. These conclusions can be>

j summarized as follows:

1. Seismologic information provided by the applicant and required by
10 CFR 100.23 provides an adequate basis to establish that no
seismic sources exist in the plant site area that would cause
earthquakes to be centered there.

2. The response spectrum proposed for the SSE is the appropriate
free-field response spectrum in conformance with 10 CFR 100.23.

|

The new information reviewed for the proposed nuclear power plant is i
discussed in SER Section 2.5.2. j

The staff concludes that the site is acceptable from a seismologic |
standpoint and meets the requirements of (1) General Design Criterion 2 !
in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50, (2) 10 CFR Part 101, and (3) 10 CFR |
100.23. This conclusion is based on the following: '

l. The applicant has met the requirements of: |

|
a. General Design Criterion 2 in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50, !

with respect to protection against natural phenomena such as i
faulting.

w b. 10 CFR Part 100, " Reactor Site Criteria," with respect to i

: the identification of geologic and seismic information used 1- '' in determining the suitability of the site.

c. 10 CFR 100.23 (Ref. 1) with respect to obtaining the
geologic and seismic information necessary to determine (1)
site suitability and (2) the appropriate design of the
pl ant. Guic'ance for complying with this regulation is cen-
tained in R:gulatory Guide 1.132, " Site Investigations for
Foundationt of Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 4); Regulatory
Guide 1.160, " Identification and Characterization of Seismic
Sources and Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion" (Ref.
9); and Regulatory Guide 4.7, " General Site Suitability
Criteria for Nuclear Power Stations" (Ref. 5).

V. IMPLEMENTATION

The following is intended to provide guidance to applicants and licensees
regarding the NRC staff's plans for using this SRP section.

Except in those cases in which the applicant or licensee proposes an
acceptable alternative method for complying with specific portions of the
Commission's regulations, thi methods described herein will be used by the
staff in its evaluation of conformance with NRC's regulations.

Implementation schedules for conformance to parts of the method discussed
herein are contained in the referenced regulatory guides and NUREGs (Refs. 4
through 9).
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The provisions of this SRP section apply to reviews of construction permits,
operating licenses, early site permits, and combined license applications
docketed pursuant to 10 CFR 100.23.
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

/'ee.e' STANDARD REVIEW PLANs

E. OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

.....

i

2.5.3 SURFACE FAULTING !
l

REVIEW RESPONSIBILITIES I

|,

Primary - Civil Engineering and Geosciences Branch (ECGB) |
|

Secondary - None |

,

I. AREAS OF REVIEW

1

ECGB reviews information in the applicant's Safety Analysis Report (SAR) or
Early Site Evaluation Report (ESR) that addresses the existence of a potential

'
|

for surface deformation that could affect the site. The technical information
presented in this section of the SAR or ESR results largely from detailed
surface and subsurface geological, seismological, and geophysical
investigations performed in progressively greater detail within each of the
areas approximately described by radii of 40 km (25 mi), 8 km (5 mi), and 1 km
(0.6 mi) around the site. The following specific subjects are addressed: the

: geological, seismological, and geophysical investigations (subsection
i 2.5.3.1), geological evidence, or absence of evidence, for surface deformation

(subsection 2.5.3.2), correlation of earthquakes with capable tectonic sources
(subsection 2.5 3.3), ages of most recent deformations (subsection 2.5.3.4),
relationship of tectonic structures in the site area to regional tectonic

"

structures (subsection 2.5.3.5), characterization of capable tectonic sources
(subsection 2.5.3.6), designations of zones of Quaternary deformation in the
site region (subsection 2.5.3.7), and the potential for surface tectonic
deformation at the site (subsection 2.5.3.8).

; References 1 through 7 provide guidance to the ECGB reviewers in evaluating
potential nuclear power plant sites. The principal regulation that will be-

used by ECGB to determine the scope and adequacy of the submitted geological,
seismological, and geophysical information is Section 100.23, " Geologic and
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Seismic Siting Factors," 10 CFR Part 100 (Ref. 2). Specific guidance for
implementing this regulation can be found in Regulatory Guide 1.165,
" Identification and Characterization of Seismic Sources and Determination of
Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion" (Ref. 3). Guidance regarding the
geotechnical engineering aspects is found in Regulatory Guide 1.132, " Site
Investigations for Foundations of Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 4). Additional
information is available to the ECGB reviewers through published and
unpublished scientific literature. As the state of the art regarding the
geosciences is advancing rapidly, it is the responsibility of the reviewers to
stay abreast of changes by reviewing the current scientific literature on a
regular basis and attending professional meetings.

1

II. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA |

The applicable regulations (Refs. I and 2) and regulatory guides (Refs. 3 - 5)
and basic acceptance criteria pertinent to the areas of this section of the
Standard Review Plan are:

1. General Desian Criterion (GDC) 2. "Desian Bases for Protection Aaainst
Natural Phenomena." in Appendix A. " General Desian Criteria for Nuclear

Power Plants." to 10 CFR Part 50. This criterion requires that the
structures, systems, and components important to safety be designed to
withstand the effects of earthquakes, tsunami, and seiches without loss
of capability to perform their safety functions (Ref. 1).

2. Section 100.23. "Geoloaic and Seismic Sitina Factors." of 10 CFR Part
100. This section of Part 100 requires the applicant to determine the
SSE and its uncertainty, the potential for surface tectonic and
nontectonic deformations, the design bases for seismically induced
floods and water waves, and other design conditions (Ref. 2).

3. Reaulatory Guide 1.165. " Identification and Characterization of Seismic
Sources and Determination of Safe Shutdown Earthauake Ground Motion"

| (Ref. 3). This guide describes acceptable methods to: (1) conduct
| geological, seismological, and geophysical investigations of the site
| and region around the site, (2) identify and characterize seismic
| sources, (3) perform PSHA, and (4) determine the SSE for the site (see
| SRP Section 2.5.2.6).

4. Reaulatory Guide 1.132. " Site Investiaations for Foundations of Nucleal
P_ower Plants." This guide describes programs of site investigations
related to geotechnical aspects that would normally meet the needs for
evaluating the safety of the site from the standpoint of the performance
of foundations and earthworks under anticipated loading conditions,
including earthquakes. It provides general guidance and recommendations
for developing site-specific investigation programs as well as specific
guidance for conducting subsurface investigations, such as borings and
sampling (Ref. 4).

5. Reaulatory Guide 4.7. " General Site Suitability Criteria for Nuclear

Power Stations." This guide discusses the major site characteristics
related to public health and safety that the NRC staff considers in
determining the suitability of sites for nuclear power stations (Ref. 5,
also see Ref. 6). q
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The data and analyses presented in the SAR or ESR are acceptable if, as a
minimum, they describe and document the information required by Reference 2,

} show that the methods described in Reference 3 or comparable methods were
employed, and conform to the format suggested in Reference 7. The GeoRef data
base (American Geological Institute, Falls Church, Virginia) and other data
bases, such as the American Petroleum Institute Data Base (accessible through
RECON system) have been used by the staff in past licensing activities as
relevant guides to judge whether or not all of the current pertinent
references have been consulted. The staff also uses the Department of
Energy's RECON / Energy data base; State geological maps and accompanying texts;
U.S. Geological Survey 7.5 and 15 minute topographic and geologic quadrangle
maps; aerial photographs from Federal agencies such as the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the
U.S. Geological Survey, and the U.S. Forest Service; satellite imagery such as
Landsat and Skylab; and References 10 and 11.

Specific criteria necessary to meet the relevant requirements of the
Commission regulations identified above are described in the following
paragraphs. If the information that satisfies these criteria is presented in
other sections of Chapter 2.5, it may be cross-referenced and not repeated in
this section.

Subsection 2.5.3.1 Geolooical. Seismoloaical. and Geophysical Investiaations.

In meeting the requirements of References 1 and 2 and the positions of
References 3 and 4, this subsection is considered acceptable if the
discussions of the Quaternary tectonics, structural geology, stratigraphy,
geochronological methods used, paleoseismology, and geological history of the

I site are complete, compare well with studies conducted by others in the same ,

I area, and are supported by detailed investigations performed by the applicant. |

For coastal and inland sites near large bodies of water, similar detailed
investigations are to be conducted, and the information is to be provided in
the SAR or ESR regarding offshore geology and seismology as well as onshore.
In some instances it may be possible to identify an onshore projection of the |
offshore fault or fold of concern, or a tectonic structure that is analogous
to it at an onshore location. It is acceptable to the staff, along with other
investigations of the specific feature, to investigate the more remote,
accessible exposure to learn the nature of the potentially hazardous offshore
or buried fault and apply it to the local structure (Refs. 3 and 11). Site
and regional maps and profiles constructed at scales adequate to illustrate
clearly the surficial and bedrock geology, structural geology, topography, and
the relationship of the safety-related foundations of the nuclear power plant
to these features should have been included in the SAR or ESR.

Subsection 2.5.3.2 Geoloaical Evidence or Absence of Evidence. for Surface
Deformation. In meeting the requirements of References 1, 2, and 3, this
subsection is acceptable if sufficient surface and subsurface information is
provided and supported by detailed investigations, either to confirm the
absence of surface tectonic deformation (i.e., faulting) or, if present, to
demonstrate the age of its most recent displacement and ages of previous
displacements. If tectonic deformation is present in the site vicinity, it
must be defined as to geometry, amount and sense of displacement, recurrence
rate, and age of latest movement. In addition to geological evidence that may
indicate faulting, linear features interpreted from topographic maps, low and
high altitude aerial photographs, satellite imagery, and other imagery should
be documented and investigated. In order to expedite the review process, an
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identification list, index, and duplicates of the remote sensing data used in
the linear features study should be provided to and reviewed by the staff.
Evidence for the absence of tectonic deformation is obtained by the applicant
conducting site surface (geological reconnaissance and mapping, etc.) and
subsurface investigations (geophysical, core borings, trenching and logging,
etc.) in such detail and areal extent to ensure that undetected offsets or
other deformations are not likely to exist.

In the Central and Eastern United States (CEUS), except for the New Madrid
Seismic Zone, the Heers fault, and the Cheraw fault of the Colorado piedmont,
earthquake generating faults either do not extend to the ground surface or
there is insufficient overlying soil or rock of known or of a sufficient age
to date those that do.

In tectonically active regions such as the Western United States, many capable
tectonic sources are exposed at the ground surface and can be characterized as
to their seismic potential. However, in these regions many other capable
tectonic sources are buried (blind faults), and may be expressed at the
surface or near surface by folding, uplift, or subsidence (including faults
related to subduction zones). Investigations in these regions should take
these phenomena'into account. The nature of geological, seismological, and
geophysical investigations will vary in detail and extent according to the
geological complexity of the specific site.

Subsection 2.5.3.3 Correlation of Earthauakes with Capable Tectonic Source s
In meeting the requirements of References 1 and 2, this subsection is
acceptable if all historically reported earthquakes within 40 km (25 mi) of
the site are evaluated with respect to hypocenter accuracy and source origin,
and if all capable tectonic sources that could, based on their orientations, I
extend to within 8 km (5 mi) of the site are evaluated with respect to their
potential for causing surface deformation. In conjunction with these
discussions, a plot of the earthquake epicenters superimposed on a map showing
the local capable tectonic sources should have been provided.

Subsection 2.5.3.4 Aaes of Most Recent Deformations. In meeting the
requirements of References 1 and 2, this subsection is acceptable when every
significant fault, or fold associated with a blind fault, any part of which is
within 8 km (5 mi) of the site, is investigated in sufficient detail using
geological and geophysical techniques of sufficient sensitivity to
demonstrate, or allow relatively accurate estimates of, the age of most recent
movement and identify geological evidence for previous displacements if it
exists (Ref. 3). An evaluation of the sensitivity and resolution of the
exploratory techniques used should be given.

Subsection 2.5.3.5 RelationshiD of Tectonic Structures in the Site Area t.o
Reaional Tectonic Structures. In meeting the requirements of References 1 and
2, this subsection is satisfied by a discussion of the structural and
genetic relationship between site area faulting or other tectonic deformation
and the r~egional tectonic framework. In regions of active tectonism it may be
necessary to conduct detailed geological and geophysical investigations to
assess possible structural relationships of site area faults to regional
faults known to be seismically active.

Subsection 2.5.3.6 Characterization of Capable Tectonic Sources. In meeting
{the requirements of References 1 and 2, thi; subsection is acceptable when it
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h:ts been demonstrated that the investigative techniques used have sufficient
sensitivity to identify all potential capable tectonic sources such as faults,

/-s) or folds associated with blind faults, within 8 km (5 mi) of the site; and

V when the geometry, length, sense of movement, amount of total offset, amount
of offset per event, age of latest and any previous displacements, recurrence,
and limits of the zone are given for each capable tectonic source.
Investigations are to extend at least 8 km (5 mi) beyond all plant site
boundaries, including those adjacent to large bodies of water such as oceans,
rivers, and lakes.

Subsection 2.5.3.7 Desionation of Zones of Guaternary Deformation in the Site |

Reaion. In meeting the requirements of Reference 2, this subsection is judged I

acceptable if the zone designated by the applicant as requiring detailed
faulting investigation is of sufficient length and breadth to include all |

Quaternary deformation significant to the site (Ref. 3).

Subsection 2.5.3.8 Potential for Surface Tectonic Deformation at the Site. |

In meeting the requirements of References 1 and 2, this subsection must be i
<

presented by the applicant if the aforementioned investigations reveal that ,

surface displacement must be taken into account. If there is a potential for I

tectonically induced surface displacement at the site, it would be prudent of
the applicant to abandon the site. No commercial nuclear power plant has been
constructed on a known capable fault (capable tectonic source) and it is an I

open question as to whether it is feasible to design for tectonic surface or
near-surface displacement with confidence that the integrity of the safety-
related features of the plant would remain intact should displacement occur.
It is, therefore, staff policy to recommend relocation of plant sites found to
be located on capable faults (capable tectonic sources) as determined by the

I detailed faulting investigations. If in the future it becomes feasible to
design for surface faulting, it will be necessary to present the design basis
for surface faulting and supporting data in considerable detail.

III. REVIEW PROCEDURES

The three-phase review procedure described in Standard Review Plan (SRP)
Section 2.5.1 should be applied to assessing the potential for surface
faulting. The first phase consists of an acceptance review to determine the
completeness of the ESR or SAR by comparing the contents with the Criteria
described in Part II, Acceptance Criteria, of this section. The second phase
consists of a detailed review of the applicant's data and other independently
derived information, which may result in requests for additional information.
The third phase is a final review to resolve open issues and prepare a Safety
Evaluation Report (SER).

The staff review procedure involves an evaluation to determine that the
applicant has performed adequate investigations to fulfill the general
requirements of Reference 2. Acceptable methods are described in Reference 3.
Consultants or advisors may be called on to assist the staff in reviewing this
section of the ESR or SAR on a case-by-case basis. On request, the advisor or
consultant provides expertise in numerous earth science disciplines and
occasionally is able to provide first-hand knowledge of the site. A

literature search.is conducted independently by the staff concerning the
regional and local geology and seismology. The staff also utilizes the

g expertise of the U.S. Geological Survey and other Federal agencies, State
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geological surveys, universities, and private industry to obtain additional,up-to-date geosciences information regarding Quaternary tectonics at the site.
According to 10-CFR 100.23, applicants are required to investigate the
potential for near-surface deformation, both tectonically induced and thatThe steps that applicants may follow in
induced by other phenomena (Ref. 2).
determining the presence and extent of deformation and whether near-surface

.

|
deformation (if present) represents a hazard are in Regulatory Guide 1.165 in,

The area extending outward 8 km (5 mi) from the site,I Appendix 0 (Ref. 3).
and the site [1 km (0.6 mi)] must be investigated by a combination of
exploratory methods that should include borings, trenching, seismic profiling
and other geophysical methods, geological mapping, and seismicThe results of these explorations are cross-compared with
instrumentation. An important part of the
other available data and evaluated by the staff.
staff's review effort is to compare the new information derived from these
investigations or other sources with the specific data base used in the
probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) for the site (Ref. 3).

It has been the policy of the staff to encourage applicants to avoid areasAs the
that have a possibility for near-surface tectonic deformation.
question of whether or not a surface tectonic deformation condition exists is
critical in determining site suitability, this consideration is usually
addressed very early in the review. The exceptions are cases in which a
previously unknown fault is revealed in excavations during construction or isThe staff
discovered during the course of other investigations in the area.
should require early in the review that it be notified by the applicant when
the excavations for Seismic Category I structures are available for NRC
inspection and when the detailed geological maps to be used by the staff whileIn addition, the staff should
examining the excavations will be available. require that it be contacted immediately if a fault, not previously identified
in the SAR or ESR, is found within 8 km (5 mi) of the plant.

In 10 CFR Part 52, a licensing approach is described that may be used in lieu

of the 10 CFR Part 50 two-step procedure of requiring applicants to obtain aConstruction Permit, followed several years later after the plant design bases
have been approved by the staff, by application for an Operating License.

This procedure, called combined licensing, could create a problem for thestaff in that the SER will already have been written and the applicant willTherefore, faults discovered
have a license before excavations are started.
for the first time in the excavations will not have been evaluated by theTo alleviate this potential problem, there must be a commitment in the
site-specific portion of the SAR for a facility to (1) notify the staffstaff.
immediately if previously unknown geologic features that could represent a
hazard to the plant are encountered in the excavation; (2) geologically map
all excavations for Seismic Category I structures, as a minimum; and (3)
notify the NRC staff when the excavations are open for examination and {

evaluation.

When faults are identified in the site vicinity or site area, it must bedemonstrated that the faults do not have the potential to cause near-surfaceThis is
ground displacement (capable tectonic source) at the site.
accomplished by determining the ages of the latest displacement on the faults,
preferably by stratigraphic methods, that is, identifying strata or a stratum
of datable soil or rock overlying the fault that is undefonned by the fault.

,Other methods include correlating the last faulting event with regional
Rev. 3 - March 1997 |
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tectonic activity of known ancient age, geomorphic evidence of age, and
determining the relationship between the time of the fault rupture event and

9 discussed in References 3 and 10.
the ages of marine or fluvial terraces. Geochronological methods are

Regulatory Guide 1.165 (Ref. 3) provides
brief descriptions and a list of references of state-of-the-art methods and
their applications, which can be used to estimate the geochronological history
of geological materials associated with faults or other features.

In cases such as are described in the previous paragraph, the staff will carry
out limited site observations and investigations of its own, for example,
examinations of excavations. In some cases, the staff may select samples from
shear zones or other materials for subsequent dating and analysis. In past
investigations, applicants have often excavated trenches in the areas where
major facilities are to be located for in situ testing to reduce the chance of
surprises when the construction excavations are made.

Subsection 2.5.3.1 Geoloaical. Seismoloaical. and Geophysical Investiaations.

This subsection is evaluated by conducting an independent literature search
and cross-comparing the results with the information submitted in the SAR or
ESR. The comparison should show that the conclusions presented by the
applicant are based on sound data, are consistent with the published reports
of experts who have worked in the area, and are consistent with the
conclusions of the staff and its advisors or consultants. If the applicant's
conclusions and assumptions conflict with the literature, and the staff
disagrees with the applicant's analysis and assumptions, additional
investigative results to support those conclusions must be submitted to the
staff for review.

} Subsection 2.5.3.2 Geolocical Evidence. or Absence of Evidence for Surface
Deformation. This subsection is evaluated by first determining, through a
literature search and comparison with the applicant's data, that all
evidences of tectonic deformation such as fault offset identified in the
literature have been considered in the investigation. The results of the
applicant's site investigations are studied and cross-compared in detail to
see if there is evidence of existing or nossible displacements. If such
evidence is found, additional investigations such as field mapping,
geophysical investigations, borings, or trenching must be carried out to
demonstrate that there is no offset or to define the characteristics of the
fault if it does exist. It is important to distinguish between tectonically
induced near-surface deformation and deformation caused by nontectonic
phenomena such as growth faulting, collapse caused by the development of karst

! terrane, etc. (Ref. 3).

Subsection 2.5.3.3 Correlation of Earthauakes with Capable Tectonic Sources.
I This subsection is reviewed in conjunction with the consideration of SRP

Section 2.5.2. Historical earthquake data derived from the review of SRP
Section 2.5.2 are compared with known local tectonic features and a
determination is made as to whether any of these earthquakes can reasonably be
associated with the local tectonic structures. This determination includes an
evaluation of the hypocentral error estimates of the earthquakes. When
available, the earthquake source mechanisms should be evaluated with respect
to fault geometry. In addition, applicants and licensees are encouraged to
evaluate the relationship of fault parameters to earthquake magnitude. These

,

] parameters may include, but are not limited to, slip rate, recurrence
j intervals, length, rupture area, and fault type (Ref.11).

!
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Subsection 2.5.3.4 Aces of Most Recent Deformation. This subsection is
evaluated to determine if the times of most recent activity have been
estimated for the features identified, and there is sufficient bases
supporting those estimates. Much of the effort will consist of determining
whether the geochronological methodologies used by the applicant are based on
accepted procedures. In some cases unusual or untested age-dating techniques
may have been used. When such methods are employed, the staff will require
documentation of the technique. The accuracy of all age-dating techniques
used in the applicant's analysis should be carefully documented. Multiple
samples should be tested, and more than one dating method should be applied to
each horizon that is significant in estimating the age of a paleosiesmic
event. The staff may require the services of one or more consultants who have
expertise in the methods used.

Subsection 2.5.3.5 Relationship of Tectonic Structures in the Site Area to
Reaional Tectonic Structures. This subsection is evaluated by determining
through a literature search that the applicant's evaluation of the regional
tectonic framework is consistent with that of recognized experts whose reports
appear in the peer-reviewed published literature. The conclusions reached by
the applicant should be based on sound geological principles and should
explain the available geological and geophysical data. When special
investigations are made to determine the structural relationship between
faults that pass within 8 km (5 mi) of the site and regional faults, the
resolution accuracy of the investigative techniques should be given.

Subsection 2.5.3.6 Characterization of Capable Tectonic Sources. This
subsection is evaluated to determine whether a sufficiently detailed
investigation has been made by the applicant to define the specific
characteristics of all potential capable tectonic sources, any part of which
is located within 8 km (5 mi) of the site. The structural characteristics
that must be defined include length, orientation, geometry, and relationship
of the fault or fold to regional structures; the nature, amount, and
geological history of displacements along the fault; and the outer limits of
the zone established by mapping the extent of Quaternary deformation in all
directions. The staff must be satisfied that the investigations cover a larga
enough area and are in sufficient detail to demonstrate that there is little
likelihood of near-surface deformation hazards associated with capable
tectonic sources existing undetected near the site.

Subsection 2.5.3.7 Desianation of Zones of Ouaternary Deformation in the Site
Reaion. The zone that requires detailed investigations is defined by the area
characterized by Quaternary deformation within a distance of 40 km (25 mi) of
the site. The staff reviews the results of the applicant's investigation
together with a review of the published literature. The investigative
techniques employed by the applicant are evaluated to ascertain that they are
consistent with the state of the art. As part of this phase, experts in
specific disciplines may be asked to review certain aspects of the
investigative program. The results of the investigations are analyzed to
determine whether the outer limits of the zone of Quaternary deformation
investigation are appropriately conservative.

Subsection 2.5.3.8 Potential for Surface Tectonic Deformation of the Site.
If the detailed investigations for the proposed commercial nuclear power plant
reveal that there is a potential for surface deformation at the site, the
staff recommends that an alternative location for the proposed plant be
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considered. It is not expected that nuclear power plants could be |
- successfully designed for displacement in its foundation at the present time, i,

However, in the future, if it becomes feasible to design a commercial nuclear l
power plant to accommodate displacements, substantial information would be |
required to support the design basis for surface deformation. '

While fulfilling the tasks of Subsections 2.5.3.1 through 2.5.3.8, it is
important for the staff SAR or ESR reviewer to identify all significant new
information, such as a seismic source or a new tectonic model that was not

,

included in the site PSHA, and coordinate that information with the staff PSHA 1

reviewer.

IV. EVALUATION FINDINGS

If the evaluation by the staff, on completion of the review of the geological
and seismological aspects of the plant site, confirms that the applicant has |
met the requirements of applicable portions of General Design Criterion 2, i

|" Design Bases for Protection Against Natural Phenomena," of Appendix A to 10
CFR Part 50; and 10 CFR 100.23, " Geologic and Seismic Siting Factors," the
conclusion in the SER would state that the investigations performed, and the i

information and analyses provided, support the applicant's conclusions |
regarding the geologic and seismic suitability of the subject nuclear power i

plant site with respect to surface deformation potential. Staff reservations |about any significant deficiency, either presented in the applicant's ESR or |

SAR, and identified by the staff, should be stated in sufficient detail to
make clear the precise nature of the concern. The above determinations are
made by the staff during the early site, construction permit, operating |

license, or combined license reviews.

|
The ESR or SAR is also reviewed for any significant new information derived by

i the site-specific geological, seismological, and geophysical investigations
that had not been applied to the tectonic and ground motion models used in the
PSHA. Appendix E of Regulatory Guide 1.165 (Ref. 3) discusses an acceptable
method to address significant new information in the PSHA.

A typical finding for this section of the SER follows:

In its review of the geological and seismological aspects of the plant
site, the staff considered pertinent information gathered during the
regional and site-specific geological, seismological, and geophysical
investigations. The information includes data gathered from both site
and near-site investigations and from an independent review of state-of-
the-art published literature and other sources by the staff.

As a result of this review, the staff concludes that the geological,
seismological, and geophysical investigations and information provided
by the applicant in accordance with 10 CFR 100.23 and Regulatory Guide
1.165 provide an adequate basis to establish that no capable tectonic
sources exist in the plant site vicinity that would cause surface
deformation or localize earthquakes there.

The information reviewed for the proposed nuclear power plant concerning
the potential for near-surface tectonic deformation is summarized in SER
Section 2.5.3.

}
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The staff concludes that the site is suitable from the perspective of
tectonic surface deformation and meets the requirements of: (1) General
Design Criterion 2 in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50, and (2) 10 CFR
100.23. This conclusion is based on the following:

1. The applicant has met the requirements of:

a. G3ngral Desian Criterion 2 in Accendix A to 10 CFR Part 50
with respect to protection against natural phenomena such as
faulting.

b. 10 CFR 100.23. Geoloaic and Seismic Sitina Factors, with
respect to obtaining the geological and seismological
information necessary (1) to determine site suitability, (2)
to determine the appropriate design of the plant, and (3) to
ascertain that any new information derived from the site-
specific investigations does not impact the SSE derived by a
probabilistic seismic hazard analysis. In complying with
this regulation, the applicant also meets the staff's
guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.165, " Identification and
Characterization of Seismic Sources and Determination of
Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion;" Regulatory Guide
1.132, " Site ~ Investigations for Foundations of Nuclear Power
Plants;" and Regulatory Guide 4.7, " General Site Suitability
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants."

V. IMPLEMENTATION

The following is intended to provide guidance to applicants and licensees I
regarding the NRC staff's plans for using this SRP section.

Except in those cases in which the applicant or licensee proposes an
acceptable alternative method for complying with specific portions of the
Commission's regulations, the method described herein will be used by the
staff in its evaluation of conformance with Commission regulations.

Implementation schedules for conformance to parts of the method discussed
herein are contained in the referenced regulatory guidance (Refs. 3 - 7).

The provisions of this SRP section apply to reviews of construction permits
(CP), operating licenses (0L), early site permits, and combined license
(CP/0L) applications docketed pursuant to 10 CFR 100.23.

VI. REFERENCES

1. General Design Criterion 2, " Design Bases for Protection Against Natural
Phenomena," in Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50, " Domestic Licensing of Production and
Utilization Facilities."

2. Section 100.23, " Geologic and Seismic Siting Factors," in 10 CFR Part
100, " Reactor Site Criteria."

i
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3. US NRC, " Identification and Characterization of Seismic Sources and
Determination of Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion," Regulatory',
Guide 1.165.'

F

4. US NRC, " Site Investigations for Foundations of Nuclear Power Plants,"
Regulatory Guide 1.132.'

5. US NRC, " General Site Suitability Criteria for Nuclear Power Stations,"
Regulatory Guide 4.7.'

6. US NRC, " Report of the Siting Policy Task Force," NUREG-0625, August
1979.'

7. US NRC, " Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for
Nuclear Power Plants," Regulatory Guide 1.70. )

1

8. R.L. Bates and J.A. Jacksons, editors, " Glossary of Geology," American |
'Geological Institute, Falls Church, Virginia,1980.

9. G.V. Cohee (Chairman) et al., " Tectonic Map of the United States," U.S.
'
i

Geological Survey and American Association of Petroleum Geologists,
1962.

10. P.J. Murphy, J. Briedis, and J. H. Pfeck, " Dating Techniques in Fault i
Investigations," pp. 153-168, in Geoloav in the Sitina of Nuclear Power |
Plants, A.W. Hatheway and C.R. McClure, Jr., editors, " Reviews in |Engineering Geology," Volume 4, Geological Society of America,1979. |

^

H. Rood et al., " Safety Evaluation Report Related to the Operation of11.
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2," US NRC NUREG-0675,
Supplement No. 34, June 1991.'

|
1

|
1

|

' Single copies of the regulatory guides, both active and draft, may be
obtained free of charge by writing the Office of Administration, Attn:
Distribution and Services Section, USNRC, Washington, DC 20555 or by fax at
(301)415-2260. Copies are available for inspection or copying for a fee from
the NRC Public Document Room at 2120 L Street NW., Washington, DC; the PDR's
mailing address is Mail Stop LL-6, Washington, DC 20555; telephone (202)634-
3273; fax (202)634-3343.

2Copies are available for inspection or copying for a fee from the NRC
Public Document Room at 2120 L Street NW., Washington, DC; the PDR's mailing
address is Mail Stop LL-6, Washington, DC 20555; telephone (202)634-3273; fax
(202)634-3343. Copies may be purchased at current rates from the U.S.
Government Printing Office, P.O. Box 37082, Washington, DC 20402-9328

9

}
(telephone (202)512-2249); or from the National Technical Information Service
by writing NTIS at 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161.
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